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PREFACE 

The second edition of the International Conference on Engineering and 
Environmental Sciences (ICEES 2021) was co-hosted by the Faculty of 
Engineering and the Faculty of Environmental Sciences of Osun State University, 
Osogbo from 23rd-25th November, 2021. The Conference with the theme, “Re-
Thinking Engineering and Technology for Environmental Sustainability in the 
Face of Global Pandemic” took place at a time the world is still re-adjusting to life 
in the COVID/post-COVID-19 era. The conference which had both on-site and 
online participants from within and outside Nigeria provided opportunities to 
foster interactions and collaborations among members of academia, industries and 
stakeholders across the globe, with a view to proffering informed solutions to 
various technological and environmental challenges confronting Nigeria and the 
world at large.  

ICEES 2021 brought to the fore, the need for a re-think on how to build our 
cities, especially as world is working towards exiting the COVID-19 pandemic era. 
Efficient technologies that make social distancing, regular hand-washing and 
vaccination possible with little or no stress were highlighted. The need for wider 
deployment of frontier technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Internet-of-
Things, Drones and Unmanned Vehicles, Virtual Reality, Quantum Computing, 
Renewable Energy, Big Data Analytics, Nanotechnology and Technology-
Enhanced Learning in a bid to achieve quick economic recovery, growth and 
adaptation; combat COVID-19 and improve public health; provide high 
quality education as well as reduce the global digital divide was emphasized. During 
the conference, local, national and international participants demonstrated various 
approaches to the solutions theoretically, empirically and numerically. 

Having evaluated, revised and edited the various submissions by the participants to 
produce this publication, readers of this Conference Proceedings will find in it 
intellectual treasures. It is our hope that they will also derive from it, inspiration for 
areas of further research to expand the frontiers of knowledge and produce 
qualitative works to qualify for the next edition of the ICEES conference. 

Finally, our immense appreciations go to the members of the local organizing 
committee as well as the local, national and international participants for using 
their time, energy and material resources to make the event worthwhile. 

 

Engr. Dr. S.O.A. Olawale 

Ag. Dean, Faculty of Engineering  
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ABSTRACT 

This study reviews recent literature on the engineering properties of Warm Mix Asphalt (WMA) 
containing Waste Plastic Bottle (WPB) and Waste Sachet Water (WSW) as a modifier and as a 
partial replacement for conventional bitumen. The study summarizes various contributions 
elucidating the various WPB and WSW utilized, their growing production and usage, WPB and 
WSW material preparation and treatment, physical composition and different engineering test 
methods adopted by previous studies such as Penetration, Softening point, Ductility, Viscosity, 
Flash and fire point, Loss on heating, Specific gravity, Stability and Flow. This study showed a 
significant improvement in the engineering properties of WPB modified WMA compared to the 
unmodified sample. The review also showed that WPB and WSW improve the engineering 
properties of warm mix asphalt when they were used separately. Furthermore, the sasobit 
manufacturer recommended a 3% addition of sasobit to bitumen when aiming at maximum 
temperature reduction and to achieve optimum performance. Previous researchers adopted the 
sasobit manufactures recommendation which reduces the production temperature of asphalt 
concrete by 30 oC. Therefore, it is recommended that further studies should use WSW and WPB 
in a combined form for use as a modifier in improving WMA. Also, further study should vary 
the percentage of sasobit to be blended with bitumen in other ascertain the modification that is 
most suitable for Nigeria’s condition using the locally available materials in asphalt production 

Keywords: WPB; WMA; Engineering Properties; Modified; Unmodified; WSW.  

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In Nigeria, Waste Plastic Bottles (WPB) is extensively used to package portable water and soft 
drinks while Waste Sachet Water (WSW) is used to package portable water. WPB and WSW are 
found everywhere in today's lifestyle, and it indeed constitutes a significant portion of municipal 
waste in Nigeria, ranging from 7 – 14 % by weight (Adetunji and Illias, 2010; Babatunde et al., 
2013 and Benjamin et al., 2014). Similarly, in research carried out by Dhoke et al. (2020), it was 
discovered that WPB and WSW constitute 12.7 % of total waste produced, and they cannot be 
disposed of by discarding or burning, as they produce unrestrained fire or contaminate the soil 
and vegetation.  

Burning and land-filling WPB and WSW are not environmentally friendly and sustainable 
because the process releases smoke, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and nitrous oxide, which 
are major contributors to global warming and methane (Amaniampong, 2015; Appiah et al., 2017; 
Tulashie and Boadu, 2020). Moreover, it was reported by Quartey et al. (2015), that livestock 
animal dies and gets choked as they diet plastic materials in the environment while choked 
gutters with WPB and WSW becomes a fertile breeding ground for mosquitoes and other 

mailto:salami.lukman@adelekeuniversity.edu.ng
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pathogenic organisms infesting the general populace with malaria attended health challenges like 
epidemic cholera, dysentery among others via food and water contaminations (Miezah et al., 
2015; Douti et al., 2017; Kumi-Larbi et al., 2018).  

Several studies have shown that WPB and WSW are non-biodegradable materials and can remain 
on the surface of the earth once there is no special treatment and thus accumulates after that 
(Ahmadinia et al., 2012; Kalantar et al., 2012; Dahunsi et al., 2013; Awaeed et al., 2015; Ajagbe et 
al., 2020; Akinleye et al., 2020a). Figure I a shows mound of waste plastic bottles at a landfill in 
Nigeria while Figure II b indicates a mound of waste sachet water at a landfill in Nigeria. 

There is a need for the highway construction industry to use cheaper and locally available 
materials to reduce over-reliance on natural resources and construction costs for sustainable 
development. Several researches have been done on modifying asphalt with WPB and WSW, and 
their findings showed that there was an improvement in the engineering properties of 
conventional bitumen (Kalantar et al., 2010; Jain et al., 2011; Osuolale and Agbalaya, 2012; 
Dahunsi et al., 2013; Awaeed et al., 2015; Ajagbe et al., 2018; Ajagbe et al., 2020; Akinleye et 
al., 2020a; 2020b). 

Hill (2011) classified asphalt based on the production temperature as Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) 
having a temperature above 140 oC and Warm Mix Asphalt (WMA) having a temperature 
between 100 oC – 140 oC.  HMA is produced at a temperature above 140 oC to ensure optimum 
workability of the HMA mixes and adequate coating of aggregates, filler and binder. However, 
the production of HMA results causes intolerable high energy consumption, occupational health 
hazard and environmental discomfort due to the release of harmful gaseous emissions such as 
CO2 and SO2. 

WMA is a sustainable paving technology used by the HMA industry to reduce the production 
temperature, gaseous emissions, paving temperature and improve the working conditions (Hill, 
2011; Rashwan, 2012; Guo et al., 2014; Akinleye et al., 2020a; 2020b). Diab et al. (2016) discovered 
that WMA technology reduces the production and paving temperatures of asphalt concrete 
mixtures between 20-30 oC. According to Hill (2011), WMA can reduce production costs and 
environmental impacts by reducing fuel consumption and emissions. From the review of 
literatures, it was discovered that there are certain additives used in the production of warm mix 
asphalt. The additive is referred to as sasobit. It is a granulate material. The manufacturer 
recommended that a 3 % addition of sasobit yields the best result when aiming at a maximum 
temperature reduction of 30 oC. This study would help in reducing WPB and WSW in our 
environment; it will also help in reducing high energy consumption, environmental discomfort, 
and occupational health hazard which is generated from the production and paving of HMA. 

 

2.0 PREPARATION AND TREATMENT OF WPB AND WSW 

There are two ways of modifying an asphalt concrete with WPB and WSW namely; the wet and 
dry method. The wet method involves dissolving the WPB and WSW. The dissolved WPB and 
WSW were then used in modifying the asphalt concrete. The dry method of modification 
involves shredding the WPB and WSW. The shredded WPB and WSW were then used in 
modifying the asphalt concrete. A review of the literature reveals that WPB and WSW are non-
biodegradable and thereby accumulate. In addition, there are three methods of treating the WPB 
and WSW namely; reducing, reusing and recycling. The most viable option is to recycle the 
polymers.  
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2.1 Physical Properties of WPB AND WSW 

In a research carried out by Akinleye et al., 2020b, it was discovered that the physical properties 
of the waste plastic bottle and waste sachet water differs. Therefore, Table 1 shows the 
properties of the waste plastic bottle, waste sachet water and bitumen that were used for warm 
mix asphalt concrete modification. 

 

Figure I a: Mound of waste plastic bottles 

Source: (Punchng, 2018) 

 

Figure II b: Mound of waste sachet water 

Source: (Fieldwork, 2021) 
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Table I: Properties of Waste Plastic Bottle, Waste Sachet Water and Bitumen (Akinleye 
et al., 2020b) 

PROPERTY DETAILS 

WSW WPB BITUMEN 

Type shredded water sachet shredded plastic water bottle VG-30 
Color White White Black 

Material Low density Polyethylene 
(LDPE) 

High density Polyethylene 
(HDPE) 

 

Size (mm) - 15.00-25.00  
Density (g/cm3) 0.92 1.38 0.98 

Melting point 
(°C) 

105 260 - 

Penetration - - 60-70dmm 
Temperature - - 25°C 

 

3.0 MIX COMPOSITION 

This is the quantity of each component of WPB, WSW and sasobit mixed with a certain measure 
of asphalt concrete. In a research carried out by Akinleye et al., 2020b, 1%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 9%, 
11%, 13%, 15% and 17% percentage modifications of dissolved waste plastic bottles were used 
to modify asphalt concrete. Also, a 3% addition of sasobit was in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s recommendation when aiming at a maximum temperature reduction of 30 oC was 
used to produce the warm mix asphalt. Similarly, Jamshidi et al. 2012 investigated the effects of 
Sasobit content on the rheological characteristics of un-aged and aged asphalt binders at high 
and intermediate temperatures. A 3% addition of sasobit was also adopted in their research. 
Furthermore, Ajagbe et al. 2020 investigated the effect of waste polymer modified bitumen with 
milled corn cob as a partial replacement for filler in asphaltic concrete. The following percentage 
modifications were used for the study; 5%, 10%, and 15%.  

4.0 ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF WMA MODIFIED WITH WPB AND WSW 

4.1 Penetration 

Akinleye et al., 2020b stated that the results of penetration values of plain bitumen decrease with 
an increase in the dissolved plastic bottle content for both hot and warm mix asphalt. The 
penetration values for 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 and 17% dissolved plastic bottle addition were 
77, 75, 73, 71, 67, 61, 56, 52, 45 and 40 mm for hot mix asphalt and 77, 71, 69, 68, 68, 64, 61, 58, 
52 and 49 mm for mix asphalt respectively. Furthermore, Ajagbe et al., 2020 reported that the 
penetration values of the 0% (control), 5%, and 10% modifications were found to fall within the 
range specified by the Federal Ministry of Works General specifications for roads and bridges, 

1997. The reduction in the penetration values indicates an increase in stiff ness of the modified 
bitumen with an increase in plastic content, a condition which was also reported by Essawy et al., 
2013 and Fang et al., 2013. 
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4.2 Softening Point 

Essawy et al., 2013; Fang et al., 2013; Ajagbe et al., 2020; Akinleye et al., 2020b reported that the 
softening point values increase with an increase in dissolved waste plastic content. It was 
concluded that the higher the softening point, the more stable the asphalt is at a high 
temperature. This implies that the waste plastic bottle content in modified bitumen improved the 
high-temperature stability of the asphalt. 

4.3 Ductility 

Essawy et al., 2013; Fang et al., 2013; Ajagbe et al., 2020; Akinleye et al., 2020b reported that the 
ductility values were found to decrease with an increase in WPB contents. The ductility test 
results show that the addition of waste plastic bottles reduces the ductility property of the asphalt 
cement. 

4.4 Viscosity 

Akinleye et al., 2020b reported that there was a decrease in the values of viscosity as the WPB 
content increased. It was concluded that the decrease in the viscosity values of warm mix asphalt 
could be due to the addition of Sasobit. Similarly, in research conducted by Ajagbe et al., 2020, it 
was also reported that there was a decrease in the values of viscosity as the WPB content 
increased. 

4.5 Flash and Fire Point  

Ajagbe et al., 2020; Akinleye et al., 2020b reported that the flash and fire point values increase 
with an increase in WPB contents. All values obtained for the various percentage modifications 
conform with the Federal Ministry of Works General specifications for roads and bridges, 1997. 

4.6 Loss on Heating   

Ajagbe et al., 2020 reported that the loss on heating values increases with an increase in WPB 
contents. All values obtained for the various percentage modifications conform with the Federal 
Ministry of Works General specifications for roads and bridges, 1997. 

4.7 Specific Gravity 

Ajagbe et al., 2020; Akinleye et al., 2020b reported that the specific gravity values increase with an 
increase in WPB contents. These values satisfied the requirement of Federal Ministry of Works 
General specifications for roads and bridges, 1997 and ASTM standard. 

4.8 Stability 

Akinleye et al., 2020b reported that the stability values of WMA increase as the amount of 
dissolved plastic bottles increases up to a maximum level of 7% before it started decreasing. This 
shows that to get the highest stability, a dissolved plastic bottle can be used up to 7% in WMA. 
The stability of WMA satisfied the requirement of the Federal Ministry of Works General 
specifications for roads and bridges, 1997 (≥3.5).  

4.9 Flow 

Akinleye et al., 2020b reported that the flow values decrease from 0 to 7% DPB addition for Hot 
Mix Asphalt (HMA) before increasing again but the highest flow was at 15% dissolved plastic 
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bottles. In the case of WMA, the flow values were lower than that of HMA. It decreases up to 
11% DPB addition before increasing to a maximum of 12.2 mm at 17% dissolved plastic bottles. 
However, the flow for both HMA and WMA satisfied the requirement of 8 – 16 mm flow stated 
in the Federal Ministry of works standard.  

5.0 WPB AND WSW FOR ASPHALT MODIFICATION 

The use of WPB and WSW is advantageous to the environment. Modifying conventional asphalt 
with WPB and WSW can reduce land-fill waste and save natural resources from extinction.   

Khan and Gundaliya (2012) stated that the modification of bitumen with waste polyethylene 
enhances resistance to cracking, pothole formation and rutting by increasing softening point, 
hardness and reducing stripping due to water, thereby improving the general performance of 
roads over a long period. According to them, the waste polymer utilized in the mix forms a 
coating over the mixture's aggregates, reducing porosity, absorption of moisture, and improving 
the binding property. 

Swami et al. (2012) investigated that the total material cost of the project is reduced by 7.99% 
with the addition of plastic to bitumen between the ranges of 5 % to 10 %. It was concluded that 
by modification of bitumen, the problems like bleeding in hot temperature regions and sound 
pollution due to heavy traffic are reduced, and it ultimately improves the quality and 
performance of the road. 

Pareek et al. (2012) carried out an experimental study on conventional bitumen and polymer 
modified binder and observed a significant improvement in rutting resistance, indirect tensile 
strength and resilient modulus of the bituminous concrete mix with polymer-modified bitumen. 
It was concluded that polymer-modified bitumen results in a high elastic recovery (79 %) and 
better age resistance properties. 

Dahunsi et al, (2013) investigated the properties of Pure Water Sachet (PWS) modified bitumen. 
The test results showed that PWS influences more on the penetration of the modified sample 
with the increase in the viscosity of the bitumen, as can be observed by the decrease in the value 
of penetration with the increase in the concentration of PWS. The penetration index values of 
Samples 2.5 % PWS and 7.5 % PWS make them classified as blown bitumen. The P.I. value of 
Sample 5 % PWS makes it less susceptible to temperature changes and classified as oxidized 
bitumen. 

6.0 LIMITATION OF THE CURRENT STUDY AND FUTURE IMPROVEMENT 

Based on the review, previous researchers have focused on using WPB and WSW separately for 
asphalt modification. Also, the current study adopted the 3% addition of sasobit in the 
production of warm mix asphalt which was recommended by the sasobit manufacturer. This 
paper hence recommends that further studies should make use of WSW and WPB in a combined 
form for use as a modifier in improving WMA in other to maximize the utilization of those 
wastes. Furthermore, future studies should vary the percentage of sasobit to be blended with 
bitumen in other ascertain the modification that is most suitable for Nigeria’s condition using the 
locally available materials in asphalt production 

7.0 CONCLUSION 

This paper reviewed the contribution of WPB and WSW sourced in Nigeria to improve warm 
mix asphalt performance. The study summarizes various contributions elucidating the various 
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WPB and WSW utilized, their growing production and usage, WPB and WSW material 
preparation and treatment, physical composition and different engineering test methods adopted 
by previous studies such as Penetration, Softening point, Ductility, Viscosity, Flash and fire 
point, Loss on heating, Specific gravity, Stability and Flow in other to assess the effectiveness of 
WPB and WSW in WMA production. This study showed that there was a significant 
improvement in the engineering properties of WPB and WSW modified WMA compared to the 
unmodified sample. Moreover, the review showed that WSW and WPB improved the 
engineering properties of bitumen when they were used separately. Furthermore, the review 
showed that the use of WPB and WSW is more appropriate to reduce over-reliance on natural 
resources and construction costs for sustainable development. This led to a reduction in 
environmental pollution associated with waste generated from plastic bottles and sachet water. 
Reusing WPB and WSW helps to reduce the overreliance on natural resources, thereby saving 
them from extinction. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper investigated the effect of calcium chloride salt (CCS) on the selected Oke bale lateritic 
soil in Osogbo, Osun State for use as a pavement material in highway construction. The 
laboratory tests considered in this study were specific gravity, particle size distribution, Atterberg 
limits, compaction (British Standard Light), unsoaked California bearing ratio (CBR) for the 
unmodified and stabilized lateritic soil. The lateritic soil was mixed with different concentrations 
of calcium chloride salt of 0, 4, 8, 12 and 16% and results were analysed using Analysis Toolpak 
incorporated in Microsoft excel 2013 package. The study revealed that natural lateritic soil 
contains fine particles, as defined by the American Association of State Highway Officers. 
Furthermore, plasticity index decreased from 14.68% of the natural soil to 11.49% at 12% CCS 
content and later increased to 15.6 % at 16% CCS content while the liquid limit of natural 
lateritic soil reduced from 60.05% up to 35.55 at 16% CCS content. The maximum dry density 
of untreated lateritic soil decreased from 1.63 Mg/m3 to 1.45 Mg/m3 at 4% CCS content and 
thereafter increased to 1.97 Mg/m3 up to 16% CCS content. The corresponding optimum 
moisture content increased from 19.47% to 24.0% at 4% and later decreased up to 16% CCS. 
The unsoaked CBR value of the unmodified lateritic soil increased from 13.22 to 24.65% at 8% 
CCS contents.  Analysis of variance on the lateritic-CCS mixture for the entire test were 
statistically significant except MDD and CBR which were not significant and showed a 
significant increase, on the 0.05 significance level. Based on the results of the CBR, 8% CCS - 
lateritic soil could be used to improve subgrade sections of low-traffic roads. 
 
Keywords: Compaction, Lateritic soil, Calcium chloride salt, California bearing ratio, Particle size 

distribution. 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Compaction and plasticity are properties that are commonly used by geotechnical engineers for 
the determination of densification and workability of soil to be used for construction purposes. 
Strength determination involves the application of mechanical energy for the improvement of 
the soil's properties. However, densified soil particles are reorganized, reducing the void ratio 
and limit water movement in the soil matrix (Alhassan and Mustapha, 2017). This technique is 
widely used in the construction of embankments, such as dams and roadways (Ishola et al., 2019). 
 
Laterite is a type of soil that forms as a result of weathering process that allows for laterization 
and it is commonly found in the leached soils of the humid tropics (Alhassan and Mustapha, 
2017; Oke and Olowoyo, 2019). The presence of iron and aluminum in laterite allows it to form 
in hot, humid tropical climates (Oluremi et al., 2016). Furthermore, due to the presence of 
significant iron oxide content, most lateritic soils have a rusty red colouration (Alhassan and 
Mustapha, 2017).  However, it is a common soil material utilized by engineers in Nigeria and 
other regions of the country to construct road pavements. The presence of cementing agents 

mailto:isholakzm@gmail.com
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(sesquioxides) in a lateritic soil makes  it valuable as a construction material (Joel and Agbede, 
2011).  Some lateritic  soils contain excessive clay minerals, compromising its strength and 
stability, as well as its ability to withstand the intended traffic load. These categories of laterites 
are usually known for their behaviors such as swelling or expansion, depressions, and lateral 
movement (Obeahon 1993). When compared to lateritic soils containing mostly kaolinite and 
chlorite minerals, some laterite soils contain swelling clay minerals such as illite and 
montmorillonite, which reduce shear strength, raise pore pressure, and increase swelling potential 
(Gidigasu, 1976).  
 
Some lateritic soils are lacking engineering qualities for use as sub-base and base materials in road 
pavements due to the presence of such clay minerals (Francis and Venantus, 2013). This 
prompts researchers to look for various ways to improve the geotechnical properties of soils, 
particularly those that have been proven to be problematic for use in construction (Joel and 
Agbede, 2011, Ishola et al., 2019). Cement, lime, and bitumen are some of the traditional soil-
improvement additives that have been used, but they have not proven to be cost-effective.  This  
draws the attention of researchers to wastes   locally sourced from industry and agriculture such 
as iron ore tailing, steel slag, locust bean, rice husk ash, plantain peel ash among others (Ishola et 
al., 2019; Oluremi et al., 2017).  
 
Calcium chloride is an inorganic salt created as a byproduct of the sodium carbonate production 
process. Calcium chloride was chosen over lime because "it is easier to make into calcium 
charged supernatant than lime (Petry and Amstrong, 1989). Hausmann (1990) discussed the use 
of environmentally friendly calcium chlorides as a dust suppressant on unpaved roads, haul roads 
in mining, and as a secondary additive to increase the strength of soils treated with cement or 
lime. According to Shon et al. (2010), treating soil with calcium chloride increases the density and 
strength of compacted soil. According to Zumrawi and Eltayeb (2016), increasing CaCl2 content 
increases dry density and decreases optimal moisture content, resulting in increased strength. 
Sani et al., (2018) also reported that CaCl2 improved the geotechnical properties of lateritic soil 
collected at Shika, Zaria. However, there is limited research on the use of CaCl2 to improve Oke 
bale lateritic soil. Therefore, this study   aimed at investigating the effect of strength and plasticity 
characteristics of the lateritic soil mixed with CaCl2. This study will also add to limited 
investigation and data on the use of CaCl2 for soil improvement. 
 
2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
2.1 Materials 
 
2.1.1 Lateritic soil 
The lateritic soil utilized for this work was gathered from Oke bale area Osogbo, Osun State, 
Nigeria. According to (Bello et al., 2015), the original material in the study area is a basic igneous 
rock that weathers into weakly developed lateritic soils.  
 
2.1.2 Calcium chloride 
The calcium chloride was obtained at a chemical laboratory shop in Osogbo. 
 
2.2 Methods of Testing  
The laboratory tests conducted on the natural soil include particle size distribution, Atterberg 
limit, compaction, CBR and UCS.  Properties of the natural lateritic soil were tested using (BS 
1377, 1990) and  the stabilized tests  in line with (BS 1924, 1990) procedures. California Bearing 
Ratio (CBR) tests were established at the optimum moisture contents (OMC) and maximum dry 
densities (MDD). British Standard Light (BSL) compactive efforts were utilized for soil-CaCl2. 
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The tests especially CBR were guided as stated in the (Nigerian general specification, 1997). The 
compacted soil samples were allowed to cure for six days prior to testing at a steady stacking rate.  
 
2.2.1 Atterberg limits  
The liquid limit test was performed using Cassagrande apparatus in accordance with  
(BS.1337,1990). The plastic limit test was carried out in accordance with  (BS.1337,1990).The 
purpose of these tests was to see how the addition of calcium chloride salt affect the consistency 
limits of the soil samples. 
 
2.2.2 California bearing ratio 
The compacted sample was placed in a mould with a volume of 2360 cm3 and kept in a sealed 
plastic bag for 6 days to cure before being immersed in water for 24 hours and tested according 
to the (BS 1377, 1990) procedures. The California bearing ratio (CBR) is calculated using the 
plunger's force and the depth of penetration into the specimen to determine the relationship 
between force and penetration. A force-versus-penetration curve was calculated using the 
recorded penetration and force values.  
The CBR of lateritic soil – CaCl2 mixture was calculated at 2.5 mm and 5.0 mm penetrations, 
with the CBR value obtained at 2.5 mm penetration being used for the calculation. 
 
3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Soil Index Properties  
 
The soil was characterized by the following tests: Particle size analysis, Specific gravity of soil 
solids, liquid limit, plastic limit, plasticity index,moisture-density relationships, unconfined 
compressive strength; and California bearing ratio. Figure 1 shows the Particle size distribution 
curve of natural soil. A synopsis of the soil properties (Table 1) and the Physiochemical 
composition of Lateritic soil is shown in Table 2.  
 
3.2 Atterberg Limits 
The Atterberg limits of CaCl2- lateritic soil mixture is shown in Figure 2. as the CaCl2  treatment 
increased with a corresponding decrease in the liquid limits (LL), plastic limits (PL), and plasticity 
index (PI). The liquid limit and Plastic limit decreased from 60.05 to 35.55%; 45.37 to 17.95% up 
to 16% CaCl2 content respectively. The plasticity index initially decreased from 14.68 to 11.49% 
at 12% CaCl2 content; thereafter, further addition of CaCl2 increased  the PI to 15.6%. The 
possible reason for these results was attributed to the complete chemical hydration of CaCl2 in 
the lateritic soil mixture which resulted in the aggregation and cementation of particles into larger 
clusters (Chew  et al. 2004; Osinubi et al. 2012). 
 

Table 1: Index properties of the natural soil 

Properties Quantity 

Natural Moisture Content (%) 19.3 
Specific Gravity 2.67 
Liquid Limit (%) 60.05 
Plastic Limit (%) 45.37 
Plasticity Index (%) 14.68 
Linear shrinkage (%) 8.6 
Percentage Passing BS No 200 Sieve 37.14 
AASHTO Classification 
USCS Classification 

A-7-6 (5) 
CL 

Optimum Moisture Content (%) 19.47 
Maximum dry density, Mg/m3 1.63 
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Table 2: Physiochemical Composition of Lateritic soil 

Oxide Composition Lateritic Soil 

SiO2 35.60 

Al2O3 27.40 
Fe2O3 24.0 
P2O5 - 
SO3 0.85 
K2O - 
TiO2 - 
MnO 2.00 
Na2O - 
CuO - 
CaO 0.28 
ZnO 0.09 
MgO - 

Loss of Ignition 14.6 

 

 
Figure 1: Particle size distribution curve of the natural soil 

 

 
Figure 2: Variation of Atterberg  limits of lateritic soil treated with calcium chloride salt 
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3.3  Compaction Characteristics  

3.3.1 Maximum Dry Density  

 The curve of the soil maximum dry density is depicted in Fig. 3 for BSL compactive efforts. The 
MDD value initially decreased from 1.63 Mg/m3 to 1.45 Mg/m3 at 4% CaCl2 thereafter increased 
with higher percentage of CaCl2. A similar trend was reported by (Edeh et al., 2014) where 
sawdust ash was used to improve lateritic soil properties. The observed MDD trend was 
probably due to agglomeration of the CaCl2 and the fine fraction of lateritic soil. The lateritic soil 
aggregates occupied larger spaces, thus increasing their volume and consequently decreasing their 
dry densities (Osinubi et al. 2012b). The increase in MDD was due to CaCl2 occupying the space 
found in the soil moisture leading to the flocculation and agglomeration of the clay particles as a 
result of the ions exchange ( Salahudeen et al., 2014). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the 
MDD BSL results show no significant effect of CaCl2 on the lateritic soil (FCAL = 4.90 < FCRIT = 
5.31)  
 
 

 
Figure 3: Variation of MDD of lateritic soil treated with calcium chloride salt 

 
 
3.3.2 Optimum Moisture Content 
The variation of Optimum moisture content with CaCl2- lateritic treated soil is shown in Fig. 4. 
The OMC for British Standard Light (BSL) compactive effort increased from 19.47% to 24% at 
4% CaCl2 thereafter decreased with higher content of CaCl2 up to 16%. The increase in OMC 
was attributed to the higher content of CaCl2 in the lateritic soil which increased the surface area 
of the particles, thus requiring more water to lubricate the entire matrix of the mixes (Ishola et 
al., 2019). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the OMC for BSL results show a significant 
effect of CacCl2 (FCAL = 19.12 > FCRIT = 5.31) on the lateritic soil mixture.  
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Figure 4: Variation of OMC of lateritic soil treated with calcium chloride salt 

 
3.4 California Bearing Ratio 
 
The California bearing ratio (CBR) variation of CaCl2 – lateritic soil mixture is depicted in Fig. 5. 
The unsoaked CBR value for the natural soil increased from 13.22% to the peak value of 24.65% 
at 8% CaCl2 thereafter, decreased with higher CaCl2 to 8.95 at 16 % CaCl2. The increase in CBR 
value was attributed to the presence of enough calcium needed for the arrangement of calcium 
silicate hydrate (CSH) and calcium aluminate hydrate (CAH) which are required compounds 
necessary for strength gain (Salahudeen and Akije, 2014). The value obtained for unsoaked CBR 
is not in line with the minimum CBR value of 30 % specified by (FMWH, 1997) for base 
material but improved for the sub-grade material requirement. 
 

 
Figure 5: Variation of CBR of lateritic soil treated with calcium chloride salt 

 
4.0 CONCLUSION 
 
Based on this study the following conclusions were drawn: 
1. The lateritic soil used was classified as A-7-6 (5) and CL using AASHTO soil characterization 
and USCS respectively. 
2. The plasticity index of the CaCl2 – lateritic treated soil decreased up to 12% CaCl2 content. A 
general decrease in MDD with a corresponding increase in OMC was observed for the addition 
of CaCl2 content up to 4 %.  
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3. The optimum CBR value for  CaCl2 - lateritic soil mixture was obtained using   to 8 % CaCl2  
content. This signifies improvements in the strength of the lateritic soil used, thus increasing the 
load-carrying capacity of pavement and could be used to improve low-traffic roads 
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Abstract 

Emulsion formation causes operational problems such as tripping of separation equipment in gas 
oil separation plants (GOSPs), production of off specification crude oil and creating high 
pressure drops in flow lines. The use of conventional chemical demulsifiers for resolving water-
in-oil emulsions is limited by the toxicity and environmental challenges. In this research, Luffa 
cylindrica, Blighia sapida and Calotropis procera extracts were evaluated for emulsion resolution using 
the bottled test method. The demulsifiers were extracted using the Soxhlet extractor and 
characterised for chemical constituents using Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometer (GC-
MS). Emulsions were prepared using crude oils and formation water in the ratio of 2:7. To 
stabilise the emulsion, 50 ml of sodium dodecyl sulphate solution was added and the mixture 
homogenised at 8000 rpm for 10 min. The demulsifying efficiency of different green demulsifiers 
was evaluated using experimental design and response surface methodologies. The percentage 
water resolution and interfacial tension were measured and optimised. Luffa cylindrical extract 
exhibited superior performance and is therefore recommended for further evaluation. 

Keywords: Green demulsifiers, Interfacial tension, Bottle test, RSM, Experimental design, 
Optimization 

1.0 Introduction  

Hydrocarbons are generally produced along with the formation water. When water droplets are 
dispersed in oil, a water-in-oil emulsion is formed. For emulsions to form, three conditions must 
be satisfied: (a) the two liquids forming the emulsion must be immiscible; (b) there must be 
sufficient agitation to disperse one liquid as droplets in the other, and (c) the presence of an 
emulsifier. The stability of the emulsion is dependent on the nature and amount of the surface 
active agents also known as the emulsifiers. Emulsifiers concentrate themselves at the oil-water 
interface and form interfacial films which reduce the interfacial tension and promote 
emulsification and dispersion of droplets. Naturally occurring surfactants such as the 
asphaltenes, resins, organic acids and bases are present in crude oil. The quantity of these organic 
compounds varies depending on the API gravity of the crude. Heavier crudes are associated with 
high concentration of asphaltenes and other organic surfactants (Lu et al., 2017). Emulsion 
formation is one of the major issues in the petroleum production, transportation and refining. 
Emulsion formation leads to an increase in crude oil viscosity and hence to high pumping cost 
(Fridjonsson et al., 2014). 

The traditional methods of separating oil from O/W emulsion include gravity, coagulation, 
ultracentrifugation and membrane filtration (Rajak et al., 2016). However, these techniques are 
characterised by low efficiency, complicated equipment and high energy consumption (Rajak et 
al., 2015). The most celebrated approach is the use of chemical demulsification methods. In 
chemical methods, chemical additives are mixed with the emulsion thereby accelerating the 
emulsion breaking process (Li et al., 2016). However, synthetic additives such as silicone, ethyl 
cellulose and ethylene glycol (Valencia et al., 2013) among others are expensive and 
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environmentally unfriendly. Therefore, it is necessary to develop cost-effective materials for 
resolving emulsion issues. 

This present study evaluates Luffa cylindrica, Blighia sapida and Calotropis procera extracts for 
emulsion resolution potentials using the bottled test method. The extracts are eco-friendly and 
available widely. The optimum conditions for maximum water separation using plant extracts 
were established. 

2.0 Materials and method  

2.1 Materials and Reagents 

Oil samples used were provided by the Chevron oilfield (Excravos Niger Delta province, 
Nigeria).  All glass wares were rinsed with deionized water. All the chemicals such as sodium 
dodecyl benzene sulfonate, sodium chloride and sodium hydroxide used are of analytical grade. 
Luffa cylindrica leaves, Calotropis procera leaves and Blighia sapida bark were sourced locally and 
identified at the Department of Pure and Applied Biology, Ladoke Akintola University of 
Technology, Ogbomoso. Figure 1 shows the pictorial diagram of the plants. 

   

Figure 1 (a) Luffa cylindrica, (b) Calotropis procera and (c) Blighia sapida plants 

2.2 Equipment and apparatus 

The equipment used in the making of emulsion include a homogenizer (Model 125), 
Tensiometer (Model: 2725 ARL) was used for the measurement of surface and interfacial 
tensions. Also,Soxhlet extractor (Model: NNN-F-240) was used for the synthesis of the green 
demulsifiers. Others include rotary evaporator, digital balance, centrifuge, pH metre and filter 
papers. For the bottle test experiment, 100 mL sized measuring cylinder, 50 mL beaker, 250 mL 
beaker, 300 mL beaker, 10 mL measuring cup and volumetric flask were used.  

2.3 Extraction and analysis of demulsifiers 

The dried leaves of Luffa cylindrica leaves, Calotropis procera leaves and Blighia sapida bark were 
pulverised mechanically and screened to approximately 20 μm prior to extraction. Approximately 
100 g of each sample was soaked in 1000 ml of ethanol in a soxhlet extraction apparatus. The 
extract was then concentrated in a rotary evaporator and stored in an air-tight sterile container. 
The detailed description of the extraction process is available elsewhere (Ogunleye et al., 2020). 
The constituents of the extracts were identified using GC-MS. The dominant functional groups 
present in the extracts were identified using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy FT-IR.  
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2.4 Preparation of Water-in-Oil emulsion 

Approximately 1050 ml of crude oil sample was mixed with 50 ml of sodium dodecyl sulphate 
(SDS). The mixture was homogenised at a speed of 5000 rpm for 20 minutes. 300 ml of the 
simulated produce water was added and the mixture homogenised at a speed of 8000 rpm for 
another 10 min. The final mixture was left for three days to enable the free water to settle out of 
emulsion. A droplet of each resulting emulsion was placed on a filter paper to ascertain the 
formation of the water-in-oil emulsion (Bhattacharyya, 1992). 

2.5 Bottle test method 

The bottle test (Figure 2) is an empirical test in which varying amounts of potential demulsifiers 
are added into a series of tubes or bottles containing subsample of an emulsion to be broken 
(Adulredha, 2018). After some specific time, the extent of phase separation and appearance of 
the interface separating the phases are noted. This method is done by inserting emulsion that was 
prepared inside the bottle and demulsifiers were added. The percentage water separation was 
measured while the interfacial tension was determined using a Spinning Drop Tensiometer. 

 

Figure 2 Bottle test experimental set up 

2.6 Experimental Design 

The Box-Behnken Design (BBD) was used for the experimental design. Here, the three 
proposed green demulsifiers were added to the emulsion at different concentrations. Table 1 
shows the range of concentration used for the experiment. For the three factors, seventeen 
experimental runs were made based on the selected response surface method. Table 2 shows the 
design matrix used for the evaluation. 

Table 1 Level of demulsifiers concentrations used for the experiment 

Factor Nam
e 

Unit
s 

Minimum Maximum Coded 
Low 

Coded 
High 

Mean Std. 
Dev. 

A LF g/L 1.50 2.50 -1 +1 2.00 0.3536 
B CP g/L 1.50 2.00 - +1 1.75 0.1768 
C BS g/L 1.0000 2.50 -1 +1 1.75 0.5303 
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Table 2 Box-Behnken Design Matrix for evaluation of green demulsifiers 

  Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Response 1 Response 5 

Std Run A:LF B:CP C:BS IFT WS 5hr 
  g/L g/L g/L   

14 1 2.00 1.75 1.75 4.5 14 

2 2 2.50 1.50 1.75 3.3 12 
10 3 2.00 2.00 1.00 4.8 13 

17 4 2.00 1.75 1.75 4 12 
1 5 1.50 1.50 1.75 5.5 14 

11 6 2.00 1.50 2.50 5.5 10 
12 7 2.00 2.00 2.50 6.4 10 

8 8 2.50 1.75 2.50 4.3 8 

16 9 2.00 1.75 1.75 4.2 12 
5 10 1.50 1.75 1.00 4.6 8 
15 11 2.00 1.75 1.75 5.6 12 
3 12 1.50 2.00 1.75 5.1 10 

13 13 2.00 1.75 1.75 4.2 12 
9 14 2.00 1.50 1.00 4.4 9 

7 15 1.50 1.75 2.50 4.3 7 
4 16 2.50 2.00 1.75 4.5 10 

6 17 2.50 1.75 1.00 3.6 13 

 

3.0 Results and Discussion  

3.1 GC-MS Analysis 

The results of the phytochemical constituents of the Luffa cylindrica leaves, Calotropis procera leaves 
and Blighia sapida bark extracts using the GC-MS are shown in Figure 3.  The analysis confirmed 
that the extracts contained important chemicals in substantial amount to resolve emulsions. The 
following compounds were dominant in the Luffa cylindrica leaves: 9,12- Octadecaoic acid (Z.Z)-, 
methyl esteric acid (20.75%) at RT (30.50 min), 1,2-Benzenedicarboxylic acid, diisooctyl ester 
(17.66%) at RT (34.50min), Hexadecanoic acid, methyl ester (11.75%) at RT (28.00 min) among 
many others. The GC-MS of the Blighia sapida extract shows the dominant of Hexadecanoic acid, 
2-hydroxy-1-(hydroxymethyl) ethyl ester (28.00%) at RT (31.50 min), Methyl stearate (7.90%) at 
RT (30.17min), Benzoic acid, 2-(dimethylamino) ethyl ester (7.84%) at RT (28.99 min) among 
many others. The Calosatropis procera contains Benzoic acid, 2-ethyl, and ethyl ester (13.05%) at 
RT (19.26 min), n-Hexadecanoic acid (11.97%) at RT (21.46min), as dominant constituent. 
These chemicals are well-known chemical demulsifiers (Cakraarty et al., 2008; Erfando, 2018). 

3.2 Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

The ANOVA for the analysis of experimental data (Table 2) showed that the quadratic model 
was adequate as shown in Table 3 and Table 4 for water separation and interfacial tension. The 
Model F-value of 7.04 and 27.06 for water separation and interfacial tension respectively imply 
that the models are significant. There is only a 0.01% chance that a "Model F-Value" could occur 
due to noise. Values of "Prob > F" less than 0.0500 indicate model terms are significant. In this 
case A, C, A2 and AB are significant model terms for the water separation. A, B, C, B2, AB and 
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C2 are significant model terms for the interfacial tension. Values greater than 0.050 indicate the 
  

3.3 Effect of demulsifiers on Water Separation WS and Interfacial Tension IFT 

Figure 4 shows the main effects of A, B and C on WS and IFT. For effective functionality of 
demulsifiers, the volume of water separated out of emulsion has to increase with time. After 5 h 
of treatment, there was an increase in WS as the concentration of factor A increased until an 
optimum concentration was reached and further increase in concentration of A caused a 
reduction of WS.  An increase in concentration of B causes a gentle increase in WS until an 
optimum concentration was reached beyond which a further increase in concentration yielded no 
significant increase in WS. We observed that factor C is needed in relatively quantity in the 
mixture to have a meaningful effect on WS. In all these, the variation in the behaviour of these 
green demulsifiers is highly related to their chemical composition. 

The observations from the effects of A, B and C on the IFT show that factor A exhibited 
maximum potential in lowering the IFT between the water and oil when compared with B and 
C. The degree to which the IFT is reduced indicates the chemical potential for emulsion 
resolution. Thus, factor A showed a great potential when compared with the other two factors. 
This observation is consistent with that observed for the WS.  

  

 

Figure 3: GC-MS Analysis for (a) Luffa cylindrica (b) Blighia sapida (c) Calotropis procera 
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Figure 4 The effect of main factor on water separation from water –in-Oil emulsion 

 

Table 3 ANOVA for water separation after 5 h 

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F-value p-value  

Model 57.55 9 6.39 7.04 0.0137 significant 
A-LF 14.08 1 14.08 15.50 0.0076  
B-CP 4.08 1 4.08 4.50 0.0783  
C-BS 8.00 1 8.00 8.81 0.0250  
AB 6.13 1 6.13 6.74 0.0408  
AC 4.00 1 4.00 4.40 0.0806  
BC 4.00 1 4.00 4.40 0.0806  
A² 18.02 1 18.02 19.84 0.0043  
B² 2.27 1 2.27 2.50 0.1651  
C² 3.85 1 3.85 4.24 0.0851  
Residual 5.45 6 0.9083    
Lack of Fit 2.25 2 1.13 1.41 0.3448 not significant 
Pure Error 3.20 4 0.8000    
Cor Total 63.00 15     

 

3.4 Synergistic effects of demulsifiers on WS and IFT 

Figure 5 shows the effects of simultaneous increase of concentration of chemical extracts on 
emulsion resolution when the third factor is kept constant at base value (mid value). It is clearly 
observed from figure 5(a) that if B is maintained at its minimum concentration (1.5 g/L) and 
concentration of A increased from 1.5 – 2.50 g/L, an optimum point exist where further increase 
of A leads to no significant change in WS. Higher concentration of B in the mix causes a 
reduction of WS. However, at a certain concentration which has to be determined, optimum WS 
is possible for both factors and fixed factor C. Similarly, interaction effects were observed 
between C and A (Figure 5b) and C and B (figure 5c). 
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Table 4 ANOVA for Interfacial tension 

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F-value p-value  

Model 8.49 9 0.9439 27.06 0.0010 significant 
A-LF 2.85 1 2.85 81.77 0.0003  
B-CP 0.5512 1 0.5512 15.81 0.0106  
C-BS 2.21 1 2.21 63.38 0.0005  
AB 0.6400 1 0.6400 18.35 0.0078  
AC 0.1378 1 0.1378 3.95 0.1035  
BC 0.0625 1 0.0625 1.79 0.2383  
A² 0.0281 1 0.0281 0.8065 0.4103  
B² 0.7031 1 0.7031 20.16 0.0065  
C² 1.08 1 1.08 31.00 0.0026  
Residual 0.1744 5 0.0349    
Lack of Fit 0.0469 2 0.0234 0.5515 0.6252 not significant 
Pure Error 0.1275 3 0.0425    
Cor Total 8.67 14     

 

 

Figure 5 Surface plot showing effect of two factor interaction of factor A, B and C on WS 

Figure 6 shows the synergistic effect of chemical extracts on the interfacial tension between 
water and oil. Obviously, the interaction effect can be clearly seen as one parameter is fixed while 
the other two are varied simultaneously. A reduction of IFT can be seen by factor A regardless 
of the concentration of B and C. Factor A is therefore significant in the resolution of emulsion 
using the composite green chemicals. The overall excellent performance of Luffa cylindrica is 
attributed to the presence of carboxylic acid, hydroxyl and phenolic compounds.  
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Figure 6 Surface plot showing effect of two factor interaction of factor A, B and C on IFT 

4.0 Optimization study 

For the optimal development of the green demulsifier, a numerical multi-objective function 
optimization which simultaneously minimises the WS and maximises the IFT was performed. 
Using the Response Surface Methodology (RSM), the two quadratic objective functions 
developed are given in Equations 1 and 2. The inequality constraints are the ranges of factors 
provided in Table 1. 

 

 

Using the desirability function criteria over 100 possible numerical solutions, the optimum 
solution with 89.8% desirability was selected as the global optimum solution for WS and IFT 
(Figure 7). These values were confirmed experimentally to be 3.7±0.3 ml for WS and 13.23±0.65 
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Figure 7 Ramps of the optimum demulsifiers and corresponding WS and IFT. 

Conclusion  

The demulsification performance of Luffa cylindrica leaves, Calotropis procera leaves and Blighia 
sapida bark extracts on water-in-oil emulsion has been examined experimentally at room 
temperature using bottle test experiments. The addition of these extracts to the emulsion 
resulted in significant demulsification occasioned by the reduction of interfacial tension and 
accelerated the emulsion separation. Luffa cylindrica leaves therefore exhibited superior 
demulsification potential and were recommended for further evaluation at different pH and 
temperatures. 
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Abstract 

This study investigates the impact of British Standard Light Compactive effort on A-7-5 lateritic 
soil stabilized with Bamboo Leaf Ash (BLA) mixed with lime. Preliminary tests were conducted 
on the soil sample for identification and classification purposes. Samples were compacted in 
both the natural and stabilized states incorporating 2, 4, 6 and 8% Bamboo Leaf Ash (BLA) 
mixed with 1, 2, and 3% lime by weight of the soil. The chemical composition test carried out on 
the BLA shows that the ash is a pozzolan and it belongs to class F. The plasticity analysis 
revealed that the untreated soil falls into the high plasticity soil group with a value of 64%, but 
the addition of additives caused a variation in the liquid limit range with a minimum value of 
43.42% at 3% lime-8% BLA. The plasticity index (PI) decreases with the percentage increase in 
the additive, from 18% to a minimum of 5% at 3% lime-8% BLA. The Maximum dry density 
(MDD) value increased from 1412 kg/m3 at 0% to 1766 kg/m3 at 3% lime 6% BLA, while the 
optimum moisture content value decreased from 19.40% at 0% to 12.70% at 3% lime 8% BLA. 
Based on these findings, the addition of lime-BLA enhanced the soil and has a promising 
prospect for stabilization of lateritic soil and can be used in the construction of hydraulic barrier. 

Keywords: Bamboo leaf ash, British Standard Light Compactive effort, Lateritic soil, Lime, 
Stabilization 

1.0     INTRODUCTION 

Laterite is a type of soil that is rich in iron and aluminum and is found primarily in humid and 
temperate climates with hot and humid weather. Lateritic soil is characterised by high plastic clay, 
which can weaken and damage pavements, highways, building foundations, hydraulic structures, 
and other civil engineering works (Fitsum, 2018). Lateritic soil normally has low bearing ability 
and strength due to the presence of clay in it.  Laterites are weathering products formed on a 
wide range of rocks with high iron concentration, which can be volcanic, sedimentary, or 
metamorphic in origin. High seasonal precipitation, high temperature, extreme leaching, heavy 
oxidizing climate, subdued topography, long weathering period, and chemically unstable parent 
rock have all been found to be optimum conditions for lateritization (Bello, 2013). It has been 
noticed that in the formation process, an appropriate supply of iron sesquioxide, which may 
come from the underlying parent material or from a nearby location of higher topography is 
essential. High water content and high temperatures induce extreme chemical weathering 
resulting in well-formed residual soils (De Vallejo and Ferrer, 2012).   

when the lateritic soil comprises a significant number of clay products, the intensity and firmness 
of the soil cannot be accredited under load especially in the presence of water which necessitate 
the need for stabilization (Bello et al., 2015). In other to improve the geotechnical properties of 
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deficient soil, more attention should be paid to the use of cost-effective, easily accessible and 
locally sourced materials from agricultural waste rather than providing alternative soils that may 
prove financially unwise. Blending natural lateritic soil with agricultural waste products will not 
only advances its engineering properties, but will also improve the safe disposal of these waste 
products and this will create a cost-effective solution to the debilitating effect of these materials 
on the environment and the health risks they create (Asha et al., 2014).  

Bamboo is an essential non-timber forest product that has numerous uses for people. One of the 
most foremost and outstanding uses of bamboo is its utilization by humans for construction. 
Bamboo has been used as a construction material from times past, especially by people who live 
in places where bamboo grew naturally and in large quantities. In ancient times bamboo was 
used to build houses because of its natural potency and flexibility. In the modern context and 
due to advancements in manufacturing technology and rising market demand, it has been widely 
employed for domestic products and applied to engineering settings (Rashmi et al, 2019).  

Bamboo is one of the most ornamental and easy-to-grow gardens and potted plants. It is 
particularly suited to the Nigerian rainforest belt, where it is widely grown around banks of the 
river and other generally waterlogged areas. It has been identified that more than 1,200 species of 
bamboo are widely available and that seven of these varieties are present in Nigeria, 80 percent 
of which is the Bambusa Vulgaris species and is generally alluded to as Indian bamboo 
(Omotosho, 2003). 

Bamboo leaf is a regularly used term for branches of a taxonomic group of large wood grasses. 
The component of the bamboo leaf consists of two parts, the sheath and the blade. It has two 
unique types of leaves: the culm leaf and the foliage leaf. Culm leaves are coupled at the base of 
their sheaths directly to the Culm nodes at the sheath scar, while the foliage leaf blade is often 
connected to its sheath by a stem or a petiole, as evaluate to the Culm leaf blade, which is often 
without a petiole (Omotosho, 2003). Bamboo also has high strength properties to absorb shocks 
and impacts, a high strength to weight ratio and a high specific load bearing capacity effect 
(Yusoffet al, 2002). This makes it extremely suitable for building houses to withstand seismic and 
high wind force.  

Bamboo, along with fast growing plantation and specie, is a very effective carbon sequesters and 
contributes to the decrease of the greenhouse effect (Yusoff et al, 2002).. Bamboo produces a 
higher percentage of polluting leaves, and one of the greatest methods to reduce the risk they 
provide is to investigate how they might be utilized as a soil supplement 

Lime is a chemical additive that is used in stabilizing soil and the techniques referred to as lime 
stabilization. Investigation has shown that lime combines well with moderate, generally coarse, 
fine-grained clay soils. The major advantage of lime stabilization in clay soil is an increase in soil 
plasticity, which is achieved by lowering the moisture content of the soil and increased the soil 
strength and longevity, limits the soil's tendency to swell (Bello, 2013). Lime exists in the form of 
quicklime (calcium oxide – CaO), hydrated lime (calcium hydroxide – Ca[OH]2) or lime slurry1 
and can be used for soil treatment (Lime treated soil construction manual, 2004).  Quicklime is 
formed by the chemical transformation of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) into calcium oxide. 
Hydrated lime is formed when the quicklime reacts chemically with water. It is a hydrated lime 
that mixes with clay particles and eventually turns them into a solid cement matrix. (Lime treated 
soil construction manual, 2004).   
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2.0    MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Materials 

Lateritic soil  

The lateritic soil sample was collected (disturbed) from a borrowed pit along Fountain University 
Osogbo(with coordinate of 7044`37.5``N 4032`46.3``E) using a trial pitting process. This sample 
was collected in large bags while significant amounts were packed and sealed in polythene bags 
to avoid moisture absorption. Subsequently, the soil sample was air-dried, crushed and sieved 
through regular sieves for various types of tests, with the large sieve being BS No 4 sieve. 
(Aperture of 4.76 mm). 

Bamboo leaf ash (BLA) 

The bamboo leaves used for this study were collected from two locations in Ede. The leaf was 
dried under laboratory condition to remove moisture content content and burned in the open air 
to change it to powdery form and then heated in furnace at 6000C for 2 hours to obtain the true 
ash content required and allowed to cool, then  sieved through sieve No 200 to obtain the ash. 
The ash was kept in an enclosed polythene bag to halt the moisture.  

Lime 

The lime utilized for this study was bought from a chemical shop in Ado-Ekiti and was sieved 
through sieve No 200. 

2.2 Methods 

Oxide Composition  

The test was carried out to determine the chemical composition of both the soil, lime and the 
BLA. The chemical compositions of the samples were obtained using Thermo Scientific ARL 
QUANT'X EDXRF Spectrometer. X-ray Flourescence (XRF) analysis was done using the 
standard method with Montana soil SRM 2710 as a Thermo Fisher Scientific standard reference 
material. 

Index Properties 

Particle size distribution, natural moisture content, specific gravity and Atterberg limit tests were 
conducted on the soil sample in accordance with British Standards (BS 1377, 1990). 

Compaction 

This test is to determine the maximum dry density and the optimum moisture content at a given 
compactive effort. As specified by BS 1377: 1990, British Standard Light (BSL) Compactive 
effort was adopted for this research.  

The BSL compactive effort is the conventional energy level which involves using a cylindrical 
metal mould (Proctor mould) of about 1000cm3 and a rammer of 2.5kg. The soil was compacted 
inside the mould by separating it to 3 layers and 27 blows was applied to each layer using 2.5kg 
rammer falling from a height of 300mm. Air dried soil sample that  passed through BS sieve with 
4.76mm aperture mixed with 1% lime-2% BLA, 1% lime-4% BLA, 1% lime-6% BLA, 1% lime-
8% BLA, 2% lime-2% BLA, 2% lime-4% BLA, 2% lime-6% BLA, 2% lime-8% BLA, 3% lime-
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2% BLA, 3% lime-4% BLA, 3% lime-6% BLA, 3% lime with 8% BLA by weight of dry soil was 
used for the compactive effort. 

The moisture content samples were taken from the top and bottom of the mould and the 
optimum moisture content was taken as the moisture content at which the maximum dry density 
is attained. 

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Oxide Composition 

The elemental analysis carried out on lime, bamboo leaf ash (BLA) and the lateritic soil using X-
Ray Flourescence revealed their oxide components as shown in Table 1. It was revealed that the 
lime contains high amount of CaO (69.5%) which aids in the stabilization process and invariably 
makes lime an effective stabilizer. On the other hand, the BLA can be regarded as a pozzolan 
since it contains an appreciable content of SiO2 (75.35%) and this tends to improve the 
engineering properties of the lateritic soil used. The BLA qualifies as a pozzolan and it belong to 
class F since the percentage sum of its SiO2, Al2O3 and Fe2O3 components (84.44%) is greater 
than 70%. 

3.2 Index Properties Test 

The natural moisture content of the soil sample is high and this indicates that the soil comprises 
wide open spaces. The specific gravity of the soil sample is 2.31 and falls in the range suggested 
in Bello (2013) for clay minerals as halloysite (2.0-2.55). The outcome of the result suggests that 
the soil sample belongs to the lateritic soil type, with Halloysite as the dominant clay. The 
specific gravity of the lime used is 2.35 and falls within the range of hydrated lime (2.3-2.4) as 
specified by the National Lime Association (2004). Bamboo leaf ash has specific gravity value of 
2.05 which is in line with that used by Dhinakaran (2016) where the strength and durability of 
bamboo leaf ash was determined. The index properties of the soil are shown inTable 2. 

AASHTO classification system (1986) and the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) were 
used to characterize the soil sample. The soil sample comes under silt-clay material and A-7-5 
with group index of 6 (A-7-5 (6)) category using the AASHTO classification system with more 
than 35 percent passing through sieve No 200. In addition, the soil sample falls under MH 
(sandy elastic silt) using USCS with more than 50% pass-through sieve No 200. Figure 1 shows 
the particle distribution curve. 

The results of the Atterberg limit test (Liquid Limit (LL), Plastic Limits (PL) and Plastic Index 
(PI)) before and after adding bamboo leaf ash and lime are shown in Fig. 2(a-c). However 
according to Bello (2015), low plasticity soils have a liquid limit of less than 35% percent, 
medium plasticity soils have a liquid limit of 35% to 50%, high plasticity soils have a liquid limit 
of 50% to 70%, very high plasticity soils have a liquid limit of 70% to 90%, and exceptionally 
high plasticity soils have a liquid limit of 90% or greater. 

The analysis revealed that the untreated soil falls into the high plasticity soil group with a value of 
64%, but the addition of additives caused a variation in the liquid limit range with a minimum 
value of 43.42% at 3% lime-8% BLA. The plasticity index (PI) decreases with the percentage 
increase in the additive, from 18% to a minimum of 5% at 3% lime-8% BLA. This improvement 
can be attributed to the reaction of lime and BLA to soil, which decreased soil sensitivity to 
water and filled the entire gap present in natural soil, indicating soil improvement. 
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Table 1: Oxide Composition of the Laterite, Lime and Bamboo Leaf Ash used 

Oxides 

                        
                    Concentration (%) 

Laterite Lime Bamboo Leaf Ash 

SiO2 4.43 1.69 75.35 

Al2O3 55.39 1.46 5.73 

Fe2O3 4.43 0.04 3.36 

CaO 0.15 69.5 3.06 

P2O5 0.15 0.19 1.7 

K2O 2.18 0.03 5.23 

MnO 0.05 0.0006 0.18 

SO3 0.21 1.38 1.17 

TiO 0.74 0.005 0.29 

CuO 0.008 0.00 0.006 

ZnO 0.008 0.0004 0.083 

Cr2O3 0.02 0.0003 0.005 

NiO 0.006 0.0006 0.002 

Cl 0.09 0.00 0.75 

PbO 0.015 0.00 0.005 

MgO 3.96 1.58 3.31 

L.O.I 8.5 18.7 - 

 

Table 2: Properties of the lateritic soil 

Properties Quantity 

Natural moisture content (%) 17.06 

Specific gravitys 2.31 

Liquid limit (%) 63 

Plastic limit (%) 46 

Plasticity index (%) 18 

% Passing BS No. 4 sieve 97 

% Passing BS No. 200 sieve 51 

Maximum dry density (kg/m3) 1412  

Optimum moisture content (%) 19.40 

AASHTO classification A–7–5 (6) 

USCS classification 

Colour 

MH 

Reddish brown 
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Figure 1: Particle size distribution curve for the Soil Sample. 

 

 

Figure 2(a): Variation of liquid limit with lime-BLA content 
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Figure 2(b): Variation of Plastic limit with lime-BLA content 

 

Figure 2(c): Variation of Plasticity index with lime-BLA content. 
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3.3 Compaction 

The compaction test was carried out using BSL Compactive effort. The test was done to obtain 
the relationships between the dry density and moisture content of the soil. The maximum dry 
density (MDD) improved with an increase in lime-BLA content. MDD increased from a value of 
1412 kg/m3 at 0% to a peak value of 1766 kg/m3 at 3% lime-6% BLA and later decreases to 
1754 kg/m3 at 3%lime-8% BLA. This also matches the work of (Adeyemo et al, 2019). Figure 3 
shows the variation of maximum dry density with the percentage of lime and BLA for the 
compactive energy. The decrease in the MDD value may be credited to the regular and 
increasing replacement of the soil with low specific gravity ash particles as the application of the 
BLA kept increasing in the mix, whereas the increase in MDD can be as a consequence of joint 
action of BLA and lime in which lime released calcium oxide and BLA produced more silica that 
resulted to the flocculation and agglomeration of clay particles as a result of ion exchange. 

 

Figure 3: Variation of MDD with lime-BLA content for BSL Compactive effort 

With the rise in lime-BLA content, the OMC of the soil sample decreased significantly. For BSL 
effort, the optimum moisture content decreases from 19% at 0% to 13% at 3% lime-8% BLA. 
Fig. 4 shows variation of optimum moisture content with the percentage of lime and BLA used. 
The decrease in OMC could be attributed to the fact that the addition of lime-BLA content to 
the soil reduces the draw to water content. The decrease in OMC with an increase in lime-BLA 
content might also be as a result of the joint action of BLA and lime that led to the flocculation 
of clay particles. This reduction in the OMC values of the soil will help in its workability because 
the lesser the optimum moisture content, the better its workability (Liu et al, 2003). 
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Figure 4: Variation of OMC with lime-BLA content for BSL Compactive effort 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

From the study, the following conclusions were drawn: 

(1) Under general classification, the soil falls within silt-clay materials and can be classified 
 as  an A-7-5(6) and MH soil by AASHTO and the Unified Soil Classification 
structure  respectively.  

(2) Lime and BLA improved the qualities of the soil samples by reducing the plastic index 
(PI)  appreciably, and this decline in PI is a sign that the soil enhanced. 

(3) The maximum dry density values increased considerably for all the trials while the 
optimum moisture contents values also reduced. 

 

RECOMENDATION 

Based on the results, 3% lime 6% BLA content performed better and would be recommended as 
the optimal percentage suitable for stabilizing and improving lateritic soil using British standard 
Compactive effort.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an intelligent technique of controlling the load frequency of a three-phase 
self-excited induction generator (SEIG) via Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Algorithm. The 
designed system consists of a six-pulse diode bridge rectifier, excitation capacitor, electronic load 
controller (ELC), chopper switch and a variable load unit. The load was radially varied, 
monitored and controlled by feedforward backpropagation artificial neural network with a view 
to ensuring a frequency stability at different load levels. The insulated gate bipolar transistor 
(IGBT) is employed as a chopper switch to engage and disengage the dumb load until threshold 
frequency stability is attained. The ANN supervises and controls the percentage dumb power 
dissipated to the dumb load by comparing the fixed frequency saw tooth wave to generate the 
switching duty cycle. A suitable capacitor bank is connected in parallel to provide optimal 
reactive power for the winding excitation and voltage regulation. The set up was implemented on 
2018a MATLAB/SIMULINK environment and tested with different load variations under 
transient and steady-state conditions on a 75kVA induction generator (IG).  The simulation 
results revealed that the system possesses a stable frequency of 50Hz±1% at different load level 
conditions. 

Keywords: Induction Generator; Artificial Neural Network; Electronic Load Controller; Dumb 
Power and Reactive Power 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Electrical energy is one of the basic necessities that drives the economy of any nation. The 
potential of the energy available from the small hydro and the wind sources seem to be quite 
promising to meet the energy demands, especially in the remote and isolated areas. Exploiting 
these renewable energy sources to generate electrical power in micro range could come with high 
initial cost. Induction generator offers some advantages viz. reduced cost, robustness, etc. 
However, there is need to control the output of an induction to generate a steady qualitative 
power.   

Resende D. J. et al., (2003) proposed fuzzy voltage controlling technique of a three-phase 
induction generator. The result obtained was similar to proportional derivative (PD) control but 
has faster control action through the shot of the thyristor at the appropriate angle which gives a 
constant voltage with variation of the applied load. 
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Sanju T. et al., (2004) studied the terminal voltage and power factor of an induction generator for 
wind power by adjusting the reactive power using compensating capacitor. It was reported that   
the power factor and the terminal voltage were kept to a set value. However, this study did not 
evaluate the performance of the system under transient condition. 

Nalubega T. et al., (2014), analysed control techniques used on induction generators for stand- 
alone Pico hydropower scheme and reported that IGBTs performed a better voltage variation 
controlling to proportional-integral derivative (PID) control. Meanwhile, both IGBT and PID 
controllers maintained a near constant voltage at load variation for systems and had acceptable 
load response at different variations. The shortcoming of this method was inability to control 
winding excitation at varying load without voltage fluctuation. 

Basaq S. and Chakraborthy (2015) proposed new control technique for a dual stator induction 
generator in a remote microgrid application. The major merit of this system is the reduced range 
of capacitive filter to better copper utilization of the stator windings. The system was found to 
be effective during initial build up for voltage regulation under load and prime mover speed 
variation. However, the system is insensitive to consecutive transient load variations. 

Lee S. and Sim M. (2017) presented a control strategy for a squirrel cage induction generator 
based on the commercial vehicle using engine-generator system. The slip and vector control 
method using physical security information management (PSIM) was used to illustrate the 
characteristics of the system. The results from the study showed that the deviation of the dc link 
from its reference value during the mentioned transient conditions is below 3% in slip control 
and 1% in vector control method. 

Karakasis N. et al., (2019) presented the performance studies of a wind energy conversion system 
(WECS) with an induction generator under various start-up control techniques. It was observed 
that the charging of the dc-link capacitor from the grid could provide satisfactory WECS start-up 
performance, however, it absorbs electric energy from the grid for the winding excitation and 
thus, it cannot be used in stand-alone wind application. 

Golebiowski L. et al., (2021) presented a voltage-controlled system of a doubly fed induction 
generator (DFIG) by reducing the harmonics of the voltage waveform. The presented results 
show that system was able to reduce large extent of harmonics. However, the system did not 
consider the frequency stability. 

Drozdowski, P. and Cholewa D., (2021) also proposed a voltage regulation technique of a multi-
phase cage induction generator (MCIG) by varying the frequency, amplitude and phase sequence 
of the stator voltages under steady-state and dynamic operation. The voltage controller (VC) 
maintained the output voltage at the set level irrespective of the generator loading. However, the 
voltage stability of the system under transient condition was not evaluated. 

Choi S. et al., (2021) presented a frequency responsive power smoothing scheme for a DFIG that 
can maintain the frequency deviations within a narrow range during normal operation of a power 
grid. The simulation results were able to mitigate the frequency fluctuations under various load 
conditions. 

This paper presents an intelligent way of controlling the load frequency of an induction 
generator in a stand-alone application using Artificial Neural Network technique by providing 
solution to the shortcomings to frequency instability as a result of generator load variations. 
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2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The design of an ANN algorithm for the rotor frequency control of a stand-alone three phase 
induction generator will be examined. The steady-state and transient analysis at different load 
conditions will be assessed to evaluate the performance of the controller. 

2.1 System Configuration and Control Scheme 

The block diagram of the SEIG connected to ELC system with a three-phase linear/non-linear 
load is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 

Fig. 1: Block Diagram of an ANN-Based Control Technique of a Stand Alone SEIG 

 

The reference frequency, f*ref and rotor frequency, f are fed to the comparator to generate an error 
signal. The ANN controller generate a sinusoidal waveform of frequency, Uf signal which was 
compared with the sawtooth waveform. The output of the relational operator generates a duty 
cycle which controls the gate of the IGBT to determine the percentage of the dissipated dumb 
power across the dumb load, Rd.  

The IGBT is used as a chopper switch to provide a variable DC voltage such that when the 
chopper switch is ON, the comparator compares the reference frequency signal (50Hz), f*ref with 
the sensed rotor frequency, f. The differential frequency signal from the comparator is trained on 
an ANN to generate the varying duty cycle switching signal after comparing with a reference 
sawtooth waveform which controls the gate of the IGBT. The generator power, PGen supplies 
both load power, PLoad  and dumb power PDump across the purely resistive load, Rd, such that the 
total power is appeared constant at varying PLoad as depicted in Equation 1. The capacitor bank is 
connected to the secondary winding of the generator to provide the magnetizing current for the 
excitation. The 6-pulse bridge diode converts the varying AC voltage from the generator to DC 
voltage of an approximate value. The pulsating DC signal is filtered by the shunt capacitor.  
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The dump power ( ) may be used for space heating, water heating, battery charging, 

cooking, baking etc. 

2.2 ANN Controlling Algorithm   

ANN was designed based on least mean square (LMS) algorithm which has the capability of 
controlling the frequency output of the SEIG in an integrated manner in spite of varying load 
power.  

2.2.1 Selection of network structure 

The general structure of a constructed feedforward backpropagation is shown in Fig. 2. The 
input layer consists of the target frequency and differential frequency from rotor frequency and 
the reference frequency. The output layer produces a trained frequency, Uf.  

 

 
Fig. 2: General Structure of Constructed Feedforward Backpropagation ANN 

 

2.2.2 Testing the network  

The appropriate outputs from the trained data are given by the network to control inputs of the 
ELC DC chopper circuit. A test point of different samples was used to evaluate the performance 
of the ANN after training of the neural network. Fig. 3 and 4 show the network in the MATLAB 
NNET and MATLAB/SIMULINK environment, respectively. 
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Fig. 3: ANN Training with MATLAB NNET Toolbox 

 

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The performance of the controller under transient and steady-state conditions under different 
load variations were evaluated and their results were discussed accordingly.  

3.1 Performance of the designed ANN controller 

The performance evaluation of trained system is shown in Fig. 5 and data points are shown in 
Table 1. 

 

 

Fig. 4: MATLAB/Simulink of SEIG-ELC with ANN Controller 
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 3.1.1 Performance of SEIG-ELC with ANN controller under transient condition 

A sudden load of 50 kW was switched ON at 0.2 second under opened circuit breaker to 
evaluate the performance of the SEIG-ELC based on ANN under transient condition. There 
was a drop in the voltage, however, there is also a sudden surge in the stator currents as a result 
of sudden load application as depicted in Fig. 6. The rotor speed instability settles to normal at 
about 0.45 second after the IGBT has activated the percentage dumb power to dumb load, Rd as 
shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 

Fig. 5: Performance of Neural network 

Table 1: Rotor Frequency and ANN controlled Rotor Frequency 

Test point Load (kW) 

 

Pload     PDumb 

Rotor 

Frequency 

(f) (Hz) 

Trained Rotor 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

1 20.00 38.85 53.50 49.70 

2 25.00 45.00 52.70 49.70 

2 30.00 29.50 52.35 49.50 

4 35.00 25.00 52.35 49.50 

5 40.00 19.70 52.20 50.00 

6 45.00 15.00 51.77 50.00 

7 50.00 10.00 51.70 50.40 

8 55.00 4.50 51.35 50.00 

9 57.00 3.00 51.05 50.40 

10 60.00 0.00 50.10 50.30 
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Fig. 6: Output of stator current under transient condition 

 

 

Fig. 7: Speed Variation During Transient Analysis 

 

3.1.2 Performance of SEIG-ELC with ANN Controller under Steady-state Condition 

The load was linearly increased with a step of 5 kW until it reaches 60 kW to evaluate the 
performance of the system under steady-state condition. The terminal voltage rises initially 
beyond 1pu and in about 0.2 seconds it settles to 1pu as shown in Fig. 8. The variation in speed 
during steady-state is shown in Fig. 8.  

4.0 CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented an intelligent way of controlling the load frequency of a Self-Excited 
Induction Generator using Artificial Neural Network. The performance of the controller was 
evaluated with different load variations under steady-state and transient conditions. The system 
considered a 75 kVA, 415V induction generator and was able to maintain a threshold rotor 

frequency of 50Hz 1% at different load variations. 
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Fig. 8: Variation in Power Dumped During Steady State Analysis 
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ABSTRACT 

Wireless communication system is of paramount importance in the world of telecommunication 
infrastructure and is expected to play a leading role in the development of a nation. However, the 
system is characterized by multipath propagation effects that degrade the performance. Amplify 
and Forward (AF) cooperative relay network which is one of the techniques previously used to 
solve this problem suffers from poor performance due to signal amplification that amplifies the 
noise before transmission. Hence, in this paper, an enhanced AF cooperative relay technique 
using Kalman filter is proposed. The received signal at the relay node is amplified and used as 
input to Kalman filter to remove the noise present before signal amplification. The output signal 
is multiplied with the relay gain to amplify the strength of the received signal before forwarding 
to the destination. Mathematical expression of Bit Error Rate (BER) is derived using Probability 
Density Function (PDF) of the received signal. The technique is simulated using Matrix 
Laboratory software and evaluated using BER to determine the performance of the technique 
and compare with the existing AF technique. The results obtained show that the enhanced AF 
gives better performance with low BER values than the existing AF. 

Keywords: Multipath Fading (MF), Cooperative Communication (CC), Amplify and Forward 
(AF), Decode and Forward (DF), Kalman Filter (KF) and Bit Error Rate (BER).  

 

1. 1NTRODUCTION 

Wireless Communication (WC) is the exchange of information between two or more points that 
are not physically connected. The medium of communication in WC is through space, therefore, 
it does not require the use of electrical conductor making it unlimited by distance. Nowadays, the 
number of users accessing wireless communication services is increasing rapid due to 
exponential rise in its demand (Kiilerich, 2012; Goldsmith, 2005 and Adeyemo et al., 2019). 
However, the performance of WC is limited by Multipath Fading (MF) due to channel 
impairment that affect signal propagation resulting in signal fading. Channel impairment are 
factors that attenuate or distort signals as they are propagating through the channel from the 
source to the destination. Channel impairment includes multipath propagation, shadowing and 
path loss. Multipath propagation occurs when signal propagate in multiple copies from source to 
destination due to obstructions along the propagation path. Shadowing described the fluctuation 
in the power of the received signal, while, path loss describes the degradation or decaying in the 
received power (Admoon and Nordin, 2017; Adeyemo and Ojedokun, 2014; Elechi and 
Otasowie, 2015 and Abolade et al., 2019). In order to improve the performance of WC system, 
Cooperative Communication (CC) was proposed. CC comprises of two basic relaying 
mechanisms namely: Decode and Forward (DF) and Amplify and Forward (AF). In DF 
technique, relay decodes the received signal from the source and forwarded to the destination via 
single or multiple antennas. However, in AF, decode of signal is require, relay only amplify the 
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received signal and forward the amplified signal to the destination (Ashish and Sunnel, 2017; Ojo 
et al., 2018; Olfat and Olfat, 2011). DF show better performance than AF in term of error due to 
signal amplification that amplify noise thereby degrading system performance. However, if the 
channel between the source and relay is corrupt, the relay will not decode the signal perfectly and 
thereby leading to signal outage at the destination (Nasir, 2017; Tafzeel, 2012; Danna and 
Onwuli, 2010 and Liu et al., 2009). Therefore, in this paper, AF relay with kalman filter that 
reduce the noise amplification at the relay node is proposed to improve the performance of the 
existing AF technique. Also, multiple relay selection was carried out based on Signal to Noise 
Ratio (SNR) to select the relay that participate during the second hub transmission. The 
statistical effects of multipath propagation followed different fading distributions such as 
Nakagami-m, Rician and Rayleigh fading channel. Many researches have been carried out using 
Rayleigh and Rician distribution which are good for terrestrial and satellite modeling (Rappaport, 
2002). This paper adopts the use of Nakagami-m fading distribution that combines both 
Rayleigh and Rician distributions. 

 

2.  Related Works 

There have been various existing works on Amplify and Forward (AF) cooperative 
communication technique. In (Qiang et al., 2018), linear processing design of amplify and 
forward relays for maximizing the systems throughput was proposed to solve the of signal 
fluctuation at the destination due to fading using cooperative communication. Multiple relays 
network was designed based on fixed gain amplify and forward technique. Threshold for relay 
selection was set using received SNR at the relay node. Threshold of 2 dB was set and when the 
SNR at the relay node is greater than the set threshold such relay will participate in the second 
hop transmission by amplify and forward the amplified signal to the destination. The multiple 
copies of transmitted signal were combined at the destination using Maximal Ratio Combiner 
(MRC). The results obtained revealed that technique showed improvement in system BER when 
compared with existing amplify and forward technique without relay selection. 

 However, the technique suffers from noise enhancement due to signal amplification that 
increase the noise present in the received signal thereby affecting overall system performance. 
Assisted cooperative communication for wireless sensor networks was proposed in (Aishwarya 
and Kirthiga, 2018), to solve the problem of signal fading. Multiple relays network was designed 
based on fixed gain amplify and forward technique, considering single hop and multi-hop 
system. In the multi-hop, multiple relay selection was carried out based on SNR. Threshold of 1 
dB was set to select the best relays and any relay with SNR greater than the set threshold were 
selected and perform signal amplification. The amplified signals were forwarded to the 
destination during the second hub transmission. At the destination, Maximal Ratio Combiner 
(MRC) was used to combined the multiple copies of the received signal.  

Closed form expression of BER for the two hops system were derived and used to measure the 
performance of the system. The results obtained showed that, the multi-hop system showed a 
better performance with low BER than single hop. However, the overall performance of the 
technique showed that, the technique has higher error rate when compared with decode and 
forward relaying technique due to signal amplification that amplify the noise at the relay node 
before forwarded to the destination. Furthermore, in (Adeyemo et al., 2019), modification of 
multiple antennas amplify and forward relay over Nakagami fading channel was carried out to 
solve the problem of hardware complexity in conventional AF. The existing AF relay protocol 
was modified using MRC with single Radio Frequency (RF) chain and match filter. The 
transmitted signal over Nakagami fading channel was received using multiple antenna at the relay 
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node and amplified before forwarded to the destination. The multiple copies of the transmitted 
signal at the destination were combined using MRC with single RF chain and match filter. Closed 
form expression of BER was derived and used to evaluate the performance of modified 
technique. The results obtained showed that, the modified technique has better performance 
with low BER and processing time than the existing AF technique. However, the modified 
technique suffers from noise amplification resulting in poor performance with increase in error 
rate when compared with decode and forward technique. The existing work on AF suffers from 
noise enhancement due to signal amplification at the relay node thereby degrade the overall 
system performance. Therefore, in this paper, enhancement of AF is proposed using kalman 
filter to remove the noise present at the relay node before carry out signal amplification. 

2.1. Amplify and Forward (AF) Relay Technique 

Amplify and Forward (AF) relay technique modifies the signal received at the relay node by 
amplifying the received signal before forwarded to the destination. AF technique behaves like a 
traditional analog repeaters station that amplifies the noisy version of transmitted signal from the 
source without performing any kind of decoding. The relay technique has reduced hardware 
complexity due to absence of signal processing however, it suffers from amplification of noise in 

the received signal resulting in poor overall system performance The gain of relay  is given by 

(Zijian et al., 2016) as 

                      (1) 

where,              

 = the relay power 

 = the signal transmitting power at the source 

 = the source to relay channel gain 

 = the noise present at the relay node 

Hence, the signal received signal  at the destination in the second phase is given by 

(Rappaport, 2012) as 

                         (2) 

where,     

 = the relay to source destination channel coefficient 

 = the signal received at the relay node 

 = the noise at the destination 

2.2. Decode and Forward (DF) Relay Technique 
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Decode and Forward (DF) relay technique behave as an intelligent repeater station that decodes 
the signal transmitted by the source over a source to relay channel in the first transmission phase. 
The purpose of decoding in DF is to remove the noise present in the received signal at the relay 
node. The relay re-encodes the received signal and forwarded to the destination during second 
hub transmission. Destination then combines the multiple copies of signal transmitted from the 
relay node and extract the information sent by the source using signal processing technique. The 
performance of this type of relaying protocol depends on channel between source and relay as 
well as channel between relay and destination. DF relaying protocol showed better performance 
with improve in Quality of Service (QoS) when compared with AF. However, in DF, if the 
channel between the source and relay is corrupted due to fading effect, the relay will not be able 
to decode the signal perfectly and thereby leading to signal outage at the destination (Nasir, 
2017). 

2.3.  The Kalman Filter 

The perceived speech quality and intelligibility of the noisy speech signal is improved by speech 
enhancement techniques. There are many speech enhancement techniques, categorized on 
transformed domain, adaptive time domain, and model-based domain. In transform-based, the 
time domain signal is transformed into frequency domain, to enhance the speech signal. In 
adaptive filtering technique, noise is cancelled using adaptive filtering methods such as the 
Kalman filter thereby enhancing the noisy speech signals (Imad et al., 2019). The filter models the 
noisy signal in terms of observation equations and state space equations. It is a recursive filter 
that run continuously on the noisy signal to produce a clean signal. The filter can be easily 
applied for the real time applications to enhance the quality of the degraded signal due to 
presence of noise (Ashish and Suneel, 2017). Kalman filter is used in this paper to remove the 
noise present in the signal at the relay node before signal amplification. 

3.  METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Enhancement of Amplify and Forward Relay Technique  

The multiple copies of the transmitted signal from the source were received at the relay node 
using multiple relays. The relay selection was carried out by comparing the received signal at the 
relay node with the set threshold of 1.5 dB to determine the relay that participated in the second 
hub transmission. The selected relays carried out signal amplification by multiplying the received 
signal with the relay gain using Equation (1). The amplified signals were then made to passed 
through kalman filter to remove the amplified noise before forwarded to the destination. The 
multiple copies of the signal at the destination were combined using Equal Gain Combiner 
(EGC). The received signal at the second hub transmission is given in Equation (2) and the 
response of kalman filter is given as  

        (3) 

where, 

   = the output (clean) signal 

 = the assumed clean signal 

 = the noise present 

From Equation (3), the noise present is obtained as 
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        (4) 

Therefore, substituting Equation (4) into Equation (2) gives 

        (5)  

Equation (5) is the signal power for individual branch at the destination 

EGC was used to combine the multiple copies of the received signal at the destination and the 

SNR of EGC output  is given by (Goldsmith, 2005) as 

          (6) 

where, 

  = the signal power on each branch, 

L = the number of branches, and 

w = the noise present on each branch 

Therefore, substituting Equation (5) into Equation (6) gives  

     (7) 

using the PDF of Nakagami-m fading channel and Equation (7), the PDF of the received signal 

 is obtained as 

           (8) 

Therefore, the expression for Bit Error Rate (BER) for the enhanced technique is obtained as  

The performance of the technique was evaluated using Bit Error Rate (BER) and Throughput 
(TP). 

 

According to (Hima and Seema, 2016; Haitao et al., 2011), conditional error probability  

is given as 

         (10) 

Substituting Equation (10) into Equation (9) gives 
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 (11) 

4.  SIMULATION RESULTS 

Fig. 1 depicts the Bit Error Rate (BER) versus SNR at different number of paths (L = 2, 3 and 4) 
for the enhanced and conventional Amplify and Forward (AF) using 4QAM modulation scheme 
over Nakagami-m fading channel. At SNR of 8 dB with L = 2, the BER values obtained for the 

enhanced and conventional AF were  and , respectively, while the 

corresponding BER values obtained at L = 3 were  and 7 for enhanced 

and conventional AF, respectively. Also, at SNR of 8 dB with L = 4, the BER values obtained 

were  and  for enhanced and conventional AF, respectively. The 

results obtained revealed that error rate decreases as the number of paths increases. This is due 
to signal strength that increase as the number of paths increases. However, at all the number of 
paths considered, enhanced AF technique gave better performance with low error rate than the 
conventional AF technique. This is due to Kalman filter applied in the enhanced technique at the 
relay node that remove the noise present before signal amplification.  

The BER values obtained versus SNR for the enhanced and conventional AF using 64QAM 
modulation scheme with different number of paths (L = 2, 3, and 4) is presented in Fig. 2. At 

SNR of 8 dB with L = 2, the BER values obtained were  and  for the 

enhanced and conventional AF, respectively, while  and  were the 

corresponding BER values obtained at L = 3 for the enhanced and conventional AF, 

respectively. Similarly, at L = 4, the BER values obtained were  and  

for the enhanced and conventional AF, respectively. The results obtained revealed that at all the 
number of paths considered, BER value decrease as the constellation size of the modulation 
decreases though at the expense of low data rate transmission. However, at all the scenario 
considered, the enhanced AF gave better performance with low BER values and this is due to 
Kalman filter that suppressed the error at the relay node before amplification.   
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Figure 1: Bit Error Rate (BER) versus SNR for enhanced and conventional AF at different 
number of paths with 4QAM modulation scheme. 

 

 

Figure 2: Bit Error Rate (BER) versus SNR for enhanced and conventional AF at different 
number of paths with 4QAM modulation scheme. 

 

5.  CONCLUSION  

In this paper, the Enhancement of Amplify and Forward (AF) cooperative relay technique over 
Nakagami fading channel is carried out. The expression of the received signal for the enhanced 
technique was derived using Probability Density Function (PDF). The expression of the received 
signal was used to derive the Bit Error Rate (BER) and used to measure the performance of the 
enhanced technique. The performance was detected at different number of propagation path and 
constellation size of the modulation schemes. The results obtained revealed that BER values 
reduces as the number of propagation path increases, while, BER values reduces as the 
constellation size of the modulation increase though at the expense of low data rate transmission. 
However, at all the scenario considered, enhanced AF technique gave better performance with 
low error rate than the existing AF and this is due to Kalman filter that suppressed the noise at 
the relay node before signal amplification.    
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Abstract 

 Detection of Spectrum Hole (SH) is a critical operation in a Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) to 
prevent Primary User (PU) from harmful interference. However, channel impairment affects the 
accurate detection of the SH resulting in poor detection rate. Energy-Efficient Cooperative 
Spectrum Hole (EECSH) detection which is proposed to solve the poor detection rate depends 
on the number of Secondary Users (SUs) and clusters used for its performance. This paper, 
therefore, investigates the effect of SUs and clusters on EECSH detection using Eigenvalue 
Detector (EVD). The investigation is carried out using multiple SUs and clusters. The SUs are 
used to carry out local sensing and the outputs are combined at individual clusters using majority 
fusion rule. The sensing values from individual clusters are combined to obtain global sensing 
result using OR fusion rule. The technique is simulated using MATLAB R2018a software and 
evaluated at different number of SU and cluster using Probability of Detection (PD), Spectral 
Efficiency (SE) and Sensing Time (ST). The results obtained reveal that, PD and SE increase as 
number of SUs and cluster increase, while ST reduces as number of cluster increases. The study 
reveals that, the number of SU has little or no effect on the sensing rate.   

Keywords— Cognitive Radio (CR), Spectrum Hole (SH), Spectrum Sensing (SS), Probability of 
Detection (PD) and cluster.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The worldwide acceptability of Wireless Communication (WC) system has led to rapid increase 
in the demand of its services due to exponential increase in the number of users accessing WC 
services. The exponential rise in the number of users accessing WC services resulting in shortage 
of wireless frequency spectrum to support an ever-increasing demand (Kiilerich, 2012; Adeyemo 
et al., 2019; Ojo et al., 2020). However, the shortage of spectrum is not only due to unavailability 
of radio spectrum but majorly due to fixed spectrum access, with the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU), dividing the frequencies into bands for different applications. 
The license holder known as Primary User (PU), has the exclusive rights to make use of the 
assigned spectrum as no other users can access it, thereby protecting the licensed users from 
interference (Ojo et al., 2020, Ojo et al., 2021).  

But research conducted on the spectrum usage revealed that many portions of the assigned 
spectrum are not used during significant time periods since spectrum usage is a function of time. 
Therefore, traditional fixed spectrum policy is no longer a feasible approach and happened to be 
the major causes of shortage of wireless spectrum (Noor, 2017). The traditional fixed spectrum 
management approach shows that spectrum is wasted when the license holder is not utilizing the 
spectrum as no other users can access it. Several portions of the assigned spectrum are not used 
over a considerable periods and average usage of some spectrum is below 15% (Kevin, 2012; 
Abeer et al., 2019). Therefore, since the regulatory process of the new frequency spectrum is 
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time consuming and highly expensive, the efficient use of assigned spectrum is required in 
solving the problem of shortage of spectrum known as spectrum scarcity in WC. Cognitive 
Radio (CR) technique is proposed to overcome the problem of spectrum scarcity by allowing 
unlicensed user known as Secondary User (SU) to exploit the assigned spectrum when it 
becomes idle (Abolade et al., 2020).  

CR performs spectrum sensing by scanning through the assigned (licensed) spectrum over a 
certain frequency band to detect the idle spectrum known as Spectrum Hole (SH) and 
opportunistically provide communication links for the SU through the unused spectrum. It 
provides optimal utilization of spectrum by allowing the unlicensed users to have access to the 
licensed (assigned) spectrum without interfering with the PU (Abdul and Mehemet, 2018; 
Komal, and Tanuja, 2016). The performance of CR depends on the ability of the SU to 
accurately detect SH and opportunistically transmit signal through the detected spectrum without 
causing interference to PU (Abhishek et al., 2016; Akintoye et al., 2020). Non-Cooperative 
Spectrum Sensing (NCSS) and Cooperative Spectrum Sensing (CSS) are the two major basic 
sensing techniques used in CR system (Akintoye et al., 2020). In NCSS only one SU carried out 
the sensing and making decision on its own, while, in CSS group of SUs performs sensing 
operation and share the results among one another. CSS shows better performance with higher 
detection rate than NCSS but at expense of long sensing time, high power consumption and 
bandwidth inefficiency (Lan et al., 2011). 

 Energy-Efficient Spectrum Hole (EESH) detection was proposed to solve the problem of CSS 
(Ojo et al., 2021; Manikandan et al., 2016; Gevira, 2016). However, the performance of EECSH 
depends on the number of SUs and clusters used. Therefore, this paper investigates the effect of 
SUs and clusters on EESH detection using Eigenvalue Detector (EVD). 

Various works have been carried out on EECSH detection in CR network that focus on 
reduction of reporting overhead thereby reducing the energy consumption, sensing time and 
bandwidth consumption. Abeer et al. (2019) proposed Hierarchical Cluster-Based CSS 
(HCBCSS) with adaptive threshold to address the problem of large reporting overhead and poor 
detection. In the paper, Energy Detector (ED) that make use of adaptive threshold was 
proposed based on the noise variance. Multiple SUs used to perform local sensing were group 
into three clusters to reduce the reporting overhead. The results of the local sensing from 
individual SU were combined using majority fusing rule. The global sensing result was then 
obtained by combining the sensing results from individual cluster using OR fusion rule. The 
results obtained revealed the reduction in sensing time and increase in bandwidth efficiency 
which justify reduction in reporting overhead. However, the effect of number of SU and cluster 
was not carried out.  

Also, Saud et al. (2020) carried out overview of EECSS in CR system was carried out. The review 
focused on one of the major challenges of CSS, that is, the high energy consumption. The 
authors were able to discover that the high consumption of energy usually occur during the local 
spectrum sensing stage. Authors also stated that, the high-power consumption has a serious 
impact on the transmission stage. The extensive review on some of the algorithms that have 
been developed to increase energy efficiency of CSS in CR systems were also carried out. 
However, the effect of number of SU and cluster on EECSS was not investigated. Furthermore, 
EECSS based on spatial correlation for Cognitive Internet of Things (CIoT) was proposed by 
Runze et al. (2017) to reduce the reporting overhead between SU and ensure sufficient accurate 
detection. Multiple SUs were grouped into several clusters before carried out local sensing. The 
member nodes, that is, SU performs local sensing using ED and communicate the local sensing 
results obtained to their respective cluster head. The global sensing result was obtained by 
combining the local sensing results using likelihood ratio test with hard fusion. The technique 
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gave better performance with reduction in sensing time and power consumption. However, the 
technique could not address the effect of SUs and cluster on EESH detection. Therefore, in this 
paper, the effect of SUs and cluster in EECSS with Eigenvalue Detector (EVD) is investigated. 

 

2. LITERATURE AND THEORIES 

2.1    Eigenvalue Detector 

Eigenvalue Detector (EVD) is a non-coherent detector that make use of eigenvalues of the 
received signal. In this detector, the covariance matrix of the received signal is first derived 
before obtaining the maximum and minimum eigenvalues. The ratio of maximum to minimum 
eigenvalue is obtained and compared with the set threshold of one to determine the presence or 
absence of spectrum hole (Yonghong et al., 2009). If the ratio of maximum to minimum 
eigenvalue is equal to set threshold, spectrum hole is present otherwise spectrum hole is absent 
due to ongoing transmission of PU. EVD has the ability to detect highly correlated signal. 
However, EVD has high computational complexity due to formulation and decomposition of 

covariance matrix of the received signal. Under  hypothesis, the received signal  is given 

by (Nandkishor, and sonawane, 2016) as 

       (1) 

 where:  is the number of PU antenna, 

             is the number of branch received by individual Antenna 

             is the PU signals, 

   is the channel response from PU signal, 

   is the noise samples. 

The sample covariance matrix  is given by Yonghong et al. (2009) as  

          (2) 

 where: Z is the number of collected samples, 

 is the square matrix, and 

 is the transpose of matrix   

According to Suseela and, the characteristic equation of a square covariance matrix  is given as 

          (3) 

 where:  is the eigenvalue, and  
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   is the identity matrix. 

2.2 Cooperative Spectrum Hole Detection 

Cooperative Spectrum Hole Detection (CSHD) is a technique in which group of SU performs 
the sensing operation and share their sensing information among one another. The assigned 
frequency spectrum is continuously monitored by the group of SUs to detect Spectrum Hole 
(SH) in the networks and communicate one another (Samrat and Ajitsinh, 2016). The 
information obtained about the presence or absent of SH is share among SUs to obtain a more 
accurate detections than the individual decision.  

The results from individuals SU are combined using fusion scheme. Hard Fusion (HF) and Soft 
Fusion (SF) are the two most commonly used fusion schemes in CSHD. The results of the past 
researches on fusion scheme showed that HF gave better performance with reduced bandwidth 
than SF (Noor, 2017). Therefore, HF is used in this paper to combine the sensing results from 
individual SUs. HF is a technique in which the decision from individual local sensing are sent as 
one-bit among SUs to make global decisions on the presence or absence of SH. In this fusion 
technique, individual SU obtains sensing result and forward the results to the Fusion Centre 
(FC). The sensing results at the FC are processed using linear rule to obtain the final decision. 
The three most commonly used linear rules in the literature are AND, OR and majority rule. In 
OR rule, SH is not present if at least one of the SUs identifies that spectrum is not idle. OR rule 
protects PU but suffers from poor utilization of spectrum. If the total number of sensing system 

is  and the total number of systems that decides the absence of SH is , the global probability 

 is given by Noor (2017); Jingwen et al. (2018) as 

         (4) 

 where:  is the probability of detection for the  sensing system 

The major idea behind cooperative sensing is to improve detection rate by exploiting multiple 
PU with spatially located SUs. According to the rule, R is 1 since SH is absent, if at least one of 
the SU decides that the spectrum is occupied. Therefore, equation (4) becomes  

         (5) 

For the case of AND rule, SH is absent if all the SUs decide that the spectrum is occupied. AND 
rule provides optimal utilization of the assigned spectrum but at the expense of poor PU 
protection from the interference. Also, if the total number of SU the jointly carried out sensing is 

 and the total number of SU that decide the presence of SH is . In AND rule, , 

therefore, the final probability of detection  is given by (Jingwen et al., 2018) as 

           (6) 

In the case of majority fusion, the rule counts the number of SU that identify the absence of SH 
and compares the outcome with the predefined threshold. In majority fusion rule, the spectrum 

is occupied if at least  of SUs decide that spectrum is busy. The rule maintains a balance 

between optimal spectrum utilization and PU protection. The probability  of this rule is 

given by Noor (2017) as 
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       (6) 

where: P is the total SU that perform sensing operation 

K is the SU that decides the absence of SH 

In this paper, majority fusion rule is used between SUs within a cluster due to harmonization of 
other two fusion rules and OR rule is used between clusters due to high licensed user protection 
(Samrat and Ajitsinh, 2016). 

2.3    Cluster in Cooperative Spectrum Sensing 

Cluster in CSS is a technique in which the available SUs within the network are divided into 
groups according to their geographical locations. In each cluster, there are nodes which are 
defined as either Cluster Head (CH) or Cluster Member (CM) based on the role played in the 
network. The user that is nearest to Fusion Centre (FC) is classified as CH while the remaining 
users are classified as CM. Cluster-based CSS is executed in two levels namely: internal level and 
external level. Internal level is intra-cluster which is executed among the CMs while external level 
which is inter-cluster, is executed between the CHs. CMs carry out local sensing in which 
individual SU performs sensing operation to detect the presence or absent of SH. The decision 
at the local sensing is forwarded to the CH and combined before forwarding to the FC for global 
decision (Noor, 2017). The purpose of cluster in CSS is to reduce the reporting overhead that 
causes congestion and computational complexity that leads to high energy consumption (Chen et 
al., 2009).  

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Energy Efficient Cooperative Network 

The effect of Secondary Users (SUs) and cluster in Energy Efficient Cooperative Spectrum Hole 

(EECSH) detection is investigated with multiple SUs and cluster. In this paper,  SUs and  

clusters are considered, each cluster contains  SUs and a CH as shown in Fig. 1. The distance 

between individual SU and a CH is determined using cluster radius denoted as  given by 

(Ekpenyong and Isabona, 2017) as  

                         (7) 

               where:  is the licensed user coverage area  

                        

                 is the path loss exponent of the environment 

Urban environment is considered in the investigation and path loss exponent for urban area is 
3.1 obtained from existing researches (Abdul and Mehemet, 2018). Solving Equation (7) by 
substituting the value of path loss exponent, cluster radius is obtained as 

                         (8) 
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Equations (8) is the distance between individual SU and CH. At each cluster, majority fusion rule 
is used to make decision on the presence of SH at the CH due to its concession between the PU 
protection and optimal spectrum usage. 

 

3.2. Probability of Detection (PD) 

Probability of Detection (PD) describes the rate at which the system make right decision on the 
presence of SH. PD determines the performance of a system and the higher the value of PD 
obtained, the better is the performance. Therefore, it is required to keep PD value as high as 
possible. In this paper, the sensing at individual cluster is known as local sensing. Therefore, the 

expression for PD at local sensing  is given as  

                                                                         (9)   

            where:  is the ratio of maximum to minimum       

                        eigenvalue of the PU signal 

when T is greater than one, the system makes a right decision, while the system makes wrong 
decision when T is less than one. 

Using equations (6) and (9), the probability of detection at each cluster  is obtained as  

                                            (10) 

At the global decision, OR fusion rule is used due to better PU protection. Using Equations (4), 

the global PD ‘ ’ is obtained as 

                            (11) 

By substituting Equation (10) into (13), the global PD is obtained as 

              

(13) 

 

Fig. 1: Energy-Efficient Cooperative Spectrum Hole (EECSH) detection network model 
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3.3    Spectral Efficiency 

Spectral Efficiency (SE) measures how signal is propagated in a given bandwidth for a specific 
communication system. SE describes how efficient a given spectrum is utilized and determines 
the bandwidth efficiency of a communication system. Spectral efficiency ‘SE’ is given by 
Akintoye et al. (2020) as 

          (14) 

where:  is the channel capacity 

                 is the channel bandwidth  

Channel capacity  is given as  

                (15) 

Substituting Equation (15) into (14) gives  

                            (16) 

               where: SNR is the signal strength of the received PU signal. 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The system is simulated using MATLAB R2018 and the simulation was carried out using twenty 
thousand runs with different seed values. Fig. 2 depicts PD against cluster at different SUs with a 
fixed SNR of 20 dB. At cluster of 3, PD values of 0.7367, 0.7517 and 0.7607 are obtained for SU 
number of 4, 5 and 6, respectively, while the corresponding PD values obtained at cluster of 5 
are 0.8293, 0.8432 and 0.8523 for SU number of 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The results obtained 
showed that, rate of detection increase as the number of clusters increases and this is due to 
hidden node problem that reduces as number of cluster increases. Also, the results obtained 
revealed that detection rate increases with increase in the number of SU in a cluster and this is 
due to reduction in receiver uncertainty as the number of SU that participate in the local sensing 
increases.  

 
Fig. 2: Probability of Detection (PD) versus Cluster at SNR of 20dB with  different number 

of SU 
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The effect of number and SU on Spectral Efficiency (SE) at different SNR is presented in Fig. 3. 
At SNR of 10 dB with number of cluster of 3, the SE values of 8.6273, 10.1267 and 11.6261 are 
obtained for number of SU of 4, 5 and 6, respectively, while at the number of cluster of 5, 
11.8021, 13.3015 and 14.8009 are the corresponding SE values obtained for SU number of 4, 5 
and 6, respectively. The results obtained revealed that, SE increases as number of clusters and 
SU withing a cluster increases which indicate the increase in bandwidth efficiency. Fig. 4 depicts 
the ST against clusters at different number of SU.  

At cluster number of 3, the ST values of 3.50 s is obtained for all the number of SU considered, 
while, 2.25 s is the corresponding ST value obtained at cluster of number of 5. The results 
obtained revealed that ST reduces with increase in the number of clusters which justifies the 
increase in energy efficient. However, from the result obtained revealed that increase in number 
of SU has no effect on the ST. Therefore, since increase in the number of SU increase the 
detection but has no effect on the ST, it is recommended to have higher number of SU withing a 
cluster. 

 

Fig. 3: Spectral Efficiency (SE) versus SNR at different number of clusters and SUs 

 

 

Fig. 4: Sensing Time (ST) versus Cluster at different number of Sus 
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5. Conclusion  

In this paper, the effect of number of clusters and SUs in Energy-Efficient Spectrum Hole 
(EESH) detection is investigated. The PD, SE and ST were the performance metrics used to 
evaluate the effect of number of cluster and SUs. The formation of clusters is obtained using 
multiple SUs and cluster radius. The results of sensing at individual clusters were combined using 
majority fusion rule and the global sensing results were obtained using OR fusion rule at the 
cluster heads. The results obtained revealed that, PD and SE values increase as the number of 
cluster and SUs increases, while ST values reduce as number of cluster increases. However, 
increase in the number of SU does not has any effect on the sensing time.  This indicates that, 
the energy and bandwidth efficiency of the technique increase as the number of clusters 
increases. Also, rate of detection increases as the number of cluster and SU increases. It is 
therefore, recommended to keep the number of cluster and SU withing a cluster as high as 
possible in designing EESH detection technique.  
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ABSTRACT 

Sawdust generated by sawmills presently constitute solid waste and air pollution challenges as the 
principal means of disposal is by open burning. This study examined the potentials of bio-oil 
production from sawdust in Southwest Nigeria with a view to creating economic advantage from 
the waste while eliminating environmental pollution and human health risks. The annual quantity 
of bio –oil (L/annum) that can be generated from the sawdust was calculated using sawdust 
generated in each State that make up the Southwestern Nigeria. Cost and benefit determination 
were also carried out based on information that is available in the literature. Results showed that 
the quantity of bio-oil that could be produced from sawdust generated in Southwest Nigeria 
ranged between 13.3 – 93.6 million L/annum with Ekiti and Lagos having the least and largest 
production rate respectively. The corresponding financial gain accruable to the two States from 
the production and sale of the bio-oil could range between $2 million and $14 million 
respectively while the total financial gain for the region was obtained to be about $40 million. 
Considering the fact that solid waste challenge, air pollution and public health issues would be 
resolved, it is suggested that consideration be given to production of bio- oil from sawdust in 
southwest Nigeria 

Keyword: Solid waste, Sawdust, Air pollution, Public health, Bio-oil 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Environmental pollution by solid wastes is a major challenge facing urban centers across the 
globe (Okedere et al., 2017; Fakinle et al., 2020). This is even more pronounced in developing 
countries where there are no effective waste management plans and modern disposal facilities. 
Solid wastes contain wide varies of substances including cloth, papers, plastics, metals, cans, 
wood, sawdust, food residues as well as semi solid substances like sludge and sewage. A survey 
of the literature reveals that the principal means of disposal of solid wastes in most developing 
countries including Nigeria is via open dumping and burning at dumpsite (Ogunbode et al., 
2013).  

Among these solid wastes, wood residues, most especially sawdust is gaining tremendous 
attention because of the huge volume of waste being generated on daily basis. In the United 
States, the volume of wood waste generated is said to be up to 84 million tons annually (Howard, 
2012). The Nigerian wood industry is also massive accounting for up to 5.2 million tonnes on 
annual basis (Ohimain 2011). The southern part of Nigeria has a tropical rain forest belt and 
houses most of the forest reserves where timbers are grown (Kehinde et al., 2009). Wood is one 
of the chief construction materials available to man. Due to increase in construction activities in 
Nigeria, the demand for wood for construction purposes by individuals, private developers and 

mailto:oyetunji.okedere@uniosun.edu.ng
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government has increased tremendously. This is exerting pressure on the wood conversion 
industry and consequently increasing the quantity of wood wastes. Huge quantity of wood wastes 
in the form of sawdust is usually produced during conversion of logs at sawmills. It was reported 
that the conversion efficiency is about 45-50% indicating that about 55% goes into wood wastes 
hence the huge mountain of sawdust seen around most sawmills in Nigeria (Kehinde et al., 
2009).  A typical heap of sawdust at a Nigerian sawmill is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: Typical heap of sawdust at a sawmill in Nigeria 

The concern about sawdust is due to the fact that up to 96% of the volume generated is 
disposed via open burning (Ogunbode et al., 2013). The practice of open burning is considered 
unsustainable due to the air pollution implications associated with such combustion activities 
(Ohimain, 2011; Okedere, 2016; Okedere et al 2017). Quite a number of authors have delved 
into the subject of pollution emanating from burning of sawdust in some parts of Nigeria with 
the report indicating serious pollution in Lagos as a result of sawdust burning (Okedere et al 
2017; Fakinle et al., 2020). According to Fakinle et al. (2020) the amount of particulate PM, 
carbon monoxide (CO), sulphur dioxide (SO2) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) from combustion 
of sawdust in Lagos increased from 20.09-43.27 kton/annum, 2611.22- 5624.63 kton/annum, 
2.01-4.333 kton/annum and 20.09 -3.27 kton/annum, respectively between 2007 and 2016 as 
shown in Table 1. 

The emission of these pollutants has been reported to worsen air quality with serious 
consequences of public and environmental health. Exposure to PM aggravates cardiovascular 
and respiratory condition (Burki 2019; Kumar et al., 2021). Inhalation of CO reduces oxygen 
carrying capacity of the blood by forming carboxyl- hemoglobin (Sonibare, 2010). Prolong 
exposure to CO even at low dose have been reported to cause death (Sonibare, 2010). Oxides of 
nitrogen and sulphur are acid anhydrides dissolving in moisture to form acids which cause 
irritation, corrosion, destruction of crops etc. 

The human health risks associated with air pollutants from burning of sawdust suggest that 
disposal via open burning is not sustainable. A viable method for sustainable disposal of sawdust 
is its conversion to energy in the form of bio-oil via fast pyrolysis. Bio-oil is a free-flowing liquid 
with brown colouration and distinctive smell produced from pyrolysis. Its actual composition 
depends on the organic nitrogen or protein content of the feedstock, vapour dilution in the 
reactor, heat transfer rate, and final char temperature among many other factors (Diebold, 2000). 
Some compositions of bio-oil are shown in Figure 2. The reactions leading to the production of 
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bio-oil are numerous and they include hydrolysis, dehydration, isomerization, dehydrogenation, 
aromatization, retro-condensation and coking.  

 

Table 1: Air pollutants from sawdust burning in Lagos (kton/annum) 

Year PM CO SO2 NOx 

2007 20.09 2611.22 2.01 20.09 

2008 21.87 2843.62 2.19 21.87 

2009 23.82 3096.7 2.38 23.82 

2010 25.94 3372.31 2.59 25.94 

2011 28.25 3672.44 2.82 28.25 

2012 30.76 3999.29 3.08 30.76 

2013 33.5 4355.22 3.35 33.5 

2014 36.48 4742.84 3.65 36.48 

2015 39.73 5164.95 3.97 39.73 

2016 43.27 5624.63 4.33 43.27 

Fakinle et al. (2020) 

To produce bio-oil from wood residue such as sawdust, there is need for preparation of the 
feedstock. This involves drying the wood feedstock so that it attains less than 10% weight of 
moisture. This is necessary if the eventual bio-oil is to have reduced quantity of water. The wood 
residue is ground into between 1-3 mm diameter  to aid heat transfer (Popoola et al., 2013). The 
feedstock is fed into the pyrolysis reactor via a hopper. The reactor is usually a bubbling fluidized 
bed reactor which converts the feed into solid char, condensable and non –condensable gases 
(Popoola et al., 2013). Silica (sand) is used as the inert in the reactor as it aids heat transfer and 
can withstand temperature up to 1500 oC. Nitrogen is the fluidizing gas while the bed flue gases 
supply heat via the reactor jacket to raise the reactor temperature to between 700°C to 1000°C .  
A cyclone separator is deployed to separate the char from the gaseous products. The gaseous 
products are cooled to form bio-oil and non-condensable. Figure 3 illustrates the fast pyrolysis 
process. This study therefore investigates the annual tonnage of fuel that can be obtained from 
pyrolysis of sawdust wastes in Lagos State with a view to recommending it as an alternative to 
open burning which is plagued with serious human and environmental health consequences. 

 

Figure 2: Some components of bio-oil (Popoola et al., 2013) 
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Figure 3: Pyrolysis system (Popoola et al., 2013) 

2. METHODOLOGY 

According to Bio-Energy News (2000), about 22,000 tons (18.3 million L/year or 50,137 L/day) 
of bio-oil is achievable from a commercial bio-oil production plant pyrolysing 100 tonnes of 
wood wastes per day. Hence, 1 ton/day of wood residue generates 501.4 L/day of Bio-oil. This 
information was combined with annual rates of generation of sawdust in Southwestern Nigeria 
(Figure 4) to obtain the potential amount of bio-oil as shown in Eq. 1. 

                                                                                                [1] 

Where: 

BPA = Potential annual quantity of bio-oil (L/year) 

SEA = Estimated annual generation rate of sawdust (tons/year) 

According to Popoola et al. (2013), 1 litre of boi-oil cost about $0.32. In this study, the cost-
benefit analysis associated with the production of bio - oil was based on $0.10/L production cost 
and standard selling price of $0.36/L (Kass, 2019). 

 
Figure 4: Sawdust Generated in Southwestern States (Okedere, 2016, Okedere et al., 2017) 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The annual amount of bio-oil (litre/annum) that can be produced from the available sawdust in 
southwest Nigeria and the financial returns from sales of the product are summarized in Figure 5 
and Table 2 respectively. The volume potential yield of bio-oil from the available sawdust in the 
region ranged between 13.4 - 93.6 million litres per annum with Ekiti and Lagos having the least 
and highest respectively. The estimated amount of bio-oil from the entire region is about 264 
million litres per annum amounting to about $40 million on annual basis. Apart from financial 
gains from sale of bio-oil; the product can also be used to power small engines according to 
Owusu et al. (2017). Moving away from bio-oil, the solid product (char) has also been reported 
to have numerous benefits. Considering the huge economic and environmental gains from 
pyrolytic conversion of sawdust to useful products, the policy makers in the southwest region of 
Nigeria should consider exploitation of this waste resource 

 

Figure 5: Potential volume of bio-oil achievable from sawdust in southwestern Nigeria 

 

Table 2: Gain accruable from production of bio-oil from sawdust 

States Bio oil (L/year) 

Cost of 
Production of 
Bio-Oil ($) 

Revenue from 
sale of Bio-Oil 
($) Profit ($) 

Lagos 93563350.5 19648303.61 33682806.18 14034502.58 

Ogun 40098435.5 8420671.455 14435436.78 6014765.325 

Oyo 42771430.5 8982000.405 15397714.98 6415714.575 

Ondo 41568833.5 8729455.035 14964780.06 6235325.025 

Osun 32746947 6876858.87 11788900.92 4912042.05 

Ekiti 13365978 2806855.38 4811752.08 2004896.7 

Southwest 264114975 55464144.75 95081391 39617246.25 
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4. CONCLUSION   

Due to the environmental pollution from open burning of sawdust as the predominant means of 
disposal of the waste in southwest Nigeria, the study examined the potential economic gains 
from pyrolytic conversion of the wastes to an energy resource – the bio-oil. The study reveals 
that the potential for bio-oil production in the region stands at 264 million litres on annual basis 
with an economic gain of about $40 million. The study concluded the exploitation of this waste 
will in addition to solving the problem of solid waste management, air pollution and public 
health provide economic and energy benefits. The policy makers in the southwest region of 
Nigeria are hereby called upon to provide policy framework and take bold steps in the 
exploitation of this resource that presently constitutes nuisance in the environment.  
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ABSTRACT 

Transmission systems are subjected to unavoidably power losses resulting in low efficiency of the 
systems. These losses can be minimized to a reasonable extent by the placement of static 
synchronous compensator (STATCOM), which is one of the family of flexible alternating 
current transmission system (FACTS) devices, on the system. However, to fully maximize the 
application of STATCOM devices on the system, they must be adequately placed. In this paper, 
the use of fast voltage stability index (FVSI), which is a technique used to determine the nodes 
vulnerable to voltage collapse, in a transmission system, was investigated to indicate the optimal 
placement of a STATCOM device. The technique presented was implemented using Matlab 
software and validated on standard IEEE 14-bus system. The results of the simulations showed 
that the proposed FVSI is a good indicator of appropriate STATCOM device location to 
minimize the system power losses and voltage magnitude deviations. 

Keywords: STATCOM, FACTS devices, FVSI, voltage collapse, power loss. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An electric power transmission system serves as the link between the electric power generation 
and distribution system. The tremendous increase in load demands from the distribution ends 
results in shortage of reactive power and hence, overloading of the transmission lines. 
Consequently, power systems become more vulnerable to losses and poor voltage profile (Ebeed 
et al., 2017). 

To minimize these losses and enhance the system voltage profile, flexible alternating current 
transmission system (FACTS) devices are used since there is an existence of several difficulties in 
the expansion of the existing transmission networks (Majumdar et al., 2009; Fadhil and Vural, 
2018). According to IEEE, FACTS is defined as an alternating current transmission system 
device with the incorporation of power electronics and static controllers for controllability and 
power transfer capacity enhancement of the transmission network. 

Examples of FACTS controllers are SVC, STATCOM, TCSC, IPFC, UPFC, SSSC etc. They do 
not only mitigate the transmission line losses but also improve the network voltage profile as 
well as to enhance the power transfer capability of the transmission network by varying the 
transmission network parameters such as terminal voltage, voltage phase angle and line 

mailto:emmanuelidowu18@gmail.com
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impedance (Gupta and Sharma, 2012). The major challenge that is often associated with FACTS 
device placement on the transmission network, is the determination of the optimal location on 
the transmission network as improper placement could results in undesirable effects (Shaik and 
Reddy, 2017; Adebayo et al., 2015; Abdou et al., 2011). 

This paper investigates the application of fast voltage stability index (FVSI) technique to 
determine the weakest bus in a transmission network for optimal placement of a static 
synchronous compensator (STATCOM), which is one of the members of FACTS controllers. 
FVSI is an indicator, which indicates the weakest bus in the transmission network for solving 
optimal placement problem of FACTS controllers (Tiwari and Ghatak, 2017; Musirin and Abdul 
Rahman, 2002; Ghatak et al., 2016). STATCOM controller has been optimally placed, using 
FVSI, to minimize transmission line losses and also improve the transmission network voltage 
profile. A standard IEEE 14-bus system was adopted as the test case. 

 

2. CONCEPTS AND THEORIES 

2.1 Voltage Stability Analysis  

Voltage stability is the capability of a power network to maintain acceptable voltage limits at all 
buses under normal condition and after being subjected to contigencies (Adebayo et al., 2015). 
Inadequate or excess reactive power on the system usually leads to occurrence of voltage 
instability. Voltage instability could result in total system collapse if proper actions are not 
quickly taken to restore the system to normal operating condition. Voltage stability is categorized 
into two viz; static and dynamic (Mahmood et al., 2017; Drisya et al., 2016). The dynamic analysis 
deals with small disturbance for a long period of time. It applies real-time simulation in time 
domain using precise dynamic models while static analysis solves specific first or second order 
functions derived from the power flow equations of the network (Sheth et al., 2016). 

2.2 Voltage Stability Indices 

Recently, quite a numbers of voltage stability indices were developed to determine the system 
voltage stability condition (Adebayo et al., 2015; Rajalakshmi and Rathinakumar, 2016). The 
stability indices include FVSI, line stability factor (Lqp), line stability index (Lmn) and voltage 
collapse proximity index (VCPI). The system vulnerability to voltage collapse for a given loading 
condition is determined by any of these stability indices. 

A. Line stability index 

The line stability index, which was denoted as Lmn, was first developed by Oukennou and Sandali 
(2019) as an index to asses voltage stability. Lmn must remain below 1.0 in the network to avoid 
voltage instability. It can be express mathematically as in Equation (1). 
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where,  δ is the phase difference between the sending end voltage and receiving end voltage 
angles, Qr is the reactive power at the receiving end, X is the line reactance, Vs is the sending end 
voltage, and θ is the reactance angle. 

B. Fast voltage stability index 

Fast voltage stability index (FVSI) was first launch by Musirin and Abdul Rahman (2002) and it 
is based on the simplified model. The mathematical expression for FVSI is deduced from 
Equation (1) by neglecting the gap of the angle between the sending and receiving end buses 
This mathematical expression is given by Equation (3). 

2

2

4 r

r

Z Q
FVSI

V X


      (3) 

where,  Z is the line impedance, Qr is the reactive power at the receiving end, Vr is the voltage at 
the receiving end, and X is the reactance of the line. 

C. Line stability factor 

The expression can be obtained by using the approach as in Equations (1) and (3). Here, the 
index must be kept to less than 1 for better and secure operation. The mathematical expression 
is given as in Equation (4). 
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where,  X is the reactance of the line segment, Vs is the sending end voltage magnitude, Ps is the 
active power at the sending end, and Qr is the reactive power at the receiving end. 

In this paper, the effectiveness of FVSI as an indicator of the weakest bus in transmission 
networks, for optimal placement of a STATCOM device was investigated. 

 

2.3 Static Synchronous Compensator 

STATCOM is a very important second-generation member of FACTS devices. It is a shunt 
connected device, which could inject or absorb AC current or reactive power at a particular bus 
on a transmission network, to regulate the bus voltage magnitude and reduce transmission losses 
(Ebeed et al., 2017). 

It comprises a voltage source converter (VSC), a coupling transformer and a capacitor on the 
DC side of the converter with a controller that supply pulse for the converter (Mahmood et al., 
2017). The interaction between the voltage of the ac system and the voltage at the STATCOM ac 
side terminals control the reactive power flow. If the STATCOM terminal voltage is greater than 
the network bus voltage, where the STATCOM is placed, reactive power is injected by the 
STATCOM to the network and STATCOM behaves as a capacitor. When the STATCOM 
voltage is less than the network bus voltage, STATCOM behaves as an inductor and reactive 
power is absorbed from the network (Abdou et al., 2011; Chakrabarti et al., 2015; Fadhil and 
Vural, 2018). Fig. 1 illustrates the simple configuration of STATCOM. The active and reactive 
powers are mathematically expressed as in Equations (12) and (13) (Okelola et al., 2021). 
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where, Vbus is the bus voltage magnitude, Vvsc is the STATCOM output voltage, XL is the 
inductive reactance of coupling transformer, δ is the phase difference between the sending end 
and receiving end voltage angles. 
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Figure 1: The simple configuration of STATCOM (Aduragba et al., 2017) 

In Fig. 2, a STATCOM device is connected to bus m. m mV   is the voltage at bus m, sh shV   is 
the injected shunt voltage. After connecting STATCOM at bus m, the power flow equations are 
expressed as in Equations (14)-(15) (Gupta and Sharma, 2012). 

Bus m

m mV 

sh shV 

sh shG jB

shI

 

Figure 2: Equivalent circuit model of STATCOM (Aduragba et al., 2017) 
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2
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where, Pm, and Qm are the active and reactive powers of the STATCOM, Psh, and Qsh are the 
active and reactive powers at bus m, Ysh, Gsh and Bsh are the admittance, conductance and 
susceptance of the STATCOM, respectively, Ymj and θmj are the admittance and angle of the line 
between bus m and j, N is the number of buses connected to bus m, Vj is the voltage at bus j, Vm 
is the voltage at bus m, δmj is the phase difference between voltage angles of the bus between bus 
m and j, θmsh is the angle between the voltage angle at bus m and STATCOM voltage angle. 

3. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

3.1 Mathematical Formulation of Fast Voltage Stability Index 

By denoting the sending and receiving end buses by m and n, respectively in Fig. 3. Taking bus m 

as the reference (i.e. 0m  and n  ).  

00mV 
nV 

mP mQ mS nS
nQnP

mn mn mnZ R jX m n
 

Figure 3: Transmission line 

where, Pm, Pn are the active powers at both sending and receiving of the buses, mQ , nQ
 are the 

reactive powers at both sending and receiving end of the buses, mS
, nS

 are the apparent powers 

at both sending and receiving end of the line, mV
, nV  are the magnitude of the voltages at both 

sending and receiving end of the buses, mnZ
, mnR

and mnX
 are the line impedance, resistance and 

reactance, respectively, δ is the voltage phase angle at bus n. 

The general current equation in a line between two buses m and n can be expressed as in 
Equation (5). 

0m n
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I
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      (5) 

The received complex power at bus n can be found by multiplying Equation (5) by the voltage at 
bus n and it is expressed as in Equation (6). 
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The reactive power received at bus m is the imaginary part of the above equation, which can be 
expressed as in Equation (7). 
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Equation (7), written as a second-order equation, can be expressed as in Equation (8). 
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To get the real roots of nV , the discriminant is set greater than or equal to ‘0’; i.e; 
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Assuming that the angle difference (δm ‒ δn) is normally very small (δm ‒ δn = 0, Xmn cos δ ≈ Xmn 
and Rmn sin δ ≈ 0), hence, the FVSI for a typical transmission line can be express as Equation 
(11). 
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where, Zmn, Xmn, Qmn, and Vm are the impedance of the line, reactance of the line, reactive power at 
the receiving end and voltage at the sending end, respectively. The voltage Vm can be determined 
from the power flow solution. 

The FVSI, proposed by Musirin and Abdul Rahman (2002) is dependent on the concept of 

power flow through a line segment within stable operating zone (i.e. FVSI   1). And if the FVSI 
value of any line is beyond unity, one of the buses connected to that line will undergo a sudden 
voltage drop leading to system collapse. That bus, which is vulnerable to voltage collapse, is 
referred to as the weakest bus in the network and thus has the minimum reactive power load.  

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To verify the effectiveness and performance of the proposed approach, it was tested on a 
standard IEEE 14-bus network. The simulation was carried out in two different stages: the first 
stage is the identification of the weakest buses using FVSI. The values of the parameters used to 
compute FVSI values of the lines, were obtained from the network power flow solution. The 
second stage is the application of STATCOM to mitigate power losses and also to enhance 
voltage profile. 
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4.1 Identification of the weakest bus 

The weakest bus was determined by varying the reactive power demand until FVSI value 
approaches 1.0 or the power flow fails to converge to get the maximum loadability on the load 
buses. This involves increasing the reactive powers of all the load buses one at a time to 
determine the maximum reactive power on each of the load buses. Then, FVSI value of each of 
the line was computed to determine the loadability limit on each of the load buses. The bus with 
minimum loadability value is ranked as the first in the FVSI ranking and hence is the weakest 
bus. This is the bus that needs reactive power support for averting voltage collapse. 

Table 1 shows the FVSI value rankings for IEEE 14-bus system. The single line diagram of this 
test system is illustrated in Fig. 4. It was observe that bus 14 has the lowest load capacity and 
hence, it is the weakest bus and thus ranked first. Bus 14 is the most vulnerable bus because it 
has the least permissible reactive load of 74.6 MVAr. This implies that any addition of reactive 
load on this bus would result in voltage collapse.  

Table 1: Ranking of load buses using FVSI 

Bus 
No 

Vm (p.u.) Qmax (MVar) FVSI 

14 
12 
11 
10 
13 
9 
7 
5 
4 

0.674 
0.880 
0.744 
0.652 
0.746 
0.703 
0.950 
0.710 
0.755 

74.6 
78.9 
103.8 
121.8 
151.8 
152.5 
165.5 
352.5 
361.0 

1.00942 
0.87059 
0.99054 
0.58365 
0.99587 
0.98994 
0.99384 
0.99880 
1.03050 

 

 

Figure 4: The single line diagram of IEEE 14 bus network system (Aduragba et al., 2017) 
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4.2 Voltage Profile Improvement and Mitigation of Losses 

Fig. 4 shows the simulation result of voltage profile without and with STATCOM device, 
incorporated at bus 14, for visual inspection and better understanding. It was observed that the 
bus voltage profile improved significantly. This shows that STATCOM performed and 
contribute greatly in voltage profile improvement when optimally placed.  

 

Figure 4: Voltage magnitudes without and with STATCOM placement 

Fig. 5 shows the result of the active power losses in the transmission lines of the network 
without and with STATCOM placement while the reactive power losses in the transmission lines 
of the network without and with STATCOM placement is illustrated by Fig. 6. From Fig. 5, 
there is a significant reduction in the active power losses in the transmission lines when a 
STATCOM device was incorporated at bus 14 of the network. Similarly, there is a significant 
reduction in the reactive power losses in the transmission lines when a STATCOM device was 
incorporated at bus 14 as illustrated in Fig. 6. Furthermore, the optimal placement of the 
STATCOM device resulted in reductions in the total active and reactive power losses from 1.44 
to 1.11 MW and 5.03 to 3.84 MVar, respectively. The reactive power compensation of 
STATCOM dislodged power flow by injecting reactive power to compensate for system reactive 
power hitherto being consumed to maintained bus voltage profile and this has resulted in the 
reduction of overall active and reactive power losses on the network, which consequently 
improved the network operational performance. 
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Figure 5: Active power losses without and with STATCOM placement 

 

 

Figure 6:  Reactive power Losses without and with STATCOM placement 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, FVSI has been utilized to determine the weakest bus, which is vulnerable to 
voltage collapse, and hence, the optimal placement of STATCOM. From the results obtained, it 
can be stated that the optimal placement of STATCOM on  IEEE 14-bus network significantly 
improved the performance of the network. Hence, incorporation of FACTS devices on the 
transmission network can only effectively minimize transmission line losses and also improve the 
network voltage profile, when they are optimally placed. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Economic Environmental Dispatch (EED) problem is a multiobjective optimization 
problem that attempts to simultaneously minimize both the cost of power production and the 
emissions generated by the power plants, while satisfying various practical constraints imposed 
by the operation of the system. Different techniques have been reported in the literature to solve 
the EED problem. However, many of them are not able to converge to a diverse set of Pareto 
front solutions. Hence, the power system operators don’t have much flexibility in optimally 
scheduling the generation. In this present work, a RBF/NSGA-II algorithm is developed by 
hybridizing the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) with a Radial Basis 
Function (RBF) neural network surrogate to solve the EED problem. The results show that the 
developed hybrid algorithm produced better convergence to the Pareto-optimal front than the 
stand-alone NSGA-II while also preserving the diversity of the obtained solution set.  

Keywords: Fuel cost, emission, EED, performance metrics, NSGA-II, RBF, surrogate 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A solution of the economic dispatch problem seeks to obtain the schedule of generating units in 
a power plant that will minimize the total generation cost while satisfying all unit and system 
equality and inequality constraints. However, thermal power plants emit gaseous pollutants like 
sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides, and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions into the atmosphere 
causing health and environmental problems, including global warming. Greater environmental 
consciousness has made reduction of these emissions a requirement for power plants and the 
traditional economic dispatch problem no longer satisfies the environmental need (El-Keib, et 
al., 1994). This expands the definition into the economic environmental dispatch (EED) 
problem. Both the economic and environmental objectives are conflicting in nature and is a high 
dimensional non-convex optimization problem.  

Different methods have been used by various researchers to solve the economic environmental 
dispatch problem. These methods can be categorized into classical, evolutionary algorithm, and 
hybridized approaches. Classical approaches include weighted sum (Dhillon, et al., 1993) and e-
constraint approach (Dhillon, et al., 1994). In the weighted sum approach, the different objective 
functions are combined into one by forming their weighted sum. The method is simple to 
implement but it involves many runs with different weight settings to achieve different non-
dominated solutions. Also, it cannot find Pareto-optimal solutions located in a non-convex 

Pareto-optimal front (Abido, 2003). The -constraint approach optimizes a preferred objective 

and restricts the others within specified values. This overcomes the difficulties of the weighted 

sum method, although the solution set depends on proper choice of -vector (Engau & Wiecek, 

2005). 
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Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) approaches are a class of nature-inspired, population based 
method which finds multiple Pareto optimal solutions in a single optimization run. These are less 
susceptible to the shape of the Pareto front (Deb, 2001). There are many different classes of EAs 
such as genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, ant colony optimization, harmony 
search algorithm, bacteria foraging algorithm etc. Many different variants of EAs have been 
widely used to solve the EED problem. These include the Strength Pareto Evolutionary 
Algorithm SPEA, Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm NPGA and Non-dominated Sorting 
Genetic Algorithm NSGA (Abido, 2003).  

Despite the success of evolutionary algorithms for solving complex optimization problems, their 
convergence to the true Pareto front is still not guaranteed (Laumanns, et al., 2002). Also, they 
may not yield a diverse set of non-dominated solutions. Different hybrid methods to improve 
the quality of solutions achieved by evolutionary algorithms have been developed.  A review of 
different hybrid architectures reported in the literature is given by (Zmuda, et al., 2003) and 
examples include hybridization between different EAs, neural network assisted EA, and Ant 
Colony Optimization assisted EA. 

The major contribution to knowledge is hybridizing the NSGA-II algorithm with a radial basis 
function (RBF) surrogate to solve the economic environmental dispatch problem to improve the 
convergence and diversity. 

2. ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENTAL DISPATCH PROBLEM  

The economic environmental dispatch (EED) problem seeks to minimize two opposing 
objective functions, fuel cost and gaseous emissions, while meeting various equality and 
inequality constraints imposed by various power system requirements. The problem can be 
expressed mathematically as 

                                               

                                                

 

                                                         

where and  represent the fuel cost and emission cost functions, jg
 are the equality 

constraints and 
h k are the inequality constraints. is the real power output of the  generator 

while represents the vector of real power output of the generators and is defined as 

  is the number of generating units while  and  are the number of 

equality and inequality constraints respectively. 

2.1  Objectives functions 

a. Total fuel cost: The overall fuel cost (in /h) can be represented by a quadratic function 

expressed as 

(1) 
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where and  are the fuel cost coefficients of the generator. 

 

b. Total emission: The total emission of atmospheric pollutants  in ton/h can be 

expressed mathematically as  

 

 

2.2 Problem Constraints  

The problem constraints consists of both equality (power balance) and inequality (generation 
capacity) constraints.  

a. Power balance constraint- The total power generated must be adequate to satisfy the load 

demand  in the presence of real power losses  during transmission, i.e. 

 

 

 can be calculated from the load flow solution or approximated using the Kron’s loss 

formula: 

 

             where and  are the loss coefficients. 

        

b. Generation capacity constraint- Each generator's real power output is limited by its lower 
and upper limits, i.e. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY        

In this section, the NSGA-II algorithm, surrogate assisted evolutionary algorithms and the 
development of the hybrid surrogate assisted NSGA-II algorithm are presented. Various 
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performance metrics to compare the performance of multiobjective evolutionary algorithms are 
also presented. 

 

3.1 NSGA-II algorithm 

Deb et al. (2002) presented the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) which is 
one of the most popular elitist multi objective optimization algorithms. It uses a fast non-
dominated sorting to rank non-dominated solutions into different fronts to preserve 
convergence and a crowded distance estimation procedure to preserve diversity in the solution 
set. A crowded comparison operator is then used to select the next generation of solutions. 
These features make the NSGA-II an efficient algorithm for both Pareto front convergence and 
solutions diversification. Details about the crowding distance assignment and fast non-
dominated sorting algorithms can be found in (Deb, et al., 2002) and (Deb, et al., 2005). In spite 
of the successes of this algorithm in solving various practical optimization problems, the 
crowded comparison operator often leads to non-uniform convergence to the Pareto front. The 
flowchart of NSGA-II implementation is shown in Fig. 1. 

3.2 Surrogate assisted evolutionary algorithms 

One approach to solving optimization problems, especially where it is computationally expensive 
to perform function evaluations is to introduce computationally efficient surrogates for 
approximating the expensive fitness evaluations (Jin, 2011). Various types of surrogates 
commonly used include polynomial response surface methodology, radial basis function, 
Gaussian process model, artificial neural networks and support vector machines (Pan, et al., 
2018).   

In multi-objective surrogate assisted evolutionary algorithms (SAEAs), the surrogate can be used 
to approximate different functions apart from the objective function to accelerate the evolution. 
Roughly speaking, existing SAEAs can be classified into two different categories according to the 
target function of the surrogate. In the first category, the fitness function is approximated using 
single or multiple surrogates. Examples include ParEGO (Knowles, 2006), SMS-EGO 
(Ponweiser, et al., 2008) and k-RVEA (Zhang, et al., 2010). In the second category, the surrogate 
serves as a classifier that divides the candidate solutions into good or bad solutions, e.g., 
dominated or non-dominated solutions (Bandaru, et al., 2014, Bhattacharjee & Ray, 2015, Pan, et 
al., 2018). 

3.3 RBF neural network-assisted NSGA-II (RBF/NSGA-II) algorithm 

In this work, a radial basis function (RBF) neural network surrogate is hybridized with the 
NSGA-II algorithm and herein called the RBF/NSGA-II. The NSGA-II is first used to produce 
a child population of size  (using the crossover, mutation and crowded comparison operators) 

and an elite sub-population selected from it. Function evaluation is performed using the cost 
functions and a radial basis function neural network is created and trained using values in the 
decision variable space as inputs and the objective function values as targets. An inverse RBF 
neural network is then created and then trained with the function values for the elite sub-
population in order to generate a new population (in the decision variable space).  The solutions 
produced by NSGA-II and the RBF are then combined together and the best solutions of size 

 are selected on the basis of crowding distance operator. The flowchart for the hybrid 

RBF/NSGA-II approach is shown in Figure 2 while its pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1. 
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Figure 1:  NSGA-II Flowchart 

 

 

Figure 2: RBF/NSGA-II flowchart 
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Algorithm 1: RBF/NSGA-II  

Input: Generation counter t=0, population p(t) of size , Number of generations gen, 

useRBF=True/False, RBFspread, Number of iterations: ,  

OUTPUT: Non-dominated solution set Phyb (t=gen) 

1: Initialize random population P(t) of size  

2: Perform objective function/constraints evaluation of the population 

3: Assign rank (level) to each solution based on non dominated sorting 

4: for t=1 to gen do 

5: Generate child population of size  using genetic operators 

6: perform objective function/constraints evaluation for the child population 

7: combine parent and child populations to have a population of size 2  

8: Assign rank to each solution based on non dominated sorting 

9: Assign crowding distance to each solution 

10: Select best N solutions from 2  using their ranks and crowding distances 

11: Replace old parent population with the selected  solutions 

12: if (t>0.9gen&& useRBF=True) then 

13: Generate child population of size  using genetic operators 

14: perform objective function/constraints evaluation for the child population 

15: Create radial basis function neural network (RBFnn) with spread of RBFspread 

16:Train RBFnn and use it to generate new child population 
17: combine parent and child populations 

18: Create a new population Phyb by selecting the best  solutions 

19: end if 

20: end for 

 

3.4 Performance Metrics 

The performance metrics considered in this work include the spacing, set coverage and extent 
metrics. While the set coverage metric provides a measure of the convergence, the spacing and 
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extent metrics measure the diversity in the solution set. Details of these metrics can be found in 
(Schott, 1995; Zitzler, 1999 and Abido, 2003). 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The line diagram of the standard IEEE 30-bus test system used in this study to test the 
effectiveness of the hybrid RBF/NSGA-II in solving the EED problem is shown in Fig. 3 It 
consists of six thermal generators interconnected with 41 transmission lines, to serve a total 
system demand of 283.4 MW. The line data, bus data, the fuel cost coefficients and emission 
coefficients were taken from (Abido, 2006). The NSGA-II algorithm was initialized with a 

population of  while the number of generations  was set at 500. The crossover 

probability was set at 0.9 while the mutation probability was set at 1/N where N=6. For the 
hybrid RBF/NSGA-II algorithm,  was fixed at 450 while the spread of the radial 

basis function was set at 1/N where N=6. 

 

Figure 3:  IEEE 30 bus test system line diagram 

In order to establish a good basis for comparing both NSGA-II and RBF/NSGA-II algorithms, 
twenty different optimization runs were carried out for each algorithm and their performance 
compared by considering their best solutions for both minimum fuel cost and minimum 
emissions. Further comparison was also done in terms of the performance metrics. 

Figure 4 shows the Pareto-optimal fronts obtained by NSGA-II and RBF/NSGA-II. It indicates 
that RBF/NSGA-II is able to find non-dominated solutions with good convergence and 
diversity characteristics. The extreme solutions in Table 1 and 2 for both NSGA-II and 
RBF/NSGA-II are the solutions corresponding to minimum fuel cost and minimum emissions.  
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 Figure 4:  Pareto optimal fronts for IEEE 30 Bus system 

These are compared with some other methods presented in literature in Tables 1 and 2 
respectively.  

Table 1: Best solutions out of twenty runs for fuel cost 

 NSGA     NPGA       SPEA       RBF/NSGA-II   NSGA-II                                                    

(Abido,     (Abido,     (Abido,                             
2003)        2003)        2003)       

PG1 

PG2 

PG3 

PG4 

PG5 

PG6 

0.1168       0.1245      0.1086       0.1703            0.0795 

0.3165       0.2792      0.3056       0.2941            0.3698 

0.5441       0.6284      0.5818       0.6060            0.5239 

0.9447       1.0254      0.9846       0.8401            0.9443 

0.5498       0.4693      0.5288       0.5675            0.4974 

0.3964       0.3993      0.3584       0.3794            0.4476 

FC 

EM 

608.245      608.147    607.807   607.9292         608.2219 

0.2166        0.2236       0.2202      0.2105          0.2169 
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Table 2: Best solutions out of twenty runs for emission 

 NSGA      NPGA      SPEA       RBF/NSGA-II   NSGA-II/ 
 (Abido,     (Abido,     (Abido,                        
2003)         2003)        2003)        

PG1 

PG2 

PG3 

PG4 

PG5 

PG6 

0.4113     0.3923        0.4043      0.4138            0.4134 

0.4561     0.4700        0.4525      0.4663            0.4662 

0.5117     0.5565        0.5525      0.5483            0.5483 

0.3724     0.3695        0.4079      0.3943            0.3937 

0.5810     0.5599        0.5468      0.5485            0.5493 

0.5304     0.5163        0.5005      0.5187            0.5177 

FC 

EM 

647.251   645.984     642.603      650.8678        650.5564 

0.19432   0.19424     0.19422      0.1942             0.1942 

 

Boxplots for the spacing, extent and set coverage metrics over twenty runs are shown in Figures 
5 - 7. Figure 5 shows the median spacing metric is 0.46 for NSGA-II and 0.48 for RBF/NSGA-
II. Although NSGA-II has a better spacing than the RBF/NSGA-II hybrid, the values are not 
significantly different. Figure 6 shows that the median extent metric is 41.5 and 41 for NSGA-II 
and RBF/NSGA-II respectively. From Figure 7, a median 36% of solutions obtained by NSGA-
II were dominated by those of RBF/NSGA-II and only 25% of RBF/NSGA-II obtained 
solutions were dominated by those of NSGA-II. Figures 5 and 6 thus indicate that both NSGA-
II and RBF/NSGA-II have comparable diversity while Figure 7 shows that RBF/NSGA-II 
produces better convergence than NSGA-II. 

 

Figure 5:  Boxplot of spacing metric values 
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Figure 6:   Boxplot of extent metric values 

 

 

Figure 7: Boxplot of set coverage metric values 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a hybrid RBF neural network surrogate-assisted NSGA-II algorithm. This 
algorithm called the RBF/NSGA-II has been used in this study to solve the EED problem using 
the IEEE 30-bus test system dataset. The hybrid algorithm has been developed to solve the 
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Economic and Environmental dispatch problem and the performance of this hybrid 
evolutionary system has been evaluated. The effectiveness of the developed hybrid algorithm in 
improving the convergence while maintaining the diversity properties of the obtained solution 
set over the stand-alone NSGA-II algorithm has also been demonstrated. This research will 
contribute immensely and also assist the power administration in decision making. 
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ABSTRACT 

Air pollution is a major problem in Nigeria. In most areas, there is a lack of existing data on the 
pollutant type andpollution level. Furthermore, in areas where such measurements are available, 
data collection is often done physically by a human subject entering the polluted site with hand-
held measuring units, thereby exposing such individual to health hazards. The measurement 
process can also be time-consuming and monotonous,leading to boredom and data falsification. 
To overcome these problems, this paper, therefore, proposes a mobile robotic system to 
measure the level of air pollutants in specific areas and transmit the same for remote monitoring 
and analysis. The methodology involves designing a system with an autonomous robot to sense 
environmental data such as temperature, air quality and store them in the cloud. The mobile 
robot will be controlled and communicates with the cloud via Arduino. The collected data are 
stored in a cloud server which would be viewed through a mobile app and can be used to create 
awareness about the environmental changes of the location under study. To evaluate the 
performance of the developed system, a standard instrument for measuring selected air 
pollutants concentration was deployed alongside at the measurement sites. The measured values 
from both systems were compared, and the developed system was found to be accurate. In 
conclusion, this paper has provided a system that will make air pollution data collection and 
monitoring easier in Nigeria. The developed system will reduce the health hazards involved 
during measurements.  

Keywords: Air Pollution, Mobile Robots, Data Collection, Sensors, Health Hazard and Arduino  

 

1. Introduction 

Air pollution is the presence of extra unwanted biological molecules, particulates or other 
harmful things in the earth’s atmosphere (Muhammad et al., 2019). The presence of major air 
pollutants such as nitrous oxide, carbon monoxide, ozone, sulfur dioxide and particulate matter 
is a major cause of respiratory infections, cancer, allergies, and if humans are exposed to toxins 
or chemicals for lengthy periods of time, it can lead to death (Bennetts et al., 2016; Fu, Chen, 
Ding, & He, 2019).  It also causes harm to other creatures like animals and plants, as well as the 
ecological or built environment.  

Various air-quality measurement sensors that can identify and observe the incidence of air 
pollution have been developed (Subashini et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021). They can be employed 
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for both indoor and outdoor pollution measurement. These equipment for pollution 
measurement are however very costly and are often not accessible for use in the general 
environment. It is hoped that with technological improvements, these sensors will become 
cheaper, more common and portable/wearable, thereby making air quality monitoring easier (Hu 
et al., 2020).  

Air pollution is a major problem in Nigeria (Abdallah & Nasr, 2021). In most areas, there is a 
lack of existing data on the pollutant type as well as the level of pollution. Furthermore, in areas 
where such measurements are available, data collection is often done physically by a human 
subject entering into the polluted site with hand-held measuring units, thereby exposing such 
individuals to health hazards (Qian et al., 2016). The measurement process can also be time-
consuming and monotonous and this can lead to boredom and data falsification (Arain et al., 
2021). To overcome these problems, a mobile robotic system to measure the level of air 
pollutants is developed in this paper.The developed system makes air pollution data collection 
and monitoring easier and reduces the health hazards involved during measurements. 

2. Materials and Method 

In this section, the architecture and working principle of the robotic air pollution measurement 
system are presented. 

2.1 Architecture 

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the mobile robotic system for air pollution data measurement. 
It consists of a mobile robot on which is mounted an Arduino microcontroller board connected 
with gas sensors (for measuring the concentration of CO and SO2 pollutants), temperature and 
humidity sensor, ultrasonic sensor (for measuring the distance between the robot and obstacles 
in its path)and a GPS shield (to tag the coordinates of the robot’s position). This is then 
interfaced via Bluetooth to a mobile device having a navigation control Android app for the 
robot. 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of developed air pollution measurement system  
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2.1.1 Gas sensors 

a. Carbon monoxide (CO) sensor- CO is a colourless, odourless, tasteless, combustible gas 
with a density somewhat lower than that of air. It is a toxic air pollutant produced largely from 
vehicle emissions and back-up generators. Carbon monoxide results from the incomplete 
combustion of fuels, such as wood, kerosene, gasoline, charcoal, propane, etc. Breathing CO at 
high concentrations leads to reduced oxygen transported by hemoglobin, which has health 
effects that include impaired reaction timing, headaches, lightheadedness, nausea, vomiting, 
weakness, clouding of consciousness and coma. Long term exposure and high concentrations 
can lead to death (Transportation Research Board and National Research Council, 2002).  

In this paper, the MQ7 sensor (see Fig. 2) is used to measure the concentration of carbon 
monoxide. It detects the concentrations of CO in the air and ouputs its reading as an analog 
voltage. The sensor can measure concentrations of 10 to 10,000 ppm, and can operate at 
temperatures from -10 to 50°C and consumes less than 150 mA at 5 V.  

 

Figure 2:  MQ7  gas sensor 

b. Sulfur dioxide ( ) sensor- is a heavy, colorless, and toxic gas that is produced 

when sulfur-containing fuel such as coal, oil, or diesel is burned. The largest sources of sulfur 
dioxide emissions are electricity generation companies using fossil fuels, industrial boilers, and 
other industrial processes such as petroleum refining and metal processing. Diesel engines are 
another major source, including old buses and trucks, locomotives, ships, and off-road diesel 

equipment (American Lung Association, 2020). Short-term exposures to  can harm the 

human respiratory system and make breathing difficult. People with asthma, particularly children, 

are sensitive to these effects of . Other sulfur oxides such as SOx are formed when there is 

high concentration of SO2 emission in the air.  can react with other compounds in the 

atmosphere to form small particles. These particles contribute to particulate matter (PM) 
pollution. Small particles may penetrate deeply into the lungs and in sufficient quantity can 
contribute to health problems (United States Environmental Protection Agency, n.d.).   

The MQ 135 sensor is used in this paper to measure the concentration of  gas. It has a wide 

detecting scope, fast response and high sensitivity. Its operating voltage is +5V and can be used 
as a digital or analog sensor. The sensitivity of the digital pin can be varied using a potentiometer. 
The MQ 135 sensor is shown in Fig. 3. 

2.1.2 Obstacle detection and avoidance 

An ultrasonic sensor is placed on the front side of the robot to automatically detect if any 
obstacle is present in its path. On detecting an obstacle, the robot takes action such as moving in 
the reverse direction or rotating before moving. Ultrasonic sensors emit short, high-frequency 
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sound pulses at regular intervals. These propagate in the air at the velocity of sound. If they 
strike an object, then they are reflected back as echo signals to the sensor, which itself computes 
the distance to the target based on the time-span between emitting the signal and receiving the 
echo. As the distance to an object is determined by measuring the time of flight and not by the 
intensity of the sound, ultrasonic sensors are excellent at suppressing background interference. 

 

Figure 3: MQ 135 sensor 

The HC-SR04 ultrasonic distance sensor (see Fig. 4) is used in this paper. It provides 2cm to 
400cm of non-contact measurement functionality with a ranging accuracy that can reach up to 
3mm. Each HC-SR04 module includes an ultrasonic transmitter, a receiver and a control circuit.  

 

Figure 4: Ultrasonic Sensor 

2.1.3 Temperature and Humidity Sensors  

Temperature and humidity sensors are connected to the board to observe the variables in the 
environment. The sensor used is the DHT22 shown in Fig. 5 which measures the ambient air 
humidity and temperature using a capacitive humidity sensor and a thermistor, and outputs a 
digital signal on the data pin.  

 

Figure 5: Temperature and Humidity Sensor 

2.2 Working Principle of the System 

The circuit diagram of the mobile robot air pollution measurement system is shown in Figure 6 
while the final device developed is shown in Fig. 7. The 12 V DC servomotors are powered by a 
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gel acid battery and controlled by a H-bridge motor driver using PWM outputs from the 
Arduino. The Arduino is a contemporary microcontroller board that uses the ATmega328P 
processor.  

Figure 6: Circuit diagram 

 

Figure 7: Developed mobile robotic system for air pollution data capture 

In addition to data from a temperature/humidity sensor, a GPS shield is placed on the Arduino 
to tag the latitude and longitude coordinates of the robot's location. An ultrasonic sensor is used 
to measure the distance between the robot and an obstacle. When the robot detects an 
impediment, it takes action such as moving in the other direction or rotating and then moving. 
The MQ7 and MQ135 gas sensors are used to measure ambient concentration of CO and 

gases. 
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3. Result and Discussion 

To evaluate the performance of the developed system, standard instruments for measuring the 
concentration of the selected air pollutants were also deployed alongside the developed robotic 
pollution measurement system in the measurement sites. The measured values from both 
systems were then compared. Fig. 8 shows the developed mobile robotic measurement system 

being used to measure concentrations of CO and  alongside the Aeroqual series 300 which is 

a portable and versatile gas monitor with the ability to measure a range of gases at different 
concentrations. 

 

Figure 8. The developed system with Aeroqual series 300 during data capture 

 

The source of pollution used was the exhaust of a car whose engine was left to run for thirty 
minutes before taking any measurements. Both the developed mobile robotic system and the 
Aeroqual 300 were placed on the same level at a distance of 400cm from the pollution source. 
Ambient measurements of the concentration of both gases were then taken over a period of 

approximately two hours. Figures 9 and 10 respectively show the ambient concentrations of  

and CO pollutants as measured by the developed mobile robotic system and Aeroqual 300 
instrument. From the figures, it is seen that the pollutant concentrations continue to rise as long 
as the pollution source continues to emit gases. There is a dip between 13:10 and 13:20 hours in 
Fig. 9 because the car engine had to be turned off during that time. 

The figures also show the deviations between the values measured by both measuring 
instruments. The developed mobile robotic system was  able to capture the trend of variation of 
the concentration of both sulphur dioxide and carbon monoxide measured by the standard 
commercial Aeroqual 300 series device. The mean deviation was calculated to be 11.48 ppm for 

 and 17.17 ppm for CO pollutant concentrations. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this work, an Arduino-based mobile robotic system for air pollution data capture was 
developed and calibrated against a standard equipment. The developed instrument can measure 

ambient concentrations of  and CO pollutants as well as ambient temperature and humidity. 

Being a mobile robot-based measurement system, it reduces the risk of exposure of a human 
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subject to harmful pollutants entering into the polluted site with hand-held measuring units. The 
robotic system can also be used for learning purposes in institutions of higher learning. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Ambient pollutant concentration 

 

 

Figure 10: Ambient pollutant concentration 
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ABSTRACT 

The built environment refers to the man-made environment that provides the setting for human 
activity, including homes, buildings, zoning, streets, sidewalks, open spaces, transportation 
options and more. It is the human-made space in which people live, work and recreate on a day-
to-day basis. Informal activities, like other human activities, are majorly carried out in the built 
environment and this has a number of effects on the environment. Such effects are the main 
focus of this study. Data for the study were obtained through the use of questionnaires which 
were administered on 555 operators of informal activities through multi-stage (stratification, 
systematic random, cluster) sampling techniques. The data obtained were analyzed using 
descriptive statistics. The identified effects of the activities of the informal sector in the study 
area include; on-street parking of vehicles (12.5%), traffic hold-up (10.5%), haphazard erection 
of structures (6.2%) and encroachment into open spaces (3.5%), among others. The study 
concluded that there is need for the regulation of the activities of the sector, most especially the 
location of the activities in the study area. 

Keywords: Built environment, informal activities, multi-stage sampling 

 

 1.0  INTRODUCTION 

Informal sector activities are small scale, non-agricultural activities through which the means of 
livelihood are provided for people (Afon, 2006). The activities are usually unregulated and non-
formal (Agbolade, 2011). The informal sector (economy) is the part of any economy that is 
neither taxed nor monitored by any form of government. It is a sector that is usually stigmatized 
as troublesome and unmanageable, even though it makes up a significant portion of the 
economies (Dean, 2010). As observed by IMF (2021), the informal economy is a global 
phenomenon that absorbs about 60% of the world’s population. It is present in both developing 
and advanced economies. The informal economy consists of activities that are not formally 
registered though they have good market value. Economic challenges, especially in the 
developing countries had resulted in the influx of people into the informal sector. This is largely 
because the formal economy has not been able to adequately absorb the teeming population of 
youths and people in the working class age bracket (Agbolade et al, 2018). The sector provides 
critical economic opportunities for the populace, especially the poor and this is one of the major 
reasons for the high influx of people experienced in the sector.  

The sector has greatly penetrated the urban centers due to the large human population 
characterizing the world’s urban centers. Hence, there is an uncontrolled infiltration of informal 
sector activities in virtually every segment of urban space (Jelili and Adedibu, 2006; Agbolade, 
2014). This incessant widespread of the sector in developed and developing nations of the world 
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has resulted in a myriad of problems and major environmental challenges. The operation of the 
sector has defied land use planning and consequently defaced the built landscape (Agbolade, 
2011). It is against this background that it becomes imperative to examine the impact of the 
activities of the sector on the built environment on the ancient city of Ife.  

 

2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

One of the major sources of data for this study was questionnaire. The questionnaires were 
administered on the operators of the informal sector activities. In the administration of the 
questionnaires, multi-stage (stratification, systematic random and cluster) sampling was used. 
Each of the two Local Governments in the study area was stratified into the ten political wards 
delineated by the Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC) for election purposes. 
Three wards were selected for study in each local government. The selection was made in a way 
that the three identifiable residential zones in a typical African traditional city like Ile-Ife as well 
as the three hierarchies of roads were represented. The residential zones are the traditional 
residential zone (pre- colonial residential development), the transition zone (pre-independence 
residential development), and the sub-urban zone (post-independence residential development). 
This method was adopted because the three residential zones show variation in population 
density, socio-economic characteristics as well as environmental characteristics. This stratified 
sampling is essential to identify how informal activities were distributed in the study area.   

The federal, state and local roads in each residential zone were identified and listed. For the 
purpose of this study, the roads in the study area were categorized into the following:   

 Federal roads   

 State roads exclusively in each Local Government  

  State roads shared by  the two Local Governments   

 Local roads exclusively in each Local Government  

 

Twenty percent of the operators of informal sector activities along all the identified federal roads 
were sampled. Similarly, twenty percent of the operators of the informal sector activities along 
three of the state roads that are exclusively in Ife Central Local Government and three of the 
state roads exclusively in Ife East Local Government were sampled. Twenty percent of the 
operators along all the state roads shared by the two local governments were also sampled. A 
local road was chosen from each of the residential zones in each Local Government and twenty 
percent of the operators of informal sector activities along the roads were sampled. The roads to 
be sampled were randomly selected from the list. The operators of the informal activities were 
selected after clustering each category of activity in order to ensure full representation.  

The operator of the first informal activity to be sampled along each of the chosen roads and in 
each cluster was randomly selected. Subsequent units of investigation were operators of every 
fifth informal activity in each cluster and along both sides of the road. The use of road was 
instigated by the fact that most informal sector activities are concentrated along road axis. This 
will help to examine and establish the widespread of informal activities along different road 
types, residential zones, and Local Governments. The sample frame is all the operators of 
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informal sector activities that could be identified in Ife Central and Ife East Local Governments. 
Twenty percent (20%) of the informal sector activities in the study area constitute the sample 
size.  

Along the two federal roads, a total of one hundred and fifty-four questionnaires were 
administered. One hundred and fifty-nine questionnaires were administered along the state roads 
shared by the two Local Government areas. One hundred and seven questionnaires were 
administered along the state roads exclusively in Ife Central Local Government. A total of eighty 
questionnaires were administered along the state roads exclusively in Ife East Local Government.   

Twenty-six questionnaires were administered along the local roads exclusively in Ife Central 
Local Government while twenty-nine questionnaires were administered along the local roads 
exclusively in Ife East Local Government. Thus, from the above sampling technique, a total of 
five hundred and fifty-five questionnaires were recovered for analysis. Data collected were 
analyzed with descriptive methods including frequency tables and percentages.   

Table 1: Categories of roads from where samples were drawn 

Category of roads Total 
number of 
roads 

Description of roads 
selected 

% of roads 
sampled 

Number of 
roads 
selected 

Federal roads 2 *New garage (Ibadan road) 
– Ilesha road 
*Ede road (Campus gate – 
Mayfair Garage) 

100 2 

State roads shared by 
the two Local 
Government areas 

2 *Ilesha garage – Enuwa – 
Lagere 
*Lagere – Aderemi road – 
Ondo road 

100 2 

State roads 
exclusively in Ife 
Central Local 
Government 

4 *Sabo – Oluorogbo – 
Campus gate 
* Sabo – Ilare – Enuwa 
rounabout 
*Orisumbare – Ife meat 
market  

75 3 

State roads 
exclusively in Ife 
East Local 
Government 

5 *Iloro/Abiri Ogudu road 
*Oke-Ogbo road 
*Mokuro road 

50 3 

Local roads 
exclusively in Ife 
Central Local 
Government 

25 *Gbelenkan road 
*Nitel road 
*Falaju street 

10 3 

Local roads 
exclusively in Ife 
East Local 
Government 

30 *Ajamopo street 
*Oranfe street 
*Oke isokun street 

10 3 
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   

The research findings are highlighted under the various sub-headings below. The tables through 
which information were summarized are the products of the survey carried out by the authors.  

3.1 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMAL SECTOR ACTIVITIES IN THE 
STUDY AREA  

In the literature, it was identified that informal sector activities seek to locate along major streets. 
This section therefore seeks to identify how these activities were located along the different 
categories of roads and within the residential zones in the study area. Presented in Table 2 were 
details of the spatial distribution of the informal sector activities in Ife city.   

Table 2: Spatial Distribution of Informal Sector Activities in Ife City 

Road category Category of occupation Total 
Trading and 
Commercial 
activities 

Cottage 
Industry 

Tertiary 
Services 

No % No % No % No % 

Federal roads 90 16.2 15 2.7 39 7.0 144 25.9 
4 0.7 2 0.4 4 0.7 10 1.8 

State roads (shared by both 
LG) 

59 10.6 5 0.9 20 3.6 84 15.1 
52 9.4 6 1.1 17 3.1 75 13.5 

State roads (Ife Central LG 
only) 

19 3.4 3 0.5 15 2.7 37 6.7 
38 6.9 10 1.8 20 3.6 68 12.3 
1 0.2 0 0 1 0.2 2 0.4 

State roads (Ife East LG only) 22 4.0 5 0.9 11 2.0 38 6.9 
11 2.0 7 1.3 11 2.0 29 5.2 
8 1.4 1 0.2 4 0.7 13 2.3 

Local roads (Ife Central LG 
only) 

6 1.1 2 0.4 6 1.1 14 2.5 
6 1.1 2 0.4 1 0.2 9 1.6 
3 0.5 0 0 0 0 3 0.5 

Local roads (Ife East LG only) 5 0.9 1 0.2 6 1.1 12 2.2 
6 1.1 4 0.7 5 0.9 15 2.7 
2 0.4 0 0 0 0 2 0.4 

Total  332 59.8 63 11.3 160 28.8 555 100 

  

From the findings, 27.7% of informal sector activities in the study area were located along the 
Federal roads, 62.3% along State roads and 10.0% were along the local roads. A total of 500 
(90.1%) informal activities were located along the federal and state roads. This implied that 
informal activities in Ile-Ife tend to locate along major street corridors (federal and state roads).  
Also established is the fact that 310 (55.9%) of the informal activities in the study area were 
located within the transition zone. Thus, a greater percentage of the activities were located within 
this zone. The sub- urban zone had the fewest informal activities. Within it were located 3.6% of 
all the sampled activities.   

The preponderance of informal activities along the federal and state roads as well as within the 
transition residential zone was due to the fact that many of the activities that pull crowd in the 
city had their location there. Such activities include the major market, the central business 
district, banks, hospitals, students’ hostels and high schools.   
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Presented in Table 3 below are the effects of the informal sector activities on the built 
environment of Ife.  

Table 3: Impacts of the informal sector activities on the built environment of Ife City 

S/N Impacts Total 

Number  Percentage  

1 On-street parking of vehicles 292 12.5 
2 Vehicular traffic  246 10.5 
3 Unclean environment 205 8.8 
4 Unstable supply of electricity due to heavy load 169 7.2 
5 Illegal change of land use 165 7.1 
6 Encroachment on road setback 150 6.4 
7 Haphazard location of structures 145 6.2 
8 High rent 144 6.2 
9 Blocked drainage systems 143 6.1 
10 Erosion  129 5.5 
11 Automobile accidents 128 5.5 
12 Blockage of pedestrian walk ways 118 5.1 
13 Pollution of water bodies 90 3.9 
14 Low power voltage 86 3.7 
15 Encroachment into open spaces 82 3.5 
16 Incidents of fire outbreak 43 1.8 
 Total  2335** 100 

Note: **responses here outnumbered questionnaires administered because some respondents 
indicated more than one effect.  

The most prominent effect was on-street parking of vehicles. It accounted for 12.5% of the 
effects of the informal sector activities on the built environment of Ile-Ife. On-street parking 
often resulted in traffic congestion, most especially when there was double parking on the 
streets. It should be noted that suppliers of goods always parked in front of the shops to be 
supplied not minding the impact of such action on the other road users. All these resulted in 
traffic hold-ups. 

Encroachment of informal activities on road setbacks accounted for 6.4% of the effects. The 
location of structures used for informal activities within road setbacks was popular in the study 
area. This grossly affected the ventilation in some structures as it deprived them of the necessary 
air space. 

Similarly, construction of structures housing informal activities and display of goods on 
pedestrian walkways (5.1%) constituted a major environmental problem in Ile-Ife. The 
encroachment of structures on walkways has reduced the road capacity as the pedestrians make 
use of the vehicular way. This has resulted in congestion.   

Mixed uses of buildings and illegal change of use of buildings was another environmental 
problem identified in this study. This was as a result of the desire to locate businesses in 
particular locations at all cost. It constituted 7.1% of the effects of informal activities in the study 
area.   

The activities of the informal sector also resulted in unsanitary environmental conditions.  This is 
as a result of lack of proper and adequate waste management practices in their locations. This 
usually leads to the indiscriminate disposal of waste in drainage systems, open spaces and water 
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bodies, thereby polluting the environment. This also explains the incidence of blocked drainage 
systems in the town.    

4.0  CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS   

This study in the previous section has presented the impacts of the informal sector activities on 
the built environment of Ile-Ife. It noted among other things the effects of the indiscriminate 
location of the activities of the sector on the built environment. The identified impacts include 
haphazard erection of structures, encroachment on road setbacks, location of shops/display of 
goods on pedestrian walkways, mixed uses in buildings/illegal change of use, unsanitary 
environment and pollution of water bodies.   

To eradicate, or at least reduce the intensity of the identified negative impacts, there is need for 
public participation. Enlightenment campaign should therefore be embarked upon to educate the 
public on the hazards of locating these activities indiscriminately and polluting the environment. 
The campaign could be done through the organization of lectures, symposiums and workshops 
by the local government for the various trade unions, as well as the elected and career officers of 
the local government. It is imperative to include both the elected and the career officers of the 
local government in general, and the department of water and environmental sanitation with the 
town planning and land services department at the local government level in particular, in the list 
of those to be educated. This is because it is the local government that is expected to design and 
enforce waste storage standards and control the development of structures in the study area.   

All agencies in charge of land use and development control should be empowered and 
adequately funded to meet the challenges of informal sector activities. There is also the need for 
the preparation of master plan / land use map for Ile-Ife. This will serve as a guide to 
development control officers in carrying out their duties of controlling the development of the 
town. Adequate portions of land should be provided for commercial land use. In areas where 
road side traders are concentrated, there is the need for the provision of alternative markets. The 
road side traders should then be mandated through appropriate legislations to move their 
businesses into the new market. It is hoped that this would help in controlling problems such as 
haphazard erection of structures, encroachment of structures on road setbacks, location of 
shops/display of goods on pedestrian walkways and illegal change of land use.   

The agencies should also pull down all illegal and haphazardly erected structures. This should 
however be done after enlightening the owners of such structures on the challenges posed on the 
environment by the location of their structures. The development control agencies should ensure 
that structures used for informal activities obtain the necessary approval or permit, from the 
relevant planning authority. They should as well ensure that the development of the structure 
conform to the approval granted. All structures for informal activities should have attached toilet 
facilities. There should be proper monitoring of the study area by the development control 
agencies and other relevant agencies, including the law enforcement agencies, in order to ensure 
that the operators abide by the regulations.   

There is the need for improvement in waste management practices in the study area. Waste 
receptacles (Franziska and Vest 2005) should be provided by the government at a distance of 
50–100m to the operators (Saliman 2010). These storage facilities should be with lids. 
Government should also provide waste collection vehicles that would be evacuating these wastes 
regularly. In addition, the operators of informal activities should be mandated to store their 
wastes in an approved receptacle as prescribed to them by the government. These receptacles 
should be emptied into the government’s own receptacles for evacuation as and when due. The 
evacuation should be done on a regular basis to ensure the cleanliness of the environment. The 
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operators should be made to pay a token for this service on a monthly basis. Sanitary inspectors 
should be assigned to different places in the study area to curb the indiscriminate dumping of 
refuse and ensure that defaulters are punished. They should carry out inspections from time to 
time. They should also instruct and supervise the cleaning of the environment by the operators 
of informal activities during their inspections.    
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ABSTRACT 

Land-use change in Ilorin seems to be growing at an unprecedented rate altering the existing land 
use pattern, this poses a great challenge on the town planners. Thus, this study examines the 
nature, challenges and response of relevant agencies to land-use change in the Ilorin metropolis, 
Kwara State, and suggests measures to ameliorating these challenges. Information on land-use 
change was sourced from the Town planning office in the three local governments that made up 
Ilorin metropolis (Ilorin East, West and South) local governments and the Ministry of Housing 
and Urban Development through interviews. Questionnaires were used to collect data from the 
residents of land use change. Direct observation was also employed to augment information 
gotten from the interview and questionnaire and backed by pictures from the field. Content 
analysis was used to analyse the information collected from the agencies and results presented in 
themes and tables. The finding shows that from 2000-2018, a total of 216 land-use changes 
occurred. It shows that residential use was predominant in previous use with 82.41% while 
commercial use took the highest in current use with 59.25%. The study revealed that land-use 
changes taken place in Ilorin are incompatible and injurious to man and the environment. The 
planning authorities reported that they have little or no response to the problem of land-use 
change in the city because they were not given any responsibility to attend to any issue relating to 
land-use change in the study area be it approval or monitoring. The responsibility has been 
handed over to the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development with little or no knowledge 
about town planning. The ministry reported that they are faced with financial and leadership 
challenges. To mitigate the negative impact of land-use changes on the environment, the study 
recommends that the responsibility to oversee issues relating to land-use change be given back to 
the planning authority.  

Key Words: Land-use, Development, Planning, Compatibility, Urbanization  

1.0  INTRODUCTION  

The earth comprises the atmosphere (air), hydrosphere (water), and lithosphere (land) (Botkin & 
Keller 1998). The hydrosphere took the highest portion of the earth which is 71% while the 
lithosphere (land) took the smallest portion of the earth’s surface with just 29% (Olomo, 1999). 
Similarly, urban settlements account for only two percent of the earth’s land surface; although 
over half of the world’s population resides in cities (United Nations, 2001). Coupled with this, is 
the fact that land is very limited in supply and this makes competition for land to increase among 
land users. The limitation in the supply of land is one of the factors that contributed to 
continuous land-use change, even though the preference for a specific location also contributes 
to land-use change. Land-use change has a strong correlation with urbanisation; thus 
unprecedented urbanisation is a major factor for incessant land-use changes (Asiyanbi, 2020). 

mailto:blessing4toba@gmail.com
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The migration of people from the surrounding towns around Ilorin metropolis into the 
metropolis for various purposes such as jobs, businesses and academics has often led to the 
unprecedented market centre for businessmen and women. The unprecedented population poses 
a great demand for shops and housing and consequently causes an increase in land consumption 
and land-use changes. 

Land use is conceptualised as the use to which a property is put. This is as human activities 
mostly take place within the shell (buildings) (Asiyanbi, 2020). Thus, buildings are the primary 
reflector of human activities. Land-use change happens on the land which means once the land is 
converted from one use to another, the use of that particular land automatically changes. 
According to Essaghah, (1997), land use is simply defined as the use to which land is put as a 
result of man activities. Also, according to Akintola, (2011), land use refers to the use to which a 
plot, site, or building is put. Not all land uses involved the erection of buildings or structures e.g 
refuse dump, cemetery or crematoria. From these definitions above, it can be deduced that land-
use change is the change in the use of site, plot or building from its previous use to its current 
use.  

Several scholars have worked on land use and land cover change in their respective areas. 
McKinney (2002) reported that urban areas threaten the ecosystem through direct habitat land-
use changes and various indirect effects of the dense human population such as resource use, 
habitat fragmentation, waste generation, and freshwater cooption. As succinctly summarized by 
Our Common Future (WCED, 1987): “The uncontrolled land use change and physical 
expansion of cities has serious implications for the urban environment and economy’’. 
Uncontrolled development and land-use change make the provision of housing, roads, water 
supply, sewers, and public services prohibitively expensive. 

Urban and Regional Planning Decree 1992 imposes an obligation on the different bodies of 
planning authority (commission, board, and local authority) to have a department known as the 
development control department, vested with the power over control of development on all land 
within the federal, state and local government respectively. Any person who seeks to develop any 
land in the area of jurisdiction of either federal, state or local government shall submit a 
development plan for approval of such development to the development control department of 
his/her area of jurisdiction. (F.R.N.G, 1992). This implies that every development, be it a new 
development or land-use change must be approved by the planning authority in that jurisdiction 
where such development is to take place. 

Most of the land-use changes directly or indirectly breach the planning law of compatibility 
because most of the changes do not in any way complement the planning law and regulation, as 
evident in the study area. In most cases, incompatible land uses are located at close range to each 
other. For instance, filling stations located within the residential area, markets, or shops located 
beside hospitals among other haphazard locations of other land use on physical development. It 
is against this background that this study examines the challenges and response of the relevant 
authorities to land-use changes in Ilorin Metropolis. This is to ensure maximum compliance level 
to planning laws and regulations in the Ilorin metropolis.  

2.0 THE STUDY AREA 

Ilorin city is one of the large cities in Nigeria and the capital of Kwara State. It lies between 
longitude 4032’0″ and 5000’0″ East of Greenwich meridian and between Latitude 8020’0″ and 
8044’0″ North of Equator as shown in Figure 1. It is bounded in the north by Moro L.G.A; in 
the East by some villages within Ilorin LGA itself, and Ifelodun L.G.A; while in the South and to 
the West, by Asa LGA as shown in Figure 1. The city of Ilorin is also the headquarters of Ilorin 
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West LGA. Therefore, the city plays dual administrative roles as the capital of Kwara State and 
as the headquarters of Ilorin West LGA. Hence, Ilorin West, East, and South as well as Asa and 
Moro LGAs, constitute what is known as Ilorin emirate while the Ilorin metropolis comprises of 
Ilorin West, East, and South (Iroye and Abejirin, 2012).  According to Olanrewaju, (2009) Ilorin 
has an area of about 100km2. It serves as a gate between the South and the North. In other 
words, Ilorin is a frontier settlement between the Northern Hausa culture and the Southern 
Yoruba Culture. 

 

Figure 1: Ilorin within the context of Kwara State 

Source: Kwara State Ministry of Housing and Urban Development 

3.0  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The research adopted three data collection methods which are questionnaire, field observations 
and interviews.  Before this, the reconnaissance survey method was employed to get familiar with 
the study area; particularly on the issues of land-use change. Questionnaire was used to collect 
relevant data on land use change from 382 residents of houses that has been subjected to change. 
Direct observation was employed to take inventory of land-use changes in the study areas, and 
photographs were taken to support the observation. The interview was employed to elicit 
information from relevant agencies overseeing land use matters in the Ilorin metropolis, that is, 
(Ilorin East, West and South) town planning authority and Ministry of Housing and Urban 
Development. The data were analysed using a descriptive and content analysis method and the 
result was presented in words, graphs and tables. 

Descriptive statistics was used to analyse and summarise the data on land use change gotten 
from the field in form of frequency and percentages while content analysis was used to analyse 
the qualitative data collected through interview and result is presented in themes.  
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4.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

This section discusses the challenges and response of the planning authority and the Ministry of 
Housing and Urban Development to issues relating to land-use changes in Ilorin metropolis. 

4.1 Response of Ilorin East, West and South Planning Authority to Land Use 
Change 

This section discusses the response of planning authority towards solving the challenges arising 
from land-use change in the study area. It utilises data collected through personal observation 
and interviews and qualitatively presented thematically and backed up with photographs. The 
information analysed was collected from Ilorin south and west town planning area officers. Ilorin 
east area officer declined to give any information by claiming the three local governments that 
form metropolis practice the same thing. 

4.1.1 Number of Plans Submitted for Approval with Respect to Land Use  Change 
and Number Approved from 2000-2018 

Land-use change is going on at an unprecedented rate in Ilorin metropolis (See plate 1 and 2) 
and some of these changes are against the planning laws. This is evident as many incompatible 
land uses are seen springing up in different parts of the metropolis (plate 3 and 4). The result of 
the interview conducted with the Planning authority in Ilorin metropolis to confirm the plans 
submitted and approved for land use change shows that; 

‘‘.... Change of Land-use plans have never been submitted for approval at 
the planning authority, the plans have always been submitted to the 
Ministry of Housing and Urban Development as ordered by the State 
Government. Various disciplines other than town planners are part of the 
staff of the ministry and most of the people that occupied the leadership 
position lack planning knowledge. These are the people that grant 
approvals for land-use change, planning authority are only allowed to 
approve new plans’’. (Town Planning Area officer for Ilorin South) 

4.1.2 Approval Status of Change of Use of Building 

The result of analysis on approval status by developers as shown in Figure 2 revealed that a 
greater (43.2%) percentage of the developers got the approval before the change of use was 
carried out,  while (37.7%)  do not know if the change was approved and (19.1%) got no 
approval but still carried out the change of use. Considering the percentage of approval status, 
many developers got approval despite all the incompatible land-use changes observed in the 
study area. This suggests that the agency responsible is only interested in generating money for 
the Government. They are not interested in the impact of the change in the environment, neither 
do they carry out proper monitoring and visitation to the site of the conversion to check the 
compatibility of such change on the existing land uses. The respondents that do not know if the 
change was approved was because some are tenants that do not know the approval status since 
they are not the owner of the building. 
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Figure 2 : Approval Status 

Source: Author’s Field Survey (2019) 

4.1.3 Reason for not Seeking Approval for Change of Use 

Figure 3 revealed that the majority (46.6%) of developers that do not get approval was because 
they do not see any need for the approval, while 26.0% of the respondents claimed they were not 
informed. Others gave reasons like delay (16.50%) or because the charges for processing fees are 
too expensive (10.9%)  The result implies that just a few of them have a financial problem as to 
payment of approval fee and the bulk of them are not well orientated about the need and 
importance of getting approval before carrying out a change of any sort on the building.  They 
claim they do not see the reason for the approval or are not informed, meanwhile delay also 
contributed significantly to non-approval.  All this is as a result of planning authority not given 
the responsibility to perform their functions on the physical development of the city. 

 

Figure 3: Reasons for not seeking approval 

Source: Author’s Field Survey (2019) 
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4.1.4 Reason for Non Approval of Change of Use 

The major problem of land-use change in the Ilorin metropolis as observed is incompatible land 
use as the construction of filling stations beside residential buildings, banks within residential 
zone among others (see plates 3 and 4) which is evidence that those plans were not approved. 
Reasons for non-approval by the developer was revealed by the staff of the town planning 
authority where it was reported that; 

‘‘.... Many developers know their plan will not be approved because they 
have violated planning regulations, therefore, refuse to seek approval 
and go ahead with the change. (Town Planning Area Officer for Ilorin 
West Local Government) 

Another Town Planning officer reported that;  

‘‘.... Poor monitoring from the agency saddle with approval of land-use 
change aided the act, many developers go ahead with the change of use 
since they know there will be no monitoring.  (Town Planning Area 
Officer for Ilorin South Local Government) 

 

    

Plate 1: New Conversion to Office block     Plate 2: Newly Completed Land Use  
Along Taiwo Road, Ilorin            change to Educational Use beside Fate 
         Junction, Ilorin 
 
Source: Author’s Field Survey (2019)     Source: Author’s Field Survey (2019) 
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Plate 3: Land Use Conversion to a Hostel       Plate 4: Bank within Residential Buildings  
Close to Filling Station at MFM          along Taiwo Road, Ilorin 
Junction, Tanke, Ilorin        Source: Author’s Field Survey (2019) 
Source: Author’s Field Survey (2019) 
 
4.1.5 Challenges faced by Planning Authority in Curbing Illegal Change of Use 
The information gathered from the interview conducted with the planning authority officers 
revealed that the authority was not allowed to take responsibility relating to land-use change in 
Ilorin. The main challenge of planning authorities is the inability to supervise the land-use change 
process even though they are the main custodian of physical development according to the 
Urban and Regional Planning Decree of 1992. A town Planning officer reported that; 

‘‘ We have been deprived of our function, Political factor is the main 
challenge faced by the planning authority, Political office holders in 
power take decision as it pleases them without involving the relevant 
authority.’’ (Town Planning Area officer for Ilorin South Local 
Government) 

Another Town Planning Officer also reported that; 

‘‘ I have no comment to make regarding what we are facing as planning 
authority because I am not in the position to do that, all I can say is 
that laws are not been enforced in this country, that is why the planning 
profession is facing many challenges.’’(Town Planning Area officer for 
Ilorin West Local Government) 

4.1.6 Solution to Illegal Land Use Changes from Planning Authority Perspective 

As to various problems arising from land-use changes as revealed from the findings such as 
unapproved land use change, incompatible land uses, traffic congestion, noise pollution, land 
pollution, among others, see (plates 3 and 4). There is a need to curb this problem which is 
injurious to the residents where such illegal and incompatible land-use changes are taken place. 
Dust and noise generation during conversion may pose health risk, air pollution during heavy 
traffic in conversion areas may result in health challenges like cardiovascular disease (Asiyanbi, 
2020). Also, incompatible land uses may become nuisance to the environment, preventing 
adjacent land uses from performing their functions. Example is erection of viewing centre beside 
a hospital, industry besides a residential building, among others. The outcome can be disastrous 
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if the menace is allowed to remain in our environment and neighbourhoods. This can result in 
loss of life as seen in the case of Offa robbery on April 5, 2018, where 33 people lost their lives 
(Pulse, 2018) as a result of the closeness of residential buildings to the bank. It can also result in 
loss of property, for example, if a filling station within the residential zone catches fire, it can 
easily extend to the closer residential buildings. This may consequently result in the loss of lives 
and properties. In other to prevent this disastrous occurrence, there is an urgent need to tackle 
the problem of illegal land-use changes. From an interview conducted with the staff of the town 
planning authority, it was reported that; 

‘‘The best way to solve the problem is to give the responsibility of land-
use change to the agency the law permits to oversee it to have the desired 
and sustainable physical development. (Town Planning Area officer for 
Ilorin South Local Government) 

According to another Town Planning officer; 

‘‘I will not give any information as to this because am not allowed to 
give any information as to land-use change because it is not my 
responsibility to do so. My agency is not saddled with the work but 
government can make things work if they so wish’’ (Town Planning 
Area officer for Ilorin West Local Government) 

This finding implies that planning authority has little or no response to the problem arising from 
Illegal land-use changes. The planning authority is not given any responsibility as to the issue of 
land-use change in the study area. This may be the major reason behind the environmental 
problems resulting from illegal and incompatible land-use changes as observed in the study area. 

4.2 Response of Kwara State Ministry of Housing and Urban Development to Land 
 Use Change. 

This section discusses the challenges and response of the Ministry of Housing and Urban 
Development to land-use changes in the study area. It utilises data collected through personal 
observation and interviews. The result is presented in tables, graph and themes. The information 
utilised was collected from the ministry and staff of the ministry. 

4.2.1  Numbers of Approved Plans with Respect to Land Use Change from 
 2000 –  2018. 

The result of the findings on the numbers of plans approved from the year 2000 – 2018 is 
presented in Figure 4 and Table 1. A total of 216 buildings were changed from one use to 
another, the previous use was residential (82.41%), next to it was commercial (7.41%), 
agricultural (5.09%), industrial (3.24%), Educational (1.39%) and mixed (0.46%). However, the 
current dominant land use from 2000 -2018 is commercial (59.25%), next to it is mixed-use 
(22.22%), and other uses are educational (9.25%), religious (5.55%), residential (1.85%), 
Agricultural (0.95%) and Industrial (0.93%). Further investigation revealed the changes that 
occurred in each year from the year 2000 to 2018. Majority (14.35%) of changes that occurred 
was in the year 2014, next to it was (12.04%) in the year 2015, other changes decrease through 
the years to the least (0.46%) change that happened in the year 2003 and no change was recorded 
in the year 2002 as revealed in Table `1. The implication of this is that commercial use 
dominated the change to which land is put. It also means land-use change is higher in recent 
years compared to previous years. This information from the ministry agrees with the findings 
from the field as conversion in recent years is happening at an unprecedented rate. Meanwhile, 
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the record-keeping in the ministry is poor as many of the changes that occurred over the years 
were not recorded. This was remarked by one of the staff of the Ministry of Housing and Urban 
Development reported that ‘‘though many of the approvals were not recorded, those that are recorded are in 
the record book’’. The records of plans approved for different categories of land use are presented 
in Figure 4 and Table1. 

 

 

Figure 4: Summary of Number of Plans Approved for Land Use Change from  2000 - 2018 

Source: Kwara State Ministry of Housing and Urban Development (2019) 

 

Table 1: Number of Plans Approved for Land Use Change from 2000 – 2018 

Year Previous Use Current Use Total 
 Land Uses Number Land Uses Number Freq % 

2000 Residential 3 Residential 
Commercial 
Mixed 

1 
1 
1 

3 1.39% 

2001 Residential 3 Residential 
Commercial 
Mixed 

1 
1 
1 

3 1.39% 

2002 - - - - - - 
2003 Residential 1 Commercial 1 1 0.46% 
2004 Residential 

Industrial  
4 
1 

Education 
Commercial 
Mixed 

1 
3 
1 

5 2.32% 

2005 Residential  
Agricultural 
commercial 

8 
2 
1 

Educational 
Commercial 
Mixed 

1 
6 
3 

11 5.09% 
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Religious 1 
2006 Residential 

Commercial 
Mixed 

15 
2 
1 

Educational 
Commercial 
Residential 
Mixed 

4 
8 
1 
5 

18 8.33% 

2007 Educational 2 Residential 
Commercial 

1 
1 

2 0.93% 

2008 Residential 
Commercial 
Industrial 

10 
3 
1 

Commercial 
Religious 
Mixed 

9 
1 
4 

14 6.48% 

2009 Residential 
Agricultural 

6 
1 

Commercial 
Mixed  

6 
1 

7 3.24% 

2010 Residential 2 Commercial 2 2 0.93% 
2011 Residential  8 Commercial 

Mixed 
4 
4 

8 3.70% 

2012 Residential 
Commercial 
Industrial 

15 
2 
1 

Religious 
Commercial 
Educational 
Mixed 

4 
7 
2 
5 

18 8.33% 

2013 Residential 
Commercial 
Agricultural 

19 
2 
2 

Commercial 
Mixed 
Residential 

18 
4 
1 

23 10.65% 

2014 Residential 
Commercial 
Industrial 

27 
1 
3 

Educational 
Commercial 
Mixed 

5 
19 
7 

31 14.35% 

2015 Residential 
Commercial 
Agriculture 

19 
4 
3 

Educational 
Commercial 
Industrial 

7 
17 
2 

26 12.04% 

2016 Residential 
Commercial 

20 
1 

Commercial 
Mixed 

15 
6 

21 9.72% 

2017 Recreational 
Educational 
Industrial 

15 
3 
1 

Religious 
Commercial 
Agriculture 
Mixed 

5 
10 
2 
2 

19 8.80% 

2018 Agricultural 
Residential 

1 
3 

Commercial 
Religion 

3 
1 

4 1.85% 

Total     216 100% 

Source: Kwara State Ministry of Housing and Urban Development (2019) 

 

4.2.2  Challenges faced by Ministry of Housing and Urban Development and the Way 
  Forward  

As revealed by one of the senior staff at the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development, there 
are a lot of challenges faced by the ministry to respond to problems arising from land-use 
changes. The challenges range from lack of political will, poor financing, misplacement of 
priority and poor leadership. This consequently results in incompatible and illegal land-use 
changes as observed in the study area. The senior staff from the ministry reported that; 

‘‘The whole ministry has no single vehicle for monitoring which makes it 
hard for frequent monitoring, the metropolis does not have a master 
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plan to guide the development and the government is not ready to design 
one. He further stressed that the leadership is very bad, he cited an 
example of past Commissioner of Ministry of Housing and Urban 
Development having just SSCE certificate with no knowledge about the 
environment’’ (Senior staff in the ministry of Housing and Urban 
Development) 

 

As regards the solution to the problem, a staff of the ministry pointed to the political factor as 
the main problem of planning and if the political will can change concerning physical planning in 
the country and Ilorin in particular the problem will be solved. The staff reported that; 

‘‘If the political will is changed, 90% of the problems will be solved 
because almost all the development we see that are causing nuisance in 
the metropolis are not approved and the owners are either politicians or 
relatives of a politician that cannot be touched’’. (Senior staff in the 
ministry of Housing and Urban Development) 

From the foregoing, it can be deduced that the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development is 
facing a lot of challenges regarding land-use changes in the study area, the problem ranges from 
poor leadership, poor financing, lack of qualified professionals to take up the responsibility, 
political problems, among others.  

5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

The study has established that land-use change is predominant in the study area. This conversion 
is evident within the metropolis. Since unguided and uncontrolled land-use changes harm 
physical development as reported in this paper, land-use change should be given adequate 
attention, it should be well monitored and guided to avoid a negative impact on the overall 
physical development. The effect of uncontrolled land-use change in the metropolis often leads 
to incompatible and unpleasant land uses as evident in the study area. It is therefore 
recommended that government should provide a framework for effective utilization of the 
Urban and Regional Planning Law of 1992. The law gave responsibility to the planning authority 
to plan, guide and monitor the physical development of her jurisdiction. No other agency 
constituted by the government is entitled to do such. This will help the planning authority to 
respond adequately to the challenges of land-use change. 
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ABSTRACT 

Pico hydro power generation is a suitable, cost effective, environmentally friendly and sustainable 
technology that provides reliable electric power. It contributes to delivering hydropower to 
remote and off grid areas, especially in developing countries. 

In this paper, Pico hydropower system was constructed, using flowing water in elevated tank to 
rotate locally fabricated turbine to light a low voltage electrical bulb. The water flow rate was 
measured using bucket method. Water-filled tube and calibrated pressure gauge were used to 
determine the head. Multimeter was used to measure the current, voltage and power. The falling 
water, under gravity, flowing through pipe exerts force on a turbine wheel which causes a 
generator to rotate and converts the mechanical energy from the turbine into electrical energy.  

The results obtained from the experimental set up showed a flow rate of 0.0014m3/s at total 
elevated head of 3m generating a power output of 4.73W. There was a reduction of about 4.25% 
compared to 4.94W from power estimated from equation. The discrepancy may be due to power 
loss from friction or heating effects. With varying heads of 3.5m, 4m, 4.5m, and 5m there is a 
trend of proportionality between current and voltage measured as compared with the power 
dissipated in the experimental setup.  

The setup is an economical and renewable power generating system that will drive the economy 
and industrial revolution in countries where power generation is still very low or poor. 
Industrially fabricated turbine is recommended to improve the power output.  

Keyword: Elevated water tank, Flow rate, Pico hydropower, Renewable power, Sustainable 
Technology 

1. Introduction 

Day by day the demand of electricity increases, due to growing population & commercialization. 
The power consumption is more than generation by conventional method. Hence, 
hydroelectricity exist as one of the option to meet the growing demand for energy by 
nonconventional method (Kothavale et al, 2017)  

In 2008, it was estimated by the International Energy Agency (IEA) that 1.5 billion people, or 
22% of the global population, do not have access to electricity (International Energy Agency, 
2009); 85% of this population group are situated in rural areas. In Sub-Saharan Africa, only 29% 
of the population is electrified, and this percentage is decreasing as population growth 
outstripped electrification since 2001. 

Due to depletion of fossil fuels, there is a challenge to establish a system of non-conventional 
energy sources as economy to everyone at optimum rate. Many researchers found the application 
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of these renewable resources in a determined way and to their level of perception such that 
through the next several decades, renewable energy technologies will grow increasingly 
competitive with traditional energy technologies, so that by the middle of the 21st century, 
renewable energy, in its various forms, should be supplying half of the world’s energy needs 
(Shaikh, 2017) 

Hydropower converts the energy in water flows to useful forms such as electricity or mechanical 
work. It brings low-cost electricity to isolated communities without polluting the air or water. 
Hydropower is a proven technology; people have been obtaining energy from falling water 
(Paish, 2002) and Haidar et al, (2012).The scales of hydropower schemes cover a broad range 
and are generally classified by power output as in Table 1. Larger schemes generally require 
damming to create storage capacity and regulate water flow. Given the greater amount of power 
generation, they are typically grid connected to supply high levels of demand. At the smallest 
scale are so-called “pico hydro” systems which generate no more than a few kilowatts. Pico 
hydro systems may require water storage at a non-invasive level, or may be configured as run-of-
river and not require any damming. Pico-hydropower system provides a small, remote 
community with adequate electricity to power light bulbs, radios, and televisions, among other 
appliances. In this paper, Pico hydropower system was constructed, using flowing water in 
elevated tank to rotate locally fabricated turbine to light a low voltage electrical bulb. 

Table 1: Power output classification of hydropower scheme (source: Williams and Porter, 2006) 

Classification                                                           Power Output 

Large                                                                 > 100 MW 
Medium                                                                           10 – 100 MW 
Small                                                                 1 – 10 MW 
Mini                                                                 100kW – 1 MW 
Micro                                                                 5 – 100 kW 
Pico                                                                 < 5 kW 

 

1.1 Pico Hydro Power Generation from Residential Water Tank 

Home power generation is feasible option for the average village/ town home. The technology 
of Residential Elevated Water-Tank Pico Hydro Power Generation affords generation of clean 
and green electric power, under 5 kW for every home at remote location from low hydro energy. 
This helps fulfill need of electricity for individual home that require only a small amount of 
electricity to power one or two fluorescent light bulbs and a TV or radio in few homes. Even 
smaller turbines of 200–300 W may power a single home in a developing country (Bhalshankar 
and Thorat, 2018). The Pico is referred to the size of electric power produced; it’s in the range of 
few hundred watts up to 5 kW. Pico hydro can be used for a wide range of domestic supply 
ranging from powering a household to villa, hotel, and cottage, temporary camp or public 
facilities in the remote area. 

The mechanism of operation involves generating electricity through the conversion of potential 
energy of water from an elevated tank into kinetic energy. The principle further converts the 
kinetic energy of water into mechanical energy which is obtained by rotational movement of 
propeller and thus converted into electrical energy (Kothavale et al, 2017). Pico hydroelectric is 
developed to generate power output on small scale suitable for single home, local community 
and industry, or to contribute to distributed generation in a regional electricity grid. It offers a 
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stable, low cost, eco-friendly and pollution free electricity generation. As illustrated in figures 1 
and 2, the water is admitted into the power house through the penstock.  

 

Figure 1: Block diagram for the design of an elevated water-tank Pico Hydro Power Generation 
technology. 

 

Figure 2: Elevated Water-Tank Pico Hydro Power Generation technology 
Source: Bhalshankar and Thorat (2018) 
 
The penstock end is channeled to the wicket gate through a snail-like shell structure called the 
scroll case, with its diameter at the tip of the wicket gate getting smaller as the water advances to 
the turbine shaft. The speed of rotation of the turbine depends on the amount of water allowed 
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to hit the turbine and the pressure of the falling water which is mainly controlled by the wicket 
gate opening. 
 

2. Materials and Methods 

The materials used consist of components which can be classified into two main categories, 
namely: 

(i) Mechanical components: Power wheel (turbine), generator, nozzle, drive belt, pipes, etc. 

(ii) Electric components: Inverter, electric load (LED bulb), wires, rectifier, etc. 

The methods adopted in carrying out this project can be broadly classified into two major 
aspects: 

2.1       Civil Engineering aspect: 

2.1.1 Determination of Water Flow Rate or Water Discharge 

The most simple of flow measurement for small streams is the bucket method. Therefore, this 
method has been used due to the capacity of the proposed hydropower system which is 
significantly small. In this method, the flow rate of the distributed water is diverted into a bucket 
or barrel and the time it takes for the container to filled is recorded. The volume of the container 
is known and the flow rate is simply obtained by dividing this volume by the filling time. A 25 
liters gallon is filled within 18 seconds, this is repeated several times to give more consistent and 
accurate measurement. Then the water discharge from the tank is estimated as follow:  

 

Volume of tank = 0.025m3 

Time taken to fill bucket = 18 seconds 

Flow rate (Q) = 0.0014m3/s 

2.1.2 Head Measurement (Height of falling Water) 

When determining head (falling water), gross or “static” head and net or “dynamic” head must 
be considered. Gross head is the vertical distance between the top of the penstock and the point 
where the water hits the turbine. Net head is gross head minus the pressure or head losses due to 
friction and turbulence in the penstock. These head losses depend on the type, diameter, and 
length of the penstock piping, and the number of bends or elbows. Gross head can be used to 
estimate power availability and determine general feasibility, but net head is used to calculate the 
actual power available. There are many methods of head measurement. The simplest and most 
practical method for head measurement is water-filled tube and calibrated pressure gauge. The 
measured Total head H = 3m 

 

2.2       Electrical and Mechanical Aspect: 

2.2.1 Power Estimation from formulae 
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The general formula for the determination of hydraulic power is given as 

 

The mechanical power available at the output of the turbine could be determined with the 
relationship 

 

Ph is the power produced by the falling water (in Watts) 

Pm is the mechanical power produced at the turbine shaft (in Watts) 

 is the density of water (1000 kg/m3) 

g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s2) 

Q is the water flow rate passing through the turbine (m3/s) 

H is the effective pressure head of water across the turbine (m) 

 is the efficiency of the turbine. 

2.2.2 Electrical Components of Pico hydropower setup 

i. Fabrication of Pico hydro-power generating system  

Pico power generating system is used for generation of power with relatively low power output. 
A low cost, locally available materials is used for small prototype of the system using residential 
water tank in place of river or dam.  The components coupled for generating stable power 
output included, light plastic material, large diameter shaft, diameter of penstock pipes and water 
tank at an elevation.  The water flows from the reservoir through the penstock. At the outlet of 
the penstock a nozzle is fitted which increases the kinetic energy of the water flowing through 
the penstock to the runner. At the outlet of the nozzle, the water comes out in the form of a jet 
which forcedly strikes the buckets of the turbine which enables it to rotate the shaft. There are 
two factors that determine the kind of or selection of turbine to be used. These are head (H) and 
the volumetric discharge (Q) of the river. A cross sectional view of the fabricated system is 
presented in fig.3. 

ii. Locally fabricated Turbine blades 

A turbine is a mechanical device that harnesses the kinetic energy of water, and turns this into 
the rotational motion of the device itself. The turbine used is a locally fabricated simple turbine 
made from materials such as hollow plastic spoons attached to a cylindrical pipe as shown in Fig. 
4.   

This turbine is made to be an impulse turbine because when the water strikes the bucket of the 
turbine, it does in the tangent direction which makes it a tangential flow turbine. The energy 
available at the inlet of the turbine is the kinetic energy.  
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iii. Dynamo Generator 

A DC generator is a machine for converting energy in form of dynamic power into the form of 
electrical currents, by the operation of setting conductors (usually in the form of coils of copper 
wire) to rotate in the magnetic field.  

An Induced e.m.f is produced in it according to Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction. This 
e.m.f causes a current to flow if the conductor circuit is closed. The current output of the 
dynamo generator is alternating current (A.C) with low output and not easily magnified (fig.5). 

iv. Rectifier 

A rectifier is an electrical device that converts alternating current (AC), which periodically 
reverses direction, to direct current (DC), which flows in only one direction. The reverse 
operation is   performed by the inverter. Rectifiers have many uses, but the major function in 
this project is to serve as components of DC power supplies and high-voltage direct 
current power transmission systems (fig.6). Multimeter was used to measure the current, voltage 
and power. 

 

Figure 3: Fabricated power generating system 

 

 

Figure 4: Locally fabricated Turbine blades used in the hydro power set up 
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Figure 5: DC Generator (Dynamo) used in hydro power setup 

v. Inverter 

A power inverter is an electronic device or circuitry that changes direct current (DC) 
to alternating current (AC) (fig.7). The resulting AC frequency obtained depends on the 
particular device employed. Inverters do the opposite of “converters” which were originally large 
electromechanical devices converting AC to DC. The output voltage, frequency, and 
overall power handling depend on the design of the specific device or circuitry. The inverter 
does not produce any power; the power is provided by the DC source. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

The selected load for testing was a low voltage 5W led bulb. The actuals power generated from 
the set up was measured and shown in Table 2. Generated and estimated power dissipation, 
based on different water heads are presented in Table 3. From the comparison, it can be deduced 
that the efficiency the hydro power turbine is also important variable in generating the power 
output. The graph of relationship between actual power and water head was shown in Figure 8. 

Table 2:  Measured Values from the set up 

Parameters Result 

Reservoir capacity 1000litres 

Flow rate 0.0014m3/s 

Penstock length 1.8m 

Penstock diameter 0.00635m 

Current  21.5mA 

Hydraulic Power (Ph) 4.73 Watts 

Dynamo 6v, 3 Watts 
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Table 3:  Comparison of Actual power and Estimated Power 

S/N Head  

(m)  

Discharge  

(m3 /s)  

Current  

(mA)  

Voltage  

(Volt)  

Power 

output 

(W) 

From 

Experiment 

Set up  

Estimated 

power (W) 

from equation 

1 3 0.0014 21.5 220 4.73 4.94 

2 3.5 0.0014 23.2 220 5.10 5.77 

3 4 0.0014 24.7 220 5.43 6.58 

3 4.5 0.0014 25.00 220 5.5 7.42 

4 5 0.0014 26.3 220 5.79 8.24 

 

 

Figure 6: Rectifier used in hydro power setup 

 

Figure 7: Inverter used in hydro power setup 
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Figure 8: Relation between actual power and water head 

The discharge from the hydropower system is 0.0014m3/sec while the head measured is 3m, with 
a hydraulic power generation of 4.73 Watts. The rate of turbine discharge and head of the 
hydropower system is an important factor to be considered in power generation. An increase in 
the rate of discharge of water through the penstock pipe allowed a steady and faster rotation of 
the turbine which produced a proportional increase in the amount of power generated. 

At constant flow rate and varying heads of 3.5m, 4m, 4.5m, 5m there is a proportional increase 
in the amount of current which in turns gives a proportional increase in the power dissipated 
from the setup. In line with Aung Ze Ya (2004) view, It was noted that the generating system 
(DC dynamo) for a hydro power scheme was selected based on the estimated power supply 
system of a hydropower system, electrical load, available generating capacity in the market and 
generator with cost effectiveness suitable for preliminary laboratory experiment.  

4. Conclusion 

From this project work, a power generation of 4.73W to light a low voltage coil bulb from local 
manufacture of Pico hydropower system is possible. The design principles and fabrication can be 
easily learned. This keeps some equipment costs in proportion with local wages. Pico hydro 
equipment is small and compact. The component parts can be easily transported into remote and 
inaccessible areas.  

Only small water flows are required for Pico hydro so there are numerous suitable sites. A small 
stream or spring often provides enough water, this makes it economical and environmentally 
friendly to generate alternative electricity classified as renewable power generation system.  

The construction and mass production of this Pico hydro power plant will serve as alternative to 
power generation for domestic and small industrial consumption there by pulling such load off 
the national grid, which will then help the transmission company to redirect their power to heavy 
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load centres. This leads to improved power quality, power security and reliability of power to the 
end users. 

5. Recommendations 

1. Industrially fabricated turbine is recommended to improve the power output.  

2. Hybrid combination and integration of two or more renewable sources make best utilize of 
their operating characteristics and improve the system performance and efficiency 
(Williamson et al, 2014) and Juhari and Razak (2009). 

3. Low cost IoT embedded system device for real time monitoring of water level, flow rate, 
and even pH sensor would be an added advantage to control and maintain service 
reduction and to optimize the process. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the initial shear strength and characteristic shear strength, flexural strength 
and characteristic flexural strength of rubberized masonry walls for plane of failure parallel and 
perpendicular to the bed joint. They were predicted from the normalized compressive strength 
of the hollow concrete block unit, mortar strength and characteristic compressive strength of 
walls. Six mixtures were prepared with 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25% crumb-rubber particles for the 
production of the hollow concrete blocks units. The compressive and normalized compressive 
strength decreased by 49% while the characteristic compressive strength of walls determined 
experimentally and predicted reduced by 65% and 37% respectively with 25% crumb-rubber 
content.  The predicted initial shear strength reduced from 0.83 to 0.6 N/mm2 indicating 26.5% 
reduction while the predicted characteristic shear strength reduced from 0.66 to 0.50 N/mm2 
indicating 25.8% reduction. The flexural strength (parallel and perpendicular to bed joint) 
reduced from 0.15 to 0.10 N/mm2 and 0.60 to 0.30 N/mm2 indicating 33.3% and 50% reduction 
respectively while the characteristic flexural strength decreased from 0.10   to 0.06 N/mm2 and 
0.40 to 0.20N/mm2 indicating 40% and 50% reduction, respectively. The predicted results 
disagree with the results of the shear strength and flexural strength of rubberized masonry 
hollow concrete block units which reported a slight increase with 10% crumb-rubber content. 
The outcome of the results suggests an experimental investigation into the flexural and Initial 
shear strength of rubberized masonry hollow concrete block walls in accordance BS EN 1052-
2:1999 and BS EN 1052-3:2002, respectively to validate the predicted results. 

Keywords: Crumb-Rubber; Concrete Blocks; Walls; Flexural Strength; Shear Strength.  

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION: 

Masonry hollow concrete block structures are widely used in many parts of the world including 
Nigeria compared to other masonry units such as clay, calcium silicate and natural stone. This 
can be attributed to its relative advantages such as its low-cost, high bearing capacity, good 
sound and heat insulation (Zhao et al., 2015; Kaushik et al., 2007). 

Masonry wall is typically a nonelastic, nonhomogeneous, and anisotropic material composed of 
two materials of quite different properties: stiffer unit blocks or bricks and relatively softer 
mortar (Kaushik et al., 2007). They are majorly subjected to loading under compression (axial 
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load) such as its self-weight, live load and dead load from the roof and floors. This makes most 
designers to provide and expect masonry to resist only compressive forces with little emphasis 
on lateraling load which can manifest from wind, directional rain, earth pressure and impact 
(Kaushik et al., 2007).  

The behaviour of masonry walls is inelastic under lateral loads, even in the range of small 
deformations and they are very weak in tension because it is composed of two different materials 
distributed at regular intervals with weak bonding (mortar) Kaushik et al. (2007). 

Waste tyres are ductile and elastic in nature and they also constitute environmental nuisance. 
Processing them into crumb-rubber and incorporating them as partial replacement for coarse 
aggregate in masonry concrete tends to enhance the flexural strength (Sanni et al., (2020).  

This paper is concerned with the prediction of the behaviour of rubberized masonry hollow 
concrete block walls under the action of lateral load. Numerous research studies have been 
carried out to characterize masonry hollow concrete block walls and prism columns containing 
crumb-rubber from waste tyre under the action of uniaxial compressive load. Sadek et al.(2014) 
reported that the use of rubber as aggregate can improve certain properties of masonry walls for 
particular design applications. Rubberized masonry walls, especially those containing coarse 
rubber have higher toughness and capability to withstand post-failure loads with some further 
deformations than unrubberized walls Sadek et al.(2014). The use of coarse rubber for the 
production of solid cement bricks was limited to 20% with 300 kg/m3 cement content which can 
be used as load-bearing units and 40% coarse rubber with 250 kg/m3 cement content as non-
load bearing units which can be use for building in earthquake zone Sadek et al.(2014). 

Gheni et al. (2017) reported that using crumb-rubber generally reduced the compressive strengths 
of the investigated un-grouted masonry prisms with ratios ranging from 31 to 71% proportional 
to the rubber contents. The loss in strength was attributed to (i) The large disparity between the 
modulus of elasticity (E) for rubber particles and the cement paste; (ii) The high Poisson ratio (v) 
for rubber particles, which may encourage premature cracking under load; and (iii) Weak 
bonding in the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) between the cement paste and crumb-rubber 
particles.  

2.0 CONCEPT AND THEORIES: 

2.1 Design for Horizontal/Lateral Resistance: 

The flow chart for the design of masonry walls to resist lateral actions is shown in Fig. 1. There 
are two approaches to the design of laterally loaded panels according to Eurocode 6 (BS EN 
1996-4:2006): The first method is based on flexural strength of the masonry and making use of 
yield line analysis to provide bending moment coefficients while the second method is based on 
arching and the assumption of a three-pinned arch formed within the wall. The flexural strength 
approach is the most widely used and does not depend upon rigid supports to resist arch thrust. 

2.2 Flexural Strength (fx):  

The experimental flexural strength of masonry concrete block walls (fx) is given by Equation 1: 

)/(
5.1

2mmN
f

f x
xk 

                                                                                                      (1) 
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Therefore:  
2/5.1 mmNff xkx 

 Where: xf
= Mean flexural strength for five (5) specimens 

and 
xkf

 Characteristic flexural strength parallel and perpendicular to the bed joint.  

Obtain height, h Obtain thickness, t.

Check slenderness ratio h/t  30 for walls 
supported top and bottom only

Check serviceability slenderness limits using 
appropriate Figures

Characteristics 
vertical actions

Obtain M from 
appropriate table in 

Eurocode 6

Determine design value of vertical load Ged, using 
appropriate expression  from  Eurocode  6

Masonry unit properties
• Type and group
• Dimensions
• Strength

Obtain water absorption 
for clay masonry unit or 

declared compressive 
strength from 

manufacturer for other 
masonry types

Determine 
requirements for 

mortar strength and 
durability using tables  

appropriate in  
Eurocode 6Determine design value of 

lateral actions, Wed, using 
appropriate Expressions in 

Eurocode 6

Characteristic lateral actions

Obtain a2 from appropriate Table  and calculate, MEd1 and MEd2, where:
MEd1 = a1WEdl2, parallel to the bed joints where a1 = a2 or
MEd1 = a1WEdl2, perpendicular to the bed joints

Obtain fxk1 and fxk2 from appropriate table in  
EC6 and calculate orthogonal ratio,  where: 

= fxk1/fxk2

Obtain fxk1 from required Table and calculate 
design moment of resistance parallel to the bed 

joints, MRd1, where: MRd1 = (fxk1/M)+dZ
Obtain fxk2 from appropriate  Table and 
calculate design moment of resistance 

perpendicular to the bed joints, MRd2, where: 
MRd2 = (fxk2/M)+dZ

Check MEd1  MRd1

and MEd2  MRd2

Check shear

h

t

l

 

Fig. 1: Flow Chart for the Design of Masonry Walls to Resist Lateral Actions. 

2.3 Characteristic Flexural Strength Parallel and Perpendicular to Bed (fxk):  

The flexural and characteristic flexural strength parallel and perpendicular to bed joint as shown 
in Fig. 2. are given by Equation.1 but Eurocode 6 (BS EN 1996-3:2006) provided in the absence 
of precise value: fxk1 = (N/mm2) = 0.10, where fxk1 = Characteristic flexural strength of masonry 
for plane of failure parallel to bed joint and fxk2 = (N/mm2) = 0.40 where fxk2 = Characteristic 
flexural strength of masonry for plane of failure perpendicular to bed for masonry units 
aggregate concrete bonded with general-purpose mortar (fm ≥ 5 N/mm2).  

For the purpose of predicting the characteristic flexural strength, the following were considered 
to determine the wall support condition: orthogonal ratio of the flexural strength of masonry (µ), 
clear height of masonry wall (h) to length of masonry wall (l) ratio (h/l) which was interpolated 
linearly to get the bending moment coefficient parallel to the bed joints (α1) and bending 
moment coefficient perpendicular to the bed (α2). The characteristic flexural strength of masonry 
walls for plane of failure parallel to bed joint (fxk1) was predicted using Equation.2: 

fxk1 = 0.01 fb (N/mm2) and fxk2 = 0.035 fb (N/mm2)                                                             (2)  

where fb  is the normalized compressive strength of the masonry units.                               
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a) Flexural Strength for a Plane of Failure         b) Flexural Strength for a Plane of Failure 

Parallel to the Bed Joints                                   Perpendicular to the Bed Joints 

Fig. 2: Flexural Strength Test of Masonry 

 

2.4 Shear strength of masonry 

The characteristic shear strength of masonry is a function of the characteristic initial shear 
strength of the masonry and the design compressive stress orthogonal to the shear plane being 
considered. The value of initial shear strength of masonry is given in annex of Eurocode 6.  

The characteristic shear strength is given by the following relationships: 

 For fully filled mortar joints: fvk = fvko + 0.4 σd ≤ 0.065fb 

 For unfilled perpend joints, units abutting:  fvk = 0.5fvko + 0.4 σd ≤ 0.045fb 

Where: fvk = characteristic shear strength of masonry 

fvko = characteristic initial shear strength of masonry, under zero compressive stress 

σd = design compressive stress perpendicular to the shear in the member at the level under 
consideration, using the appropriate load combination based on the average vertical 
stress over the compressed part of the wall that is providing shear resistance. 

fb = normalized compressive strength of the masonry units (as described in Cl.3.1.2.1 of BS EN 
1996–1–1:2005+A1:2012) for the direction of application of the load on the test 
specimens being perpendicular to the bed face.  

2.4.1 Initial Shear Strength (fvo):  

The initial shear strength (fvo) for masonry concrete block walls with mortar joints, a factor of 0.8 
as prescribed by BS EN 1052-3:(2002) was multiplied by shear strength to obtained characteristic 
shear strength as given in Equation 2: 
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vovok ff  8.0                                                                                                                       (2) 

Where:  fvok = is characteristic shear strength and fvo = is the Initial Shear Strength  

2.4.2 Characteristic Initial Shear Strength (fvx):  

The characteristic shear strength ( vkf
) N/mm2 for masonry concrete block walls with mortar 

joints is given by Equation 3: 

dvkovk ff 4.0                                                                                                               (3) 

Where: 
0vkf

characteristic initial shear strength under zero compressive stress,  
df design 

compressive strength,
df m

kf

  where:
kf characteristic compressive strength of the masonry, 

m partial safety factor for material strength, 
Aff d 

, where: f design load, A  =area 

and c

d
lt

f

.

min


 where:
d

design compressive stress perpendicular to the shear, f design 

load, t  = thickness of masonry wall, cl = length of masonry wall. 

 

3.0 MATERIAL AND METHODS: 

3.1 Materials: 

A general-purpose blended limestone Portland cement CEM II (42.5R MPa) with a specific 
gravity G of approximately 3.15 that conforms to BS EN 197-1:2011 was used in this work. The 
natural river quartzite sand smaller than 4.76 mm but larger than 75 μm with average bulk 
specific gravity (SSD) of 2.65 was used for both fine and medium-fine aggregate. Natural 
crushed (granite) with nominal maximum sizes of 9.52-10 mm and bulk specific gravity (SSD) of 
2.66 was used as coarse aggregate. Crumb-rubber with nominal size of 4 - 9 mm as shown in Fig. 
3. with bulk specific gravity (SSD) of 1.14 was treated with sodium hydroxide and used for the 
research. Ordinary tap water was used for all concrete mixes and curing.  

 

Fig. 3: Crumb-Rubber partialy used for the Production of Masonry Hollow Concrete Blocks. 
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3.2 Manufacture of Masonry Hollow Concrete Block Units 

The masonry concrete blocks (hollow) with the size 450 x 225 x 225 mm as shown in Fig. 4. 
were produced to the requirements given in BS 771-3(2003) with the use of a vibrating machine. 
Six various percentages of coarse aggregate (granite) partially substituted with crumb-rubber at 0, 
5, 10, 15, 20, and 25% by volume were used. 

  

Fig. 4: Manufactured and Curing of Masonry Hollow Concrete Blocks. 

 

3.3 Experimental Procedures 

Masonry walls were constructed according to BS EN 1052-1:1999. The total dimensions of the 
walls were 690 × 720 × 230 mm (l x h x t), constructed with three courses of blocks. A total of 
eighteen (18) masonry walls (average of three per specimen) were built in the same manner. The 
masonry mortars used for the bonding and bedding were mixed according to BS EN 196-1:2005. 
M20 general-purpose mortar with the mixture consisting of Portland cement (CEMII) and sand 
in a proportion of 1:3 by volume and water/cement ratio of 0.6 was used for the mix and kept 
constant for all mixes. The curing and storage of the masonry walls were carried out by covering 
the walls with polythene and left for 24 hours to gain an initial set before being moved to 
storage. The constructed walls were cured by water sprinkling twice per day for 28 days to 
achieve the desired bonding strength of the mortar. 

3.3.1 Test Set-up, Instrumentation and Measurement 

The masonry hollow concrete block units were tested for compressive strength in accordance 
with BS EN 772 Part 1 (2000) after twenty-eight (28) days of curing with water. The flexural 
tensile strength test (three-point loading) according to BS EN 1015-11:1999 was performed on 
masonry concrete prism (160 x 40 x 40) mm derived from the masonry concrete block unit while 
the shear strength for the crumb-rubber masonry concrete block prisms (160 x 40 x 40) mm 
were determined from the shear load at failure during bending test. The compressive strength of 
masonry walls was tested using a 1500 kN testing rig in accordance to BS EN 1052-1:1999 after 
28 days of curing at room temperature. Equation 4 was used to determine the compressive 
strength of each wall 
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)/( 2max mmN
A

f
f

i

i

i 

                                                                                                           (4) 

Where fi is the compressive strength of an individual masonry specimen, (N/mm2); fimax is the 
maximum load reached on an individual masonry specimen, (N); Ai is the loaded cross-section 
of an individual specimen, (mm2). The characteristic compressive strength was determined using 
the Equation 5. 

2.1

f
f k 

 or 
)/( 2

min mmNff ik   whichever is smaller                                                       (5) 

The prediction of the characteristic compressive strength of the masonry walls under 
compression loads from the strength of their components was carried out for the purpose of 
predicting the shear and lateral behaviour. 

The Eurocode 6 (BS EN 1991-1:2005) suggested Equation 6: 



mbk fKff 
                                                                                                                         (6) 

where fk is the characteristic compressive strength of masonry walls, in N/mm2; K is a constant 
depending on the types of units and mortar being used; α and β are constants; and fb and fm are 
the normalised mean strength of a unit in the direction of the applied action and the compressive 
strength of the mortar. 

The initial and characteristic shear strength, flexural and characteristic flexural strength of 
masonry wall constructed with hollow concrete block units containing various proportion of 
crumb-rubber was predicted from the normalized compressive strength of the masonry units (fb) 
and characteristic compressive strength of the wall (fk).  

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

4.1 Compressive Strength of Rubberized Masonry Hollow Concrete Block Units 

The strength of rubberized masonry hollow concrete block unit’s and walls after 28 days of 
curing with water is shown in the Table 1.  From the results obtained, it can be seen that the 
addition of crumb-rubber aggregates up to 25% in concrete mixes decreased the compressive 
(fcu), normalized compressive (fb) and characteristic compressive strength (fk) significantly.  

4.2 Flexural and Shear Strength of Rubberized Masonry Concrete Block Units 

Flexural and shear strengths of masonry concrete block are presented in Fig. 5. The results reveal 
an increase in flexural strength to a maximum of 4.93 N/mm2 with crumb-rubber aggregate 
content up to 10% which indicates 5% gain compared to the control mixes (0%) with strength of 
4.71 N/mm2. The result further shows a decline in flexural strength with increase in crumb-
rubber aggregate for 15, 20 and 25%. The shear strength (fs) results indicate an increase with 
percentage increase in the crumb-rubber particles up to 10% and gradually reduced with 15% 
crumb-rubber particles content replacement up to 25% optimum mixes. The reference prism has 
a shear strength of 0.63 N/mm2 while 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25% modified mixes with crumb-rubber 
particles have shear strength of 0.65, 0.66, 0.60, 0.45 and 0.39 N/mm2, respectively indicating 
percentage gain and loss of +3.2, +4.5, -4.8, -29 and -38%, respectively. 
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Table 1: Compressive Strength Properties of Rubberized Concrete blocks and Walls. 

Wall 
  No 

Method 
cuf

 
N/mm2 

bf  
N/mm2 

mf  
N/mm2 

kf  
N/mm2 

      0% R-
MHCB&W 

A              9.43 10.85 20.00 5.90 
B 7.73 - - 6.44 

       5% R-
MHCB&W 

A 8.28 9.52 20.00 5.40 
B 6.36 - - 5.30 

    10% R-
MHCB&W 

A 7.19 8.27 20.00 4.90 
B 5.22 - - 4.35 

     15% R-
MHCB&W 

A 7.01 8.06 20.00 4.80 
B 4.49 - - 3.74 

       20% R-
MHCB&W 

A 6.61 7.60 20.00 4.60 
B 3.67 - - 3.06 

     25% R-
MHCB&W 

A 4.84 5.57 20.00 3.70 
B 2.70 - - 2.25 

           Methods: (A) Predictive Base on: BS EN1996.1.1:2005(EC6)  

                           (B) Experimental Determination Base on: BS EN 1052 – 1: 1999. 
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Fig. 5: Flexural and Shear Strength of CR-MHCBU Against CR-Content (%) 

4.3 Initial (fvo) and Characteristic Shear Strength (fvk) of CR-MHCB Wallette:  

The initial shear strength (fvo) and characteristic shear strength (fvk) of CR-MHCB walls were 
predicted from the normalized compressive strength of the masonry units (fb) and characteristic 
compressive strength of the wall (fk) determined experimentally. The results are presented in Fig. 
6. which reveal that the initial and characteristic shear strength decrease with increase in crumb-
rubber content. The decrease in shear strength of the walls predicted contradicts the 
experimental results of the shear strength recorded for the hollow concrete block units.  
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Fig. 6: Initial (fvo) and Characteristic Shear Strength (fvk) of CR-MHCB Walls Against CR-Content 
(%) 

4.4 Flexural (fx and fxk) Strength of CR-MHCB Walls:  

The flexural strength (fx) and characteristic flexural strength (fxk) of the CR-MHCB wall were 
predicted from compressive strength parameters base on A (BS EN 1996.1.1.2005 (EC6)) and B 
(BS EN 1996-3:2006) with the results presented in Fig. 7. From the result, it is obvious that the 
two methods have the same trend in terms of flexural and characteristic flexural strength 
reduction with a percentage increase in crumb-rubber content. Increasing the crumb-rubber 
content from 0 - 25% decreased the flexural (fx1 & fx2) from 0.15 to 0.10 N/mm2 and 0.60 to 0.30 
N/mm2 indicating 33.3% and 50% reduction in flexural strength respectively. Furthermore, 
increasing the crumb-rubber content from 0 - 25% decreased the characteristic flexural strength 
(fxk1 & fxk2) from 0.10 to 0.06 N/mm2 and 0.40 to 0.20 N/mm2, respectively which represents a 
reduction of 40% and 50%, respectively. In a similar observation to the shear strength, flexural 
strength of the walls predicted contradicts the results of the flexural strength recorded for the 
hollow concrete block units determined experimentally.  
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Fig. 7: Flexural (fx) and Characteristic Flexural Strength (fxk) of CR-MHCB Wall Against %CR 
Content 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS: 

The following conclusions are drawn on the compressive strength of rubberized masonry hollow 
concrete block units and the predicted behaviour of the walls under lateral loading conditions. 

1. The compressive and normalized compressive strength of hollow concrete block units 
decreased from 9.43 and 10.85 N/mm2 to 4.84 and 5.57 N/mm2, respectively 
indicating 49% loss in strength with 25% crumb-rubber content. 

2. The experimental and predicted characteristic compressive strength of masonry concrete 
block walls decreased by 65% and 37%, respectively with increase in crumb-rubber 
content up to 25%. The reference masonry walls recorded a strength of 6.44 and 5.90 
N/mm2 while 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25% crumb-rubber modified masonry concrete block 
walls have strengths of 5.30 and 5.40 N/mm2, 4.35 and 4.90 N/mm2, 3.74 and 4.80 
N/mm2, 3.06 and 4.60 N/mm2 and 2.25 and 3.70 N/mm2, respectively.  

3. Flexural and shear strength of the hollow concrete block increased slightly with 10% 
crumb-rubber content. The reference mix recorded 4.71 and 0.63 N/mm2 while the 
10% crumb-rubber content recorded 4.93 and 0.66 N/mm2 indicating gain in 
strength of 5% and 4.5% respectively. Increase in crumb-rubber content up to 25% 
reduces the flexural and shear strength, with strength of 2.91 and 0.39 N/mm2 
recorded respectively which indicates 38 % strength loss after 28 days of curing. 

4. The initial shear strength (fvo) and characteristic shear strength (fvk) of masonry walls 
reduced with percentage increase in crumb-rubber content. 

5. The flexural strength (fx1 and fx2) and characteristic flexural strength (fxk1 and fxk2) of 
masonry hollow concrete block walls decreased by (33.3% and 50%) and (40% and 
50%) respectively with percentage increase in crumb-rubber content up to 25%. 

Based on the results obtained, it is recommended that the flexural and shear strength of crumb 
rubber masonry hollow concrete walls be tested experimentally (perpendicular and parallel to bed 
joint) in accordance to BS EN 1052-2:1999 and BS EN 1052-3:2002, respectively. This will help 
to validate the predicted results or proof otherwise. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, an investigation into the dynamic mechanical performance of crumb-rubber 
masonry concrete was carried out. Crumb-rubber (CR) particle ranging from 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 
25% was partially replaced by volume of coarse granite. A total number of six mix batches (using 
a mix ratio of 1:1.5:3 and a water-cement ratio of 0.42) was used for the investigation. The results 
showed that the density and compressive strength of masonry concrete reduced by 12.3% and 
47% with 25% increase in CR contents after 28 days curing. The dynamic modulus of elasticity 
(ED) reduced from 35.10 to 26.68 GPa with 25% crumb-rubber content indicating 24% 
reduction. Ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) reduced from 4,581 to 2,907 m/s indicating 36.5% 
reduction with 25% increase in CR content. Dynamic shear modulus (GD) also reduced from 

28.10 to 20.05GPa indicating 29% reduction while the dynamic Poisson ratio ( D ) reduced from 
0.375 to 0.335 indicating 10.7% reduction. The quality of rubberized masonry concrete based on 
UPV test conducted in this study is classified as ‘excellent’ quality for 0% CR, ‘good’ quality for 
5% CR, ‘good’ quality for 10% CR, ‘questionable’ for 15% CR, ‘poor’ quality for 20% CR and 
‘poor’ quality also for 25% CR. Systematically reduction in dynamic modulus of elasticity, 
dynamic shear modulus and poisson ratio with percentage increase in crumb-rubber particles up 
25% indicates reduction in soundness in terms of durability. Based on the outcome of the results 
obtained in this study, 5% crumb-rubber content can be considered to be the optimum for 
partial replacement of coarse aggregate (granite) in masonry concrete mix in other to protect the 
quality, durability and integrity of the concrete mix. 

Keywords: Rubberized Concrete; Density; Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity; Ultrasonic Pulse 
Velocity; Dynamic Shear Modulus and Dynamic Poisson Ratio. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The dynamic properties of concrete which includes the dynamic shear modulus, dynamic 
poison’s ratio, vibrational damping coefficient, natural resonant frequency and dynamic modulus 
of elasticity are very important in concrete structures most especially with respect to noise and 
structural vibration control. Understanding and enhancing these dynamic properties could 
significantly improve structural reliability with respect to hazards such as earthquakes, accidental 
load, hydrostatic and wind loading, explosive blasts and fragmentations (Zheng et al.,2008; 
Zainalabdin et al.,2000). 

The increasing amounts of solid waste materials such as waste tyre are being investigated across 
the world to supplement natural components used for building construction. Waste automobile 

mailto:sannimukaila@yahoo.com
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tyres occupy a large space in the environment which is due to their size and shape. Such waste 
constitutes an environmental nuisance and health risk. According to Yang et al.(2000), each year 
about 9 million tons of waste rubber-tyres are disposed of all over the world, which was also 
estimated to be around 1 billion tyres withdrawn from use in the world annually (Erdogan et 
al.2010).  

Based on 2018 statistics with a 15% annual generation rate, it is estimated that around 37 million 
waste tyres exist in Nigeria according to Ocholi et al.(2018). 

Many researchers have studied and developed various recycling methods for the re-use of waste 
rubber-tyres in construction materials such as the use of waste rubber-tyres in asphalt concrete 
mixture; use of waste rubber-tyres in some plastic and rubber products; utilizing waste rubber-
tyres in Portland cement concrete; use of waste tyres as a visco-elastic material for vibration 
dampers and utilizing waste tyres in cement mortar (Yunping et al.2010). 

Al Sakini (1998), Edeskar (2004) and Al-Mashhadani J (2001) have characterized crumb-rubber 
waste tyres to have a low specific gravity 0.95 kg/m3, small water absorption 2-4%, low thermal 
conductivity 0.15-0.30 w/mk and high resistance to weather (i.e. non-biodegradable). Tyre shreds 

is a relatively weak material with modulus of elasticity (E) ≈1 N/mm2, Poisson’s ratio (ʋ) ≈ 0.3, 
tensile resistance oof 4.2 – 15 N/mm2 and apparent density (ρ) 500-900 kg/m3. 

The dynamic modulus of elasticity (ED) of Plain Rubberized Concrete has been reported in 
literature to decrease continually with increase in crumb-rubber aggregate replacement also it has 
been reported that the ED of rubberized concrete is always lower than the ED of ordinary 
concrete (Zheng et al., (2008a;), Benazzouk et al., (2007) and Benazzouk et al., (2003). Zheng et al., 
(2008b) further revealed that replacement with crumb-rubber has a lesser effect than chipped 
rubber on the modulus of elasticity ED of concrete. Zheng et al., (2008a) reported that the size of 
the rubber particles and the percentage of rubber particle replacement in a concrete mix affect 
the damping ratio response amplitude. 

This paper presents the dynamic mechanical performance of masonry concrete containing 
crumb-rubber as a partial substitution of natural coarse aggregate (granite). 

2.0 CONCEPT AND THEORIES 

2.1 Dynamic Modulus of Elastic (ED) 

The dynamic elastic modulus is defined as the ratio of the stress to that part of strain 
corresponding to elastic deformation only (BS 1881-209, 1990). It is significantly greater than the 
static modulus of elasticity (BS 1881-209, 1990). Neville (1995), show that, the ratio of the static 
to dynamic moduli is higher with the increase in strength of concrete and also increased with age. 
Mehta (1986), reported that, the dynamic modulus of elasticity is generally 20, 30, and 40% 
higher than the static modulus of elasticity for high, medium, and low strength concrete 
respectively. ED is used to evaluate soundness of concrete in durability tests; it is more 
appropriate value to use when concrete is to be used in structures subjected to dynamic loading. 
ED is also used as a quality control indicator in evaluating concrete material and also in 
understanding dynamic response behavior Mehta (1986).  

The British Code of Practice for the structural use of concrete CP110: 1972 relates the dynamic 
modulus of elasticity of concrete ED to its compressive strength fc as shown in Equation 1:  
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228.2
5.0
 cD fE

                                                                   (1) 

where: ED =The dynamic modulus of elasticity of concrete (GN/m2) 

 fc = The compressive strength of concrete of cylinder (MN/m2) 

2.2 Dynamic Shear Modulus (GD) 

Dynamic shear modulus, known sometimes as dynamic modulus of rigidity, GD, is the ratio of 
dynamic shear stress to the dynamic shear strain. 

2.3 Dynamic Poisson’s Ratio (ʋD) 

Poisson’s ratio, μ, is known as the ratio of the lateral strain to the longitudinal strain under a 
static uniaxial load. Likewise, it can be dynamically calculated, which is known as the dynamic 
Poisson ratio, μD, under dynamic load conditions utilizing ED and GD. It is usually higher than the 
ratio obtained from a static test (Neville, 1995; Zainalabin et al., 2000). 

2.4 Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) 

Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) is a non-destructive testing method used to determine the 
passage of velocity through the concrete cubes within a particular time interval. This test 
measures the travel time, T of an ultrasonic pulse that is produced by an electro-acoustical 
transducer. The UPV is given by the ratio between the length of the specimen and the travel 
time of the specimen. It has been widely used in evaluating concrete quality control by 
correlating the velocity and concrete strength and as a prime check-in monitoring the health of 
the concrete structure in addition to determine the dynamic modulus of elasticity (ED) and 
dynamic Poisson’s ratio (μD) Solis-Carcano et al. (2008). 

The UPV assesses and classifies concrete based on the quality of concrete as shown in Table 1. It 
relates the quality in terms of density, homogeneity and continuity in concrete without cracks. 
Higher velocity indicates good quality and continuity in cross-section whereas lower quality 
indicates flaws like cracks and voids. Concrete imperfections such as cracks and voids can be 
detected by passing longitudinal vibrations through the concrete sample/structure.  

Table 1: Concrete Classification based on Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) 

Ultrasonic Pulse velocity (m/s) Concrete Classification 

V ˃ 4575 Excellent 

4575 ˃ V < 3660 Good 

3660 ˃ V < 3050 Questionable 

3050 ˃ V < 2135 Poor 

V < 2135 Very Poor 

(Adapted from: Solis-Carcano et al. 2008) 

Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) is dependent on the density and elastic properties of the 
material and is measured in terms of direct and semi-direct UPV values. Semi-direct UPV is used 
when accessibility of specimen is limited and the direct UPV is measured by placing the 
transmitting and receiving transducers on opposite faces of the concrete cubes.  

3.0 MATERIAL AND METHODS 
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3.1 Materials 

Rubberized masonry concrete consists of cement, natural aggregate (fine and coarse), crumb-
rubber and water as shown in Fig. 1. A general-purpose blended limestone Portland cement 
CEM II (42.5R MPa) that conforms to BS EN 197-1:2011 with a specific gravity (G) of 
approximately 3.15 was used for this study. Ordinary tap water (potable drinking water) was used 
for all concrete mixes and curing. River quartzite sand smaller than 4.76 mm but larger than 75 
μm with average specific gravity (SSD) of 2.65 and bulk density of 1,454 kg/m3 was used as fine 
aggregate. Crushed granite with nominal maximum sizes of 9.52-10 mm, a specific gravity of 2.66 
and bulk density of 1635 kg/m3 was used as coarse aggregate. Crumb-rubber from waste tyres 
with nominal maximum sizes of 4 – 9 mm, a specific gravity of 1.14 and bulk density of 528 
kg/m3 was used for this research. Crumb-rubber surface was treated sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 
solution, this helps to enhance the hydrophilic properties of the rubber there by increasing the 
bond between the rubber and concrete matrix (Mohammedi, 2014). 

 

Fig. 1: Materials used for the Concrete Mix 

3.2 Mix Design 

The mix design for the masonry concrete and rubberized masonry concrete adopted was based 
on the absolute volume method according to BS EN 206:2013+A1:2016. A mix ratio of 1:1.5:3 
with a water-cement ratio of 0.42 and an aggregate-cement ratio of 4.5:1 was used to produce the 
concrete mixes. A total number of six (6) mixes were prepared: One control mix and five 
concrete mixes in which the 9.52-10 mm granite was replaced with 4 -9 mm of crumb-rubber 
aggregate at 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25% by volume. The mix proportions were constant in terms of 
mix design ratio, water/cement ratio, sizes, type of natural and crumb-rubber tyre aggregate used 
for the study. Eighteen (18) rubberized masonry concrete cubes (100x100x100) mm samples 
(average of three per mix) as shown in Fig. 2 were cast in accordance with BS EN  12390-1:2000. 

 

Fig.  2: Rubberized Masonry Concrete Cubes for Dynamic Mechanical Test 
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3.3 Experimental Procedures 

3.3.1 Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity (ED) 

A Proceq PUNDIT Lab instrument was used to obtain the dynamic modulus of elasticity ED of 
both the reference and crumb-rubber modified concrete cubes samples (average of three 
samples) at 28 days standard curing in water. The dynamic modulus of elasticity ED was 
calculated using Equation 2 according to BS 1881-209, (1990).  

1522 104  LnED                                                                                      (2) 

Where, L is the length of specimen (mm), n is fundamental frequency in the longitudinal mode 
of vibration of the specimen (Hz) and ρ is the density of the specimen (kg/m3). 

3.3.2 Dynamic Shear Modulus (GD) 

Dynamic shear modulus was determined from the torsional resonant frequency using an 
ERUDITE Resonant Frequency Tester based on BS1881-209:1990, as demonstrated in the 
ERUDITE technical manual (Manual, 1975) and calculated using Equation 3. 

1222 104  FLtGD 
(MN/m2)                                                                                                   

Where, L is the specimen length (mm), t is the frequency of the fundamental mode of torsional 
vibration (Hz), ρ is the density (kg/m3) and F is a shape factor (1.183 for a prism with a square 
cross section).  

3.3.3 Dynamic Poisson’s Ratio (ʋD) 

Dynamic Poisson’s ratio, (ʋD), was calculated based on the dynamic modulus of elasticity  and 
dynamic shear modulus using the formula in Equation 4 (Manual, 1975)  

1
2


D

D
D

G

E


                                                                                                                  (4) 

Where, ED is the dynamic modulus of elasticity and GD is the shear modulus. 

3.3.4 Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) 

The direct UPV was measured by placing the transmitting and receiving transducers on opposite 
faces of the concrete cubes as shown in Fig. 3. The test was conducted on a cube specimen of 
size 100 x 100 x 100 mm according to BS EN 12504-4:2004. A Proceq PUNDIT Lab instrument 
was used during this study and Equation 5 was used to calculate the UPV in m/s. 

T

L
UPV 

                                                                                                              (5) 

Where, L is the path length, i.e. specimen length, and T is the time that the pulse needs to travel 
from side to another.   

2nd%20ICEES%20048.docx#_ENREF_28
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Fig. 3: Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity Test of Reference and Rubberized Concrete 

3.3.5 Density (ρ) and Compressive Strength (fcu) 

The density and compressive strength of the concrete cubes (100 x 100 x100) mm after the non-
destructive test were determined in accordance with BS EN 12390-7:2009 and BS EN12390-
3:2009 respectively after 28 days of standard curing in water. The compressive strength was 
computed using Equation 6 and results presented in Table 6 

 
A

P
mmNfc

max2/ 
                                             (6) 

Where fc = compressive strength; Pmax is the maximum load that cube sustained; and       

 A = the cross-sectional area of the cube. 

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 The Effect of Rubber on Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity (ED) of Masonry Concrete 

Dynamic modulus of elasticity (ED) which is defined as the ratio of the stress to that part of 
strain corresponding to elastic deformation was experimentally determined. Fig. 4 shows the 
experimentally determined dynamic modulus of elasticity. The result generally shows that ED 
systematically reduced with a percentage increase in crumb-rubber particles by 23.9% with 
crumb-rubber content up to 25%. The reduction in dynamic modulus of elasticity signifies a 
reduction in the soundness of the concrete with an increase in crumb-rubber content which has 
an adverse effect on durability. Zheng et al. (2008), Tung-Chai et al. (2011) and Benazzouk et al. 
(2007) attributed the reduction to the significant air entrapment caused by the crumb-rubber 
incorporation and also the low modulus of elasticity E of the rubber aggregate compared to that 
of the mineral aggregate. 

4.2 The Effect of Crumb-Rubber on Dynamic Shear Modulus (GD) of Masonry Concrete 

The ratio of dynamic shear stress to the dynamic shear strain (GD) of rubberized concrete 
decreased with increase in crumb-rubber particles in a semi linear relationship as shown in Fig. 5. 
Najim et al. (2012) also reported similar trend for coarse rubber and fine rubber replacement in 
percent weight.   
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Fig. 4: The Effect of Crumb-Rubber on Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity (ED) of Rubberized 
Masonry Concrete 
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Fig. 5: The Variation of Dynamic Shear Modulus (GD) of Rubberized Masonry Concrete with 
Crumb-Rubber (%) 

4.3 The Effect of Crumb-Rubber on Dynamic Poisson Ratio (µD) of Masonry Concrete: 

The dynamic Poisson’s ratio results in Fig. 6 of rubberized masonry concrete computed 
dynamically from dynamic modulus of elasticity (ED) and dynamic shear modulus (GD) exhibited 
a random pattern behaviour with the Poisson’s ratio increasing with 5% crumb-rubber 
replacement which gives the highest value of dynamic Poisson’s ratio and then decreased sharply 
at 10% replacement after which there was a gradual increment to 20% replacement which is less 
than that of the 5% before a rapid drop at 25% crumb-rubber content.   

A non-linear relationship was observed between the dynamic Poisson’s ratio with the percentage 
crumb-rubber content as shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6: The Effect of Crumb-Rubber (%) on Dynamic Poisson’s (µD) Ratio 

4.4 The Effect of Rubber on Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) of Masonry Concrete 

Ultrasonic pulse velocity test results of masonry concrete are shown in Fig. 7 which shows that 
UPV decreased with a percentage increase in crumb-rubber particles. The reference mix have 
UPV value of 4,581 m/s while the 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25% crumb-rubber replacement have 4,229, 
3900, 3,314, 3007 and 2,907 m/s respectively indicating a loss of velocity, quality and continuity 
in cross-section by 7.7, 14.9, 27.7, 34.4 and 36.5%, respectively. 
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Fig. 7: The Effect of Crumb-Rubber Content on UPV 

4.5 The Effect of Crumb-Rubber on Density (ρ) and Compressive Strength (fcu) of 
Masonry Concrete 

The density of reference and rubberized masonry concrete cubes results as shown in Fig. 8  
which indicates that the rubberized masonry concrete cubes exhibited lower densities compared 
to the control mixes, also it can be deduced from the result that density reduces by 12.3%, with 
the reference concrete cube having an average net density of 2,398 kg/m3 while 25% rubberized 
masonry concrete cube have an average of 2,103 kg/m3 which indicate a range of medium 
weight to normal weight concrete. The reduction in density can be attributed the low specific 
gravity of crumb-rubber (1.14) compared to that of the coarse aggregate (2.66) in which it is 
partially replacing. 
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Fig. 8: The Effect of Crumb-Rubber on  Density of Masonry Concrete 

The compressive strength of rubberized masonry concrete cubes results is shown in the Fig. 9.  

From the results obtained in general, it can be seen that the addition of crumb-rubber aggregates 
in concrete mixes decreased the compressive strength of the concrete sample significantly from 
30.71 N/mm2 for the referenced to 16.25 N/mm2 for 25% percentage rubberized masonry 
concrete. This indicates a percentage loss of strength by 47%. The loss in strength can be 
attributed to the low and weak strength of the crumb rubber partially replacing the stronger 
coarse aggregate. Also, non-bonding between the crumb-rubber and concrete matrix created air 
voids which also contributed to the strength loss. 
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Fig. 9: The Effect of Crumb-Rubber on Compressive Strength of Masonry Concrete 

 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS 

The following conclusions are drawn based on the study conducted: 
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1. Dynamic modulus of elasticity of masonry concrete cubes decreased from 35.10 to 26.68 
GPa indicating 23.9% loss respectively with 25% crumb-rubber content. This indicates a 
decrease in the soundness of the concrete in terms of its durability.  

2. The decrease in the dynamic modulus of elasticity can be attributed to the low modulus 
of elasticity of the crumb-rubber particles compared to the replaced granite, which 
negatively affected the overall value of the concrete elastic modulus. 

3. Dynamic shear modulus of masonry concrete decreased with increase in crumb-rubber 
particles in a semi linear relationship. The reference mix recorded a value of 28.10 GPa 
while the 25% crumb-rubber content recorded 20.05 GPa indicating loss of 28.65%. 

4. The dynamic Poisson ratio of masonry concrete increased to the highest value of 0.399 
with 5% crumb-rubber content.  

5. The ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) of masonry concrete cubes decreased with a 
percentage increase in crumb-rubber particles. The reference mix have UPV value of 
4,581m/s while the 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25% crumb-rubber replacement have 4,229, 3900, 
3,314, 3007 and 2,907 m/s respectively indicating a loss in velocity, quality and continuity 
in cross-section by 7.7, 14.9, 27.7, 34.4 and 36.5% respectively.  

6. The density of masonry concrete reduced by 12.3% and the compressive strength 
reduced by 47% with 25% increase in crumb-rubber content after 28 days curing.  

7. The quality of masonry concrete in this study is classified as ‘excellent’ for 0% crumb-
rubber (CR), ‘good’ for 5% CR, ‘good’ for 10% CR, ‘questionable’ for 15% CR, ‘poor’ 
for 20% CR and ‘poor’ also for 25% CR.  

Based on the outcome of the results obtained in this study, 5% crumb-rubber content can be 
considered to be the optimum for partial replacement of coarse aggregate (granite) in 
masonry concrete mix in other to protect the quality, durability and integrity of the 
concrete mix. 
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ABSTRACT 

Methylene Blue (MB) is the most famous cationic dye. The removal of methylene blue (MB) dye 
from industrial waste via adsorption pathway has been widely investigated, promising high MB 
removal efficiency. In this work, batch adsorption experiment was carried out to remove MB 
from simulated water using modified Styrofoam, Intruded Expanded Polystyrene, and Sunflower 
Xylem “Tithonia diversifolia xylem” (TDX) as a low-cost tricomposite adsorbent. Phosphoric acid, 
H3PO4 (3 M) was used for chemical activation, and Simplex Centroid Design of the Design-
Expert (7.1.6) software was employed to optimize the effective ratio mix of the mass 
composition (20–60 %) of the three samples. The polymeric composite (0.5 g) was added to 50 
ml of 50 mg/l of MB solution inside 250 mL flasks. The residual dye concentration in the 
reaction mixture was determined using a UV-visible spectrophotometer set at a maximum 
wavelength of 665 nm. The MB solution's maximum Adsorption Capacity (qe) was 4.993548 
mg/g, while the minimum is 4.377419 mg/g. The liner model developed for adsorption capacity 
gave R2 and Standard deviation 0.7063 and 2.74, respectively. The adjusted R2 from the model 

was 0.6529. The model equation for the adsorption capacity is 1980.96726  + 1175.19381  + 

904.56726  for Styrofoam, Intruded EPS, and TDX, respectively. The established optimum 
adsorption conditions of 20% of material A (Styrofoam) to 20% of material B (Intruded EPS) to 
60% of material C (TDX) could be useful for large-scale adsorption of methylene blue from 
wastewater 

Keywords: Low-cost Adsorbent, Methylene Blue, Polymeric Adsorbent, and Tithonia diversifolia 
xylem 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Many industrial effluents released from textile refineries, paint, paper, varnishes, ink, plastics, 
pulp, cosmetics, tannery, and food-processing plants are one of the key causes of water pollution 
since these runoffs are characterized by a perceptible content of organics with strong color 
(Ouissal, et al., 2020; Ali & Kamel, 2017). The release of these effluents into the environment 
can have an important ecological impact on ecosystems due to their strong toxicity and 
environmental persistence, such as foul-smelling water, discolouration, and life disruption of 
water ecosystems due to reduction in sunlight penetration and depletion into the water bodies. 

mailto:modauda@student.lautech.edu.ng
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Some researchers considered textile wastewaters to be the most polluted water because of the 
high amount of dyes that have a toxic effect on the environment. Methylene Blue (MB) has been 
widely used among the dyes as a colourant, indicator, and antiseptic agent in clinical therapy 
(Abdoulaye, et al., 2020). It has wider applications in paper, temporary hair colourant, dyeing 
kinds of cotton, wools, etc. It is the most famous cationic dye, with the molecular formula 
C16H18N3SCl, as shown in the figure below (molecular weight 373.91g/mol). The chemical 
structure of the dye is shown in Figure 1 below (sources). MB is used in colouring paper, cotton, 
silk, wool, and hair are reported to cause several risks to human health, such as eye, respiratory, 
hemolytic anemia, acute renal failure, heartbeat increase, vomiting, shock, cyanosis, jaundice, 
quadriplegia, tissue necrosis in humans and digestive and mental disorders. (Abdoulaye, et al., 
2020; Mosbah, et al., 2019). 

Figure 1: Chemical structure of dye 

Removal of MB from industrial waste has been investigated using various methods such as 
sedimentation, nanofiltration and reverse osmosis, filtration technology, chemical treatment with 
coagulating flocculating agent, oxidation by using oxidizing agents, electrochemical methods, 
advanced oxidation processes (AOPs), biological treatments, enzymatic process, 
photodegradation reaction, electrochemical removal, chemical coagulation, membrane filtration, 
and physical adsorption methods. (Santoso, et al., 2020; Abdoulaye, et al., 2020). Among them, 
the adsorption process is among the most investigated methods for MB removal. It has proved 
to be effective and economical in removing refractory pollutants (including dye) from 
wastewaters because of its less investment in terms of initial development cost, simple design, 
easy operation, and free from or less generation of toxic substances. (Jiyun, et al., 2011). 

Recently, several studies have been undertaken to investigate the use of unconventional low-cost 
adsorbents in particular polymeric waste  (Bingjun Pan, 2009), agricultural residue or wastes 
(Mohammed, et al., 2020), and clay (Ali & Kamel, 2017) , activated carbon (Santoso, et al., 2020) 
and others materials (Jiyun, et al., 2011; Ouissal, et al., 2020) for their ability to remove various 
types of pollutants from water and wastewater. Adsorption of dyes onto activated carbons has 
attracted many researchers; however, its high cost inhibits its application on a large scale. 
Polymeric adsorbents have emerged as a potential alternative to activated carbon in terms of 
their vast surface area, perfect mechanical rigidity, adjustable surface chemistry and pore size 
distribution, and feasible regeneration under mild conditions. (Bingjun Pan, 2009). 

2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Materials and Reagents  

The main raw materials used for this study were Styrofoam waste (EPS1), intruded Expanded 
polystyrene (EPS2) and Sunflower Xylem “Tithonia diversifolia xylem”(TDX). The materials were 
collected from within the premises of Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso, 
Oyo State, Nigeria. The reagent used are Methylene Blue (Chemical Formula: C16H18N3SCl, 
Molecular Weight: 319.85 g/mol, Solubility in water: 40 g/L, UltraViolet (UV) Absorbance 
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Value: 665nm), distilled water, analytical grade phosphoric acid (H3PO4) and sodium hydroxide 
(NaOH) purchased from Bond Chemicals, Ibadan, Oyo State, Nigeria. 

2.2 Adsorbent preparation and chemical modification 

The materials were washed slightly with faintly soapy (not foaming) water and rinsed with 
distilled water to remove the sand particles, oil and specks of dust from it. Washed materials 
were sun-dried until they became very dry and then underwent milling processes to reduce their 
surface area. The Automatic Sieve Shaker D403 and US Tyler Standard Screens were used to 
obtaining uniform particle diameter. Phosphoric acid, H3PO4 (3 M) was used for chemical 
activation with an impregnation ratio of 1:2 acid-materials for 24hrs. The adsorbents were 
neutralized to a pH range of 6.8 - 7.0 by rinsing it with sodium hydroxide, NaOH. Immediately 
after the neutralization process, the samples were filtered and drained very well. The samples 
were then dried under the sun; the adsorbent was ready after drying. 

2.3 Characterization of the Adsorbent (SEM Images) 

To observe the microscopic surface morphology changes before and after the intercalation of 
samples, SEM images were obtained using a Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) system. SEM 
is a test process that scans a sample with an electron beam to produce a magnified image for 
analysis. The operating voltage selection was within the range of 10–20 kV). (Mingliang, et al., 
2019) 

2.4 Preparation of composite adsorbent 

After the preparation of the adsorbents, the three-level factorial design in the design expert 
software (7.1.6) was used to generate the number of the experimental run at random for selected 
factors. The selected factors were; mix ratio of EPS1, EPS2, and TDX ranging within (20 – 60 
%) (Table 1). The experimental design information (Table 2), to attain the one with maximum 
efficiency from the experimental work.  

Table 1: Mix ratio of EPS1, EPS2, and TDX 

Component Unit Level 
  Low High 
A % 20 60 
B % 20 60 
C % 20 60 

 

Table 2: Experimental Design Summary 

Design Summary 
Study Type   Mixture 

Initial Design Simplex Lattice 
Design Model Quadratic 
Runs 14 
Blocks No Blocks 
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2.5 Preparation of MB solution  

All of the Methylene blue solutions were prepared with distilled water. The Methylene blue was 
used without further purification. A stock solution of 1000mgl-1 was first prepared by dissolving 
1.127g Methylene blue in 1000ml distilled water. The experimental solution (50mgl-1) was 
prepared by diluting the stock solution with distilled water. The concentration of MB was then 
determined at 665nm by the UV – visible spectrophotometer. 

2.6 Adsorption of Methylene-blue 

Adsorption experiments were then performed in a set of 250 mL flasks containing 500 mg (0.5g) 
of prepared adsorbent composite (0.5 g) containing EPS1, EPS2, and TDX in different ratios 
obtained from Design of Experiment (DOE) and 50mL of MB solution with 50 mg/L 
concentration. The flasks were shaken in a thermostatted rotary shaker at 180 rpm for 1 hour. 
The flasks were withdrawn from the shaker, and the residual dye concentration in the reaction 
mixture was determined using a UV-visible spectrophotometer set at a maximum wavelength of 
665 nm. The experimental concentration was calculated from the standard curve with known 
concentrations (Figure 3). The standard curve was obtained by plotting absorbance capacity 
against the known concentration of methylene blue. The amount of MB adsorbed per unit 

weight of adsorbent,  (mg g−1), adsorption efficiency (%RE), and specific surface areas of tri 

composite adsorbents were experimentally performed to determine the optimum tri composite 
formulation ratio.  

The calculation for adsorption capacity   was done using relation  

        (1) 

Also, the percentage removal efficiency of MB in each run was calculated using the relation:  

      (2) 

Where, is the initial concentration (mg/l) (50 mg/L), is the experimental concentration 

(mg/l), V is the volume of the diluted adsorbate (L) (50 mL) and m is the mass of the composite 
(g) (0.5 g). 

2.7 Measurement of the MB specific surface areas of composite adsorbents  

The Langmuir equation was used to calculate the specific surface area of the composite mixture. 
The general form of Langmuir isotherm is: 

                                                    (3) 

Where, Y is the fraction of absorbents surface covered by adsorbed methylene blue molecules, K 

is a constant, and C is the equilibrium methylene blue solution concentration (taken as  ). In 

this study, Y = N/Nm, where N represents the number of moles of methylene blue adsorbed 
per gram of absorbents composite at equilibrium concentration (taken as qe) and Nm is the 
number of moles of methylene blue per gram of absorbents composite required to form a 
monolayer. After making the substitution and rearranging Eq. (1), we obtain: 
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                             (4)  

The specific surface area was calculated using equation (5) below: 

                       (5)  

Where  is the specific surface area in 10 -3 km2 kg-1;  is the number of molecules of 

methylene blue adsorbed at the monolayer of fibers in kg kg-1 (or  = *M);  is the 

occupied surface area of one molecule of methylene blue =197.2 Å²;  is Avogadro’s number, 

6.02 x 1023 mol-1; and M is the molecular weight of methylene blue, 373.9 g mol-1 (Chongrak, et 
al., 1998). 

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Adsorption, qe (mg g−1), adsorption efficiency (%RE), and the surface area of the 
composite adsorbents  

The concentration of methylene blue solution at equilibrium was obtained using a standard curve 
by plotting absorbance capacity against concentration. Figure 2 provided a relationship between 

Re and  versus Run. The composition of the adsorbent composite that gave the best 

adsorption capacity (mg/g) values is Run 14 of Re of 99.96774 and Qe of 4.9935 with 20% of 
material A (Styrofoam) to 20% of material B (Intruded EPS) to 60% of material C (TDS). The 
Styrofoam, Intruded EPS and Tithonia diversifolia xylem composite adsorbent developed 
satisfactory efficiency for methylene blue removal.  

 

Figure 2: Relationship between Re and Qe versus Runs 

3.2 Measurement of Surface Area of the Composite 

The plot of C/N against C (figure 3) gives a straight line with a slope equal to 1/Nm, and 
intercept equal to 1/KNm. The K value was found to be -17.02. The Nm parameter was also 
found to be 4.4.3347 as shown in Table 4. The Coefficient of Determination (R2) is estimated as 
0.9993. The R2 value of the for this model is highly significant and since the values of the surface 
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area is less than 10-3 km2 kg-1 (Table 3), the composite is suitable for the adsorption of the 
methylene blue  

 

Figure 3:  Plot to Determine Surface Area of the Adsorbent Parameter 

Table 3: Summary of Surface Area 

Equation (y=) R2 Nm (mg/g) K (Lmg-1) SMB (km2 kg-1
) 

0.2271x - 0.0132 0.9993 4.403347 -17.02 1.398e-16 

3.3 Design Matrix Evaluation for the developed composite 

The Degree of Freedom (DF) for evaluation indicated that DF values for Model, Residuals, Lack 
of Fit, Pure Error, and Corr Total were 5, 8,4,4, and 13, respectively (Table 4). It is 
recommended to have 3DF and 4DF for Lack of Fit and Pure Error, respectively, to ensure a 
valid ‘lack of fit’ test was recommended in any optimization study (MONTGOMERY, 2013). 
The standard error analysis of the model term was 0.69, 0.69,0.69,3.28, 3.94, and 3.94 for A, B, 
C, AB, AC, and BC, respectively (Table 5). Standard errors should be similar within the type of 
coefficient. Smaller is better. The ideal VIF is 1.0. VIF values above 10 cause alarm, indicating 
that coefficients are poorly estimated due to multicollinearity. Ideal Ri-squared is 0.0.  High Ri-
squared means terms are correlated with each other, possibly leading to poor models. 

Table 4: Degrees of Freedom for Evaluation 

Properties Values 
Model          5 
Residuals    8 
Lack 0f Fit 4 
Pure Error  4 
Corr Total    13 
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Table 5: Standard Error Analysis 

Term standard error VIF Ri-Squared 

A 0.694086 1.619233096 0.382424 

B 0.694086 1.619233096 0.382424 

C 0.693399 1.495830734 0.331475 

AB 3.283589 1.755395907 0.430328 

AC 3.935757 1.553799626 0.356416 

BC 3.935757 1.553799626 0.356416 

 

3.4 Adsorption capacity of the Composite 

The three-level factorial design in the design expert software with 14 runs for adsorption 
capacity (mg/g) gave the following results in Table 6: mixture loading is L-Pseudo. The best 
adsorption models are usually selected based on the highest order polynomial where the 
additional terms are significant and the model is not aliased. Two models (linear and the 
quadratic model) of the adsorption capacity response gave positive values (0.6213 and 0.3241 
respectively) for the Predicted Adjusted R2 value, the Special Cubic Model showed a negative 
value ( -0.1213) and the Cubic Model showed an aliased condition. This confirms the suitability 
of both the linear and the quadratic model. The linear model for the adsorption capacity 
response has a higher Adjusted R2 value (0.6529) than the quadratic model (0.5392). The linear 
model has a lower standard deviation value (0.14) than that of the quadratic model (0.16).  

Table 6: Model Summary Statistics of the Adsorption Capacity 

Source Std.Dev. R-Squared Adjusted R-
Squared 

Predicted 
R-Squared 

PRESS  

Linear 0.1374 0.7063 0.6529 0.62125 0.267766 Suggested 

Quadratic 0.1583 0.7165 0.5392 0.324117 0.477832  

Special Cubic 0.1675 0.7223 0.4843 -0.12126 0.792703  

Cubic 0.1863 0.7545 0.3618 -11.1889 8.617227 Aliased 

 

3.5 ANOVA of Adsorption Capacity (Linear model) 

The result of the ANOVA is presented in Table 7. The Mixture Component coding is L_Pseudo 
for adsorption capacity and the Sum of squares is Type III – Partial. The Model F-value of 13.23 
implies the model is significant. There is only a 0.12% chance that this large F-value could occur 
due to noise. P-values less than 0.0500 indicate model terms are significant. In this case, A, B, C 
are significant model terms. Values greater than 0.1000 indicate the model terms are not 
significant. If there are many insignificant model terms (not counting those required to support 
hierarchy), model reduction may improve your model. The Lack of Fit F-value of 0.56 implies 
that the Lack of Fit is insignificant relative to the pure error. There is a 76.40% chance that a 
Lack of Fit F-value this large could occur due to noise. Non-significant lack of fit is good -- we 
want the model to fit. 
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Table 7: ANOVA for Response Surface model Analysis for adsorption capacity 

Source Sum of Squares Df Mean square F-Value P-Value 

Model 0.4993 2 0.2497 13.23 0.0012 
Linear Mixture 0.4993 2 0.2497 13.23 0.0012 

Residual 0.2076 11 0.0189   

Lack of Fit 0.1028 7 0.0147 0.5599 0.7640 
Pure Error 0.1049 4 0.0262   

Cor Total 0.7070 13    

 

3.6 Fit Statistics for Adsorption Capacity   

The Positive Predicted R² of 0.6213 is in reasonable agreement with the Adjusted R² of 0.6529; 
i.e. the difference is less than 0.2. A ratio greater than 4 is desirable. Your ratio of 9.007 indicates 
an adequate signal. This model can be used to navigate the design space. This model can be used 
to navigate the design space. The plot of the predicted versus actual R2 justifies the correlation 
coefficient R2, which shows most of the points are close to the straight line expressed in the plot 
(Figure 3) and Model Graphs of Component Mix Model graph (figure 4-5). Thus, this is the 
reason for the high value of R2. 

3.7 Final Equation for Adsorption capacity in terms of the actual component 

The equation in terms of actual factors can be used to make predictions about the response for 
given levels of each factor and the levels should be specified in the original units for each factor. 
The final equation derived from the statistical analysis of the experimental runs for adsorption 
capacity is expressed in the equation below.  

 

Where Adq is the Adsorption Capacity (mg/g), A is the mass (g) of Styrofoam and B is the mass 
(g) of intruded EPS, and C is the mass (g) of TDX. 

 

Figure 4: Plot of Predicted versus Actual values for adsorption capacity 
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Figure 5: Model Graph for Adsorption Capacity 

 

Figure 6: 3D Model Graph for Adsorption Capacity 

 

CONCLUSION  

Adsorption capacity conditions that best aid recovery of methylene-blue from the adsorbent 
composite made from material A (Styrofoam) and material B (Intruded EPS) and material C 
(TDX) has been carried out in this study. The independent variables in this study include contact 
time (1 hour), temperature (30 – 37ºC), and adsorbent composite dosage (0.5 g), and 
concentration (50mg/L). The composition of the adsorbent composite that gave the best 
adsorption capacity (mg/g) values is 20% of material A (Styrofoam) to 20% of material B 
(Intruded EPS) to 60% of material C (TDS). A linear model was developed to correlate the 
process variables to the response of the adsorption capacity. The optimum adsorption conditions 
established could be useful for large-scale adsorption of methylene blue from wastewater using 
composite developed from 20% of material A (Styrofoam) to 20% of material B (Intruded EPS) 
to 60% of material C (TDS). 
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ABSTRACT 

Electronic Document Management System (EDMS) is needed by many firms to properly 
manage large volumes of documents. The Nigerian construction firms are often confronted with 
problems associated with large document management as the Traditional method of document 
management has proven to be insufficient. The study assessed the benefit of electronic EDMS 
and the challenges associated with its usage with the view to enhancing management of large 
document within the Nigerian construction firms. The study adopted a quantitative research 
approach through the use of structured questionnaire. Findings revealed that 54.9% of the 
construction firms operate centralized system of organization as such, will require the use of an 
effective document management system such as the EDMS. The result shows that 94.4% of the 
documents incurred in construction projects have been largely managed electronically, but only a 
few numbers of these EDMS have been in used. Also, findings revealed major benefits of 
EDMS. These include; it saves time of file retrieval which is ranked 1st, reduces risk of 
information loss or misinterpretation ranked 2nd, decreases need for travelling ranked 3rd and 
effectively secure and manages documents and data ranked 4th. However, the study further 
revealed challenges of EDMS faced by firms. These include; poor internet network ranked 1st, 
change in technology and market ranked 2nd and expensive to maintain ranked 3rd. Based of the 
findings it is recommended that construction firms should engaged EDMS towards enhancing 
document management systems of the firms. 

Keywords: Construction document, Construction firms, Document management, EDMS 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The need for managing the use, storage and creation of documents that are generated from 
various construction activities within the construction firms are increasingly becoming a big issue 
due to the complex nature of the construction firms.  

According to Maqsood, Walker, and Finegan (2004) a major construction process demands 
heavy exchange of data and information between project participants on a daily basis, and the 
majority of construction process information is based upon traditional means of communication 
and the exchange of paper document in the form of technical drawings, specifications and site 
instructions. Construction documents include all building plans, specifications, and supporting 
documents used during the completion of a construction project. These documents serve several 
purposes, one of which is that it provides a comprehensive instruction to the contractor as to 
how the project should be constructed (Turner, 2014).    

Mohammed and Stewart (2003) outlined that document management and project management 
are closely related together. In an information intensive project such as construction work, the 

mailto:iemmanuel55@yahoo.com
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outcome of the project is typically dependent on the documents that describe the product to be 
delivered (Abdulkadhim, Bahari, Bakri, and Ismail, 2015). Document management, often 
referred to as Document Management Systems (DMS), is the use of a computer system and 
software to store, manage and track electronic documents and electronic images. A document 
management system can be used to capture and organize all of documents into easy-to-find 
electronic documents (Balogun et al., 2019). 

However, Mohammed and Stewart (2003) asserted that the core issue in the drive for increased 
productivity in the construction firm is the effective of management information, both in the 
form of information flows between project participants particularly in storage, accessibility, 
security, retrieval and handling. Hence, it is essential for a construction firm to employ a very 
reliable document management system, in order to efficiently achieved optimum productivity of 
construction work. 

In view of this, it has been observed from previous researches (Rosario, Rosario, Nieva, Tan, 
Tangkeko, 2016; Estrera, 2017; Balogun, Raheem, Abdulrahaman and Balogun, 2019) asserted 
that the traditional method of document management has proven to be insufficient, resulting to 
poor document management which have a serious consequence to the construction project 
processes. Therefore, electronic document management system needs to be employed to achieve 
efficiency in information/document storage and transfer. 

Ayaz, and Yanartas, (2020) defined electronic document as information recorded in a manner 
that requires a computer or other electronic device to display, interpret, and process it. 
Documents that exist only in electronic form such as data stored on a computer, network, 
backup, archive or other storage media (Estrera, 2017). This includes documents generated by a 
software and stored on magnetic media (disks) or optical media (CDs, DVDs), as well as 
electronic mail and documents transmitted in electronic data interchange (Burtylev, Mokhun, 
Bodnya, and Yukhnevich, 2013) 

According to Fangyu, Charles, and Yelda, (2021) the lack of utilization of electronic document 
management systems in the Nigerian construction firms has often resulted to resulted to inability 
of many firms to manage large document generated from construction activities efficiently 
despites the change in technology. EDMS systems such as Masterbill, SPSS, Accubuild 
Construction Management Software, QS Elite, MS access are mostly not known/used by 
construction firms, while some avoid its use because of the cost implication involved (Balogun et 
al., 2019).  

Therefore, this paper aimed at assessing the benefit of Electronic Document Management 
Systems in the Nigerian construction firms with a view to enhance document management 
practice.  

1.1 EDMS in construction firms 

The nature of the construction industry is such that virtual teams are often brought together for 
projects before being broken apart again on completion, which leads to a very fragmented 
communication platform (Maqsood et al., 2004). Due to fragmentation, the exchanges of 
information between major players such as project managers, architects, contractors, engineers 
occur very frequently. In view of that, a document management system is employed since more 
efficient information management is a primary mechanism for the construction industry to 
increase its productivity (Egan 1998). 
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According to Honkenan (1992), organizations need a complete record of its past and present and 
a way of keeping important information for future use. The goal of documents management is to 
share information by making documents secure, accessible, retrievable and interchangeable via 
the use of Electronic Document Management Systems (Tutty, Rosa, Pustokhina, Lydia, Shankar, 
and Huda, 2019).   

1.2 Benefits of EDMS 

According to Fangyu, et al., (2021) efficient document management software for construction has 
become of great help to the increasingly international nature of the project. A document 
management system would not only save money on printing and organizing information, it 
would also reduce mistakes and the Request for Information (RFI) during the construction 
phase. The managers on-site would spend less time organizing information and change orders, 
and could instead concentrate on administrating activities and the client would also benefit from 
increased productivity (Turner, 2014). Also, fully automated system can actually help keep 
administrative costs down and this is possible due to the streamlined procedure used for 
document delivery and ease of retrieval. Files can be managed in bulk with a low chance of 
errors occurring, and most document management servers provide some form of file encryption 
to ensure the security of sensitive information (Estrera, 2017).    

2.0 Research Methodology 

For the purpose of this study, quantitative research design was adopted. This involves the 
generation of data in quantitative form which can be subjected to rigorous quantitative analysis 
in a formal and rigid fashion. It begins by reviewing relevant literature from journals, textbooks, 
conference papers, research papers and publications so as to obtain the background knowledge 
of Electronic Document Management. The data collected from structured questionnaire was 
used to determine impact of EDMS to construction firms in terms of its benefits and challenges 
involve in its implementation. 

The study sample 90 construction firms of all levels in Kaduna state and F.C.T Abuja, which 
happen to be among the states with quite a number of construction firms 71 of which responded 
adequately consisting up to  79% of the targeted construction firms. Questionnaire was 
distributed using random sampling method to construction firms in F.C.T Abuja (40) and 
Kaduna state (50) because of its proximity, accessibility and financial constraint. The instrument 
for the study requested respondent to provide background information about their firm. The 
questionnaire comprised of four parts. Part 1 sought the background information. Part 2 gives 
information about the project handled. Part 3 captures the benefits of electronic document 
management systems (EDMS) in the respective firms. Part 4 challenges of EDMS in 
construction firms. 

Ninety questionnaires were administered to all levels of building construction firms with the 
questionnaires being completed by their representatives, of which71 firms responded adequately 
consisting of up to 79% of the targeted construction firms. The response is considered to be 
adequate which can be attributed to the follow up efforts made. A descriptive analysis was 
conducted with the collected data from the returned questionnaire using Statistical Product and 
Services Solution (SPSS) software. And the results from analysis were presented in charts and 
tables. 
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3.0 Findings and Discussion 

3.1 Background of Construction Firm 

The mode of operation of the firm as deduce from Figure 1 below includes: 54.9% centralized, 
16.9% decentralized, and 28.2% combine (both centralized and decentralized). From the result, 
centralized system of organization will require the use of an effective document management 
system such as the EDMS, this is because of its wide range of operation and therefore will 
require a fast and effective means of information dissemination and storage for smooth sailing of 
its construction project. Firms that operate on decentralized or combine also will require the use 
of EDMS to manage its document, since it has different area offices in states, therefore 
information from the head office will be communicated by the use of EDMS where it can be 
easily accessed with no delay and more accuracy due to its scope of operation. 

 

Figure 1: Mode of Operation 

  

From Figure 2, it can be seen that 29.6% of the company has been in existence for not more 
than 10 years 18.3% existed for over 20 years. Hence, the need for an EDMS is very essential 
owing to the fact that the firms existed for a long time and might have handled several projects, 
therefore should be conversant with the application of EDMS. This will assist longer firms in 
save keeping of its document which can be referred to in future, in case of similar projects, old 
document that relates to the new project can be trace back and use with ease. 

 

Figure 2:  Age of firm 
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3.2    Information about Project Handled 

From Figure 3, the largest part of the chart in grey color are firms that handles over 20 projects 
in a year, followed by the green color which are firms that handles between10-20, and lastly the 
blue part of the chart handles less than 10. For firms that handle over 20 projects in a year will 
need an effective document management system like the EDMS to be able to manage its 
different construction project. Since each of the contracts will have its document, it will be 
difficult to manage the numerous documents traditionally therefore its best when Electronic 
Document management System is used. The higher the number of project handled the greater 
will be the demand for EDMS. Nonetheless, firms that handle less number of projects are will 
also require an EDMS for effective document management. 

 

Figure 3: Number of Project Handled 

3.3 Electronic Document Management Systems (EDMS) 

From the response  as shown Figure 4 is the largest part of the chart in grey color are firms that 
handles over 20 projects in a year, followed by the green color which are firms that handles 
between10-20, and lastly the blue part of the chart handles less than 10. For firms that handle 
over 20 projects in a year will need an effective document management system like the EDMS to 
be able to manage its different construction project. While the smallest part of the chart in green 
indicates respondent that does not use EDMS, reason because they are newly established and 
have no facilities to warrant the usage of the EDMS. 

 

Figure 4: Use of electronic document management system (EDMS) in construction firms. 

 

3.4    Impact of EDMS in Construction Firms.  

Table 1 indicates that “saves time of file retrieval” is the most important benefit associated with 
the widespread usage of electronic document management system, followed by “reduce risk of 
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information loss or misinterpretation” and “decrease need for travelling”. From the percent 
almost all the listed benefit are applicable to over 50% of the respondent firms, which indicates 
that EDMS is beneficial to most construction firms. Note that all the benefits are geared towards 
enhancing productivity.  

Table 1: Benefit of using EDMS to construction industries 

S/n  Benefit  Frequency 
(no) 

Percentage 
(%) 

 
Rank  

1 Saves time of file retrieval                                60 85 1st  
2 Reduce risk of information loss or 

misinterpretation 
59 83 2nd  

3 Decrease needs for travelling                         58 82 3rd  
4 Effectively secure and manages documents and 

data                       
56 79 4th  

5 Minimize cost                                             55 77 5th  
6 Reduce copying cost                                   53 75 6th  
7 Integrate computerized and   paper-based 

systems                       
41 58 7th  

8 Control access, distribution and modification 
of document efficiently 

41 58 7th  

 

Table 2 shows that “poor internet network” is the important constraint to the widespread use of 
electronic document management system, followed by “change in technology and market” and 
“Expensive to maintain” while “Difficulty in accessing the document” as the least important 
which was attest by 13% of the respondent, probably because of limited number of computers 
or internet access. In view of that, the Nigerian telecommunication networks should endeavor to 
make internet networks available and stable across the nation. For change in technology, 
construction firms should at all times creates an avenue for modernization and always goes with 
the recent technological innovations. Also firms should always check their computer 
systems/connections to ensure that everything is in order, this can be done by employing a 
computer engineer who is versatile in the field of computer repairs/maintenance and capital 
should be allocated for maintenance. Only but a few number of the respondent went for 
“Difficulty in accessing the document” which implies that document accessibility is greatly 
achieved if not by all. 

Table 2: Challenges faced through the use of EDMS in construction industries.  

s/n challenges  Frequency 
(no) 

Percentage 
(%) 

Rank  

1 Poor internet networks                                       48 68 1st  
2 Change in technology and market 38 54 2nd  
3 Expensive to maintain                                        31 44 3rd  
4 Lack of skilled personnel                                    30 42 4th  
5 Do not allow concurrent working on Same 

drawing by different designers                                                      
27 38 5th  

6 Attitude and behaviour of participant towards 
EDMS                   

23 32 6th  

7 Document are not easily accessible by all 
participant                

22 31 7th  
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8 Waste effort in converting paper document to 
electronic format              

22 31 8th  

9 Difficulty to change organizational process to 
meet the EDMS requirement           

18 25 9th  

10 Difficulty in accessing document                          9 13 10th  
 

4.0 Conclusion and Recommendation  

Electronic Document Management Systems are basically able to solve large parts of the 
document management problem of construction firms. They provide powerful features including 
conversion of documents into digital form (capture), adequate storage of document, ability to 
search for documents (full text or index search), security features, workflow and provide output 
(view, email, fax, print). The used of EDMS has contributed greatly to the management of 
construction document in firms. Its benefits which includes; saving time of file retrieval when 
needed by participant or by the firm, reduces the risk involved through information loss and 
misinterpretation, decreases the need for travelling a long distance to deliver an information etc.   

The implementation of various technologies typically produces a considerable amount of digital 
data for construction sector; therefore, it is desirable to have electronic document management 
(EDM) systems to promote efficient data-sharing among stakeholders. Awareness on the 
benefit/application of EDMS should be organized, in order to enlighten Nigerian construction 
firms on the need for an effective document management system (EDMS). Training should be 
organized in construction firms on the use of EDMS by professionals in order to improve on the 
firm’s skilled personnel. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this study was to evaluate the management of open spaces in the study area with a 
view to improving the quality and usage of open spaces. The study took an inventory of the 
open spaces in the residential neighbourhoods of Osogbo and analyzed the management 
practices employed.  Two densely populated residential neighbourhoods were purposively 
selected ( Alekuwodo and Isale-Osun). Having estimated the number of households, systematic 
random sampling was used to select 1% of the households. Data were obtained primarily 
through the use of questionnaire, observation guides, photographic materials and interviews 
guide. Data analysis was done using descriptive analysis to generate frequencies and percentages 
on socio-economic profile, maintenance practices and factors affecting open space management. 
Findings show that lack of proper maintenance was an issue of concern as indicated by 64% of 
the respondents.   Furthermore, mowing and trimming of greenery, waste removal, litter pick up 
and tree maintenance were some of the prevalent practices observed in the study area. Results 
also reveals that 49% of respondents reported that open spaces were being neglected because 
there was no specific agency of government saddled with their maintenance. The study 
concludes that open space is an essential part of any urban development and serves several 
functions that are expedient for basic living. It also concluded that a comprehensive plan will be 
the best option for decision to revitalize many parts of the study areas rather than the piece meal 
planning approach often engaged in by the government.  

Keywords: Management, Open Spaces, Residential Neighbourhood 

1.0 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

The utility of Public Open spaces for urban planners can be seen through many lenses ( Van 
Leeuwen et al., 2010). Some scholars opine that Public Open Spaces (POS) are multi-functional 
and encompass all unbuilt land within rural or urban landscapes, and they have also  been 
reported to be essential for the well-being of residents and societies(Cox et 
al,2017;Ferdous,2013). According to Officha, et al.,(2013), well maintained POS can improve the 
sense of identity of a neighbourhood, help create community spirit, and  improve the image of 
an area. Moreover, POS help build and strengthen ties within communities by bringing people 
together, including those who may otherwise be separated by ethnic or social background.  In 
addition, POS can have a positive impact on physical and mental well-being as they provide 
spaces to meet, interact, exercise and relax (Pitas et al.,2017). 

Therefore, appropriately-designed, properly located and well maintained POS are needed to 
improve the quality of the residential environment and encourage outdoor recreation. In the 
same way, well-designed and maintained public spaces help lower rates of crime and violence 
and make space for formal and informal social, cultural and economic activities that contribute 
to improving mutual trust and safety (Özdemirand Polat,2014). In a study conducted in 2015, 
Lee et al., asserts that neighborhood environmental decay in rundown areas negatively affects 
residents’ sense of security and heightens perceptions (and possibly the incidence) of crime. 
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Similarly, in many cities some public spaces are not maintained but left derelict, their vibrancy 
and potential are lost.  

The challenge to maintain public spaces is the responsibility of government, but there is also a 
role for the citizens, communities and private sector(Buenos Aires 2014). Public space lends 
itself well to participatory approaches, because access and participation in public space is a first 
step toward civic empowerment. Public space creation, protection, management and enjoyment 
are ideal opportunities for the involvement of all citizens, ensuring that individual and 
differentiated interests are transformed into collaborative practices(UN-Habitat, 2015). Globally, 
planning and management of POS is significant from the aspect of sustainable urban 
development (Özdemirand Polat,2014; Shah,2011).  Given the significance of POS in achieving 
sustainable environment, the development and management of open spaces is very important, 
since almost half of the world population now live in urban areas.  

However, studies indicate that the provision of public open space in low socio-economic 
neighbourhoods is extremely poor regardless of the Global North or South classifications. Many 
of such neighbourhoods are either lacking public open spaces or those that are available are of 
poor quality. Open spaces that are provided are typically non-green spaces, thereby depriving 
such communities of more natural public open spaces (Astell-Burt et al.,2013; Vaughan et al. 
2013). 

With respect to previous research on open space management in residential areas, it could be 
claimed that the diversity and complexity of the issue have to a large extent been neglected. 
Studies have usually focused on rather well-organised and well established self-management 
groups, ignoring numerous processes that are of a more spontaneous and/or temporary 
character (Lindgren and Castell,2008;Castell, 2006). The absence of specific and significant 
studies on POS management within the Nigerian setting validated this study. Consequently, 
evaluating and exploring the management of POS in high-density( low-income) residential areas  
can offer valuable insights for  landscape studies research, especially from a developing nation 
context.   

2.0 STUDY SETTINGS 

The study area is Osogbo the capital city of Osun State, which is one of the thirty six states in 
Nigeria. It is located between latitude 7º46’N, longitude 4º34’W and 7.767ºN, 4.567ºE. Osogbo 
has two local government areas (Osogbo and Olorunda Local Governments) (Figure 1). Based 
on the 2006 census (provisional result) the population of Osogbo is about 156,694 people (Peter, 
2011).Preliminary survey across the city led to the identification of different categories of open 
spaces in the neighbourhoods. This study considered and assessed public amenity or incidental 
open spaces, school playgrounds, public parks, heritage site and gardens from selected 
neighbourhoods in Osogbo (Figures 2&3).  
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Figure 1: Map of Nigeria showing Osun State  and  Osogbo 

   

Figure 2: Aerial image of Alekuwodo                        Figure 3: Aerial image of Isale-Osun 

 

3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

The purpose of this research was to assess the management of open spaces in some selected 
neighborhoods in Osogbo. The adopted research design was quantitative in nature. Data analysis 
was done using descriptive analysis to generate frequencies and percentages on socio-economic 
profile, respondents’ perception of maintenance practices and factors affecting open space 
management. This technique summarizes data in an understandable way, by using frequencies 
and percentages (numerical) to reduce the number of responses to a mean score (Satake, 2016: 
663). This study estimated population of households in Osogbo by projecting the National 
Population Census (NPC) data of 1991 to 2018 in generating the sample size.  From the 
generated data, Osogbo was further stratified into three distinct residential densities as described 
in Adedotun,(2016). Purposive sampling was used in selecting two densely populated 
wards(Alekuwodo and Isale Osun) from the high density wards. Prior to data collection on 
residents’ perception of open space management, reconnaissance survey had been carried out in 
the selected neighbourhoods to ascertain the existence of POS. As presented in Table 1, POS 
identified in each neighbourhood were listed in the survey instrument used for data collection. 
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Table 1: Public Open Spaces in the Study Area 

Alekuwodo Isale-Osun 

Freedom park L. A. Adenle middle school - play ground 
Okanlawon science school - play ground Laro middle school - play ground 
Technical college - play ground Osun groove – Heritage site 
Salvation army middle school - play ground  
Osogbo grammar school - play ground  

Source: Authors’ fieldwork 2018. 

Out of the 10,494 estimated households in both wards/neighborhoods, systematic random 
sampling was used to select 104 (1%) respondents for the study, however only 101 
questionnaires representing 97% of the total number returned valid for analysis. Data analysis 
was done using descriptive analysis to generate frequencies and percentages on socio-economic 
profile, respondents’ perceptions of maintenance practices and factors affecting open space 
management. 

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS  

4.1 Socio-Economic Characteristics of respondents   

Results showed that majority of the respondents were female (56.4%), while the male constituted 
43.6% of the respondents. The chi-square statistics reported no statistical differences in the 
distribution of respondent according to their gender status at P > 0.05 confidence level (X2 = 
0.175, df =1, p> 0.05 = 0.675). However, the observed differences might be due to chance. The 
findings also revealed that respondents between the age cohort 19-28years had the highest 
frequency (37.8%), followed by 29-38years (30.6%), and 39-48years (24.5%), while the age 
cohort 49-58years had the least percentage (7.1% of respondents). It can be inferred therefore 
that the bulk of the surveyed population were teenagers and young-adult population who are 
expected to be more active in recreation activities. The chi-square statistics reported shows there 
is no statistical differences in the distribution of respondent according to their age cohort at P > 
0.05 confidence level (X2 = 3.748, df =3, p> 0.05 = 0.290). The educational status of the study 
population confirmed diversities of educational attainment, 39.6% of the respondents had 
tertiary degree of education, almost half of the respondents (53.5% )had secondary level of 
education, while only 6.9% of the respondents represents those with primary level of education. 
In all, it is important to note that the study areas chosen for this research have indeed shown a 
high level of literacy relatively. The implication of this however is the good understanding by the 
respondents of what the research is all about, hence the level of support enjoyed from them.  

4.2 Maintenance of Open Spaces in the Study Areas 

Generally, good maintenance of open spaces stimulates frequent utilization and prevents anti-
social behavior.  Data from the researchers’ observation as presented in Figure 4 shows some 
signs of maintenance in the open spaces studied. Respondents were also asked to express their 
views on whether open spaces in their neighborhoods were properly maintained or not. The 
results as indicated in Table 2 shows that in Alekuwodo, 60.9% of respondents affirmed that the 
open spaces were properly maintained, while the remaining 39.1% of respondents expressed 
contrary opinions.  
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Figure 4: Physical condition of some of the open spaces in the study area. 

Source: Authors’ fieldwork, 2018. 

The perception of residents in Isale-Osun was different because only 14% respondents 
considered that the open spaces were properly maintained, while 86%  affirmed that the open 
spaces lacked periodic maintenance.  The results from observation checklist also corroborated 
the views expressed by the majority of the respondents that the open spaces were not properly 
maintained. The authors also observed that the extent of vandalism, litter, unkempt plants was 
higher in Isale-osun than Alekuwodo. This might be responsible for the presence of drug users 
and other illegitimate users seen in the POS at Isale-Osun. A previous study has suggested that 
open spaces lacking maintenance and the presence of security measures can be inhabited by the 
homeless and street urchins(Sreetheran and VandenBosch 2014). Anti-social behaviour such as 
harassment (racial and otherwise), verbal abuse, bullying, noise, intimidating dogs and people, 
littering, graffiti and vandalism are likely to be experienced . In addition, residents who perceived 
open spaces as risky and unsafe may show withdrawal tendencies which will ultimately prevent 
them from tapping into the positive effects open spaces offer (Wheater et.al., 2007).  

Table 2: Maintenance of Open Spaces in the Study Area 

Maintenance of the open space Alekuwodo Isale-Osun Total 

Yes 28(60.9%) 7(14%) 35(36.5%) 
No 18(39.1%) 43(86%) 61(63.5%) 

Total 46(100%) 50(100%) 96(100%) 

 

Residents’ opinion on who should maintain open spaces 

This section further describes the three main aspects of organisational structure, and also 
provides a presentation of the frequency and distribution of different managerial structures 
among the open spaces studied. Residents were asked to choose their most preferable method 
for managing open spaces in their neighborhoods. Table 3 presents respondents most desirable 
approach in maintain their open spaces. Results showed that  53.5% of the respondents wanted  
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government agencies to take charge of the maintenance the open spaces, but approximately a 
quarter of the respondents(25.6%) felt that private organizations or  contractors should  perform 
the  maintenance, while the remaining 20.9% opined that  community and self-initiative  were  
the best methods of preventing open spaces from sliding into decay. The predominance of 
respondents waiting on government to maintain open space may explain the high proportion of 
unsafe or poorly maintained open spaces in the city. 

It therefore goes without saying that residents in the study area are missing out on the social 
integration potential of public open spaces because a key benefit of high-quality public space is 
its potential as a venue for social events. Well managed events can have a substantial positive 
effect on the urban environment, drawing the community together and bringing financial, social 
and environmental benefits. To reverse this trend, relevant government agencies are encouraged 
to embrace public participation in open space development. Non-governmental, private and 
public sectors as well as citizens of all ages should be involved in planning and implementing 
initiatives to encourage active living and maintenance of public spaces. 

Table 3: Respondents’ opinion on who should maintain open spaces 

 Alekuwodo Isale-Osun Total 

Government               21(63.6%) 2(20.0%) 23(53.5%) 
Private Agency(contractor)         8(24.2%) 1(10.0%) 9(20.9%) 
Self (Individual/Community)                  4(12.1%) 7(70.0%) 11(25.6%) 
Total                                                     33(100%) 10(100%) 43(100%) 

Source: Author’s fieldwork 2018. 

Nature of maintenance of the open space 

Information presented in Table 4 encapsulates the observation data collected on the various 
modes of maintenance employed in taking care of the open spaces. It is obvious from the results 
presented that maintenance processes vary across the open spaces.  

Table 4: Nature of maintenance of the open space 

Name and types of open space Type of maintenance observed  

Freedom park :Neighborhood Park  mowing and trimming of greenery/lawn 

 Waste removal and litter pick up; 

 tree maintenance; 

 integrated pest management; 

 irrigation; 

 gardening - weeding, edging, pruning of  
shrubs  

Okanlawon Science School : Play 
ground 

 mowing and trimming of greenery/lawn  

 Waste removal and litter pick up; 

 gardening - weeding, edging, pruning of  
shrubs  

Technical College - Play ground  Waste removal and litter pick up; 

 weeding, edging, pruning shrubs  
Salvation Army Middle School - Play 
ground 

 mowing and trimming of greenery/lawn 

 Waste removal and litter pick up; 

 gardening - weeding, edging, pruning of  
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shrubs  
Osogbo Grammar School - Play ground  mowing and trimming of greenery/lawn 

 Waste removal and litter pick up; 

 gardening - weeding, edging, pruning of  
shrubs  

Laro Middle School - Play ground  Waste removal and litter pick up; 

 Weeding 
Osun Groove : Heritage site  Waste removal and litter pick up; 

 integrated pest management; 

 weeding, and edging  

Source: Author’s fieldwork 2018. 

Residents’ Opinion on why POS Maintenance is Being Neglected 

Table 5 puts together the critical factors responsible for the gross neglect of  some of open 
spaces in the study area as reported by the respondents. Majority of the respondents (52.6%) 
opined that the absence of specific agency of government for controlling and managing open 
spaces in  the city was predominately responsible for the decay being observed. Another factor is 
the value or the importance that citizens attach to open spaces, apparently most people in the 
study area do not show enough care for the school playgrounds and other types of outdoor 
recreation areas in the study area.  This study also found that in most of the open spaces, 
amenities that could encourage patronage are either non-existence or in poor condition. Features 
such as instruction signage, public toilet, water feature, exercise station, kiosk, dustbins and 
security house were not seen in most of study area.  

Table 5: Residents’ Opinion on why Open Space Maintenance is Being Neglected 

Reasons Frequency Percentage (%) 

Lack of  basic amenities to stimulate frequent  usage 8 13.6 
Negative perception of open space 6 10.2 
Restricted access 5 8.5 
Most people living in this area do not value open space 9 15.3 
Absence of specific agency of government for monitoring  31 52.6 
Total 59 100.0 

 

5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Open space is an essential part of any urban development and serves several functions that are 
expedient for basic living. However, the continuous growth of urban areas without effective 
management and monitoring of their use has led to environmental consequences such as 
dilapidated parks that have become hideouts for criminals, illegal structures, lack of adequate 
facilities/amenity and open space policies, lack of a capable agency in handling development and 
maintenance, poor intergovernmental relationships, financial constraints and lack of citizen 
inclusiveness in participation. Simply put, these negative effects of mismanagement have resulted 
in the poor quality and further decay of the built environment. The following suggestions are 
made towards addressing the management issues of open spaces.  

Conscious and thoughtful efforts should go into siting of POS, they should not be provided on 
spaces left over after the neighborhood planning process has been concluded i.e. areas of land 
left over after the location of roads and buildings have been determined. This has been the case 
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too often in the past and can lead to unusable or undesirable areas of public open space. To 
combat city degradation and dilapidation of open space structures and facilities; there is need for 
urban land monitoring, development control and effective management. Furthermore, well-
planned, suitably designed and landscaped open spaces that will enhance the aesthetics of the 
environment should be provided. These should include tree plantings, shrubs, grassing, ground 
cover, and water fountains which add to the beauty of the environment by providing shade, 
beauty, circulation, serenity and promoting well-being. The role of citizens’ participation in 
managing open spaces cannot be overemphasized, hence proper education and awareness should 
be delivered to the public. 
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ABSTRACT 

The incessant increase in the global population and increase in demand for power supply in the 
world has led to many technologies to meet up with the increasing demand. As at 2011, 
hydroelectric power plants already supplies over 6% of the total world energy needs and over the 
next decades much of the growth in renewable energy source will be generated from large-scale 
hydroelectric power project particularly in the developing world. In this research work, a mini 
hydroelectric power plant was proposed in this project which has been designed and fabricated 
to supply power from small streams commonly found in our neighbourhood. This machine 
involves two major parts namely: the wheel and the generator; the wheel is driven by the moving 
stream to turn the generator which in turn produces power. The machine was able to generate an 
average power of 2.63W without causing any harm to the environment. 

Keyword: population, power, renewable energy. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION  

Energy is one of the indispensable elements in our universe. It is based for survival and 
unavoidably for the advancement of activities for promoting education, transportation, health 
and infrastructure for attaining a reasonable standard of living and is also a significant factor for 
economic development and employment (Delson et al., 2014). Out of many forms of energy, 
electrical energy is one of the forms and it is greatly important to mankind. Electrical power is 
generated using several means and hydropower plays a vital role. 

Hydropower is a renewable energy source that is extensively used in most parts of the world to 
complement with electricity needs. Hydropower has been used for centuries, it was initially used 
in 250BC, and it was recorded that waterpower was used to power the clock (Belqasem, 2016).  

Hydropower is a very clean source of energy, which does not consume the water but only used 
the water and again make it accessible for other uses. Hydropower involves the conversion of 
the potential energy of water into mechanical energy, which is a technology with higher 
efficiency, in most cases it twice that of other conventional electric power plants (Al-shemmeri, 
2012).  

Hydroelectric power generation is one of the best options for generating electricity. One of the 
global problems that the world’s engineers and other affected bodies have been trying to solve is 
global warming which was caused due to the emission of greenhouse gases. In 2007, Oparaku 
study showed that Nigeria depends greatly on fossil fuel for electricity generation due to the 
gigantic deposits of crude oil and natural gas in the country. In spite of the vast deposit of crude 
oil, Nigeria still generates less than 4000MW of electricity with per capita consumption of 
0.03kw. Thus hydroelectric power generation can compliment power generation and it is also 
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preferable when comparing the effect of emissions from fossil fuels and nuclear energy to 
hydroelectric power generation as also suggested by Ardizzon study in 2014. 

Apart from its environmental friendly, Kader et al., (2016) established that these plants are also 
used for flood control & irrigation purpose which is very useful for agriculture and the plant 
efficiency does not change with age. Also, Emmanuel and Robert, 2011 also established that 
hydroelectricity is elimination of fuel cost. The cost of operating a hydroelectric plant is nearly 
immune to increases in the cost of fossil fuels such as oil, natural gas or coal, and no imports are 
needed, hence it is rarely affected by global economic and political changes. 

Hydropower plants range in size from large power plants that supply many consumers with 
electricity to small and mini and micro plants that individuals operate for their own energy needs 
or to sell power to utilities (Okonkwo and Ezeonu, 2011). The large-scale hydropower 
installation has a capacity more than 30MW and this type of power plant requires huge sum of 
money, has a high environmental cost, loss of available fertile lands, forced migration of large 
group of people and danger of malaria and bilharzias inherent in non-moving water. The small-
scale hydropower installation is associated with capacity below 10MW and hardly has any 
disadvantage. It can be decentralized and locally implemented and managed. Power generated 
with the small-scale hydro station can be used for agro processing, water pumps and small 
businesses. The mini and micro hydropower installations are very similar to the small-scale 
hydropower. They also have little or no environmental effects, low cost of installations and 
maintenance and very little disadvantage, only that their power is much lower than the small 
scale hydro. The mini hydropower has a capacity between 100kW to 500kWwhile the micro 
hydropower installation has a capacity less than 100kW. 

According to U.S. Department of Energy, Hydroelectric power plant has three types of facilities. 
They are: 

i. Impoundment 

ii. Diversion 

iii. Pumped storage. 

An impoundment facility is the most common type of hydroelectric power plant. An 
impoundment facility, typically a large hydropower system, uses a dam to store river water in a 
reservoir. Water released from the reservoir flows through a turbine, spinning it, which in turn 
activates a generator to produce electricity. The water may be released either to maintain a 
constant reservoir level or to meet changing electricity needs. 

A diversion is also called run-of-river; facility channels a portion of a river through a canal or 
penstock. It may not require the use of a dam.  

Another type of hydropower is pumped storage which works like a battery, storing the electricity 
generated by other power sources like solar, wind, and nuclear for later use. It stores energy by 
pumping water uphill to a reservoir at higher elevation from a second reservoir at a lower 
elevation. When the demand for electricity is low, pumped storage facility stores energy by 
pumping water from a lower reservoir to an upper reservoir. During periods of high electrical 
demand, the water is released back to the lower reservoir and turns a turbine. Hence, it generates 
electricity (Wazed and Shamsuddin, 2008). 
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Kader et al. (2016) designed and constructed a mini hydro electric generator. The generator 
successfully generates electricity and has an efficiency of 14.38%. The basement of the machine 
designed was made of wood. The components of their system are: Dynamo, shaft, screw, nut 
and bolt, tin sheet, wooden basement, LED light, resistor, diode. 

Okonkwo and Ezeonu (2011) designed and installed a mini hydroelectric. After the installation 
system was operated and the output voltage was measured using digital multimeter. The reading 
obtained was 219Vac. The output was again measured with an Oscilloscope and a sine wave 
pattern was indicated. The system was able to power a 200W bulb with some laboratory 
equipment. A storage tank was used as a reservoir which provides water to the system. 

2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Design methodology 

All components were designed and constructed in line with the design value that was obtained 
with respect to the flow rate, depth and head of the stream used for testing. A proper size of the 
wheel and number of cups were estimated. Also materials used were properly selected 
considering the cost, durability and functionality before the parts were constructed and 
assembled. 

2.2. Principle of operation 

The machine is placed in the moving stream having its cups facing the direction of the moving 
stream. The wheel is joined with a shaft which is simply supported at two ends with a ball 
bearing each. The ball bearing helps in reducing friction and helps in achieving smooth running 
of the wheel. The wheel rotates simultaneously with its shaft and pulley due to the energy 
impacted on it by the stream. The wheel pulley which is of bigger diameter is connected to the 
smaller pulley of the generator using rope. A smaller pulley is connected to the generator to 
increase the rotation provided by the wheel at the generator. The output of the generator was 
connected to a LED light. Also, Voltmeter and Ammeter was connected to the output of the 
generator in order to determine the output voltage, current and power. 

2.3. Components of machine 

The major components of the machine are: 

i. The wheel 

ii. Ball bearings 

iii. Pulleys and belt 

iv. Generator 

2.4 Design Calculation 

One of the first steps in planning is to measure the power potential of the stream. The amount 
of power that can be obtained from a stream depends on the amount of water flow, the height 
from which the water falls (head) and also the efficiency of the plant to convert mechanical 
energy to electrical energy (Zaman and Khan, 2012). Hydroelectric power depends on the 
dynamic head, the amount of water flow and the efficiency of the generator/ turbine. To know 
the power potential of the water, it is necessary to know the flow of the water and the available 
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head. The theoretical power P available from a giving head of the water is exactly equal to the 
head H and flow Q. 

Also, Hussein (1987) make it known that the following are the aspects to be considered while 
designing the wheel turbine: velocity of stream, stream flow rate, power potential, velocity of 
wheel and speed of the wheel. 

2.4.1 Velocity of the stream 

The velocity of the stream was determined by floating a float for a specific time and measuring 
the distance the float covered within the specified time. The expression was given mathematically 
by: 

                      2.1 

Where: 

 

 

 

Hence 

 

2.4.2 Stream flow rate 

According to Al-shemmeri (2012), flow rate can be expressed mathematically as: 

                  2.2 

Where 

 

 

 

The cross sectional area was determined by multiplying the stream average depth by the stream. 
That is: 

                      2.3 

Hence,  

2.4.3 Power potential 
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The amount of power available from water according to Al-shemmeri (2012) can be expressed 
as: 

                    2.4 

Where: 

 

 

 

 

 

 Overall efficiency 

Velocity of the stream can also be given as: 

                    2.5 

 

Therefore, 

 

2.4.4 Velocity of wheel 

The velocity of wheel (u) is given by: 

                   2.6 

Where: 

speed ratio = 0.43 to 0.48 

Therefore, 

 

2.4.5 Speed of the wheel 

The speed of the wheel can be calculated by: 

                   2.7 
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Where N = speed of the wheel 

 

2.4.6 Bucket Dimensions 

The dimension of the bucket is given below: 

 

 

 

2.5. Design specifications of component parts 

The components parts were designed and the dimensions of the major components are shown in 
Table 1. A complete assembly of the mini hydroelectric power plant is shown in Figure 1 and 
Table 2 shows the parts list. 

Table1: Component Parts and Dimension 

S/ Component Dimension 

1 Volume of cup 720mm2 

2 Diameter of the wheel 700mm 

3 Diameter of the wheel shaft 31.5mm 

4 Diameter of the larger pulley 200mm 

5 Diameter of the smaller pulley 30mm 

6 Surface Area of the base 440 000mm2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Complete assembly of the mini-hydro electric power system 
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Table 2: Part list 

PARTS LIST 

ITEM QTY PART NUMBER 

1 1 Base 

2 2 Ball bearing 

3 12 Cup 

4 1 Generator  

5 1 Larger pulley 

6 1 Smaller pulley 

7 1 Rope  

8 1 Shaft of the wheel 

 

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The machine was constructed to generate power using a free energy. Output voltage and current 
was measured for the period of three days to determine the output of the generator and to 
determine the efficiency of the system. Table 3 shows the result obtained during the test, Table 4 
shows the economic analysis and Figure 2 shows the graphical representatives. 

The result showed that the machine has its highest efficiency on the third day follow by second 
day and lastly the third day. The first day was a normal day without rain, the second day was after 
a heavy rain and the third day was after a consecutive two raining days. 

Hence, the machine has a good efficiency of 66% on the third day and its primary objective is 
achieved. 

Table 3: Result 

SN Time 
(min) 

Voltage Current 
(A) 

Power 
(W) 

Day 
1 

Day 
2 

Day 
3 

Day 
1 

Day 
2 

Day 
3 

1 5 0.85 1.85 2.55 1.00 0.85 1.85 2.55 
2 10 0.77 1.78 2.73 1.00 0.77 1.78 2.73 
3 15 0.83 1.94 2.77 1.00 0.83 1.94 2.77 
4 20 0.83 1.92 2.58 1.00 0.83 1.92 2.58 
5 25 0.78 1.87 2.46 1.00 0.78 1.87 2.46 
6 30 0.78 1.79 2.72 1.00 0.78 1.79 2.72 
7 35 0.70 1.88 2.58 1.00 0.70 1.88 2.58 
8 40 0.70 1.88 2.53 1.00 0.70 1.88 2.53 
9 45 0.80 1.92 2.48 1.00 0.80 1.92 2.48 
10 50 0.72 1.95 2.87 1.00 0.72 1.95 2.87 
11 55 0.74 1.88 2.54 1.00 0.74 1.88 2.54 
12 60 0.72 1.91 2.72 1.00 0.72 1.91 2.72 
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Table 4: Bill of Materials 

SN Materials Quantity Thickness Sizes Price (N) 

1 Metal sheet 1 piece 1mm 
 

6500 

2 Galvanized pipe 1 piece 2mm 9ft 1,200 
3 Angle bar    800 
4 Bolts and nuts 50  M6 750 
5 Bolts and nuts 4  M10 140 
5 Solid shaft 1 piece  ϕ45mm 500 

6 Pillow bearing 2  25mm 3000 
7 Paint   litre   900 

8 Filler rods    400 
9 Electrodes 

 

 E6013 1,100 

10 Transportation    3,500 
11 Digital multimeter 1 pieces   1000 
12 Teflon pulley 1   500 
13 Wooden pulley 1   100 
14 Dynamo generator    1500 
15 Workmanship    2,000 
16 Miscellaneous    3,000 
    Total #26,890 
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of the result 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

This research successfully designed, constructed and tested a mini hydroelectric power plant. The 
performance evaluation test that was carried out showed that the machine is capable of 
generating power and environmental friendly because no single green house gas was emitted. 

Voltage 

(v) 

Time (min) 
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In addition, this research also revealed that the stream used for this research can be used for 
power generation which can light up the small community streets if some advance technology 
can be employed and a mini dam can be constructed to aid the flow. 
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ABSTRACT 

Carbon sequestration in saline aquifers is a feasible method to reduce the concentration of CO2 
in the atmosphere. Amongst all the CO2 trapping mechanisms, mineral trapping has been proved 
to store CO2 permanently. The study of the dissolution rate in silica sand and basalt sand by CO2 
injection at various geological conditions was carried out experimentally. Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM) with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX), X-Ray Florescence 
(XRF), and pH measurement were performed to analyse the liquid and solid phase before and 
after the reaction processes. The experiments were conducted at pressures of 45 and 65 bar and 
temperatures ranged from 23-30oC. Petro-physical property of silica and basalt sand samples and 
chemistry of aqueous phase changed as a result of CO2-silica/basalt-brine interactions. CO2 
injection and acidification of the aqueous system caused the dissolution of basalt/silica sand and 
consequently increase the carbonation. The results of laboratory experiment indicated that pH of 
the system directly affect the dissolution rate of CO2 during carbon sequestration. It can also be 
concluded that the combined results of XRF and SEM-EDX analysis indicates the formation of 
carbonates.  

Keywords: Carbonate, dissolution rate, carbon sequestration, silica sand, basalt sand 

1.0 Introduction 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) has been identified as one of the main compounds that is contributing to 
the problem of climate change (Benson and Cole, 2008; Rabiu et al., 2020). The surge increase in 
the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere has damaging environmental implications and this has 
negative effects on the plants and living organisms. Hence, different technologies and methods 
for Carbon Capture, Utilization and Storage (CCUS) have been suggested to ensure more 
effective and efficient carbon management (Benson and Cole, 2008; Kelemen et al., 2019). 
Rock–water–CO2 interactions initiated in the aquifer, with CO2 injection play a vital role in CO2 

sequestration in saline aquifers, and include various trapping mechanisms (geological trapping, 
hydrodynamic trapping, and geo-chemical trapping such as solubility trapping and mineral 
trapping). Of these, geological trapping and solubility trapping are more effective in the short 
term, but mineral trapping is safer and more economical in the long term (Druckenmiller and 
Maroto-Valer, 2005; Kelemen et al., 2019; Pan et al., 2020; Sissmann et al., 2014). 

Carbon-dioxide (CO2) in the aqueous phase forms a weak acid which reacts with rock minerals 
to form bicarbonate ions with different cations depending on the mineralogy of the formation. 
Precipitation of CO2  minerals is invariably induced by reactions with the rock formations 
depending on the mineralogy of these formations (Ajayi et al., 2019). Carbonation is the 
formation of solid carbonate minerals (magnesite, dolomite, and calcite) through the reaction of 
CO2 with rocks rich in calcium/magnesium. The best sources of Ca and Mg are mafic and 
ultramafic rocks (basaltic lava and ultramafic plutons) (Kelemen et al., 2019).  

mailto:kazeem.rabiu@uniosun.edu.ng
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There are various techniques that exist for mineralization and these include surficial, in-situ and 
ex-situ processes. The rate and cost implication of CO2 mineralization depends on available 
alkaline in the solution, available dissolved CO2 in solution and optimal dissolution conditions. 
pH variation are particularly paramount, as low pH favours mineral dissolution whereas high pH 
accelerate the precipitation of carbonate (Kelemen et al., 2019). Druckenmiller and Maroto-Valer 
(2005) concluded that pH of a system along with pressure, temperature and brine composition 
plays a vital role in effectiveness and efficiency of mineral trapping mechanism (Druckenmiller 
and Maroto-Valer, 2005).  

Some studies have suggested that huge carbonate growth may employ high crystallization 
pressures sufficient to produce microfractures in geologic formations which would unveil 
additional unreacted mineral surface and increase the carbon storage capacity. However, there 
are other assertions which stated that the carbonate crystals formation in minerals would simply 
block the pore spaces and reduce the reactive surface area and subsequently slow down the in-
situ carbon mineralization process. This research explored a number of these questions regarding 
reaction kinetics and mechanisms during carbonation. The mineral carbonation of some of the 
most widely investigated minerals (basalt and silica sand) were studied to understand the 
marching changes in the chemical compositions and morphological structures during CO2–
basalt/silica–water interactions. In addition to ascertaining the morphological changes, there has 
been a discussion and an emerging concern related to appropriate methods for the quantification 
of CO2. Hence, the extents of carbonation were estimated using two separate methods: X-Ray 
Fluorescence (XRF) and pH measurement. 

2.0 Materials and Methods 

This work examined two unconsolidated sand samples: basalt sand (Aqua Maniac, Delaware, US) 
and silica sand (Minerals Marketing Company, Cheshire, UK). The physical properties such as 
average particle size and porosity of each mentioned porous materials were determined 
experimentally and are listed in Table 1. SEM (Zeiss 1530VP) images were taken before the 
experiment to examine surface morphology and roughness of the porous materials used. As 
shown in Figure 1, silica sand looks more angular while basalt sand exhibits hexagonal shape. 
The X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) analyses were used to determine mineralogy of the samples. Each 
of the two porous media samples, (the silica and basalt sand) were examined for both major and 
trace elemental analysis. The Orbis Micro X-ray Fluorescence (Micro-XRF) analyser was used to 
analyse the elements such as (Si, Ti, Al, Fe, Mn, Mg, Ca, Na, K, P) in the porous materials. The 
analysis results can be seen in the Figure 2a and 2b.  

Table 1 Characteristics of the porous media used in the experiments 

Parameters    Silica Sand   Basalt Sand 

Porosity (%)        39±0.25  42±0.30 

Average particle size (µm)      968±253  1000±296 
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Figure 1 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of: (a) Basalt and (b) Silica sand particles 

 

 

Figure 2 (a) X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) 

mineral analysis for Silica sand particles 

 

Figure 2 (b) X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) 

mineral analysis for Basalt sand particles 

 

 

a 
b 
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2.1 Set-up of the Experimental Rig  

 

Figure 3 A schematic diagram of the experimental rig adapted by Rabiu et al. (2020)  

2.2 Experimental Methods 

All experiments were carried out in a designed stainless steel of 4 cm height and 10 cm diameter. 
Small quantity of brine (salt) water was poured into the domain and the measured sand was 
passed through a metal sieve of appropriate size. Same quantity of sand (200g) was used in all the 
experiments. The cell was covered by the stainless-steel top end piece. All the joint bolts were 
properly tightened to avoid any seepage during the experiment. Before starting each experiment, 
the pH of brine water collected from porous media was measured with a pH meter (Jenway, 
Fisher Scientific, Loughborough). CO2 (99.9% purity) utilised in this work was purchased from 
BOC gases (Leicester, UK). The ScCO2 fluid pump (Teledyne Isco, Lincoln NE) was set to refill 
mode and filled with liquid CO2 from the CO2 cylinder by opening valve 1 (V-1; Figure 3). 
Thereafter, V-1 was closed and the ScCO2 fluid pump was set to the experimental pressure. The 
heater was switched on and also set at the experimental temperature. When temperature and 
pressure reached the predetermined values, the injection of CO2 started. Small quantity of water 
sample was collected at some intervals and pH analyses were carried out on them. At the end of 
experiment, the cylinder was depressurized and cooled down to ambient conditions. After that, 
the sample was taken out of the cell and washed with distilled water, and then dried in the oven 
for 24 hours. Finally, the XRF and SEM-EDX analyses were carried out on them to determine if 
there are any changes in carbonation.  

2.3 Measurement of pH 

The pH is a description of hydrogen (H2) ion activity in a liquid. For this work, the pH of the 
solution was measured using the Hydrus 500 pH meter (Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, UK). 
The liquid/water sample was collected before and after the experiment for the pH measurement. 
Calibration of the pH meter after each experiment was ensured for the consistency of the results.  
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3.0 Results and discussion 

 

3.1 pH Analysis 

The results of the pH analyses before and after the experiments were reported in Figure 4. As 
the figure shows, there is a significant pH drop in the water + basalt + CO2-reacted solution 
after short-term CO2 injection. The observed reduction in pH can be attributed to the 
dissolution of injected CO2 in brine water which resulted in an acidic medium, i.e., formation of 
carbonic acid in the porous medium as shown in Equation 1.  

                      (1) 

As expected, this pH reduction occurred in the CO2-H2O-basalt sand systems, which confirms 
the reactive nature of the injected CO2. Studies have shown that basalt rocks are suitable for 
permanent sequestration of CO2 but their conversion into solid carbonates are very slow (De 
Silva et al., 2015; Rabiu, 2020; Rabiu et al., 2017).  

 

Figure 4a Repetition of the effect of pH on 

carbonation  

 

Figure 4b Effect of Pressure on pH in Basalt sand 

3.2 Effects of CO2 on Basalt sand 

Figures 5 and 6 show the morphology and map sum spectrum taken with the SEM/EDX and 
XRF. The Figures show the SEM and XRF analysis of the samples before and after experiment. 
According to these figures, structure of the rocks changes after CO2 injection. This is done for 
the basalt without CO2 and for the basalt with CO2 injection for short term i.e., one hour. It is 
consistent with the findings of Ayub et al. (2020) where the identification of the spatial 
distribution of elements and minerals in the basalt were identified. The SEM/EDX and XRF is 
used to know whether any carbonate is formed after being exposed to CO2. The XRF spectrum 
is used to locate the major carbonate cations that will likely form. Based on the XRF results 
obtained, it can be observed that there are some slight changes on sample’s composition after 
the reaction. Some of major elements such as Ca, Si and Fe were increased in their amount after 
the reaction. It can be inferred that the carbonation formed after the reaction of CO2/brine with 
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basalt for one hour. Further research on long term carbonation formation will be carried out in 
the future work. 

 

 

Fig. 5 SEM Morphology and XRF spectrum (without CO2 reaction) in Basalt 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 SEM Morphology and XRF spectrum (with CO2 reaction) in Basalt 

 

4. Conclusion 

The study of the dissolution rate in silica sand and basalt sand by CO2 injection at various 
geological conditions was carried out experimentally. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with 
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Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX), X-Ray Florescence (XRF), and pH measurement 
were performed to analyse the liquid and solid phase before and after the reaction processes. 
Petrophysical property of sand samples and chemistry of aqueous phase changed as a result of 
CO2-silica/basalt-brine interactions. CO2 injection and acidification of the aqueous system 
caused the dissolution of basalt/silica sand and consequently increase the carbonation. The 
results of laboratory experiment indicated that pH of the system directly affect the dissolution 
rate of CO2 during carbon sequestration. And finally, the combined results of XRF and SEM-
EDX analysis indicates the formation of carbonates. 
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ABSTRACT 

The study examined the operations and challenges of water vending in Hausa communities 
(Sabo, Ojoo and Sasa) of Ibadan. Both primary and secondary data were sourced for the study. 
The study is cross-sectional survey involving purposive random sampling technique to select 120 
vendors. Male gender among the vendors was 78.3%, ages 21 to 40 years accounted for 59.2%, 
majority, 39% of the vendors attended elementary school only. Of all the respondents, 30% 
involved in water vending because it is a reliable source of livelihood,15% was involved for less 
skill requirement, low capital requirement encouraged 9.2%, 8.3% inherited the job while 18.3% 
and 20% were involved because of joblessness and peer group influence respectively. Only 
31.7% have spent between 4 to 6 years on the trade while 14.2% have spent 16years and above. 
The vendors sourced water sold from well (65.8%), borehole (15.8%) while 18.3% sourced water 
from both well and borehole. Majority,67.5% obtained water at no cost, 56.7% sold a keg of 
water for #30, 20% sold same size for #25, 15% sold a keg for #20 while 4.2% and 3.3% sold 
for #40 and #50 respectively. Half of the vendors (50.8%) obtained profit margin of 501 to 
1000 naira daily in wet season while 39.2% realised as much as 1,501 to 2,000 naira per day in dry 
season. Chi-square test result (84.418 and p-value of 0.000) revealed a significant variation in the 
challenges encountered by vendors across the study areas. Similarly, ANOVA test (f-value is 
2.829 and p-value is 0.063 (when p>0.05)) revealed no significant variation in the financial 
benefit of vendors across the locations. The study concludes that water vending has potential to 
generate employment opportunities for more vendors and government should provide more 
public water collection points to enhance the operation of the vendors.  

Keywords: Water vending, livelihood, potentials, challenges, Hausa community, Ibadan 

1. Introduction  

Many years of neglect by government and inadequate investment in public infrastructure has left 
the public drinking water supply in Nigeria in an unreliable state (Dada, 2009; Balogun et al., 
2017). Public water shortage has become a common attribute of most Nigerian cities and most 
of sub-Sahara African cities (WHO and UNICEF, 2015). Access to water of adequate quantity 
and satisfactory quality remains one of the major challenges for many households in most cities 
of developing countries especially in low income areas (Abubakar, 2016). To solve this problem 
of water provision by public utilities in many cities, alternative suppliers exist such as non-state 
water providers (NSPs) including both formal and informal local private providers usually 
known as water vendors (Ahmad, 2016). In addition, residents have evolved other adaptive 
measures of alleviating water shortage ranging from provision of hand dug well, borehole to rain 
harvesting. Among these strategies, water vending has become an integral part of water supply 
system in developing countries and a potential source of livelihood for the operators.  

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13201-016-0507-z#ref-CR1
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Water vending is imperative to enhance human access to water Wutich et al, 2016) and support 
the livelihoods of many young people (Kjellen, 2000). It was once seen as an undesirable but 
temporary solution  to water shortage (Kjellen 2000), later on as a coping strategy (Olajuyigbe et 
al., 2012) but now is increasingly viewed as a necessary and acceptable path to achieving the 
MDGs target (Wutich et al., 2016). Water resources for vendors may differ in space and time, for 
example, in Ethiopia it is primarily from municipal supply system while in Kenya vendors sell 
from a combination of municipal supply and privately owned boreholes and wells (Ayalew et 
al., 2014). The coverage of water vendors varies enormously between seasons and at different 
areas, most households  exclusively rely on water vendors (Onyenechere et al., 2012) and the 
situation get worst as rain recedes (Nnaji et al., 2013). Vendors are not often mindful of  water 
quality hence the vended water is contaminated causing water-related diseases (Olajuyigbe et 
al., 2012), and often more expensive for average households to rely on vended (Ahmad, 2017). 
Despite the shortcomings of water vending globally, water shortage in Nigeria have been 
mitigated through water vending. The operation of water vendors became indispensable in areas 
mostly populated by Hausa tribe such as Sabo, Sasa and Ojoo in Ibadan where residents increase 
in population and water demand continue growing, acute shortage of public water supply and 
socio-cultural value of Hausa tribe forbid housewives to move around fetching water.  

Despite the usefulness of water vendors, the trade has not been seen as a potential job 
opportunity for able men who can take advantage of the job for their livelihood. Literature is still 
deficient in highlighting the challenges and benefits of water vending among different 
communities where Hausa tribe resides. There is void in knowledge about reliability of the trade 
if it is practiced widely in other parts of the city. The study, therefore, purposed to examine the 
economic potentials and problems of water vending in Hausa resident area in Ibadan. The study 
shall be an eye opener to the job seekers who may wish to engage in water vending and serve as 
outlet to the government to discover the human and economic resources of the trade in the 
state.   

2. Review of Literatures 

The importance of water vendors in the water distribution chain have been recognised in the 
literature. Water vending plays an important role to the extent that Wutich et al. (2016) 
concluded that it helps in advancing the human right to water, and services a significant number 
of households (van Dijk 2008; Nnaji et al. 2013) besides sustaining the livelihoods of many 
young people (Kjellen 2000). Water vending was once seen as an undesirable but temporary 
solution (Zaroff and Okun 1984; Kjellen 2000).Kjellén and McGranahan (2006) argued that 
different types of vended water vary in their price and these variations depend on the distance 
from where water is drawn and its availability. The influence of other factors on the price of 
vended water such as water quality, customer loyalty, seasonal variation of water availability and 
cost at the purchasing point are noted by Njiru (2004).  

The nature of the job limits the involvement of female gender when it requires the use of 
pushcart. Lately, Adejumo (2020) observed that teenagers, male and female are mostly involved 
in vending packaged water and facing varying challenges such as accidents, loss of money and 
goods and involvement in social vices.  Marianne and Mcgranahan (2006) broadly considered 
water vending under three operational scopes: wholesale vendors, distributing vendors and direct 
vendors. Wholesale vendors may own a borehole or may buy water in bulk either from private 
borehole owners or from utility companies. These vendors own or rent tanker trucks with large 
capacity which allows them to sell bulk quantities of water to small-scale vendors. Distributing 
vendors interact with the consumers, usually offer door- to- door services, and make up the 
majority of the small water enterprises (Collignon and Vezina, 2000). The majority of distributing 
vendors are water carters who tend to be young and migrant men (Salahudeen, 2015).  They 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13201-016-0507-z#ref-CR29
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13201-016-0507-z#ref-CR8
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13201-016-0507-z#ref-CR8
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13201-016-0507-z#ref-CR16
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13201-016-0507-z#ref-CR29
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13201-016-0507-z#ref-CR3
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13201-016-0507-z#ref-CR18
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carry the water in carts drawn by hand, animals, bicycles or motorbikes. Hand-carrying water 
vendors haul water in buckets or other smaller containers by hand, without carts or animals, and 
earn very small wages. This category formed the bulk of the respondents to this study. The third 
category, direct vendors have consumers that come to them. They also tend to charge mid-range 
prices and are in greatest demand where well water is of poor quality or is too expensive (Snell, 
1998).  

The role of water vendors is inevitable in some communities particularly in urban centres where 
there is acute water shortage. Onyenechere et al. (2012) observed that the coverage of vendors 
varies enormously between season and at different areas, for example, most households in 
Nsukka, Nigeria rely almost exclusively on water vendors and the situation get worse as rain 
recedes (Nnaji et al., 2013). Nevertheless the consumers of vended water  are ignorantly  
susceptible to water-related diseases associated with informal water vendors (Olajuyigbe et 
al., 2012). Another dimension of problem caused by vendors is the risk of increased traffic 
accidents (Kjellen, 2000). Some of the vendors using push-cart obstruct traffic in major cities 
often result to accident (Alberto, 2003). Other challenges bedevilling water vending is lack of 
recognition and regulation by government. It is of no doubt that recognizing them as part of a 
regulatory framework will assist in the realisation of MDGs target (Ayalew et al., 2014) while 
safeguarding extensive surveillance will ensure safety (Sheshe and Magashi 2014). The 
distribution of water by vendors is expensive (Ahamad, 2017) whether the vehicles are powered 
by people, animals or engines.  

3. Study area  

Ibadan is a heterogeneous city, fastest growing in Oyo State situated in the south-west geo-
political zone of Nigeria. The city is made up of different ethnic groups consisting Yoruba, 
Hausa, Igbo, Urobo, Ebira among others. The study was carried out in the three prominent 
Hausa communities (Sabo, Ojoo and Sasa) in Ibadan. Sabo is located in Ibadan Northwest Local 
Government area (LGA) while Ojoo and Sasa are situated in Akinyele Local Government Area 
(LGA). Historically, Sabo is the oldest among the three communities established in 1916 on a 
land donated by head of traditional ruler (Bale of Irefin) who ruled between 1912 and 1914. The 
location started with simple cottages until later when people began to build permanent 
structures. Major business at Sabo was cattle trade until around 1916 when the cattle market was 
moved to Oremeji, a neighbouring community and later extended to Sango near railway (Albert, 
1991)    

Both Ojoo and Sasa are other prominent Hausa communities in Ibadan situated in Akinyele 
LGA where Hausa migrants carry out their business and livelihoods activities.  Sasa market is 
known as a commercial center for peper and Onion while Ojoo is bus terminus for Hausa 
migrants. Basic facility like water is lacking in these study areas.   This makes water vending a 
necessity to meet the demand of households and marker operators. 
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Figure 1: The study areas in the context of Ibadan 

4. Methodology 

The study utilised both primary and secondary information. Since the study was done at a 
specific point in time, a cross sectional survey was adopted to gather numerical data from the 
sampled respondents. The targeted population (respondents) is informal, not recognized by law, 
thus no existing data for their number thus it is difficult to determine the sample frame for the 
study. A set of pre-tested questionnaire were prepared and administered purposively on those 
people vending water in the study areas. A total of 120 vendors were sampled from the three 
communities (Sabo (50), Ojoo (30) and Sasa (40)). Both quantitative and qualitative statistical 
analyses were adopted in analyzing data collected. 

5. Discussion of findings 

(a) Socioeconomic attributes of the vendors 

Socioeconomic and demographic variables are strong factors compelling involvement of some 
vendors in the trade. The study revealed that 67.5% of the sampled water vendors in the study 
areas were Hausa, Yoruba comprises 29.1% while other tribes accounted for 3.4%. Of all the 
vendors, 59.2% were between ages 21 and 40 years, 25.8% were less than 20 years while 15% 
were above 40 years. The largest proportion (39%) of the sampled vendors attended primary 
school, 20% attended Quranic School, 18% attended secondary school while 21.7% did not 
attend any form of school. The sex ratio revealed that male sex has the largest proportion 
(78.3%) of the sampled vendors. The study showed that 55.8% were married among the 
vendors, 35.8% were single while 8.3% were widowed. Of all the married vendors, 14.2% had 
between 1 and 3 children, 36.7% had between 4 and 6 children, while 15% had more than 7 
children. More importantly, 84.2% among the vendors have no other job while 15.8% have some 
other jobs doing along with water vending.  
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 (b) Involvement of respondents in water vending   

The study revealed that approximately 30% of the respondents were involved in water vending 
because they considered the job as a reliable source of income. Not less than 20% got involved 
in the business through peer group influence (Table 1), 18.3% got involved because there was no 
other job to do, 15% took up the trade because it requires less skill, low capital requirement 
encouraged 9.2% to commence the trade while 8.3% inherited the job. Analysis of length of stay 
on the business revealed that 31.7% have spent between 4 to 6 years on the trade, 21.7% have 
spent between 10 to 12 years, 16.7% have been on the job for 1 to 3 years while vendors with 7 
and 9 years of experience were 11.7%. Furthermore, a total of 14.2% have spent 16years and 
above while only 4.2% have spent 13 and 15 years on the trade. This revelation showed that 
water vending is not a new trade in Hausa communities in Ibadan, therefore is expanding as 
demand for water is increasing due to acute shortage of public water supply in most dwelling 
areas of the city.  

Table 1. Involvement of respondents in water vending 

Reason for 
involvement 

Frequency Percent 

Good source of income 35 29.2 
No other job 22 18.3 
Inherited job 10 8.3 
Peer group influence 24 20.0 
It requires no skill 18 15.0 
required little capital 11 9.2 
Total 120 100.0 

Length of stay on the 
business 

  

1-3yrs 20 16.7 
4-6yrs 38 31.7 
7-9yrs 14 11.7 
10-12yrs 26 21.7 
13-15yrs 5 4.2 
16yrs and above 17 14.2 
Total 120 100.0 

                              Source: Field work, 2021 

(c)        Sources of water for vending  

The vendors sourced water from various sources which include well (65.8%), borehole (15.8%) 
while 18.4% sourced water from both well and borehole. Information obtained on the providers 
of the various sources of water available to vendors revealed that as high as 75.8% were built by 
individual, community sponsored water project accounted for only 20.9% while some 
philanthropists shared 3.3%. The type and design of the water sources determine the fetching 
method. Of all the respondents, 67.5% used manual method to fetch water, 16.7% used 
mechanical device while only 15.8% combined both methods. The revelation showed that some 
of the wells are mechanically powered for easy water collection. The methods of water collection 
have serious implication on time taken and energy required to fetch water. The analysis revealed 
that 71.7% spent more than 30 minutes to fill their kegs, 22.5% spent less than 30 minutes while 
only 5.8% spent above one hour. The size of operation of the vendors varies significantly as 
34.2% operate with 3 to 6 kegs at a time with pushcart, 26.7% used one keg, 20% carried more 
than 6 kegs while 19.2% operate with only two kegs. The study disclosed that the vendors move 
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water around with different devices: pushcart (55.0%), as high as 32.5% used 
hand/shoulder/head to convey water to customers with maximum of two kegs at a time while 
12.5% used wheelbarrow. 

 

Plate 1:  Sample of pushcarts with multiple kegs use by a vendor 

 

(d)       Operational methods of water vendors 

The study revealed that majority of the vendors, (67.5%) obtained water at no cost. Only a sum 
of 32.5% of the respondents paid 10 naira per keg for water sold while the selling price per keg 
ranges between 20 and 50 naira. A total of 56.7% sold a keg of water for 30 naira, 20% sold a 
keg for 25 naira, 15% sold a keg for 20 naira while 4.2% and 3.3% sold for 40 and 50 naira 
respectively. It is interesting to note that 30.8% sold between 31 and 40 kegs per day, 23.3% sold 
21 and 30 kegs, 18.3% sold 11 and 20 kegs, while only 8.3% sold above 50 kegs per day. This 
revelation underscored the profitability of the business. The analysis of average daily income in 
wet season revealed that about half of the respondents, 50.8% realised between 501 and 1000 
naira daily, 38.3% earned between 1001 and 1500 naira, 7.5% made less than 500 naira from the 
trade while 3.3% realised 1501 and 2000 naira in a day. There is a slight variation in the amount 
of money realised by the vendors between wet and dry seasons. The analysis showed that the 
largest proportion 39.2% realised 1501 and 2000 naira per day in dry season. Furthermore, 
34.2% realised between 501 and 1000 naira, 23.3% obtained between 1001 and 1500 naira while 
only 3.3% realised below 500 naira. The increase in turnover in dry season is as a result of 
increase water demand. The sale coverage is not limited to the Hausa community because the 
study revealed that 46.7% sold water within and outside the Hausa community, 51.7% have their 
customers within the Hausa community while 1.7% sold to only customers outside Hausa 
community. The information obtained on sources of water sold to outside Hausa community 
revealed that 82.5% fetched water sold from Hausa community while only 17.5 sourced water 
from other locations. 

The consumers are key stakeholder in the feasibility of the trade. The study discovered the 
various buyers such as food vendors (30%), driver (15%), household 14.2%, dry cleaners (10.8), 
market trader especially in Sasa area accounted for 2.5% of the customers. Total of 27.5% sold 
to combination of food vendor, motor drivers, dry cleaners and households. The information 
obtained on vendor’s consideration for water quality revealed that only 37.5% of the vendors 
considered the quality of water fetched for sale. Interestingly, the study revealed that 90.8% of 
the vendors disclosed that customers have never complained about the quality of the water 
supplied. As high as 90.8% of the vendors disclosed that they have more female customers than 
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males. This revelation is a reasonable because women use water mostly than men especially for 
domestic purposes. The study discovered wide variation in performance of vendors in the study 
locations. Essentially, only 35.8% of the vendors were able to meet the water needs of their 
customers in dry season. Information obtained on reasons for inability to meet the customer’s 
water need particularly in dry season revealed that water shortage (75%) is significant followed by 
increase in demand (10.0%) and long distance (10.8%). Vendors seldom fail to meet the 
customer water demand in wet season. However, the study observed that 31.7% have 
disappointed their customers in wet season for reasons such unfavourable weather (28.3%), 
fatigue (13.0%), water shortage (19.0%), low demand (10.9%) and illness (28.3%). The identified 
factors are obvious certainly affect business transaction for both in wet and dry seasons. 

(e) Challenges of water vending in the study areas 

The study identified some problems confronting water vendors. The investigation showed that 
30% of the vendors commonly encounter water shortage mostly in dry season. This is a major 
problem affecting the water vending in the study area (Table 2). The nature of the job requires 
serious energy for fetching and carriage of water which often result to body fatigue. As high as 
13% disclosed body fatigue as a major challenge encountered on the job. Some customers often 
purchase water on credit consequently identified as a challenge by 11.7% of the vendors. Loss of 
kegs was another challenge encountered by respondents. As high as 10.8% have their kegs lost at 
different times. Other problems identified include bad pedestrian ways 9.2%; low income 8.3%; 
long distance between source of water and customers locations. Most of the problems identified 
are making the job difficult for vendors to perform but majority have no alternative job. Despite 
the above difficulties identified, 80.8% of the vendors are willing to continue with the business. 
Among other reasons why a huge proportion of the vendors desired to continue in the water 
sales is livelihood provision. As high as 50.6% considered the job as a major source of their 
livelihood. Of all the respondents, 19.1% disclosed that water vending gives them money for 
livelihood. Among the vendors, 11.2% liked to continue because the job is lucrative and offers 
freedom of entry and exit. Other respondents (4.5%) desired to stay on the job because it is less 
technical while another 4.5% has no other job to do. The vendors seek for improvement to 
enable them do the job better with outmost conveniences. As high as 64.8% requested for 
provision of more wells and boreholes to increase water availability in the study areas. Also, a 
proportion, 14.3% requested for rehabilitation of pedestrian roads for convenience and easy 
delivery of services. In addition, 9.5% seeks for prompt payment and construction of more 
boreholes in the areas while 6.7% are looking forward to having motorised pushcart to enhance 
their performance. Another revelation from the study is that some of the respondents desire to 
do other jobs such as taxi driving (19.2%), commercial motorcycle (11.5%), 11.5% desired to 
engaged in dry cleaning, 7.7% wished to go into trading while 50% loved to go to school.       

         Table 2: Challenges encountered and reason for continuation in Water vending 

Challenges encountered Frequency Percentage 

Loss of keg 13 10.8 
Low water in well 36 30.0 
Fatigue 15 12.5 
Loss of keg/low water 10 8.3 
loss of Keg/Fatigue 7 5.8 
Bad road/water shortage 11 9.2 
credit sale 14 11.7 
Low income 10 8.3 
Long  distance 4 3.3 
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Total 120 100.0 
Reasons for willingness to 
continue 

  

Livelihood provision 45 37.5 
Little technicality 4 3.3 
Gives money 17 14.2 
Livelihood/Little technicality 6 5.0 
Simple to do 3 2.5 
Lucrative/Work freedom 10 8.3 
No other job 4 3.3 
Total 89 74.2 
Missing  31 25.8 

Source:   Field work, 2021 

 Test of variation in challenges encountered in the selected Hausa communities 

It is noteworthy to examine the variation in the challenges encountered by Hausa water vendors 
across the study areas. The Chi-square value of 84.418 and p-value of 0.000 (since p<0.05) 
implies that the challenges of water vending significantly varied across the study locations. 
Though the communities have some common characteristics such as language, religion and 
cultural values yet the spatial differences could be responsible for variation in challenges 
encountered. The age and morphology of the environment where the vendors operate is another 
reasonable factor responsible for variations in the challenges encountered.  

               Table 1:  Cross tabulation of Location and Challenges encountered by water vendors  

Location Challenges encountered by water vendors Total 

Loss 
of 
keg 

Low 
water 
in 
well 

Fatigue Loss 
of 
keg/ 
low 
water 

loss of 
Keg/ 
Fatigue 

Bad 
road/ 
water 
shortage 

credit 
sale 

Low 
income 

Long  
distance 

Sasa 0 8 3 10 3 9 7 0 0 40 
Sabo 4 22 5 0 0 0 5 10 4 50 
Ojo 9 6 7 0 4 2 2 0 0 30 

Total 13 36 15 10 7 11 1 10 4 120 

          

                         Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df                        Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 84.418a 16 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 96.242 16 .000 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 

7.191 1 .007 

N of Valid Cases 120   

a. 20 cells (74.1%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 
1.00. 

g. Variation in financial benefits derived by vendors  

The variation in financial benefits derived by vendors from their daily sales in the three locations: 
Sabo, Ojo and Sasa was examined. The result of ANOVA test f-value is 2.829 and p-value is 
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0.063 (when p>0.05), it implies that there is no significant variation in financial benefit derived 
by vendors across the study locations. The revelation is true because the cost price is uniform 
while the selling price of a keg of water is not significantly different. Similarly, the homogeneity 
of language, religion, ethnic and culture should largely determine similarity in the amount of 
water demand and use given rise to sales pattern. 

Table 2: ANOVA Result of Variation in Financial Benefit of Water Vending Across the Study 
Locations 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 1133450.000 2 566725.000 2.829 .063 
Within Groups 23438216.667 117 200326.638   
Total 24571666.667 119    

 

h. Vendor age variation and daily financial benefit 

The age may determine the personal commitment of vendors to the trade, therefore, the study 
investigates the relationship between the age and financial gains of respondents. The ANOVA 
analysis showed that f-value is 16.331 and p-value of 0.000 (p< 0.05) which implies that there is 
significant difference in financial benefit of water vending across different age groups. The study 
further revealed that those within the age group of 21 to 40 years earned higher income than 
those of 20 years and below (p<0.05). Similarly, those within the age group of 41 and 60years 
earned significantly higher than those in 20 years and below (p<0.05), while there was no 
significant difference in earning between the age group of 21 to 40 years and 41 to 60years 
(p>0.05). The finding is realistic because the workforce of the nation largely falls within ages 20 
to 60. Consequently, the labour force within this age group should be responsible, hardworking 
and maximally contributing to the gross domestic income of the nation. It is expected that the 
group should derive more benefits from the trade that others. 

Table 3: Average daily income from the business per day 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 5362466.808 2 2681233.404 16.331 .000 

Within Groups 19209199.859 117 164181.195   

Total 24571666.667 119    

    

Multiple Comparisons 
LSD 

(I) Age of 
Respondents 

(J) Age of 
Respondents 

Mean 
Difference (I-
J) 

Std. Error Sig. 95% Confidence Interval 
Lower 
Bound 

Upper Bound 

≤ 20years 
21-40years -498.50068* 87.22717 .000 -671.2495 -325.7518 
41-60years -343.72760* 120.07225 .005 -581.5244 -105.9308 

21-40years 41-60years 154.77308 106.92796 .150 -56.9921 366.5383 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 
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6. Conclusion and Recommendation 
The importance of water vendors in water service provision cannot be underestimated 
consequently it has been identified as an important source of water in some parts of Ibadan 
especially in Hausa communities largely owing to gross shortage of public water in these 
communities. The social, religion and cultural values of Hausa residents does not encourage 
housewives scouting around for water, therefore, encouraged persistent demand for water 
vendor services. Due to the nature of the job, middle age men, basically 20 to 40 years young 
men with full strength commonly found on the job, accordingly realised highest financial benefit 
from the trade. The highest financial benefit derived by vendors within ages 20 to 40 years is 
connected to the ability to convey many kegs of water at a time. In dry season, vendors could not 
fully meet water demand by the consumers due to increase in demand, water shortage from the 
source and distance from water source to the customer locations. The water vendors 
encountered some challenges such as loss of water kegs, conflict at water collection point, fatigue 
and sickness. It is of interest to note that buyers are ready to pay equivalent cost of water 
obtained from vendors for public water services if government can provide regular public pipe 
born water in the study areas. 

The study therefore suggests designing and implementing effective policy and intervention 
initiatives that will support water vending and integrate it into public water supply system in 
form of public private partnership (PPP). Furthermore, the study recommends that the water 
governing authorities should build water collection points in areas where water vending is 
exigent to aid water collection by vendors for onward sales within the neighbourhood. The 
vendors have to register with the appropriate authority in-charge of the water loading bay and 
pay for quantity of water fetched. This will ease the major difficulties encountered on the job by 
vendors. The political leaders and philanthropist should see pushcart as important empowerment 
materials which can be distributed to enhance the water vending services. The gift would 
improve the operations and livelihoods of the vendors who are less privileged. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the spatial distribution and attributes of commercial banks in Osogbo. The 
number of banks available in the study area were ascertained through field survey. GIS 
techniques was used for spatial query and hyperlink to show the attributes of the commercial 
banks. The collected data were subjected to nearest neighbor statistical analysis (Rn) to determine 
the locational pattern. Of the 36 commercial banks identified in the study area, 80% are located 
in Olorunda Local Government area while the remaining 20% are in Osogbo Local Government 
area. Nearest neighbour analysis revealed that the banks were clustered along the major road 
corridors with the value of -0.247. 2% of the banks lack adequate parking space, landscape and 
ATM booths. The study concludes location of commercial banks is in such a way that the 
traditional areas of Osogbo lack the facility. Therefore, it is recommended that banking service 
should be extended to the traditional areas where indigenes reside to encourage and improve 
their socio-economic status, and also the local planning authority be active to her duty in order 
to ensure establishment of new banks adhere strictly to the stipulated standards so as to achieve 
effective development planning and functional urban business environment. 

Keywords: Bank, Commercial, Spatial, Location, Marketing 

1.0 Introduction  

The banking system has witnessed a rapid growth in the last three decades in Nigeria as a result 
of oil boom, economic development and the awareness of the importance attributed to money. 
The commercial banks are the most dominant institutions in the financial system of any 
economy. Faki (2007) defined bank as financial institutions that offer services such as keeping 
money and other valuable items, exchange currencies, make loans available and offer other 
financial services. 

The spatial distribution of commercial banks describes the geographical spread and pattern of 
commercial banking activities in a certain area.  Ijaiya (2010) established that the location of 
banks is the most crucial factor retailers and service providers need to put into consideration as 
basic requirement for business success and growth as well as the visibility of business to potential 
customers, patronage and level of profitability. Fujita and Krugman (2004) observed that firms 
enjoy a number of advantages when they clustered around bank branches and provide 
advantages such as reducing bank customers’ cost of finding and obtaining banking services, 
share service and costs, security and exterior maintenance. Birkin et.al, (2002) observed that in 
general, bank location strategy follows the same localization logic as other private services firms, 
proximity to customers is advantageous to their branches. 

 Rangel and Lobato (2010) identified three factors to be considered in locating banks such as 
access to potential customers, sales of banking services and overall bank earning. Jabatan (2008) 
suggested criteria for new bank location with the population of about 10,000 people to be in 
trading area such as supermarket or malls that could develop a business matter, the maximum 
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area coverage must be within 3 km from existing branch and located in the area that avails 
security, business establishments and infrastructure support such as good access road. 
Concentration of banks in specific location have important desirable implications for both local 
and international economies and its failure may be far more detrimental to the economy than the 
failure of other types of businesses.  

Chang et.al, (1997) maintained that bank branches should be spatially clustered in an area where 
there is considerable certainty about the profitability of opening a branch. Kutler (1996) 
observed that bank location is based on its proximity to the customers since customers 
frequently visit the banks to make deposit, withdraw money and expect use automated teller 
machine (ATM). Anthony (2007) revealed that geographic information system (GIS) technology 
can be employed to determine the suitable location of business area including new bank branch 
by obtaining a snapshot in understanding of markets from a remote location, According to 
Jafrullah et al. (2003) determining strategic new bank branch location is one of the important 
elements in marketing a business expansion and can really a challenging task as it requires 
substantial capital investment  

 The inability of banks to reach the entire population has reduced the accessibility of its services 
to all categories of business and this has been a source of worry (Rangel and Lobato 2010). 
Nevertheless, there is dearth of empirical research on the varying levels of the magnitude of the 
above subject at various geographical scales of investigation, hence this study focuses on the 
spatial location of commercial banks in Osogbo, Osun State employing GIS technique as a 
spatial tool for providing information on the pattern of distribution of the commercial banks in 
the city.  

2.0 The study Area 

Osogbo is the capital of Osun state, South-west of Nigeria. It is 88km by road Northeast of 
Ibadan and 100km by road South of Ilorin and 115km Northwest of Akure. The town is situated 
on latitude 7o46’0’’N and on longitude 4o34’’E and latitude 7o767’0’’N and the longitude 
4o567’0’’E and has a total land area of 47km2 (18sq mi). Osogbo was founded in late 17th 
century between 1650 and 1700 and became the capital of Osun state in 1991. Osogbo became a 
commercial town with the arrival of the railway in 1907 which brought the colonial government 
to the threshold of the town. The city seats the headquarters of both Osogbo local government 
council (Osogbo South) and Olorunda local government council (Osogbo North) at Oja Oba 
and Igbonna respectively. The River Osun and its tributaries provide the early settlers with 
regular source of water supply and through its good drainage a good healthy physical area 
emerged for development purpose. Industrial and commercial development has always received 
adequate attention of the settlers and immigrants from other parts of the country. The busiest 
and most commercial parts of the town are Ayetoro area, Ajegunle area, Gbongan road and 
Station Road. Almost all the ethnic groups in Nigeria are represented trading side by side in 
harmony; along these roads are commercial firms and banks. The indigenes initially took to the 
cottage and handicraft industries such as dyeing, weaving, blacksmithing, pottery, embroidery 
and small-scale farming. Commercial and industrial establishment are widely spread across the 
town. These include the TUNS farm, the Integrated Stell PLC of Dangote Group (formerly 
Nigerian Machine Tools), Osogbo Steel Rolling Company, Industrial Development Centre, Wire 
and Nails Industry among others. The town became a tourist center for her famous Osun 
festival celebration which attracts people from far and near places every year. 
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3.0 Methodology 

The data used for the study was collected through direct observation at banks location. Global 
positioning system (GPS) was utilized for taking the coordinates and determine the location of 
each bank.  Ilwis 3.3 and AutoCAD software were employed for capturing the physical 
environment of each bank and for map digitization to provide relevant information about the 
bank’s boundaries. The acquired data were subjected to spatial query, hyperlink analysis, buffer 
analysis and nearest neighbour analysis. The development of the GIS database for the 
commercial banks in the study area involved the creation of attribute data to represent the bank’s 
location. Based on the spatial entities identified, the bank attribute table was created 

3.1 Location and Number of Banks 

There are a total of thirty-six (36) banks in Osogbo as shown in Table 1. In terms of distribution, 
80.6% of the bank population fall within Olorunda Local Government area while the remaining 
19.4% fall within Osogbo Local Government Area. Ola-Iya to Ogo Oluwa corridor have 18 
banks the highest concentration in a section of the study area. The location of these banks did 
not abide by the 3km distance stipulated by Jabatan (2008). The five banks along the station road 
are all within 500m radius. 

 

Table 1: Location and Number of Banks 

S/No Bank Location Number of Banks Local Government 

1 Olaiya Junction – Abere 18 Olorunda 
2 Olaiya – Igbona 5 Olorunda 
3 Olaiya- Oke –Fia 5 Olorunda 
4 Old Garage- Station Road 5 Osogbo 
5 Olaiya- Fagbewesa 1 Osogbo 
6 Olaiya- Odi- Owo 1 Osogbo 
7 Stadium Area 1 Olorunda 
 Total 36  

 

Figure 1 shows the search query of the banks in Osogbo, where they are situated, the local 
government area, name of the bank, and its geographical coordinates. Majority of the banks are 
found along the Ola-Iya - Abeere Road where most commercial concerns are located. This is in 
support of Birkin et.al, (2002) that bank is strategically located in close proximity to customers. 

Figure 2 shows First Bank along Oke-Fia/ Alekunwodo road. Observation reveals that the bank 
lacks adequate parking space for vehicles and insufficient set-back at the frontage which do not 
meet the minimum standard of 15m. This compels customers to park their vehicles by the road 
side which reduces the effective width of the road. Also, the long queue of people patronizing 
the automatic teller machine (ATM) usually stretch into the adjoining land use during peak 
periods. 
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Figure 1: The location of commercial banks in Osogbo 

 

 

Figure 2: First Bank Oke-Fia Hyperlink Analysis 

 

Figure 3 shows Fidelity Bank and First City Monument Bank (FCMB) along Ogo-Oluwa 
corridor; it as a typical representation to clustering of commercial banks in Osogbo. These two 
banks are sited side by side with inadequate set back of 6m from their boundary fence, also with 
inadequate parking space and set back from the left side view, which is not in accordance with 
the minimum standard set-back of 15m at the frontage of the arterial road. 
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Figure 3: Fidelity and FCMB Bank Ogo-Oluwa Hyperlink Analysis 

Figure 4 shows Zenith Bank along Oke-Fia/ Old Garage Road, with adequate parking space and 
setback from the road, but with substandard airspace of 6m on both left and right-sides. 

Figure 4: Zenith Bank Hyperlink Analysis 

Figure 5 displays 1000 metres radius buffer analysis of commercial banks in Osogbo which 
reveal that most of the banks falls within the 1000m radius. This shows that none of the banks 
fulfill the 800 meters radius standard stipulated according to Obateru (2012). This contrasts 
sharply with the situation in Figure 6 which shows wide areas outside the catchment of the 
banks. Various factors such as competition for prime space, proximity to commercial concerns 
and good communication network could be responsible for this. The location of the bank 
premise plays significant role in certifying the success of the business.  
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Figure 5: Buffer analysis of the areas with commercial banks in Osogbo 

Figure 6:  Buffer analysis of the areas without commercial banks in Osogbo 

 

The outdoor facilities available at the banks and their conditions are captured in Table 2. It 
shows the physical facilities such as parking space, landscape elements, ATM booth of each 
bank. Twenty banks have sufficient parking space, twelve banks were fairly provided with 
parking space, four banks with good number of parking space accommodating 20-30 vehicles 
while Wema Bank in station road have parking space that can accommodate up to 36 cars. It is 
very important to note that in banks like Zenith Bank, Eco-Bank both at Fakunle area, Union 
Bank at Onward Area, First Bank at Ayetoro and Polaris Bank at Fagbewesa, customers resort to 
on-street parking due shortage of parking lots within the bank premises. This often led to traffic 
delay and hold-up during peak hours at those areas. Table 2 shows the condition of available 
facilities identified in each bank. 55.6% have poor soft landscape condition, 47.2% have 
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inadequate parking space and 8.3% have good ATM booth that can accommodate a good 
number of customers at a time. 

Table 2: Assessment of Banks Outdoor Facilities 

S/N Name of Bank 

Capacity 
of 
Parking 
Space 

Parking 
Space 
Condition 

Soft 
Landscape 

Hard 
Landscape 

ATM 
Booth 

1 F.C. M.B Bank, Fakunle 6 Good Poor Good Fair 
2 

Keystone Bank, Fakunle 7 Poor Poor Good 
     
Poor 

3 Polaris Bank, Fakunle 6 Poor Poor Good Poor 
4 Eco-Bank, Fakunle 8 Poor Poor Good Poor 
5 Zenith Bank, Fakunle 6 Fair Poor Good Poor 
6 

First Bank, Aregbe 12 Fair Fair Good 
     
Fair 

7 Stanbic I.B.T.C Bank, 
Aregbe 

11 Fair Poor Good Poor 

8 Union Bank, Aregbe 6 Poor Fair Fair Poor 
9 Omoluabi Savings 19 Fair Poor Good Poor 
10 

G.T. Bank, Ogo-Oluwa 22 Good Good Very Good 
     
Fair 

11 Diamond Bank, Ogo-
Oluwa 

24 Good Fair Good Poor 

12 F.C.M.B Bank, Ogo-
Oluwa 

9 Fair Fair Good Good 

13 
Fidelity Ogo-Oluwa 10 Fair Fair Good 

     
Fair 

14 Union Bank, Onward 
Area 

6 Poor Fair Fair Poor 

15 Eco-Bank, Onward Area 11 Fair Fair Good Poor 
16 Sterling Bank, Onward 

Area 
14 Fair Fair Good Poor 

17 Polaris Bank, Abere 9 Poor Fair Fair Poor 
18 Wema Bank, Abere 9 Poor Fair Fair Poor 
19 Polaris Bank, 

Alekuwodo 
6 Poor Poor Good Poor 

20 Micro Credit Agency 
Alekuwodo 

5 Poor Poor Fair None 

21 First Bank,Oke-Fia 6 Poor Poor Good Poor 
22 Zenith Bank, Oke-Fia 22 Good Fair Good Poor 
23 Credit Corporative Bank,  14 Fair Fair Fair Poor 

24 
Access Bank, Post 
Office 

12 Fair Poor Good 
      
Fair 

25 Wema Bank, 30 V. Good Good Fair Poor 

26 
Heritage Bank, Station 
Road 

6 Poor Poor Fair Poor 

27 
First Bank, Station Road 13 Fair Poor Good 

     
Good 

28 Polaris Bank, Fagbewsa 6 Poor Poor Fair Poor 
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29 
Micro Finance Bank, 
Station Road 

8 Poor Poor Fair Poor 

30 UBA 1 Olonkoro 10 Fair Poor Fair Poor 
31 UBA 2 Olonkoro 7 Poor Poor Poor Poor 

32 
Wema Bank, Igbona 16 Fair Fair Good 

     
Fair 

33 First Bank, Ayetoro 6 Poor Poor Good Poor 
34 G T Bank, Stadium 24 Good Good Good Good 

35 
Micro Finance New 
Orisumbare 

10 Fair Poor Good None 

36 
Bank, of Agriculture 
Odi- Olowo 

6 Poor Fair Fair None 

 

Table 3: Nearest Neighbour Analysis of the Commercial Banks 

S/N Name of Bank Nearest Neighbour 
Distance 
(M) 

1 F.C. M.B Bank, Fakunle Keystone Bank, Fakunle 120.469 
2 Keystone Bank, Fakunle Skye Bank, Fakunle 86.784 
3 Skye Bank, Fakunle Eco-Bank, Fakunle 77.989 
4 Eco-Bank, Fakunle Skye Bank, Fakunle 77.989 
5 Zenith Bank, Fakunle Eco-Bank, Fakunle 164.657 
6 First Bank, Aregbe Stanbic I.B.T.C Bank, Aregbe 120.216 
7 Stanbic I.B.T.C Aregbe Union Bank, Aregbe 79.611 
8 Union Bank, Aregbe Stanbic I.B.T.C Bank, Aregbe 79.611 
9 Omoluabi Savings and Loan 

Bank, Old Governor’s Office 
Union Bank, Aregbe 284.200 

10 G.T. Bank, Ogo-Oluwa Diamond Bank, Ogo-Oluwa 76.275 
11 Diamond Bank, Ogo-Oluwa G.T. Bank, Ogo-Oluwa 76.275 
12 F.C. M.B Bank, Ogo-Oluwa Fidelity Ogo-Oluwa 10.295 
13 Fidelity Ogo-Oluwa F.C. M.B Bank, Ogo-Oluwa 10.295 
14 Union Bank, Onward Area Eco-Bank, Onward Area 85.730 
15 Eco-Bank, Onward Area Union Bank, Onward Area 85.730 
16 Sterling Bank, Onward Area Eco-Bank, Onward Area 150.163 
17 Skye Bank, Abere Wema Bank, Abere 45.803 
18 Wema Bank, Abere Polaris Bank, Abere 45.803 
19 Polaris Bank, Alekuwodo Micro Credit Agency Alekuwodo 53.553 
20 Micro Credit Agency 

Alekuwodo 
Polaris Bank, Alekuwodo 53.553 

21 First Bank, Oke-Fia Micro Credit Agency Alekuwodo 63.985 
  22 Zenith Bank,Oke-Fia First Bank, Oke-Fia 139.457 
23 Credit Corporative Bank, Zenith Bank, 322.15 
24 Access Bank, Post Office Wema Bank, Orisumbare 43.409 
25 Wema Bank, Orisumbare Access Bank, Post Office 43.409 
26 Heritage Bank, Station Road First Bank, Station Road 64.474 
27 First Bank, Station Road Heritage Bank, Station Road 64.474 
28 Skye Bank, Fagbewsa First Bank, – Station Road 161.446 
29 Micro Finance Station Road First Bank, Station Road 270.08 
30 UBA 1 Olonkoro UBA 2Olonkoro 10.532 
31 UBA2 Olonkoro UBA1Olonkoro 10.532 
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32 Wema Bank, Igbona First Bank, Ayetoro 116.506 
33 First Bank, Ayetoro Wema Bank, Igbona 116.506 
34 GT Bank, Stadium Area First Bank, Ayetoro 956.74 
35 Micro Finance Orisumbare Polaris Bank, Fagbewesa 659.48 
36 BOA Odi- Olowo FCMB Bank, Fakunle 262.14 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: The nearest neighbor curve and values 

The nearest neighbour analysis result reveal that computed Rn is -0.247 as shows in figure 7 
above which is close to zero. Hence the spatial distribution of commercial banks in Osogbo 
Township is clustered. An ideal location pattern of an important institution such as banks should 
not be that of clustered nor random but regular in space for easy access and security due to the 
fact that they deal with money. In planning, facilities and services should not be haphazardly 
sited. Siting of banks side by side is disastrous in the case of robbery attack. This implies that the 
spatial location of commercial banks in Osogbo was not based on any spatial regulation which is 
an indication of poor strategic planning and management. This is due to the fact that Osogbo 
developed organically without a master or development plan to guide its growth. 

 

4.0 Conclusion 

 The study reveals that commercial banks in Osogbo Township are not located in violation of 
the extant regulations guiding physical development in urban centres. While competing for prime 
location proximate to potential customers and due to the lack of sufficient space and facilities, 
they contribute to the transportation challenges of the city. Almost all the banks do not have 
enough space at the ATM booth to ensure privacy and security of customers and a significant 
number lack adequate parking space for vehicles. Therefore, this study recommends banks in the 
area should comply with regulations guiding the location of activity-generating facilities 
exhibiting effective accessibility, adequate and standard facilities. The existing ones with defective 
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facilities should put machineries in motion to upgrade their services such as the ATM booth, 
parking space and the other outdoor amenities. While it is true that mobile banking has brought 
banking services closer to the populace, the pressure on the banks is still significant; therefore, 
locating new banks should be subjected to robust guidance, supervision and monitoring of the 
cognate Physical Planning, Land and Services Department of the local governments and 
traditional areas lacking the service should be considered.  
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ABSTRACT 

Infrastructure is one of the substantial indicators of neighbourhood and urban quality; it 
possesses the capability to draw and sustain returns on property investment. This study focuses 
on the urban neighbourhood infrastructure conditions as a pointer to ideal residential property 
investment returns in Jos city, Nigeria. The study adopted a survey research design using 
structured questionnaires to gather the required data. The data required are property transaction 
data on rental value and capital value of residential properties and the conditions of basic 
infrastructure in the selected neighbourhoods of Jos city. These data were sourced from 
practicing Estate Surveyors and Valuers practicing in Jos as well as the residents of the selected 
neighbourhoods. The estimated sampled size was 251 and only 161 questionnaires were 
recovered. The data collected were analysed using descriptive and inferential statistics. They are 
mean score, standard deviation, coefficients of variation and Spearman’s Rank Order Correlation 
model. The results of the analysis revealed that residential property investment performed better 
in Gwang layout and Lowcosts than Rayfield and Kufong areas on the basis of risk-return. The 
risk-return ratios range between 8% and 38%. Rayfield and Kufong residential market showed 
high level market volatility indicating the risky nature of these property submarkets. 
Infrastructure condition indices in Rayfield and Kufong is higher than ideal condition index 
(Benchmark), ranging between 72%-89% and 81%-94%. Few urban neighbourhood 
infrastructure conditions in Gwang Layout and Lowcosts are found to be below the benchmark. 
The study concluded that infrastructure has a strong influence on residential property investment 
returns in the study areas. It therefore, recommended that infrastructure condition should be 
given special attention when forming opinion on residential property investment. 

Keywords: Residential, Returns, Property investment, Neighbourhood, Infrastructure,   

Property Market. 

1.0 Introduction 

Infrastructure is seen as the fundamental facility and system serving a country, city and other 
areas, including the services and facilities necessary for its economy to function effectively 
(Tomlinson, 2001). Infrastructure prominently stands out as one of the indicators of an ideal 
urban economic development and its worth cannot be downplayed because it plays a vital role in 
the growth and development of any urban setting and its role in-turn creates attraction for all 
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forms of investments of which real estate investment is one. Property investment is the real 
estate property purchased with the intention of earning a return on investment either through 
rental income, the future resale of the property, or both. Ajayi (2014) asserted that property 
investment is the act of laying out capital in expectation of future return. Further explained that 
the anticipated reward from property investment may be in form of an income flow (rent) or by 
the receipt of a single capital sum (sale) or a combination of both (total return).  

The property may be held by an individual investor, or a group of investors, or a corporation. 
Ajayi Cyril (2014) and Ogbuefi (2002) convincingly discussed it that, development of property 
investments performance indicators such as value indices, yields and total returns promote 
improvement in the analysis of the property investment returns at every location where invested 
real estate, especially, residential property is located. Investment’s efficiency among others is a 
function of the return, risk and total cost of an investment management structure and this are 
subject to the infrastructure functionality and other constraints within which investors must 
operate (Dubben and Sayce 2009) and investment efficiency should be considered as a 
combination of financial efficiency and non-financial efficiency. Corgel et al. (1998) asserted that 
infrastructure projects abandonment would always affect property investment values in the 
vicinity.  

Infrastructure, such as water, energy, roads development, transport networks, information, and 
communication technology for sustainability and these urban services also positively influence 
the value of real estate as they improve housing conditions and quality (Famuyiwa and Otegbulu, 
2012). Olujimi (2009) and Olujimi (2010) opined that whenever infrastructure is inadequately 
provided, the probability that the expected sustainable real property return will dwindle is very 
high. Real estate has no value if it has no infrastructure service to effectively support (Ajibola et 
al., 2013). Gatauwa and Murungi (2015) studied the influence of infrastructural development and 
real estate investment returns in Meru County, Kenya. The data collected from 955 real estate 
properties were subjected to regression analysis and the result revealed that, transport and 
communication factors, social amenities, industrial development, educational institutions and 
commercial development accounts for 89.3% variation in property investment. The study 
therefore concludes that infrastructure development has a great impact on real estate investment 
return among other factors hence infrastructure developments would lead to demand for real 
estate property and this in turn will affect returns on real estate property.  

There is intrinsic problem of lack of functional infrastructure and several attempts had been 
made by public and private property investors to correct the failure in residential property 
investment performance in both urban and peri-urban neighbourhoods in Jos city of Nigeria, 
This paper aimed at examining the effect of infrastructure conditions on residential property 
investment returns while focusing on residential properties which are meant for investment 
purpose across the study area.  

2.0 Brief Profile Study Area 

Jos city is the capital of Plateau State, lies on Latitude 90 30’N and Longitude 50 34’E in the 
North Central Nigeria. Jos is more populated more than any other town in the state. In-spite of 
crisis in the area Jos is still experiencing notable evolution in real estate development and 
property investment. Jos is endowed with infrastructure essential of a city and there is room for 
more as the city is expanding on daily basis. (NIEVS, 2017) 
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Figure 1: Selected Neighbourhoods in the Context of Jos Metropolis 

Source: Plateau State Town Planning Authority Planning Unit, (2021) 

3.0 Methodology 

This study adopted a survey research design in which structured questionnaire was used to 
collect the required data. The data were sourced primarily from registered estate firms and 
residents of the selected neighbourhoods. The sample size for this study was determined using 
the Frankfort Nachmias 1996 model to arrive at 251 respondents. Only 161 respondents 
correctly completed and returned the questionnaires representing 64% response rate. The 
required data are rental and capital values of the sampled 1-bedroom, 2-bedroom and 3-bedroom 
residential properties in the study areas. Data on the state or condition of basic infrastructure 
were equally retrieved and analysed using both descriptive and inferential statistics. Likert Scaling 
was used as a ranking method and benchmark for minimum acceptable standard of condition 
and infrastructure index was taken. From the rental and capital value data, the total returns on 
investment were computed and the mean average determined and the associated risk on 
investment return (risk-return) is determined using the coefficient of variation. The Kendall 
Coefficient of Concordance was employed to test relationship among the ranked infrastructure 
factors while the Spearman’s Rank Order Correlation was used to determine the relationship 
between neighbourhood infrastructure condition and residential property investment returns in 
the study areas. 
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4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This subsection presents and discusses the findings of the study. The total return performance of 
the selected categories of residential real estate investment and the condition of infrastructure as 
well as its effect on the performance of real estate investment returns are presented and 
discussed. 

Table 1: Rate of Returns on 1B/R Property Investment in Jos 

Year 
 Kufong Gwang Layout  Low Cost Rayfield 

2009 9.11 6.79 6.64 14.09 

2010 9.99 6.22 6.42 13.49 

2011 7.39 5.70 5.88 14.95 

2012 8.43 6.89 7.19 12.05 

2013 7.66 6.13 6.04 11.56 

2014 6.06 6.19 6.53 11.32 

2015 5.72 2.33 2.86 11.02 

2016 7.65 3.73 3.97 11.15 

2017 7.67 6.09 6.47 12.33 

2018 3.57 4.95 7.85 27.31 

Average Rate of return 7.33 5.50 5.99 13.93 

Standard deviation 1.83 1.45 1.49 4.89 

Coefficient of variation 0.25 0.26 0.25 0.35 

Source:   Author’s Analysis (2021) 

Table 1 revealed that there is a single digit rate of returns on One Bedroom (1B/R) in Kufong, 
Gwang Layout and Low-cost areas of Jos. This specifies less perform property market areas as 
compared with Rayfield market which operated on double digit rate of returns which is a signal 
of good property market performance in 1B/R property market. But the analysis of  standard 
deviation and coefficient of variation that establish the risk content on IB/R property 
investment returns revealed that investors in Kufong and Low Costs residential property markets 
were bearing a risk of 25% so that they can have 7.33% and 5.99% returns on investment. In 
Gwang-Layout residential market, an investor is undertaking a risk of 26% in order to have 
5.50% return on investment, In Rayfield residential market, an investor is undertaking a risk of 
35% in order to have 13.93% return on investment. As a result of this, Kufong residential 
property market is preferred and better for any prudent real estate investor in one bedroom 
apartment, though Rayfield appeared to be a better investment area due to highest return but 
only a high risk loving real property investor can investment in such market because the return is 
magnificent. The results in the context of one bedroom apartment is consistent with the 
literature of Tomlison that, high risk in real estate investment commands high returns and vice 
versa.  

Table 2 analysed the trend in 2B/R property market and the result showed that Kufong, Gwang 
Layout, Lowcost and Rayfiel operated on a single digit rate of returns over the period under 
review. Only a few period in Rayfield showed a double digit rate of returns; indicating a better 
market in 2009, 2010, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2018 for 2B/R property investment market in 
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Table 2: Rate of Returns on 2B/R Property Investment in Jos 

Year Kufong Gwang Layout  Low Cost Rayfield  

2009 7.29 7.79 6.39 11.19 

2010 8.24 7.09 7.29 12.02 

2011 7.05 6.86 5.76 8.36 

2012 7.15 7.45 7.31 13.26 

2013 8.46 6.32 6.54 11.17 

2014 8.35 6.93 6.31 12.36 

2015 4.97 2.79 5.09 6.49 

2016 5.13 4.59 5.22 8.86 

2017 7.59 7.72 5.99 7.50 

2018 6.50 13.80 7.96 10.50 

Average Rate of return 7.04 7.13 6.39 10.17 

Standard deviation 1.24 2.82 0.93 2.25 

Coefficient of variation 0.18 0.39 0.15 0.22 

Source: Author’s Analysis (2021) 

Rayfield area of Jos. The analysis of individual market was carried out through standard deviation 
and coefficient of variation on 2B/R property across the selected residential market areas to 
show the risk contents. In Kufong residential market revealed that an investor is undertaking a 
risk of 18% in order to have 7.04% return on investment; in Gwang Layout residential property 
investment market, an investor is undertaking a risk of 39% in order to have 7.13% return on 
investment; in Low Costs residential property market, an investor is undertaking a risk of 15% in 
order to gain 6.39% return on investment and investor in Rayfield residential property market is 
undertaking a risk of 22% in order to have 10.17% return on property investment. This implies 
that, Low Costs residential property market is considered appropriate and better preferred, 
because investor is taking a least risk to comparable average returns in other neighbourhoods. 
Rayfied residential property market appeared more risky than other property investment market 
in other neighbourhoods. The implication of the results of two bedrooms in the study areas  

Table 3: Rate of Returns on 3B/R Property Investment in Jos 

Year Kufong 
Gwang  
layout  Low Cost Rayfield  

2009 7.94 6.21 6.16 10.95 

2010 7.48 6.62 6.57 10.46 

2011 7.31 6.29 6.26 8.08 

2012 7.58 6.21 6.45 11.57 

2013 7.69 6.25 6.28 11.25 

2014 9.02 6.56 6.14 10.19 

2015 4.68 5.02 5.92 7.33 

2016 6.73 5.68 6.19 8.49 

2017 9.79 6.23 7.14 8.54 

2018 11.42 14.25 10.38 12.78 

Average Rate of return 7.96 6.93 6.75 9.97 

Standard deviation 1.82 2.61 1.32 1.77 

Coefficient of variation 0.23 0.38 0.19 0.18 

Source: Author’s Analysis (2021) 
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negate the argument of Olujinmi and Bello that infrastructure is not always have influence on 
property investment performance due to economic menace, but the results shows that however 
infinitesimal, infrastructure have influence on real estate investment performance.  

The annual rate of returns on 3B/R property investment in Jos presented in Table 3 showed that 
all selected neighbourhood in Jos operated on single digit rate of return, only a few periods in 
Rayfield maintained double digit rate of returns in 2009, 2010, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2018. 
Kufong, Gwang layout, and Low cost maintained double digit at current year 2018.  But the 
analysis of individual market performance on the basis of risk was carried out using standard 
deviation and coefficient of variation to establish the risk contents on 3B/R property across the 
selected residential property market areas. In Kufong residential property market, the investor 
will bear a risk of 23% in order to gain 7.23% return on investment, in Gwang Layout residential 
property market, an investor will under a risk of 38% in order to have 6.93% return on 
investment, In Low Costs residential property market, an investor is undertaking a risk of 19% in 
order to achieve  6.75% return on investment and while investor in Rayfield residential property 
market will as well undertake a risk of 18% in order to have 9.97% return on property 
investment. Therefore, Rayfied residential property investment market is adjudged appropriate 
compare with other residential property market in other neighbourhoods, because investor is 
taking a reduced risk at comparable average return. Gwang layout residential market appeared 
more risky than other property market in other neighnourhoods. The results in the context of 
three bedroom apartment, by implication gives direction to real estate investor in order to take 
appropriate decision and this in line with Ajibola et., al which claims that returns on property 
investment depends on functional infrastructure 

Table 5: Analysis of Variance in Residential Property Market in Jos 

Source of Variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 457.3732 3 152.4577 19.32639 0.0000 2.866266 

Within Groups 283.9888 36 7.888576 
   

       Total 741.3619 39 
    

       Between Groups 85.54466 3 28.51489 7.404149 0.00055 2.866266 

Within Groups 138.6433 36 3.851204 
   

       Total 224.188 39         

       Between Groups 65.3243 3 21.77477 5.808334 0.002408 2.866266 

Within Groups 134.9598 36 3.748883 
   

       Total 200.2841 39         

       Between Groups 32.86023 3 10.95341 2.101209 0.117218 2.866266 

Within Groups 187.6647 36 5.212908 
   

       Total 220.5249 39         

Source:  Author’s Analysis (2021) 
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The variance in property returns across the market location is presented in table 5 above. The 
result revealed that 1B/R property market across the study areas showed a significant variation in 
average return across the study areas since p-value at 0.000 is less than 0.05 level of significance.  
The result showed a significant variation in average 2B/R property market across the study areas 
since p-value at 0.00055 is less than 0.05 level of significance. 3B/R property market also showed 
significant variance in property return across the study areas at p-value of 0.002408 (p<0.05)and 
4B/R market also revealed a insignificance variation in property return across the selected 
location at p-value 0.117218 (p-value >0.05). The implication is that neighborhood differences 
associated available infrastructure provided inequality in the distribution which caused preference 
in location and therefore causes different property market performance.  

Table 6 showed the analysis five point Liker Scale used to measure the condition of 
infrastructure across the study areas. The result indicated the reliability test carried out to 
establish the degree of internal dependable among the items through the use of Cronbach’s 
Alpha. The result showed that at minimum acceptable alpha at 0.75 (75%), all the items across 
the study areas maintained high level of internal consistency at 80%, 76%, 85% and 88% for 
Kufong, Gwang-Layout, Low Cost and Rayfield respectively. The hypothesized mean or 
benchmark is calculated as (5+4+3+2+1= 15/5=3). Also, any infrastructure with mean 
condition higher than average threshold or hypothesized mean is referred to as infrastructure 
with a better condition. Therefore all the infrastructure showed better condition across the 
selected areas in Jos city.   

The hypothesised mean condition index (benchmark ) at 0.6 (3/5) for five –point Likert Scale 
given in table 6 above is used to determined infrastructure with better condition, this implies 
that, any infrastructure condition index that is more than 60% (0.60) showed a better condition 
index. Infrastructural Condition Index in Kufong ranges between 0.62-0.81 (62% -81%), in 
Gwang-Layout, Infrastructure Condition Index (ICI) ranges 0.73-0.88 (73% -88%), in Low Cost, 
ICI ranges between 0.60-0.79 (60% - 79%) and in Rayfield, ICI ranges between 0.79 – 0.87 
(79%-87%). This further signifies that, infrastructure condition in Rayfield is better than Gwang-
Layout, Gwang Layout is better than Low cost and Kufong. 

The result of strength of relationship between infrastructural index and property performance 
index is presented in table 7. There is strong positive significant relationship between water 
supply and property return across the study areas in Jos City. Electricity maintained strong 
positive significant relationship property return in Low cost and Rayfield. Access road and 
neighborhood security maintained strong positive significant relationship property return across 
the study areas of Jos. Drainage maintained positive significant relationship property return in 
Gwang layout, Low Cost and Rayfield. Waste disposal only maintained strong positive significant 
relationship property return in Gwang layout. Recreational facilities educational facilities only 
maintained strong positive significant relationship property return. Rayfield and Low cost 
respectively. health facilities did not maintain strong positive significant relationship property 
across study areas in Jos. Street light maintained strong positive significant relationship property 
return Gwang layout, Low cost and Rayfield   This indicates that these aforementioned 
infrastructural variables are likely to cause positive significant change in return on property 
investment cross the aforementioned areas, they are therefore positively and strongly correlated 
property investment performance in the study areas of Jos city. 
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Table 6: Infrastructure Condition Index (ICI) in Jos 

Infrastructure  Kufong (Alpha-α @0.80) Gwang Layout (Alpha-α 
@0.76) 

Low Cost (Alpha-α @0.85) Rayfield (Alpha-α @0.88) 

 N Sum Mean ICI Statu
s 

N Sum Mean ICI Status  N Sum Mean ICI Status  N Sum Mean  ICI Status  

Water supply 169 682 4.04 0.81 
Goo

d 
165 644 3.90 0.78 Good 171 634 3.71 0.74 Fair 161 645 4.00 0.80 Good 

Electricity 169 523 3.09 0.62 Fair 165 600 3.64 0.73 Fair 171 514 3.01 0.60 Fair 161 689 4.28 0.86 Good 
Access Road 169 594 3.51 0.70 Fair 165 686 4.16 0.83 Good 171 675 3.95 0.79 Good 161 665 4.13 0.83 Good 
Security Infrastructure 169 627 3.71 0.74 Fair 165 722 4.38 0.88 Good 171 611 3.57 0.71 Fair 161 637 3.95 0.79 Good 
Drainage System 169 584 3.46 0.70 Fair 165 690 4.18 0.84 Good 171 646 3.78 0.76 Good 161 691 4.29 0.86 Good 
Waste Disposal 169 600 3.55 0.71 Fair 165 613 3.72 0.74 Fair 171 576 3.37 0.67 Fair 161 691 4.29 0.86 Good 
Recreation Facilities 169 591 3.50 0.70 Fair 165 691 4.19 0.84 Good 171 652 3.81 0.76 Good 161 690 4.29 0.86 Good 
Education 

Infrastructure 
169 635 3.76 0.75 

Goo
d 

165 623 3.78 0.76 Fair 171 647 3.78 0.76 Good 161 650 4.04 0.81 Good 

Health Infrastructure 169 600 3.55 0.71 Fair 165 608 3.68 0.74 Fair 171 611 3.57 0.71 Fair 161 657 4.08 0.82 Good 
Street Light 169 609 3.60 0.72 Fair 165 665 4.03 0.81 Good 171 590 3.45 0.69 Fair 161 698 4.34 0.87 Good 
Valid N (list-wise) 169     165     171     161     

Source: Author’s Analysis (2021) 
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Table 7:  Correlation between Infrastructure and Property Investment  Performance in 
Jos 

Infrastructure Kufong ® N Gwang 
Layout® 

N Low Cost ® N Rayfield ® N 

Water supply .65(.032) 183 .72(.002) 165 .67(.030) 151 .76(.001) 123 

Electricity .58(.041) 183 .51(.054) 165 .47(.048) 151 .42(.039) 123 

Access Road .71(.022) 183 .67(.024) 165 .65(.034) 151 .60(.030) 123 

Security Infrastructure .56(.045) 183 .61(.026) 165 .75(.001) 151 .75(.001) 123 

Drainage System .231(.452) 183 .58(.046) 165 .59(.023) 151 .68(.010) 123 

Waste Disposal .34(.385) 183 .49(.073) 165 .41(.104) 151 .44(.341) 123 

Recreation Facilities .41(.214) 183 .37(.122) 165 .34(.263) 151 .58(.025) 123 

Education Infrastructure .31(.308) 183 .41(.101) 165 .48(.047) 151 .43(.263) 123 

Health Infrastructure .21(.422) 183 .31(.213) 165 .38(.243) 151 .212(.432) 123 

Street Light .42(.266) 183 .62(.027) 165 .61(.027) 151 .62(.021) 123 

Source: Author’s Analysis (2021) 

® = Return on Property Investment, N= number of properties 

 

Table 8: Test of Relationship among the Ranked Infrastructure Condition in  Jos city, Nigeria 

Infrastructure  Jos 
Kufong Gwang  

Layout 
Low  
Cost 

Rayfield T1 ∑T1
2 W rs 

Water supply 1 6 4 7 18 324 

0.801 
(0.011) 

0.455 
(0.065) 

Electricity 9 10 8 3 30 900 

Access Road 6 4 1 4 15 225 

Security Infrastructure 3 1 5 8 17 289 

Drainage System 8 3 3 1 15 225 

Waste Disposal 5 8 7 1 21 441 

Recreation Facilities 7 2 2 1 12 144 

Education Infrastructure 2 7 3 6 18 324 

Health Infrastructure 5 9 5 5 24 576 

Street Light 4 5 6 2 17 289 

Source: Author’s Analysis (2021) 

The result of test of relationship and level of agreement presented in Table 4.21 was carried out 
using Kendall Coefficient of Concordance to test relationship among the ranked factors and 
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Spearman’s Rank Order Correlation to test the level of agreement toward infrastructure 
condition. The result of Kendall’s Coefficient of Concordance (W) revealed that W = 0.801 
indicates a statistical evidence of a fair association in the ranking of the infrastructure condition 
across the study area in Jos, while the average rank correlation of variables between all possible 
pairs of the areas rs = 0.455 indicating a weak agreement to the condition of infrastructure across 
the study area. This result in this context indicates that though each neighborhood has its own 
peculiarity when it comes to infrastructure condition, therefore the overall ranking of these 
factors across the selected neighbourhoods in the study areas are fairly related. 

Recommendations and Conclusion 

There is need for quality and adequate provision of neighbourhood infrastructure for residential 
property investment returns’ sustainability. 

Once it was discovered that, the infrastructure across the study neighbourhoods in Jos were not 
properly maintained, therefore, planned and unplanned maintained schedule should be employed 
fully supported by Infrastructure Policy Performance (IPP) and investors should be provided 
supporting with infrastructure that will enhance performance of residential investment at low 
maintenance cost. for residential property investment and economic sustainability 

In conclusion, this study provided a statistically significant effect on property investment 
performance in the Nigeria. The result of the study has shown that return in an ideal residential 
property investment is hanged on the quality of infrastructure conditions. 
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ABSTRACT  

Catfish is widely accepted to be a very important species of fish that is cultured across the length 
and breadth of Africa. The nutritional value of catfish is such that it is an alternative source of 
protein with no risk of cholesterol and has a superior nutrient profile to all terrestrial animals. 
The commonest way to harvest catfish in the pond involve total draining of water from the pond 
and all fishes are been taken out without a specified selection. Over the years there has always 
been an increasing demand for and values attached to the quality of catfish harvested from local 
ponds. This demand created the intuition to provide alternative an automated catfish harvesting 
machine. The machine design considerations were the nature and behavior of catfish, nature of 
pond, complexity and usability. The machine uses principle of simple motion (rotational and 
translational) in operation, it has a conveyor speed of 0.34m/s, effective tension of 50N, a shaft 
diameter of 25mm, Torsional moment of 20MNm and conveyor capacity of 0..15t/h. Ninety 
fishes were randomly sampled from fish pond of 4weeks, 6weeks and 8weeks at an average of 
thirty each and was further subdivided into five groups of eighteen for machine evaluation and 
machine parameters evaluated are; Harvesting Efficiency which is the total number of fishes 
harvested by the machine against the total number of fishes in the pond before harvesting and 
was calculated to be 72.22%. Harvesting Effectiveness is the total number of fishes harvested 
without any injury or damage against the total number of fishes in the pond before harvest and 
was evaluated to be 83.33%. Losses is the total number of fishes harvested with injury or damage 
against the total number of fishes in the pond before harvest and estimated to be 16.67%.. Time 
Efficiency is the average time taken to harvest a certain number of fishes in a five (5) replicated 
experiment and was evaluated to be 45seconds. The production cost is Eighty Thousand, Eight 
Hundred and Fifty Naira Only (N80, 850). The development of catfish harvesting machine will 
open the gateway for proper marketing of catfish in Nigeria. 

 Keywords: Automated; Catfish; Conveyor, Harvesting; Machine; pond. 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Clariasgariepinus (catfish) which belong to the Claridae family is among the predominant fresh 
water fishes that is domesticated and commercialized worldwide at a very large scale. The high 
market demand of this type of fish has prompted many people to invest in its production due to 
its uniqueness and comparative advantages when compared with other species of fishes. 
Clariasgariepinus also known as African mud catfish is widely accepted to be a very important 
species of fish that is cultured across the length and breadth of Africa. It is a fish that has an eel 
shape with an elongated cylindrical body. Their fins both anal and dorsal are extremely long 
containing soft fin rays, the head is ossified, flat and the skill bone formed a casque. Its body is 
covered with a smooth scale less skin with grayish colour. (Anam; 2009). The omnivorous 
feeding nature of this aquatic animal is such it has a wide range of feeding materials which may 
sand grains, zooplanktons, algae, detritus, insects, macrophytes and Amphibians. (Adebayo, 
2017). And the nature of these diets may differ with respect to season, Environmental 
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boundaries and the fish size. The nutritional value of this catfish is such that it is an alternative 
source of animal protein with no risk of cholesterol and has a superior nutrient profile to all 
terrestrial animals. It is a source of sulphur and essential amino acids, supplies in a reasonable 
quantity thiamine and omega III polysaturate fatty acids. The presence of Omega III oil in a 
catfish has made it to be a nutritional supplement to patient diagnosed of the following illment; 
Eye problem, arthritis, muscular degeneration and bowel cancer. (Iheke and Nwagbara; 2014). 

Orire A.M, et al, (2013) reported that this species of fish has a high resistance to stress due to 
handling and its handiness is of high Economic benefit. Adelakun, et al, (2017) estimated about 
90% of total cultured fish in Nigeria is catfish, such that in the last four (4) years, hatcheries are 
constructed only for catfish and fish production is been targeted at catfish production. 

Fish harvesting is a post production activities that entails any means through which a matured 
sizable fish is been identified and taken out of the pond which is their habitat either for sale or 
for consumption. Fishes are harvested after attaining a consumable size after six months and its 
demand must be readily available. There are two major ways to harvest a catfish in a pond via 
complete harvesting and partial harvesting. Complete harvesting of fish in a pond involve total 
draining of water from the pond and all fishes are been taken out without a specified selection. 
This method is costly in the refilling of water to the pond and effluent of the pond may be 
pollutant to the surrounding water bodies. Partial harvesting of catfish involve the use of 
specified mesh size to single handedly pick the demanded fish size without disturbance to the 
entire pond.  

 

Statement of the Research Problem 

The demand for mechanization of agricultural activities has always been the drive for 
development of sophisticated machines because agricultural activities are highly labour intensive. 
The effectiveness and efficiency of agricultural processing machine is obviously cheap, fast and 
reliable when compared with human skill and its effectiveness.  Over the years, there has always 
been an increasing demand for and values attached to the quality of catfish harvested from local 
ponds. An average demand for catfish is more interested in already harvested and properly 
graded catfish. This demand created the intuition to provide an automated catfish harvesting and 
grading system. In a typical traditional method of catfish harvesting, the pond will be first 
drained of water before the selection of the demanded size and this harvesting process may 
induce unnecessary stress to the entire fish population. hence the choice of automation of this 
process. 

Aim and Objectives 

The aim of this study is to develop a catfish harvesting machine. 

The Specific Objectives are: 

1. Design and develop of a catfish harvesting machine. 

2.  To evaluate the performance of the machine.  

3.  To carry out costing of the machine. 
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2.0      MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Design Considerations and Assumptions 

The development of catfish harvesting machine is tasking assignment such that without looking 
into the following detailed peculiarities extensively it may not accomplished. 

2.1.1 Catfish Nature and Behavior: Clarias gariepinus is a fish species that is difficult in handling 
but highly profitable in marketing and rich in nutrient. There are among the most intelligent and 
sensitive breed of fishes that is found within the coastal region. In a domesticated pond, there 
are bottom bed fish, that is, they carry out most of their activities at the bottom bed of the pond 
and also live in clusters. Hence, any handling equipment for catfish must withstand their mould 
of rigidity and violence nature.  

2.1.2 Pond: This is the habitat for catfish. Ponds exist in different dimensions, in different 
geometric shapes and made from different material but for the purpose of this study, pond is 
assumed to exist in a uniform dimension, and made from single material. 

2.1.3 Complexity and usability: This study considered that the usability of any machine is a 
function of its complexity and vice versa. Hence, the same machine can exist in different 
complexity scales like small, medium and large scales depending on the purpose at which it 
serves. Again the machine size developed for less than six weeks old catfish will not be the same 
size for six months old catfish. 

2.2 Working Principle of the Machine 

Catfish harvesting machine is small scale adaptive machine for harvesting of mostly catfish from 
the pond after the pond must have been drained of water. The machine is made up of two 
components namely; Mechanical components and electrical component. The mechanical 
component use principles of simple motion (rotational and translational motion) in operation. 
Attached at the lower end of the machine is a pseudo-pond (basin) with a uniform dimension 
and inbuilt with a scepter that helps to push the fish to the catcher. The catcher is a toothless 
spike that is been driven by electronic motors in a rotational motion through which action the 
fish is trapped and pushed into a conveyor belt. The first conveyor belt attached to the catcher 
transport the fish to the second conveyor belt on which through the end of an embedded 
technology  the catfish is been graded according to their size and weight. Each is been collected 
through an outlet for further processing, storage or marketing. A water hose (pipe) is been 
connected to each conveyor belt to supply water that will lubricate the system to make it slippery 
for fishes to move in the direction of the conveyor without much stress or body injury.  

2.3       Design Analysis 

2.3.1     Conveyor design 

There are two conveyor mechanisms in the machine via a horizontal and inclined conveyor. 

(A) Horizontal Conveyor and Inclined Conveyorwith the diameters of the pulleys same and 
different respectively. 

(B) The Length of the Belt 

 L = D + d x      + 2C        (1) 

           2 
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Where  L = Belt length  

  D = Diameter of pulley (3inches) 

    d = Diameter of pulley (3 inches) 

   = Constant (3.142) 

    C = Distance between two centres of a pulley (2 inches) 

L  =  + d  x      + 2C + (  + d) 2  for inclined conveyor  (2) 

              2                              4C 
 Where   L = Belt length 
     D = Diameter of pulley 3 inches 

     d = Diameter of pulley 2 inches 

             = Constant (3.142) 

     C     = Distance between two centers of a pulley (2 inches) 

     L = 2+3 x 3.142 + 2x2 + (2+3)2 
      2    4x  
  
The Speed of the Belt 

    S = D X RPM X 0.2618 X 1.021    (3)  

Where  S = Speed of the belt 

   D = Diameter of the pulley (3 inches) 

       RPM = Revolution per minute (60 RPM) 

   S = 3 x 60 x 0.2618 x 1.021 = 48.11 F/m  

The Belt Load 

   P = G, X C X W       (4) 

 Where P = Belt load (product weight) 

   G, = Load per square ft (1) 

   C = Centre to centre distance (2 inches) 

   W = Belt weight from table (10) 

   P = 1 x 2 10 = 20 lbs 

P = G2  x  C  For Inclined Conveyor      (5) 

      5x60 
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 Where  P = Belt load 

    S = Speed of the belt from equation (2) 

    G2  = Load per hour 0.5 lbs 

    C = Distance between two centres of a pulley 2 inches 

 

Power Utilized by the Conveyor 

 Hp = F X S X (P+M)       (6) 
    33,000 
 
 Where HP = Horse power (power rating) 
    F = Coefficient of friction from table due to material (0.6) 

    S = Speed from equation (2) (48.11) 

    P = Belt load from equation (3) (20 lbs) 

    M = Overall Belt Weight 10 lbs 

Effective Tension on The Belt 

   E = F x (P+M)       (7) 

 Where E = Effective Tension on the belt 

    F = Coefficient of friction (0.6) 

    P = Belt load from equation 3 (20 lbs) 

     M = Overall Belt Weight 10 lbs      

Slack Side Tension 

  E, = E x K        (8) 

Where E1 = Slack side tension 

  E = Effective Tension from equation (5) =   (18 lbs) 

  K = Drive factor from table (0.0319)   

Tight Side Tension   

 E2 = E + E,       (9) 

 Where  E2 = Tight side Tension 

     E = Effective Tension form equation 5 (18 lbs) 
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     E, = Slack side Tension from equation 6 (0.57 lbs)   

   

Operational Tension 

T    =  E2                 (10) 

           W 

 Where    T =  Operational Tension 

      W = Belt Weight from table 10 lbs 

      E2 = Tight side tension from equation (7) 18.57 lbs 

  

2.3.2 Shaft Design 

Weight of grains acting the shaft  

The Maximum estimated mass of the catfish is 200gand the number of catfish is 30 

Therefore, 

Mass = 200g x 30 = 600g = 6Kg      (11) 

W= Mg 

Where, 

W= weight 

M = mass 

g = Acceleration due to gravity 

Torque Transmitted By the Electric Motor  

Tt =                 (12) 

Where, 

p = power transmitted (3750w) 

w = Angular speed of the motor 

But  

w =   

Where 
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N = speed of the motor 1500rpm 

 = constant  

Determination of Grinding Shaft Diameter 

T =  x i x d3             (13) (Khurmi& Gupta, 2006) 

Where, 

T = torque  

i  = sheer stress 25 mpa 

d = diameter of the shaft  

 

Determination of Torsional Moment in the Shaft 

The only force acting on the shaft is Torsional force as a result of the rotation of the shaft. 

Mt =        (14) (Khurmi& Gupta, 2006) 

Where, 

Mt = Torsional Moment 

 T = Torque 61.24Nm 

 D = Diameter of the shaft 16.26mm 

Π = Constant 3.142 

Power Required for The Shaft 

P =  

 

2.3.3. Capacity of the Conveyor 

 

Q = 60n Øpγ(D2 –d2)       (15) (Khurmi& Gupta, 2006) 

Where Q = Capacity of a conveyor, t/h 

 n = number of screw rotations  

 Ø = factor introduced for inclined conveyor, 0.33 
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 P = conveyor pitch, 0.002m 

 Γ = bulk density, 6kg/m3 

 D = pitch diameter of conveyor, 0.025m 

 d =d iameter of shaft, 0.025m 

         π = constant3.14 

 

2.4 Catfish Sampling for Machine Evaluation 

It was assumed that fishes that were fed for the same number of weeks in the same pond were of 
the same size and weight. Therefore, a total number of Ninety (90) fishes were randomly selected 
(sampled) from fish ponds of 4 weeks, 6 weeks and 8 weeks old of an average of thirty (30) 
fishes from the same pond to form a heterogeneous mixture of sizes and weights for machine 
Evaluation. The total sampled fishes subdivided into five (5) groups of Eighteen (18) fishes in 
order to evaluate the machine capacity in a five (5) replicate experiment. 

2.5 Machine Performance Evaluation 

 Harvesting Efficiency: This is the total number of fishes harvested by the machine against the 
total number of fishes in the pond before harvesting. It is calculated thus. 

  Harvesting Efficiency = X 100 

 

Harvesting Effectiveness: This is the total number of fishes harvested without any injury or 
damage against the total number of fishes in the pond before harvest. It is calculated thus;  

Harvesting Effectiveness = X 100 

 

Losses: This is the total number of fishes harvested with injury or damage against the total 
number of fishes in the pond before harvest. It is calculated thus. 

Losses = X 100 or losses = 100% -Harvesting Effectiveness 

Time Efficiency: This is the average time taken to harvest a certain number of fishes in a five 
(5) replicated experiment. 

2.6 Usability of the Machine  

This study is more concerned about transformation of a common traditional method of catfish 
harvesting and grading activities into a mechanized operations. The machine developed is usable 
by small scale fish farmers within the locality and ensure proper discharge of water effluent 
association with these activities as means of controlling water pollution from fish farming. 
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Automation of harvesting and grading processes for fish farmers is a critical issue that will open 
the gateway for proper marketing of catfish in Nigeria as accurate monetary value will then be 
attached to the proper fish size. It will further eliminate the prospect of under pricing of fishes 
and its product in the Local market thereby giving farmers proper worth for their labour. 
Furthermore, this study will bridge the marketing gap between the quantity of fish demanded 
and that actual quantity supplied. Vanguard, (2009), reported that demand for catfish in Nigeria 
is so high that irrespective of the quantity supplied to the markets, buyers would purchase all of 
them. As a result of this, opportunity for job creation will be adequately harnessed because 
Olujimi (2010) suggested that fishing industry has the potential capacity of generating 23,000 
jobs per year. Hence, this study is important as it will provide for fish farmers a low cost adaptive 
harvesting and grading machine for catfish.  

3.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Operational Description of the Machine 

The engineering operational features of catfish harvesting machine as determined in the design 
are shown in table 3.1 

Table 3.1 Operational Description of Catfish Harvesting Machine 

Parameter  Specification 

The length of the belt 34.11cm(A)/38.05cm(B) 

Speed of the conveyor 0.24m/s (A)/0.34m/s( B) 

Belt load  89N(A)/0.011N(B) 

Power Utilized by the conveyor 20watt (A)/10watt(B) 

Effective Tension on the Belt 80N(A)/26.7N(B) 

Slack side tension  2.7N(A)/0.85N(B) 

Tight Side Tension 82.64N(A)/27.55N(B) 

Operational Tensional 8.26N(A)/2.76N (B) 

Total Weight acting on the Shaft 6kg 

Torque Transmitted by the Electric Motor 23.89NM 

Shaft Diameter 16.46mm (Used 25mm) 

Torsional Moment For the shaft  20MNm 

Power Requirement  For the Shaft 5Hp 

Capacity of the conveyor 0.15t/h 

Note: A stands for Horizontal conveyor. B Stands for Inclined Conveyor 
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3.3Testing of the Machine 

The performance Evaluation of the machine was carried out using ninety (90) sampled Fishes 
which were randomly sampled from four weeks, Six weeks, and eight weeks ponds. The 
Evaluation of the machine was carried out in five replicated experiment in which the parameters 
evaluated include harvesting efficiency, harvesting effectiveness, loses and time efficiency with 
83.33%, 72.22%, 16.67%, 45seconds respectively 

3.4 Discussion  

From the result obtained, the harvesting efficiency of the machine was 72.22% which suggested 
that the machine can pick sizable number of fishes from the pond without any human aid which 
makes it suitable for commercial fish farming and also reduces all form of drudgery during 
catfish harvesting. The harvesting effectiveness was 83.33% which implies that the machine can 
harvest fishes at a higher percentage without injuring them or causing any form damage to the 
fish hence ensuring that the economic value of the fish is sustained. The high value of harvesting 
effectiveness is also a point of attraction of the usability of the machine by small scale fish 
farmers within the locality. The losses encounter with the usage of the machine was 16.67% 
which was significantly acceptable but does not suggest that fishes damaged during harvesting 
operation are total losses to the farmer as the damaged caused was minimal and fishes affected 
can be repacked in form like smoked, canned etc or can be used as supplement in feed or other 
food processing. The Time efficiency of the machine was recorded to be 45secnds per harvesting 
eighteen fishes of an average weight of 200gramme which on a larger scale suggested that a tone 
(1000kg) weight of fish can be harvested in less than three hours. This implies that the speed of 
harvesting operation is significantly normal and reduces unnecessary stress on the fish due to 
overcrowdings and delay in harvesting operation. The drawing of catfish harvesting machine is 
shown in fig 3.1 

3.5 Cost Analysis 

The production cost implication of this machine considering bought out components, material 
cost, job cost (machining and non- machining) is approximately eighty thousand, eight hundred 
and fifty naira only (N80, 850) 
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Figure 3.1: Drawings of Catfish Harvesting Machine 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION  

Catfish Harvesting Machine was developed to harvest small sizable catfish from a Pseudo pond. 
This machine is inexpensive and can be used by small scale fish farmers and in school 
Laboratories for demonstration. The Components design of the machine was properly 
undertaken and fabrication followed by assembling of parts. The machine was tested with catfish 
of 8weeks, 6weeks, and 4weeks old. Performance test of the machine indicated good machine 
parameters. The harvesting efficiency was 72.22%, harvesting effectiveness was 83.33%, machine 
losses 16.67% and time efficiency was 45 seconds with a cost implication of Eighty Thousand, 
Eight hundred and Fifty naira only (N80, 850). Therefore, this innovation is recommended for 
small scale catfish farmers to strengthen the production and marketing of catfish farming in 
Nigeria.     
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ABSTRACT 

In today’s buildings, lift systems are a necessary building component providing vertical 
movement and access for building users with numerous floors. The noise during lift operation 
can cause discomfort to lift users especial in the lift cabin. Lift system users in high-rise buildings 
are however often confronted with problems associated with noise due to high sound level 
during lift ride. This study explores the sound level of lift cabin of selected high-rise buildings 
within Central Business District (CBD) of Abuja, Nigeria and established the lift cabin sound 
level and cabin door operation sound level during ride across different buildings, lift brands and 
lift maintenance companies. The study adopted field survey research design, encompassing 
measurements and a structured checklist for data collection. WST85 digital sound level meter 
was used for the measurement. Sound level was evaluated against the standard performance 
requirements for interior sound level for lift cabin (≤55dBA) and door operation sound of the 
cabin (≤60dBA). From the findings, 64.0% of these buildings have lift systems with 
unsatisfactory interior sound and all the buildings have lift systems with optimum cabin door 
operation sound level within the acceptance criteria (≤60dBA). Results from the inferential 
statistics shows no significant differences (p<0.05) in the mean values of interior sound level of 
lift cabin and door operation sound level. The study provides lift cabin sound performance data 
for optimizing the sound level in lift cabin to avoid noise in order to enhance passenger comfort 
during lift system ride. 

Key words: Door operation, High-rise building, Lift cabin, Noise, Sound level 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION  

Lift systems are necessary for vertical transportation of people and goods from one floor level to 
another in high rise buildings (Chattered Institute of Building Services Engineers, (CIBSE), 2010; 
Al-Sharif, 2016). Optimum sound level is essential for buildings and systems in the built 
environment. Aside the physical building structure, systems like lifts used for the vertical 
transportation of people and goods in buildings requires optimum sound level during operation 
to ensure that lift users appreciate good ride with minimal discomfort. Monitoring of sound level 
in lift cabin is very important in terms of both safety and comfort (Strakosch, and Caporale, 
2010). According to National Elevator Industry Inc. (NEII) (2017) sound level requirement in 
lift cabin is slightly different than in other areas. Because lift systems usually have narrow roof 
range and it is constantly in motion so, frequent vibrations and sounds are generated during ride 
which could have both negative and positive effect on lift user’s comfort (Adekomaya, and 
Samuel, 2016; Al-Kodmany,2015). Generally, sound level of less than or equal to 55dbA for 
cabin and 60dbA for door sound operation is adequate for lift cabins and cabin door operation 
respectively (CIBSE, 2010; University of New South Wales (UNSW), 2015). However, lift 
systems in buildings present the potential for intrusive noise to the cabin which is the major 

mailto:iemmanuel55@yahoo.com
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component of the lift system responsible for carrying passengers from one floor to another 
(Monge, and Gómez, 2014). When the sound level exceeds the standard limit for optimum 
performance inside the cabin it produces noise that can result to discomfort of passenger during 
ride (Li, Andy and Eddie, 2004).  

According to Esteban, Iturrospe and Salgado (2013) lift consists of complex structural, 
mechanical and electrical components. The typical arrangements and components for electric 
traction lift system are illustrated in the Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Principal components of a typical passenger electric lift 

Source: CIBSE Guide D (2002) 

Therefore, the standard for designing lift systems clearly explains the details of how to have lift 
cabin with optimum sound level. The sound produce by the lift cabin is usually resulting from 
the lift equipment located in the shafts (Wit, 2017).     

According to American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) (2017) before planning for lift 
design, the standard for optimum sound level should be carefully examined to avoid excessive 
noise generation in lift cabins and during door operation. Even though criteria for evaluating 
sound performance of lift system vary in the industry. Nonetheless, lift system industry criteria 
typically apply to the sound levels in the cab or the machine room, rather than the adjacent 
spaces (Monge and Gómez, 2014; Bhatia, 2012). However, for the purpose of this study, only 
sound generated in lift cabins was measured and evaluated against standards.  

More so, CIBSE (2010); UNSW (2015); NEII (2017) provides standards and guidelines for 
building transportation systems that include sound levels. The sound guidelines provide levels 
for sound within the lift cabin during ride. The sound guidelines do not provide suggestions for 
sound levels within adjacent spaces. These guidelines are concluded with approaches to 
mitigating issues related to ambient sound. Conversely, noise produced during lift operation is a 
salient factor for consideration when evaluating the ride quality of lift systems as such lift cabin 
and doors are expected to be operated at their highest speed yet still need to commensurate with 
safety, smoothness and noise requirement (Monge and Gómez 2014). The interior of lift cabin 
should ensure optimum interior noise levels to less than 48–52 dB (A) for superior ride comfort. 
Noise levels above 60 dB (A) usually result to poor ride quality of the lift system (CIBSE, 2014). 
However, Aliyu et al, (2015) observed that more than 20% of the lifts studied in Nigeria were 
found to be vibrating too much with rising interior noise making about 25% of the passengers 
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uncomfortable especially the age class that could not use the stairs in getting to the upper floors 
easily.  

The issue of lift ride quality would likely become a basic requirement in the specifications for 
new and modern lift system and a symbol of quality lift service (Li, Suen and Wu, 2004; Aliyu, 
Hussaini, Abubakar, Baba and Mu’awuya, 2015). Hence the need for this study to investigate the 
sound performance of lift system cabin and door operation during ride quality in the selected 
high-rise buildings in Abuja City.     

2.0 METHODOLOGY 

The study was carried out within the Central Business District (CBD) of Abuja metropolis, 
Nigeria. The study area is characterized by high-rise building serving different purposes such as 
commercial and residential hence, the reason for selecting Abuja for the study. Field survey 
approach was adopted to achieve the objectives of this study. A well-structured checklist was 
also developed to obtain information on lift systems brands, rated speed categories as observed 
during field work.  A preliminary survey was carried to establish the population for this study. 
This was due to the lack of finite population record of the number of buildings with functional 
lift systems in the study area. Fourteen (14) accessible high-rise buildings were identified and 
used as the population frame for the study. The study adopted a purposive sampling technique. 
The sample size was based on the following selection criteria; 

i. Building should have a minimum of four (4) floors to be considered as high-rise; 

ii. The building should be accessible within CBD Abuja city; 

iii. Building must have a functional lift installed; 

iv. Lift system should be accessible during up peak period within the selected buildings;  

v. Lift system should be accessible within the building 

From the selected high-rise buildings, 70 lift systems were identified and 41 lifts systems met the 
sampling criteria and were used for the study. The selected lift systems for the study were of 
different brands, categories, machine room location and maintained by different lift companies. 
Field measurement data were obtained from the selected by using appropriate scientific 
equipment for computation and analysis. WT85 digital sound level meter was used for the 
purpose of this study. The sound level meter is an easy to use and handy mini sound level meter 
designed for sound quality or performance control that measures sound level from 30dBA up ~ 
130dBA.  The WT85 digital sound level meter (Figure 2) is applicable for measurement of noise 
engineering, sound performance and quality control, health prevention and various 
environmental noises, including noise measurement in such various places as factories, offices, 
transporting routes, families, stereo equipment and other places. It has auto range, wide 
measuring and frequency range (31.5Hz ~ 8 KHz), max/min hold, Frequency Weighting A and 
Wide dynamic range. This was used to establish the lift cabin sound and the door cabin door 
operation sound. 
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Figure 2:  WT85 Digital Sound Level Meter 

WT85 sound level meter was held by hand at a height of about 1.5m at human sight level above 
the floor level at various points of the lift cabin indoor space during ride. Data were collected 
and recorded three (3) times in the record sheet. Descriptive statistics was used to summarize the 
frequency distribution and the percentage of various lift system information collected by 
checklist within the study area. In addition, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), a parametric 
test, was used to determine whether there are significant differences between the means of two 
or more independent groups of variables. The Duncan multiple comparison post hoc test was 
performed on significant ANOVA findings to identify significant pairwise differences between 
interior illuminance of lift in the selected high-rise buildings.   

3.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

3.1 Building/Lift Systems Characteristics 

Table1: Selected High rise building in CBD, Abuja Metropolis 

S/
N 

Building  No of 
f
l
o
o
r
s 

Approximate 
 Height (m) 

Number 
 of  
functional  
lifts 

Number 
 of  
lifts  
Selected  
for study  

Building Type 

Commercial 
Building 

Administrative 
Building 

1 BLA  15 54 19 4   √ 

2 BLB 12 49 15 4 √  

3 BLC  12 49 3 3 √  

4 BLD   10 39 2 2 √  
5 BLE   10 39 3 3  √ 
6 BLF 8 33 3 3  √ 

7 BLG 7 23 2 2  √ 

8 BLH 5 24 3 3 √  

9 BLI 5 24 4 3 √  

10 BLJ 5 23 3 3  √ 

11 BLK 5 23 4 3  √ 

12 BLL  5 23 2 2  √ 

13 BLM 4 20 3 3 √  

14 BLN 4 20 4 3 √  
 Total   70 41 7(50%) 7(50%) 
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For the purpose of anonymity, the selected high-rise buildings under study were represented by 
label BLA, BLB, BLC, BLD, BLE, BLF, BLG, BLH, BLI, BLJ, BLK, BLL, BLM and BLN as 
shown in Table1 above.  

Table 1, presents the characteristics of the buildings and the lift systems identified in the study 
area. From the Identified buildings 41 buildings were studied. From the Table Building BLA and 
BLB are considered to be building with highest number of floors and installed lift systems of 
15;12 and 19;15 respectively.      

Likewise, from the 14 high-rise buildings selected for the study, 7 (50%) buildings are 
administrative buildings while 7 (50%) are commercial buildings as shown in Table1.  

Base on machine room location, 25 (61.0%) are Machine Room (MR) and 16 (39.0%) are 
Machine Room Less (MRL) therefore indicating that majority of the lift system operate from a 
machine room as presented in fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3: Lift system Machine Room Location 

3.2 Sound Level Measurement in High Rise Building 

Table 2 showed the result of the statistical analysis of the data measured from lift systems cabin 
and operation of the selected buildings.   

Table 2: Sound Level Measurement of Lift Cabin and Door Operation 
Buildings  DOS (dBA)  

(Mean ± S.E) 
DCS (dBA) 
(Mean ± S.E) 

BM  
(dBA) 

60 

Cabin Sound  
Level (dBA) 
(Mean ± S.E) 

BM 
55Dba 

BLA 39.40 ± 0.64a 41.55 ± 0.14ab ST 51.60 ± 1.04ab   ST 

BLB 41.96 ± 2.10ab 40.25 ± 4.53ab ST 48.45 ± 1.59a ST 

BLC 48.05 ± 4.92bcd 47.55 ± 3.43bc ST 51.95 ± 0.49ab ST 
BLD 48.10 ± 0.46bcd 47.80 ± 2.25bc ST 58.20 ± 1.38bcd UST 
BLE 50.70 ± 1.67d 40.40 ± 1.04ab ST 52.90 ± 4.44ab ST 
BLF 48.95 ± 1.53bcd 40.35 ± 4.01ab ST 62.30 ± 1.67cd UST 
BLG 42.25 ± 0.26abc 38.60 ± 1.73a ST 56.25 ± 0.03bc UST 

BLH 46.00 ± 0.40abcd 41.80 ± 0.29abc ST 63.70 ± 3.75d  UST 
BLI 52.70 ± 2.31d 47.66 ± 2.29bc ST 58.00 ± 0.40bcd UST 

BLJ 50.00 ± 4.21bcd 47.05 ± 3.03abc ST 60.45 ± 3.20cd UST 
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BLK 49.50 ± 4.16bcd 47.25 ± 2.34bc  ST 52.65 ± 1.76ab ST 
BL L 50.25 ± 1.70cd 46.35 ± 2.97abc ST 55.65 ± 0.95bc ST 

BLM 45.80 ± 0.87abcd 45.10 ± 0.12abc ST 58.20 ± 1.09bcd UST 

BLN 50.20 ± 1.50bcd 50.20 ± 2.02c ST 58.50 ± 2.42bc UST 

F 2.578 2.181  4.148  

p-Value 0.017 0.041  0.001  

BM- Bench Mark; ST-Satisfactory; UST-Unsatisfactory; Data analyzed using one way  

ANOVA  followed by Duncan multiple comparison  post hoc test. Values along the 
same column with different superscripts a, b and c are significantly 
different within the groups (p < 0.05). 

Referring to Table 2, the sound level during door operation is considered to be to be adequate 
across all the lift systems within the selected buildings. According to Monge and Gómez (2014) 
door operation are expected to be operated at their highest speed yet still need to commensurate 
noise requirement. Likewise, the sound level in lift cabin within BLA, BLB, BLC, BLE, BLK, 
BLL are considered to be adequate with optimum sound level. Whereas, the lift systems cabins 
in building BLD, BLF, BLG, BLH, BLI, BLJ, BLL, BLM and BLN were considered to have 
unsatisfactory sound level resulting to noise in lift car of most buildings. This could be as the 
result sound produce by lift equipment located in the shafts as revealed by Wit (2017). This 
implies that the rising interior noise in the lift cabin may result to passengers’ discomfort 
especially the age class that could not use the stairs in getting to the upper floors easily (Aliyu et 
al, 2015).   

3.3 Door operation  and Lift Cabin Sound Level Measurement   

Table 3 showed the result of the statistical analysis of the different lift maintenance 
companies. Values along the column with different subperscript are indicating a significant differ
ence in values of the various maintenance companies. 

Table 3 ANOVA of Lift Ride Quality of Different Company 
Lift Company  DOS (dBA) 

(Mean ± S.E) 

DCS (dBA) 

(Mean ± S.E) 

Cabin Sound (dB) 

(Mean ± S.E) 

Company A 39.40 ± 0.63a 41.55 ± 0.14 51.60 ± 1.04ab  

Company B 41.96 ± 2.10ab 40.25 ± 4.53 48.45 ± 1.59a 

Company C 45.15 ± 2.56abc 43.08 ± 2.64 54.10 ± 0.98abc 

Company D 49.49 ± 0.88c 45.20 ± 1.44 56.31 ± 1.37bcd 

Company E 49.35 ± 1.82c 44.73 ± 1.67 60.85 ± 2.11d 

Company F 47.90 ± 2.14bc 46.07 ± 1.42 59.32 ± 1.59cd 

Company G 50.25 ± 1.70c 46.35 ± 2.97 55.65 ± 0.95bcd 

F 3.858 0.754 4.041 

p-Value 0.005 0.611 0.004 

BM- Bench Mark; ST-Satisfactory; UST-Unsatisfactory; Data analyzed using one 
way ANOVA followed by Duncan multiple comparison post hoc test. 
Values along the same columns with different superscripts a, b and c are significantly different 
within the groups (p < 0.05). 
 

Table 4 shows that majority of the lift system maintained by company A, B, C and G are found 
to have optimum interior sound level (≤55dBA) except for company D, E and F (>55dBA). The 
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reason for unsatisfactory sound level in lift cabin could be as the result of poor maintenance and 
inadequate maintenance as revealed by Adekomaya and Samuel (2016). However, the sound level 
for the door operation of the lifts maintained by all companies are discovered to be optimum. 
This implies that all the maintenance company pay attention in monitoring door operation of lift 
cabin in all the buildings.   

3.4 Sound level of cabin Door Operation across Lift Brands  

Table 4 showed the result of the statistical analysis of the different lift 
brands. Values along the column with different subperscript are indicating a significant differenc
e in values of the various maintenance companies. 

Table 4: Measurement of Door Operation and Cabin Sound level of Lift System Brands 
Lift Brand  DOS (dBA) 

(Mean ± S.E) 

DCS (dBA) 

(Mean ± S.E) 

CabinLevel (dB) 

(Mean ± S.E) 

Brand A 44.17 ± 2.26 40.95 ± 1.81 56.95 ± 2.55ab 

Brand B 44.09 ± 1.84  42.13 ± 2.19 52.22 ± 1.22a 

Brand C 48.10 ± 0.46 47.80 ± 2.25 58.20 ± 1.38ab 

Brand D 50.70 ± 1.67 40.40 ± 1.03 52.90 ± 4.44a 

Brand E 49.35 ± 1.82 44.73 ± 1.66 60.85 ± 2.11b 

Brand F 47.90 ± 2.14 46.07 ± 1.42 59.32 ± 1.59ab 

Brand G 49.50 ± 4.15 47.25 ± 2.33 52.65 ± 1.76a 

Brand H 50.25 ± 1.70 46.35 ± 2.97 55.65 ± 0.95ab 

Brand I 50.20 ± 1.50 50.20 ± 2.02 55.50 ± 2.42ab 

F 1.470 1.980 2.459 

P-value 0.206 0.080 0.003 

DoorOpening Sound; DCS;Door Closing Sound.data analyzed using one way ANOVA followed
by Duncan multiple comparison post hoc test. Values along the same columns with different 
superscripts a, b and c are significantly different within the groups (p < 0.05). 

From Table 4, all lift brands across the buildings operate at optimum door opening and closing 
sound level. For sound level in Cabin, Brand A, Brand C, Brand E and Brand F are considered 
to generate sound above the standard requirement indicating inadequate sound level in the lift 
systems installed in 44.4% of the buildings. Whereas, 55.6% of the buildings are found to have 
lift brands with optimum sound level. This could be a contributing factor to preference of lift 
brand by building owners, lift users or lift consultant as revealed by Monge, and Gómez (2014).  

4.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION  

The study concludes that 64.0% of these buildings have lift systems with unsatisfactory lift cabin 
sound level (>55dBA). But on the contrary, all the buildings have lift system with optimum cabin 
door operation sound level (≤60dBA). Results from the inferential statistics shows no significant 
differences (p<0.05) in the mean values of lift cabin sound level and door operation sound level. 
Therefore, lift systems generate significant sound in the cabin and during door operation that 
should be considered for the potential impact on lift users of high rise buildings. Guidelines and 
criteria should be reviewed to determine how to assess the impact from these systems so that 
suitable levels can be set for goals on projects. When lift systems are adversely impacting 
residences, the sources of the offending sounds should be determined; these may vary depending 
on the type of brand or type of lift system, Maintenance Company. However, the study 
recommend that the lift cabin sound performance data could be used by lift consultants for 
optimizing the sound level in lift cabin to avoid noise for the comfort of passenger during ride.   
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ABSTRACT 

Cement production contributes about 10% of carbon dioxide (CO2) of the global greenhouse 
gases emitted into the atmosphere, causing devastating effects of climate change. In this paper, 
an overview of the effect and sources of CO2 emission in cement production was presented. A 
meticulous estimation of CO2 emitted in the Nigeria cement industry was made, while potential 
and opportunities for CO2 sequestration in Nigeria were x-rayed. Challenges for utilizing these 
opportunities and solutions to address the challenges were equally presented. It was shown that 
Nigeria produces about 54 million tonnes of cement per annum, corresponding to an equivalent 
amount of CO2 emitted, which is huge. Nigeria is categorised as one of the largest emitter of 
CO2 for its cement productions. Unfortunately, at present none of the cement industries 
examined in this review has the technology to capture CO2 for sequestration. Therefore, there is 
a need for collaborative researches to develop local techniques to utilize this dangerous gas, 
which in itself is a raw material if adequately captured. If the country’s dream of achieving 
Sustainable Dveleopment Goals (SDGs) on climate change is to become a reality, the 
government and stakeholders in the cement industries are also called upon to develop policies to 
checkmate the continuous release of CO2 to the atmosphere.  

Keywords: Carbon capture technique, Carbon-dioxide sequestration, Climate change, Global 
warming, Greenhouse gases. 

1.0 Introduction 

Nigeria continues to be a formidable competitor in the African cement industry, with some of 
the continent's leading manufacturers based within its borders. Between 2011 and 2013, the 
country achieved a self-sufficiency state in the production of cement, when domestic production 
exceeded national demand for the product, and since then, the country has been exporting to 
neighbouring countries as a viable source of foreign exchange. The country's total production 
capacity is expected to be around 54 million metric tonnes (MMT) per year by 2021 (Ohimain, 
2014; Perili, 2021). On a global scale, cement production has both positive and negative 
consequences. On the positive side, the cement industry may provide local residents with 
employment and business opportunities, especially in remote areas of developing countries 
where other avenues for economic development are limited. On the other hand, activities such 
as limestone quarrying, sourcing of other raw materials, biodiversity disruption, and carbon (iv) 
oxide (CO2) emissions during the manufacturing process may have a negative impact on the 
environment (Inegbenebor et al., 2018). 
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The amount of CO2 emitted from cement industries is becoming a source of concern for most 
nations around the world. It is predicted that if policies and technologies are not implemented, 
particularly in developing countries, to strategically revamp the current situation, the emission of 
CO2 from cement industries, as well as other notable sources in this region, will have a 
devastating impact on the environment and the gains that have been recorded globally in goals 
11- Sustainable Cites and Communities, 13- Climate Action, 14-Life below Water, and 15- Life 
on Land of  the SDGs 

Several technologies have been developed around the world in the last half-century to reduce the 
impact of CO2 emissions; some of these technologies have been deemed perfect, while others are 
still being studied by scientists. According to Thakur et al. (2018), one such technology is Carbon 
Capture and Sequestration (CCS), which is well recognized in industrial systems but can be very 
expensive; it is estimated that the capturing aspect accounts for more than 80% of the cost of 
operation, and storage capacity may also be an issue, particularly in large scale operations where 
the amount of CO2 is substantial. Nonetheless, CCS has a high potential for providing a 
corrective solution to the threat of CO2 emissions. Furthermore, the fact that the stored CO2 can 
be used in biofuel technology attests to the concept's ingenuity and can be a driving force for 
developing economies in the near future. 

Nigeria, as a member of the United Nations General Assembly and an active competitor in the 
African cement industry, as well as a rapidly developing economy, has a critical role to play in 
ensuring that the continent's contribution of CO2 to greenhouse gasses is relatively reduced by 
harnessing technology such as CCS. In an attempt to evaluate the current situation, this paper 
assessed the contribution of the cement industry to global carbon emissions, carefully explained 
some of the prevalent effects of CO2 emissions on climate change, and presented an overview of 
the cement industry in Nigeria from the pre-colonial era to the present. In addition, efforts were 
made to comprehend some of the various advances and challenges of implementing CCS 
technology in a developing country like Nigeria, as well as to identify some of the potentials and 
opportunities of carbon dioxide capture for the Nigerian cement market. 

2.0 Cement Industry as a Major Emitter of CO2 

The outstanding characteristics of concrete over other construction materials have made it a 
material of choice in the construction sector. In the global context, demand for concrete in 
infrastructure construction has risen, and scholarly surveys show that between 1990 and 2010, 
the demand for concrete nearly doubled those of steel and wood put together (Monterio et al., 
2017). Cement is a very important part of the concrete composites alongside inert mineral 
aggregates and water, it is practically manufactured in most countries due to its importance as a 
building material and the geographic availability of the primary raw ingredients (Worrell et al., 
2001).  

Until recently, the role of the cement sector in greenhouse gas emissions had not received great 
attention. In the previous 50 years, most of the emissions recorded have come from the 
combustion of fossil fuels (coal, petroleum and gas) with substantial contributions from forest 
removal and agricultural activities. However, the cement industry in recent times has proven to 
be an important source of industrial emissions of greenhouse gasses and contributes about 5-7% 
of worldwide anthropogenic greenhouse emissions. A report by International Energy Agency 
modelling shows that energy-related emissions of CO2 must be halved by 2050 in order to fulfil 
the environmental imperative of sustainable climate change (Barcelo et al. 2014; Bjerge and 
Brevik, 2014).  
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China is the world's largest cement manufacturer, responsible for about 57.1% of the global 
cement production, and as a result, the cement industry in China emits the highest amount of 
CO2  as shown in Figure 1. In 2010, China’s CO2 emission from the production of cement 
peaked at 1000 million tonnes and increased by almost 20%. As of 2014, China remains the top 
country by CO2 emissions from cement production in the world. China emitted 338.912 MMT 
of CO2 from cement manufacturing, accounting for 60.30% of global CO2 emissions from 
cement production. In 2014, China, India, the United States of America, Turkey, and Brazil 
make up the top five nations, accounting for 72.42 % of the global CO2 emissions from cement 
manufacturing which was approximately 562.007 MMT as represented in Figure 2 below 
(Knoema, 2020). Gao et al. (2017), is of the opinion that the emission of carbon from the cement 
industry in China is affected by numerous factors such as energy efficiency, applied processes 
and technologies, use of alternative materials, and the level of management and the same is true 
for other nations of the world  

 

Figure 1: Major countries in worldwide cement production from 2010-2020(in million metric 
tonnes) 

Source: Statista (2021) 

 

Figure 2: Global CO2 emissions from cement production in million metric tonnes (MMT) as of 
2014 

Source: Knoema (2020) 
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On a worldwide scale, it is anticipated that increased cement production will result in a 
significant increase in global CO2 emissions. In the early ’90s, global CO2 emissions from cement 
plants were barely more than 0.5 billion tons but by 2006 the value had nearly tripled, reaching 
1.88 billion tonnes. With this trend in mind and the exponential rate of the modern industrial 
revolution, environmentalists believe that if the current trends continue without fundamental 
regulations and strategies in place to address the problem, CO2 emissions from the worldwide 
cement sector will be around 2.5 billion tonnes in 2050 (Benhelal et al.,2013; Boden et al., 2011). 

3.0 CO2 Emission and its Effect on Climate Change. 

The emission of CO2 remains a major concern for most governments throughout the world. 
Although recent findings by Peter et al. (2019) suggest that the growth of CO2 emission in 
developed societies has slowed in the last two decades, much of the progress made in these 
climes has been thwarted by the consistent unregulated actions of developing and 
underdeveloped societies on this subject, therefore, making it difficult to assess the quality and 
quantity of progress made.  

According to Peters et al. (2019), the present inability to establish a globally accepted strategy for 
reducing c CO2 emission will bolster the global warming narrative. It is well known that 
greenhouse gases tend to maintain the earth's temperature at a certain level in order to sustain 
life. However, the uncontrolled combustion of fossil fuels and other human activities are 
increasing thereby trapping more heat than is necessary and causing global warming, this has 
been seen as one of the most serious threats facing humanity today.  

For example, Gillet et al. (2011) stated that the knowledge that carbon emissions inflict 
permanent damage should motivate many people to take action to combat climate change. Using 
a Canadian Earth System Model to illustrate substantial regional variations continuing at virtually 
constant global mean temperatures and precipitation at a near-zero carbon dioxide emissions in 
2100. Their calculations indicated how terrible the situation might be if not managed, at the 
current pace of warming and by the year 3000, the West Antarctic Ice Sheet might have 
completely collapsed, resulting in a 3-4 metre rise in sea level. 

Another aspect of climate change that environmentalists are concerned about is the vast amount 
of dry land that would result from global warming as shown in Figure 3. As the earth warms, 
certain areas are projected to grow wetter, while others that are currently dry are expected to 
become dryer. This is because, just as global warming affects the world's extreme cold regions, 
hotspots like Australia, Southern Africa, the Middle East, Southern Asia, the Sahel region of 
Africa, and some parts of the United States are becoming dryer due to an imbalance in 
evapotranspiration, which is expected to lead to drought if it persists for a long time. By 2050, 
scientists predict that the amount of territory affected by drought will have increased, and that 
water resources in afflicted areas will have decreased by up to 30% (Arndt et al., 2010; Miller et 
al., 2009; Serreze et al., 2009). These changes are partly caused by a phenomenon known as the 
Hadley Cell, whereby warm air in the tropics rises, loses moisture to tropical thunderstorms, and 
thereafter descends as dry air in the subtropics. As a result of this, it is expected that Semi-arid 
and desert areas will continue to grow as jet streams continue to shift to higher latitudes, causing 
storm patterns to shift as well. 

Greenhouse gas emissions have a wide range of environmental and health consequences. They 
contribute to climate change by trapping heat, resulting in record high temperatures and intense 
rainstorms, as well as changes in temperature and rainfall patterns, which affect plant and animal 
behaviour and have serious consequences for humans. Other implications of climate change 
produced by greenhouse gases include harsh weather conditions that contribute to respiratory 
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sickness from smog and air pollution, disturbances in the food supply network, and more 
wildfires (Nunez, 2019). 

 

Figure 3:  A corn farm affected by drought 

Source: United State Department of Agriculture, 2014 

4.0 Overview of Cement Production in Nigeria 

Nigeria's cement industry dates back to the colonial era; Niger Cement was the country's first 
indigenous cement, which commenced commercial activities in 1957 at Nkalagu in the then 
Eastern Region. West African Portland Cement (WAPCO) began operations in the Western area 
of Nigeria three years later, and the Cement Company of Northern Nigeria (CCNC) was 
established in 1967 (FGN, 2009). The government constructed more cement plants in the 1970s. 
During this time, the number of cement factories expanded from three in 1967 to eight in the 
seventies, with an estimated production capacity of 2.8 MMT per annum.  

By the eighties, the production capacity had nearly doubled, and local output peaked at 3.6 MMT 
per annum. Between 1980 and 2000, a series of political events cut the number of operational 
plants by half, resulting in cumulative production of 2.2 MMT per annum ( FGN , 2009; 
Ohimain, 2014).  

The government devised and implemented the backward integration policy (BIP) in 2002, which 
mandates that cement import permits be granted only to importers who can demonstrate that 
they are establishing facilities in Nigeria to produce local cement. The program provides 
incentives such as a VAT and customs duty exemption for cement manufacturing equipment 
imports. According to Ohimain (2014), after the BIP was implemented, all of the dormant 
existing government-owned cement plants were privatized, and the private sector installed 
additional production and bagging capacities. This praiseworthy step showed that within a 
decade Nigeria's cement industry had increased production capacity considerably from 4.03 
MMT per annum in 2000 to 45 MMT per annum, representing a 1000% spike in production. In 
the meanwhile, 14 new cement factories of varying capacities were under development as of 
2014 (Ohimain, 2014). 

The cement industry in present-day Nigeria is dominated by three major players, with Dangote 
Cement Plc holding 60.6% of the market share with a local installed capacity of 29.3 MMT per 
annum, Lafarge Africa Plc holding 21.8% share with a production capacity of 10.5 MMT per 
annum, and BUA Group accounting for 17.6 % share and 8.0 MMT per annum (Adekoya, 
2020). The country's cement production capacity is now approximately 49 MMT per annum, 
with yearly demand just slightly more than 21 MMT. Despite this self-sufficiency, it is expected 
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that the production capacity will rise further to 53.8 MMT by 2021 as some of the sector's main 
companies are constructing additional lines of production around the Nation (Perili, 2021). 

The increase in production capacity has resulted in several economic benefits for the country, 
but it is not without the negative impacts of greenhouse gases caused by CO2 emissions. 
According to the Carbon Dioxide Analysis Centre (CDIAC), emissions from cement 
manufacturing in Nigeria grew from 491 thousand metric tons (TMT) of CO2 in 1965 to 9.97 
MMT of CO2 in 2014, rising at an annual rate of 8.29 % on average and is just about 10% of the 
total CO2 emissions from fossil-fuels as shown in Figures 4 and 5. In 2017, Dangote Cement, a 
major competitor in the cement industry made its sustainability report available to the public in 
line with standard practice and reported a total emission of 8.45 MMT in all its domestic 
operations as well as providing 37,000 direct, indirect and induced jobs in Nigeria (Global 
Cement News, 2019).  

If Hendriks et al. (2004) are correct in their claim that for every 1kg of cement produced, 0.9kg of 
CO2 is emitted, then with a predicted production capacity of 53.8 MMT by 2021, yearly CO2 
emissions in Nigeria are estimated to be in the neighbourhood of 48.5 MMT. These numbers are 
mainly conservative since they exclude emissions from closely related activities such as limestone 
quarrying and other emissions produced during cement transportation to end-users.  

Odemba (2011) showed that CO2 emissions had a positive and significant influence on Nigeria's 
GDP, with a percentage increase in emissions from fossil fuels, solid fuels, bunker fuels, and 
cement manufacture resulting in a 0.71, 0.56, 0.62, and 0.44-unit increase in GDP, respectively. 
According to Adesina and Adejuwom (2008), biological productivity in Nigeria would decline as 
a result of global warming with significant shortages in fuelwood as an unbearable side effect. 
Also, consider the fact that Nigeria in recent times has witnessed a clear shift in long-term 
rainfall patterns toward drier conditions. Climate change has had a negative impact on the 
availability of water resources for power generation and agriculture. As a backdrop to the 
preceding argument, it clearly shows that developing a climate change-response development 
strategy would not only be economically advantageous for Nigeria, but that including climate 
change mitigation into the broader economic growth plan is also critical for the country's 
survival. This will aid in reducing the negative economic impacts of carbon emissions. 

 

Figure 4: CO2 emissions from cement production in Nigeria between 1915 – 2014 

*To convert to CO2, the values of emission in carbon is multiplied by 3.667 (Knoema (2020)) 

Source: Knoema (2020) 
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Figure 5: Nigeria - Total CO2 emissions from fossil fuels between 1915 -2014 

*To convert to CO2, the values of emission in carbon is multiplied by 3.667 Knoema (2020) 

Source: Knoema (2020) 

5.0 CO2 Sequestration: Techniques and Challenges 

Goal 13 of the SDGs is about taking immediate action to combat the negative effects of climate 
change in our immediate environment. To accomplish this, it is expected that reducing and 
capturing CO2, the most commonly produced greenhouse gas, will play a significant role in 
achieving this goal. In a 2021 report on progress toward the SDGs, the Secretary-General 
emphasized that, despite the gains recorded in the ecosystem from the COVID-19 global 
lockdown. Preliminary data indicates that failure to address climate change caused by greenhouse 
gasses will pose a threat to all other SDGs because emissions still increased in 2020.  

Scientists suggest that, in order to keep global warming temperature at 1.5°C by 2030, global 
emissions must be reduced by 45% (IPCC, 2018). When compared with 2010 levels, emissions 
from developed nations decreased by around 6.2% in 2019 while those from developing 
countries increased by 14.4% in 2014. There are several explanations for the disparities in the 
results attained in both situations, one of which being the former's adoption of CCS technology.  

Rahman et al. (2017) described CCS as the removal of CO2 directly from industrial or utility 
plants and subsequent storage in a secure medium. It is one of the most significant technologies 
available for reducing CO2 emissions. CCS is still the most advantageous technology for reducing 
CO2 today, and it is also the most cost-effective in a large-scale setting. Given the rising pace of 
emissions into the atmosphere, it is critical to guarantee that CO2 emissions from burning of 
fossil fuel and other emerging sources, such as the cement industry, are captured and reduced as 
soon as possible before they are released into the environment. As a result, the pollution caused 
by the release of these gases will be reduced, and efforts will be made to use the CO2 collected in 
the development of cleaner and efficient energy systems (Han et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2008; 
Martunus et al., 2008). 

In terms of CO2 mitigation, there are three well-established strategies typically employed to 
reduce CO2 emissions into the atmosphere: carbon sinking, carbon minimization, and carbon 
sourcing. As previously mentioned, CCS comes under the first approach, in which CO2 is 
collected at the source before being released into the atmosphere, transported to an injection 
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location via an impermeable medium, and then stored in geological or biological formations for 
an extended period of time. 

As far as geological carbon sequestration (GCS) is concerned, CO2 is secured in deep geologic 
formations in order to avoid its contribution to global warming, a schematic diagram of the 
process has been presented as Figure 6 while  biological carbon sequestration (BCS), on the 
other hand,  entails the effects of the ecosystem on the natural and anthropogenic processes of 
carbon management.  

This is based on the earlier findings that terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems in the United States 
are important carbon sinks and accounts for the sequestration of around one-quarter of the 
country's CO2 emissions (Duncan and Morrissey, 2011; Yu et al., 2019 ).  

 

Figure 6: Schematic diagram illustrating the theory of geologic carbon sequestration. 

Source: Duncan and Morrissey, 2011 

5.1 Techniques of CCS Technology 

In terms of CCS, there are a variety of techniques that may be used, and each of these 
approaches can be roughly classified into two sub-techniques: separation and capture techniques. 
The most common separation techniques as described by Figueroa et al. (2008) and Yang et al. 
(2008) are gas phase separation, absorption, adsorption, membrane system as well as a hybrid 
processes involving a combination of the last two techniques. The absorption process, according 
to Herzog and Golomb (2004), occurs when CO2 gas is absorbed in a liquid solvent by the 
creation of a chemically linked compound. As a result, once the solvent has been bound, the 
resultant product is transferred to a separate compartment and heated to release CO2. They also 
described the adsorption process as including the selective absorption of CO2 onto a solid 
surface, which is then regenerated by adjusting the pressure or temperature to release the 
adsorbed CO2. The active gas is isolated from flue gas in the membrane system by selectively 
permeating it via a membrane material. 

The capturing approach also includes the employment of any of the most often documented 
capture procedures in the literature, namely the post combustion capture system (PCCS-1), the 
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pre-combustion capture system (PCCS-2), and the oxyfuel capture system (OCS) (Rahman et al., 
2017).  In PCCS-1, just before the emissions are released into the environment, a final processing 
stage is used to remove the majority of the CO2 from the emission stage of the combustion 
process. The most common commercial CO2 separation technique is wet scrubbing with 
aqueous amine solutions. CO2 is extracted from the exhaust gas using an amine solvent at a 
temperature of 50°C. The CO2 absorbed by the solvent, which is then heated to a higher 
temperature, cooled, and continuously recycled for use in the next separation cycle. The 
extracted CO2 is then dried, compressed, and transferred to a secure storage location; this 
process is believed to be the most effective for existing power plants, with an estimated recovery 
rate of 800 tonnes per day (Gibbins and Chalmers, 2008; Herzog and Golomb, 2004; Thakur et 
al., 2018). 

The majority of the capturing for PCCS-2 occurs before the combustion begins, and this is 
accomplished by gasifying (partially combusting) the fossil fuel with some oxygen at high 
pressures to produce a synthetic mixture of H2 and CO, which is then steamed and passed 
through a catalyst system to enable what is referred to as the water-gas shift (WGS). CO2 
separated in this way, results in the production of a fuel gas that is rich in hydrogen at a much 
lower heat than is required in PCCS-1 process. As a result, in terms of energy consumption, the 
PCCS-2 is more efficient than the PCCS-2 (Pennline et al.,2008; Guerrero-Lemus and Martínez-
Duart, 2012). 

Oxyfuel capture system (OCS) requires the use of oxygen as the only active gas in the 
combustion process to produce a flue gas containing CO2 and compensated vapour that can be 
easily separated. However, if the CO2 to be captured comes from the combustion of coal, the 
oxides of nitrogen and sulphur must be carefully removed from the CO2 mixture before 
compression and storage in a suitable medium (Gibbins and Chalmers, 2008). Apart from the 
previously described technologies, there are emerging technologies in the industry, some of 
which are still in the experimental stage and have not been adopted in large scale capturing. 
These technologies include solid sorbent adsorption, liquid solvent absorption, mineralization, 
and membranes technology. Though still in its early stages, the membrane technology has shown 
a lot of promise for capturing and sequestering CO2 emissions and is regarded as the most 
suitable CCS technology for the future (Ho et al., 2008; Khalilpour et al., 2015; Krishnamurthy et 
al., 2014; Zevenhoven et al., 2009). 

5.2 Challenges of CCS Technology in Developing Countries 

The use of CCS technology is fraught with difficulties, some of which are; high implementation 
costs, life cycle effects, storage capacity, lack of favourable government policies, and high energy 
demand. Among these challenges, the cost of implementing and commercializing this technology 
is the most significant. In developed countries, the average cost of capturing and storing one 
tonne of CO2 is $ 0.5-5 and $ 6-12 for onshore and offshore conditions, respectively.Whereas, 
some studies have revealed that the cost of operation (cost of sourcing CO2 from emission 
plants and cost of transportation to storage site) can be as high as $56 in the early stages of 
operation (Metz et al., 2005, Oh, 2010, Theeyattuparampil et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, estimating the cost of a large-scale CCS system is difficult because the cost of 
external and social influences is frequently explicitly excluded in most of the available scenarios 
where the cost implication was evaluated. 

According to the British Geological Survey (BGS), energy demand is an intrinsic aspect of CCS 
technology, the cost of capturing and compressing CO2 increases a coal plant's fuel demand by 
25-40%, whereas the cost of electricity incurred by end-users for obtaining electricity from a new 
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power plant with CCS or a pre-existing power plant with a very close storage location increases 
by 21-91%. As a result, applying the technology to pre-existing plants or plants with far storage 
locations will be more expensive, because CCS implementation requires more energy and cost 
than CO2 emissions, supporting an energy-intensive process like this may be difficult for 
developing countries with epileptic power generation and distribution infrastructures. Therefore, 
market-driven CCS development will never occur and political attitudes will be influenced if the 
public does not accept it. However, it is important to remember that the costs of climate change 
will be significantly higher (BGS, 2021; Thakur et al., 2018). 

Given the wide range of geologic formations available in most emerging nations, as well as the 
teeming population's reliance on groundwater for existence. If there is a CO2 leak owing to low-
density seals and ineffective geological traps, the soil would become acidic, and agricultural life 
will be lost. According to Galadima and Garba (2010), if the storage is not effectively protected 
against leakage, it might have a significant impact on the livelihood of the population who are 
primarily farmers.  

The usage of CCS technology will not be embraced by the big wigs in the sectors if there are no 
stringent laws in place to regulate emissions in developing nations. For example, Figure 7 depicts 
the number of policies implemented by three developed countries over a 15-year period. In the 
United States, there were close to 15 policies to promote the use of CCS technologies between 
1990 and 2015, and this has proven to be effective because recent statistics show that the 
amount of of CO2 emission per Gross Domestic Product (GDP) reduced considerably from 
0.53kg CO2/2010USD in 1990 to 0.27 kg CO2/2010USD in 2018 as a result of their 
implementation.  

Some of these policies borders around strategic planning, research, development and deployment  
of CCS innovations, tax relief for companies in the industry and other financial incentives 
(Shirmohammadi et al., 2020). 

 

Figure 7: CCS policies implemented in three developed nations within a 15-year period 

Source: Shirmohammadi et al. (2020) 
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6.0 Potentials and Opportunities of CO2 Capturing for Nigerian Cement Market. 

Nigeria has had a considerably stable administration in the previous two decades, with a generally 
smooth change of power from one political party to the next, resulting in positive economic 
progress. Many have seen the country's numerous infrastructural developments in this era as 
proof of a stable government. The cement sector is not immune to this trend, since it is reported 
in the literature that the number of cement manufacturing units grows every year. Despite this 
commendable achievement, the government and other stakeholders have implemented few, if 
any, strategic policies to reduce CO2 emissions arising from the activities of such industries and 
promote the use of CCS technology in the country.  

The Kwale and Ovade Ogharefe projects are notable examples of the few CCS technology 
deployed by the government. The former, which is overseen by the Nigerian National Petroleum 
Corporation (NNPC), Nigerian Agip Oil Company Ltd, and Phillips Oil Company Nigeria Ltd, 
has reduced CO2 emissions by 800,000 metric tonnes as of 2008, while the latter is expected to 
reduce CO2 emissions by approximately 25 million metric tonnes by 2017 (Anastassia et al., 
2010). In both situations, the technology was exclusively used in the oil and gas industry, with no 
implementation in the cement industry. Given the massive amounts of CO2 emissions produced 
in recent years by the cement industry, one would expect the country to be at the forefront of 
the discussion on sustainable methods of converting this readily available raw material into an 
effective form of renewable energy, but this has not been the case.  

However, it is important to note that the adoption of CCS technology in  Nigeria’s cement 
sector, has a lot of promise for the country. As of now, Nigeria is mainly dependent on fossil 
fuels for power generation, and because the amount of electricity generated is relatively low in 
comparison to its population, many enterprises and small companies must rely on the usage of 
generators to carry out their daily operations. If the infrastructure is in place, CO2 collected from 
these facilities can be processed and transferred to a nearby gas turbine for power generation 
thereby increasing the quantity of electricity available for generation. 

Researchers like Peters et al. (2011), Thakur et al. (2018) and Yoshida and Ihara (2004) have 
shown that industrially collected CO2 may be used to make key products and chemicals for 
biofuels and biorefineries. Furthermore, because it is easily converted into other useful products 
like carbonates, poly (carbonates), carbamate derivatives, and carboxylic acids, which form 
excellent aprotic polar solvents and fine chemical intermediates, it is bound to have a wide 
acceptance in the oil and gas sector, paints and coatings industries, electronics, and 
pharmaceutical industries. CO2 as a commodity can be used in firefighting, food industry, fish 
farms, agricultural greenhouse and other chemical industries (Psarras et al., 2017). 

7.0 Conclusion 

Cement manufacturing produces around 10% of the world greenhouse gases in the form of CO2, 
when released into the atmosphere it creates severe impacts on the climate. Presently, Nigeria 
produces around 54 million tonnes of cement each year and there are plans by the manufacturing 
companies to increase this figure in the near future thereby resulting in a massive quantity of 
CO2 emissions. As of today, there are no active Carbon Capture Technologies and policies in the 
nation to mitigate the massive quantity of CO2 emitted on a daily basis. The non-existence of this 
technology puts the entire nation at risk, and one can only expect the worse in terms of 
occasional climate change. As a result, the Government needs to make policies that will aid joint 
research to create home grown technologies, especially when the cost of the readily available 
technologies are taken into consideration. Also, if the country's ambition of reaching the SDGs 
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on climate change were to become a reality, the Government and cement industry stakeholders 
must create rules to halt the continual emission of CO2 into the atmosphere. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, a modified feldspar composite (MFC) adsorbent from feldspar and Theobroma cacao 
pods (TCP) was prepared using the calcination method. It was characterized and tested for 
adsorption of Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI) in wastewater sample. The MFC had an 
improved cation exchange capacity, large surface area and small particle size. The optimization 
results from Central Composite Design (CCD) predicted the adsorption percentages of 99.95, 
99.93, 98.72 and 92.48 for Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI) ions respectively. The 
experimental results revealed the removal percentages of Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI) 
ions as 99.98%, 99.91%, 98.80% and 92.24%, which were in good correlation with the values 
predicted by the CCD for the respective metal ions at the optimum conditions of adsorption. 
The isotherm studies showed that the adsorption of Pb (II), Cd (II) and As (III) ions onto MFC 
best fitted the Langmuir isotherm model while that of Cr (VI) ion followed the Freundlich 
isotherm model. The kinetic studies showed that rate of adsorption of Pb (II), Cd (III) and As 
(III) ions followed the pseudo second- order kinetic model while the rate of adsorption of Cr 
(VI) ions onto MFC best fitted pseudo first order kinetic model. Thermodynamic studies 
revealed that metal adsorption onto MFC was feasible, spontaneous and endothermic for Pb (II) 
and Cd (II) ions while the uptake of As (III) and Cr (VI) ions followed an exothermic process. 
The MFC, owing to its improved cation exchange capacity and eco-friendliness, has a good 
potential to be utilized as an alternative adsorbent in wastewater treatment.  

Key words: Theobroma cacao, isotherms, kinetics, thermodynamics, modified feldspar 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The presence of heavy metals in water sources has become an important topic of concern for 
scientists in various fields associated with quality of life and safety of the natural environment as 
well as concern of the general public (Dang et al., 2009). Heavy metals are one of the most 
problematic pollutants in the environment due to their potential toxicity, persistence and bio-
accumulation problems. Direct toxicity to man and other forms of life and indirect toxicity 
through the food chains are the focus of this concern (Sanusi et al., 2016). Heavy metals such as 
cadmium, lead, chromium, arsenic and copper are released into the water bodies from several 
industrial activities such as mining, electroplating, battery manufacture, metallurgy and tannery. 
The effluents released from the industries contain heavy metals at a concentration above the 
tolerable limit (Ogbu et al., 2019). In order to maintain a healthy living, essential metals such as 
Cu, Fe, Zn and Mn are required as micro-nutrients or macro-nutrients. However, other metals 
like Cd, Pb and As are poisonous; increased exposure to these metals can be hazardous as they 
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damage nerves, brain, liver, heart, lung, bones and cause gastrointestinal dysfunction (Sanusi et 
al., 2021).  

To alleviate the problem of water pollution by heavy metals, various conventional methods 
including coagulation, floatation, adsorption, ion exchange, reverse osmosis, ultrafiltration, 
electro-dialysis and membrane filtration processes have been used. However, most of these water 
treatment methods suffer several techno-economic limitations such as inefficiency, cost 
expensive, sludge production, membrane filters scarcity (Dang et al., 2009). Removing of toxic 
chemical substances by adsorption using low-cost adsorbents is the latest method of choice in 
wastewater treatment. Among available natural materials, agricultural wastes and aluminosilicate 
materials are regarded as suitable adsorbents because they are non-toxic, abundant, eco-friendly 
and have multifunctional group properties. Several researchers have utilized a wide variety of 
clays and agro-wastes for adsorption experiments. These include clays like illite (Ozdes et al., 
2011), kaolinite (Unuabonah et al., 2008), feldspar (Awala and El-Jamal, 2011), bentonite (Olu-
Owolabi et al., 2016); and agrowastes such as pineapple leaves (Amphol et al., 2020), Sawdust 
(Ogbu et al., 2019), Carica papaya seed (Sanusi et al., 2016) and mango seed (Olu-Owolabi et al., 
2012).  

Theobroma cacao pod (TCP) is the main by-products of cocoa processing discarded as wastes, 
constituting environmental pollution. Theobroma cacao pod (TCP) is a lignocellulosic waste 
consisting of cellulose 26.1%, hemicellulose 12.8% and lignin 28% (Sanusi et al., 2021). Feldspar 
is a crystalline aluminosilicate mineral, belong to the tectosilicate group and is characterized by a 
framework of layered silicate structure (Sanusi et al., 2021). The species of feldspar are orthoclase 
(KAlSi3O8), albite (NaAlSi3O8) and anorthite (CaAl2Si2O8) (Yazdani et al., 2014). 

Despite the excellent adsorption performance of clays and agrowastes, they are cumbersome to 
utilize as adsorbents on industrial scales for reasons like clogging, bleeding and decomposition in 
industrial sieves, very low flow rates for clays infixed bed columns. The drawbacks are 
circumvented by modification methods such as intercalation, pillaring, surfactant treatment, 
thermal activation and acid-alkaline treatment (Yazdani et al., 2014). This study aims to 
investigate the isotherms, kinetics and thermodynamics of adsorption of Cd (II), Pb (II), As (III), 
and Cr (VI) ions onto modified feldspar composite (MFC) adsorbent in wastewater. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1 Collection and pretreatment of Adsorbent samples. 

Theobroma cacao pods (TCP) were collected from cocoa plantations in Ifetedo town, Osun State. 
The TCP samples were washed with tap water and then rinsed with distilled water to remove 
dust, dirt impurities, oven-dried at 70C for 72 h and ground to powder using mortar and pestle. 
The TCP was sieved in a 0.230 mm sieve and stored plastic container (Olu-Owolabi et al., 2012). 

The feldspar (FS) sample was obtained from the Federal Institute of Industrial Research Oshodi 
(FIIRO), Lagos, Nigeria. The feldspar sample was pre-treated by suspension in deionized water 
for 24 h (Unuabonah et al., 2013). The organic matters in the sample were removed by adding 
30% hydrogen peroxide solution with stirring until effervescence ceased. The mixture was 
decanted, washed with deionized water to remove all traces of hydrogen peroxide, oven-dried at 
105•C and stored in a pre-cleaned dry air-tight plastic container (Sanusi et al., 2016).  
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2.2 Preparation of modified feldspar composite adsorbent (MFC) 

Equal weight of feldspar sample and TCP sample (50 g each) were weighed into a 500 mL beaker 
and 300 mL of 0.1M NaOH was added. The content was thoroughly stirred and heated in an 
oven at 150•C until dryness (Olu-Owolabi et al., 2016). Samples of the dried mixtures were 
weighed into crucibles and calcined at 300•C for 6 h. The resulting dark powdery composite was 
washed with deionized water to remove residual NaOH from its surface. The modified feldspar 
composite (MFC) was oven-dried at 105•C and stored in a dry plastic container (Unuabonah et 
al., 2013).  

2.3 Characterization of adsorbents 

The cation exchange capacity (CEC) of FS and MFC were determined using the ammonium 
acetate method as reported by Unuabonah et al. (2013). Na+ and K+ were determined using AES 
(Agilent PG 10T), while Ca2+ and Mg2+ were determined by atomic absorption 
spectrophotometer (SHIMAZU 360H Model). The functional groups present in the adsorbents 
were obtained using Shimadzu 8400S FTIR spectrometer (Adebowale et al., 2008). The surface 
morphology, surface area and porosity of the adsorbent were analyzed using scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), Philips XL30 model and Brunauer, Emmet and Teller (BET) (Singh and 
Bhateria, 2020).  

2.4 Preparation of standard and working solutions of heavy metals 

A stock solution of the metal ions (Pb2+, Cd2+, As3+ and Cr6+) were prepared by dissolving 1.598g 
of Pb(NO3)2,  2.711g of Cd(NO3)2, 1.320 g of As2O3 and 2.8289 g of K2Cr2O7 salts in 200cm3 

deionized water and then made up to the mark in a 1L standard volumetric flask. Working 
solutions of various concentrations were prepared from the stock solution as required by serial 
dilution. 

2.5 Batch adsorption experiment 

Batch adsorption studies were carried out in 100mL plastic bottles by contacting 0.5 g of 
adsorbent with 20 ml of wastewater containing 100mg/L each of Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr 
(VI) ions. The adsorbent/metal ions mixtures were placed on a rotary shaker and shaken at 120 
rpm at a room temperature (3000K) for a period of 120 min to attain equilibrium (Ogbu et al., 
2019). The sample mixtures were filtered using whatman 0.45 filter paper and the filtrates were 
analyzed for the concentration of the metal ions left using AAS method (Unuabonah et al 2013; 
Gusain et al., 2019). All adsorption experiments were carried out in triplicate for all the metal ions 
studied. 

2.6 Optimization of Adsorption Parameters 

The central composite design (CCD) and Design-Expert 12 software was applied to determine 
the optimum set of adsorption parameters as presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Parameters for optimization of adsorption of Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI) on 
MFC 

Independent variables              Ranges and Coded Levels   

    - α             -1                 0 +1 + α 

Initial metal conc. (C0) (mg/L)     50             75             100 125 150 

pH     2             3                 5 6 8 

Adsorbent dose (D) (g)     0.5             1                 1.5 2 2.5 
Contact time (T)(min)     30             60               120 180 210 

 

2.7 Data Treatment                

The amount of metal ions adsorbed per gram of MFC was calculated using Equation 1.  

       M

VCC
q eO

e

)( 


                (1) 

The percentage removal of metal ions by MFC was calculated using Equation 2. 

                     %R =     x 100                (2) 

where; R is the removal efficiency of the metal ions by adsorbent; Co is the initial metal ions 

concentration in wastewater (mg/L);  is the metal ions concentration adsorbed by an 

adsorbent at equilibrium (mg/L); eq
, V and M are the amount of metal ions adsorbed (mg/g), 

volume of the solution (mL) used for experiment and mass (g) of the sample, respectively. 

2.7.1 Adsorption Isotherm Models 

The equilibrium isotherm modeling of Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI) ions adsorbed onto 
the MFC adsorbent was carried out by the application of the Langmuir and Freundlich models. 

The Langmuir isotherm is represented in linear form by Equation 3 as: 

  o

e

oe

e 1

Q

C

bQq

C


         (3) 

When  is plotted against Ce, the slope is  and the intercept is . Where oQ
 and b are the 

maximal adsorption capacity per weight of MFC and solute-surface interaction energy 
parameters. 

The Freundlich isotherm in linear form is represented by Equation 4 as:  

                                                       (4) 
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Where FK  and n are the Freundlich model capacity factor and the linearity parameter 

respectively. The values of  and n may be calculated by plotting log ( ) versus log ( ). The 

slope is equal to  and the intercept is equal to log  (Unuabonah et al., 2008; Das and Mondal, 

2011). 

2.7.2 Adsorption Kinetic Models 

The Lagergren pseudo-first-order (PFO), pseudo second-order (PSO), intra-particle diffusion 
(IPD) and Elovich kinetic models were employed in describing the rate of the adsorption 
process. 

. The Equations are expressed below:  

PFO:   
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              (5) 
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Intra-particle diffusion:  Ctkq it  )( 2/1

     (7) 

Elovich:   
   t 

1
 

1
q t LnLn







    (8)  

Where qe and qt are adsorption quantity (mg/g) at equilibrium and at time t, respectively; k1 

(min−1) and k2 (g/mg1min1) are the rate constants of the PFO and PSO, respectively; ik
 

(mg/gmin1/2) is the rate constant of the intra-particle diffusion with intercept C; α is the initial 

adsorption rate (mgg−1min−1) and   is the surface activation energy for chemisorption (g/mg). 
The qe and rate constants were calculated from the slope and intercept of the plots of log (qe−qt) 

vs. t; t/q vs. t and tq
 vs 

2/1t for PFO, PSO and IPD respectively (Adebowale et al., 2008, Sanusi et 
al., 2016). 

2.7.3 Equilibrium Adsorption Analysis 

A good statistical tool for evaluating the applicability and fitness of isotherm or kinetic models 
besides the regression coefficient (R2) is the non-linear chi-square test (X2). It is expressed as: 

                                                               

 

                                           

Where, qe exp (mg/g) and qe cal (mg/g) are the experimental and calculated equilibrium 
adsorption capacities respectively. The smaller the X2 value, the closer the agreement between 
the experimental data and data calculated from the model equations (Akpomie and Dawodu, 
2015) 
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2.7.4 Thermodynamic parameters 

The thermodynamic parameters, i.e. standard enthalpy change  oH , standard entropy 

change  oS , standard Gibbs free energy change  oG  and equilibrium constant  CK  were 
evaluated using data from equilibrium metal adsorption studies through the following Equations:  

e
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C
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C
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                  (10) 
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    (12) 

Where adsC
 and eC

 are the amount of metal ions adsorbed and the amount left in solution after 
equilibrium; R and T are the universal gas constant (8.314 Jmol-1K-1) and temperature 
respectively. 

 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Characterization of adsorbent. 

From the results in Table 2, MFC had the higher value for CEC (30.66 ± 0.21 meq/100g) than 
FS (6.42 ± 0.45 meq/100g). The results indicated that MFC, a composite from the combination 
of FS and TCP had an improved ion-exchange capacity from the surface modification process. 

Table 2: The pH and Cation Exchange Capacity of the FS and MFC adsorbents. 

Adsorbents  pH    
Exchangeable            
cations(meq/100g) 

 

CEC  
(meq/100g)  

  
   Ca  Mg  K   Na 

  
 

FS 
 

4.95±0.36 1.08±0.1 0.45±0.02 3.31±0.4 1.58±0.23 
 

6.42 ± 0.45   

MFC 
 

7.60±0.01 5.57±0.9 3.85±0.00 13.88±0.5 7.36±0.99 
 

30.66± 0.21  

 

The infrared spectra of FS, and MFC were shown in Figure 1 (a and b). As shown in Figure (1a), 
the shift in absorption bands observed in MFC spectra after the calcination with the TCP is an 
indication of the successful synthesis of the composite adsorbent. The absorption band of the 
MFC appearing at 3432 and 3696 cm−1 has been enhanced, which resulted from vibration bands 
of TCP (O–H and N–H stretching) overlap with the bands of FS (–OH stretching of H2O). The 
bands at 2928-2849 cm−1, 1380 cm−1 and 1034cm–1 related to the intercalated TCP (–CH2 
stretching on methylene groups) and Si–O bending were seen in the MFC spectra suggesting the 
active sites for interaction of the feldspar with the TCP biomass (Unuabonah et al., 2013 and 
Yazdani et al., 2014).  
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Figure 1 (a) FTIR spectra of modified feldspar composite (MFC). 

 

Figure 1 (b) FTIR spectra of raw feldspar composite (FS). 

 

Figure 2 shows SEM micrographs of MFC. The composite adsorbent is porous, consists of a 
considerable number of heterogeneous pores, irregular surface and aggregate of pore size and 
shapes typical of feldspar mineral (Awala and El-Jamal, 2011). The MFC adsorbent showed an 
increased surface area (53.60 ± 0.3 m2/g) indicating the smaller particle sizes i.e. micropores. 
Similar results have been reported by (Awala and El-Jamal, 2011; Sanusi et al., 2016). 

 

Figure 2.  Scanning Electron Micrograph of MFC adsorbent. 
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3.2 Effect of adsorption parameters and optimization. 

Table 2 presented the combined effect of interaction of pH, initial metal concentration, contact 
time and adsorbent dosage on the adsorptive behaviour of Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI) 
onto MFC adsorbent. For all the metal ions, the removal percentage increased with increasing 
adsorbent dosage, and this was due to the presence of more active adsorption sites and large 
adsorbent surface area that is readily available for metal uptake (Adebowale et al., 2008; Sanusi et 
al., 2016). More so, the removal of metal ions onto MFC reached the maximum at 60 min for Pb 
(II) and Cr (VI), but 120 min for Cd (II), As (III). Furthermore, the metal adsorption onto MFC 
depends on the pH of the solution. Pb (II), Cd (II) and As (III) removal at lower pH is lower 
than the metal removal at higher pH in the experimental pH range. On the contrary, Cr (VI) ions 
adsorption was higher at lower pH 2. Similar observations were reported by other researchers 
(Ozde et al., 2011; Yazdani et al., 2014, Sanusi et al., 2016). As shown in Table 2, the optimization 
results using central composite design (CCD) revealed that the predicted adsorption capacities 
and percentages for the heavy metal ions (Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI)) were close to the 
experimental results of the respective metal ions at the optimum conditions of adsorption 
parameters (pH 2, 5, 6; 0.5 g; 100 mg/L; 60-120 min and 3000K). 

Table 2. Optimization results for predicted and experimental values of adsorption capacity and 
percentages of Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI) on MFC. 

Heavy 
Metals 

p
H 

 Time 
(min) 

 Dose 
(g) 

 conc. 
(mg/L) 

Adjusted  
R2   

Predicted       
R2 

Adsorption     Adsorption capacity             
   (%)                   (mg/g) 

          Exp.        Pred.     qe exp.   qe pred. 

Pb (II) 6  60  0.5 100     0.9986 0.9996 99.98      99.95    24.23      24.21 

Cd (II) 5  120  0.5 100  0.9978 0.9990 99.91      99.93    21.65     21.64 

As (III) 5  120  0.5 100  0.9959 0.9981  98.80      98.72    16.88     16.90 

Cr (VI) 2  60  0.5 100  0.9919 0.9966 92.24      92.48    12.50      12.45 

 

3.3 Adsorption Isotherm Studies 

The equilibrium data obtained from the adsorption of Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI) ions 
onto MFC were fitted to Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm models. All of the isotherm 
parameters, constants and regression coefficients were calculated from the linear equations of the 
isotherm model plots and presented in Table 3.The maximum Langmuir monolayer adsorption 
capacity, Qo (mg/g), were 99.98, 96.91, 91.80 and 85.64 for Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI) 
uptake by MFC respectively. It was observed that the maximum adsorption capacity for Pb (II) 
was the highest i.e. Pb (II) > Cd (II) > As (III) > Cr (VI). The higher adsorption of Pb (II) as 
compared to the other metal ions suggests that the adsorbent surface acts as a base and 
invariably have a stronger affinity for Pb (II) which was adsorbed in a borderline acidic solution 
(pH 6). The Qo values for Pb (II) and Cd (II) were higher than the values reported by 
Unuabonah et al. (2008) and Ozdes et al. (2011). As shown in Table 3, the Langmuir isotherm 
model was best fitted to adsorption of Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) ions onto the adsorbents with R2 

greater than 0.99 and low X2 values (0.073- 0.917). This suggests that the adsorption process 
might be attributed to monolayer adsorption onto a homogenous surface of the adsorbent. 
However, the Freundlich isotherm model was found to present the best fit for Cr (VI) 
adsorption process considering the high R2 (0.9997) and low X2 values (0.976). The better fitness 
of the data to the Freundlich model suggests multilayer adsorption for Cr (VI) ions unto a 
heterogeneous surface of the adsorbents (Ozdes et al., 2011; Akpomie and Dawodu, 2015). 
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Table 3: Adsorption Isotherm Parameters of Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI) adsorption 
onto MFC. 

  Metal                 Pb (II)                   Cd (II)                        As (III)                            Cr (VI) 
Isotherm            

 
             

 

Langmuir     

Qo  (mg/g)        99.98   96.91          91.80                    85.64 

b (L/mg)          0.096  0.084          0.064                     0.011 

R2                              0.9999 
X2                    0.073               

 0.9996 
 0.416                   

         0.9990         
         0.073                           

         0.8862 
         10.251 

Freundlich    

KF                            39.03  30.75         8.916                    0.069 

n                     1.352  1.262         2.577                    3.223 

R2                            0.9358 
X2                           5.746 

 0.8997 
 8.409 

        0.8766         
        8.258           

         0.9997 
         0.976 

Key: MFC: modified feldspar composite, Qo = Maximal adsorption capacity per unit weight of 
adsorbent, b = Solute–surface interaction energy-related parameter, R2 = Regression coefficient, 
KF = Freundlich model capacity factor, n = Isotherm linearity parameter, X2 = Chi square test. 
3.4 Adsorption Kinetic Studies 

The pseudo-first-order (PFO), pseudo second-order (PSO), Elovich and intraparticle diffusion 
(IPD) kinetic models were applied to investigate the rate of the heavy metals adsorption. The 
calculated parameters, constants, regression coefficients (R2) and chi-square (X2) test for the 
adsorption of Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI) ions obtained from the kinetic models were 
given in Table 4 (a and b). Plots of the four kinetic models are shown in Figure 3 (a - d). From 
Table 4 (b), the experimental data calculated from pseudo-second order (PSO) kinetic model for 
Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) ions have higher R2 (0.99 < R2 ≤ 1) and very low X2 values ranging from 
(0.108 – 0.225). The higher R2 and lower χ2 values obtained suggested that the pseudo-second-
order kinetic model provided a better fit for Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) ions than the pseudo-first-
order model (Ogbu et al., 2019; Sanusi et al., 2021). However, for the adsorption of Cr (VI) ion 
on the various adsorbents, the R2 values were higher (0.9987) and X2 values were lower (0.979) 
for PFO kinetic model in Table 4(a). The higher R2 values supported by the very lower X2 values 
indicated that pseudo-first-order (PFO) kinetic model was found to best fit the experimental data 
for adsorption of Cr (VI) onto the MFC (Md.Sayedur and Sathasivam, 2015; Amphol et al., 

2020). However, the low  2 values shown in Table 4 (b) suggested that Elovich kinetic model did 

not fit the adsorption of the metal. Figure 3(d) revealed that the plot of tq
 vs 

2/1t  is a straight line 

with a slope ik
 and intercept C. The R2 values were greater than 0.99, suggesting that the uptake 

of metal ions involved intraparticle diffusion. However, the plot’s linear fitting did not passing 
through the origin, which indicated that the intraparticle diffusion is not the only rate-controlling 
step during the metal adsorption process (Sanusi et al., 2016; Gusain et al., 2019). The 

multilinearity of the plot of tq
 vs 

2/1t and the occurrence of non-zero intercept suggested that 
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adsorption of Pb (II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI) onto MFC is a complex process. More so, 
both intraparticle diffusion and surface adsorption contributed to the rate of metal adsorption 
(Ozdes et al., 2011; Amphol et al., 2020). 

Table 4a: Adsorption Kinetic Parameters for Pb, Cd, As and Cr adsorption onto MFC. 

  Metal                          Pb (II)                       Cd (II)                     As (III)                      Cr (VI) 
  qe exp (mg/g)                  69.64 
Kinetic Model 

46.38                       26.54  18.54 

Pseudo-first-order (PFO)   

qe cal (mg/g)                            30.85 59.41                     45.60 18.60 

k1 (min-1)                                  0.146 0.629                     0.018 0.102 

R2                                                                   0.8859 
X 2                                                                 18.320 

0.8867                   0.8851 
29.211                   20.783 

0.9987 
0.580 

Key: MFC: modified feldspar composite, qe exp = adsorption quantity at equilibrium, qe cal = 
adsorption quantity from the plots, k1 = rate constant of the PFO, R2 = correlation coefficient, 
X2 = Chi square test. 

Table 4b: Adsorption Kinetic Parameters for Pb, Cd, As and Cr adsorption by MFC (continues). 

  Metal                                Pb (II)                Cd (II)                        As (III)                      Cr (VI) 

  qe exp (mg/g)                        69.64 
Kinetic Model 

46.38                       26.54 18.54 

Pseudo-second-order (PSO)   

k2 (g/mg min)                         6.8 x 10-3  6.4 x 10-3                     5.94 x 10-3  5.04 x 10-

3 
qe cal (mg/g)                           69.64 46.40                    26.54 32.81 

R2                                                                 1.0000 
X 2                                                                0.225 

1.0000                  0.9999 
0.108                    0.112 

0.8905 
7.989 

Elovich equation 
α (mg g−1 min−1)                     0.110                          
β (gmg−1)                                0.589 
R2                                                                  0.8845 
Intraparticle diffusion (IPD) 
kid (mg/g min1/2)                     3.990 
C                                             7.344 
R2                                           0.9985                                                                                      

 
0.220         
1.941         
0.8318       
 
1.671        
16.82        
0.9976      

 
5.291 
0.128 
0.8753 
 
0.890 
18.106 
0.9982                       

 
    0.098 
    0.783 
    0.8317 
 
    2.010 
    8.106 
    0.9967 

Key: MFC: modified feldspar composite, qe exp = adsorption quantity at equilibrium, qe cal = 
adsorption quantity from the plots, k1 = rate constant of the PFO, k2 = rate constant of the 

PSO, R2 = correlation coefficient, α = initial adsorption rate,  = surface coverage and 
activation energy for chemisorption, C = intercept, kid = intra-particle diffusion rate constants, 
X2 = Chi square test. 
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Figure 3: (a) PFO kinetic (b) PSO kinetic plots of adsorption of Pb, Cd, As and Cr onto MFC. 

 

Figure 3: (c) Elovich and (d) IPD plots of adsorption of Pb, Cd, As and Cr onto MFC adsorbent. 

3.5 Thermodynamics of metal adsorption 

The calculated values of the thermodynamic parameters such as a change in standard Gibbs free 
energy (ΔGθ), change in standard enthalpy (ΔHθ) and change in standard entropy (ΔSθ) for metal 
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adsorption were given in Table 5.The negative values of ΔGo (kJmol-1), obtained for Pb (-3.22, -
3.93), Cd (-3.08, -3.96), As (-7.52, -5.48) and Cr (-7.08, -3.96) ions at 308 and 328K suggested the 
feasibility and spontaneous nature of adsorption of all the metal ions onto MFC adsorbent. A 
similar observation has been reported for the adsorption Pb (II) and Cd (II) by Ozdes et al. 
(2011) and Dawodu and Akpomie (2014). The values of ΔHo (kJmol-1) obtained for the uptake 
of Pb (35.56) and Cd (24.12) onto MFC were shown in (Table 3a). The positive values of ΔHo 
indicated that the Pb (II) and Cd (II) ions uptake by the MFC adsorbent was favourable at higher 
temperature, hence the adsorption process is endothermic (Mustapha et al., 2019; Ogbu et al., 
2019). However, the negative values of ∆Ho (kJmol-1) obtained for As (-16.58) and Cr (-2.12) 
suggested the exothermic nature of the adsorption of As (III) and Cr (VI) ions onto the 
adsorbent. The magnitude of ΔHo provides information about the type of metal adsorption, 
which could be either physical or chemical. The enthalpy change (ΔHo) in the range of 2.1–20.9, 
20.9–80.0 and 80.0 – 418.4 kJmol−1 indicates physisorption, physicochemical and chemisorption, 
respectively (Dawodu and Akpomie, 2015; Rahman and Sathasivam, 2015). From table 3, the 
values of ΔHo for adsorption Pb (II) and Cd (II) ions onto the adsorbent 24.12 and 35.56 
kJmol−1 suggestive of physicochemical adsorption process (Chukwuemeka-Okorie et al., 2018). 
However, the values of ΔHo for As (III) and Cr (VI) were -16.58 and -2.12 kJmol−1 respectively 
indicating physisorption (Ogbu et al., 2019). The positive ∆S0 values suggested the sorbent-
solution interface’s randomness during the adsorption of the metal ions onto the MFC. Similar 
observations have been reported by Mustapha et al. (2019), Yazdani et al. (2014) and Sanusi et al. 
(2021). 

Table 5: Thermodynamic parameters for adsorption of Pb (II), Cd (II) and As (III) and Cr (VI) 
ions onto MFC adsorbent. 

Parameter/ Temperature (K) Pb (II) Cd (II) As (III)           Cr (VI) 

∆H0 (kJmol-1) 35.56 24.12 16.58              -2.12 

∆S0 (J/mol-1K-1) 52.81 40.65 42.65               35.59 

308K (∆G0)(kJmol-1) -3.22 -3.08 -7.52               -7.08 

318K (∆G0)(kJmol-1) -3.66 -3.83 -8.34                -6.88 

328K (∆G0)(kJmol-1) -3.93 -3.96 -5.48                -3.96 

Key: MFC: Theobroma cacao pod-modified feldspar composite; ∆H0 = Change in standard 
enthalpy, ∆S0 = Change in standard entropy, and ∆G0 = Change in standard Gibbs free energy of 
metal adsorption. 

4.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

In this research work, the modified feldspar composite (MFC) adsorbent was prepared from 
feldspar and Theobroma cacao pods (TCP) by the calcination method. The optimization results 
using central composite design (CCD) revealed that the predicted adsorption percentages of Pb 
(II), Cd (II), As (III) and Cr (VI) were close to the experimental results of the respective metal 
ions at the optimum conditions of adsorption parameters. The isotherm studies showed that the 
adsorption of Pb (II), Cd (III) and As (III) ions onto MFC were best fitted to the Langmuir 
isotherm model. However, the uptake of Cr (VI) ions onto the adsorbent followed Freundlich 
isotherm model and multilayer adsorption. The kinetic studies revealed that the rate of 
adsorption of Pb (II), Cd (III) and As (III) ions followed pseudo-second order kinetic model 
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while the rate of adsorption of Cr (VI) ions onto the adsorbents best fitted pseudo-first order 
kinetic model. From thermodynamic studies, the metal adsorption process was feasible, 
spontaneous and endothermic for the case of Pb (II) and Cd (II) while the uptake of As (III) and 
Cr (VI) ions was feasible, spontaneous but exothermic. The results indicated that MFC had 
better adsorbent properties such as high cation exchange capacity, good adsorption performance, 
durability and low-cost. Therefore, MFC is recommended as an excellent adsorbent for heavy 
metals in wastewater treatment.    
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ABSTRACT 

Need for low range transfer of electric power from source to sink, without wired 
interconnections, is on the rise with increased use of smart devices and deployment of certain 
emerging technologies. In this paper is presented the design of a 5W rated wireless power 
transfer pack for charging portable smart devices. Using the Qi standard for cordless transfer of 
power, the unit was developed consisting of transceiver coils by which transmission of electric 
power based on inductive coupling approach was achieved. The coils were each made of 30 
turns of 1 mm copper conductor, with the oscillating frequency of the system being 140 kHz. 
The transmitter (primary) coil was excited to induce varying voltage on the receiver (secondary) 
coil as their distance apart changed. On demonstration, an optimal voltage of 4.61V was realised, 

showing 92.2 efficiency. While this voltage output is suffice to charge certain portable devices 
like cell phones, the design could be scaled up to serve heavy duty systems such as electric 
vehicles, electric railway, and mobile battery bank in electric microgrid technology. 

Keywords: wireless power transfer, inductive coupling, wireless phone charging, Qi standard 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the prolific increase in the use of smart devices and the need for deployment of certain 
emerging technologies, wireless transfer of electric power from source to load is fast attracting 
huge technological importance. Though wireless power transfer (WPT) is an existing technology 
(Lucas, 2018), and has been vastly used in information transfer (Tesla, 1914), its limitation has 
been that while the radiative modes of omni-directional antennas work very well for transmission 
of information, it has not been found to be suitable for power transfer, as a bulk of the power is 
wasted into free space (Singh, Hasarmani and Holmukhe, 2012). But with electric grid networks 
carrying power to almost everywhere, a new possibilities to supply portable devices with 
electrical energy through WPT technology has been gaining momentum. Though already being 
used in many different applications, it is becoming indispensable in the present modern world 
for the convenience it could offer in charging smart devices and systems. In addition, there are 
other evolving high-power applications of WPT, such as electric vehicle (EV) charging, railway 
seamless (RS) charging, and charging of mobile battery energy storage system (MBESS) in 
renewable energy (REN) -based electric microgrid (EμG) technology. There are also some 
special applications, such as implant devices in healthcare, where WPT is the only preferred or 
possible solution (Mohamed, Marim and Mohammed, 2017).  
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Seamless charging is a major advantage of WPT in the use of portable appliances. This means 
charging of device is possible whenever, so long the device is near a charging pad (Covic and 
Boys, 2013). This reduces charging intervals and therefore enable reduction in the size and 
weight of batteries. The convenience and the promise of reducing the battery size is most likely 
to boost the wideness of the applications of the technology among users of mobile electronic 
devices.   

In EV technology, charging and re-charging of batteries and energy storage systems are of 
immense importance (Ma et al., 2021; Armenta-Deu and Cattin, 2021). It has been established 
that public EV charging networks are facing the challenge shortage in supplied electricity 
compared to the fast increasing number of electric cars (Pallonetto,2020). Bons et al. (2020) 
profiled 39 public EV charging stations for smart charging using three indicators: average 
charging power, amount of transferred energy, and share of positively and negatively affected 
sessions. It was obtained that charging was limited during the peak hours of the electricity grid. 
In a similar trend, the widespread deployment of renewable electricity and EμG technologies has 
been earning power systems fast improvement in performance and robustness (Ajewole, Lawal 
and Omoigui, 2016; Ajewole et al., 2017a; Nyirenda-Jere et al., 2018; Ajewole et al., 2017b; 
Ajewole et al., 2019a; Karahan, Özan and Bağriyanik, 2021; Ajewole et al., 2019b; Ajewole et al., 
2020). Connection of energy storage units to distribution systems in order to provide stable 
electricity supply is an advancement that is greatly enhancing the performances of μG systems 
(Samara, Shaaban and Osman, 2019; Barra et al., 2018; Abdeltawab and Mohamed, 2019). Both 
EV and EμG applications could be enhanced further by WPT. By its versatility, it has been 
estimated that the potential market for WPT technology is expected to be worth more than 11.3 
billion by the year 2022 (Rohan, 2016).  

Low range cordless charging has been found to be highly beneficial. According to (Sidiku, Eronu 
and Ashigwuike, 2020; Li et al., 2018), various methods of transmitting power cordlessly are 
available and but broadly categorized into: Near Field (with capacitive coupling and inductive 
coupling types) and Far Field (comprising of Laser, Solar Power Satellite, and Microwave 
approaches). In the low range WPT, while capacitive coupling has the advantages of high 
operational efficiency, negligible radiation loss, provision of much greater range and direction; 
the advantages of the inductive coupling, as compared to capacitive coupling, include ease of 
implementation, convenient operation, safe and high efficiency in close distance, among others 
(Mohamed, Marim, and Mohammed, 2017; Zhang et al., 2011). One typical industrial application 
where capacitive coupling has gained more popularity is the electronic consumer manufacturing, 
where it has been successfully commercialized to make a number of products, including electric 
toothbrush, charging pad for cell phone or laptop, and medical implants (Jadidian and Katabi, 
2014).  

In the present study, a low range cordless charger, purposed for charging portable smart devices, 
is developed using magnetic resonant coupling method that is a form of inductive coupling. This 
paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes in detail the method applied in the design and 
construction, which includes simulation and experimentation; while the result of the 
demonstration of the developed system is presented and discussed in Section 3; and the work is 
concluded in Section 4 with some recommendations. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

In the magnetic resonant coupling method, wireless power transfer is achieved with the 
combination of inductive coupling and resonance (Kurs et al., 2007). Energy shifts back and 
forth between magnetic field surrounding the coils and electric field surrounding the capacitor as 
figure 1 shows. Alternating current in the primary coil (connected to a source) generates a 
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varying magnetic field that induces voltage across the terminals of a secondary coil at the receiver 
end. In this phenomenon, energy can be transferred efficiently from a source coil to a receiving 
coil with little loss.  

 

Fig 1: Magnetic resonance coupling model for WPT (Xiao et al., 2015). 

The Qi standard of the wireless power consortium (WPC) is adopted in the designing. The 
standard describes inductive wireless charging system for single- and multi-coil topologies, which 
can transfer power within 5W on the bandwidth of 110 kHz – 205 kHz frequency for low power 
category, and up to 120W on 80 kHz – 300 kHz frequency range for medium power category. A 
typical model for the standard is shown in figure 2, which describes how Qi allows the charging 
device to be in control by the charging procedure. Qi-compliant charger is capable of adjusting 
the transmitted power density as requested by the charging device through signalling. It uses the 
magnetic inductive coupling technique, typically within the range of 40 millimetres and generally 
of a flat surface charger (charging pad) where a mobile device can be placed. 

Fig 2: Model of Qi standard for WPT (Zhang et al., 2011). 

Figure 3 is the block diagram of the prototype cordless power transfer pack developed in this 
study. An AC–DC converter connects to utility supply and its DC output is converted to a high 
frequency AC voltage before being passed to the primary coil. The secondary coil receives the 
AC voltage signal over the air gap and the received voltage is rectified and regulated to charging 
voltage. 

2.1  System Design  

Copper wire of 1 mm thickness was wound into 30 turns coils of 60mm internal diameters for 
both the transmitter and the receiver coils. The coils were tightly wounded to realise the 
minimum possible spacing between each strands, thus bringing the external diameter and length 
of each of the coils to 75mm and 5654mm respectively. A multivibrator circuit that switches at a 
high oscillation was used to provide the needed frequency of operation.  
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Fig 3: Block diagram of the designed prototype 

As shown in figure 4, power from the AC–DC converter’s output is transformed from DC to 
high frequency AC and applied to the transmitter winding. A combination of MOSFET Q1 and 
555 timer formed the astable multivibrator circuit that inverts the DC signal, such that 140 kHz 
AC is achieved at the transmitter coil. The value of the frequency is determined from the 
capacitor and resistor included in the circuit. While Q1 provides a switching circuit, the oscillator 
produces a sustained oscillation frequency, and the transistor Q2 regulates the current that drives 
the primary coil. The transmitter winding, in turn, creates varying magnetic field around its coil, 
and the varying field induces voltage across the terminals of the receiver coil (Mohamed, 2016; 
Cannon et al., 2009; Bhutkar and Sapre, 2009;  Ladan et al., 2013; ) as the receiver coil cuts 
through the magnetic field generated by the transmitter coil. The receiver circuit consists of the 
secondary coil, diode-based bridged rectifier, capacitors and voltage regulator. The rectifier 
converts the AC to DC that is filtered and regulated to 5V, which is the required charging 
voltage for most portable smart devices.  

 

Fig 4: Circuitry of the cordless power transfer pack. 

Current flowing through a conductor produces magnetic field around the conductor, which 
depends upon the amount of current passing through the coil and the frequency of the AC 
signal, among other things. 

          (1) 
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Where B is the magnetic field, I is the current, r is the radius of the wire, and 0 is the magnetic 
permeability of air. 

An emf is induced, which by Faraday’s Law, equals the negative of the rate of change of the 
magnetic flux, times the number of turns in the coil. 

          (2) 

Where E is the emf, N is the Number of turns in the coil,  is the magnetic flux, and t is the 
time. Maximum power efficiency is realised when the two coils resonate at the same frequency, 

called resonant frequency, when inductive and capacitive impedances are equal.  

          (3) 

Where  is the resonant frequency, L is the inductance of the coils, and C is the capacitance of 

the circuit. The self-inductance of a single layer helical spring of wheeler’s formula was modified 
and considered for flat spiral coils as shown in figure 5. 

 

Fig 5: Flat spiral coil design. 

         (4) 

         (5) 

)                                                                                           (6) 

 )                                                               (7) 

From equations (4), (5), (6) and (7) 

 henry                                                                (8) 

Where L is the self-inductance, D0 is the outer diameter of coil, Di is the inner diameter of coil, 
N is the number of turns, w is the coil diameter and p is the pitch. It is worth noting that this 
equation has not produced a very accurate result since series resonators boundary condition 
gives low inductance and low Q whereas a high value of Q is needed for cordless power transfer 
(Bhagat and Nalbalwar, 2017). 

The parasitic self-capacitance is considered negligible because it is very small compared to the 
tuning resonance capacitance. Therefore, the required coil capacitance is given as: 
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          (9) 

Where C(fr) is the resonance capacitance, f is the resonance frequency and L in the self-
inductance. The quality factor, Q is: 

          (10) 

Where R is the resistance of the spiral coil. 

To optimise coil design for high Q and ensure resonance at the desired operating frequency, for 
a very high frequency model of AC resistance (Bhagat and Nalbalwar, 2017). 

                                                                                                               

  (11) 

                                                                                                    

(12) 

                                                          

 (13) 

Where Rdc is the DC resistance,  delta is the conductivity of the conductor (59.6 x 106 s/m for 

copper), and 0 is the permeability of free space (4 x 10
7). 

2.2 Simulation and Experimentation 

To pre-determine the behaviour of the transceiver coil system, PROTEUS software platform 
was used to simulate the circuit of the system according to the schematic of figure 3. In figure 6 
is shown the constructed prototype of the system. Transceiver coils and circuits are shown, 
together with the digital power analyser on the receiver’s circuit to show the current, voltage and 
consumed energy. 

 

Fig 6: A Prototype Constructed for Experimentation. 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

On the exciting the circuit in the simulation environment, power transfer efficiency of 100% was 
obtained. It was observed, however, that the simulation algorithm did not take into consideration 
any power loss in the course of the transfer and neither did the effect of the airgap between the 
coils accommodated. During experimental demonstration with the prototype, it was found that 
as the coils were increasingly moved apart, the voltage realised at the receiver end reduced 
accordingly. Likewise the energy loss became increasingly noticeable the moment the coils 
misaligned, even if they were at optimum distance apart. Optimal voltage of 4.61V was received 

at 30mm proximity of the two coils, showing an efficiency of 92.2.  

At the experimentation, it was noted that a lot of heat was dissipated by the transistor due to the 
high rate of switching and the resistant developed by the component. To avoid failure or mal-
functioning of the transistor at high temperature, a heat sink was attached to it.  

4. CONCLUSION 

Design, construction and demonstration of a wireless power transfer device that is meant for 
charging mobile and portable smart devices like cell phones and the likes, is presented in this 
paper. On practical test trial of the device by using it to charge a mobile phone, a performance 
efficiency of 92.2% efficiency was exhibited. It was observed that efficiency of the system was 
dependent on the proximity and the alignment of the transmitter and the receiver coils. It was, 

however, found that the circuitry of system needed to be properly provided with heatsink to 
prevent failure or mal-functioning of some active components of the circuit. 
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ABSTRACT 

Dyes are major pollutants responsible for the environmentally detrimental effects of wastewater 
effluent of some common industries such as textile, printing, paper, plastic and tannery 
industries. Growing interests in advancing the efficiency and economics of industrial wastewater 
treatment techniques is a global plan to save humanity from the dangerous and carcinogenic 
effects of dyes in industrial wastewater.  This study presents the adsorption of aqueous crystal 
violet (CV) solution on synthesized rice husk activated carbon. Low temperature synthesis of 
activated carbon (AC) was carried out at varying activation ratios of 1:0 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 1:5, 1:6, 
1:7 and 1:8. An adsorption study of the synthesized AC was carried out using an aqueous 
solution of crystal violet (CV) as the sorbate and varying samples of the synthesized AC as the 
sorbent. The adsorption study was carried out at varying sorbent loading and varying adsorption 
time. The optimally synthesized activated carbon was the 1:2 sample. The optimum activated 
carbon dosage for the adsorption process was 1000 mg/L. The optimum adsorption time and 
percentage adsorptions were 150 min and 87.5%, respectively.  

Keywords: Rice husk; Activated carbon; Crystal violet; Adsorption.   

1. INTRODUCTION 

Various types of dyes are used in process industries like textile, paints, pulp and paper, carpet 
and printing etc. Dye is one of the significant toxic components of industrial effluent. The dye 
content of industrial effluents constitute a significant source of surface water pollution. Dyes are 
classified as anionic, cationic, nonionic, and zwitter-ionic, depending on the ionic charge on the 
dye molecules. Cationic dyes are more toxic than anionic ones (Hao et al., 2000). Crystal violet 
(CV) dye is a cationic triphenyl methane dye widely used in the industry for various colouring 
applications, such as dying of cotton in the textile industries. Other applications include 
colouring wool, silk, nylon, ink production, biological staining, and a dermatological agent in 
veterinary medicine (Bertholini et al., 2013). The dye is well-known for its unsafe, mutagenic and 
carcinogenic effects on human and aquatic lives (Bertholini et al., 2013).  

Industrial wastewater treatment for removing dyes and other contaminants becomes a highly 
sought research to address the global rising concerns of surface water contamination resulting 
from industrial waste effluents.  Different conventional treatments methods such as 
precipitation, photo-catalytic decolourization, coagulation, flocculation, membrane separation, 
adsorption, electrochemical and biological degradation have been examined with varying levels 
of success by researchers (Ma et al., 2017). Each of the above processes has its benefits and 
limitations. Still, adsorption on a solid surface is of growing interest in this field because of its 
efficacy and economic advantages over other methods (Parshetti et al., 2011).  
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Adsorption is a process that occurs when a gas or liquid solute accumulates on the surface of a 
solid or a liquid (sorbent), forming a molecular or atomic film (sorbate). The adsorption process 
is perceived as an efficient and admirable method to other heavy metal wastewater treatment 
technologies. It provides treated effluent with high quality. In this process, waste is transferred 
by physical or chemical interest into the active sites present in the adsorbent used (Ojedokun et 
al., 2016). 

Activated carbon is the most commonly used treatment method for dye removal by adsorption. 
It is very effective for the adsorption of cationic, mordant and acid dyes (Raghavacharya, 1997). 
Activated carbon adsorption treatment process is one of the best available treatment 
technologies. Different materials like peat, wood chips, silica gel, fly ash, corn cobs and rice 
husks etc., are widely used for the production of commercial activated carbons and remove dye 
from wastewaters. These materials are advantageous mainly due to their widespread availability 
and low cost. Adsorption methods also have some drawbacks since the processes are not 
selective. Thus, the other components of the wastewater may compete for the adsorbing sites, 
reducing the dye-binding capacity of sorbent (Forgacs et al., 2004). 

Moreover, an adsorption process removes the synthetic dye by concentrating it on the surface 
and retaining an unchanged structure. When the support is to be regenerated, the concentrated 
dye sludge causes a problem for its subsequent disposal into the environment (Forgacs et al., 
2004). This work investigates the efficacy of adsorption of dye (CV) contaminated water over a 
low temperature synthesized activated carbon using rice husk as the raw material. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Materials  

Rice husk was obtained from a rice milling industry (Gidan Shinkafa) Dakata Area, Kano State. 
Phosphoric acid and crystal violet powder were purchased, and distilled water was prepared from 
a water distiller.  Equipment used include weighing balance (Model; PE-160), shaker (KJ-201 BS 
OSILLATOR), UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Model; Zuzi-4201/20), milling machine and 
laboratory oven. Apparatus used include measuring cylinder, conical flask, crucibles, beakers and 
spatula. 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Sample collection and pretreatment 

Dried raw millet stover collected from the farm was washed to remove debris and other 
impurities. The washed millet stover was sun-dried for two days, after which it was crushed and 
milled using a milling machine.  

2.2.2. Low-temperature synthesis of activated carbon (AC) 

Low-temperature synthesis of activated carbon was carried out using phosphoric acid as the 
activating agent. For a typical synthesis of 1:1 activated carbon, 5.0 g of powdered millet stover 
was measured into a crucible and mixed with an equal weight of phosphoric acid. The mixture 
was homogenized by mixing with a spatula. The mixture was then heated in the oven at 120° C 
for 1 h. Similar steps were carried out for the 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 1:5, 1:6, 1:7 and 1:8 samples with a 
phosphoric acid weight of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 g, respectively. After activation, the 
activated carbon was washed with distilled water until the pH was neutral. The washed activated 
carbon samples were dried in the oven at 110°C for 1 h to remove the moisture content.  
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2.2.3 Adsorption studies 

Adsorption study of aqueous CV solution (sorbate) on varying samples of synthesized AC 
(sorbent) was carried out using 50 mL of CV sorbate at a constant initial concentration of 15 
mg/L. The adsorption process was achieved by the continuous mechanical shaking action of a 
laboratory shaker. The percentage absorbance (%A) at equilibrium was evaluated using Equation 
(1) 

%A           (1) 

where  is the initial concentration of an aqueous solution of CV  

 is CV concentration at equilibrium  

The adsorption capacity of the adsorbent, qe (in mg CV/g AC) was determined by Equation (2).  

                   (2) 

where m is the weight of adsorbent (g), v is the volume of CV solution (L), Co is the initial metal 
concentration (mg/L), Ce is the metal concentration in solution at equilibrium (mg/L). 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Concentration Calibration  

Figure 1 shows the spectrophotometer absorbance of crystal violet (at a wavelength of 565 nm) 
at varying aqueous crystal violet solution concentrations. The curve representing the sorbate 
concentration calibration curve shows a linear relationship between the sorbate concentration 
and the absorbance. The relationship was used to determine concentrations of the sorbate 
throughout the adsorption study.  

 

Figure 1: Calibration curve for the spectrophotometer absorbance at varying concentrations of 
CV 
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3.2 Effect of Activation Impregnation Ratio on Percentage Adsorption 

Table 1 presents the adsorption results using 30 mg varying samples of the synthesized AC. It 
could be observed that the inactivated sample of the rice husk (1:0) sorbent had an adsorption 
capacity of 75.1%.  

Table 1: Percentage adsorption of CV on the various samples of the synthesized AC 

  AC Sample Ce (mg/L) 
%A  

1:0 
3.731 75.13 

1:1 
2.899 80.67 

1:2 
2.500 83.33 

1:3 
2.458 83.61 

1:4 
2.600 82.66 

1:5 
2.699 82.0 

1:6 
2.978 80.15 

1:7 
3.419 77.21 

1:8 
2.557 82.95 

 

However, impregnation of the stover at 1:1 ratio improved the adsorption capacity of the 
sorbent by 5.6%. Further increase of the sorbent activation ratio from 1:1 to 1:2 resulted in 2.6% 
further increase in the adsorption capacity of the sorbent. Further increase in activation ratio 
from 1:2 up to 1:8 did not translate into a meaningful increase in the percentage adsorption. 
Hence, the 1:2 sample can be considered as the optimally activated sample.  

 3.3 Effect of Sorbent Dosage on the Adsorption of CV 

Table 2 presents the change in the equilibrium concentration of the CV solution (sorbate) at a 
varying dosage of AC for the 1:2 AC sample. For AC loading range of 200 – 1800 mg/L, 
equivalent to 10 – 90 mg of AC in 50 mL of the sorbate, the equilibrium concentration of the 
sorbate showed a continuous reduction on average. For the 10 mg loading equivalent to 200 
mg/L of AC in the sorbate, the equilibrium concentration of the sorbate was 3.88 mg/L. Further 
increase in the AC loading of 10 mg resulted into additional 12.9% reduction. additional increase  
of the AC dosage in 10 mg steps resulted into substantial reductions in the equilibrium 
concentration of the sorbate until the optimum loading point was obtained at 50 mg. More 
increase of the AC loading above the 50 mg point showed no substantial reduction in the 
equilibrium concentration of the sorbate.   
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Table 2: Adsorption of CV at varying weight of AC 

m (mg) 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Ce (mg/l) 3.88 3.38 2.61 2.10 1.87 1.83 1.82 1.85 1.77 

 

Figure 2 show the variation of the percentage adsorption of CV sorbate against the sorbent 
dosage. It could be observed that at the least dosage of 200 mg/L the percentage adsorption was 
74.2%. At an additional AC dosage of 400 mg/L, the percentage adsorption increased by 3.2%. 
Similarly, a further average increase of 3.3% was observed for each increase of the AC dosage 
until the optimum percentage adsorption of 87.5% was reached at an AC dosage of 1000 mg/L. 
Further increase of the AC dosage above the 1000 mg/L point resulted in lower percentage 
adsorption. This indicated that the AC loading of 1000 mg/L was the optimum AC loading per 
liter of the sorbate.    

 

Figure 2: Graph of percentage adsorption against AC dosage 

3.4 Effect of Contact Time on Adsorption Capacity  

Figure 3 shows the trend of the adsorption capacity of 50 mg of the 1:2 sorbent applied in 
adsorption of 50 mL of a 15 mg/L aqueous CV solution at varying adsorption times. It could be 
observed that the adsorption capacity increased steadily from zero until an optimum point of 21 
mg/g was attained after 150 min. Therefore, the optimum adsorption capacity of the process was 
attainable after 2.5 h of the adsorption process.   

 

Figure 3:  Graph of adsorption capacity of synthesized AC against adsorption time 
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4. CONCLUSION 

Adsorption of an aqueous solution of crystal violet on low temperature synthesized activated 
carbon of rice husk was found to be efficient. The optimally activated sample of the synthesized 
activated carbon was the 1:2 AC which had an adsorption capacity of 21 mg sorbate /g sorbent. 
The adsorption capacity of the inactivated sample (1:0 AC) was 14.2 mg sorbate /g sorbent. 
Activation at optimum activation ratio had improved the adsorption capacity by 48%. The 
optimum percentage adsorption of the synthesized activated carbon was 87.5%. The optimum 
activated carbon loading for the adsorption process was 1000 mg/L and the optimum time to 
achieve a stable equilibrium was 150 min. Application of the low temperature synthesized 
activated carbon can be said to be effective for treating dye contaminated wastewater given the 
sorbent removal efficiency of 87.5% obtained in this study.    
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ABSTRACT 

Clay is a layered-type aluminosilicate mineral structurally containing layers of alumina and silica 
linked by hydrated water molecules. Clay has been known and used by man since the stone ages, 
for various purposes. Clay minerals are highly demanded raw material used in production of 
variety of industrial products such as housewares, building materials ceramics, porcelain, paint, 
paper, white incandescent light bulbs, skincare products etc. The major mineralogical 
classifications of clay are kaolinite, montmorillonite, illite, vermiculite and chlorite. The suitability 
of a clay mineral forcertain industrial application is majorly determined by the mineralogical and 
physicochemical characteristics of the clay. The aim of this study was to investigate the 
characteristics of Alkaleri clay in order to determine its suitability for industrial applications. The 
local clay mineral was mined from Alkaleri village in Alkaleri Local Government Area of Bauchi 
State. Mineralogical characterization of the clay was carried out using X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
analyzer. Morphological characterization of the clay was carried out using Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) and the physicochemical characterization of the clay was carried out using pH 
meter and density analysis. The clay possessed dispersed lump-like morphology with average 

particle size of 500 m. The mineralogical analysis revealed that the clay was majorly a kaolinite 

mineral having 84% kaolinite and 16% quartz. The specific gravity and pH of the clay were 2.18 
and of 4.9, respectively. Alkaleri clay was recommended as a good raw material for manufacture 
of ceramic tiles and sanitary porcelains. Other suitable applications of the clay include use as a 
filler in the construction of cement and in heterogeneous catalyst formulation. 

Keywords: Alkaleri clay; XRD; SEM; pH; Specific gravity. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Clay has been known and used by man since the stone ages for varied purposes. From a 
mineralogical standpoint, clay is complex aluminosilicate compounds containing attached water 
molecules, which have their origin in the chemical and mechanical disintegration of rocks, such 
as granites (Raymond, 1990; Nnka and Agbo, 2003). Clay is an abundant fine textured earthly 
powder produced by the weathering and disintegration of granite and feldspathic rocks (Hassan, 
2014). They are commonly defined by geologists as hydrous layer aluminosilicates with a particle 
size 2 mm, or even 4 mm in at least one-dimension (Huggett, 2015). Their small size and large 
ratio of surface area to volume gives clay minerals a set of unique properties, including high 
cation exchange capacities, catalytic properties, and plastic behaviour when moist. They are also 
present in almost all sedimentary rocks, the outcrops of which cover approximately 75% of the 
Earth’s land surface (Huggett, 2015). Clay minerals are formed in various categories each having 
a distinctive mineral and crystal structural pattern. These categories include kaolinite, 
montmorillonite, illite, vermiculite and chlorite. Each classification of clay possesses a set of 
unique structural and physical properties which differentiate it from other members of the clay 
family. However, clay generally possess a set of excellent properties that make them suitable for a 
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wide industrial and domestic applications. These properties include plasticity, chemical and 
temperature resistance, malleability, and complex composite formulations.  

Kaolin also called china clay is a highly demanded raw material used in production of variety of 
industrial products which include housewares, building materials ceramics, porcelain, paint, 
paper, white incandescent light bulbs, skincare products etc. The kaolinite group is chemically 
represented as Al2Si2O5(OH)4. Structurally, it possesses one silica and one alumina unit stacked in 
alternating fashion known as 1:1 lattice type (Reed, 2001). Owing to its relatively large particles 
and low specific surface, kaolinite exhibits less plasticity, cohesion and swelling as compared to 
other clay minerals. Nigeria has been reported to have huge reserves of kaolin mineral which can 
be harnessed for great economic benefits (Omowumi, 2000). This work is aimed at investigating 
the mineralogical, physicochemical and morphological characteristics of Alkaleri clay to 
determine its suitability for industrial applications. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Study Area and Materials  

Raw Alkaleri clay sample was mined from Alkaleri village in Alkaleri Local Government Area of 
Bauchi State - Nigeria. The GPS coordinate of the deposit is 10°16.662’N, 10°18.405’E. 
Equipment used include, pH Meter (Model; 3510 pH meter), XRD machine and SEM machine 
(model; Phenom ProX).  Apparatus used include weighting balance, glassware and density bottle. 

2.2 Mineralogical characterization 

The clay material was pulverized and homogenized. Wafer of the powdered sample was prepared 
by compressing the clay sample in the sample block. The smooth surfaced wafer was later 
mounted on the sample stage in the XRD cabinet. The sample was analyzed using the reflection-

transmission spinner stage at Theta-Theta settings. XRD scan was carried out at 2θ range of 4⁰  

– 75⁰  using 2θ step of 0.026261⁰  at 8.67 s/step. Tube current was set at 40 mA and the tension 
was 45 VA. A Programmable Divergent Slit was used with a 5 mm Width Mask and the Gonio 
Scan was used (Salahudeen, 2018).  

2.3 Morphological characterization 

SEM analysis was carried out using SEM machine. Before the SEM scanning the sample was 
sputter-coated with 5 nm gold film using the Quorum sputter (Model; Q150R0). The coated 
sample was taken to the SEM chamber where the SEM gun was focused on selected 
representative focal areas of the sample and SEM micrographs of the sample were shot at 
different magnifications (Salahudeen, 2018).  

2.4 Physicochemical characterization 

Specific gravity analysis was carried out using density bottle. Using a weighing balance, the 
various weights were determined and the specific gravity was determined by the density bottle 
calculation (Salahudeen, 2021).   

pH analysis was carried out by reading the pH of varying clay-water mix ratios of 1:2, 1:4, 1:6, 1:8 
and 1:10. The ratio 1:2 for instance contained 10 g of kaolin in 20 ml of distilled water, 1:4 
contained 4 g of kaolin in 16 ml of distilled water. All other mix ratio were prepared in similar 
proportion. The mixture in each sample was thoroughly mixed then the pH meter's electrode 
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was inserted into the mixture and allowed until the pH meter’s reading stabilized. Reading for 
each sample was taking in triplet and an average determined.  

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Mineralogical Characterization 

Figure 1 shows the qualitative XRD patterns of Alkaleri clay. It could be observed that the 
mineral phases present in the clay are kaolinite and quartz. Kaolinite which could be observed as 

the dominant mineral phase was identified at Bragg’s angle values of 12.4⁰ , 20.5⁰ , 24.9⁰ , 

35.1⁰ , 55.4⁰  and 62.3⁰  and each correspont to intensity reading of 1314, 569, 1749, 602, 577, 

816 counts, respectively. The quartz phase present wasidentified at Bragg’s angle values of 26.6⁰  

and 38.5⁰  which correspond to intensity reading of 545 and 863 counts, respectively. 

Figure 2 shows the quantitative XRD analysis of Alkaleri clay. It could be observed that the 
kaolinite content of the clay was 84% and the quartz impurity composition was 16%. This 
further validate the dominance of kaolinite already observed in the analysis of the qualitative 
XRD analysis as discussed earlier.  

 

Figure 1: Qualitative XRD diffractogram of Alkaleri clay 

 

Figure 2: Quantitative XRD diffractogram of Alkaleri clay 
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3.2 Morphological Characterization 

Figure 3 shows the SEM morphological micrograph of Alkaleri clay at 1000X magnification. It 
could be observed that the clay possessed dispersed lump-like morphology with tetrahedral or 

hexagonal imperfect crystal shape. The average particle size was estimated as 500 m. 

 

Figure 3: SEM image of raw kaolin at magnification of 1000x 

3.3 Physicochemical Characterization 

Table 1 presents the specific gravity analysis of Alkaleri clay. Applying Equation (1) the specific 
gravity of the clay was determined as 2.11.  

Table 1: Specific gravity analysis of Alkaleri clay 

Weight Raw Clay (g) 

W1 26.8 
W2 70.4 
W3 99.8 
W4 76.2 

Specific gravity 2.18 

 

Table 2 presents the pH analysis of Alkaleri clay using clay-water mixture at varying mixture 
ratio. It could be observed that the clay was slightly acidic having average pH value of 4.9. The 
basic pH value of the clay was likely due to presence of associated basic impurities phases in the 
raw clay mineral.   

Table 2: pH analysis of Alkaleri clay 

Clay to water ratio 1:2 1:4 1:6 1:8 1:10 Average pH of Sample 

pH  5.1 4.9 4.8 4.8 4.7 4.9 
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4. CONCLUSION 

Mineralogical characterization of Alkaleri clay has revealed that the clay is a kaolinite clay having 
84% kaolin content and 16% quartz impurity. Physicochemical characterization of Alkaleri 
kaolin revealed the specific gravity and pH of the clay were 2.18 and of 4.9, respectively. 
Morphological characterization of the clay revealed that it possessed dispersed lump-like 
morphology with tetrahedral or hexagonal imperfect crystal shape and the average particle size 

was estimated to be 500 m. The high kaolinite content of Alkaleri clay makes it a good raw 

material recommended for manufacture of construction materials such as ceramic tiles and 
sanitary porcelains. It can also be used as a filler in the construction of cement and as a support 
material in heterogeneous catalyst formulation. Beneficiation of Alkaleri clay is recommended to 
improve the kaolinite content and reduce its quartz impurities.    
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Abstract 

The use of agricultural waste in concrete production as an alternative to the conventional 
materials is part of efforts to conserve natural resources and protect the environment from 
natural disasters. This study investigates the effect of replacing natural sand with Palm Kernel 
Shell (PKS) on the slump and compressive strength of concrete with Superplasticizer (SP). 
Concrete mixes of 1:1.73:2.11 (cement:sand:granite) with natural sand replaced with PKS at 10, 
20, 30, 40, and 50% were produced using a water-to-binder ratio of 0.45. SP of 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 
and 1.0% by weight of cement were added to the concrete mixes containing 10 to 50% PKS, 
respectively, while the concrete mix without PKS and SP served as the control. Fresh concrete 
was tested for slump and hardened concrete specimens of 100 x 100 x 100 mm were tested for 
compressive strength after 7, 14, 21, and 28 days of curing. The results showed that the concrete 
with up to 20% PKS exhibited higher slump than the control while those with PKS beyond 20% 
had lower slump than the control. The 28-day compressive strength decreased from 25.8 to 
16.04 N/mm2 as the PKS contents increased from 0 to 50%. The concrete with 10% PKS had a 
comparable compressive strength (25.2 N/mm2) as that of the control (25.8 N/mm2) at 28 days. 
Thus, the inclusion of 10% PKS as sand replacement with 0.6% SP is suitable for use in normal 
concrete. 

Keywords: Agricultural waste; Compressive strength; Concrete; Superplasticiser; Workability. 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Concrete is the most widely used construction material globally. After air and water, it is the 
third most consumed commodity on the planet (CEMBUREAU, 2018). It is generally applicable 
in the construction of infrastructures such as buildings, pavements, bridges, dams, retaining 
structures, stadiums, and airports constructions. The world's population which was projected to 
grow from 1.2 to 9 billion by 2050 would greatly contributes to increase in demand for 
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humanity's basic requirements, such as food, shelter, and concrete for infrastructure, with an 
annual production of 18 billion tons expected by 2050 (Aprianti et al., 2015). 

Aggregate remains the most mined materials on the planet (Pit and Quarry, 2020) since it is an 
essential material in concrete with the proportion of 70 to 80% of the total volume of concrete 
(Alexander and Mindess, 2010). The annual consumption of natural aggregate is estimated at 10 
to 12 million tons globally (Aslam et al., 2017). However, the mining of aggregates has 
environmental consequences, including soil, water and air contamination, disruption of 
ecosystem and depletion of natural resources (Niyazi et al., 2017). An attempt to reduce the 
reduce the environmental pollution and preserve the natural resources has led to the 
consideration of alternative material as substitute for aggregate in concrete production. 
Alternative materials used as aggregate in concrete production are agricultural waste such as 
sawdust (Nathan, 2018), palm kernel shell (Adeyemi et al., 2017), groundnut shell (Sada et al., 
2013), coconut shell (Regin et al., 2016), periwinkle shell (Aboshio et al., 2018). Findings have 
revealed the production of lightweight concrete with the use of these materials as full or partial 
replacement of the conventional aggregates.  

PKS is derived from the oil palm tree as a by-product of oil palm fruit processing during palm oil 
and palm kernel oil production, and are bits of shells that result. Oil palm is a major tree crop 
that grows in hot climates with coastal rain forests, such as Southeast Asia's Malaysia, Indonesia, 
and Thailand, Africa's Nigeria, South America's Colombia and Ecuador, and Oceania's Papua 
New Guinea (Yew et al., 2014).  The utilization of PKS in concrete production is an innovative 
way of reducing environmental pollution converting and adding values to the materials which are 
indiscriminately discharged into the environment (Bahrami et al., 2015; Raheem et al., 2021). The 
use of PKS in construction shall promote waste management and it will go a long way in the 
reduction of cost of aggregate. Additionally, the use of PKS like other lightweight aggregate as an 
alternative to conventional aggregates in concrete could aid the reduction of structural members’ 
size and this brought immense changes in the development of high rise structures using 
lightweight concrete (Alengaram et al., 2008).  

The addition of PKS as full or partial replacement for coarse aggregate (CA) has been shown to 
cause reduction in concrete workability (Oriola et al., 2021; Maghfouri et al., 2018; Sobuz et al., 
2014). The low workability of PKS concrete is due to the porous nature as well as flaky shape of 
PKS as part of the mixing water is absorbed by PKS and less water is available to lubricate the 
concrete mix resulting to harsh mix with low workability (Okpala, 1990; Maghfouri et al., 2018). 
In addition, the decrease in concrete workability with increase in the content of PKS can be 
attributed to the fact that more surface area available for wetting by the amount of mixing water 
available (Okpala, 1990). The presence of large number of pores in PKS is responsible for high 
rate of water absorption of PKS concrete than that of normal concrete. This is the factor which 
results in the lighter weight exhibited by PKS compared to normal aggregate and is also related 
to the low workability, densities and mechanical strength of PKS concrete (Oriola et al., 2021; 
Maghfouri et al., 2018; Sobuz et al., 2014).  

Recently, several published researches have considered the application of different techniques to 
improve the workability and consequently the mechanical strength of PKS concrete. According 
to Maghfouri et al. (2018) and Tjahono et al. (2017), the workability of PKS concrete can be 
enhanced with the optimum use of superplasticizer (SP) as admixture. Okafor (1991) observed 
higher workability for fresh PKS concrete with increased strength as the dosage level of SP. This 
was attributed the fluidifying action of SP in fresh concrete, which either enhanced the 
workability of the fresh concrete at normal water content or allowed for a water reduction of at 
least 9% while keeping the same workability. According to Yew et al. (2014), the increased 
strength of PKS concrete was owing to a strong link at the interfacial transition zones between 
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the cement paste and aggregates as a result of PKS concrete's improved workability and 
compactibility in the presence of SP. Shafigh et al. (2011) reported that the rise in slump up to 
250 mm with 28-day compressive strength values of 45.4 MPa when the maximum size of PKS 
was changed from 9.5-12.5 mm in the presence of SP. 

Most of the previous studies were focused on using PKS as replacement for CA have been 
widely reported whereas limited studies are available considering PKS as substitute for fine 
aggregate (FA). Raheem et al. (2008) observed higher strength for PKSC with substitution of FA 
with varied PKS contents. Sulymon (2005) reported lowest reduction in compressive strength of 
7% when FA was replaced by 20% OPS content compared to those with higher PKS contents. 
Although, the available studies showed better strength for PKSC with PKS as substitution for 
FA than CA. However, the workability and strength are still on the lower side when compared 
with conventional concrete. In this current studies, the workability and compressive strength of 
concrete with PKS as substitution for FA in the presence of chemical admixture 
(superplasticizer) were investigated.  

3. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

3.1     Materials 

The materials used for this study are BUA brand of grade 42.5N, Portland Limestone Cement 
(PLC), sand, crushed granite, PKS, water and conplast superplasticizer. The PLC serves as the 
binding agent, river sand which passes through 4.75 mm sieve size also serves as FA, crushed 
granite with the maximum size of 19 mm serves as the CA, PKS with the maximum size of 5 
mm as partial replacement for sand, water was used to facilitate mixing of other concrete 
constituents and conplast superplasticizer as chemical admixture. PLC was procured from 
building materials retail shop at Oke-Baale, Osogbo, Nigeria. The sand and granite were obtained 
from burrow pit and quarry site within Osogbo, Osun State. PKS was obtained from a mini oil 
palm processing mill at Ogbaagba, Osun State. Conplast superplasticizer was obtained from 
chemical store within Osogbo, Nigeria. Potable water was obtained from the tap at Osun State 
University's Structural and Material Laboratory in Osogbo, Nigeria. 

3.2    Methods 

3.2.1 Tests conducted on Materials  

The tests conducted on river sand, granite and PKS were sieve analysis as specified in ASTM 
D2487 (2011), specific gravity as specified in ASTM C127 (2015) and water absorption according 
to BS 812-109 (1990). 

3.2.2 Batching, concrete mix preparation and casting 

Six batches of concrete mixes were made using the mix ratio of 1:1.73:2.11 (cement:sand:granite) 
and water-to-cement ratio of 0.45 with a target mean strength of 25 N/mm2 based on Building 
Research and Establishment method.  Concrete without PKS (NC0) served as the control 
concrete while the other mixtures (NC-PKS) with the substitution of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50% by 
the total weight of sand were produced. Superplasticiser (SP) of 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0% by 
weight of cement were added to the concrete mixes containing 10 to 50% PKS, respectively, 
while no SP was added control concrete. Table 1 shows the details of mix proportions used for 
the concrete produced. Mixing was done manually as specified in BS 1881-125 (2013). Fresh 
concrete was placed in the mould in three layers and compaction was made at each layer 
placement using the compacting rod. The moulds with the specimens was placed in a cool dry 
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place to set for atleast 24 hours at an average temperature of 25 oC after casting and then 
demoulded and cured in water tank prior to testing in line with BS 1881-111 (1983).  

3.2.3 Tests conducted on fresh and hardened concrete 

Slump tests were performed on fresh concrete in accordance with BS EN 12350-2 (2019), and 
compressive strength tests were performed on hardened concrete in accordance with BS EN 
12390-3 (2019) after 7, 14, and 28 days. For the compressive strength test, 75 specimens of 100 
mm x 100 mm x 100 mm size were cast. 

Table 1: Mix proportions of concrete samples (1 kg/m3) 

 

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Properties of materials 

Figure 1 shows the particle size distribution curves of the aggregates (sand, granite, and PKS). 
According to the curves in the Figure, the coefficients of uniformity (Cu) for sand, granite, and 
PKS were 6.0, 2.3, and 4.5, respectively, while the coefficients of curvature (Cc) were 1.1, 1.1, 
and 1.2. The Cu for sand is 6.0 and Cc is between 1 and 3. Therefore, sand is classified as well 
graded fine aggregate according to unified soil classification system (USCS). The Cu for granite is 
less than 4.0, respectively, indicating that granite could be regarded as poorly graded coarse 
aggregate. Also, PKS which has Cu value above 6.0 could be classified as poorly graded fine 
aggregate according to USCS.  

From Table 2, the specific gravity values of sand, PKS and granite were 2.65, 2.71 and 1.33, 
respectively. Granite and sand met the requirement of ASTM C127 (2015) which specified the 
specific gravity of 2.4 to 3.0 for normal weight aggregate. PKS which failed to fulfill these 
requirements could be considered as a light-weight aggregate (LWA).  As PKS has proved to be 
a lightweight aggregate, batching by weight is used. Furthermore, the low specific gravity of PKS 
may result in the formation of less dense concrete, which may reduce the strength of the mix 
because density contributes greatly to strength (Maghfouri et al., 2018). The low density of PKS 
concrete may result in substantial cost savings in construction since supporting parts for the 
concrete can be of smaller sections due to the reduced dead load. 

S/N 
 

Specimen ID Cement  
(kg/m3) 

Fine Aggregate 
(kg/m3) 

Coarse  
Aggregate 
(kg/m3) 

Water 
(kg/m3) 

Superplasticizer 
(mL) 
 River sand PKS 

1 NC0 496 858 - 1047 223 0.0 

2 NC-PKS10 496 772 86 1047 223 0.6 

3 NC-PKS20 496 686 172 1047 223 0.7 

4 NC-PKS30 496 601 257 1047 223 0.8 

5 NC-PKS40 496 515 343 1047 223 0.9 

6 NC-PKS50 496 429 429 1047 223 1.0 
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The average water absorption values for sand, granite and PKS were 10.6, 0.8 and 16.8% 
respectively as shown in Table 2. Granite with water absorption for aggregate 0.8% meet the 
requirement of ASTM CI28 (2015) which specified the water absorption for aggregate be less 
than 5 for normal weight aggregate. However, PKS and sand does not fulfill this requirement. 
From these results, it was observed that PKS had a high water absorption. The water absorption 
of PKS (19.6%) reported by Eziefula et al. (2017). Since PKS has a high water absorption rate, it 
can produce concrete having low workability as the quantified water for a given concrete 
workability can be absorbed by the PKS. 

 

Figure 1: Gradation curves of aggregate 

Table 2: Physical properties of materials 

Properties Sand Granite PKS 

Coefficient of uniformity 6.0 2.3 4.5 
Coefficient of curvature 1.1 1.1 1.2 
Specific Gravity 2.65 2.71 1.33 
Water absorption (%) 10.6 0.8 16.8 

 

4.2 Slump  

The results of slump of fresh concrete are shown in Figure 2.  The slump values obtained were 
35, 62, 68, 45, 35 and 30 mm for the control mix, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50% NC-PKS, respectively. 
From the Figure, NC-PKS50 (50% PKS) had the lowest slump value while NC-PKS20 (20% 
PKS) exhibited the highest slump value The slump of fresh concrete increased with increase in 
PKS contents up to 20% and later decreased with further addition of PKS in concrete mix.  This 
results indicate that the maximum level of 20% PKS as replacement for granite is adequate for 
concrete to be more workable than the control in the presence of SP.  The improvement in 
workability with up to 20% PKS could be attributed to the use of SP which result in better 
compaction of fresh concrete (Okafor, 1991). The decreased is as a result of the increase in the 
PKS which increases the water demand thereby decreasing the slump of the concrete.   
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Figure 2: Slump of fresh concrete 

4.3 Compressive strength  

Figure 3 shows the compressive strength of concrete after 7, 14, 21, and 28 days. According to 
the Figure, the strength of the concrete increased with age from 7 to 28 days of curing. The 
compressive strength obtained for the control mix after 7 days of curing was 16.67 N/mm2 and 
ranged from 16.16 to 10.75 N/mm2 for 10 - 50% NC-PKS. This results indicate that concrete 
with PKS as replacement for FA exhibited lower values of 7-day compressive strength than the 
control concrete mix. Similar trends of compressive strength were observed at 14 and 21 days as 
the control concrete continued to show higher compressive strength values than the concrete 
with PKS.  

At 28 days, the compressive strength of concrete specimens continued to increase with 25.80 
N/mm2 for the control concrete while the range of 25.2 to 16.04 N/mm2 were recorded for 10 - 
50% NC-PKS, respectively. This results showed that NC-PKS10 (10% PKS) showed 
comparable strength as the control as it developed approximately 98% of the control concrete 
strength at the age of 28 days. The addition of SP enhanced the degree of compaction achieved 
and also caused the dispersion of cement particles near the aggregates (PKS and granite) 
(Okpala, 1991; Neville, 2008). This results to better adhesion between the aggregates and cement 
matrix with the subsequent improvement achieved in the compressive strength of PKS concrete 
with 10% PKS. 
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Figure 3: Compressive strength of concrete 

 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following conclusions and recommendations were drawn from the results obtained in this 
study: 

1. The physical properties of PKS reveals that it has lower specific gravity value and higher 
water absorption indicating its suitability for producing less dense concrete. 

2. Replacement of fine aggregate with up to 20% PKS leads to increase in concrete 
workability while further addition decreased the concrete workability. 

3. The compressive strength of control concrete is higher than the concrete with PKS while 
concrete with 10% PKS exhibited the closest strength which is about 98% of the 
strength developed by the control at 28 days. 

4. Concrete containing 10% PKS with SP as chemical admixture can be adopted for 
producing concrete with comparable strength as the control. 

5. Pre-treatment of PKS to lower the material's high water absorption can be studied 
because it may improve the characteristics of the concrete. 
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ABSTRACT 

The challenges of global warming, the increase in global demand for electrical power and carbon 
pollution using fossil fuels have shifted interest to power generation from renewable sources. 
However, significant consideration lies in cleanliness and affordability. This research addresses 
the challenges and possibilities of hybrid hydrokinetic/photovoltaic power supply by exploiting 
selected rivers across Osun State. The main advantage of a hydrokinetic turbine is that its level of 
power output is proportional to the flow rate. The need for construction of high head elevation 
is avoided, thus reducing the installation cost. Further, the photovoltaic system provides support 
during fluctuation to sustain an uninterruptible power supply. The flow rate and the solar 
irradiation of the selected case study are characterized to determine the capacity of the installed 
power sources. The complementary synergy between the hydrokinetic and solar generation 
ensures power stability in the hybrid system. The highest generated power in Eko-Ende, Esa-
Odo, Okinni and Erinle is 619kW, 407Kw, 352kW and 186kW respectively. It is expected that 
the hybrid source will provide energy security to the selected vicinities, curbing excessive demand 
on the epileptic centralized grid power supply and enhancing rural productivity.  

Keywords: hydrokinetic, photovoltaic, hybrid power system, power generation, renewable 
sources, power stability. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Nigeria is favored with abundant renewable energy sources (RES) that can be optimally extracted 
to cushion the challenges of global warming and reduction in gas emission. It reduces major 
dependence on fossil fuel as a sole source of electrical power and enhances power security 
through the exploitation of different sources of supply [1]. In spite of the enormous availability 
of RES, extensive dependence on fossil fuel in Nigeria results in poor electricity supply, while 
many communities are currently without access to electrical power [2]. A comparison of Nigeria’ 
(a country located in a tropical region) installed solar capacity compared to that of Germany (a 
country located in a temperate region) shows that Germany has installed capacity about eight 
times more than peak power generation in Nigeria [1]. Hence, the need to pay attention to the 
exploitation of available renewable energy. 

Hydrokinetic electrical power is a hydropower generating strategy that converts the kinetic 
energy of the water flow rate to generate electricity instead of potential energy from a waterfall. 
Thereby, avoiding some challenges and complexity associated with conventional hydropower, 
which are high installation cost and a predefined water head. It is characterized by a simple 
design with ease of installation that can be maintained by community dwellers at a low cost when 
installed in rural areas [3]. Another benefit is that hydrokinetic can be installed on a free-flowing 
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surface river or streams compared to small hydropower, though with almost the same power 
generation. 

The renewable sources are characterized by variability, seasonability, periodicity and could not 
sufficiently guaranteed a steady-state with continuous power output. Hence the use of a single 
renewable source like solar generation will lead to a fluctuating output [4]. Consequently, the 
combination of complementary and compatible RESs can be annexed to cushion the 
intermittency and variability in output supply.    

This study presents the possibility of hybrid hydrokinetic/photovoltaic power generation to 
provide a reliable power supply in the selected community across Osun state where there is 
considerable water availability. Input data such as water flow rate, area, water density and plant 
efficiency had been acquired to determine the generation output. 

2 HYDROKINETIC/PHOTOVOLTAIC 

Hydrokinetic was developed to remove the challenges associated with dams and embankments It 
is installed on rivers and streams to provide the following technical advantages: dams and 
embankments are not required, destruction of neighboring land space is avoided, change in the 
direction of river flow is not required and the reduction in flora and fauna environmental 
distortion.   

2.1 The turbine 

The hydrokinetic turbines operating principle are based on the wind turbines operation. Both 
work in a similar configuration but with the possibility of having 1000 times more power output 
in hydrokinetic than wind turbines of the equal swept area [5].  The power output (Po) in watts is 
calculated by using: 

31

2
o

P A V     
 

 

(1) 

Where A is the swept area of the blade (m2), ρ is the water density (1000 kg/m3), V is the water 

flow rate (m3/s) and   is the efficiency. Figure 1 shows the image of a large, fairly broad floating 
water hydrokinetic. It rotates slowly and gives the optimum efficiency with its turbine moving at 
half to one-third of the water velocity.   

 

Figure 1: A floating waterwheel hydrokinetic [6] 
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2.2 Solar photovoltaic 

Photovoltaic cell consists of the photodiode that converts irradiation to electrical energy. It can 
be connected in parallel and series configurations to make an array of solar panels required to 
produce direct current and voltage output. It is connected with an inverter system to generate an 
alternating current power output. The characteristic equation for a single cell is expressed as [7]: 

 exp 1 S

PH S

C P

V R Iq
I I I V RI

kT R

   
      

    

 

(2) 

where PH
I

 is the photocurrent based on solar radiation and temperature, C
T

is the cell’s 

temperature, S
I

is saturated diode current, k represent the Boltzmann’s constant,  is the 

ideality factor, q is the electron charge, S
R

and P
R

are series and parallel resistance of the cell. 

2.3 Generator 

The permanent magnet is preferable to be economical and reliance on locally constructed 
technology. The magnet makes way for a reduction in generation speed and reduced equipment 
cost. With lower speed, gearboxes or an electrical machine with high poles could be employed 
[8].  

3 CHALLENGES OF EXPLOITING HYDROKINETIC POWER 
GENERATION 

In spite of great opportunities in hydrokinetic technology, it is also challenged by some factors 
that lower or impede the utilization of the technology in our part of the globe. The possible 
challenges in the development of hydrokinetic technology are highlighted as follows:  

3.1 Climatic condition 

One of the main drawbacks of the technology is that its output is resource-dependent. It relies 
on weather conditions [9]. Nigeria has two major seasons: the wet season lasts between April and 
September and the dry season between October and March. Therefore, its energy production 
fluctuates to match the continuous load requirement over a year.  In order to cushion that, this 
study suggests the hybridization of hydrokinetic with solar photovoltaic generation. 

3.2 Economic factor 

The capital, operating and maintenance costs require the partnership of various investors and the 
rural dwellers. However, most rural dwellers are subsistence farmers who may not afford the 
electricity bill and the running cost due to low per capita income [10]. In addition, there is a small 
population in the rural areas and the investors are always slow to invest resources where there is 
no assurance of profit and returns. 

4 MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Water is an abundant resource on earth that is vital to the survival of living things and proper 
maintenance of the ecosystem. Nigeria is potentially rich in water supply due to the flow of two 
major rivers: the river Niger and river Benue. The two rivers meet at the central part of Nigeria, 
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called the middle belt. It flows and spills through the southwest and southern part of the country 
down to the Atlantic Ocean. Osun state is a southwestern state of Nigeria. The state is named 
after the river Osun, which pictures the abundance of her water resources in the form of dams, 
waterfall, streams and rivers. Three dams and one waterfall are selected for this study: Okinni 
dam, Esa-Odo dam, Eko-Ende dam, and Erin-Ijesha waterfall. The water flow rate does not 
show a significant change when considering an hourly analysis. However, the flow rate varies 
from one quarter of the year to another due to variations in rainfall. Therefore, to ensure a stable 
and continuous power supply, there is a need for a complementary renewable source from solar 
photovoltaic generation.   

Okinni dam is located on coordinate between 7.780N, 4.420E and 7.950N, 4.600E. The access to 
Okinni is a road that branches at a junction about 14km from Osogbo on Ilobu-Osogbo road. 
The dam site is about 8km from Ilobu. The dam has a good flow rate for power generation as 
obtained from Osun State Water Corporation. Figure 2 shows the embankment crest with 
spillway afar and the reservoir with intake gallery 

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 2: (a) Embankment crest showing the spillway afar (b) Upstream of dam showing the 
reservoir and intake gallery 

Esa-Odo dam is on coordinate 7.650N, 4.770E and 7.850N, 4.860E.  It is situated between Ilare 
and Esa-Odo. It is 1.2km from Ilare on Ilare-Ijebu-Jesha road. The dam gets its abundance of 
water from the Osun river with a reasonable flow rate for electrical power potential. The 
embankment crest is strong enough to a large volume of water and spill through the weir 
spillway. Figure 3 shows the view of the spillway weir and the reservoir of the Esa-Odo dam. 

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 3: (a) View of spillway weir (b) View of the reservoir 
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Eko-Ende is located 10km from Ikirun on Ikirun-Ilie road and on coordinate 7.830N, 4.500E and 
8.150N, 4.750E. The dam gets its water source from Otin river with high water volume and good 
flow rate for power potential. Its embankment crest is coated with asphaltic finishing, which 
leads to the dam spillway. Figure 4 shows the view of the dam. 

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 4: (a) View of the bank (b) View of the water reservoir 

The waterfall at Erin-Ijesa town is called Olumirin waterfall in Oriade local government of Osun 
State. The waterfall fall is also called Erinle waterfall. It is located on latitude 7030’/8045’N and 
longitude 4031’/50E. The fall elevation is 60.6m with a high head/flow rate for power potential 
[11]. The variation in water flow changes within a year due to the variation in water level from 
different rainfall patterns. Figure 5 shows the topology of the fall. 

 

Figure 5: The topology of the Erin-Ijesha waterfall [11] 

The approach adopted involves extensive data collection, review and site investigation; The 
water flow rate of the dams is obtained from the Osun State Water Corporation, the agency is 
responsible for the operation and maintenance of dams in the state. At the same time, the flow 
rate for the Olumirin waterfall is obtained from the Osun State Tourism Board. Based on the 
figures and data collected, Equation (1) and (2) are majorly employed in the evaluation and 
computation of the expected output power. The water flow rate differs in a different seasons of 
the year; therefore, there is a variation in power output from one quarter to another. Hence, the 
study characterized and investigated the complementary combination of solar photovoltaic 
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power with hydrokinetic power for stable and sustainable production. The solar radiation for the 
southwestern Nigeria used for the study was obtained from the International Institute of 
Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan, Oyo State.  Figure 6 shows the map of Osun state indicating cities 
and local government areas. 

 

Figure 6: Map of Osun state showing cities and local government areas 

The architecture of the hybrid hydrokinetic/photovoltaic power generation is shown in Figure 7. 
The solar photovoltaic panels are arranged in a series-parallel configuration to attain the desired 
power output. The photovoltaic power output is regulated to capture the maximum power at 
each instant via the DC-DC charger controller. A DC-AC converter then produces an AC power 
output on the AC bus. The hydrokinetic generates and is connected directly to the AC bus. 

PV

DC-DC

DC-AC

AC BUS

Hydrokinetic

 

Figure 7: Hybrid hydrokinetic/photovoltaic power configuration 
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The water velocity in each of the dams per month are presented as shown in Figure 8. The 
velocity increases progressively from the first quarter (January to March) to the second quarter 
(April to June). The peak velocity is observed in the third quarter of the year (July to September) 
and progressively reduced in the last quarter of the year (October to December). It is due to the 
variation in rainfall levels ranging from the dry season to the rainy season. The peak water 
velocity at 5.37 m/s, 4.57 m/s, 4.45 m/s and 3.60 m/s occurred in September, August and 
October for Eko-Ende, Esa-Odo, Okinni and Erinle respectively.   

 

Figure 8: Variation of water velocity in each dam over the year 

The corresponding average power output estimated using equation (1) for each of the dams over 
the year is presented in Figure 9. The highest electrical power output for the Eko-Ende, Esa-
Odo, Okinni and Erinle occurred in August, September and October.  

 

Figure 9: Monthly variation of power output over the year 

The highest power output for Eko-Ende is 619kW, 407kW is estimated for Esa-Odo, 352kW is 
estimated for Okinni, while the power estimate for Erinle is 186kW. The power generating 
profile in Figure 9 shows the variation in output power significantly during the rainy and dry 
seasons.  
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The average daily solar radiation level over a month for the southwestern part of Nigeria is 
presented in Figure 10, with the highest radiation experienced on the seventh day at 1.001 W/m2 
while the lowest radiation is 327.7 W/m2 on the twenty-second of the month.  

 

Figure 10: Daily solar radiation for the first month of the year. 

The corresponding electrical power output over the month is shown in Figure 11, with the 
highest power output at 52.24kW and the lowest at 17.07 kW using the series-parallel 
arrangement of 108 pieces of 500Watt solar panel.  

 

Figure 11: Daily electrical power output over the month 

The monthly photovoltaic power generation over the year is shown in Figure 12; the power 
generation shows the progressive increment from the first month of the year to the third month 
(First quarter of the year), being the peak time of the dry season. The highest power generation is 
102.3kW, which occurred in March. In the second and third quarters of the year, the power 
generation reduced drastically and the lower generations occurred in June and August at 
31.62kW and 32.74kW respectively. However, the generation picks up at the tail end of the year, 
being the beginning of another dry season. Both the number of hydrokinetic unit and the solar 
panel series-parallel arrangement can be increased or decreased at any time to suit the power 
demand. 
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Figure 12: Monthly electrical power output over the year 

6 CONCLUSION 

This study considered the possibility of hybrid hydrokinetic/photovoltaic power generation in 
selected dams and a waterfall in the southwestern part of Nigeria. The highest generated power 
in Eko-Ende, Esa-Odo, Okinni and Erinle is 619kW, 407Kw, 352kW and 186kW respectively.  
With the power generating profile of the hydrokinetic and the solar photovoltaic generation, the 
two power sources can complement each other when it is hybridized in the southwestern part of 
Nigeria. The hydrokinetic generation is highly favored during the rainy season due to the 
abundant water supply through rainfall with the increased water flow rate. However, solar 
generation is at a disadvantage due to the lower solar irradiation level. Hence, during the rainy 
season, hydrokinetic generation complements solar generation. On the other hand, the 
hydrokinetic generation is at a disadvantage during the dry season due to a lower water flow rate, 
while solar irradiation is highly favored. Therefore, solar generation complements the 
hydrogenation for a stable, consistent power supply.  
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ABSTRACT 

Landfilling is the most common method for managing municipal solid waste (MSW) owing to its 
low capital and operational cost. Compacted clay liners are normally used as an integral part of 
waste containment facilities to impede the transport of contaminated leachate. Nevertheless, the 
seepage of leachate through compacted clay liner is solely responsible for the transportation of 
pollutants into the environment, posing major threat to the groundwater and soil. There has 
been increase in the volume of solid waste generated daily, due to increasing population growth, 
industrialization and urbanization, therefore adequate MSW management facilities are required to 
attenuate the environmental hazards of these wastes and ensure a cost-effective management. 
This paper reviews studies on the applications of compacted natural soil, agricultural/industrial 
waste and microbial-induced calcite precipitation (MICP) treated soils in MSW containment 
systems. Works on expansive/weak soils treated with industrial and agricultural wastes yielded 
positive outcomes on the hydraulic barrier parameters of tested specimen. Findings from this 
review reveals that the use of micro-organisms in MICP produced huge amounts of extracellular 
polymeric substances and coalesced to form a confluent plugging biofilm which eventually 
resulted in the decrease of soil permeability and in the increase of the breakthrough time.  

Keywords: Dumpsite, Hydraulic Conductivity, Leachate, Unconfined Compressive Strength, 
Volumetric Shrinkage.  

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Proper management of waste is pertinent for creating sustainable and liveable communities, but 
most developing countries and cities face difficulties in this area. Waste management often gulp 
20–50% of municipal budgets, thus, it is costly to manage waste effectively. Operating this vital 
municipal service necessitates the use of integrated systems that are sustainable and 
environmentally safe. MSW management methods include recycling, composting, anaerobic 
digestion, incineration, dumping into the sea, and landfilling (Tang et al., 2018). Sanitary 
landfilling is the most common method of removing MSWs due to its cost effectiveness, 
particularly in developing and underdeveloped countries (Tang et al., 2018). Although sanitary 
landfilling is widely used, it is becoming an emerging environmental threat due to leachate 
infiltration at landfill sites, which is a complex mixture characterized by high toxicity and usually 
results in soils and groundwater contamination. This kind of contamination is particularly 
common in developing countries where engineered landfills with liners and covers are still 
lacking. To prevent leachate from leaking out of landfill, the standard for MSW sanitary landfill 
requires that a compacted clay liner should have a maximum hydraulic conductivity of 1 × 10−9 
m/s.  

Several techniques have been employed to protect soil and groundwater from leachate 
contamination, these include the use of composite liners geomembrane (GMB) and geosynthetic 
clay liner (GCL), improvement of soil with industrial and agricultural wastes and microbial 
growth. Thus, this paper reviews studies on the applications of compacted natural soil, 
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agricultural/industrial waste and microbial-induced calcite precipitation treated soils in MSW 
containment systems. 

2.0 Natural Soil as Compacted Liner 

2.1 Permeability 

To provide a long term isolation of waste leachate from reaching the groundwater, a liner 
material of permeability less than 1.0 x 10-9 m/s is required. Bello (2010) investigated the use of 
abandoned dumpsite and lateritic soils as barriers in waste containment facilities. The study 
shows that abandoned dumpsite and lateritic soils possess hydraulic conductivities less than 1.0 x 
10-9 m/s when compacted with not less than Standard Proctor compactive energy. Adeyemo et 
al. (2019a) also observed low permeability in black cotton soil compacted with at least British 
Standard Light compactive effort and it was attributed to the high clay content of the studied 
soil. Amadi and Eberemu (2013) studied lateritic soil mixed with 0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 % 
bentonite contents prepared at varying compaction states (2 % dry of optimum, optimum and 2 
% wet of optimum) and compacted using West African standard (WAS) compactive effort. The 
admixture of bentonite triggered upsurge in Atterberg limits as well as the shrinkage potential 
but lower hydraulic conductivities were attained. They observed that hydraulic conductivities fell 
from 7.91 x 10-9 m/s to 1.49 x 10-11 m/s at highest bentonite content of 10 %. The gradation of 
natural soil is also an influencing factor on its barrier performance (Yamusa et al., 2020), 
according to their findings soils with 50 % fine content has permeating rate of less than 1.0 x 10-9 
m/s. 

2.2 Strength 

Chinade et al. (2017) recorded strength depletion while extending permeating period, when 
tropical soils compacted at water contents of -2, 0, and +2 % relative to the optimum moisture 
contents, and permeated with MSW leachate for period of 7, 21, 42, 84, and 120 days, however 
200 kN/m2 or greater strength values were observed for permeating periods up to 42 days for 
BSH and 21 days for WAS compactive efforts. Strength reduction was also noticed as the 
bentonite content of admixed natural soil increased, although 200 kN/m2 strength limit for 
hydraulic barrier were met/exceeded by some specimen (Amadi and Eberemu, 2013). Higher 
moulding water content generally results in strength depletion. Decrease in the strength of 
abandoned dumpsite and lateritic soils below 200 kN/m2 is inevitable when compacted with 
water content greater than 21 % (Bello, 2010). However, Yamusa et al. (2020) repoted that soils 
with 50 % fine content produced acceptable strength values when prepared with moulding water 
content within the range of 24 – 28 %. 

2.3 Shrinkage/Swell 

For expansive soils, shrinkage and swelling characteristics are common phenomenon largely due 
to the moisture content variation as well as the type and amount of clay mineral present in the 
soil. Soils with higher clay content and higher plasticity index have a greater affinity for water and 
thus this explains the high shrinkage tendency while drying (Amadi and Eberemu, 2013). 
Volumetric shrinkage in expansive soil can be as high as 15.5 % (Adeyemo et al., 2019b), which is 
nexused to the presence of montmorillonite clay mineral. Lateritic soil studied by Amadi and 
Eberemu (2013) produces volumetric shrinkage of less than 1 %, but the shrinkage values 
increase steadily as admixed bentonite content is increases. They observed that shrinkage strain 
slightly exceeding regulatory 4 % limit was recorded at maximun bentonite blend.   
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3.0 Agricultural/Industrial Wastes Admixed Soil as Compacted Soil Liner 

Several investigations have been conducted using industrial and agrigutural waste or combination 
of both as stabilizer in the treatment of soil as barrier material in waste containment structures 
(Oriola and Moses, 2011; Amadi and Eberemu, 2013; Yusuf et al., 2016; Moses et al., 2016, 2018 
and Adeyemo et al., 2019a, b). The effectiveness of these waste materials as soil stabilizer is 
controlled by their pozollanic properties. Some of these studies are reviewed as follow.  

3.1 Permeability 

One of the contributions of pozzolanic additives in soil treatment is plugging of pores in soil 
with consequential fall in hydraulic conductivitywhich is beneficial in waste containment 
structures. Oriola and Moses (2011) investigated black cotton soil admixed with Cement Kiln 
Dust (CKD) to determine geotechnical properties useful for the design of hydraulic barrier in 
MSW containment structures. They prepared specimens at various moulding water contents 
between -2 and +4 % relative to optimum moisture content adopting compactive energy levels 
replicable in the field. Results from their experimental study showed that hydraulic conductivity 
values recorded at both BSL and WAS produced satisfactory results that met the regulatory 1 x 
10-9 m/s requirement at all treatment levels. Black cotton soil blended with cassava peel ash 
(CPA) exhibited low hydraulic conductivities as CPA particles clog into soil pores (Adeyemo et 
al., 2019a). Yusuf et al. (2016) reported the performance of hydraulic conductivity of iron ore 
tailing (IOT) admixed laterite, they used up to 20 % IOT and established decreased permeation 
rate at every treatment level. 

3.2 Strength 

Liners and covers require adequate strength to withstand compressive/shear stresses from waste 
and waste delivery into containment system. The binding potential exhibited by pozzolana gives 
it advantage over other materials when considering strength improvement in soil. It has been 
established that CKD has the potential to improve the strength of expansive soils. According to 
Oriola and Moses (2011), at 4 % CKD treatment of black cotton soil, compacted under WAS 
energy conditions, minimum regulatory value of 200 kN/m2 for shear strength was obtained. The 
combined influence of metakaolin and lime on the strength properties of lateritic soil has been 
demonstrated by Tan et al. (2020), it was discovered that the combination of 5 % lime and 4 % 
metakaolin can improve the UCS and shearing resistance of metakaolin-lime-soil blend such that 
the strength specification of MSW hydraulic barrier system is satisfied. 

3.3 Shrinkage/Swell 

Shrinkage/swell properties of soil is a function of clay mineral type and moisture variation. The 
shrinkage/swell suitability of any material for use in waste containment structure is measured 
through volumetric shrinkage strain (VSS). Maximum allowable VSS of 4 % has been established 
and adopted as the regulatory requirement for the design of waste management structure by 
most researchers (Daniel and Wu, 1993; Bello, 2010; Oriola and Moses, 2011; Amadi and 
Eberemu, 2013 and Adeyemo et al., 2019a, b). Oriole and Moses (2011) employed the pozzolanic 
activities of CKD to retard the excessive shrinkage/swelling behaviour of black cotton soil. 
Upon the completion of their experimental study, less than 4 % volumetric shrinkage strain at 16 
% CKD content for BSL and 12 and 16 % CKD contents for WAS energy level were 
established. Adeyemo et al. (2019b) also demonstrated the potential of CPA as a shrinkage-swell 
restraining agent in an highly expansive soil. Their investigation revealed that at 16% CPA 
treatment, values of VSS reduced by 73% (BSL), 92% (BSH) and 74% (WAS). Moses et al. (2016) 
observed gradual reduction in the volumetric shrinkage of expansive soil treated with metakaolin. 
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Although values in excess of 4 % VSS were obtained for 4 – 16 % metakaolin contents, less than 
4 % VSS were recorded at 20 and 24 % metakaolin contents, which is solely due to pozzolanic 
input of metakaolin. Nevertheless, in the work of Moses et al. (2018) in which up to 50 % 
concrete waste collected from demolished structures was used to stabilize tropical black clay, 
they established that none of the admixed specimens yield to the regulatory VSS value of ≤ 4 % 
required for waste containment application. 

4.0 Microbial-Induced Calcite Precipitation (MICP) Treated Soil as Compacted Soil 
Liner 

Microbial-induced calcite precipitation (MICP) is an emerging technique that has found its 
application in geo-environmental engineering and other aspects of Civil Engineering due to 
environmental consideration and its cost effectiveness (Rahman et al., 2020). The process 
employs the activities of naturally occurring bacteria to cement soil particles together via calcium 
carbonate (CaCO3) precipitation, as shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: A schematic diagram of CaCO3 precipitation in the pore space of the soil matrix via 
MICP (Rahman et al., 2020) 

The effectiveness of MICP in binding soil is premised on the following: types of biological 
process adopted, type and concentration of bacteria employed, the pH and temperature, the 
concentration and volume of cementation solution, the soil properties and so on (Rahman et al., 
2020). 

 The most commonly used biological processes in MICP are bio-stimulation and bio-
augmentation. In bio-stimulation, microbes present in the soil are stimulated with external 
nutrient medium, thereby causing growth, but in bio-augmentation, external microbes are 
introduced into the soil along with nutrient medium to facilitate their growth. Raveh-Amit and 
Tsesarsky (2020) demonstrated that bio-stimulation is most favourable in the low-carbon mineral 
soils. 

Some of the bacteria, nutrients, and major metabolic processes involved in MICP are presented 
in Table 1 (Castro-Alonso et al., 2019). 
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Table 1: Commonly used Bacteria and Nutrients in MICP Technique 

Bacteria Metabolism Nutrients 

Sporosarcina pasteurii,  
Bacillus sphaericus,  
Bacillus mucilaginous,  
Enterobacter sp.,  
Bacillus cereus,  
Pseudomona aeruginosa, 
Diaphorobacter nitroreducens,  
T-Bacillus subtilis,  
Bacillus cohnii,  
Bacterium BKH1,  
Bacterium BKH4, Spoloactobacilus,  
Clostridium, Desulfotomaculum 

Urea Hydrolisis,  
Denitrification,  
Dissimilatory sulfate 
reduction,  
Silicification,  
Ammonification of amino 
acids,  
Photosynthesis 

Lactose Mother Liquor wastewater, 
Urea,Nutrient broth, Yeast Extract, Corn 
Steep Liquor wastewater, Calcium Nitrate, 
Peptone, Tryptone, Urea, Calcium formate, 
Calcium nitrate, Saccharose, Lentil seeds, 
Sugar, Urea, Beef extract 

 

4.1 Permeability 

In MICP, the formation of calcium carbonate from the interaction among various metabolic by-
products, such as HCO3

− and Ca2+ present in the microenvironment results in the clogging of 
micro pores in the soil mass with consequent decrease in permeation rate by 81 – 95 % and 
increase the breakthrough time by 345 % (Perito and Mastromei, 2011; Salman et al., 2016; Tang 
et al., 2018: Castro-Alonso et al., 2019) (). The study of MICP performance on indigenous landfill 
bacteria against commercially purchased bacteria (Bacillus megaterium) using sand columns was 
carried out by Rajasekar et al. (2021). They concluded that bio-stimulation of indigenous bacteria 
performed slightly better than the foreign bio-augmented bacteria in terms of permeation rate 
reduction and CaCO3 precipitation. Gollapudi et al. (1995) conducted investigation into the 
viability of using microbial plugging in reducing permeation rate of highly porous mass subjected 
to various conditions. The study observed that fractures within the porous mass serve as 
nucleation sites for capturing bacteria clusters thereby causing pore plugging and later completely 
plugged pore was noticed within days of nutrient injection in a sand packed column containing 
bacteria. Osinubi et al. (2019b) reported slight decline in the permeation rate of soil treated with 
MICP technique using Bacillus coagulans bacteria and compacted under BSL conditions. In spite of 
consistent decline as bacteria suspension density was increased, permeation rates in excess of 1 x 
10-9 m/s were obtained. The study recommended the use of higher compactive energy. The 
effectiveness of MICP on the permeation rate of sand was also demonstrated in the work of 
Yasuhara et al. (2011) where percentage reduction of 60 – 70 % was established. Osinubi et al. 
(2018b) also obtained a maximum of 98.18 % decline in the permeation rate of lateritic soil 
moulded at +2 % of OMC and treated with a 6.0 × 108 cells/ml suspension density of 
Sporosarcina pasteurii. 

4.2 Strength 

Over the past years, several investigations have been conducted on the strength improvement of 
soil treated with MICP technique for general engineering use.  According to Gomez et al. (2014) 
shear strength of soil improves with calcite precipitation, from 1070 kN/m2 to 5340 kN/m2 
corresponding to 6.0 – 13.2 % calcite content. Li et al. (2015) also recorded a significant increase 
in excess of 200 kN/m2 for the UCS of soil treated with asparaginase enzyme using MICP 
technique. Neupane (2016) studied the effectiveness of MICP technique in treating expansive 
soil. The study employed both bio-stimulation and bio-augmentation MICP techniques to 
evaluate their UCS and then compared the results with lime treated specimen. Improvement in 
UCS values of MICP treated soil specimen was observed, but the strength increase was low 
when compared with that of lime treated soil. The influence of bacteria “Bacillus coagulans” 
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suspension density on the strength of lateritic soil was studied by Osinubi et al. (2019a). The UCS 
of the natural soil was slightly greater than the minimum specified strength value for a barrier 
facility. Steady UCS improvement of up to 560 % increase was recorded as the bacteria 
suspension density increased. However, the study observed a steady fall in the UCS of specimens 
with higher moulding water content. Osinubi et al. (2019c and d) observed strength improvement 
in MICP treated lateritic soil using Bacillus pumilus and Sporosarcina pasteurii bacteria respectively. 
The research team recorded increase from 66.74 kN/m2 to 2345.15 kN/m2 at 2.40 × 109 
cells/ml and from 120 kN/m2 to 2232 kN/m2 at 1.2 × 109 cells/ml suspension density, upon 
treatment with Bacillus pumilus and Sporosarcina pasteurii bacteria respectively.  

4.3 Shrinkage/Swell 

Without mineralogical alteration of clay soil, reduction in 1-dimensional swell property observed 
in the MICP treated soil was equivalent to that noticed in lime treated specimen (Neupane, 
2016). The VSS of MICP treated lateritic soil was investigated by Osinubi et al. (2018a) using 
Bacillus pumilus bacteria, various bacteria suspension densities were employed but at 24 x 108/ml 
VSS value in compliance with hydraulic barrier specification (i.e. ≤ 4 %) was recorded. Minimum 
VSS value of 2.5 % was also recorded when Sporosarcina pasteurii suspension density of 2.4 x 
109/ml was used in the treatment of compacted lateritic soil (Osinubi et al., 2018c). As 
demonstrated in the study of desiccation cracking behaviour of MICP treated bentonite, the 
combination of bacteria and cementation solution in the ratio 1:1 effectively retard the 
desiccation cracking potential of bentonite (Vail et al., 2019). 

5.0 Conclusion 

Liners and covers are important components of waste containment facilities, thus studying the 
behaviour of materials employed for their construction and operation has been point of focus to 
many researchers. This study reviews the application of compacted natural soil, 
agricultural/industrial-waste treated soil and MICP treated soil in waste containment structures. 
The study focuses on the important parameters of hydraulic barrier system (i.e. permeability, 
shrinkage/cracking and strength). The study observed adequate permeability, strength and 
shrinkage performance of natural lateritic soil with adequate proportion of fines, but excessive 
shrinkage/cracking is inevitable when expansive clay mineral represents the dominant clay 
mineral. Furthermore, the introduction of modifiers processed from agricultural and/or 
industrial (such as lime, CKD, CPA, IOT etc.) wastes help ameliorates the excesses of expansive 
clay mineral. Finally, MICP technique in waste containment facility is a green technique, due to 
its cost effectiveness and most environmentally friendly in leu of other treatment methods. While 
MICP technique has found popular applications in concrete technology, less attention has been 
given to its applications in active dumpsite soils. This study therefore recommends intensive 
studies in this direction.  
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ABSTRACT                      

The significant of lighting in lecture halls cannot be overemphasised in any academic institution. 
However, university institution requires a copious amount of artificial lighting in lecture halls for 
academic activities. This paper examined the lighting energy consumption pattern and economic 
benefit of both the existing fluorescent lamps and energy efficient lamps in selected lecture halls 
of Obafemi Awolowo University Ile-Ife, Nigeria. The study obtained data through a quantitative 
approach by carrying out periodic measurement of real time energy consumption. Three out of 
the eleven categories of lecture halls were purposively selected using design typology and 
simulations using energy monitor. Records of energy consumptions were obtained at 
predetermined intervals of 1hr, 3hrs, 6hr, and 12hrs, 7days, 14days, 1 month, 2 months and 3 
months respectively. Data collected were analysed using descriptive statistical tools comprising 
of frequency distribution, mean average and percentage. The energy consumption of the 
simulated lamps increased as the time under consideration increased, and the pattern of the 
energy consumption increased, showing a similar curve across the three selected lecture halls. 
Finding further shows that the economic benefit of adopting the retrofitting with either 

26WCFL or 18W LED lamps reduces annual energy cost by ₦72,048.19; ₦95758.53 in ALT, 

₦227, 4090.16; ₦292, 632.44 in ODLT  and  ₦911,576.44; ₦1,018,914.52 in SLT lecture hall 
respectively. The study concluded that the use of CFL and LED for lighting substantially 
reduced the energy bills in lecture halls. The study, therefore, recommends the possible 
replacement of all existing fluorescent lamps in public lecture halls with LED and CFL lamps 
and in subsequent construction of public lecture halls.   

Keywords: Economic Benefit, Electricity Consumption, Energy Monitor, Lecture Halls 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Electricity is a major sources of energy used for lighting in institutional, commercial and 
industrial buildings (Norhafiza, 2015). Artificial lighting consumes about 25-30% electricity 
supply globally, with lighting system of an educational institution consuming an average of 30% 
annually of the total electricity supply and usage in United State of America (United State 
Department of Energy, 2013). This figure could amount to a high running cost for academic 
institutions management. Again, most of the lighting energy consumptions in the educational 
institutions takes place in lecture halls due to the fact that artificial lighting is among the second 
largest consumption in lecture halls after hostel accommodation in institutions due its higher 
number of lighting stock and its ability to complements natural lighting during the day and at 
night, it serves as an alternative sources of illumination for the academic activities in the 
university. Furthermore, the provision of artificial lighting for educational institution lecture halls 
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contributes significantly to the academic performance of students in such institution. Rashid, 
(2002) considered a lecture hall as a place within the campus where students converged to learn 
through seeing the teaching materials presented to them by their lecturers. For instance, 
illuminating engineering society (IES), chartered institute of building service engineer (CIBSE), 
and Deutsches Institut fur Normung (DIN EN) 12464 recommend 300-500lux illumination level 
for educational institution lecture halls. To meet this statutory requirement, adequate lighting 
fittings using lamps with greater efficacy is a prerequisite for active learning in university 
environment. However, sufficient lighting in lecture halls consumes significant amount of 
electricity which in turns increased the electricity bills of various institutions. This is attributed to 
the type of lamps in use and the hours of operation of such lamps installed in lecture halls. This 
regular high electricity consumption further necessitate the need for critical evaluation of various 
categories of lighting fixtures usually installed on the energy consumption in university lecture 
halls (Ryckaert, et al., 2010). The impact of various lamps types has resulted to the continuous 
increase in electricity tariff imposed by the electricity distribution companies on educational 
institution. Obaju, et al., (2019) also revealed that lighting energy constitutes a substantial portion 
of electricity wastage. This increase in lighting energy wastages are attributed to continuous use 
of lamps during off-peak hours occasioned by ineffective controls and bad switches. Obaju, et al., 
(2019) also reported that six out of thirteen energy wastage-areas were connected with lighting 
energy, and the highest-ranked wastage-areas occurred in unoccupied spaces with their lighting 
lamps fully energised.  

Thus, it is essential to study the pattern of electricity consumption of the lighting scheme using 
various common lamp options that are usually installed in these lecture halls in order to achieve 
the much-desired optimum electricity cost using field measurement approach. Sustainable 
Energy Authority of Ireland,  (2014)  observed that electricity consumption pattern have the 
most tangible direct impact in cutting greenhouse gases and further constitutes the only means of 
mitigating electricity consumption in lighting fittings coupled with design of the lighting scheme 
and effective controls. Previous studies on the pattern of electricity consumption were based on 
theoretical estimations which are equally based on the numbers and hours of lamps in used. 
Regrettably, this estimated method did not provide sufficient data that would provide available 
information on the pattern of electricity consumption of the existing lamp fixtures in 
institutional lecture halls. 

Thus, this paper examine the pattern of electricity consumption and economic benefits of 
selected lamps installed in lecture halls at periodic logins using device for field measurement and 
its impact on energy bills on selected lecture halls in Obafemi Awolowo University (OAU) Ile-
Ife. The study adopts the use of an energy monitor for data collection. Data collection was done 
under a controlled environment through simulation of both the as-built and energy efficient 
lamps similar to the selected university lecture halls.  

2.0 METHODOLOGY 

Eleven typology of lecture hall were identified in Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile Ife, Nigeria, 
three were selected as the sampling frame using a purposive sampling approach. The three are 
Agriculture Lecture Theatre (ALT), Oduduwa Lecture Theatre (ODLT) and Science Lecture 
Theatre (SLT). A purposive sampling technique (a non-probability sampling method) was used 
in determining the sampling size. Using legal judgments, the researchers often believed in the 
representative of the samples represented, which usually resulted in saving time and money 
(Black, 2010). The three lecture halls comprises of a small, medium and a large halls. Physical 
characteristics such as the shape, height, size of floor areas (m2) and seating capacities were 
significant factors of consideration. These characteristics were used to determine their design 
typologies as contained in Table I. The study adopted a quantitative approach by simulating the 
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selected lecture halls.  The study utilized field measurement approach to examine the existing 
lighting energy consumption patterns of the fluorescent lamps in the selected halls. The 
fluorescent lamps were then replaced via simulation with compact fluorescent lamps CFL and 
light emitting diode lamps LED respectively and the electricity consumption patterns was re-
examined and compared using similar field device in figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The study 
obtained data periodically at periodic logins of 1hr, 3hrs, 6hrs, and 12hrs, 1day, 3days, 7days, 
14days, 1month, 2months and 3months respectively. Measurement of lighting electricity 
consumption trend in each of the selected lecture hall was done through improvised energy 
monitor device, which was connected to a lighting load set-up. The study used a wireless 
microcomputer interface of the end-use module to obtain the required electricity data from the 
lamps, which were uploaded at the micro-computer interface. Electricity supply was through a 
single-phase connection, consisting of live and neutral cable. The live cable of the electricity 
supply was conspicuously marked on the distribution board/consumer unit before the 
installation of the current transformer (CT) sensor. The sensor was then clipped to the live cable 
so that it could measure the current at the predetermined intervals. The voltage transformer (VT) 
was also plugged in, like a typical appliance, to monitor the voltage at intervals of periodic logins. 
Finally, the calculations and the processing were done in the micro-controller, by multiplying the 
(CT) and (VT) to give the real time voltage dropped. Product of each value of the power 
obtained and the time intervals provided the electricity consumption data. All these 
measurements took place at the micro-controller interface and were stored at the internal 
memory as shown in figures 1-4 respectively. 

Table 1: Design Typology of Lecture Halls in Obafemi Awolowo University Ile-Ife 

S/N Lecture Halls  in OAU Seating  Capacity                 Number of As-Built Lamps 

1 ALT                 110 16 (FLs) 
2 Law 209                180 48(FLs) 
3 BOOA and BOOC                 140 44 (FLs) 
4 HSLT A and B                220 65(FLs) 
5 Ajose AJSLT                500 98 (FLs) 
6 BOOC                400 46 (FLs) 
7 White House                 420 50 (FLs) 
8 HSLT C                450 200 (FLs) 
9 ODLT                 360 30 (FLs) 
10 1000 SLT  Seated Capacity               1000 69 (FLs) 
11 Oduduwa hall               1000 105(FLs) 

  FLs  = Fluorescent Lamps 

  BOOA = Biological Lecture Theatre A 

  BOOB   = Biological Lecture Theatre B 

  BOOC   = Biological Lecture Theatre C 

  HSLT  = Health Sciences Lecture Theatre 

  ODLT = Oduduwa Lecture Theatre 

  SLT  = Science Lecture Theatre 
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Figure 1: Connection of Energy Monitor to the Simulated Lighting Set-up 

 

Figure 2: Pre-retrofits Data Collection Process of the As-built Fluorescent Lamps 

 

Figure 3: Post-retrofits Simulation Process using CFLs Lamps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Output of the Microcomputer Users Interface 
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3.0: DATA PRESENTATION 

3.1 Data Presentation on the Selected Simulated Lecture Halls in Obafemi Awolowo 
University Ile-Ife 

This section presents the data collected from ALT, ODLT and SLT lecture halls of the Obafemi 
Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. Figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively show the typologies of the as-built 
designs of the lecture halls selected for the study. The halls show their floor areas (m2), seating 
capacities and the numbers of lighting fittings available in each of the halls. The smallest (ALT) 
lecture hall has a floor area of 330m2, 110 seating capacity and installed with 16 numbers of as-
built 36W doubled paired fluorescent lamps. The medium-sized lecture hall (ODLT) has a floor 
area of 460m2, 30 numbers of installed 36W fluorescent bulbs and 360 seating capacity. The 
largest hall (SLT) has a capacity of 1000 seats with a floor area of 1032m2 and installed with 69 
as-built 36W fluorescent lamps. The existing fluorescent lamps in ALT and SLT are mounted on 
the ceiling soffits while those at the ODLT are suspended, 0.6m below the ceiling with metal 
chain in a regular array of design intervals. Records of the lighting energy consumption of the 
existing fluorescent and the replaced lamps at ALT, ODLT and SLT halls are summarised in 
Table II and illustrated in Figures 5, 6, and 7 respectively and cost patterns of the lighting energy 
consumption for the replaced lamps are illustrated in Figures 8, 9 and 10 respectively. The 
figures revealed a progressive increase in energy consumption of the simulated lamps at lower 
energy bills. The three selected lecture halls show consistent and similar energy cost pattern 
throughout the experiment. Table 2 shows all records of periodic logins for 1-hour, 3-hour, 6-
hour, 12-hours and 24-hour periodic logins respectively. 

 

 

Figure 5: Sketch of ALT Lecture Hall Showing a Floor Area of 330m
2
, 110 Seating Capacity 

and 16 Numbers of As-Built 36W Doubled Paired Fluorescent Lamps 
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Figure 6: Sketch of ODLT Lecture Hall Showing a Floor Area of 460m
2
, 360 Seating 

Capacity and 30 Numbers of As-Built 36W Fluorescent Bulbs 
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Figure 7: Sketch of  SLT  Lecture Hall Showing a Floor Area of 1032m2, 1000 Seating 
Capacity and 69 Numbers of As-Built 36W Fluorescent Lamps 
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4.0 Results and Discussion  

4.1 Lighting Energy Consumption Pattern of the Simulated Lamps at Periodic Logins 

Table 4.1 shows the lighting energy consumption of existing simulated fluorescent lamps, 
compact fluorescent lamps and light emitting diode lamps at the periodic logins. The ALT hall is 
installed with 16 numbers of 36W of as-built fluorescent lamps, consumed 0.32kWh in 1 hour. 
This was increased to 7.60kWh in 1 day, 229.10kWh in 1 month and 681.58kWh in 3 months 
logins. Furthermore, simulating with 26W CFL lamps reduced the energy consumption to 
0.18kWh (43.75%); 4.30kWh (43.42%); 129.10kWh (43.65%), and 387.30kWh (43.18%). 
Simulation with 18W LED lamps equally reduced lighting energy consumption to 0.13kWh 
(59.38%); 3.31kWh (54.48%); 96.40kWh (57.92%), and 294.19kWh (56.84%) within the same 
login periods. Likewise, in ODLT with 30 numbers of 36W installed fluorescent lamps recorded 
lighting energy consumption of 0.76kWh in 1 hour was increased to 18.99kWh in 1 day, 
531.13kWh in 1 month and 1619.47kWh in 3 months of logins. Simulated with 26W CFL lamps 
reduced the energy consumption to 0.31kWh (59.21%); 7.91kWh (58.35%); 216.24kWh 
(59.29%), and 692.48kWh (57.24%) and simulation with 18W LED lamps equally reduced 
lighting electricity consumption to 0.21kWh (72.37%); 5.27kWh (72.25%); 142.54kWh (73.16%), 
and 426.61kWh (73.66%) within the same login periods. Similarly, the 69 as-built 36W 
fluorescent lamps installed at SLT hall consumed 2.63kWh, 60.03kWh, 1840.85kWh, and 
5652.43kWh within the same corresponding login periods. Simulated with 26W CFL lamps 
respectively reduced these electricity consumptions to 0.91kWh (65.40%); 22.84kWh (61.93%); 
657.24kWh (64.30%), and 1936.60kWh (65.74%). Simulation with 18W LED lamps reduced the 
corresponding lighting energy consumption to 0.75kWh (71.48%); 17.05kWh (71.58%); 
500.17kWh (72.83%), and 1499.02kWh (73.48%) within the same login periods.  

Table 2: Lighting Energy Consumption Pattern of the Selected Lecture Halls at Obafemi 
Awolowo University Ile-Ife 
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L 
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Figure 8: Electricity Consumption Pattern for the Simulated Lamps in ALT in OAU 

 

Figure 9: Electricity Consumption Pattern for the simulated Lamps in the ODLT in OAU 
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Figure 10: Electricity Consumption Pattern of the Simulated Lamps in the SLT in OAU 

 

4.2 Energy Savings and Economic Benefit of the Simulated Lamps at Period Logins 

Table 4.2 shows the energy savings and economic benefit of the simulated lamps at periodic 

logins. The cost of energy data was computed using the current ₦61.33/kWh electricity tariff 
plan for industrial phase in the study area. The existing 36W FLs was simulated with 26W CFL 

in agriculture lecture theatre (ALT) hall reduces the electricity bills by (₦10.72)43.75% energy 
savings for 1 hour of electricity supply. Likewise, simulating the as-built 36W FLs with the 18W 

LED lamps further reduces electricity bill by (₦11.65)59.37% within the same 1hour of 
electricity supply login period. Also, retrofitting with 26W CFL simulated lamps reduced 

electricity bill by (₦27.59)59.22% in the ODLT hall and 18W LED lamps by (₦33.73)72.37% 

respectively. In SLT hall 26W LED simulated lamps reduced electricity bill by (₦105.49)65.40% 

and 18W LED lamps by (₦115.30)71.49% respectively within the same 1hour login period.  
Similarly, in 1 day login period, simulated 26W CFL in agriculture lecture theatre (ALT) hall 

reduced the electricity bill by (₦202.39)43.43% cost savings. Likewise, replacing the 36W FL 

with 18W LED simulated lamps further reduced the daily electricity bill by (₦263.12)56.45%. At 

ODLT, 26W CFL simulated lamps reduced electricity consumption by (₦679.54)58.35% and 

replacing the FL with LED reduced the electricity bills by (₦841.19)72.25% and the electricity 

bill in SLT using CFL was also reduced by (₦2,279.02)63.34% and (₦2,634.12)71.59% in 1 day 
login respectively. Likewise in 1 month login period the 26W CFL simulated lamps was reduced 

by (₦6,133.00)43.56%; (₦8,139.49)57.92% in ALT, (₦19,312.20)59.29%; (₦23,832.22)73.17% in 

ODLT and (₦72,590.80)64.30%; (₦82,227.93)72.83% in SLT. Likewise, in 3 months periodic 
login the electricity bill was further reduced when replacing FL with CFLs by 

(₦18.048.19)43.18%; (₦23,758.63)56.84.% in ATL, and by (₦56,852.29)57.24%; 

(₦73,158.11)73.66% in ODLT and by (₦ 227,891.86)%65.74; and (₦254,728.63)73.48% SLT 
halls respectively within the 3 month login period.   
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Table 3: Energy Savings and Economic Benefit of Lamps at Various Periodic Logins for the 
Selected Lecture Halls in OAU. 
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(
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Savings 

(₦)  

1 hr 36WFL 
1 hr 26WCFL 
1 hr 18WLED 

0.32 
0.18 
0.13 

Base 
43.75 
59.37 

Base 
10.72 
11.65 

0.76 
0.31 
0.21 

Base  
59.22 
72.37 

Base  
27.59 
33.73 

2.63 
0.91 
0.75 

Base 
65.40 
71.49 

Base 
105.49 
115.30 

24hr 36WFL 
24hr 26W CFL 
24hr 18WLED 

7.60 
4.30 
3.31 

Base  
43.43 
56.45 

Base 
202.39 
263.12  

18.99 
7.91 
5.27 

Base  
58.35 
72.25 

Base 
679.54 
841.49 

60.0 
22.84 
17.05 

Base 
63.34 
71.59 

Base 
2,279.02 
2,634.12 

1month36WFL 
1month 

26W
CFL  

1month 
18W
LED 

229.1
0 

129.1
0 

96.40 

Base  
43.56 
57.92 

Base  
6,133.00 
8,138.49 

531.13 
216.24 
142.54 

Base 
59.29 
73.17 

Base  
19,312.2

0 
23,832.2

2 

1840.8
5 

657.24 
500.17 

Base 
64.30 
72.83 

Base 
72,590.80 
82,227.93 

3month 36WFL 
3month26WCF

L 
3month 

18W
LED 

681.5
8 

387.3
0 

294.1
9 

Base 
43.18 
56.84 

Base 
18,048.1

9 
23,758.6

3 

1619.4
7 

692.48 
426.61 

Base 
57.24 
73.66 

Base  
56,852.2

9 
73,158.1

1 

5652.4
3 

1936.6
0 

1499.0
2 

Base 
65.74 
73.48 

Base  
227,891.8

6 
254,728.6

3 
 

 

4.3 Electricity Cost Reduction Pattern at Various Periodic Logins 

Table 4 also shows the electricity cost savings in Agriculture Lecture Theatre in 1 hour periodic 
login. Simulating the 36W fluorescent lamp with 26W CFL and 18W LED reduced the electricity 

bill by ₦10.72; ₦11.65 in ALT. ₦27.59; ₦33.73 in ODLT and ₦105.49; ₦115.30 in SLT lecture 
halls. Likewise, in a daily logins replacing FL with CFL and LED lamps respectively, the 

corresponding electricity costs savings for daily consumption are further reduced by ₦202.39.06; 

₦263.12 in ALT and ₦679.54; ₦841.49 in ODLT and ₦2,279.02; 2,634.12 in SLT lecture halls 
respectively. Also, in 1month login, replacing the FL with CFL and LED lamps respectively. The 

electricity cost savings is also reduced by ₦6,133.00; ₦8,138.49 in ATL, ₦19,312.20; ₦23,852.29 

in ODLT and ₦72590.80; 82,227.93 in SLT lecture hall. And lastly, the 3 months login by 
replacing the FL with CFL and LED respectively the electricity bills was further reduced to 

₦18,048.19; ₦23, 758.63 in ALT, ₦56,852.29; ₦73,158.11 in ODLT and 227, 891.86; 254, 
728.63 in SLT lecture  halls respectively. It can therefore be asserted that replacing lamps with 
26W CFL and 18W LED can reduce annual electricity cost for the university management 
considering the high amount lighting stocks in the university lecture halls. 
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Table 4: Electricity Cost Reduction for the Lecture Halls 

 Lamps          ALT 
                     % Cost        

         

Reduction(₦) 

    ODLT 
   % Cost 

    Reduction(₦)           

SLT  
% Cost 

Reduction(₦) 

1hr  FL           00.00 
 CFL           10.72 
 LED           11.65 

        00.00 
        27. 57  
        33. 73       

    000.00 
    105.49 
    115.30 
                       

1day  FL                  000.00  
 CFL                202.39 
 LED               263.12 

        000.00 
        679.54  
        841.49    

    0,000,00 
    2,279.02 
    2,634.12 
  

1month  FL                0,000.00 
 CFL             6,133.00 
 LED             8,138.49 

      00,000.00 
      19,312.20 
      23,832.22     

    00,000.00 
    72,590.80 
    82,227.93 
 

3months  FL               00,000.00 
 CFL            18,048.19 
 LED            23,758.63 

      00,000.00 
      56,852.29 
      73,158.11 
 

    000,000.00 
    227,891.86 
    254,728.63 

 

4.4 Findiings  

The study revealed that the 26W and 18W lamp provides a better energy consumption outputs 
than the as-built traditional twin fluorescent lamps. The findings also show that there was a 
progressive increase in energy consumption for both the as-built florescent and the retrofitted 

lamps. The study further reveals that with the current energy tariff of ₦61.33kWh for industrial 
layout used for replacing 26W CFL and 18W LED lamps could reduce annual energy cost at 

ALT by ₦72,048.19; ₦95758.53 in ALT, ₦227, 4090.16; ₦292, 632.44 in ODLT and 

₦911,576.44; ₦1,018,914.52 in SLT lecture hall respectively. Furthermore, selecting any of the 
energy savings lamps would represent a greater electricity cost savings for the institutions. On 
the other hand, such funds can be channeled into other areas of the institution economy.   

5.0 Conclusion and recommendations 

The study concluded that the energy consumption of the as-built simulated lamps increased as 
the time under consideration increased, and the pattern of the electricity consumption increased, 
showing similar curve pattern across the three selected lecture halls. The study further concluded 
that replacing fluorescent lamp with compact fluorescent lamp and light emitting diode lamp 
remain a feasible option in order to enhance optimal cost performance of the lecture halls, but in 
terms of economic benefit, it would be beneficial to replace fluorescent lamps with LED lamps 
in the lecture halls. 

The study recommends the followings: 

a. The present study focused on the simulation of the selected lecture halls in the study 
area; further research could focus on actual field measurements of the as-built lamps in 
the lecture halls. 
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b. The existing lecture halls should be retrofitted or replaced with CFLs and LED for better 
optimal performance and cost savings for the institution.  

c. All future lighting installations should adopt the use of energy efficient lamps for cost 
savings.  
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Abstract 

The study of Layered Heterogeneous Porous Media (LHPM) provides a better understanding of 
fluid transport through soil stratifications in nature. This is done by making use of numerical 
models. These models have been largely employed to investigate pore-scale dynamics, both in 
real and in synthetic geometries. Two-dimensional (2D) model has been largely used by previous 
studies, but it has the limitations of low visualization of flow patterns. Thus, three-dimensional 
(3D) models are necessary for the full prediction of the effect of the properties of heterogeneous 
porous media on flow patterns. In this work, a 3D model was obtained from the 2D model 
earlier obtained from experimental data, by making use of a transformation from Cartesian to 
Cylindrical coordinate system. The 3D model revealed that our model is better suited for 
modeling an Ascending Layer Heterogenous (ALH) form of flow. In addition, the point of 
interface contact of the soil layers acts as a point of convergence of fluid.  The 3D model 
obtained by computation is an innovation to provide more features and properties of a reservoir 
with less rigorous computation. This could be used to map the points of highest concentration in 
a reservoir or system of heterogeneous compounds and map the transport of fluids in LHPMs. 
This has major applications in the tracking of by-passed oil in complex reservoirs.  

Keywords: Non-Darcian flow; 3D modeling; Fluid transport; LHPM; Porosity 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION  

Layered Heterogeneous Porous Media (LHPM) is a morphological term used to refer to the 
property of layered media exhibiting two systems of porosity that are of significantly different 
permeabilities (Boutin and Royer, 2015; Nakshatrala et al., 2018; Solnyshkinaa et al., 2021; 
Lasseux et al., 2021). LHPM systems have found a wide range of use in science, in areas such as 
geotechnics, CO2 sequestration, enhanced recovery of oil and gas, landfills’ leachate collection 
systems, and pollution control systems (Salimzadeh and Khalili, 2014; Hosking et al., 2017; 
March et al., 2018; Zhang and Yuan, 2019; Banihashem and Karrabi, 2020; Hu et al., 2020; Priya1 
et al., 2020). It is important to note that, LHPM, as one of the heterogeneity properties of 
reservoir permeability stratification, is significantly responsible for by-passed (not recovered) oil.  

The study of seepage flow in the surface in many geological and environmental engineering 
systems such as petroleum and gas exploration is of great significance. However, fluid flow in 
heterogeneous porous media often results in complex hydraulic behaviors in aquifers and 
reservoirs (Yao et al., 2019).  

Numerical models help in understanding these complex hydraulic behaviors. Numerical models 
have been largely employed to investigate pore-scale dynamics, both in real (Adler et al. 1992; 
Blunt et al. 2002; Mostaghimi et al. 2013) and in synthetic geometries (Koponen et al., 1998; 
Nabovati and Sousa, 2007; Matyka et al., 2008; Khirevich et al., 2011; Ghassemi and Pak 2011; de 

mailto:Olusegun.alabi@uniosun.edu.ng
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Anna et al., 2017). 2D models have been widely proposed and employed to simulate flow in 
porous media. However, the validity of such models has not only been extensively questioned 
(Koponen et al. 1997; Goudarzi et al. 2018; Marafini et al., 2020) but also proven as inferior to 3D 
models (Lang et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2018; 24, Yao et al., 2019). Some of the 
shortcomings of 2D models are the underestimation and inability to show some features in 
fractured porous media. Thus, 3D models are necessary for the prediction of properties of 
heterogeneous porous media. 

In this study, a novel approach is developed using the cylindrical coordinate system to model 3D 
fluid transport in LHPM. The proposed approach is applied to study the pattern of fluid flow in 
a complex reservoir that may be encountered during exploration in oil fields. The result of this 
research could bring scientific breakthroughs and innovations that are required to secure the 
supply of affordable hydrocarbon and to minimize the environmental impact of hydrocarbon 
recovery due to oil depletion in reservoirs.  

 

2.0 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

The path of fluid flow through an LHPM contained in a cylinder can best be represented using a 
cylindrical coordinate system since the flow path is influenced by the shape of the container 
(boundary constituting the porous media). Fig. 1 illustrates the relationship between the cartesian 
coordinate system and the cylindrical coordinate system.  

 

Figure 1: Cylinder illustrating the Cylindrical Coordinate System (Deen, 2011) 

 

To derive the relationship between a point P(x,y,z) in cartesian coordinate, and a point P(r,θ,z) in 
the cylindrical coordinate system, some mathematical reasoning is required.  

From fig. 1, drawing a line connecting the x-axis with the corresponding projection of the point 
P at the base of the cylinder results in a triangle. The triangle is illustrated in fig. 2 below: 
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Figure 2: Triangle obtained from the cylinder 

From fig. 2, using trigonometry, we know that: 

   (1)    

    (2) 

Therefore, making x the subject of the formula in equation (2) results in equation (3): 

      (3) 

   (4) 

    (5) 

Therefore, making y the subject of the formula in equation (5) results in equation (6): 

      (6) 

From fig. 1, equation (7) can be deduced: 

     (7) 

Since fig. 2 is a right-angle triangle, the Pythagoras theorem can be used to derive r. This result 
in: 

    (8) 

To derive an expression for obtaining , a tangent can be taken, which leads to equation (10) 

     (9) 

Hence, 

    (10) 
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Ordinarily, these equations given above are common knowledge, but their application in the 
transformation of fluid flow data from 2D to 3D models has been of a limited use based on our 
observation. For an LHPM contained in a cylindrical pipe through which fluid is made to pass 
through, a non-Darcian flow is expected. This is due to the heterogeneity of the medium. Hence, 
obtaining parameters like porosity, permeability, and other hydraulic properties that characterize 
the medium can be done using already well-established mathematical relations (Alabi and Sedara, 
2020). From the obtained results, a 2D model can then normally be obtained. 

To transform into 3D, it is safe to infer the following: the z-axis is equivalent to the distance 

traveled by the fluid flowing through the cylindrical pipe.  which is the angle through the x-axis 

can be inferred as the angle of deflection of the fluid flow path. While r is the distance of the 
point of reference to the midpoint or z. The distance from the laminar flow path (the normal) 
can also be said to be r. These three parameters are more than sufficient to give a 3D 
representation of the flow path. 

3.0 METHODOLOGY  

Using the 2D model ( ) obtained by numerical method 

(Appendix 1) a full prediction cannot be made in 2D to visualize the fluid flow path. Therefore, 
to determine the distance traveled by the fluid in the heterogeneous medium and the direction of 
flow at every instant, there is a need to employ a 3D model. 

A cylindrical coordinate system was used to provide information that is lacking in the 2D model 
earlier obtained:  

Step 1: A plot was made by making use of the obtained 2D equation model from Appendix 1, 

with  (angle of deflection in the medium) ranging from 0° – 90°, and β (porosity ratio) 

ranging from 0 – 4.0 (Shown in Appendix 2) 

Step 2: A 3D cartesian coordinate system (fig. 3) was obtained from the plot using Maple 2020 
edition (Shown in Appendix 2) 

Step 3: The 3D cartesian coordinate system plot obtained was then transformed to the cylindrical 
coordinate system. This is shown in fig. 4 (Appendix 2) 

4.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

  

Figure 3: 3D in cartesian coordinate system Figure 4: 3D in cylindrical coordinate system 
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In fig. 3, a non-detailed 3D plane is shown to have been generated when the equation model was 
plotted in a cartesian coordinate system as shown in Appendix 2.  

Based on the shape of the 3D plot in fig. 4, it is safe to infer that, the plot shows the flow pattern 
in both sections (layers) of the LHPMs. And at the interface of contact between the two layers, 
there’s a form of convergence before the fluid spreads out. This flow pattern conforms to that 
expected of an Ascending Layer Heterogenous (ALH) (Alabi, 2015). This implies a flow in the 
direction of positive porosity change, resulting in the probable flow path being spread out from 
the interface of contact of the two layers, as seen in fig. 4 (Alabi and Olaleye, 2016). 

Since the experimental setup was given varying inclination angles from 0° – 20° (Table 1A in the 
Appendix); fig. 4 corresponds to the expected pattern of flow, as the cylindrical pipe is inclined. 
Therefore, the earlier assumption of the pipe’s shape influencing the pattern of flow is good.  

As this inclination increases, there will eventually be no flow in the upper section of the LHPM, 
when it is in the second layer. This we have noted with an arrow in the plot.  Also, it can be 
observed that, with the increase in the distance covered, the flow path tends to spread, hence θ 
increases as z increases, and the distance from the midpoint r, also increases.  

The increase in r can be explained experimentally. Since, a flow through the normal is seen as 
laminar flow (Popoola et al., 2009; Popoola et al., 2010), we can then infer that the flow gets more 
turbulent, with an increase in r (that is, as r moves away from z). Hence, with a non-laminar flow, 
a flow pattern that spreads in different directions, due to the increase in seepage velocity, a 
consequence of the increasing inclination angle, is well represented by fig. 4. We can also infer 
this flow pattern to be a result of the ALH form of low as stated earlier. This is responsible for 
the negative section of the β axis being limited when compared to that of the positive section. 
The former simply denotes the short interval within which fluid flow occurred in the direction 
opposite the angle of inclination (see the triangle in fig. 4). This short interval is mostly in the 
first layer.  

From the above, it indicates that the variation in the porosity ratio as a factor of the angle of 
deflection in the medium is well defined in the 3D model (fig. 4). Apart from predicting the 
angle of deflection, the 3D model (fig. 4) shows the best condition our model is suited for. This 
information is an improvement on the information provided by the 2D model. The information 
provided is significant in tracking the spread of the fluid for a particular porosity ratio and the 
angle of deflection. The 2D model could not provide information because of its limitation as 
earlier mentioned. Previous studies have also confirmed these limitations. This is an advantage of 
the 3D over the 2D model in predicting reservoirs properties.  

It must be emphasized that the 3D model that was obtained by this new approach gives clearer 
information about the heterogeneous porous media with less rigorous computation. 
Furthermore, the 3D model of layered heterogeneous porous media has not been given much 
consideration especially in the study of oil reservoirs. Therefore, the 3D model obtained in this 
work will be of great advantage and improvement over 2D to describe or predict the nature 
(pattern) of fluid transport in any complex heterogeneous media.  

 

5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

A 3D model was obtained from an experimental 2D model, by making use of cartesian to 
cylindrical coordinate systems transformation. Information such as the direction of flow 
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or compartment and location at each travel distance in a heterogeneous porous media 
that could not be provided by the 2D model was provided in the 3D model:  

i. Through the help of the 3D model, it was found that the provided model enchanced 
more properties of the ALH form of flow in a reservoir, due to the 3D plot shape.  

ii. The model showed that the point of interface contact of the two layers acted as a point 
of convergence.  This could be used to map the points of highest concentration in a 
reservoir or system of heterogeneous compounds.  

iii. The information was obtained with less rigorous computation and cost. This could help 
in the reduction of the cost of mapping transport of fluid in LHPM. It could find great 
usage in the tracking of by-passed oil in complex reservoirs.  
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Appendix 1 

Table 1A: Table 1: Outlet angle at which maximum volume flux occurred for each porosity ratio, 
at angle of inclination range of 0°-20° 

Angle of 
Inclination (°) 

Porosity Ratios 

0.8325 0.8667 0.9100 0.9148 0.9523 

5 50° 20° 23° 0° 0° 

10 53° 23° 20° 0° 0° 

15 60° 23° 18° 0° 0° 

20 60° 30° 15° 0° 0° 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1A: Plot of the Deflection Angle of Model (DAM) against Porosity Ratio Parameter 2 (β) 

 

Generated model:  = 10.14β + 3.77 ×  (2D) 

 Where  is the angle of deflection, β  is the porosity ratio 
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ABSTRACT 

The estimation of reference evapotranspiration (ETO) is necessary for any irrigation project 
planning, crop yield and optimal irrigation scheduling. The FAO-Penman method proposed by 
Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) requires a lot of climatic data and estimation 
becomes cumbersome without software application. Using empirical formula requires less data 
but estimation must well have correlated with the standard. This study collected 20 years (2001-
2020) climatic data of Osogbo, Osun State from Nigeria Metrological station, Abuja. The data 
were subjected to different empirical models (Blaney Criddle (BM), Thornmwaithe, 
(TM)Hargreaves (HM) and Piche evaporimeter (PM) and it was compared with FAO Penman-
Monteith (FPM). The results of the five methods were subjected to the Pearson Correlation of 
PAST 3.0 software. The results from PE gave the lowest (ETO) value (30.38mm/month) while 
TM gave the highest value of 551mm/month. The highest (ETO) values of BCM and HM are 
184mm/month and 210mm/month respectively. The highest values of (ETO) occurred in March 
and this is general to all the models. The highest (ETO) from FPM is 120.6mm/month and this 
occurred in April. The lowest value for all the models is recorded in August except for BCM that 
also reported a minimum value in February. The HM has the highest correlation and confidence 
index of 0.76 and 0.71 with FPM respectively and the Autoregressive integrated moving average 
model (ARIMA) predicted the 10 years’ values for (ETO) with RMSE of 0.30, 0.29, 0.45 for BM, 
Hargreaves, PM and 0.64 for TM. In the absence of adequate climatic data, the HM model could 
well predict the (ETO) with a very high accuracy.  

Keywords: Reference Evapotranspiration, Empirical Models, Osogbo, Correlation,  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The components of the hydrologic cycle (precipitation, evaporation, evapotranspiration, run off, 
infiltration, percolation, transpiration etc) describe the movement of water in and around the 
earth surface ; most times, it is viewed as starting from precipitation and ending with evaporation 
and vice versa. The process in which a liquid changes to the gaseous state at the free surface, 
below the boiling point through the transfer of heat energy is called evaporation while 
transpiration is the process by which water leaves the body of a living plant and reaches the 
atmosphere as water. The process of evaporation from water bodies and soil masses together 
with transpiration from vegetation is known as evapotranspiration and it is taken into 
consideration as one of crucial components of the hydrological cycle (Singh et al. 2021) because a 
significant amounts of water are taken from the agroecosystems through transpiration (Yueping 
et al., 2018).  The estimation of evapotranspiration is of utmost importance in planning and 
operation of water resources and irrigation systems (Ertek, 2011, Yahaya et. al., 2020). It provides 
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a reliable estimates of water requirement of actively growing plants in any agricultural system. 
Evapotranspiration is a complex process in the hydrologic cycle because of the different factors 
(temperature sunlight, wind, humidity) controlling it (Zeng et al., 2019) 

Reference evapotranspiration is a concept used as a standard to estimate evapotranspiration. The 
term reference evapotranspiration refers to the evapotranspiration rate from a well- watered 
hypothetical surface of green grass of 120mm in crop height, surface resistance of 70s/m and 
albedo of 0.23 (Ndulue et al., 2020). This means Reference evapotranspiration, measured or 
calculated at different locations or in different seasons are comparable as they refer to the 
evapotranspiration from the same reference surface (Lincoln et al. 2020). The estimation of 
reference evapotranspiration helps in irrigation scheduling, improving water productivity, crop 
yield, soil-plant water-atmosphere relationship and to predict whether there would be any direct 
deficit or excess in demand for water (Ramirez and Hamsen, 2011, Onwuegbunam et al., 2020). 
With the water shortage in Nigeria and particularly during dry season, the information of 
reference evapotranspiration can provide an objective estimate which can be used in conjunction 
with the subjective scheduling methods to upgrade farming for sustainable food security. The 
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) recommend a method called FAO Penman- 
Moitheth method to estimate reference evapotranspiration but its use requires large climatic data 
such as radiation, air temperature, air humidity and wind speed for estimation. A large number of 
empirical formula such as Blaney Criddle, Jansen-Haise, Linacre, Makkink, solar radiation, 
Hargreaves-Samani, Thornthwaite, Priestley- Taylor, Carmago, Piche evaporimeter etc (Melo and 
Fernandes, 2012, Onwuegbunam et al,. 2020) that requires few data have been proposed but they 
all have their peculiarities. Several studies have been conducted in different parts of Nigeria 
(Isikwue, et al., 2014, Abdussalam and Zaharadden, 2017, Aweda et al., 2018 Onwuegbunam et al., 
2020, etc) to obtain the best empirical methods that correlated with the FAO Penman method of 
reference evapotranspiration but limited study have been conducted on the study area. 
Information on irrigation practices  is scarce as most farmers practice on-farm water supply and 
data for future  planning is limited,  hence this study. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1   Study Area  

The study area (Figure 1) is Osogbo, the state capital of Osun State, located in the South-
Western part of Nigeria. The city has two Local Government Areas (LGAs); Osogbo and 
Olorunda. It is located on latitude of 7°42'06.00''N and 7°51'33.00''N and longitudes 
4°27'52.00''E and 4°38'30.00''E and has a landmass of 47 km2.The land use pattern is 28.94 km2 
grassland and 17.95km2 bare-land but it has been reported that agricultural lands have decreased 
considerably from 86.28 % to 41.53 % (Oladehinde et al., 2019). The temperature fluctuates with 
season; the driest and warmest months are January and March respectively.  

2.2   Data Collection and Analysis 

Twenty years (2001-2020) of daily climatic data such as; Evaporation, Maximum Temperature, 
Minimum Temperature, Sunshine, Windspeed, and Relative Humidity were collected from 
Nigeria Meteorological Agency (NiMET), Abuja, Nigeria. The averages of the data collected 
from NiMET were calculated for each month from year 2001-2020. The mean was estimated for 
minimum temperature, maximum temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, sunshine, and 
evaporation using Microsoft Excel 2019. 
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Figure 1: Map of Nigeria, Osun State, and Osogbo 

2.3 Estimation of Reference Evapotranspiration 

The Reference evapotranspiration was estimated using five different methods: FAO- Penman-
monteith method, Blaney Criddle method, Hargreaves method, Piche evaporimeter and 
Thornthwaite method 

The Penman-monteith equation as shown in Equation 1 was solved using CROPWAT software 
version 8.0. The data input consists of minimum temperature, maximum temperature, wind 
speed, sunshine, and relative humidity.  

                                                                                                    

where, ETO is the estimated reference evapotranspiration [mm/day]; Rn is the surface radiation 
balance [MJ/m2/day]; G is sensible heat flux in the soil [MJ/m2/day]; T is average atmospheric 
temperature [°C]; U2 is wind speed at 2 m height [m/s]; es is saturation vapor pressure [kPa]; ea  is 
actual vapor pressure [kPa]; Δ = slope of the water vapour saturation pressure curve [kPa/°C]; 

and Ɣ= psychrometric constant [kPa/°C]. 

The estimation of ET0 (Equation 2) using Blaney Criddle method requires only average 
temperature as the required climatic parameter.  

  O =  (0.46 +8)                                                    (2) 

where ETO is reference crop evapotranspiration (mm/day) as an average for a period of one 

1month;  is mean daily temperature (℃) and p is the mean daily percentage of annual 

daytime hours. 

According to Gbeyehu (2021), the mean daily percentage of annual daytime hours, P (Equation 
3) is given by; 
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The Piche evaporimeter formula (Equation 4) is written as; 

  O = α Epiρ(σ)                                                              (4) 

Where, α = a factor that considers the semi-protection of the Piche evaporimeter from the solar 
radiation (= 0.27) and Epi = the evaporation reading by Piche evaporimeter (mm/day) 

ρ(σ) = a prevailing temperature-dependent factor (=2.41) 

Using the Hargreaves formula given in Equation 5; 

 

Where,  are the mean, maximum and minimum temperature respectively 

(℃) and  is the extraterrestrial radiation of the crop surface (MJ/ /day). 

According to Gebeyehu (2021), Estimation of ET0 using Thornthwaite method can be calculated 
using Equations 6-9 

ETO=1.6                                                                      (6) 

Where the mean temperature in °C  

             I = the annual heat index  

I =ℇ i                                                                                                    (7) 

i = (                                                                                       (8) 

       (9)                                                             

2.4 Estimation of Concordance Index and Coefficient of Correlation  

The different empirical methods were subjected to statistical regression analyses. According to 
Onwuegbunam et al., (2020), the formula for statistical regression analyses is given in Equation 
10-11 

                                                                       (10) 

Where  is the predicted reference evapotranspiration for Blaney Criddle, Hargreaves, Piche 

evaporimeter, and Thronthwaite 

  is the predicted reference evapotranspiration of FAO Penman monteith and O is the mean 

of observed values 

C= r⨯d                                                                                                          (11) 
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Where, C is the confidence or performance index, d is the concordance index and r is the 
correlation values 

The final r and c obtained were then subjected to performance rating as shown in Table 1 

 

Table 1 : Criteria for interpreting Confidence index and Correlation Coefficient  

S/N Confidence index Performance rating 

1 › 0.85 Excellent 
2 0.76-0.85 Very good 
3 0.66 -0.75 Good 
4 0.61-0.65 Medium 
5 0.51-0.60 Affordable 
6 0.41-0.50 Bad 
7 ‹ 0.40 Terrible 

 Correlation coefficient Precision 

1 0.90-1.0 Almost perfect 
2 0.7-0.9 Very high 
3 0.5-0.7 High 
4 0.3-0.5 Moderate 
5 0.1-0.3 Low 

 Source : Onwuegbunam et al. (2020)  

2.5 Projection of Reference Evapotranspiration   

In order to estimate the Reference Evapotranspiration for future planning, the Auto Regressive 
Integrated Moving Average of ARIMA software 2021 model was used for the prediction. 
ARIMA time series model was used to predict the future behavior of the reference 
evapotranspiration from 20-year climatological data. The model parameters considered were p, d, 
q, s P, D, Q, where  p is the order of the autoregressive part of the model, q is the order of the 
moving average part of the model, d is the differencing order of the model, s is the period of the 
model, D is the differencing order of the seasonal part of the model, P is the order of the 
autoregressive seasonal part of the model, Q is the order of the moving average seasonal part of 
the model. The model parameters used in the projection of reference evapotranspiration on the 
different methods checked were p = 6, d=0, q = 0, P =8, D = 1, Q = 0 and s = 12. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Average of Climatic Data 

The results of the mean monthly climatic data of the study area from 2001- 2020 is presented in 
Table 2. The highest evaporation amount occurred in February (Table 2) with a total of 5.6 mm 
and the lowest occurred in August with a total amount 1.4 mm. The variation in the amount can 
be explained with the temperature change; the highest (350C) was reported in February. The 
study expects the wind speed and humidity to be high in February because they have been stated 
as part of the factors affecting evaporation (Subramanya, 2008); the highest reported in March 
may have resulted from other factors not captured in the data 

The study noted that the sunshine hours is not influencing the temperature values as the highest 
sunshine (7.5 hours respectively) occurred in the month of November and December while the 
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lowest value of sunshine (2.6 hours) was reported at the lowest temperature (Table 2).  It has 
been reported that the temperature of the earth’s atmosphere is determined by the angle at which 
the sunlight hits the earth. The highest wind speed occurred in the month of March with a total 
amount of 5 knot which was affected by minimum temperature while the lowest wind speed 
occurred consecutively for 3months (October, November, and December) with a total amount 
of 3 knot. The highest (85%) relative humidity occurred in the month of August (Table 2) and 
was observed to be affected by sunshine and evaporation 

 Table 2.  Mean monthly climatic data of Osogbo, Osun State (2001-2020). 

Month Unit JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

Tmax 0C 34.0 35.1 34.7 32.9 31.7 30.1 28.4 27.7 29.0 30.5 32.8 33.6 

Tmin 0C 19.3 22.3 23.4 23.1 22.7 22.1 21.7 21.3 21.4 21.6 22.2 20.3 

R.humidity % 63 67 70 78 81 83 86 87 86 84 76 70 
Sunshine Hour 6.2 6.3 6.1 6.3 6.3 4.8 3.2 2.6 3.9 5.5 7.5 7.5 
Windspeed Knot 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 
Evaporation mm 5.5 5.6 4.7 3.4 2.4 1.9 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.7 2.8 4.2 

FAO Penman Monteith Estimated Reference Evapotranspiration 

The estimated ET0 for FPM and the other empirical models are presented on Figure 1.  For 
FPM, the lowest and highest reference evapotranspiration was reported in the month of August 
(84.01mm/month) and April (121.52mm/month) respectively. The lowest ET0 for BCM 
occurred in the month of February with a total amount of 162mm/month while the month of 
March has the highest amount (184mm/month). The lowest   ETo (30.38mm/month) for PE 
occurred in August while the highest (119.35mm/month) was reported in January (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Computed Reference Evapotranspiration Based on FPM, BM, PM, HM and TM 
Methods. 

The highest (214mm/month) and the lowest ETo  (100mm/month)  for HM in December and  
August (Figure 1) respectively reflects the values of the mean temperature and solar radiation 
while the highest (551mm/month) ETo for TM shows the influence of temperature, annual heat 
index and relative humidity. 
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3.2 Concordance and Correlation Coefficient 

The concordance and correlation coefficient in Table 3 shows the relationship of the empirical 
models with FPM. The correlation coefficient and confidence index for Hargreaves give the 
highest (r = 0.76 and 0.71 respectively) (Table 3). From the performance rating in Table 1, the 
correlation coefficient is very high and the confidence index is very good.  

Table 2. Concordance and Correlation Coefficient 

Methods Correlation 
Coefficient (r) 

Concordance  
Index (d) 

Confidence  
Index (c) 

Blaney Criddle 0.54 0.93 0.50 
Hargreaves 0.76 0.93 0.71 
Piche 
Evaporimeter 

0.41 0.91 0.38 

Thornthwaite 0.85 0.64 0.54 

 

3.3 Projection of Reference Evapotranspiration  

It was observed that the model did not follow the moving average part (MA) of the ARIMA 
model as only the autoregressive and integrated moving average part of the ARIMA model fits 
the past behavior of reference evapotranspiration. The estimated RMSE on the 10-year 
projection of reference evapotranspiration using Hargreaves, Piche evaporimeter, Blaney Criddle, 
Thornthwaite methods were 0.2997, 0.45162, 0.3038, 0.6416 respectively.  Hence, the estimation 
of reference evapotranspiration using Hargreaves method yielded the results with least RMSE at 
95% confidence level while projection from the use of Thornthwaite model produced results 
with highest RMSE at 95% confidence level. For ease of presentations, predicted ETo values 
have been plotted in mm/day, (Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5) estimation on monthly basis is calculated by 
multiplying by the numbers of days in the months  

 

Figure 2: Predicted Model for Blaney Criddle Method 
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Figure 3: Predicted Model for Hargreaves 

 

Figure 4: Predicted model for Piche Evaporimeter 
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Figure 5: Predicted model for Thornthwaite 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 

The study has estimated the reference evapotranspiration for Osogbo using the different 
empirical methods to obtain the best correlated method with FAO- Penman. It has also 
predicted the values of evapotranspiration that can be used for future planning 

The highest Reference evapotranspiration from FAO-Penman monteith method is 
121.52mm/month and this occurred in March while the lowest gave the value of 
84.01mm/month which was reported in the month of August. However, the results from Piche 
evaporimeter method gave the lowest reference evapotranspiration value (30.38mm/month) and 
the lowest value for all the models was recorded in August except for Blaney Criddle that also 
reported a minimum value in February. Thornthwaite method gave the highest value of 
reference evapotranspiration out of all the models with an amount of 551mm/month but 
Hargreaves method has the highest correlation coefficient and confidence index (r = 0.76 and c 
= 0.76) with FAO Penman monteith respectively. The highest values of reference 
evapotranspiration occurred in March and this is general for all the models. In the absence of 
adequate climatic data forFAO- Penman, the Hargreaves model could well estimate and predict 
the reference evapotranspiration adequately. The method can be used for irrigation scheduling in 
Osogbo town and any other community within Osun State. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Kifilideen trinomial theorem of positive power of n built on matrix and standardized 
procedures had been developed and implemented in company with the Kifilideen general power 
combination formula which helps to determine the terms in the kif expansion of trinomial 
expression of positive power of n. This research work inaugurated Kifilideen trinomial theorem 
of negative power of – n by employing matrix and standardized techniques. Matrix was used in 
this study to arrange the terms of the series of the negative power of the Kifilideen trinomial 
theorem. The Kifilideen general power combination formula of any term in the series of the 
Kifilideen trinomial theorem of negative power of – n was invented. The Kifilideen general term 
formula to determine the term of a given power combination was also originated. It has been 
proving that the theorem and formulas generated are accurate, reliable, easy and interesting. The 
theorem helps in generating the terms of Kifilideen trinomial theorem of negative power of – n 
in an orderly form and makes it easy in obtaining the power combination that produce any given 
term and vice versa.  

Keywords: Kif matrix, Kif power combination formula, Kif row column formula, Kif term 
formula, Kif group formula    

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Creation of numbers is established in a unique way (Fritz et al., 2013; Hurst and Hurrell, 2014; 
Posamentier, 2015; Penn, 2021).  Permutation and combination of numbers in different ways to 
generate different sets of numbers which when study critically; the set of numbers produce have 
marvelous and miraculous in pattern, structure, series and arrangement (Liljedahl, 2004; Itaketo, 
2010; Mulligan et al., 2010; Yesildere and Akkoc, 2010; Ernest, 2015; Hessman, 2020). This 
makes mathematics to stand out from all other subjects such as physics, chemistry, computer 
science or biology (Peter, 2011; Ziegler and Loss, 2017; Rajah, 2020). Uniqueness of mathematics 
is not limited to the area of multiplication, calculus, and trigonometry but can also be seen in 
trinomial theorem which its terms can also be transformed into matrix for both trinomial 
expression of positive and negative power of n and – n (Osanyinpeju, 2020a, Osanyinpeju, 
2022). Although to get numerous facts, latent revelation, trick, great discoveries and invention on 
mathematics; it required a lot of interactions with it, sacrifices of time, effort and persistence 
with the subject matter ‘mathematics’ (Osanyinpeju et al., 2019; Osanyinpeju 2020d).  Good 
things do not come out with easy. Sir Isaac Newton was able to invent theorems and concepts in 
mathematics as a result of interaction with number and permutation of numbers. Development 
is occurring in mathematics because of its beauty and pleasure derived from it when required 
result is obtained and achieved (Cairbre, 2009; Mordukovich, 2011; Zeki et al., 2014; 
Osanyinpeju, 2019; Reynolds and Lemma, 2021).   
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The Kifilideen general formula for obtaining the power combination for a given term of negative 
power of – n of Newton binomial theorem is given as: 

CP = – 11t + 10 n + 11 

Where CP is the power combination to be obtained when tth term of series of the expansion of 
the Newton binomial theorem is provided. More so, n is the value of negative power of – n of 
the Newton binomial theorem. The general formula for the power combination for negative 
power of – n of the Newton binomial theorem was achieved by having full representation of the 
component parts of the power combination (Osanyinpeju, 2020b). 

The arrangement of terms of trinomial expression of positive and negative power of n and – n in 
periodicity and orderly manners as break ways in developing a standardized trinomial theorem 
which can be formulated into matrix where position of terms and power combination of each 
terms can be determined with easy (Osanyinpeju, 2020c). This also lead to discovery of general 
formulas for terms and power combination of positive and negative power of n and – n of 
trinomial theorem. Matrix is used in this research work to arrange the terms of the series of the 
negative power of – n of Kifilideen trinomial theorem. The Kifilideen general power 
combination formula of any term in the series of the negative power of – n of Kifilideen 
trinomial theorem was invented. The Kifilideen general term formula to determine the term of a 
given power combination was also originated. The theorem helps in generating the terms of 
Kifilideen trinomial theorem of negative power of – n in an orderly form and makes it easy in 
obtaining the power combination that produce any given term and vice versa. This research 
work inaugurated Kifilideen trinomial theorem of negative power of – n by employing matrix 
and standardized techniques.  

 

2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

2.1 The Kifilideen Expansion of Trinomial Expression [x+y+z] of Negative Power of 
– 3  

The kif power combination of trinomial expression of negative power of – 3 in orderly manner 
by employing matrix and standardized techniques are – 300, – 410, – 401, – 520, – 511, – 502, – 
630, – 621, – 612, – 603, – 740, – 731, – 722, – 713,  –  704, – 850, – 841, – 832, – 823, – 814, – 
805, – 960,  – 951, – 942, – 933, – 924, – 915, –  906, – 1070,  – 1061, –1052, – 1043, – 1034, –
1025, – 1016, –1007,… .       

Arrangement of this power combination in Kif matrix, we have; 

        
– 300        
 – 410       
 – 401 – 520      
  – 511 – 630     
  – 502 – 621 – 740    
   – 612 – 731 – 850   
   – 603 – 722 – 841 – 960  
    – 713 – 832 – 951 . 
    . . . .. 
     . . … 
     . . … 
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For each power combination of any term of the series of kif expansion of trinomial theorem of 
negative power of – 3; the sum of the three parts of the power combination of that particular 
term gives a total of – 3. The group of a trinomial expression of negative power of – 3 is infinity. 
The numbers of members in groups 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 … are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 … 
respectively. The value of the middle part of the power combination of the first member of the 
group 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, … are 0,1, 2, 3, ,4, 5 , 6, … respectively which can be shown in the kif 
matrix above. For group that is having more than one member; the members are arithmetically 
increasing by a value of 9. To migrate from one group (first member of that group) to a 
successive group (first member of the proceeding group) a value of – 110 is added up.  Across 
the period, the members are decreasing by a value of 119. The first member of the power 
combination of the series is – 300 because the negative power of the trinomial expression 
looking into is – 3. The Kifilideen trinomial theorem of negative power of – 3 generates infinite 
series. 

The Kifilideen expansion of a trinomial expression [x+y+z] of negative power of – 3 is given as:  

 

+

 

+
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2.2 The Kifilideen Expansion of a Trinomial Expression [x+y+z] of Negative Power 
of – n  

The kif power combination of a trinomial expression [x+y+z] of negative power of – n in an 
orderly manner by employing matrix and standardized techniques are – n00, (– n–1)10, (–n–1)01, 
(–n–2)20, (–n–2)11, (–n–2)02, (–n–3)30, (–n–3)21, (–n–3)12, (–n–3)03, (–n–4)40, (–n–4)31, (–n–
4)22, (–n–4)13, (–n–4)04, (–n–5)50, (–n–5)41, (–n–5)32, (–n–5)23, (–n–5)14, (–n–5)05, (–n–
6)60, (–n–6)51, (–n–6)42, (–n–6)33, (–n–6)24, (–n–6)15, (–n–6)06, (–n–7)70, (–n–7)61, (–n–
7)52, (–n–7)43, (–n–7)34, (–n–7)25, (–n–7)16, (–n–7)07, (–n–8)80, (–n–8)71, (–n–8)62, (–n–
8)53, (–n–8)44, (–n–8)35, (–n–8)26, (–n–8)17, (–n–8)08,… .  
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Arrangement of this power combination in Kif matrix, we have; 

        
– n00        
 (– n–1)10       
 (–n–1)01 (–n–2)20      
  (–n–2)11 (–n–3)30     
  (–n–2)02 (–n–3)21 (–n–4)40    
   (–n–3)12 (–n–4)31 (–n–5)50   
   (–n–3)03 (–n–4)22 (–n–5)41 (–n–6)60  
    . . . . 
    . . . .. 
     . . … 

 

For each power combination of any term of the series of kif expansion of a trinomial theorem of 
negative power of – n; the sum of the three parts of the power combination of that particular 
term gives a total of – n.   The group of a trinomial expression of negative power of – n is 
infinity. The number of members in groups 1, 2, 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7 … are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 … 
respectively. The value of the middle part of the power combination of the first member of the 
group 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7… are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 … which can be shown in the kif matrix above. 
For group that is having more than one member; the members are arithmetically increasing by a 
value of 9. To migrate from one group (first member of that group) to a successive group (first 
member of the processing group) a value of – 110 is added up.  Across the period, the members 
are decreasing by a value of 119. The first member of the power combination of the series is – 
n00 because the negative power of the trinomial expression looking into is – n. Furthermore, 
down the group the middle part of the power combination is decreasing by 1 until it get to zero 
while the end part of the power combination is increasing by 1.  The Kifilideen trinomial 
theorem of negative power of – n generates infinite series. 

The Kifilideen expansion of a trinomial expression [x+y+z] of negative power of – n is given as:  
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     [6] 

Table 1 presents the Kifilideen Power combination table of the terms of the series of Kifilideen 

expansion of trinomial expression  of negative power of – n in a standardized 

technique and order. 

Table 1. The Kifilideen Power Combination Table of the Terms of the Series of Kifilideen 

Expansion of Trinomial Expression  of Negative Power of – n in a Standardized 

Technique and Order 

Ter
ms 

n =  

 1 

n = 

2 

n = 

3 

n =  

4 

n = 

5 

n = 

6 

n =  

7 

n = 

8 

n = 

9 

n =  

10 

n =  

11 

n = 

12 
n =   

13 

1 -100 -200 -300 -400 -500 -600 -700 -800 -900 -1000 -1100 -1200 -1300 
2 -210 -310 -410 -510 -610 -710 -810 -910 -1010 -1110 -1210 -1310 -1410 
3 -201 -301 -401 -501 -601 -701 -801 -901 -1001 -1101 -1201 -1301 -1401 
4 -320 -420 -520 -620 -720 -820 -920 -1020 -1120 -1220 -1320 -1420 -1520 
5 -311 -411 -511 -611 -711 -811 -911 -1011 -1111 -1211 -1311 -1411 -1511 
6 -302 -402 -502 -602 -702 -802 -902 -1002 -1102 -1202 -1302 -1402 -1502 
7 -430 -530 -630 -730 -830 -930 -1030 -1130 -1230 -1330 -1430 -1530 -1630 
8 -421 -521 -621 -721 -821 -921 -1021 -1121 -1221 -1321 -1421 -1521 -1621 
9 -412 -512 -612 -712 -812 -912 -1012 -1112 -1212 -1312 -1412 -1512 -1612 
10 -403 -503 -603 -703 -803 -903 -1003 -1103 -1203 -1303 -1403 -1503 -1603 
11 -540 -640 -740 -840 -940 -1040 -1140 -1240 -1340 -1440 -1540 -1640 -1740 
12 -531 -631 -731 -831 -931 -1031 -1131 -1231 -1331 -1431 -1531 -1631 -1731 
13 -522 -622 -722 -822 -922 -1022 -1122 -1222 -1322 -1422 -1522 -1622 -1722 
14 -513 -613 -713 -813 -913 -1013 -1113 -1213 -1313 -1413 -1513 -1613 -1713 
15 -504 -604 -704 -804 -904 -1004 -1104 -1204 -1304 -1404 -1504 -1604 -1704 
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16 -650 -750 -850 -950 -1050 -1150 -1250 -1350 -1450 -1550 -1650 -1750 -1850 
17 -641 -741 -841 -941 -1041 -1141 -1241 -1341 -1441 -1541 -1641 -1741 -1841 
18 -632 -732 -832 -932 -1032 -1132 -1232 -1332 -1432 -1532 -1632 -1732 -1832 
19 -623 -723 -823 -923 -1023 -1123 -1223 -1323 -1423 -1523 -1623 -1723 -1823 
20 -614 -714 -814 -914 -1014 -1114 -1214 -1314 -1414 -1514 -1614 -1714 -1814 
21 -605 -705 -805 -905 -1005 -1105 -1205 -1305 -1405 -1505 -1605 -1705 -1805 
22 -760 -860 -960 -1060 -1160 -1260 -1360 -1460 -1560 -1660 -1760 -1860 -1960 
23 -751 -851 -951 -1051 -1151 -1251 -1351 -1451 -1551 -1651 -1751 -1851 -1951 
24 -742 -842 -942 -1042 -1142 -1242 -1342 -1442 -1542 -1642 -1742 -1842 -1942 
25 -733 -833 -933 -1033 -1133 -1233 -1333 -1433 -1533 -1633 -1733 -1833 -1933 
26 -724 -824 -924 -1024 -1124 -1224 -1324 -1424 -1524 -1624 -1724 -1824 -1924 
27 -715 -815 -915 -1015 -1115 -1215 -1315 -1415 -1515 -1615 -1715 -1815 -1915 
28 -706 -806 -906 -1006 -1106 -1206 -1306 -1406 -1506 -1606 -1706 -1806 -1906 
29 -870 -970 -1070 -1170 -1270 -1370 -1470 -1570 -1670 -1770 -1870 -1970 -2070 
30 -861 -961 -1061 -1161 -1261 -1361 -1461 -1561 -1661 -1761 -1861 -1961 -2061 
31 -852 -952 -1052 -1152 -1252 -1352 -1452 -1552 -1652 -1752 -1852 -1952 -2052 
32 -843 -943 -1043 -1143 -1243 -1343 -1443 -1543 -1643 -1743 -1843 -1943 -2043 
33 -834 -934 -1034 -1134 -1234 -1334 -1434 -1534 -1634 -1734 -1834 -1934 -2034 
34 -825 -925 -1025 -1125 -1225 -1325 -1425 -1525 -1625 -1725 -1825 -1925 -2025 
35 -816 -916 -1016 -1116 -1216 -1316 -1416 -1516 -1616 -1716 -1816 -1916 -2016 
36 -807 -907 -1007 -1107 -1207 -1307 -1407 -1507 -1607 -1707 -1807 -1907 -2007 
37 -980 -1080 -1180 -1280 -1380 -1480 -1580 -1680 -1780 -1880 -1980 -2080 -2180 
38 -971 -1071 -1171 -1271 -1371 -1471 -1571 -1671 -1771 -1871 -1971 -2071 -2171 
39 -962 -1062 -1162 -1262 -1362 -1462 -1562 -1662 -1762 -1862 -1962 -2062 -2162 
40 -953 -1053 -1153 -1253 -1353 -1453 -1553 -1653 -1753 -1853 -1953 -2053 -2153 
41 -944 -1044 -1144 -1244 -1344 -1444 -1544 -1644 -1744 -1844 -1944 -2044 -2144 
42 -935 -1035 -1135 -1235 -1335 -1435 -1535 -1635 -1735 -1835 -1935 -2035 -2135 
43 -926 -1026 -1126 -1226 -1326 -1426 -1526 -1626 -1726 -1826 -1926 -2026 -2126 
44 -917 -1017 -1117 -1217 -1317 -1417 -1517 -1617 -1717 -1817 -1917 -2017 -2117 
45 -908 -1008 -1108 -1208 -1308 -1408 -1508 -1608 -1708 -1808 -1908 -2008 -2108 
46 -1090 -1190 -1290 -1390 -1490 -1590 -1690 -1790 -1890 -1990 -2090 -2190 -2290 
47 -1081 -1181 -1281 -1381 -1481 -1581 -1681 -1781 -1881 -1981 -2081 -2181 -2281 
48 -1072 -1172 -1272 -1372 -1472 -1572 -1672 -1772 -1872 -1972 -2072 -2172 -2272 
49 -1063 -1163 -1263 -1363 -1463 -1563 -1663 -1763 -1863 -1963 -2063 -2163 -2263 
50 -1054 -1154 -1254 -1354 -1454 -1554 -1654 -1754 -1854 -1954 -2054 -2154 -2254 
51 -1045 -1145 -1245 -1345 -1445 -1545 -1645 -1745 -1845 -1945 -2045 -2145 -2245 
52 -1036 -1136 -1236 -1336 -1436 -1536 -1636 -1736 -1836 -1936 -2036 -2136 -2236 
53 -1027 -1127 -1227 -1327 -1427 -1527 -1627 -1727 -1827 -1927 -2027 -2127 -2227 
54 -1018 -1118 -1218 -1318 -1418 -1518 -1618 -1718 -1818 -1918 -2018 -2118 -2218 
55 -1009 -1109 -1209 -1309 -1409 -1509 -1609 -1709 -1809 -1909 -2009 -2109 -2209 
56 -

1110
0 

-
1210
0 

-
1310
0 

-14100 -15100 -16100 -
1710
0 

-
1810
0 

-
1910
0 

-20100 -21100 -22100 -23100 

57 -1191 -1291 -1391 -1491 -1591 -1691 -1791 -1891 -1991 -2091 -2191 -2291 -2391 
58 -1182 -1282 -1382 -1482 -1582 -1682 -1782 -1882 -1982 -2082 -2182 -2282 -2382 
59 -1173 -1273 -1373 -1473 -1573 -1673 -1773 -1873 -1973 -2073 -2173 -2273 -2373 
60 -1164 -1264 -1364 -1464 -1564 -1664 -1764 -1864 -1964 -2064 -2164 -2264 -2364 
61 -1155 -1255 -1355 -1455 -1555 -1655 -1755 -1855 -1955 -2055 -2155 -2255 -2355 
62 -1146 -1246 -1346 -1446 -1546 -1646 -1746 -1846 -1946 -2046 -2146 -2246 -2346 
63 -1137 -1237 -1337 -1437 -1537 -1637 -1737 -1837 -1937 -2037 -2137 -2237 -2337 
64 -1128 -1228 -1328 -1428 -1528 -1628 -1728 -1828 -1928 -2028 -2128 -2228 -2328 
65 -1119 -1219 -1319 -1419 -1519 -1619 -1719 -1819 -1919 -2019 -2119 -2219 -2319 

66 
-
1101
0 

-
1201
0 

-
1301
0 

-14010 -15010 -16010 
-
1701
0 

-
1801
0 

-
1901
0 

-20010 -21010 -22010 -23010 

 

2.3 Inauguration of the Kifilideen General Power Combination Formula of any Term 

of a Trinomial Expression   of Negative Power of – n 

 

The Kifilideen general power combination formula of Kifilideen expansion of trinomial 

expression  of negative power of – n is given as: 
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     [7] 

Where, 

 the negative power of the trinomial expression 

the power combination of the term  

 the power combination of the term  

the tth term 

the tth term of the first term in the group the t term belong to 

The value of y is determined from: 

                     [8]  

             [9] 

Where,  is a constant value for the group the tth term belongs to. If the value of x obtained is 

decimal, only the whole number part of the decimal of x is considered. When the whole number 

part of x is considered; the value obtained is equivalent to value of the middle part,  of the 

power combination of the first member of the group of the tth term given belongs to. 

Also,      and        [10] 

To determine the group the tth term belongs to in the kif matrix of the negative power of – n, the 
Kifilideen general group formula for trinomial theorem of negative power of – n which is 
originated as shown below: 

     or     [11] 

 

2.4 Development of Kifilideen General Term Formula for a Given Power 

Combination of Kifilideen Expansion of Trinomial Expression  of Negative 

Power of – n 

The Kifilideen general term formula that generates a particular power combination [  of 

Kifildeen expansion of trinomial expression  of negative power of – n is given as: 

If the power combination of the term of the Kifilideen expansion of trinomial expression 

 of negative power of – n is  

Where, 
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 the power combination,  

 the first component part of the power combination  

the second component part of the power combination 

 the third component part of the power combination 

the degree of the negative power of – n of the trinomial expression   

So we have, 

                              [12] 

Where,  

 the required tth  term 

 the first component part of the power combination  

the second component part of the power combination 

 the third component part of the power combination 

the degree of the negative power of – n of the trinomial expression   

 

2.5 Kifilideen General Position Formula to Determine the Position of Member in a 
Particular Group of Kif Matrix of Kifilideen Expansion of Trinomial Expression 

 of Negative Power of – n  

The Kifilideen general position formula to determine the position of member in a particular 

group of kif matrix of kifilideen expansion of trinomial expression  of negative 

power of – n is given as: 

        [13] 

        [14] 

Where, 

 the required power combination in which its position in the group it belong to in the 

kif matrix is to be known  

 the power combination of the first member of the group in which the required 

power combination belong to  

the position of the required power combination   
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the group the required power combination belong to in the kif matrix 

the degree of the negative power of – n of the kifilideen expansion of trinomial expression 

 

 the first component part of the required power combination 

3.6 Kifilideen General Row Column Matrix Formula for Kifilideen Expansion of 

Trinomial Expression  of Negative Power of – n  

 

      [15] 

Where, 

the power combination of row r and column c in the kif matrix 

the row of the required power combination 

c the column of the required power combination  

the degree of the negative power of – n of the kifilideen expansion of trinomial expression 

 

 

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1 Demonstration on How to Utilize the Kifilideen General Power Combination 
Formula of Kifilideen Trinomial Theorem of Negative Power of – n  

 [i]  Establish the power combination,  of the 38th term of Kifilideen expansion of the 

trinomial expression  of the negative power of – 5. Hence determine the group the 

38th term belong in the kif matrix. 

Solution  

     [16] 

From the question  and  

            [17] 

            [18] 

            [19] 
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Note the whole number part of the value of x is recorded as its value always. So,  

           [20] 

         [21] 

                                              [22] 

         [23] 

      [24] 

     [25] 

         [26] 

So, and  are the components of the power combination of the 38th term. 

Note that, the value y = 37 indicate that the term of first member of the group in which the 38th 
term belong to is the 37th term. The power combination of the 38th term of the Kifilideen 

expansion of trinomial expression  of negative power of – 5 is – 1371. 

[ib]                  [27] 

             [28] 

         [29] 

Note the whole number part of the value of g is recorded as its value always. So,  

   

Or 

      [30] 

This indicates that 38th term belongs to group 9 in the kif matrix of negative power of – 5.  

 

[ii] Provide the power combination,  of the 129th term of the Kifilideen expansion of the 

negative power of – 6 of the trinomial expression   

 

Solution 

     [31] 
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From the question  and          [32] 

          [33] 

           [34] 

.51           [35] 

Note the whole number part of the value of x is recorded as its value always. So,  

             [36] 

                  [37] 

             [38] 

        [39] 

     [40] 

    [41] 

         [42] 

 

So, and  are the components of the power combination of the 129th term. 

Note that, the value y = 121 indicate that the term of first member of the group in which the 
129th term belong to is the 121th term. The power combination of the 129th term of the Kifilideen 

expansion of the trinomial expression  of negative power of – 6 is – 2178. 

 [iii] Reckon the value of the term of Kifilideen expansion of trinomial expression  

of negative power of – 9 whose power combination is  

 

Solution 

negative power of the trinomial expression =      [43] 

    [44] 

So,        [45] 

Note,  

         [46] 
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 and        [47] 

       [48] 

        [49] 

            [50] 

th term      [51] 

                      OR 

     [52] 

–2139= –110      [53] 

            th term                 [54] 

3.2 Illustration on the Implementation of the General Term Formula that Generate a 

Particular Power Combination [   

 [i] Determine the negative power of – n of Kifilideen trinomial theorem that generate the power 
combination – 1828  and the tth term of the power combination.  

Solution  

[ai]  the degree of the negative power of   n =     [55] 

Where,  

 the first component part of the power combination  

the second component part of the power combination 

 the third component part of the power combination 

the degree of the negative power of – n of the trinomial expression   

From the question,  

        [56] 

Therefore,       [57] 

                [58] 
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[aii]          [59] 

        [60] 

th term         [61] 

 

3.3 Utilization of the Kifilideen General Position Formula to Determine the Position 
of Member in a Particular Group of Kif Matrix of Kifilideen Expansion of Trinomial 

Expression  of Negative Power of – n  

 

[i]   Work out the group and the position of the power combination in the group it 

belong to in the kif matrix 

Solution 

       [62] 

So,   and        [63] 

      [64] 

group        [65] 

So, power combination – 2036 belong to group 10 of the kif matrix of negative power of – 11   

The first member of the group 10 of the kif matrix of negative power of – 11 = 

 

      [66] 

      [67] 

th position       [68] 

 

3.4 Demonstration on the Usage of the Kifilideen General Row Column Matrix 

Formula for Kifilideen Expansion of Trinomial Expression  of Negative 

Power of – n  

 [i] Figure out the power combination of the Kifilideen trinomial expansion of negative power of 
– 4 in the row (period) 10 and column (group) 6 of the kif matrix of the expansion of 

 

Solution 
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From the question, and       [69] 

       [70] 

        [71] 

1354           [72] 

 

4.0 CONCLUSIONS 

This study inaugurated Kifilideen trinomial theorem of negative power of   n by employing 

matrix and standardized techniques. The Kifilideen general power combination formula of any 
term in the series was developed. The Kifilideen general term formula to determine the term of a 
given power combination was also invented. Preliminary evaluation has been done on the 
developed theorem and formulas originated to ascertain their accuracy and workability. It has 
been proved that the theorem and formulas generated are accurate, reliable, easy and interesting.  
The theorem helps in generating the terms of Kifilideen trinomial theorem of negative power of 
– n in an orderly form and makes it easy in obtaining the power combination that produce any 
given term and vice versa.  
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ABSTRACT 

Kifilideen trinomial theorem of negative power of  is theorem which is used to generate the 

series and terms of a trinomial expression of negative power of  in an orderly and periodicity 

manner that is based on standardized and matrix methods. Negative power of Newton binomial 
theorem had been used to produce series of partial fractions of a compound fraction. The 

establishment of the negative power of   of trinomial theorem would extend the number of 

compound fraction in which series (expansion) can be produced. This study applied Kifilideen 

expansion of negative power of  of Kifilideen trinomial theorem for the transformation of 

compound fraction into series of partial fractions with other developments. Kifilideen theorem 

of matrix transformation of negative power of  of trinomial expression in which three 

variables  are found in parts of the trinomial expression was developed. The 

development would ease the process of evaluating such trinomial expression of negative power 

of . This standardized and matrix method used in arranging the terms of the Kifilideen 

expansion of negative power of   of trinomial expression yield an interesting results in which 

it is utilized in transforming compound fraction into series of partial fractions in a unique way.  

Keywords: compound fraction, combination, Kif matrix, Kifilideen standardized method, partial 
fraction, series 

    

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Sir Isaac Newton (1642 – 1727) was the first mathematician and physicist to inaugurate negative 
and fraction power of binomial theorem (Dennis and Addington, 2009; Goss, 2011; Youngmee 
and Sangwook, 2014; Schwart, 2015; Cooley, 2019; Osanyinpeju, 2019a). He established formula 
for binomial theorem that could work for negative, fraction powers of binomial expression 
(Francia, 2000; Haggstrom, 2012; Aljohani, 2016; Anekwe, 2018; Tavora, 2020). The binomial 
theorem is a general expression for any power of the sum or difference of any two things, terms 
or quantities (Godman et al., 1984, Talber et al., 1995; Bird, 2003; Stroud and Booth, 2007, 
Tuttuh – Adegun, and Adegoke, 2014 Bunday and Mulholland, 2014). Binomial is widely used in 
the field of Physics, Biology and Engineering to expand power of binomial expression (Costa, 
2017; Gavrikov, 2018). Binomial series (expansions) are utilized in area of mathematical analysis 
link to data modeling, probability theory, algebra and approximation techniques (Yang, 2017).  

Kifilideen trinomial theorem of negative power of – n is theorem which is used to generate the 
series and terms of a trinomial expression of negative power of – n in an orderly and periodicity 
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manner that is based on standardized and matrix method (Osanyinpeju,  2021). Negative power 
of Newton binomial theorem had been used to produce series of partial fractions of a 

compound fraction (Horn, 2020). The establishment of the negative power of   n of trinomial 

theorem would extend the number of compound fraction in which series can be produced. The 

negative power of  of kifilideen trinomial theorem can be used to generate the series of 

compound fraction number (examples are partial fraction series of ).  

The terms of negative power of  of trinomial theorem produce an infinite series unlike the 

terms of power of n of trinomial theorem which generate finite series (Osanyinpeju, 2020a). The 

terms of negative power of  of trinomial theorem when arranged in the form of matrix, the 

number of elements in each column has finite value which is also the same for positive power of 

n of trinomial theorem (Osanyinpeju, 2022). Although, the column of any negative power of  

of trinomial theorem is infinite while that of positive power of of trinomial theorem is finite.        

The power combination of each term of the negative power of  of kifilideen trinomial 

theorem is arranged in groups (columns) and periods (rows) in the kif matrix where each power 
combination takes a designated position. No two power combinations have the same position in 

the kif matrix for a particular negative power of  of Kifilideen trinomial theorem. This is also 

applied to positive power of trinomial theorem (Osanyinpeju, 2020b). The power combination 
of each term; down the group (column) and across the period (row) decreases and increases 
respectively at regular pattern for both positive and negative powers of Kifilideen trinomial 
theorem in the kif matrix format. Also, to transit from one group to another the power 
combination progress with unique addition of regular figure which occur for both positive and 
negative power of trinomial theorem.   

This standardized and matrix method used in arranging the terms of the Kifilideen expansion of 

negative power of   of trinomial expression yield an interesting results in which it is utilized 

in transforming compound fraction into series of partial fractions in a unique way. Kifilideen 
Matrix approach had been extended in evaluating and computation of power of base of eleven, 
other bi – digits and tri – digit numbers (Osanyinpeju, 2019b; Osanyinpeju, 2020c, Osaanyinpeju, 

2020d).  This study applied kifilideen expansion of negative power of  of Kifilideen trinomial 

theorem for the transformation of compound fraction into series of partial fraction with other 
developments. 

2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Kifilideen Theorem of Matrix Transformation of Negative Power of  of 

Trinomial Expression  

If three variables are found in each part of trinomial expression of negative power of 

 such as 

 

                (1) 
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and the power combination of any term in the Kifilideen expansion of that kind of negative 

power of  of the trinomial expression is set as  while the value of this term is designated 

as . 

Then, the kifilideen matrix transformation of such negative power of  of trinomial expression 

is of the form; 

                                       

:                (2) 

   

Thus  and where  and are constants  

More so, 

         (3) 

 

2.2 Transformation of Compound Fraction into Series of Partial Fractions 

The Kifilideen trinomial theorem of negative power of   is used in the transformation of the 

compound fraction into series of partial fractions. First, a trinomial expression of power of  

is generated in which  is found in part(s) of the trinomial expression where when the value of  

is put in the trinomial expression it will produce the compound fraction. Afterward, the trinomial 

expression of power of  established is expanded using the Kifilideen trinomial theorem of 

negative power of . The value of  which would produce the compound fraction when 

inserted in the trinomial expression of the power  is put in both the trinomial expression 

of the power of and anywhere  is found in the series of the expansion of the trinomial 

expression of the power of  to obtain the series of the partial fractions of the compound 

fraction.  

2.2.1 Demonstration on the utilization of Kifilideen procedure in generating trinomial 

expression of power of  that would represent the compound fractions when the value 

of  is inserted in the trinomial expression   

[1] Generate a trinomial expression of power of  in which  is found in part(s) of the 

trinomial expression where when the value of  is put in the trinomial expression it will produce 

the following compound fractions. 

[a]                 [b]                     [c]            
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Solution 

  

[a]      

             

    (4) 

where  . 

Therefore trinomial expression  would produce the compound fraction  

when  is inserted in the trinomial expression 

[b]  

        (5) 

where  . 

Therefore trinomial expression  would produce the compound fraction  when 

 is inserted in the trinomial expression  

[c]      (6) 

       (7)  

where  .            (8) 

Therefore trinomial expression  would produce the compound fraction  

when  is inserted in the trinomial expression. The Kifilideen coefficient table of negative 

power of Kifilideen trinomial theorem was used in generating the power coefficient of each term 
of series of the trinomial expansion. 

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1 Illustration on the utilization of Kifilideen Theorem of Matrix Transformation of 

Negative Power of  of Trinomial Expression  
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[1] Given that a term in the Kifilideen expansion of is  where  is a 

constant value. Using Kifilideen theorem of matrix transformation method of negative power of 

 of trinomial expression. Find 

[i]   the power combination of the given term 

[ii]  the power of the trinomial expression  

[iii] the  term 

[iv] the value of . 

Solution 

 [i]  Trinomial expression:        (9) 

Power combination to be obtained:         (10) 

tth term of the power combination:        (11) 

Using the kifilideen matrix transformation method, so 

:            (12) 

  

Using Crammer’s rule, so         (13) 

 

 

                       (15) 
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                                    (17) 

 

 

 

                        (19) 

So, the power combination            (20) 

 

[ii] the negative power of  of the trinomial expression =         

         (21) 

                            (22) 

 

[iii]         (23) 

 

         (24) 

 

     th term          (25) 

 

[iv]   from the question,       (26) 

 sing Kifilideen matrix transformation method, 

             (27) 

        (28) 
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From the Kifilideen coefficient table, the coefficient of the  on the  column is 

 

         (29) 

         (30)  

            (31) 

 

3.2 Application of Kifilideen Series (Expansion) of Negative Power of – n of 
Trinomial Theorem using Standardized Method 

 

[2] Establish the trinomial expression of power of  where x is found in part(s) of the 

trinomial expression that would produce the compound fraction  when the value of 

 is put in the trinomial expression.  

[b] Generate the series of the trinomial expression of power of  established using Kifilideen 

standardized method. Otherwise determine the series (partial fractions) of the 

compound fraction by inserting the value of  in the trinomial expression of power of 

 generated.  

 Solution 

 

   

 

where  .         (32) 

Therefore trinomial expression  would produce the compound fraction  when 

 is inserted in the trinomial expression  

 [b] Using Kifilideen coefficient table of negative power of – 1 of trinomial theorem, the 
coefficient in ascending order are 1, - 1, - 1, 1, 2, 1, - 1, - 3, - 3, - 1, 1, 4, 6, 4, 1, -1, - 5, - 
10, - 10, - 5, - 1, ….       
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     (33) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                (34) 
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          (35) 

 [ii] 

 

 

              (36) 

The evaluation of the above series gives 0.872774 to 6 decimal places. Also, using calculator  

gives 0.872774 to 6 decimal places. This indicates that the negative power of 1 of Kifilideen 

trinomial theorem and coefficient of negative power of  from the Kifilideen Coefficient table 

are valid. 

 [3] Produce the trinomial expression of power of  where  is found in part(s) of the 

trinomial expression that would produce the compound fraction  when the value of  is put 

in the trinomial expression. 

[b] Generate the series of the trinomial expression of power of  established using Kifilideen 

standardized method. Otherwise determine the series (partial fractions) of the compound 

fraction by inserting the value of  in the trinomial expression of power of  generated.  

 

Solution 

[3a]   (37)

   

   (38) 

where  . 

Therefore trinomial expression  would produce the compound fraction  

when  is inserted in the trinomial expression 
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[b] Using Kifilideen coefficient table of negative power of – 2 of trinomial theorem, the 
coefficient in ascending order are 1, - 2, - 2, 3, 6, 3, - 4, - 12, - 12, - 4, 5, 20, 30, 20, 5, - 6, - 30, - 
60, - 60, - 30, - 6, 7, 42, 105, 140, 105, 42, 7, - 8, - 56, - 168, - 280, - 280, - 168, - 56, - 8, … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        (39) 

 

  

 

         (40) 

 

 

       (41) 
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 [ii]   

 

             (42) 

 

The evaluation of the above series gives 0.13933 to 5 decimal places. Also, using calculator  

gives 0.13933 to 5 decimal places. This indicates that the negative power of - 2 of Kifilideen 
trinomial theorem and coefficient of negative power of - 2 from the Kifilideen Coefficient table 
are valid. 

 

3.3 Generating Series of Partial Fractions of Compound Fraction which 
Denominator is Decimal Number 

 [4] Create the trinomial expression of power of  where  is found in part(s) of the trinomial 

expression that would produce the compound fraction  when the value of  is put in the 

trinomial expression. 

[b] Generate the series of the trinomial expression of power of  established using Kifilideen 

standardized method. Otherwise determine the series (partial fractions) of the compound 

fraction by inserting the value of  in the trinomial expression of power of  generated.  

 

Solution 

 

[4]     

         (43) 

      (44)        

where  .           (45) 

Therefore trinomial expression  would create the compound fraction  when 

 is inserted in the trinomial expression.  
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 [b] Using Kifilideen coefficient table of negative power of – 1 of trinomial theorem, the 
coefficient in ascending order are 1, - 1, - 1, 1, 2, 1, - 1, - 3, - 3, - 1, 1, 4, 6, 4, 1, -1, - 5, - 10, - 10, - 
5, - 1, ….       

 

 

 

 

 

 

                (46) 
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             (47) 

      

         (48) 

 [ii] 

              (49) 

The evaluation of the above series gives 0.5714 to 4 decimal places. Also, using calculator  

gives 0.5714 to 4 decimal places. This indicates that the negative power of -1 of Kifilideen 
trinomial theorem and coefficient of negative power of -1 from the Kifilideen Coefficient table 
are valid. 

3.4 General Application of Negative Power of  of Kifilideen Trinomial Theorem 

using Standardized Method  

 [5] If a  in the Kifilideen expansion of  yields   . 

Determine the following 

[i] the power combination of the term 

[ii] the  

[iii] the value of  

 

Solution  

 [i]  For any given term in the Kifilideen expansion of is given as 

                              (50) 

      (51) 

Comparing (51) with  , so   

                      (52) 

             (53) 

Therefore,         (54) 

Also,          (55) 
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where,   are the component parts of the power combination and is the negative 

power of  of the trinomial expression  

         (56) 

              (57) 

                    (58) 

          (59) 

 

[ii]

(60) 

               (61) 

                

(62) 

             (63) 

 

[iii]     7680       (64) 

 

 7680                            (65) 

 

From the Kifilideen coefficient table, the coefficient of the  on the  column 

is  or 

   7680         (66) 

 7680       (67) 

 7680      (68) 
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 7680       (69) 

 7680          (70) 

             (71) 

               (72) 

             (73) 

 

[6]  If a term of the Kifilideen expansion of is 7560 . Find 

[i]  the power combination of the term 

[ii] the   

[iii] the value of  

  

Solution  

           (74) 

      (75) 

                  (76) 

Comparing (76) with , so  

                   (77) 

                            (78) 

         (79) 

         (80) 

                         (81) 

Therefore, 

Also,  

                      (82) 
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                     (83) 

                           (84) 

                           (85) 

  

[ii]                          (86) 

Note,                  (87) 

                   (88) 

So, 

                   (89) 

                    (90) 

                 (91) 

                          

th term       (92) 

 

 [iii]  Comparing (76) with , then 

 

    (93) 

               (94)  

            (95) 

 

From the Kifilideen coefficient table, the coefficient of the  on the  column 

is   

 

              (96) 

                  (97) 
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                  (98) 

                            (99) 

                     (100) 

 

[7] If a term in the Kifilideen expansion of of is  

Determine the value of  

[i] the power combination 

[ii] show that the negative power of  of the trinomial expression is   

[iii] the  

[iv] the value of  

 

Solution  

 

[i]                   (100) 

  

         (102) 

 

(103) 

Comparing (103) with , so  

 

             (104) 

                                (105) 

              (106) 

Also,  
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                (107) 

              (108) 

Put (105) in (104) 

                           (109) 

From (109) and (106), then  

                                                (110) 

                

                           (111)  

        

            (112) 

 

                                             (113) 

From (105) put (113) in (114),                  (114) 

              (115) 

                (116) 

From (104) put (116) in (117)                    (117) 

                 (118) 

                   (119) 

Power combination            (120) 

 

[ii]  From (107),  negative power of  of the trinomial expression  

       (121) 

Put (113), (116) and (119) in (121), so              (122) 

                               (123) 

Proved 
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 [iii]                 (124) 

 

            (125) 

 

             (126) 

               (127) 

 [iv]  Comparing (103) with , so 

         (128) 

      (129) 

From the Kifilideen coefficient table, the coefficient of the    on the  column 

is   

           (130) 

          (131) 

         (132) 

          (133) 

                             (134) 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

This study applied Kifilideen expansion of negative power of  of Kifilideen trinomial 

theorem for the transformation of compound fraction into series of partial fractions with other 

developments. Kifilideen theorem of matrix transformation of negative power of  of 

trinomial expression in which three variables  are found in parts of the trinomial 

expression was invented. The invention would ease the process of evaluating such trinomial 

expression of negative power of . The standardized and matrix method used in arranging the 

terms of the Kifilideen expansion of negative power of    of trinomial expression yield an 

interesting results in which it is utilized in transforming compound fraction into series of partial 
fractions in a unique way.  
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ABSTRACT 

This study used the application of Geographic Information System (GIS) to analyse students’ 
staff index in Public Secondary Schools (PSSs) of Osun West Senatorial District (OWSD), 
Nigeria with a view to providing information that could guide the ineffective distribution of 
human resources (teaching staff) to enhancing secondary school education planning. The specific 
objectives are to determine the number of staff and students of the public secondary schools in 
the district and examine the staff index. Data for this study were obtained through questionnaire 
administration. Areas with secondary schools were stratified into three categories based on 
population density: suburb (less than 10,000 people), semi-urban (between 10,000-19,999 
people), and urban (20,000 people and above). Eleven urban with a total of 59 secondary 
schools, twelve semi-urban with a total of 16 secondary schools, and twenty-eight suburb areas 
were identified with a total of 41 secondary schools. All the schools were sampled while 
students’ enrolment and staff data were collected from the principal of each school. Findings 
revealed, that the largest proportion of settlements with inadequate staff strength is the suburb 
with eleven (11) public secondary schools, a mean value of 26 and standard deviation of 2.87, 
urban settlement category have seven (7), with a mean value of 23 and standard deviation of 
6.007 and semi-urban with just one (1) school, denoting 26 mean value and 0.0 standard 
deviation. Summary of the findings across OWSD revealed inadequate staffing in urban (36.8%), 
semi-urban (5.3%), and suburb (57.9%) as the mean score of the student to staff is 44 and the 
standard deviation is 13.771. It is therefore recommended that government and other school 
administrators should come together to employ adequate teaching staff to secondary schools at 
all categories of settlements. 

Keywords: Public Secondary Schools, staff, students, Index, Settlements Categorisation, Osun 
West Senatorial District. 

1.0.  Introduction   

An adequate number of staff in relation to the proportion of students as well as sufficient 
facilities to serve users of educational facilities is the principal focus to determining education 
satisfaction in any geographical space (Olufemi, 2012; Boyi, 2013; Olayiwola & Adeleye, 2005). 
Spatial distribution using a geographic information system is a modern means to judiciously 
allocate resources such as human, financial, infrastructure among others to the lagging locations 
(Olayode, 2015; Fabiyi and Ogunyemi, 2015; Olayode, 2019; Ogundahunsi and Olayode, 2018). 
Effective distribution of teachers to required and needed schools is an integral part of physical 
planning that have influenced the equal distribution of human resources and even basic facilities 
within urban space to those regions, area and communities that are in dare needs (Ogundahunsi 
and Olayode, 2018; Ojo, 2018, Adeyinka et al., 2019).   

mailto:olayiwola.olayode@uniosun.edu.ng
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The concept of spatial distribution attempt to accentuate the adequate distribution of teaching 
staff to educational facilities with the view to meet the need of the available student threshold 
population in schools (Khalid, Hamdy and El-Gamily, 2013; Olubadewo, Abdulkarim and 
Ahmed, 2013; Fabiyi and Ogunyemi, 2015; Ogundahunsi, 2014; Agrawal and Gupta, 2016). 
Spatial distribution to great extent impacts the degree of accessibility of facilities by the patrons 
which in this study regards as teaching staff ratio to the student population. 

Christaller (1993), clearly stated that the location and availability of services influence their 
utilization and patronage with respect to the number of staff to students that will be willing to 
make use of the facilities. A good number of studies on the distribution of human resources to 
educational facilities were focused on the urban areas while the rural areas have been neglected. 
However, Song (1996), observed that the closer the destination of a facility, the higher the level 
of accessibility. This means that spatial distribution influences the level of accessibility. Awoyemi 
et al (2003), observed that longer distances caused by users of education facilities in rural areas 
constitute barriers to the accessibility of such facilities. 

Recent studies have shown the relevance of spatial distribution of post-primary schools as the 
determinant of access to primary education in developing countries. Buor (2003), revealed that 
location and distance are the most factors that influence the accessibility and utilization of 
facilities in a study in the Ano South district of Ghana. This simply implies that the effect of 
travel time on utilization reflects that of distance embarked on. On this note, the principle of 
spatial equity should apply in the distribution of educational facilities in rural or suburb 
settlements Ogundahunsi (2014), Fabiyi and Ogunyemi (2015), Olayode (2015), Ogundahunsi 
and Olayode (2018), Akintayo (2018), Olayode (2019) not only that but also to be considered is 
the distribution of staff in relations to the number of students in the study area to ensure equity 
in the allocation of students and staff of the PSs in OWSD. Spatial equity according to Davies, 
1968, is the distribution of activities or facilities according to the needs of the population of that 
area Davies (1968), Olayode (2019), Fabiyi, and Ogunyemi (2015). However, the concept of 
equity in a spatial context can be measured through the adoption of some socially imposed 
minimum standards with which spatial patterns of equitable location, resources (man and 
power), and materials of a particular facility may be considered equitable if less than a small 
proportion of people are more than this critical standard, Dickson (1996). 

1.1. Study Area 

OWSD comprises 56 settlements (11 urban settlements with 20,000 and above people, 11 semi-
urban with 10,000-19,999 people, and 28 suburbs with less than 10,000 people) with 116 PSS 59 
in the urban, 16 in the semi-urban, and 41 in the suburb. The district is situated in Osun State of 
Western Nigeria. It is located between Latitudes 70 30’N and 7.50N, and Longitudes 40 30’E and 
4.50E. 

2.0. Methodology 

Data for this study were obtained through questionnaire administration. Areas with secondary 
schools were stratified into three categories based on population density: suburb (less than 
10,000 people), semi-urban (between 10,000-19,999 people) and urban (20,000 people and 
above). In addition, secondary schools directories were obtained from the Osun State Ministry of 
Education. Table 1 revealed that, there were 116 PSS in the study area.  
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Figure 1: Osun West Senatorial District in the Context of Osun State 
Source: Ministry of Lands and Physical Planning, Osun State. 

In total, there are 116 PSSs in OWSD, 50.9% in the urban, 13.8% in the semi-urban and 35.3% 
in the suburb. Eleven in the urban settlement with a total of 59 secondary schools, twelve semi-
urban settlements with a total of 16 secondary schools and twenty-eight suburb areas were 
identified with a total of 41 secondary schools, all the schools were sampled while student’s 
enrolment in view of class category and staff data were collected from the principal of each 
school. 

2.1. GIS Analysis Procedure 

The following GIS techniques were used in achieving Buffer Analysis: 

1. Digitisation of OWSD from Osun State Map; 

2. Georeferencing of the digitised map; 

3. Creation of Database on the acquired PSS coordinates using Microsoft Excel; 

4. Saving of the Database as a shape for GIS enablement; 

5. Exporting and overlaid of the database as point map on OWSD area map in ArcGIS 
environment; 

6. Transformation of the points to shapefiles for further analysis; and 

7. Creation of query analysis to assess the spatial ratio of student and staff index in the 
study area. 
 

2.2 Secondary Source of Data  
Directories of school and students’ enrolment in Osun State were collected from the State 
Ministry of Education.  

3.0. Discussion of Findings 

3.1 Distribution of Students and Members of Staff across the Settlements  

The analysis shows the query search and distribution of student and staff index across the 
categories of settlements in OSWD. It can be deduced from Table 1 and Figure 2, 3, 4, 4, 5 and 
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6 that, eleven (11), seven (7) and one (1) schools of the public secondary schools in the suburb, 
urban and semi-urban respectively are less to the proportion of student and staff ratio in respect 
to UNESCO specification of thirty (30) students to one (1) staff with the approximated mean of 
26, 26 and 23 and the standard deviation is 6.007, 0.0 and 2.879 across the categorised 
settlements suburb, semi-urban and urban in Osun West senatorial district. In addition, Table 1 
and Figure 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7  revealed that fifty-two (52), fifteen (15) and thirty (30) schools 
meet the set standard with the mean of 50, 37, 38 and standard deviation of 15.662, 5.222 and 
5.934 in urban, semi-urban and suburb settlements respectively.  

It is important to note that the distribution of students and staff within the senatorial district, as 
shown in Table 1 and Figure 8, revealed that nineteen (19) of the public secondary schools do 
not meet the set standard implying that students are more populated than staff strength while 
ninety-seven (97) public secondary schools in the study area meet the set standard.  

The result thus, explained the clustering of students on staff in the nineteen (19) schools with 
inadequate staff strength as the mean value equals 44 and the standard deviation around the 
mean equals 13.771 while Table 1 and Figure 9 also revealed the adequacy of staff to students 
ratio in nineteen (97) schools of the study area as the mean is 25 and the standard deviation is 
4.44, in the sum of the public secondary schools in OWSD as shown in Figure 10 is the students’ 
staff ratio mean of one-hundred and sixteen (116) public secondary schools in Osun West 
senatorial district is 41 while the standard deviation is 14.62 which denote that there is need to 
increase staff in public secondary schools of the study area as the available ones are insufficient 
to meet the student enrolment. 

Findings revealed, that the largest proportion of settlements with inadequate staff strength is the 
suburb with eleven (11) public secondary schools, the mean value of 26, and standard deviation 
of 2.87 where schools in the urban settlement category have seven (7), with a mean value of 23 
and standard deviation of 6.007 and semi-urban with just one (1) school, denoting 26 mean value 
and 0.0 standard deviation. These findings could be attributed to the desired distance staff wishes 
to travel as that could result from deployment of service to nearer location to their place of 
residence Thus, the suburb is lagging inadequate staff to effectively train students. 

Table 1: Student and Staff Index 

Student/Staff Index Settlement Osun  
West  
(Total) 

Urban Semi 
urban 

Suburb 

Below 30 Count 7 1 11 19 
Maximum 12 26.11 21.33 12 
Minimum 29.47 26.11 29.16 29.47 
Sum 160.99 26.11 284.8 471.9 
Mean 23 26 26 25 
Standard Deviation  6.007 0.0 2.879 4.443 

Above 30 Count 52 15 30 97 
Maximum 30.09 30.36 30.11 30.09 
Minimum 84.78 48.2 56 84.78 
Sum 2622.455 550.11 1127.94 4300.505 
Mean 50 37 38 44 
Standard Deviation  15.662 5.222 5.934 13.771 

Source: Authors fieldwork, 2021 
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Figure 2: Query Analysis of schools with students to staff ratio of below 30 in Urban Settlement 

Source: Authors fieldwork, 2021 

 

Figure 3: Query Analysis of schools with students to staff ratio of above 30 in Urban Settlement 

Source: Authors fieldwork, 2021 
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Figure 4: Query Analysis of schools with students to staff ratio of below  30 in Semi-urban 
Settlement 

Source: Authors fieldwork, 2021 

 

 

Figure 5: Query Analysis of schools with students to staff ratio of above 30 in Semi-urban 
Settlement 

Source: Authors fieldwork, 2021 
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Figure 6: Query Analysis of schools with students to staff ratio of bellow 30 in Suburb 
Settlement 

Source: Authors fieldwork, 2021 

 

 

Figure 7: Query Analysis of schools with students to staff ratio of above 30 in Suburb Settlement 

Source: Authors fieldwork, 2021 
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Figure 8: Query Analysis of schools with students to staff ratio of below 30 in Osun West 
Source: Authors fieldwork, 2021 

 

 

Figure 9: Query Analysis of schools with students to staff ratio of 30 and above in Osun West 

Source: Authors fieldwork, 2021 
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Figure 10: Query Analysis of public secondary schools to the student-staff ratio in Osun West 
Senatorial District 

Source: Authors fieldwork, 2021 

4.0. Conclusion 

This study analysed the student staff index and the ratio of PSS in OWSD which is categorized 
into Urban, Semi-urban and Suburb Settlements. The study findings revealed, that a good 
proportion of settlements with inadequate staff strength are in the suburb with eleven (11) public 
secondary schools, the mean value of 26 and standard deviation of 2.87, urban settlement 
category have seven (7), with a mean value of 23 and standard deviation of 6.007 and semi-urban 
with just one (1) school, denoting 26 mean value and 0.0 standard deviation. Summary of the 
findings across OWSD revealed inadequate staffing in urban (36.8%), semi-urban (5.3%) and 
suburb (57.9%) as the mean score of the student to staff is 44 and the standard deviation is 
13.771. This implies that the proportion of staff and students in the study area are at variance 
which could affect the efficient delivery and transfer of knowledge and education skills to the 
wards in Osun West Senatorial District  

5.0. Recommendations 

In view of the findings, It is therefore recommended that the government and other school 
administrators should come together to employ adequate teaching staff to secondary 
schools at all categories of settlements. 
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ABSTRACT 

The increased use of synthetic dyes in process industries has led to the generation of effluents 
that are characterized by their abnormal properties. The application of adsorption process, using 
Activated Carbon (AC) has been well embraced for the decolourization of different types of dyes 
effluents to alleviate their impacts on the environment. The production parameter such as 
Activant concentrations (0.5-1.0 mg/l), Impregnation time (18-24 h), Carbonisation temperature 
(300-500 °C) and Carbonisation time (25-40 min) was optimised under the Face Central 
Composite Design (FCCD) of the Design Expert (12.0.1) to produce effective adsorbent from 
Delonix regia Pod (DRP). The software generated thirty experimental runs, which were conducted 
accordingly. The AC produced was then used to decolourise effluent containing 100 mg/l of 
Methylene Blue (MB) at room temperature, 150 rpm and 2 h. The maximum and minimum 
yields of the DRP Activated Carbon (DRPAC) were 69.6 and 22 %, respectively, while the 
maximum and minimum of MB removed were 17.14 and 19.54 mg/g, respectively.  These two 

responses were well fitted to the Quadratic model with Coefficient of Determination ( ) 0.9539 

and 0.9560, respectively. This study demonstrated the suitability of optimisation tools for 
producing effective AC from renewable resources for effective decolourisation of effluent 
containing MB. 

Keywords; Adsorption, Delonix regia pod, Dyes, Optimisation 

Area of Research: Chemical Engineering 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Wastewater is any water that has been adversely affected in quality by manmade influence. 
Wastewater is 99.9% water, and the other 0.1% is of great concern (Agrawal et al., 2017). Water is 
a natural resource needed for the survival of all species on earth. Water is not just a basic human 
need; it is an irreplaceable substance to ensure the continuance of life. Wastewater management 
is a major contributing factor to most water problems faced worldwide. This crisis directly 
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impacts on all our lives (Dube et al., 2019; Lach, 2019). Many people around the world have 
become victims of the diseases caused by contaminated water. Some of the diseases spread by 
polluted water include cholera, giardia, diarrhea, typhoid, cancer, hepatitis, gastroenteritis, 
encephalitis, stomach cramps and ulcers, and respiratory infections (Abdelkarim and Djamila, 
2020).  

Several physical and chemical methods have been used to remove dye from wastewater, 
including oxidation, coagulation/flocculation, membrane separation, photochemical degradation, 
microbiological decomposition, chemical precipitation, photolysis, and electrochemical. These 
methods are challenged by high cost and low efficiency (Dada, et al., 2020). Adsorption was 
found to be a very effective and cheap method among all available dye removal methods. 
(Azarpira et al., 2019; Latinwo et al., 2019; Al-Musawi et al., 2020; Giovanela et al., 2020; Iwar et al., 
2020).  

Some of the proven efficiently adsorbent materials are orange and Banana peels (Al Khusaibi et 
al., 2015); Soya bean husk (Gaur et al., 2018); Rice husk (Yunita et al., 2019); Peanut shell (Wu et 
al., 2019); Rice straw (Wang et al., 2019); Coconut leaves (Oribayo et al., 2020); Papaya seeds 
(Diego et al., 2020); Sawdust (Chikri et al., 2020); Sugar cane bagasse (Harripersadth et al., 2020); 
Banana peel (Afolabi et al., 2021); Maize corn cob (Igwegbe et al., 2021); Maize stems and 
sugarcane stems (Dada et al., 2021); Nut Shells (Papadaki et al., 2021); Oakwood sawdust (Marjani 
et al., 2021) etc. 

The Delonix regia trees are grown widely for ornamental reasons, preserving the soil and 
conserving the environment (Daud et al., 2018). Yet, the tree produces flowers and pods which 
litter the environment. Thus, this development necessitates the need to convert this waste to 
useful and value-added products such as adsorbents that can be used to remove pollutants, such 
as dyes in wastewater. The specific objective of the study is to optimize the process parameters 
(carbonization time, carbonization temperature, impregnation time, and activating agent 
concentration) for the development of effective activated carbon from DRP under the FCCD of 
the Design Expert (12.0.1) software. 

2.0 MATERIALS AND METHOD 

2.1 Sample Collection and Material Preparation 

Four variables such as activant concentrations (0.5-1.0 mg/L), impregnation time (18-24 h), 
carbonization temperature (300-500 °C) and carbonization time (25-40 mins) (Table 1) were 
optimised under the Face Central Composite Design (FCCD) of the Design Expert 12.0.1 to 
produce an effective adsorbent from the Delonix regia Pod (DRP) at optimum condition. The 
software generated thirty experimental runs, which were conducted accordingly. The DRP 
Activated Carbon (DRPAC) developed was used to decolourise wastewater containing MB 100 
mg/L at room temperature, 150 rpm and 2 hrs (Nomngongo and Chaba, 2019). 

Table 1: Factors Level Selected for Activation and Carbonisation of DRP 

Factor Name Units Type Minimum Maximum 

A Concentration mg/L Numeric 0.50 1.00 

B Impregnation Time h Numeric 18.00 24.00 

C Temperature °C Numeric 300.00 500.00 

D Carbonisation Time min Numeric 25.00 40.00 
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Matured (DRP) collected from Mandate Estate, Ilorin, Kwara State, Nigeria. were washed 
severally with tap water and thoroughly rinsed with distilled water to remove any surface adhered 
particles attached to the pod. They were sun-dried for three days to remove the moisture and cut 
into pieces of about 3 to 4 cm sizes before being ground to a smaller size and sieved to 425-850 
µm. The samples were activated with potassium hydroxide solution at room temperature 
(Rohman et al., 2018; Dada et al., 2020), while the carbonization was carried out according to the 
method adopted by Nomngongo and Chaba (2019).  

2.2 Determination of Yield 

The percentage yield of carbonized carbon was determined according to the method adopted by 
(Yuvarat et al., 2020) shown in Equation 1  

Yield % =      X 100                              (1) 

where  is the weight of the carbonized carbon and  is the dried weight of raw precursor? 

Standard Solution Preparation  

A 100 mg/L of MB stock solution was prepared by dissolving 0.1 g of MB powder in 1.0 L of 
distilled water. The working solution of different concentrations such as 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 
mg/L was prepared by appropriate dilution method (Itodo et al. 2017). The absorbance 
corresponding to the residual amount of MB was recorded at 665 nm using a UV/VIS 
spectrophotometer (Gangadware and Jadhav 2016). A calibration curve was plotted to obtain the 
absorbance-concentration profile of MB solution.  

2.3 Batch Adsorption of and Methylene Blue 

DRPAC sample (0.1 g) was transferred to a 25 ml labelled universal bottle containing 20 ml  of 
MB solution and agitated for 5 mins, and left to stand. The clear MB solution was decanted after 
24 h into another set of labelled bottles (Dada et al. 2020). Adsorption capacity and percentage 
removal were determined accordingly, as indicated in Equations 2 and 3 (Pandimadevi et al., 
2016; Okoye et al., 2018). 

 =                                       (2) 

 =  X 100%                        (3) 

where v is the volume of solution contacted with the adsorbent;  and  are initial and 

equilibrium (final) concentration of the adsorbate (mg/L); w is the amount of adsorbent 
usually expressed as dry weight.  

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Model Summary for the Development of DRPAC 

The quadratic model suggested yield and Methylene Blue Removal (MBR) has a standard 

deviation of 3.59 and 234.70, respectively (Table 2). The values of  (0.9539 and 0.9560) with 

adjusted  of 0.9043 and 0.9048 for yield and MBR respectively were in reasonable agreement 
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with their predicted  of 0.8505 and 0.8505. This quadratic model was suitable for the two 

responses statistically. 

Table 2: Model Summary Statistics 

Response Source Std.Dev. 
 

Adjusted 

 

Predicted 

 

PRESS 

Yield Linear 11.20 0.2067 0.0688 -0.3684 4972.69 
2FI 10.62 0.4726 0.1623 -1.8735 10442.31 
^  
Quadratic 

3.59 0.9539 0.9043 0.8505 543.45 

Cubic 4.68 0.9698 0.8372 NA * 
MBR Linear 615.85 0.4451 0.3442 0.1718 1.245E+07 

2FI 558.57 0.6680 0.4605 0.5208 7.205E+06 
^  
Quadratic 

234.70 0.9560 0.9048 0.8266 2.607E+06 

Cubic 304.22 0.9692 0.8400 NA * 

^ Suggested, * Aliased, 2FI – Two Factor Integration,  – Coefficient of correlation, MBR – 

Methylene Blue Removal and NA – Not Applicable. 

3.2 Responses from Experimental Data  

It was observed from Table 3 that experimental Run 28 gave an optimum value of MBR as 
19.5412 mg/g. Run 8 gave the least value as 17.1779 mg/g of MBR. It was also noticed that Run 
8 gave a maximum value of percentage yield as 69.60 %, while Run 28 gave the lowest yield as 
22.00 %. Generally, a high carbon yield after carbonization suggests that the material is not well 
carbonized and contains some lignocelluloses that are not supportive of adsorption. However, 
extremely low yield indicates ash’s presence, which is unsuitable for adsorption. Carbon yield in 
the range of 20-35 % has been reported as acceptable for the carbonization process (Alade et al., 
2020; Afolabi et al. 2014).  

Table 3: Experimental design showing the selected factor and selected responses 

 Factor Response 

Run Concentration  
(mg/l) 

Impregnation  
Time (h) 

Carbonization  
Tempt. (°C) 

Carbonization  
Time (min) 

Yield 
(%) 

MBR  
(mg/g) 

1 0.75 18 400 32.5 44.40 18.8577 
2 0.50 18 500 25.0 61.20 19.4101 
3 0.75 21 300 32.5 27.40 18.8408 
4 1.00 24 300 40.0 54.40 19.2753 
5 0.50 21 400 32.5 50.00 18.4757 
6 1.00 18 300 25.0 35.60 17.7079 

7 0.75 21 400 40.0 35.60 17.8258 
8 0.50 18 300 25.0 69.60 17.1779 

9 1.00 18 300 40.0 39.80 19.2472 
10 1.00 18 500 25.0 50.80 19.5412 

11 0.75 21 400 32.5 43.40 19.0936 
12 0.75 21 500 32.5 47.20 18.4944 

13 0.50 24 500 40.0 46.00 18.8558 
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14 0.50 18 500 40.0 61.80 19.3764 

15 0.75 21 400 25.0 31.40 17.1404 
16 0.50 18 300 40.0 32.00 17.2116 

17 0.50 24 300 25.0 56.80 18.3596 
18 1.00 24 300 25.0 43.20 18.7790 

19 0.75 21 400 32.5 35.60 18.9925 
20 0.75 21 400 32.5 30.60 19.4326 

21 1.00 24 500 25.0 57.00 19.2790 
22 0.75 21 400 32.5 38.00 19.3914 
23 0.75 21 400 32.5 32.80 19.2846 

24 1.00 21 400 32.5 49.80 19.2341 
25 0.50 24 500 25.0 47.40 19.4101 
26 0.75 21 400 32.5 32.40 18.6985 
27 1.00 24 500 40.0 60.20 19.2959 
28 0.50 24 300 40.0 22.00 18.1816 
29 0.75 24 400 32.5 39.00 19.1124 
30 1.00 18 500 40.0 46.60 18.9195 

 

3.3 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for the Development of DRPAC 

Table 4 shows that yield and MBR responses have model F-value of 19.22 and 18.64, 
respectively, implying that the models are significant. P-values less than 0.0500 indicate model 
terms are significant. Models A, C, AB, AC, AD, CD, A² and B² from yield and models A, C, D, 
AC, AD, BC, BD, C², D² from MBR are significant because their p-values are all less than 0.05 
as indicated in Table 4 (Amole et al., 2021). The Lack of Fit F-values of 0.33 and 0.31 for yield 
and MBR, respectively, imply that the Lack of Fit is not significant relative to the pure error. 
There are 92.06 and 92.29 % for yield and MBR, respectively, a chance that Lack of Fit F-values 
could occur due to noise. Adequate precisions of 17.8461 and 14.7501 for yield and MBR, 
respectively, indicate adequate signal, indicating that the models can be used to navigate the 
design space. 

Table 4: Analysis of variance for yield and MBR for the development of DRPAC 

 Response 1: Yield (%)  Response 2: MBR (mg/g) 

Source MS F-value p-value  MS F-value p-value 

Model 247.61 19.22 < 0.0001  1.027E+06 18.64 < 0.0001 

A 174.01 13.51 0.0028  2.019E+06 36.66 < 0.0001 

B 20.65 1.60 0.2277  84270.81 1.53 0.2398 

C 1071.97 83.23 < 0.0001  5.240E+06 95.13 < 0.0001 

D 24.18 1.88 0.1938  4.009E+05 7.28 0.0194 

AB 397.67 30.87 < 0.0001  1.833E+05 3.33 0.0931 

AC 272.23 21.14 0.0005  3.284E+05 5.96 0.0311 

AD 1026.51 79.70 < 0.0001  7.855E+05 14.26 0.0026 

BC 10.80 0.8388 0.3764  1.429E+06 25.93 0.0003 

BD 4.77 0.3703 0.5533  3.927E+05 7.13 0.0204 
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CD 670.76 52.08 < 0.0001  1.456E+05 2.64 0.1299 

A² 496.24 38.53 < 0.0001  1.479E+05 2.69 0.1272 

B² 83.53 6.48 0.0244  49410.36 0.8970 0.3623 

C² 4.37 0.3392 0.5703  1.566E+06 28.43 0.0002 

D² 15.98 1.24 0.2855  4.209E+06 76.41 < 0.0001 

Residual 12.88 NA NA  55082.97 NA NA 

LF 7.23 0.3301 0.9206  28319.61 0.3060 0.9229 

Pure Error 21.91 NA NA  92551.67 NA NA 

Cor Total NA NA NA  NA NA NA 

Note: MS - Mean Squares, LF - Lack  Fit and NA – Not Applicable. 

3.4 Regression Statistics for the Development of DRPAC 

The predicted  of 0.8505 and 0.8266 from yield and MBR responses respectively were in 

reasonable agreement with their adjusted  of 0.9043 and 0.9048. The difference is less than 0.2 

(Messaoud and Houas, 2015). The high value of  indicates that the variables in the model 

agree while low  implies that the variable in the model are poor (Zamani et al., 2017). 

Adequate Precision measures the signal to noise ratio. A ratio greater than 4 is desirable. The 
ratio of 17.846 and 14.750 for yield and MBR responses, respectively, indicate an adequate signal. 
This model can be used to navigate the design space. The Coefficient of Variation (CV) obtained 
for yield and MBR responses were 8.27 and 3.54 %, respectively. For the model to be 
reproducible, the value of CV must be less than 10 percent (Amole et al., 2021; Latinwo et al., 
2019). 

3.5 Model Equation of Responses for the Development of DRPAC 

The equation in terms of coded factors was used to make predictions about the response for 
given levels of each factor. By default, the high levels of the factors are coded as +1, and the low 
levels are coded as -1. The coded equation is useful for identifying the relative impact of the 
factors by comparing the factor coefficients (Latinwo et al., 2019). The final model equation in 
terms of real components for yield and MBR are represented in Equations 4 and 5. The model 
equations show the relationship between the factors used. Each yield and MBR response are 
discussed based on the factor interaction that can be applied in all experimental regions. 
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where A is the activant concentration, B is the impregnation time, C is the carbonization 
temperature and D is the carbonization time. 

3.6 Model Graphs of Responses for the Development of DRPAC 

The model graphs for yield and MBR are represented in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 (a-f) represent 
the 3-D plots of yield response, while Figure 2 (a-f) represent the 3-D plots of MBR response. 
The interactive effect of activant concentration, impregnation time, carbonization temperature 
and carbonization time on the yield and MBR, respectively, for dye removal are shown in Figures 
1 and 2.  

   

(a) (b) (c) 

   

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 1: 3-D plots of yield response between a) A and B b) A and C c) A and D d) B and C e) B 
and D f) C and D 
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(a) (b) (c) 

   

(d) (f) (e) 

Figure 2: 3-D plots of MBR response between a) A and B b) A and C c) A and D d) B and C e) 
B and D f) C and D 

3.7 Numerical Optimization Study of the Responses Selected  
The responses selected (yield and MBR) were set to “maximize” while the factors were set to “in 
range”. The highest desirability selected for the development of DRPAC was 1.000. The highest 
limit suggested for percentage yield was 69.6 % while the lowest limit was 22 %. Similarly, the 
highest MBR limit was 19.5412 mg/g and the lowest limit was at 17.1404 mg/g as shown in 
Table 5. The optimum value suggested by the software for the factors were 0.733 mg/L, 20.804 
h, 302.153 °C and 37.152 min  for activant concentration, impregnation time, carbonization 
temperature and carbonization time, respectively. The experimental value for yield was 21.653 %, 
while the numerical value was 21.792 %. The experimental value of MBR was 19.433 mg/g, 
while the numerical value was 19.713 mg/g. The percentage error for both yield and MBR were 
very low, as shown in Table 5 and Figure 3, which indicates the suitability of the Delonix regia 
pods for the adsorption study (Amole et al. 2021). 

Table 5: Result of validation of optimization process of DRPAC 

 A(mg/l) B 
(h) 

C 
(°C) 

D  
(min) 

Yield  
(%) 

MBR  
(mg/g) 

Numerical Optimization  0.733 20.80 302 37.15 21.792 19.713 
Experimental values 0.733 20.80 302 37.15 21.653 19.433 
% Difference     0.638 1.420 

A-Activant concentration, B-Impregnation time, C-Temperature, D-Carbonization time 
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Figure 3: Plot of Numerical Optimization Result 

4.0 Conclusion  

Locally available materials from agricultural residues were developed as adsorbents to remove 
methylene blue from industrial wastewater. The optimum process parameters for MB removal 
were activant concentration (0.733 mg/l), impregnation time (20.80 h), carbonization 

temperature (302 ℃) and carbonization time (37.15 mins). It was concluded that the DRP could 
be effectively used as a locally available adsorbent to remove dyes from an aqueous solution.  
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ABSTRACT 

Development of various materials on nano-meter scale has revolutionized several industries 
including oil and gas sector. Nanotechnology is the science, engineering and technology of the 
development and application of nano-materials which are either natural or synthetic.  The 
projection that oil and gas sector will be confronted with various complicated technical 
challenges in the next few decades has prompted researchers to investigate various 
nanotechnology techniques to address current and possible future technical challenges. The use 
of nanomaterials for drilling fluid (DF) formulation has gained attention in recent times. This is 
because as the demand of natural oil and gas increases globally, there is continuous need to drill 
deeper through complicated and unconventional formations. In order to achieve successful 
drilling process through these unconventional formations, a carefully formulated drilling fluid 
must be used. Nano-based DFs are considered to have great potential for successful drilling 
through complicated formations such as shale. Several researchers have investigated various 
nano-particles as drilling fluid additives for formulation of DFs that can withstand severe down-
hole conditions such as high pressure and temperature. This review article summarizes recent 
progress made on nano-based DF formulation. Effects of nano-particles on drilling fluid 
rheological and filtration properties were highlighted. Current challenges and future prospects in 
nano-based drilling fluids formulation were also discussed. 

Keywords: Drilling fluids, nano-particles, nano-fluids, nano-additives, rheology  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The natural oil and gas exploration industry face a range of challenges. The results of which have 
resulted into an increase in costs, and limitations in the operating envelope of DF applications 
(Mattew, 2004). This disadvantage presents a significant market opportunity for nanomaterials-
based solution providers in oil and gas business.  Nanotechnology is a branch of science and 
technology that produces particles with size ranging between 1-100 nm. Nano-materials exhibit 
unique properties which can extensively improve the rheological properties of DFs (Mattew, 
2004). Amanullah and Al-Tahini (2009) described nano-materials as the most promising 
materials for smart fluid design in oil and gas field application due to its extremely improved 
physical, chemical, mechanical, electrical, thermal and hydrodynamic properties. The interaction 
potential of nano-materials is excellent when compared to parent materials. Nano- fluids can be 
classified as simple (fluid with one nano-sized additive) and advanced nano-fluids (fluids 
containing more than one nano-sized additive) (Abdul Rasak et al., 2014). 

mailto:jimonseur2013@gmail.com
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Nader and Milad (2012) highlighted the possible effect of nanomaterials in oil and gas industry.  
The author presented a critical review covering assessment of nano-fluid in drilling operations 
and economic benefits in the exploration industry. The authors concluded that application of 
nanoparticles could reduce circulation loss, by creating a carrying capacity sufficient enough to 
transport drill cuttings efficiently and maintain the density and pressure over a broad range of 
operational conditions.  Nano-fluid decreases the exposure of shale to drilling fluids. This is due 
to ultrafine particle sizes which are smaller than pore throat sizes of shales. Nano-particles plug 
the pores and hence, prevent swelling and wellbore instability.  

Moreover, nano-based fluids provide significantly reduce the frictional resistance between the 
pipe and the borehole wall by forming of thin lubricating film in the wall-pipe interface. The 
authors also stated that the future possibilities for nanotechnology in  

oil and gas sector include corrosion management for offshore and onshore, environmental 
management, lighter-weight, rigid and stronger structural composites for drilling facilities. Similar 
reviews from Friedheim et al. (2012) and Hoelscher et al. (2013) on application of 
nanotechnology in oil fields have been published. A review of various nano-particles for the 
formulation of enhanced DF has also been reported by Vrysaz and Kelessidis (2017). Their 
review is focused mainly on experimental results with a view to providing information to 
companies and researchers towards formulating a better and smarter drilling fluid. 

In this paper, effects of these nano-particles on drilling fluid properties such as rheology, 
filtration and thermal properties are comprehensively discussed. Challenges of nano-based 
drilling fluid including its possible environmental effects are reported. Various synthetic 
approaches were critically reviewed. Future research and innovation on application of 
nanoparticles in oil and gas operation is highlighted. 

2.0  Nano-Additives in Drilling Fluid Formulation 

Quite a number of different Nano-Particles (NPs) have been used to develop water-based DF on 
the laboratory scale and only very few have been tested on the field (Borisov et al. 2015; Taha 
and Lee, 2015; Pan et al., 2018). NPs can be synthesized via physical, chemical and biological 
methods. Basically, the two approaches employed in the synthesis of NPs are bottom-up and 
top-down techniques.  Bottom-up is when the nano-structure is created from smaller building 
blocks, and most chemical synthesis are typically bottom-up. The top-down is when the nano-
structure is from a bigger piece. Physical method is the simplest method of making nano-
particles in form of powder. This is usually achieved using various types of mills. Previously used 
nano-particles for drilling fluid formulation and their respective synthesis methods are 
summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1: Nano-Particles previously used in Drilling Fluid Formulation 

Type Method References 

Al2O3  NP Commercial Alsaba et al. 2020 
CuO NP Commercial Vryzas et al. 2015; Alsaba 

et al. 2020 
Polymer-based nano-silica 
composite 

Inverse micro Emulsion 
polymerization 

Mao et al. 2015 

SiO2 Commercial Li et al. 2015 
SiO2  NP Commercial Vryzas et al. 2015 
Magnetic Fe3O4  NP Synthetic approach (custom 

made) 
Vrysaz et al. 2016 
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Polyanionic cellulose NP Ball milling Fereydouni et al. 2012 
MWCNT Chemical vapour deposition Abdul Rasak et al. 2014 
CNT Chemical vapour deposition  
Functionalized CNT  Nitric Acid treatment of CNT Fazelabdolabadi et al. 

2015 
-COOH functionalized  CNT Ball milling, -COOH treatment Chai et al. 2014 
Carboxy methylcelluose NP Ball milling Manea, 2012 
Carboxy methylcelluose NP  Saboori et al. 2012 
Cellulose nano-crystals (CNC) Hydrolysis of Microfibrillated  

Cellulose (MFC) 
Li et al., 2015 

Nano-grahite and nano- silicon 
wires 

Synthetic approach Naseer et al. 2013 

Fe (OH)3  NP Synthesis between Fe III chloride 
and NaOH 

Zakaria et al. 2011 

ZnO and CuO NP Commercial William et al. 2014 
TiO2NP Synthesis with so-gel method Alsaba et al. 2020 
Nano graphite and nano-
silicon wires 

Water in oil micro emulsion Naseer et al. 2013 

 

3. EFFECTS OF NANO-ADDITIVES ON DRILLING FLUID PROPERTIES 

3.1 Rheology 

Li et al. (2015) investigated the effect of cellulose nano-particles as rheology and filtration 
modifiers in bentonite (BT) water-based DF. The NPs used were Micro-fibrillated Cellulose 
(MFC) and Cellulose nano-crystals (CNCs). The CNCs were isolated from the sulfuric acid 
hydrolysis of the MFC. The resulting CNCs had smaller dimension, more negative surface 
charges and superior stability in aqueous solution. Rheological results showed CNC/BT 
suspension exhibited improved rheological properties than MFC/BT suspension but with a 
shear thinning behaviour. The authors attributed the result to strong surface interaction among 
the BT layers, CNCs and immobilized H2O molecules compared to MFC. Addition of 
Polyanionic Cellulose (PAC) remarkably improves the rheological properties of the CNCs/BT 
suspension signifying a synergetic effect between the PAC and CNCs. 

Fereydouni et al. (2012) studied the effect of bulk polyanionic cellulose polymer and polyanionic 
cellulose nano-particles on rheological properties of DF. The authors investigated the effect of 
nano-PAC and bulk PAC on fluid cake thickness and H2O loss of DF. Experimental result 
showed that increase in area to volume ratio of nano-particles resulted in increase absorption on 
the clay particle. Moreover, polymeric nano-particles results in more colloidal particle formation 
in the fluid. The authors concluded that the addition of nano-PAC caused the quantity of water 
loss and cake thickness to be reduced. Hence, the fluid can preserve gel specification for longer 
time.   

Abdul-Rasak et al. (2014) studied the effect of multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) on the 
rheological properties of DF. The authors focused their research on the determination of 
optimal concentration of multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) to produce improved 
rheological properties in water-based and ester-based DFs at different temperatures. Their results 
revealed that rheological properties like plastic viscosity, yield point and gel strength were 
significantly affected by various concentrations of MWCNTs. However, 0.01 ppb of MWCNTs 
gave the lowest fluid volume of 4.4 and 1.9 ml at low pressure and temperature condition and at 
high pressure and temperature condition, respectively. In ester-based DF, gel strength and 
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emulsion stability are slightly increased as MWCNTs concentration increases. The result 
indicated that MWCNTs can be used  with conventional fluid loss control additives. It was also 
discovered that temperature had effect on the drilling fluid rheological properties. The authors 
concluded that MWCNTs can be used as additive in DF based on the improvement observed in 
the DF rheological properties. 

Abdo and Hannef (2013) developed beneficiated drilling fluids using clay nano-particles to 
explore of deep hydrocarbon wells. Oman palygoskite (Pal) was processed for the first time in 
nano-form (10–20 nm diameter). The authors stated that significant improvement in rheology 
was observed when Pal nano particles were added in little quantity with montmorillonite and 
water. Hence, it could be used as rheology control agent and substitute expensive drilling fluid 
additives. They also reported that the formulated fluid exhibited good stability at high 
temperature and pressure. They concluded that DF with Pal nanoparticles can be designed for 
utmost versatility to achieve optimum drilling performance. 

Amanullah et al. (2011) presented a paper that described the formulation and preliminary  results 
for various nano-based DFs. The authors developed a nano-based drilling fluid using a blend of 
nano additives. The rheological and filtration properties were evaluated. Time dependent 
behaviour of the rheological properties of the fluid was determined. Initial fluid formulation with 
water soluble polymeric viscosifier indicated that the development of an efficient and functional 
nano-based DF is difficult using water or salt water as a fluid phase. The results showed that the 
nano-based fluid had virtually similar rheological properties immediately after preparation, and 
also after 18, 48 and 72 hrs of static ageing. This shows that the newly formulated nano-based 
DF had both short as well as long term stability. The authors concluded that macro material has 
lower surface area to volume ratio, and possesses and possesses lower mechanical, chemical, 
physical and thermal properties compared to micro and nano-material. 

3.2  Filtration Properties 

Infiltration of DF into the porous permeable formation could result in swelling and well bore 
damage (Kosynkin et al. 2011). Invasion of fluid into the formation may create a zone of reduced 
permeability around the well bore which may result in lower production rate (Navarrete et al. 
2000). Thus, a functional DF should have suitable filtration properties (low filtrate loss and thin 
permeable filter cake). 

Yang et al. (2014) prepared nano- graphene oxide (GO) for use as an ultra-strong filtrate loss 
control in water-based DF. The performance on filtrate loss was evaluated using API standard 
filtration tests and the result was compared with various fluid-loss-control additives. Their results 
show that GO performances are much better than the additives for comparison at relatively low 
concentration, due to adequate dispersion of nano-sheets. The authors concluded that GO 
exhibited exceptional effect on controlling fluid loss even in the absence of bentonite, which is a 
significant improvement over conventional polymer additives. 

Adel et al. (2014) investigated the reduction of formation damage and fluid loss using nano-sized 
silica oxide as additive in DF. The authors studied the effect of three different sizes of nano-
sized silica oxide to determine the nanoparticle size range that yields minimum filtrate loss. 
Experiments were conducted to determine the relationship between the filtrate volume and 
nanoparticles concentration that gave lowest filtrate loss and cost. Their result showed that the 
optimum size range of nano-particles was 5-15 nm. The most economic and yet efficient 
concentration of nanoparticles is 10 %wt/vol, which leads to  49.31 % reduction in fluid loss 
when compared with the base fluid. The authors concluded that nanoparticles proved to be 
more effective in reducing the filtrate losses than conventional fluid loss reducer.  
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Filtration experiment carried out by Li et al. (2015) using cellulose NP revealed that the initial 
bentonite (BT) fluid had fluid loss (FL) of 34.6 ml. Addition of MFC and CNCs to the bentonite 
suspension resulted in distinct FL properties. MFC had little impact on the FL; whereas the FL 
gradually decreased as the concentration of CNCs increased from 0.1 to 1.0 wt %.  CNC/BT 
drilling fluid with 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 wt % of CNCs had FL volume of 31.0, 26.9, 23.9, and 
19.3 mL, showing a decrease of 10.4, 22.3, 30.9, and 44.2%, respectively, when compared to the 
initial BT fluid. At the same concentration, CNC/BT drilling fluid yielded to a large extent, 
thinner filter cake than MFC/BT drilling fluid particularly at a high concentration.  Addition of 
0.1 and 0.5 wt % of PAC into CNC/BT drilling fluid remarkably decreased the FL volume and 
filter cake thickness to 16.8 mL/0.20 mm and 13.0 mL/0.15 mm, respectively. The authors 
concluded that PAC/CNCs/BT drilling fluid exhibited improved filtration properties than 
CNC/BT drilling fluid and that the research could open a path way for novel generation of 
additives in DF application. 

Manea (2012) studied the filtration properties of DF prepared with nano sized polymer additives. 
The polymers used by the authors were carboxymethlcellulose (CMC) as viscosity controller and 
poly-hydroxyl as fluid loss reducer. Experimental results showed that the dispersions with CMC 
in nano sized particles have lower absolute values of shear stress, though the pH influence is 
more significant. Also, contamination with nano sized bentonite increases the shear stress 
significantly; contamination with sodium chloride increases the viscosity, while the 
contamination with calcium chloride affected the fluid stability. They concluded that that the use 
of nano size polymer additives resulted in reduced filtration with a filtrate with enhanced oil 
recovery properties. Table 2 shows the summary of some experimental study on filtration 
properties of nano-based drilling fluids.  

Table 2: Summary of Experimental study on filtration properties of nano-based drilling fluid 

Type of NP Particle 
size (nm) 

Conc. FL % 
reduction 
in FL 

FC Thickness References 

Functionalized  
CNT 

15 1 % vol 26.3 7.4 - Fazelabdolabadi 
et al. 2015 

Fe2O3  2.5 11.9 -0.83 0.476 in Mahmoud et al. 
2016 

SiO2  1.5 18.9 57.50 0.428 in Mahmoud et al. 
2016 

Nano graphite 
and nano-
silicon wires 

40 3 12 50 - Naseer et al. 

Nano-silica 5-15 10 7.15 41.39 - Adel et al. 2014 

 

3.3  Thermal Stability 

Thermal conductivity is an essential parameter in the selection of coolant fluid in heat transfer 
operations (Xie et al. 2011). Fluids with high thermal conductivity are able to conduct and 
dissipate heat generated compared to fluids with poor thermal conductivity. Drilling fluids with 
high heat transfer performance are desirable due to the excessive heat generated as a result of 
friction between the drill bit and the rock surface. Excessive heat production during drilling 
process has been a challenge to drilling operators, therefore, design and formulation of drilling 
fluid with exceptional heat transfer properties is of paramount importance. 
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Williams et al. (2014) studied the effect of ZnO and CuO nanoparticles on thermal properties of 
water-based DFs. The nano-drilling fluid was developed at concentrations 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 wt% 
in xanthan aqueous solution as a base fluid. Experimental results showed an increment in 
thermal conductivity of the nano-drilling fluid as concentration increases. The authors reported 
that CuO nano DF had better thermal conductivity compared to ZnO nano-DF. The authors 
concluded that improvement in the thermal conductivity gives the nano-drilling fluid an 
opportunity in high temperature and pressure drilling environment. 

Fazelabdolabadi, et al. (2015) investigated the effect of functionalized CNT on thermal 
conductivity of water-based drilling fluid. The CNT was functionalized via nitric acid treatment. 
Results showed that there was 23.2 % increment in the thermal conductivity at ambient 
temperature at 1 % vol. functionalized CNT. There was further increment to 31.8 % when the 
temperature was increased to 50 °C indicating its applicability at higher temperatures. 

Naseer et al. (2013) developed a DF using nano-graphite and nano- silicon wires to increase the 
efficiency of drilling operations  and ensure maximum accessibility to new and matured oil 
reserves. Experimental results showed that increase in temperature (up to 90 ºC) had  
detrimental effect on the rheological properties of the normal DF while nano fluid was able to 
retain all the desired rheological properties at elevated temperature and pressure. The authors 
concluded that the formulated nano fluid has prospect for application in deep wells where 
elevated temperatures and pressures are common.  Experimental studies on thermal conductivity 
of nano-based drilling fluids are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3: Summary of experimental study on thermal conductivity of nano-based drilling fluid 

Type of NP Particle 
size 

Conc. 
wt% 

TC of Nano-
fluid (W/mK) 

% increase  in TC 
over base mud 

References 

ZnO <50 nm 0.5 0.652 34.43 William et al. 
2014 

CuO <50nm 0.5 0.673  38.76 William et al. 
2014 

TiO2 20nm 0.3  150 Sabbaghi et al. 
2015 

MWCNT  1  22.3 Sedaghatzadeh et 
al. 2012 

Functionalised 
CNT 

15 1 - 31.8 Fazelabdolabadi, 
et al. 2015 

TC = Thermal conductivity 

4. CHALLENGES OF USE OF NANO PARTICLES 

Despite the huge success recorded in the use of nano particles as DF additives, some identified 
challenges associated with the use of nano particles in DF formulations cannot be ignored. 
Addressing these challenges will encourage the use of nano-based drilling fluids on the oil field. 
The cost of nano-particles has been a serious challenge. The process of chemical synthesis of 
nano particles should be economically viable for its successful application on the oil field. Most 
of the chemical synthesis processes has been investigated on a laboratory scale, only few 
techniques are currently adopted for commercial scale production. How economical is the large-
scale production of the nano-particles for its successful application in drilling fluid formulation 
on the oil field? This is an important research question that must be answered. Treatment and 
disposal of nano-based DF is another pressing challenge. In recent studies, most nano-particles 
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used are non-biodegradable, which could pose serious threat to the environment if not properly 
treated and disposed. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

This review has highlighted recent advancements in the development of nano-based DFs for 
application in oil and gas exploration. The article presents various synthesis techniques, and the 
effects of various nanoparticles on the rheology, filtration and thermal properties of the 
developed drilling fluids. No doubt, addition of nanoparticles to water-based drilling fluid has 
significantly improved the rheological, filtration and thermal properties of the DF. Hence, nano-
based drilling fluid could be said to be viable alternative to the conventional micro and macro-
based drilling fluids when exploring unconventional hydrocarbon reservoirs such as shale 
especially at high pressure and high temperature conditions.   

So far, physical and mechanical particle size reduction of existing additives without the addition 
of nano-particles has not received much attention. Particle size reduction  from micro to nano 
size using ball milling could be a viable alternative to various expensive chemical synthesis 
processes of nanoparticles. Development of nanoparticles from existing drilling fluid additives 
will encourage the formulation of complex nano drilling fluid that can cope with various well 
conditions without incurring additional cost. 

Information regarding the flow hydraulics of nano-based drilling fluids is very diminutive in 
literature. Effort should be made to investigate further the dynamic flow properties of nano-
based drilling fluid especially when pressure loss in the annulus could pose extreme danger. 
Furthermore, the addition of nano-particles to drilling fluid formulated using non-synthetic bio-
polymers should be given attention. The use of non-synthetic biopolymers as substitute for 
imported synthetic additives has gain attention in recent time. However, the integrity of such 
drilling fluid regarding the ability to withstand harsh conditions experienced in unconventional 
wells is still questionable. Addition of nanoparticles could possibly address the challenges 
identified with such fluid. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study focuses on the hydrothermal squeezing effect on fluid transport. Fluid properties 
effects arising from the transport phenomenon of the nanofluid are investigated. Fluid 
parameters such as hall, thermal radiation, heat generation and variably applied magnetic field on 
parallel plates are presented. The fluid transport mechanics through the parallel plates are 
described by highly successive, coupled, order of partial differentials. This is reduced to ordinary 
form utilizing similarity variables, analyzed with the aid of the variation of parameters method. 
Results obtained from analysis reveals high hall effects abates flow of fluid particles towards the 
boundary of the upper plates, conversely thermal transfer improves rapidly towards the upper 
plates with enhanced thermal radiation .Obtained results validated against literatures at simple 
conditions shows good accuracy. Study provides useful insight to practical applications including 
food processing, lubrication, and polymer processing amongst other similar applications. 

Keywords: Hydrothermal flow; Nanofluids; Squeezing; Hall Effect; Thermal Radiation. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The study of nanofluids through transport mediums has been a wide and interesting topic to 
researchers over the years. As this fluid category having nano sizing metallic filings has improved 
heat exchange capacity tremendously in process and thermal exchange applications. This is 
highly important in these modern times of energy conservation, energy pricing and process 
optimization. In the light of these, the computational analysis of nanofluid under magnetic 
biconvection flow with multiple slips over a wedge was studied by (Uddin et al. 2018). Flow and 
radiation heat transfer was simulated by (Hosseini et al. 2019) having variable heat flux and 
chemical reaction through porous medium. (More and Jones, 2015)  proposed solution to heat 
transfer nonlinear problem. Auxiliary parameter for analytical heat transfer problem was studied 
by (Sikander et al.2016). Newtonian and non-Newtonian analysis of nanofluid was performed by 
(Hatami and Jing, 2016). Nanofluid forced convection flow considering shape particles was 
presented by (Sheikholeslami and Batti, 2017). Unsteady analysis of magneto hydrodynamic 
Eyring Powell squeezing flow under radiation and joule heating through a stretch channel was 
presented by (Ghadikolahi et al, 2017)) . Magneto hydrodynamic nanofluid of water and GO 
through porous channel under effect of thermal radiation was presented by (Dogonchi, 2017). 
(Bank and Dash, 2015)  investigated the chemical reaction effect through porous medium having 
heat absorption. Thermophoresis and Brownian unsteady flow over slandering surface with slip 
effects was studied by (Ramana Reddy et al, 2017). Heat transfer effect of nanofluid through 
expanding and contracting channel was presented by (Akinshilo, 2018).  Hydrothermal analysis 
of nanofluid through squeezing parallel plates was studied by (Hosseinzadeh et al, 2018). 
Nonlinear equations for fluid flow in varying geometry was analyzed by (Sikander et al, 2018). 
The combined electric and magnetic effect on Maxwell nanofluid over a stretching surface under 
heat and theral radiation was studied by (Khan et al,2018). Thermal radiation and nanoparticles 
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suspension was explored by (Mahanthesh et al, 2018).  for mixed convective boundary layer 
flow. 

For engineering problems described by higher order, coupled systems of nonlinear relations 
requires either numerical or analytical method of solution. Hence in this study the variation of 
parameters method has been selected due to its ability to solve strongly nonlinear models, highly 
successive with minimal round off errors, as against other methods of solutions obtained in 
literatures from (Mustafa, 2014) till Asha and Sunitha, 2020). 

Hence in this paper the hydrothermal squeezing flow of nanofluid through parallel plates held 
against each other is presented. The study is analyzed using the variational parameters method, in 
the bid of examining the effect of rheological parameters on fluid transport including hall, 
radiation and heat generated through molecular fluid flow. 

2.0 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

This study is concerned with squeezing incompressible two-dimensional flow of nanofluid 

between two parallel at a distance 
1/2( ) (1 )h t H at   between each other. The model of the 

problem is depicted in Figure 1. As seen in Figure 1, the nanofluid flows through the parallel 

plates imposed with variable magnetic field,
1/2

0B( ) (1 )t B at    at a perpendicular direction to 
the plates, as flow patterns through the parallel plates for squeezing flow is axisymmetric.  

 

Figure 1. Physical model of problem. 

The parallel plates are arranged vertically against each other with the lower plate moving toward 
or against the upper plates. As the plates moves toward the upper plate or in a separate position, 

this is connoted by 0a  and 0a  . The viscous dissipation effect as the nanofluid flow along 
with the generated heat remains intact due to the friction caused by shear forces in the flow. 
Effect of dissipation is largely important on high speed flows and largely viscous fluid. Since the 
nanofluid is a two-component mixture, the following assumption has been considered. No-
chemical reaction, fluid incompressibility neglecting viscous dissipation, nano-solid-particles and 
the base fluid are in thermal equilibrium and without any slip between them. The equations 
which govern the flow, heat and mass transfer in viscous fluid has been considered subject to the 
above are described as follows [Hosseinzadeh et al, 2018]: 
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  as given in (Asha and 

Sunitha, 2020), velocity vector can be expressed as
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here u and v are represent velocity components in the r- and z-directions, respectively, ρ is the 
density, μ is the dynamic viscosity, p is the pressure, T is the temperature, C is the nanoparticles 

concentration, α is the thermal diffusivity, BD
 is the Brownian motion coefficient, mT

 is the 
mean fluid temperature and k is the thermal conductivity. The total diffusion mass flux for 
nanoparticles is the last term in the energy equation which is given as a sum of the Brownian 
motion and thermophoresis terms. The parameters of similarity solution are as follows: 
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Radiation effect due to heat flux is expressed using the Rooseland approximation in (Hosseini et 
al, 2019). For radiation to be valid an optically dense medium is required, owing to short travel 
distance of radiation before been absorbed or scattered. The heat flux due to radiation is 
presented as follows: 
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The linear expression of temperature
4T , assuming thermal flow differences is very small. 

Expanding 
4T  using the Taylor series about mT  , which is the free stream temperature. Upon 

neglecting higher order terms yields
4 3 44 3m mT T T  , this can be simply shown as: 
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By removing the pressure gradient from Eqs. (2) and (3), then rewriting Eqs. (4) and (5), the final 
nonlinear equations can be obtained as follows according to (Asha and Sunitha, 2020): 
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Boundary conditions are described as follows: 

(0) , (0) 0, (0) (0) 1f A f       

1
(1) , (1) 0, (1) (1) 0

2
f f      

 

                                                                                  
(10) 

Where S is the Squeeze number, A is the suction/blowing parameter, M is the Hartmann 
number, Nb is the Brownian motion parameter, m is the hall parameter, R is the radiation 
parameter Nt is the Thermophoretic parameter, Pr is the Prandtl number and Le is the Lewis 

number,  is the heat generation term  and are defined as follows: 
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The continuity equation is identically satisfied. It should be noted that A > 0 indicates the 
suction of fluid from the lower disk, while A < 0 represents the injection flow. 

2.1 Principles of the variation of parameter’s method 

The technical procedures or procedural concept of the variation of parameters method (VPM) 
for the analysis of coupled, nonlinear, differential higher order equation systems are expressed as 
follows, Nonlinear differential equation is the operator form. 

     Lf Wf Nf Z    
          (12) 

L is the highest order derivative and easily convertible 

W is the linear operator remainder and less compared with L 

Z is the system input or source term 

N is the nonlinear equation term 

Eq. (12) after decomposing into linear and nonlinear terms L and N respectively. Therefore, the 
VPM can be expressed as shown 
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M is the order of the given differential equation 

Ki is an unknown constant which could be obtained using initial or final boundary condition. 

 ( , )s   is the multiplier which reduces the equation integration order. This is obtained upon 
the application of the Wronskian technique stated in (Akinshilo, 2018). 
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2.2 Application of the variation of parameter’s method 
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Applying the standard procedural method of the variation of parameters expressed in Eq. (15). 
The governing equations are expressed as: 
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The constants 1k , 2k , 3k  and 4k are constants of integration. They are obtained by taking the 
highest order in the linear term Eqs. (16) - (18). This is integrated to derive the final scheme 
form. Upon applying the boundary condition Eq. (10), the iterative scheme can be easily 
expressed as: 
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As observed in the analysis for velocity, thermal and concentration profiles in Eqs. (19)- (27). 
The final expression of the velocity, thermal and concentration profile can be represented as 
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Table 1 Comparison of values of η for dimensionless concentration profile. Where 
A=M=S=Le=Nb=Nt=1, Pr=6.2, R=δ=m=0. 

 

η ϕ(η)     

 HPM [12] CM [12] FEM [12] VPM Error 

0 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.0000 0.0000 

0.1 0.779370558 0.9000934056 0.9112683052 0.9012 0.0100683052 

0.2 0.6012650162 0.7989509826 0.8108534964 0.7932 0.0176534964 

0.3 0.4559056726 0.6970283829 0.7064057452 0.6934 0.0130057452 

0.4 0.3359299240 0.5947812584 0.6016217396 0.5923 0.0093217396 

0.5 0.2360877164 0.4926652610 0.4980783825 0.4972 0.0008783825 

0.6 0.1530318820 0.3911360429 0.3962207368 0.3916 0.0046207368 

0.7 0.08537940058 0.2906492357 0.2959127913 0.2954 0.0005127913 

0.8 0.03409554226 0.1916605515 0.196753453 0.1965 0.0002534530 

0.9 0.003119131100 0.09462558233 0.0982635139 0.0973 0.0009635139 

1.0 0.00000000000 0.0000000000 0.0000000000 0.0000 0.0000000000 

 

3.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

This section discusses the analyses reported graphically, as obtained from the analytical solutions 
in Figures 2-12. These are validated for the simplistic case for the concentration profile as shown 
in Table 1. Comparison of solution against the Homotopy perturbation method (HPM), 
collocation method (CM) and finite element method (FEM) shows good agreement. The effect 
of hall on the fluid flow is seen in Figure 2 which shows hall effect abates flow along the plates 
which is lowest at the upper plate. In Figure 3, it is observed that as injection is experienced for 
A<0 fluid velocity appreciates towards the mid plate. Similarly as suction occurs A>0, rapid fluid 
flow towards the upper plate is seen. Plates squeezing effect is seen in Figure 3 which shows for 
S>0 plates moves together and for S<0 plates recedes. This phenomena reveals decreasing flow 
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through the plates. However the rate of flow of receding plates is lower compared to the 
squeezing flow. 

 

Figure 2. Effects of hall parameter (m) on velocity. 

 

Figure 3. Effects of A constant on velocity. 
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Figure 4. Effects of squeeze parameter (S) on velocity. 

Temperature variation along plates is seen in Figures 5-7. These shows heat exchange through 
the transport medium has flow process takes place. As seen in Figure 5, it is observed that 
enhanced radiation of fluid along the plates increases thermal exchange enhance thermal 
distribution along the boundary increases. Internal heat generated in the fluid due to viscous 
dissipation effects as molecules flow through the plates is shown in Figure 6, this shows 
decreasing thermal distribution along the plates. This is significant at the lower plate. Prandtl 
parameter effect on thermal exchange is observed in Figure 7, as seen temperature distribution 
decreases following consequent improvement of Prandtl term. 

 

Figure 5. Effects of radiation parameter (R) on temperaturere. 

 

.             Figure 6. Effects of heat generation ( ) on temperature. 
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Figure 7. Effects of Prandtl number (Pr) on temperature 

 

Figure 8. Effects of Lewis number (Le) on concentration. 

 

Figure 9. Effects of Squeeze parameter (S) on concentration 

 

Figure 10. Effects of Squeeze parameter and A constant on skin friction. 
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Figure 11. Effects of Squeeze parameter and heat generation on Nuss 

 

Figure 12. Effects of Squeeze parameter and Lewis number on Sherwood number 

Concentration effect of fluid transport is observed in Figures 8-9. This shows concentration 
abates from the lower plates, but as fluid molecules approaches midplate a reverse situation is 
seen as concentration rises up till about the upper plates for varying Lewis term in Figure 8. 
Similarly squeezing effect on concentration is examined in Figure 9 for receding plates (S<0) 
concentration decreases at the lower plates while as fluid particles moves to the upper plates a 
surge in concentration is noticed for plates coming together (S>0). Physical engineering terms of 
interest such as skin, Nusselt and Sherwood number are reported graphically in Figures 10-12. 
This shows for skin friction Figure 10, suction flow of fluid through the channel improves shear 
stress. As seen in Figure 11, for plates coming together heat generation improves consequently 
thermal transfer. As plates recedes concentration decreases while as plates comes together 
concentration decreases highly further in Figure 12. 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, squeezing hydrothermal analysis of nanofluid is considered. System of fluid 
transport is developed using coupled model of ordinary differentials transformed from partial 
orders using suitable similarity transforms. These are analyzed using the variation of parameters 
method. Results are reported graphically are discussed. This shows abating flow of fluid particles 
towards the boundary of the upper plates, conversely thermal transfer improves rapidly towards 
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the upper plates with enhanced thermal radiation. Comparison of solution obtained from the 
analysis with proves satisfactory with literatures. . Study provides useful insight to practical 
applications including food processing, lubrication, and polymer processing amongst other 
similar applications.  
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Introduction 

Since the word “health” appeared approximately in the year 1000AD, there have been many 
definitions of health in literature (Rebhan, 2010). World Health Organization (WHO, 1948) 
defined health as: “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the 
absence of disease or infirmity’’. This definition has been widely used though it is also much 
criticized as an impossible condition (Last, 2001 and Gatrell and Elliot, 2009).  In the World 
Health Organization, health promotion initiative was defined as the extent to which an individual 
or a group is able to realize aspirations and satisfy needs, and to change or cope with the 
environment; a resource of everyday living, not objective of living. (WHO 1984). 

A dictionary of epidemiology defines health as a state characterized by anatomical, physiological 
and psychological integrity; an ability to perform personally valued family, work and community 
roles to deal with physical, biological and psychological stress, a feeling of well-being and 
freedom from the risk of disease and untimely death. Gatrell and Elliot (2009) defined health, as 
the availability of resources, both personal and societal that help man to achieve individual 
potential; being physically and mentally `fit’ and capable of functioning effectively for the good 
of the wider society; a ‘strength’, fitness or energy or engaging in healthy life styles. 

Health is a multidimensional concept that can be measured in many different ways such as life 
satisfaction and self-reported health status. Self-reported is a widely used measure of current and 
future well-being and health (Koivumaa –Hon Kanen, 1998; Schaefer et al. 2007; Strine et al. 
2008 and WHO, 2000 ). It has been found to predict morbidity and it is an independent 
predictor of mortality (Kaplam et al. 1996 and Manor et al. 2001 ). 

Aspects that people consider, when assessing their health include: physical aspects (mental and 
somatic illness, medical treatment), functional ability, do they generally feel good or fit, 
adaptation and attitude towards an illness and also to some extent health behaviour and life style. 
Manor et al (2011) has studied the validity of both self-reported health and limiting long term 
illness among young adults and concluded that they are valid measures of serious diseases 
(cancer, diabetes and epilepsy) and also milder conditions (enzema and hay fever). 

Rather than restricting health to an absence of illness or disease, health should be conceptualized 
more in terms of the presence of absolute and positive qualities of well-being in which physical 
health is only one of the aspects involved (Agbola et al, 2007). 

Aim and Objectives 

 The study investigates residents’ health status within the context of occupancy ratio in 
different residential density areas in Osun State. 

 The specific objectives are:  
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- to examine respondents’ number of habitable rooms and household size and its 
impact on the incidence of malaria and measles. 

- to determine the variation of occupancy ratio across the three residential densities. 

Hypothesis 

There is no relationship between occupancy ratio and residents’ health status.  

Theoretical Framework and Literature Review 

Crowding Theory 

Crowding theory refers to the behaviours of man in relation to his environment. Crowding 
theory is concerned with the importance of privacy. According to Angel, (2010), people feel 
crowded when privacy mechanism is not functioning effectively. Man's behaviour can be 
conscious or unconscious which falls within a range of normal or abnormal. Density is a spatial 
concept while crowding is a motivational state aroused through interaction of spatial, social and 
personal factors (Agboola et al, 2007). 

Crowding occurs when the expected privacy is less than the observed privacy. It has been 
observed according to this theory that when people are engaged in high intensive activities such 
as attending to too many people or looking at too many things at the same time can cause the 
system to be overloaded which may result in depression, ill-health and fatigue. Crowding exposes 
the individual to the level of social and medical contact higher than his ability or what he desires. 
It is worthy of note at this point that crowding theory does not tie crowding to a particular 
spatial measure, as density, but crowding is' as a result of the awareness that one is being 
observed. Certain situations of high density cause people to lose control over social interaction 
because they are fired against their own wish to interact with other people such that they have no 
control over regulations of such interaction.  

The above analogy goes with the spread of some contagious and infectious diseases. In a 
crowded environment where one has a disease that is transferable such as cough, others have no 
control on the spread of the cough in the air and consciously or unconsciously others may be 
infected. Crowding theory helps to know the social and medical implications of violation of 
personal space. It equally helps to know the actions and reactions of people in relation to their 
physical and social environments. Crowding as a theoretical construct is most useful in housing 
management. This theory is applicable to tenement buildings where six to eight people 
(sometimes more) live in one apartment in an insalubrious environment (Agbola et al, 2007). This 
high occupancy ratio leads to over utilization of facilities and most often the tenants may not be 
happy. The theory is used for this study because it addresses how man responds mentally, 
physiologically and psychologically to overcrowding as a phenomenon 

Housing Condition, Residential Density and Health 

Housing condition is generally referred to as the state of fitness of dwelling unit for habitation. It 
is used to express the functional level of housing facilities. It portrays both the physical and 
internal appearances of a house. Residents' health, on the other hand, is a state of health of 
persons residing in a particular house. It is a state of physical, mental and social well being and 
not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. Livingstone (1998) stated that a healthy person is 
someone that is economically and socially active. Any condition outside this means the person is 
unhealthy. The idea of health-and-housing nexus has been raising head for long. Proscio (2004) 
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said it started in 1920, when it was discovered that lead poison infants is caused by lead based 
paint. It was not agreed upon until 1978 when lead based paint was banned in United States of 
America. The involvement of town planning in healthy home is recent but the idea of housing 
condition and health has been as old as man.  

It will be discovered from the above statement that the issue of housing conditions and health 
has been with us since the beginning of life. People are only shying away because of the cost that 
will involve in the healthy house provision. So, it is the duty of planners to embrace health - and 
housing nexus for better design and construction of healthy home. This is why this study is 
coming up at a time the campaign is oozing loud. WHO (2009) states that the stagnant nature-of 
drainage in many cities of developing countries is compounding the infection of mosquitoes. 
Mosquitoes are the vectors of malaria fever. They can only be combated through construction of 
free-flow drainage system and regular empty of stagnant water in the environment. Health 
Canada (2005) organized a research to assess the nexus between housing conditions and 
Tuberculosis. It was discovered that overcrowding and poor ventilation increased the rate of 
infection and transmission of tuberculosis among Canadians. They argued that anybody that has 
smear-positive diagnose could cough out ten contaminated droplets of M-tuberculosis basic 
droplets into the air. This M-tuberculosis bacilli may remain suspended in the air for several 
hours especially if the air exchange in the house is slow (Beggs et al, 2003).  

People may readily get infected when sharing the same apartment. Overcrowding and density is a 
long reported case which facilitates the spread of infectious diseases such as tuberculosis and 
communicable disease. It leads to plague occurrence in many places and subsequence slum 
clearance (Meade and Emch, 2010 ): It also contributes to easy spread of infectious diseases, 
accidental death, asthma, cardio vascular diseases, stress and, depression, both physical and 
mental illness (Krieger and Higgius 2002). There is a strong link between improved housing 
condition and healthy living in Liverpool U.K when extensive renovation took place in the 
area.The general health questionnaire for assessing mental health and other related shows that 
there is improvement in heart problems, high blood pressure and allergy improvement (Hunt 
and Mckemma, 1992). Yabanet E.H. (2005) assessed the living condition on' health conditions of 
Palestinian refugees in an unofficial camp in Lebanon. He used questionnaire administered on 97 
households and 437 residents. He found that the use of wood and charcoal increased mould and 
dampness. The logistic regression showed overcrowding odd ratio (OR) 3.26. He concluded that 
the refugees camp resembles the slum of the United Kingdom in the last' century, which has 
detrimental effects on health condition.        

Bonnefoy et al (2006) in their study titled Housing conditions and self-reported health status 
carried out in three cities of Eastern Europe undertook a survey of panel block housing estates 
in Eastern Germany. The study aimed to assess housing conditions and their potential health 
consequences. It was based on the empirical data collected from 259 dwellings and '601 
residents. It was concluded that several housing conditions have impact on the residents’ health. 
The survey also clearly indicated that effect of rehabilitation of residential units can lead to better 
health. Conclusively, it would be noted from the above review that the link between housing and 
health needs no scientific proof  to incorporate the ensured panorama of external factors that 
have impact on people’s health (Yabanet, 2005). Most of available research on housing condition 
and health of residents are Western oriented. They have forgotten that there are people who live 
without toilet, kitchen, electricity, water supply and dump waste indiscriminately. This is the main 
reason this research is relevant to the prevention of ill-health that rent the air everywhere in 
Nigeria especially Osun State. 
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Study Area 

Location 

Osun State is located between latitudes 70 30’ N, Longitude 40 30’E and Latitudes 7.50 N and 
Longitudes 4.50 E. The State shares boundary with Kwara State in the North, Ekiti 
State in East, Ondo State in the South East, Ogun State in the South and Oyo State in 
the West as shown in fig. 1  

 

Figure 1  Osun state in the context of nigeria in 2021 

Climate           

Climatically, Osun State is located in the tropical, hinterland region with recognizable wet and 
dry season. Wet season is between April and October while dry season is between November 
and March. The mean annual rainfall is about 1150mm, The daily temperature is about 27°C - 
37°C and the temperature range is about 4 - 6°C The climate of Osun State is 'suitable for the 
breeding of mosquitoe which is the causative agent of malaria, which is about the most 
prominent disease in the study area.    

Population     

Osun State is highly, heterogeneous in terms of population. However, since the beginning of the 
twentieth century, the population of the state has increased greatly. This increase was brought 
about by widespread adoption of modern medicine, which has resulted in a marked decline in 
infant mortality. According to 1963 census, Osun State has population of 2.72 million people. In 
1986, the population of the state was estimated at 4,802,665 based on 2.5 percent annual growth 
rate (Osun State in perspective, 1991).     

Socio-Economic Structure of Osun State   

Before the era of colonial government, the economy of the state was characterized by farming, 
craft production, dying and some few government services. However, since the establishment of 
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colonial rule, new forms of economic activities emerged. This was typical western economy such 
as street trading and industries in Osogbo and Ilesha these include consolidated brewery, steel 
rolling, machine tools, rubber/plastic industries to mention a few. Most people in the state can 
still be classified into medium and low income 'earners. Therefore majority cannot afford to live 
in a well deserved accommodation despite the increment in their household sizes. The 
consequence of this is high occupancy ratio which has direct effect on their health.  

Housing Types and Conditions 

The predominant people in the study area are Yoruba. The extended family system of Yoruba 
nation makes houses to be compacted together because relations want their houses to be 
together. Most houses were constructed without the standard set back or standard space between 
two houses' thereby making ventilation obstructed. Two major types of houses are predominant 
in the study area. These are bungalow and storey buildings.  Housing types by materials are 
much of cement blocks with or without plastering. Roofing and ceiling are much of Iron sheets 
and asbestos. In the core areas, there are houses built of mud with rusted iron roofing sheets ith 
or without plastering and ceiling in all the three cities selected for the study. 

Health Services  

Health services in the state are largely provided by the Federal, the State and the Local 
Governments. Other agencies such as commercial and industrial films, statutory corporations as 
well as private individuals also provide medical services. Apart from the Government Health 
Institutions, there are private registered ones. There are also infections Isolations Units, Child 
Welfare Centres, Rural Health Centres, Dental Centres and Health Offices all over the state. 

 Residential Landuse in Osogbo, Ilesha and Iwo 

The proportion of landuse to residential is more than any other landuse pattern in these three 
cities selected. Residential landuse in these cities can be classified into three, which are the high 
density, medium density and low density residential landuse areas. The high density areas are 
characterized with the buildings built of local materials which are partially plastered with cement 
and roofed with corrugated iron sheets. Buildings in these areas were haphazardly arranged and 
there is hardly any provision for access roads and packing facilities. Population density in this 
area is very high. Most of the buildings are poor in terms of quality of construction materials and 
simple architectural design. The area is characterized with inadequate planning, irregular building 
shapes and incompatible structures juxtaposing one another. However, it was noted that as the 
cities grow, some of the old structures are being demolished and replaced with modern buildings 
in these areas for multipurpose use. 

The medium density zone comprises independent workingman’s homes largely comprising 
residences of second-generation immigrants into the cities. The buildings are made up of modern 
Brazilian type of buildings of face-to-face rooms. Most of the buildings in this zone are of good 
quality in terms of structure and architectural design. Unlike the high density areas, the zone 
shows some elements of planning, regular building shapes, and compatible mix landuse. 

The last zone is the low density areas where the population is relatively low. This zone is made 
up of modern buildings of various categories and designs. The absence of urban sprawl in the 
peripheral areas of Osogbo and Ilesha was noted, where people develop without recall to 
planning standards. 
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Methodology and Data Analysis 

Types, Sources and Instruments of Data Collection      

Both primary and secondary data were employed. Occupancy ratio and building condition were 
sourced from primary data. Types of buildings and occupancy ratio were determined by the 
researcher himself based on field observation and knowledge of how to calculate occupancy 
ratio. This was done by dividing the number of people in the household by the number of 
habitable rooms in the house. Data on the number of times respondents visited hospital per 
annum as well as number of times respondents visited hospital for each of the two diseases were 
equally sourced as primary data from the respondents with the use of questionnaire. Also, level 
of awareness of what overcrowding is and its health implication on respondents was sourced as 
primary data. Data on the incidence of the two diseases (malaria and measles) were sourced as 
secondary data from Obafemi Awolowo University Teaching Hospital (Wesley Campus) Ilesha, 
Osun State University Teaching Hospital, Osogbo and Osun State General Hospital, Iwo.   

Residents’ health proxy index was computed by aggregating responses to awareness of effect of 
overcrowding on the incidence of measles and malaria. This was done by assigning one (1) to 
represent ‘yes’ response to each of the diseases for the past one year while two (2) was assigned 
to ‘no’ response to each of the diseases. The aggregate score for each household provides an 
index which serves as a proxy for the health’s status of each household and the higher the value 
obtained for each household better their health status. 

Data collected were analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics. Differences in 
observations were tested with chi-square statistical technique. For more rigorous analysis, 
emphatic conclusions and cross regional comparability of results, Multiple Regression Analysis 
(MRA) was employed to analyze the relationship between one independent variable (occupancy 
ratio) with two dependent variables measuring incidence of measles and malaria 

Results of Findings 

One of the noticeable effects of occupancy density and overcrowding is ill-health. Malaria and 
Measles are transferable; therefore, their magnitude of incidence was determined. It was 
observed from the survey that the incidence of malaria and measles was high in crowded 
residential housing units than where the occupancy ratio was moderately low. Occupancy ratio 
was determined with the use of number of persons per habitable room. As with many health 
determinants, the quality of accommodation and occupancy ratio is strongly related to people’s 
health status (Riva et al, 2011). 

City Variations in the Number of Habitable Rooms  

Table 1 shows that in the low residential density areas, Osogbo and Ilesha had 100.0% each of 
the respondents who had between 1–5 rooms. The case was a bit different in Iwo with 90.7%, 
7.4% and 1.9% respondents who had between 1 – 5, 6 – 10 and 11 – 15 rooms that are 
habitable. In the medium residential density areas, Osogbo equally had 100.0% respondents who 
had between 1 – 5 rooms while in Ilesha 97.5% and 2.4% respondents had between 1- 5 and 6 – 
10 habitable rooms and Iwo had 92.6% and 7.4% respondents had between 1 – 5 and 6 – 10 
rooms that are habitable. 

High residential density areas had 77.0%, 20.8%, .3% and 1.9 % respondents in Osogbo who 
had between 1 – 5, 6 – 10, 11 – 15 and 16 – 20 rooms that are habitable. Ilesha had 90.1% and 
9.9% respondents who had between 1 – 5 and 6 – 10 room that are habitable respectively. The 
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high density areas in Iwo had 40.1%, 48.1%, 1.2% and 10.5% respondents who had between 1 – 
5, 6 – 10, 11 -15 and 16 – 20 habitable rooms. 

Table 1: Number of Habitable Room by Residential Density 

Density  City Frequency of Habitable room 

Low  1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 Total  X2 / Sig. Level 

Osogbo 
% 

108 
100.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

108 
100.0 

 
 
 
17.961 / .001 

Ilesha  
% 

82 
100.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

82 
100.0 

Iwo 
% 

49 
90.7 

4 
7.4 

1 
1.9 

0.0 
0.0 

54 
100.0 

Medium Osogbo 
% 

216 
100.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

216 
100.0 

 
 
 
164.438 / .000 

Ilesha 
% 

159 
97.5 

4 
2.4 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

163 
100.0 

Iwo 
% 

100 
92.6 

8 
7.4 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

108 
100.0 

High  Osogbo 
% 

248 
77.0 

67 
20.8 

1 
.3 

6 
1.9 

322 
100.0 

 
 
 
137.754 / .000 

Ilesha 
% 

219 
90.1 

24 
9.9 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

243 
100.0 

Iwo 
% 

65 
40.1 

78 
48.1 

2 
1.2 

17 
10.5 

727 
100.0 

Total 
% 

532 
73.2 

169 
23.2 

3 
.4 

23 
3.2 

727 
100.0 

 
 

Source: - Author’s Computation, 2021 

The chi – square test shows that residential density had significant difference in the number of 
habitable rooms per apartment in Osogbo, Ilesha and Iwo with P = .000 (low, medium and high 
residential density areas). This implies that residential density will introduce a significant source 
of variation in subsequent observations in the respondents’ number of habitable rooms in the 
low, medium and high residential density areas.  

Occupancy Ratio per Room Across Residential Densities.  

It is observed in Table 2 that in the low residential areas of Iwo, 26.3%, 15.8%, 42.1% and 15.8% 
respondents had 1, 2, 3 and 4 people per room. In the medium residential areas, 2.0%, 25.9% 
and 50.0% respondents in Osogbo, Ilesha and Iwo had 2 persons per room. Again, 62.0%, 
27.8% and 35.0% respondents in Osogbo, Ilesha and Iwo had 3 persons per room while 35.0%, 
33.3% and 15.0% respondents had 4 persons per room. Ilesha had 3.7% and 9.3% respondents 
who had up to 5 and 6 persons per room. 

High residential density areas of Osogbo had 50.0%, 20.1%, 12.2%, 7.3%, 5.5%, 2.4%, and 1.2% 
respondents who had 4, 3, 2, 5, 6, 1 and 7 persons per room respectively. Again, Ilesha had 
2.0%, 19.3%, 14.0%, 55.3%, 6.0%, 2.0% and .7% of the respondent who had 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 
persons per room. High residential density in Iwo was with an exception of respondents without 
number of people up to seven persons per room but rather had 11.9%, 26.2%, 23.9%, 11.9%, 
4.8% and 4.8% respondents who had 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 persons per room respectively. 
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Table 2 : Occupancy Ratio per Room by City and Density 

Source: - Author’s Computation, 2021 

The chi-square analysis shows that urban density had significant distributional difference in the 
number of people per room in the medium and high residential density with P = .000 (low, 
medium and high residential density). This reveals that residential density will introduce a 
significant source of variation in subsequent observations in respondents’ occupancy ratio per 
room in the low, medium and high residential density area. 

 

 Level of Awareness of Impact of Overcrowding on the Incidence of Malaria 

Table 3 reveals that as high as 64.5% respondents in the low residential density areas of Osogbo 
claimed to be slightly aware of effect of overcrowding on malaria incidence. Ilesha had 52.4% 
respondents who claimed to be very aware of the effect of overcrowding on the incidence of 
malaria. As high as 28.3% and 13.2% respondents in Iwo low residential density areas claimed 
that they were not aware at all and not able to quantify the effect of overcrowding on the 
incidence of malaria. 

In the medium residential density areas, as high as 46.0% of the respondents in Osogbo were not 
aware at all of the effect of overcrowding on the incidence of malaria. In Ilesha, 49.4% and 
23.8% respondents said that they were slightly aware and not aware at all of the impact of 
overcrowding on the incidence of malaria. Likewise in Iwo, 51.9% and 26.9% respondents 

 
Density  

City  Number of people per room 

 
 
Low 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total X2 / Sig. Level 

Osogbo 
% 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

 
 
 
50.612 / .000 

Ilesha 
  % 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

Iwo 
  %  

5 
26.3 

3 
15.8 

8 
42.1 

3 
15.8 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

19 
100.0 

Medium  Osogbo  
   % 

0.0 
0.0 

2 
2.0 

62 
62.0 

35 
35.0 

0.0 
0.0 

1 
1.0 
 

0.0 
0.0 

100 
100.0 

 
 
 
 
55.615 / .000 

Ilesha  
  % 

0.0 
0.0 

14 
25.9 

15 
27.8 

18 
33.3 

2 
3.7 

5 
9.3 

0.0 
0.0 

54 
100.0 

Iwo 
  % 

0.0 
0.0 

10 
50.0 

7 
35.0 

3 
15.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

20 
100.0 

High  Osogbo  
  % 

4 
2.4 

20 
12.2 

33 
20.1 

82 
50.0 

12 
7.3 

9 
5.5 

2 
1.2 

164 
100.0 

 
 
 
 
 
44.284 / .000 

Ilesha 
  % 

3 
2.0 

29 
19.3 

21 
14.0 

83 
55.3 

9 
6.0 

3 
2.0 

1 
.7 

150 
100.0 

Iwo 
  % 

5 
11.9 

11 
26.2 

17 
23.9 

5 
11.9 

2 
4.8 

2 
4.8 

0.0 
0.0 

42 
100.0 

 Total 
   % 

12 
3.4 

60 
16.9 

71 
19.9 

170 
47.8 

23 
6.5 

14 
3.9 

3 
.8 

356 
100.0 
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claimed they were slightly aware and not aware at all of the effect of overcrowding on the 
incidence of malaria. The level of awareness was so low to justify why majority of the 
respondents were infected with malaria very often in all the cities and across the residential 
density areas, though other factors too could be responsible.  

In the high residential density areas in Osogbo, 33.9%, 30.1%, 23.0%, 11.5% and 1.6% 
respondents claimed they were: very aware, slightly aware, very much aware, not aware at all and 
not able to quantify the effect of overcrowding on the incidence of malaria. In Ilesha, 31.3%, 
28.4%, 19.8%, 18.5% and 2.1% of the respondents claimed that they were slightly, very much 
aware, aware, very aware and not aware at all and not able to quantify the effect of overcrowding 
on the incidence of malaria. It was only in Iwo that 72.8% respondents claimed to be very aware 
of the impact of overcrowding on the incidence of malaria.  

Table 3: Level of Awareness of Effect of Overcrowding on the Incidence of Malaria 

 
Density  

City  Awareness of effect of overcrowding on the incidence of malaria 
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Osogbo 
% 

32 
29.9 

69 
64.5 

6 
5.6 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

107 
100.0 

 
 
 

103.633 / 
.000 

Ilesha 
  % 

43 
52.4 

31 
37.8 

8 
9.8 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

82 
100.0 

Iwo 
  %  

7 
13.2 

20 
37.7 

4 
7.9 

15 
28.3 

7 
13.2 

53 
100.0 

Medium  Osogbo  
   % 

111 
51.8 

3 
1.4 

2 
.9 

99 
46.0 

0.0 
0.0 

215 
100.0 

 
 
 

192.349 / 
.000 

Ilesha  
  % 

28 
17.1 

81 
49.4 

8 
4.9 

39 
23.8 

8 
4.9 

164 
100.0 

Iwo 
  % 

10 
9.3 

56 
51.9 

8 
7.4 

29 
26.9 

5 
4.6 

108 
100.0 

High  Osogbo  
  % 

109 
33.9 

97 
30.1 

74 
23.0 

37 
11.5 

5 
1.6 

322 
100.0 

 
 
 
 

162.627 / 
.000 

Ilesha 
  % 

45 
18.5 

78 
31.3 

48 
19.8 

69 
28.4 

5 
2.1 

243 
100.0 

Iwo 
  % 

118 
72.8 

36 
22.2 

7 
4.3 

0.0 
0.0 

1 
.6 

162 
100.0 

 Total 
   % 

272 
37.4 

209 
28.7 

129 
17.7 

106 
14.6 

11 
1.5 

727 
100.0 

Source: - Author’s Computation, 2021 

The chi–square test reveals that overcrowding had significant difference in the incidence of 
malaria with P = .000 each (low, medium and high residential density). The implication is that 
residential density will introduce a source of variation in the subsequent observations in the 
respondents’ level of awareness of overcrowding and its effect on the incidence of malaria in the 
low, medium and high residential density areas. 
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Residents’ Level of Awareness of the impact of Overcrowding on the Incidence of 
Measles 

Table 4 shows that in the low residential density areas 74.1% (Osogbo), 59.8% (Ilesha), and 
24.1% (Iwo) respondents claimed to be very aware of the effect of overcrowding on the 
incidence of measles. Again, 18.5% (Osogbo), 23.2% (Ilesha) and 24.1% (Iwo) respondents’ 
claimed to be slightly aware of the impact. Up to 40.7% of respondents in Iwo claimed not to be 
aware at all of the impact of overcrowding on the incidence of measles. 

In medium residential density areas 38.6% and 33.0% respondents in Osogbo claimed to be very 
aware and not aware at all of the effect of overcrowding on the incidence of measles in the area. 
As high as 59.1% respondents in Ilesha and 30.6% in Iwo claimed to be slightly aware of the 
impact of overcrowding on the incidence of measles. In Iwo, 28.7% and 4.5% respondents 
claimed that they are not aware at all and even not able to quantify the effect of overcrowding on 
the incidence of measles. 

In the high residential density areas Table 6 shows that 38.1%, 26.6% and 47.5%   respondents in 
Osogbo, Ilesha and Iwo claimed to be slightly aware of the impact of overcrowding on the 
incidence of measles. Again, 22.0%, 21.7% and 34.6% respondents in Osogbo, Ilesha and Iwo 
claimed to be very aware of the impact of overcrowding on the incidence of measles in the study 
area. Again, 17.3%, 30.7% and 13.6% respondents in Osogbo, Ilesha and Iwo claimed not to be 
aware at all of the effect of overcrowding on the incidence of measles in the area.    

Table 4: Level of Awareness of Effect of Overcrowding on the Incidence of Measles 

Density  City  Awareness of effect of overcrowding on the incidence of measles 
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Osogbo 
% 

80 
74.1  

20 
18.5 

5 
4.6 

3 
2.8 

0.0 
0.0 

108 
100.0 

 
 
 
68.599 / 
.000 

Ilesha 
  % 

49 
59.8  

19 
23.2 

10 
12.2 

4 
4.9 

0.0 
0.0 

82 
100.0 

Iwo 
  %  

13 
24.1 

13 
24.1 

8 
11.1 

22 
40.7 

0.0 
0.0 

54 
100.0 

Medium  Osogbo  
   % 

83 
38.6 

23 
10.7 

38 
17.7 

71 
33.0 

0.0 
0.0 

215 
100.0 

 
 
 
152.192 

/ 
.000 

Ilesha  
  % 

12 
7.3 

97 
59.1 

9 
5.5 

42 
25.6 

4 
2.4 

164 
100.0 

Iwo 
  % 

10 
9.3 

33 
30.6 

29 
26.9 

31 
28.7 

5 
4.5 

108 
100.0 

High  Osogbo  
  % 

7122.
0 
123 
38.1 

68 
21.1 

56 
17.3 

5 
1.5 

323 
100.0 

 
 
 
85.009 
/ 
.000 

Ilesha 
  % 

53 
21.7 

65 
26.6 

47 
19.3 

75 
30.7 

4 
1.6  

244 
100.0 

Iwo 
  % 

56 
34.6 

77 
47.5 

3 
1.9 

22 
13.6 

4 
2.5 

162 
100.0 

Source:- Author’s Computation 2021  
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Relationship between Occupancy Ratio and Residents’ Health Status. 

Occupancy ratio was computed using household size and number of habitable rooms. Residents’ 
health proxy index was computed by aggregating ‘YES’ responses to each of the two 
diseases. 

Table 5:  Regression Analysis for the Relationship between Occupancy Ratio  

(Independent Variable) and Residents’ Health Status (Dependent  Variable) 

Model Dependent Variable R R2 F Sig Remark 

1 Residents Health .224 0.050 23.623 .000 Significant 

2 Incidence of Malaria .132 0.017 4.326 .004 Significant 

3 Incidence of Measles .134 0.018 4.328 .004 Significant 

Source: - Author’s computation 2021 

Residents’ health status in general was first analyzed and the test revealed that there is a 
relationship between occupancy ratio and residents’ health status with P = .000. Again, with 
correlation co-efficient (R) of 0.224 and co efficient of multiple determination (R2) of 0.050, it is 
observed that 50% of the residents’ health status might be attributed to a unit change in the 
respondents’ occupancy ratio (see Table 5). 

The test also confirmed that there is a relationship between occupancy ratio and incidence of 
malaria and measles with P = .004. In addition, with coefficient of multiple determinations (R) of 
0.132 and coefficient of multiple determinations (R2) of 0.017, it is observed that just 17% of the 
incidence of malaria might be attributed to unit change in the residents’ occupancy ratio despite 
the fact that the test revealed a significant relationship. Malaria occurs in all the residential 
density areas but more prominent in all the high residential areas such as Isale-Osun, Sabo, 
Okanla, Ayepe and Alekuwodo in Oshogbo: Imo, Iroye, and Iloro in Ilesha: Sabo and Oke-Adan 
in Iwo. This could be due to the transferability nature of malaria and generally known self 
medication practices among the residents coupled with high occupancy ratio in the high 
residential density areas. 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

This paper discusses the varying levels of awareness of what overcrowding is to respondents and 
two diseases associated with overcrowding. As with many health determinants, it was discovered 
from the analysis that the quality of accommodation and occupancy ratio are strongly related to 
residents’ health status. Conclusively, overcrowding, the major propeller of the two diseases 
(malaria and measles) needs to be checked in most of the medium and in all the high residential 
density areas in all the three cities (Osogbo, Ilesha and Iwo) for their inhabitants to enjoy 
optimum health status. There is need for re-engineering and restructuring in terms of occupancy 
ratio especially in this period of Corona virus pandemics globally. 
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ABSTRACT 

Physical planning is simply the art and science of organizing the use of land for the greater good 
of the society. The study reviewed existing literature and analysed physical planning 
administration in Nigeria. It categorized the history of physical planning administration into 
traditional and modern physical planning administration. The study observed that physical 
planning administration is carried out at the three tiers of government in Nigeria and identified, 
political instability, poor funding of planning agencies, pluralism in urban governance, corruption 
and lack of political wisdom and will and dearth of qualified hands and modern equipment. The 
study concluded that if the administration of physical planning will be effective, the challenges of 
physical planning administration should be addressed at all levels of physical planning activities  
with the view to establish acceptable recommendations for effective development of urban areas 
in Nigeria. 

Keywords: physical planning, administration, land, development, Nigeria  

1.0 Introduction 

Rapid migration of people to urban areas has continued to place pressure on conventional 
approaches of land administration and development thus calling for a sustainable physical 
planning approach of urban areas (Lamond et al, 2015). Physical planning is an inclusive and 
systematic process through which plans, policies and programs evolve for enhancing the quality 
of the environment and its inhabitants (Nnah, et al, 2007; Falade, 2011). The formulation of 
policies for physical planning and supervision of the use of land in urban areas is piloted through 
physical planning administration (Umezurike, 2011;Owolabi, 2019). 

Physical planning administration is invariably is the bedrock upon which the physical planning 
objectives rest on. In order to achieve this, government at all levels must establish a functional 
framework for the administration of physical planning within their territorial jurisdiction. It can 
therefore be conceived that physical planning administration encompasses the organization of 
interrelated statutory and administrative instruments and techniques designed to safeguard, 
regulate, conserve and disburse land that is in the interest of the overall community, as well as 
control the character, appearance and arrangements of building facilities to ensure economy, 
convenience and aesthetic appeal (Enoguanbhor et asl, 2021). 

According to Owolabi (2019), physical planning administration is a branch of public policy 
which encompasses various disciplines to regulate the use of land in an effective and proper way, 
thus preventing conflict with the use of land. It involves the political organization comprising 
individuals and institution authorized to formulate public policies and control land management 
matters (Sani, 2019). The objectives of planning administration are to make provision for land 
requirements for human settlement through sound physical planning policies. This is achieved by 
considering socioeconomic trends as well as physical and geographical features (such as 
topography and ecology), for preferred land uses that supports development goals. 
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One of the major challenges confronting urban areas especially in the developing world like 
Nigeria is how to meet the increasing basic human needs while sustaining the resources (water, 
soil, fauna and flora) upon which these needs depend. The challenges of inappropriate land uses, 
over-exploitation of natural resources and environmental degradation are not only being 
experienced in urban areas in Nigeria, they have become complex issues with long term 
implications due to the ineffective way in which physical planning administration matters in 
Nigeria are pursued. This study therefore conceptually analysed administration of physical 
planning in Nigeria with the view to establish acceptable recommendations for effective 
development of urban areas in Nigeria. 

2.0 Methods of Study and Organization of the Paper 

The exploratory method of research is sued to analyze the challenges of physical planning 
administration in Nigeria, Careful attention is given to review existing relevant literature. Thus, 
recommendation to reduce to barest minimum, the challenges of physical planning 
administration for effective development of urban areas in Nigeria is proffered. The writers 
depend made use of published documents using commission and non-commission studies and 
various secondary sources, gazettes, library books and from the internet. The paper was 
organized in following sub themes: 

i. The Introduction 

ii. Methods of Study and Organization of the Paper 

iii. Evolution of Planning Administration in Nigeria 

iv. The Scope of Physical Planning in the Three Tiers of Government 

v. Challenges of Physical Planning Administration in Nigeria 

vi. The Conclusion 

2.1 Evolution of Planning Administration in Nigeria 

Generally, latent elements of spatial or physical planning administration had been inherent in the 
way settlements emerged and grew in Nigeria even before the country assumed its nationhood, 
and long before it was colonised. For instance, by the middle of 1800s, many indigenous 
Nigerian cities had a form of arrangement of land uses in their domain. As relevant examples 
here are the Sokoto Caliphate and much part of the Old Oyo Kingdom seats of governments 
which had one form of deliberate spatial arrangement of land uses around the palaces. However, 
contemporary planning in the context of Western culture and tradition may be said to be a 
phenomenon that emerged in the early 1900s in the country. Since then, series of legislation, 
policies and programmes have provided the framework for planning (NITP, 1991; Oyesiku et al, 
1999).  

2.2  Traditional Planning Administration 

According to Modupe and Olujimi (1989) the entire territory that is now known as Nigeria has 
witnessed spatial planning in form of local indigenous administration before the coming of the 
colonial masters. This is often referred to as traditional settlement planning (Omole & 
Akinbamijo, 2012). Many of the pre-colonial indigenous settlements had a form of arrangement 
of land uses in their domain that were structured according to the local customs and practices, 
the traditional land tenure system, the agrarian nature of the economy, and the existing mode of 
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transportation (Federal Government of Nigeria, 1863; Daramola & Olojede, 2015). These form 
of land arrangement guided the way towns were developed and arranged in the traditional period 
(Okwuashi & Beulah, 2012). 

During the traditional era of land administration, communal land was vested in the hands of 
community heads such as Obis, Obongs, Obas and Emirs, while family land was vested in family 
heads whose legal status was that of a trustee (Omole & Akinbamijo, 2012). According to 
Okwuashi and Beulah (2012), the traditional rulers allocated, re-allocated, and supervised the 
uses of land by their subjects. In fact, the organization of traditional settlements in Nigeria was 
established around palaces of traditional rulers. This promoted efficient communal interactions 
and reduced cost of transportation (NITP, 1991; Aluko, 2000; Owolabi, 2019). The development 
and control of the total environment was the joint administrative responsibility of the entire 
community. As such, it is clear that there were no formal or written laws promulgated to guide 
the administration of their settlement planning. 

2.3  Modern Planning Administration 

Modern planning administration in Nigeria started with the advent of colonialism and it was 
based on the various ordinances that were enacted for parts and whole of Nigeria in the era 
(Daramola & Olojde, 2015). It started with the 1863 Township Improvement Ordinance which 
came into being consequent upon the annexation of Lagos as a British Colony in the year 1861 
under the Treaty of Cession. This was followed with the promulgation of the Cantonment 
Proclamation of 1904 with a view to ensuring effectiveness in the control of sanitation in the 
European quarters (Owolabi, 2019). The 1904 ordinance brought about the segregation of 
expatriate officials from the residential areas of the natives and also served as the avenue to 
administer planning standards for the various segments of the city giving more physical planning 
attention and infrastructural provision to the Government Reservation Areas (GRAs) (Owolabi, 
2019). 

The enactment of the Township Ordinance No. 29 of 1917 was the first attempt at introducing 
spatial orderliness into the land use pattern in Nigerian cities. It was a landmark in the evolution 
of town and country planning in the country. The impact of the ordinance, which laid down 
guide lines for physical layout of towns, is still visible in such towns as Aba, Port Harcourt, 
Enugu, Jos, Minna and Kaduna today (Omole, 1999; NITP, 1991t ensured a nationwide focus 
for the administration of physical planning. The promulgation of Lagos Town Planning 
Ordinance in 1928 gave a new dimension to planning administration in Nigeria. This was the 
first time that a particular planning agency would be created for effective planning administration 
in the country (NITP, 2012). The ordinance provided for the establishment of the Lagos 
Executive Development Board (LEDB), slum clearance, land reclamation, residential and 
industrial estates, and comprehensive land use planning and development in Lagos. Through this 
ordinance, town planning was made a government activity.  

Obviously consequent on the outbreak of bubonic plague in Lagos in 1925 the need for a new 
town planning law became necessitous. As a means of ensuring a planned environment that 
could continuously provide safe and healthy living conditions and possible checks on future 
outbreaks of the plague, the Lagos Town Planning Ordinance was enacted (Federal Government 
of Nigeria, 1928). This ordinance made provision for the establishment of the Lagos Executive 
Development Board (LEDB), slum clearance, land reclamation, residential and industrial estates, 
and comprehensive land use planning and development in Lagos. It is noteworthy that the 1928 
Lagos Town Planning Ordinance made town planning a government activity. It also ensured that 
LEDB undertook several assignments ranging from reclamation of swampy areas and the 
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resettlement of the displaced people from the area. Moreover, the Ordinance paved the way for 
the 1946 law.  

In 1946, the Nigerian Town and Country Planning Ordinance No. 4 of 1946 was enacted. This 
legislation is widely acknowledged as the first comprehensive town planning legislation that 
covers the entire country, and which provided for planning and implementation of schemes by 
Town Planning Authorities (Omole & Akinbamijo, 2011). It was fashioned after the British 
Town and Country Planning Act of 1932. One of the reasons that fast-tracked the promulgation 
of the 1946 Ordinance was the realisation by the Colonial administration in the country then that 
urban planning was conspicuously missing from the country’s constitution, an omission that 
called for urgent attention. Inter alia, the law was made to provide for the re-planning, 
improvement and development of different parts of Nigeria by means of planning schemes and 
planning authorities. The Ordinance covered a wide area of planning operations ranging from 
planning schemes and planning authorities, preparation and approval of schemes and supply of 
schemes, executions of schemes, acquisition and disposal of land for schemes, compensation and 
betterment, the legal procedures for the operations of the schemes, and financial matters for the 
successful implementation of the scheme. In addition, the Ordinance provided the legislative 
basis for village re-planning. 

Based on the 1946 Nigerian Town and Country Planning Ordinance, the regional governments 
enacted their planning laws. Following the introduction of the Federal structure, the Ordinance 
became regional [or later state] planning law. For instance, it is also Town and Country Planning 
Law of Western Nigeria—W.R. 1959 Cap. 128, Town and Country Planning (Amendment and 
Validation Acts) Law, 1975, former Western Nigeria—Gazette No. 2 Vol. 24 of 9th January, 
1975—applicable to Oyo, Ondo and Ogun States, Town and Country Planning Law of Ogun 
State (Cap. 127) of 1978; Town and Country Planning Law of Oyo State, 1978; Town and 
Country Planning Law of Bendel State, 1976—applicable to Edo and Delta States; Town and 
Country Planning Law of Eastern Nigeria, 1963—applicable to Anambra, Imo, Enugu, Abia, 
Cross River, Rivers and Akwa Ibom States; and Town and Country Planning Law—applicable to 
all the Northern States, including the Federal Capital Territory, Abuja.  

Enforcement of this law was the responsibility of the Town Planning Division of the Ministry of 
Lands and Housing. Among other provisions, the law established Town Planning Authorities 
(TPAs), which were to control and guide the orderly development of the settlements within their 
jurisdiction by approving proposals for physical development and through the preparation of 
development schemes and land use plans (Daramola & Olojede, 2015). The TPAs were 
independent of the local government council administration. Each TPA was controlled by a 
board, whose members were appointed by the Regional Government. The Board members of 
the TPAs were representatives of government agencies such as the Electricity Board, the Water 
Corporation, the Regional Ministry of Works and Housing, the Ministry of Finance and 
representatives of the community in which the TPA was located. By virtue of the functions 
expected of the TPAs, they operated at a level at which planning activities touch the people 
directly (Ikejide, 2011).  

At independence, the administration of physical planning became the responsibility of the federal 
and state governments. Various strategies and laws were promulgated to solve the challenges 
associated with physical planning administration in the country (Alabi &Akinbode, 2010; 
Aribigbola, 2008). Among such law promulgated to guide land use matters include Land use Act 
of 1978, Urban Development Policy of 1992, Urban and Regional Planning Act 1992, Housing 
and Urban Development Policy of 2002 among others. Also at various state levels, several 
planning laws were promulgated to guide land administration. However, the application of the 
laws is limited to the states in which they were operative and the law serve as the framework for 
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planning administration in the states. The extent of the practice of state governments in physical 
planning administration is influenced by operations of state planning laws. In fact, the operations 
of the physical planning administration differed between various states in the country. Despite 
the existence, of these laws and policies, physical planning administration in Nigeria is still 
confronted with several challenges.  

As noted by Oyesiku (2010) physical planning administration in Nigeria is not creating spatially 
sustainable new settlement and cites because of the enormous challenges confronting it. Among 
the challenges that have been identified by studies (Oyesiku, 2010; Olujimi, 1999; Daramola, 
2019), are political instability, pluralism in urban governance, poor funding, dearth of qualified 
hands and modern equipment, corruption, lack of political will. Others include non-adoption 
and utilization of modern planning approaches, obsolete and out-of-date land use planning 
policies, laws and regulations; and weak institutional framework for land management 
(Olajuyigbe & Rotowa, 2011; Aribigbola, 2007).  

2.4 Planning Administration Acts, Decrees and Edicts in Nigeria after Independence 

As obtained in the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, town planning is found listed 
neither on the Exclusive Legislative List nor on the Concurrent Legislative List (NITP, 1991). 
This makes town planning strictly a residual matter in Nigeria, and as such it is relegated to the 
domain of state governments in the country. But for the 1992 Urban and Regional Planning 
Decree No. 86, there is no Nigerian urban and regional planning law made at the federal level. In 
other words, technically, hitherto, Nigeria has never promulgated any urban and regional 
planning act since it gained independence (Daramola & Olojede, 2015). Even the 1992 legislation 
was enacted during a military regime, and that only after the Nigerian Constitution had been 
suspended. The 1978 Land Use Decree (LUD), later adopted as The Land Use Act by the 
subsequent civilian administration, happens to be the only other post-Independence planning-
administration law with a national coverage (Olajuyigbe & Rotawa, 2011).  Land use law is never 
a town planning law. It only emphasizes land ownership/tenure and availability/access, especially 
to the government, rather than coordinated physical planning. Operationally, its provisions and 
enforcement have had considerable and significant impacts on urban and regional planning 
administration in Nigeria.       

2.4  The 1992 Urban and Regional Planning Law Decree Number 88 

The Urban and Regional Planning Decree No. 86 of 1992 raised the hopes for effective planning 
administration in the country. The law provides for the setting up of the commission at the 
federal level for dealing with federal matters, Board to be set up at the state government level to 
deal with all state matters, and Local Planning Authority to be set up in each local government 
area and area council in the country (Owolabi, 2019). By implication, there should be at least a 
Commission, 36 Boards and 774 Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) in the country. Nevertheless, 
the implementation of the law has suffered a setback with the transition from military rule to 
civilian regime. Furthermore, the nobility of the law for planning administration suffered a great 
setback with the judicial pronouncement by the Supreme Court of Nigeria in 2003 where some 
provisions of the law that were said to be inconsistent with the constitution of Nigeria and these 
sections of the 1992 Urban and Regional Planning Law were repealed by the apex court.  

The 1992 Urban and Regional Planning law was promulgated to facilitate the preparation and 
implementation of urban development plans and planning schemes with a view to create an 
environment the is conducive for living, working and recreation (Adeleye et al, 2019).  The 
decree is structured into six parts which expresses the objectives of the decree.  These objectives 
are summarized as follows:  
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6.  To identify type and level of physical development plans, plan preparation procedures 
and responsibilities of the administrative bodies concern (plan preparation and 
implementation).  

7.  To give more seriousness to development control (development control).  

8. To ensure effective control in special cases like wasteland, tree preservation, building of 
special architectural and historical significance and advertisement (additional control in 
special cases).  

9. To empower the planning authority in acquisition of land for planning purpose and 
payment of compensation and betterment (land acquisition and compensation).  

10. To ensure that areas that need improvement are attended to by the planning authority in 
conjunction with residents in the areas (improvement areas: rehabilitation, renewal, 
upgrading).  

11. To ensure fair-hearing and justice to everybody as far as planning is concern through the 
establishment of Urban and Regional Planning Tribunal in each state and the Federal 
Capital Territory 

 2.5 The Scope of Physical Planning in the Three Tiers of Government 

The role of urban and regional planning in urban development is carefully articulated in the 
Nigerian Urban and Regional Planning Law (decree 88 of 1992) and the National Urban 
Development Policy (2006). These two documents form the basis for the legal and policy 
instruments that defines the role of all government in land administration in Nigeria. These 
documents categorized the type and levels of plans that each tier of government is expected to 
prepare under the law. The 1992 Urban and Regional Planning Law decentralised urban planning 
by recognising the role of Federal, State and Local Governments in urban planning in Nigeria. 
This is a clever departure from the 1946 law which concentrate almost all urban planning 
responsibilities in the hands of state governments (Daramola & Olojede, 2015). The federal 
government is vested with the responsibilities of formulating policies on urban and regional 
planning, setting national urban and regional planning standards, promoting research and 
offering technical and financial assistance to states on the preparation and implementation of 
plans and preparation of National Physical Development Plan.  

The National Physical Development Plan, according to the law is the highest plan that can be 
prepared and its jurisdiction is to cover the entire country. The law makes it mandatory for the 
establishment of national physical planning commission to oversee the preparation and 
implementation of the national physical development plan. The law also makes provision for the 
establishment of state development boards, at the state level, and at the local government levels, 
the Local Planning Authorities.  These bodies were not only to implement the provisions of the 
Nigerian Urban and Regional Planning law of 1992, but also the National Urban Development 
Policy and other policies, programmes and projects aimed at advancing urban and regional 
planning practice and improving social and economic wellbeing of the people (Agbola, 2009). 

2.6 Planning Administration at the Federal Level 

As enshrined in the Urban and Regional Planning law no 88 of 1992, Planning Agency at the 
Federal levels are to be known as National Physical Planning Commissions. So, at federal level, 
we have Federal Planning Authority (FPA), Federal Housing Authority (FHA), Federal Ministry 
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of Transportation and Federal Ministry of Works, Federal Ministry of Housing and Urban 
Development, Ministry of Environment and Federal capital development Authority among 
others. These agencies are not only conflictual but duplicate one another in many instances.  
Some of these agencies do not see themselves entirely as planning bodies because they are not 
directly in charge of urban planning activities. 

2.7 Planning Administration at the State Level 

At state level, the law makes provision for establishment of development boards to oversee 
urban development and urban planning activities. In many states, these boards are also used as 
revenue generating outfits through issuance of development permits and penalties to defaulters. 
These boards are charged with the responsibilities of initiating and preparation of.  

i. Regional plan; 

ii. Sub-regional Plan; 

iii. Urban Plan; 

iv. Local Plan and 

v. Subject Plan 

2.8 Planning Administration at local Government Level 

At the local government level, the law provides for the establishment of Local Planning 
Authorities and they are to perform the following functions. 

i. Formulation of Town Plan 

ii. Rural Area Plan Local Plan 

iii. Subject plan. 

Planning administration at the local government level is carried out by the Local Planning 
Authority, which is a direct arm of the State Planning Board. They are to monitor all the 
development of the land within their jurisdiction with constant report to the State Planning 
Board. The 1992 Law included the local government in building control (Okoro, 2014). What 
gives the Local Planning Authorities control is that they are the only ones that can recommend 
approval for any development, except if there is an overwriting interest from the state. They are 
to report all cases requiring demolition or restructuring that are beyond the limit of the power of 
the local government to the state planning board. Such cases are faulty canals that spread over 
more than a local government, faulty arterial roads within the local government; they also report 
cases of slum and blighted areas that need urgent attention. They are also to represent the state 
planning authority at local level. They also generate revenues through the collection of 
development approval processing fees and collection of penal fees from planning law 
contraveners. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is the head of the Local Planning Authority. 
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2.9 Challenges of Planning Administration in Nigeria 

2.9.1  Political Instability  

The Nigerian political scene has undergone varied experiences that bear directly on urban and 
regional planning development and administration in the country.  There was the colonial 
government that imposed its planning decisions based on authoritarian caprice. This is followed 
by the independence era when the Nigerian political terrain suffered from consistent instability 
save the fair stability experienced in the fourth republic that started with 1999 transition to 
civilian rule. Prior to this stability, there were series of military intervention in the political affairs 
of the country. For instance, following the colonial experience of almost a century (1861-1906) 
and before 1999 transition to civil rule, the country experienced a relatively shorter post-
independence democratic rule than military rule. Specifically, there were only 10 years of civilian 
administration (1960-1966 and 1979-1983), while the military administration (with eight regimes 
of varying durations) lasted about 28 years (1966-1979 and 1984-1999). As such, several 
conceived and documented planning policies and programmes were not successfully 
implemented or never implemented in the periods (Darmola & Olojede, 2015). This experience 
has also transited into the present civilian regime and has adversely affected urban planning 
administration in Nigeria. Specific examples in this regard are the partial inconsistence of the 
Urban and Regional Planning Decree No. 88 of 1992 with the Constitution of the Federal 
Republic of Nigeria and also the change of the ministry in charge of urban and regional planning 
at the federal and state levels with varying political administrations in the country (Owolabi, 
2019). 

2.9.2 Pluralism in Urban Governance  

There is not gainsaying that there is problem of urban governance in Nigeria because of lack of 
city-wide governments. This event is not without adverse effects on urban and regional planning 
administration in Nigeria. For instance, the 1992 Urban and Regional Planning Decree provides 
for promotion of land use planning and development control functions of the three-tier 
government structure in the country with the setup of a federal planning commission, 36 state 
planning boards and 774 local planning authorities in the country with overlapping functions. All 
these three bodies are saddled with the responsibility of carrying out land use and development 
control functions within their respective areas of jurisdiction. Therefore, there will be lack of 
coordinated urban planning administration. This pluralism no doubt results in conflicts of 
interests and become a bane to planning administration.  

2.9.3 Poor Funding of Planning Agencies 

In Nigeria today, the government, especially at the state and local government levels focus on 
planning offices as sources of internally-generated revenue (IGR) but reward the offices with 
despicable budgetary allocations to town planning. Thus, the offices responsible for planning 
administration are not adequately funded for effective planning administration. For instance, as 
at 1997, it was expressed that very few planning authorities could claim to have initiated and 
implemented planning schemes of any form over the past few decades (Oyesiku, 2009). Since 
then, the situation has not improved. Planning authorities in most cases are given the targeted 
amount to attract into the coffer of the government every month and this has reduced the 
activities of most planning authorities to development control that is popularly known with ‘red-
marking’. Yet, cases of poor development control abound in the country (Agbonta & 
Olowoporoku, 2017). This is partly because many development control units are immobile, and 
therefore cannot effectively monitor physical development in their areas of jurisdiction. This 
poor funding of planning agencies by the governments at all levels have left planning 
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administration to be without adequate financial and institutional support. There is no enabling 
environment to function optimally as the government does not deem it fit to equip the town 
planning department not to talk of retraining town planning staff. 

2.9.4 Dearth of Qualified Hands and Modern Equipment 

Before and just after Nigerian independence, many of the officers in charge of town planning 
administration were at best half-literate as far as the art and science of town planning is 
concerned. According to Olujimi (1999), this is because most of them were technical assistants 
trained in the Town Planning Training School at the Ministry of Lands and Housing, and the 
then Technical College in Ibadan. Consequently, their level of training was not adequate to 
provide the background knowledge required for meaningful administration of any Town 
Planning Authority (TPA). Even as at today, Nigeria with a population of over 200 million 
people cannot boast of 10,000 registered town planners and these are not evenly distributed 
across the country and a significant proportion of them are not employed in the public sector, 
from which planning administration holds sway.  As at now, there are states in Nigeria with not 
more than 10 registered town planners in the public sector and there are local planning 
authorities without any registered town planners, even in the southern part of Nigeria. Also, 
some town planners are technically outdated. They still live in the ancient world of drawing 
board and t-square technology and layout designs are carried out manually largely owing to the 
officers’ poor or no computer literacy. The knowledge of basic computer packages that could 
enhance their activities for effective planning administration is far away from them. 

2.9.5 Corruption and Lack of Political Wisdom and Will 

Planning administration requires the input of both the political and the professional classes to be 
effective. However, the mode of planning administration in Nigeria reveals that both classes 
contain agents of corruption. Many leaders in different levels of government in Nigeria lack the 
political will to steer the ship of the country in such a way as to make her compete favourably in 
the comity of nations. Even when some are offered sound policy advice, the wisdom and the will 
to take it are wanting. These characterise several policies and programmes of the government 
that have to do with planning administration in the country. Also, some political office holders 
use their political power to suppress any activities in support of effective planning 
administration. At times when the town planner in charge wants to put his foot down on what is 
right, the unscrupulous among the political class, who incidentally are the ‘employers’, bend the 
rules. The professional town planners are also not spared in these acts of corruption. It is 
common to hear people saying that if the town planners come when you are developing your 
site, there is nothing that they want apart from money. As such, some people no longer care as 
to acknowledging the existence of any form of planning. Hundreds of private physical 
developments spring up on a daily basis without approval by the appropriate planning authority. 
All these and many more have plagued planning administration in Nigeria.  

3.0 Conclusion 

Physical planning ensures the ground rules for sustainable development. Physical planning is 
simply the art and science of organizing the use of land for the greater good of the society. It 
entails a spatial expression of social and economic growth which guarantees compatibility of land 
uses, and provides functional and visually pleasing environment with adequate services in a 
sustainable manner. It can therefore be said that urban sustainability is directly influenced by the 
control of land and its efficient use. In order to ensure that developments are carried out without 
harming the environment, effective physical planning administration must be pursued. Effective 
administration of land is an integral factor in promoting a healthy environment in urban centres. 
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Therefore, enabling law that can stand the test of time must be in operation. Urban and Regional 
Planning Law Decree 88 of 1992 must be domesticated in all States of the Federation and 
enforced. By so doing, physical planning administrators will be properly guided and guarded to 
face out the challenges of planning administration in urban environment in Nigeria. 
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ABSTRACT 

Road networks are illustration of complex systems that are vital to our society and economy, the 
growing pressure on road networks is usually intense in urban areas as a result of their naturally 

high traffic volume and high vehicle‑ to‑ population ratio. The position of nation’s social, 
economic and household activities, as well as employment centers in urban areas is influenced by 
its transportation network structures. This has an effect on travelers' accessibility and destination 
choices. The review of analysis of different road networks was presented in this report, the urban 
road networks were analyzed based on quantitative approach (Non-spatial) which are 
connectivity and topology (centrality measurement); and qualitative approach (Saptial) which are 
graphical characteristics of road network. From the various journal reviewed, it was shown that 
graphical features were used to identify various road patterns, as road network structure affects 
traffic performance, transit safety, and even social activities in a specific region. It was revealed 
that thorough understanding of different road patterns is highly effective on traffic circulation. 
Also, topology analysis (centrality measurement) plays a pivotal role in monitoring the efficiency 
and accessibility of transportation networks. These approaches should be recommended for an 
effective analysis thereby provides a sustainable and efficacy road network. 

Keywords: Road network, Connectivity, Topology, Centrality. 

1.0 Introduction 

Rapid urbanization and a rise in the vehicle-to-population ratio, as well as the pressures imposed 

on road networks have been widely documented Agyemang, 2017; Amoh‑ Gyimah and Aidoo, 
2013; Dumedah, 2017; Nutsugbodo et al., 2018; Sam et al., 2018). Our society and economy rely 
heavily on urban road networks (Shang, 2017), given their naturally high traffic volumes and high 
vehicle-to-population ratios, urban areas experience the greatest pressure on road networks. 

In topological maps, nautical maps, and other types of maps, roads are vital. A road network is 
made up of a number of interconnected routes. The road network is a topological graph made 
up of nodes and edges that expresses road data, edges represent connectedness between nodes, 
while nodes identify distinctive locations such as intersections, terminal points, and so on (Zhang 
et al., 2011). This method is known as primal approach, other method is dual approach where 
nodes represent line between intersections and edges represent the intersections in the road 
network. 

For city planners and engineers, road network research is a critical method for avoiding gridlock 
and immobility, as well as identifying potential solutions. The safety, travel actions and 
performance can all be influenced by road network patterns. 
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2.0 Quantitative Approach 

Berli et al. (2020) and Crucitti et al. (2006) investigated that centrality calculated is used to 
identify which central points in a network are the most appropriate, as well as their attributes 
which are critical for monitoring the efficiency and usability of transportation networks. The 
centralities will aid analysts in better comprehending complex networks. 

He et al. (2019) and Ližbetin (2019) used centrality measurements to assist domain users in the 
order to conduct more advanced research in the urban transportation network. Von Ferber et al. 
(2009) concluded that the greater the degree core value, the more open the node is and the more 
useful the geographic space is for real-time traffic planning. This also serves purpose of bus 
system's hub where most nodes have only two neighbors and a few main nodes that have a 
higher degree of centrality. 

Yonca et al. (2018) discovered that road network connection is very vulnerable to natural events 
such as earthquakes. Identifying key network points ahead of time can aid with evacuation 
preparations. 

Jayaweera et al. (2017) compute and correlate classical centrality measures such as Degree, 
Betweenness, Closeness, and Clustering for three different networks of a small area in the Sri 
Lanka city of Kiribathgoda, in order to identify the most important points in the network that 
directly affect traffic congestions. 

Puzis et al. (2013) combined betweenness centrality (BC) and traffic flow, as measured by GPS 
traces provided by drivers' smartphones, to choose the ideal locations for traffic monitoring 
units. They propose a comprehensive network research that shows that the original definition of 
BC, which computes shortest paths by counting hops, does not adequately capture the real 
evolution of traffic flow. 

3.0 Qualitative Approach 

Marshall et al. (2018) discovered that informal settlements are associated with poor road layout, 
which leads to a number of dead ends, as well as poor connectivity and continuity of road 
segments, and the study employs approaches based on a simple morphological analysis as well as 
the global importance of network elements. 

Human connection from social networks generates travel movement, according to studies by 
Bapierre et al. (2015) and Cho et al. (2011), and social network links have a significant impact on 
long distance trip compared to short distance travel.  According to Barthelemy (2011) and Wang 
et al. (2012), the failure to incorporate the structural aspects, for example, in traffic management, 
shows that road networks in these places are likely to be inefficient and susceptible to traffic 
congestion. 

According to Rodrigo and Ana (2015), the bulk of Ghana's urban road networks had a radial 
pattern at the global scale and a gridded or branching structure at the local scale. It was revealed 
that the predominance of informal human settlement contributes to the number of dead ends, 
resulting to a lack of continuity and connection in road networks. 

According to Zhang et al. (2011), road networks are classified into five groups based on their 
graphical characteristics: gridiron fractured parallel, warped parallel, loops and lollipops, and 
lollipops on a stick, which is a commonly used classification method in road network pattern 
analysis. 
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Zhang et al. (2011) explore the graphical categorization of Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) road 
network patterns and discover that not all TAZ road networks can be clearly recognized as a 
specific kind; some networks are made up of unconnected roads, while others are extremely 
difficult to define. More than one-third of TAZ road networks are pure pattern types, with the 
remainder being a combination of two or more patterns. The loops-and-lollipops pattern is the 
most widely used in network design across all TAZ road networks. 

4.0 Observations 

To quantify the importance of network nodes, the quantitative analysis applies centrality 
attributes. Degree centrality, proximity centrality, betweenness centrality, straightness centrality, 
and information centrality (or network efficiency) are the most essential measurements of 
centrality in road analysis. Because centrality has a direct impact on road network performance, 
any disruption to roads with high centrality can result in significant loss of accessibility or cause 
massive portions of the road network to collapse. 

It was observed that qualitative analysis employs morphological and graphical patterns to find 
optimal approaches and best practices for road networks in order to improve transportation 
planning and management decision making. Spatial networks express spatial interactions, 
including the geometry and structural structure of the network. As a result, topological metrics 
examine the network's configuration, connectedness, and robustness, as well as the distribution 
of these qualities. 

5.0 Conclusion 

According to the review, graphical elements were enabled to identify various road layouts, as 
road network structure effects traffic performance, transit safety, and even social activities in a 
specific region. To measure the effects of road network patterns on traffic circulation, distinct 
road network patterns must first be characterized and comprehended. The review also indicated 
that topology analysis (centrality measurement) is used to identify the most important central 
points in the network as well as their attributes, which are critical in monitoring the efficiency 
and accessibility of transportation networks. Therefore, it is highly imperative to recommend 
both approaches which is not inclusive in the most previous researches  for an effective analysis 
thereby provide a sustainable and efficacy road network. 
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ABSTRACT 

Antibacterial activity from aqueous and ethanol extracts of Vernonia amygdalina was carried out. 
Different parts such as leaves and roots were investigated for antibacterial activity on bacteria 
such as (Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aurous, Staphylococcus albus, Streptococcus pneumonia, Klebsiella 
pneumonia, Pseudomonas aeruginosa). Antibacterial activity was determined by the Agar well diffusion 
and filter paper disc methods, and minimum inhibitory concentration was also determined. The 
widest zone of inhibition (25 mm) was observed by ethanol extract of V. amygdalina leaf extract 
against Streptococcus pneumonia and Klebsiella pneumonia. The antibacterial effects of V. amygdalina had 
a stronger effect on Gram positive bacterial than the Gram negative bacterial with exception of 
E. coli. The findings from this study provide evidence that supports the use of V. amygdalina in 
traditional medicine. 

Keywords: Antibacteria Effect, Vernonia amygdalina, Kaura Namoda, Selected Pathogens 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Medicinal plants have been used for centuries as remedies for human diseases because they 
contain components of therapeutic value (Tanaka, 2002). Traditional medicine is an important 
part of African cultures and local medicinal systems vary between different cultural groups and 
regions (Makhubu, 2006). Herbs are now very popular in developing countries on account of 
improved knowledge about the safety, efficacy and quality assurance of ethno- medicine. In 
recent years, secondary plant metabolites (phyto-chemicals) have been extensively investigated as 
a source of medicinal agents. Thus, it is anticipated that phyto-chemicals with good antibacterial 
activity will be used for the treatment of bacterial infections. This is because, according to Arora 
and Keur (1999), the success story of chemotherapy lies in the continuous search of new drugs 
to counter the challenges posed by resistant strains of microorganisms. Studies indicate that in 
some plants there are many substances such as peptides, tannins, alkaloids, essential oils, 
phenols, and flavonoids among others which could serve as sources for antimicrobial 
production. These substances or compounds have potentially significant therapeutic application 
against human pathogens including bacteria, fungi and viruses (Okigbo and Omodamiro 2006). 

Herbal products have been used since ancient times in folk medicine, involving both eastern and 
western medical traditions (Groppo et al. 2008). Some have been evaluated for possible use in 
modern medicine, while thousands of other potentially useful plants have not been tested (Tichy 
et al. 1998). During the last two decades, the development of drug resistance as well as the 
appearance of undesirable side effects of certain antibiotics has lead to the search of new 
antimicrobial agents mainly among plant extracts with the goal to discover new chemical 
structures which overcome the foregoing disadvantages (Marchese et al. 2001).  However plant 
used in traditional medicines are still understudied, particularly in chemical laboratory (Kirby, 
1996). In developing countries where medicines are quite expensive, investigation on 
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antimicrobial activities from ethno medicinal plants may still be needed (Damintoti et al., 2005). 
Traditional knowledge forms the basis for the origin of not only alternative medicine but also 
paved way to evolution of a gamut of new and novel modern medicines. Several plants are 
known to possess antimicrobial properties in the literature (Dash & Murthy, 2011). 

Vernonia amygdalina popularly called Ewuro by the Yoruba’s is an herb widely used in traditional 
medicine in many tropical and subtropical regions. Adebayo (2017) corroborated that V. 
amygdalina is the mother of leaves and thus all leaves should have a respect for it. It has been used 
in the treatment of diarrhea and abdominal pain. Thus the aim of this study is to test the leaves 
and root extract of V. amygdalina for its antimicrobial activities against some clinical isolates of six 
bacteria namely Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus albus, Streptococcus 
pneumonia, Klebsiella pneumonia, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Plant collection- The plant parts used were obtained as described by traditional medical 
practitioners from Kaura Namoda market in Kaura Namoda, Zamfara state Nigeria. 

Preparation and Extraction of Plant material- Extraction of leaf and root of the plant was 
done with water and 60% ethanol. The leaf powder and root (10g each) were soaked in 100 ml 
of each solvent. The suspended solutions were left to stand for 5 days, and labeled accordingly. 
The extracts were filtered and stored at 4°C until when needed. 

Test organisms- Nine microorganisms used in this study as test organisms comprising of 
clinical isolates of six bacteria (Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus albus, Streptococcus 
pneumoniae, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa ) were obtained from the Microbiology 
Department of General Hospital, Kaura Namoda. The typed cultures of bacteria Nutrient agar 
(Oxoid) slants and stored at 4°C until required for study. 

Screening for antimicrobial activity- The antibacterial and antifungal susceptibilities were 
tested using the agar well diffusion method and paper disc method. 

i. Paper Disc Technique 

Sterile filter paper discs (7.0 mm diameter) were soaked with the test extracts and dried at 400C 
for 30 minutes. The prepared Nutrient agar plates were seeded with each of the test bacteria and 
the filter paper discs were placed on each plate. The plates were incubated at 370C for 24 hours. 
The fungal isolates were similarly cultured on PDA plates and incubated at 300C for 48 hours. 

 

ii. Agar Well Diffusion 

The culture plates seeded with test organisms were allowed to solidify and punched with a sterile 
cork borer (7.0 mm diameter) to make open wells. The open wells were filled with 0.05 ml of the 
extract. The plates were incubated at 370C for 24 hours.  For the fungi, the test was carried out 
on PDA plates and incubated at 300C for 48 hours. The zones of inhibition were measured and 
recorded. 

Minimum Inhibitory Concentration- Activated culture of respective organisms were 
inoculated (about 0.2ml) in nutrient agar ( for bacteria) and potato dextrose agar (for fungi and 
yeast) at about 45°–50°C. After well mixing, the agar was poured in a sterile Petri plate.  After 
the solidification of agar, the paper disc previously dipped in extract and the solvent from extract 
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being evaporated in an oven and its control is placed over the solidified agar plate. Then the 
plates were incubated in the incubator at 37°C for 24 hours for bacteria and at 300C for 48 hours 
for fungi and yeast. The result was interpreted after 24 hrs. The determination of minimum 
inhibitory concentration (MIC) was carried out by placing the paper discs in increasing or 
decreasing concentration of the extract over the Petri plate (Gauravet al. 2010). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 1 showed that the ethanol extract of V. amygdalina leaves and root has higher zone of 
inhibition than the aqueous extract. In paper disc method the aqueous extract of V. amygdalina 
root and leaves have the same effect on S. aureus by having the same zone of inhibition, but the 
ethanol extract of the root is not active.it is so significant that the ethanol root extract of V. 
amygdalina is more active than leaf extract, and this also is distinct in aqueous extract of the plant 
as the root extract is more active than the leaves extract. P. aeruginosa showed the same zone of 
inhibition in both root and leaves aqueous extracts of V. amygdalina. This result shows that the 
aqueous extract of the plant is very active against the P. aeruginosa but in ethanol extract the root 
is more active than the leaf extracts. S. albus shows higher zone of inhibition in aqueous and 
ethanol extract of the plant root than the leaf extract. S. pneumonia is more active to ethanol 
extract of root than leaves extract but the zone of inhibition is the same in aqueous extract of the 
plant. The root ethanol extract is not active against K. pneumonia. 

The present study revealed that the bacteria isolates used were susceptible to both the ethanoic 
and water extracts of V. amygdalina at varying degree using agar well diffusion method and paper 
dics method although the effect of water extract was not as much as that of ethanol. It was 
found that ethanol is the best solvent for the extraction of V. amygdalina (Rahman et. al. 2004). 

Significantly, E. coli and P. aeruginosa are affected equally by V. amygdalina ethanol extract of leaf 
and root as they produce 5mm and 7mm respectively.  Leaf extract of V. amygdalina affected S. 
albus and S. pneumonia  by V. amygdalina leaf extract by producing 9mm zone of inhibition . S. 
aureus and E. coli have the same zone of inhibition in ethanol extract of V. amygdalina root with 
11mm and P. aeruginosa and S. albus were also affected equally by ethanol root extract of the plant 
with 10mm zone of inhibition. 

In Table 2 which showed agar well diffusion result, S. aureus does not react to both aqueous 
extracts of root and leaf but produce zone of inhibition in ethanol extract of the plant with the 
root extract having a better zone of inhibition of 20mm. E. coli does not produce much 
significant difference between aqueous and ethanol leaf extract of the plant as they both have the 
same effect of 11mm, but little difference in root and the root is more active than the leaf. It has 
been reported that plant roots have more bioactive compounds than the leaf (Nasar-Abbas and 
Halkman, 2004). Interestingly enough both leaf and root of both ethanol and aqueous extracts of 
the plant have the same effect on P. aeruginosa by producing 15mm zone of inhibition in all. S. 
pneumonia and K. pneumonia are both affected equally by ethanol extract of V. amygdalina by 
producing 25mm zone of inhibition each. The minimum inhibitory concentration (mg/ml) of 
aqueous and ethanol extract of V. amygdalina are also presented in Table 3 

 

Plants have been model source of medicines as they are sources of chemical agent with 
therapeutic properties they provide a good source of anti infective agents for example emetine, 
quinine and berberine which still remain to be highly effective instrument in the fight against 
microbial infections, various publications have documented the antimicrobial activity of plant 
extracts (Hoffman, 1987). 
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Table 1: Antimicrobial properties of Vernonia amygdalina using paper disc method 

 
 
Micro organisms 

                           Zone of inhibition (mm) 

             Aqueous extract                Ethanol extract 
Leaf Root Leaf Root 

S.aureus 11 11 9 NI 
E. coli 8 11 5 7 
P. aeroginosa 10 10 5 7 
S. albus 9 10 9 14 
S. pneumonia 14 14 9 15 
K. pneumonia 13 19 11 NI 

 NOTE: NI- no inhibition 

Table 2: Antimicrobial properties of V. amygdalina using agar well diffusion method 

 
 
Micro organisms 

                           Zone of inhibition (mm) 

             Aqueous extract                Ethanol extract 

Leaf Root Leaf Root 

S.aureus NI NI 12 20 
E. coli 11 12 11 13 
P. aeroginosa 15 15 15 15 
S. albus 11 10 20 11 
S. pneumonia 20 NI 25 23 
K. pneumonia 20 19 25 NI 

 NOTE: NI- no inhibition 

Table 3: Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (mg/ml) of aqueous and ethanol extract of V. 
amygdalina 

Microorganism Aqueous extract Ethanol extract 
Leaf Root Leaf Root 

S. aureus 11.0 8.5 8.5 NA 
E. coli 11.0 10.0 10.0 13.0 
P. aeroginosa 11.0 11.0 11.0 10.0 
S. albus 11.0 11.0 11.0 8.0 
S. pneumonia 12.5V 12.5 12.5 11.0 
. pneumonia  11.0 12.0 12.0 NA 

NOTE: NA- not active 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

It is hereby concluded that Vernonia amygdalina (Ewuro) has been fully justified to have 
antibacterial properties that can inhibit the growth of the selected bacteria pathogens, after the 
experimental study. It is hereby recommended that Vernonia amygdalina (Ewuro) be subjected 
for both NAFDAC and other regulatory agency’s approved on drug efficiency implementation 
policy. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the situation of road traffic in Sabo and Atakumosa markets, Ilesa. It 
assesses the level of road encroachment in the study area; assess traffic flow and congestion; 
evaluates the condition of road infrastructure and as well appraises management technique for 
the road traffic in the study area. Degree of encroachment was measured using calibration to 
obtain the areas of spaces the encroachers covered. A volumetric analysis was carried out to 
assess the traffic flow and congestion in the market. A total of 241 questionnaire were 
administered using random and systematic sampling method in the two markets. The data were 
analyzed using descriptive statistics of frequency and percentages. Findings show that the 
percentage of encroachment in Sabo market is 43% while that of Atakumosa market is 32%. The 
average degree of encroachment in the two markets is 37.5%.  Also, from the volumetric analysis 
of both markets it can be concluded that; both markets have high vehicular count of motorcycle 
(456,672), private cars (328,334), and passengers’ bus (250,260) respectively. The hour with the 
highest vehicular count in both markets is the same but the hour with the least vehicular count in 
both markets differs. Findings also shown that the condition of infrastructures is fair, not too 
bad but can be improved upon.  Also, the compliance to available road traffic management 
techniques is above average but needs also to be more attended to. It is recommended that 
encroachment on roads in markets should be discouraged through public awareness, 
enlightenment programme and punitive measures.  

Keywords: Traffic flow, Markets, Encroachment, Congestion, Traders  

 

1. Introduction 

Road became an important means of transport during the rule of the Roman Empire. Roman 
empire modernized, using road efficiently relative to the current use of road by which horse, 
donkey, camel, bull were used as major carrier in road transport. But the advent of the motor 
vehicle indicated the highways were no longer designed for pedestrians, carts and horses. The 
invention has led to more traffic on road. Road traffic comprises of road users, including riders, 
horses or groups, trucks, street cars, busses and other means of transport, whether alone or 
together, while using the public road for travel purposes.(Fadamiro,2005)  

According to Fakeye and Fadamiro (2012), road traffic is officially structured in a variety of 
states, including designated roads, junctions, ramps, interchanges, traffic signals or signs. Road 
traffic is often categorized by type: large motor vehicles (e.g. buses, trucks), smaller automobiles 
(e.g. mopeds, bicycles) and pedestrians. Different classes may share speed limits and easements 
or may be segregated. Many jurisdictions may have very detailed and complex road rules, while 
others may depend more on the common sense and ability of drivers to comply. Things that 
disrupt the flow and may cause traffic to degenerate into a mess include road construction, 
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crashes, and road debris. A minor disruption in a phenomenon known as traffic waves can linger 
in particularly busy freeways. A complete breakdown of the organization can contribute to traffic 
congestion and gridlock.  

Institutions abound in most cities of the world. In Africa, particularly Nigeria, markets, just like 
many other institutions, lack sanitary centers and offerings essential to preserve the standard 
hygiene of the environment. They may also pose health hazard aside from being eye sores and 
resources of unpleasant odour. Very often, refuse has encroached on or completely blocked 
roads thereby obstructing traffic. Refuse frequently block gutters and different channels thereby 
cause flooding all through rain session. Another commonplace characteristic of markets in 
Nigeria is gross inadequacy of sanitary facilities along with potable water, bathroom and toilets, 
refuse disposal bays among others. Open urination and defecation is massive and the resultant 
infection of the environment contribution to environmental degradation. Blockage of access 
roads within the market and in the market surroundings sometimes lead to unnecessary loss of 
lives and properties at the event of emergencies such as fire accident (Yusuf, 2013) .  

Traffic congestion occurs when cities’ road network is unable to accommodate the volume of 
traffic that uses it. This situation is caused by rapid growth in motorization and with less than 
corresponding improvement in road network, traffic management techniques and related 
transport facilities. This road traffic congestion is a phenomenon that is associated with urban 
environment all over the world. This is because transport is needed to move from one place to 
another, especially when trekking becomes inefficient. While traffic congestion has been 
managed very well in some developed countries, it has continued to defy solutions in developing 
world especially in Metropolitan cities of Nigeria like Lagos, Port Harcourt and Kano as well as 
medium sized cities like Osogbo,  Akure, Ilesa and many others. Most of these cities suffer from 
inadequate facilities that could ensure smooth urban movement (Muili, 2007).  

The problem of road traffic congestion has reached an alarming rate in Ilesha especially around 
Sabo and Atakunmosa market. There is, therefore, a general feeling that the flow of traffic 
should be open to enable the free movement of goods and services, but the reverse is true of the 
overcrowding of road users (vehicles) on the road and this expresses itself through a number of 
problems, including: delay, inability to accurately predict travel time, contributing vehicles to 
more travel time and less time spent on productive activities, waste of fuel and growing air 
pollution.  

 Different scholars such as Adedotun, Ogundahunsi and Oyeniyi, (2016), Joslin, (2011) amongst 
others have carried out different researches on traffic congestions in cities and towns in Nigeria. 
Most of these works bothers on factors responsible for traffic congestion which include lack of 
park place, no effective drainage and the likes. These authors and many others have all worked 
on traffic congestion but not mainly on road traffic situation in market.  This research is thereby 
focusing on analyzing the road traffic situation in the two major markets in Ilesa, Nigeria with 
the aim of filling the perceived gaps not touched by the previously mentioned scholars. Some of 
issued examined are the level of road encroachment, nature of the traffic flow and congestion, 
the conditions of available road infrastructures as well as management technique used for road 
traffic in both market, with a view to suggesting appropriate strategies for effective road traffic 
management.  
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 The study Area 

The study area for this research is Ilesa, the capital of Ijesa land of Osun State in South Western 
Nigeria.  Ilesha is the capital of Ijesaland and the seat of Ilesa Local Government Area. Ilesha is 
one of the pre-colonial cities in the South-Western Nigeria. Some of the traditional features 
include the Palace, Staff of Ogedengbe and the state of First Owa (Ajibogun) at the center of the 
town. Like any traditional town, the core area is characterized by traditional Yoruba housing 
style, housing congestion and somewhat deteriorating environment. The suburb area is 
characterized by modern houses with facilities. The town lies approximately between longitude 
4.40” and 4.4.2" East and latitude 7.36 and 7.38" North of Equator. It is located to the 
North/East of Ibadan, the capital of Oyo state and the largest city in West Africa. The town 
have a beautiful scenery with projecting hills of about 40-100 meters in height above the sea 
level. Ilesha is drained by Oora and Asoro streams.   

According to the 1952/53 Census data, Ilesha has a population of 72,029 which placed it as the 
9th largest town in the former Western Region. The 1963 Census puts the population as 165,822 
and the recent (2006) estimate put the population as 371,719. Strictly speaking, there is no 
segregation of residential areas either in context of status, tribe or religion. However, residential 
areas in Ilesha can be grouped on the basis of the major streets and outlets of the town called 
“EnuOdi” and between this EnuOdi and City Centre, (Ereja), residential areas can be identified 
on the basis of streets.  

 

 

Figure 1. Map of Ilesa East and West Local Government in the Context of Osun State 

Source: Authors’ Design, 2021 
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Figure 2. Map of Location of Markets in the Study 

Source: Authors’ Design, 2021 

2.2 Method of Data Collection and Analysis 

The two markets and their population is the sample frame for this research. Degree of 
encroachment was measured using calibration to obtain the areas of spaces which the 
encroachers covered. A volumetric analysis was carried out to assess the traffic flow and 
congestion in the market. A total of 241 questionnaires were administered using random and 
systematic sampling method for the research in the two markets. The data collected were 
analyzed using descriptive of frequency and percentage as well as mean computation. For 
descriptive, cross tabulation of frequency and percentage was used to analyze the level of road 
encroachment, the flow of traffic and congestion, the condition of road infrastructure and also 
to evaluate the management techniques for road traffic.  

3. Research Findings 

3.1 Level of Road Encroachment by Market Trading activities.  

This sub-section presents the measurement of the market road on market days and non-market 
days. Degree of Road Encroachment which is presented in Table 1 was computed using the 
following parameters:   

       A= width of road  

       B= length of road   
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       C= width of encroachment   

       D= length of encroachment  

Total road space =A×B=Y  

Total encroachment =C×D=X  

Percentage of encroachment= area encroached×100  

Total road space = Y÷X×100  

Table 1: Degree of Road Encroachment 

S/N Name of 
road 

A B C D Y X Degree 
X/Y×100 

1 Atakumosa 
Roundabout 

10m 356m 3.2m 356m 3560 1139.2 32% 

2 Sabo road 10m 327m 4.3m 327m 3270 1406.1 43% 

 Total  75% 

 Average  37.5% 

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021  

 Table 1 shows that the average degree of encroachment in the two markets is 37.5%. Using the 
average figure (37.5%), Sabo market has the highest degree of encroachment of 43%. The table 
shows that degree of encroachment in Atakumosa market is below average. Further, the table 
shows 32% of the road in Atakumosa market is occupied by encroachers whereby 10m road is 
reduced by encroachment to 6.8. Also, in Sabo market, 43% of the road is occupied by 
encroachers whereby 10m road is reduced to 5.7m as a result of encroachment.  As a result of 
this, traffic congestion tends to occur at a very high rate on market days. Also, most of the 
buyers who are car owners that patronize the commodities of the encroachers mostly park along 
the road side for sale transactions. Similarly, the setback on the other side of the road is usually 
blocked by the encroachers as well as drivers who had turned that space to their parking space.   

3.2 Residents, Drivers and Traders’ Response on Road Traffic Situation   

Effort is made to examine residents, drivers and traders’ response on the level of road 
encroachment in the study area. Some of the issues discussed are length of stay of respondents in 
the study area, car possession, driving rate, other means of transport used, area accessibility on 
market days as well as the causes of road traffic congestion on market days. 

Table 2: Residents and Drivers length of stay in the area 

Length of Stay Frequency Percentage (%) 

Below 5years 22 27.8 
5-10 years 27 34.2 
10-15 years 9 11.4 
15 above 21 26.6 
Total 79 100.0 

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021   
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It is observed in Table 2 that 27.8% and 34.2% of respondents are of the opinion that they have 
been staying in the area for below 5 years and 5-10 years while 11.4% and 26.6% of respondents 
accounted for the fact that they have been staying in the area for 10-15 years and above 15 years 
respectively. The highest proportion (34.2%) of respondents have been staying in the area for 5-
10 years. This is good enough because 10 years stay in an area is adequate for anybody to be 
knowledgeable of activities in that area; this is confirmed by the1999 constitution of Nigeria.  

Table 3: Residents and Drivers car possession 

Length of Stay Frequency Percentage (%) 

Yes 49 55.1 
No 40 44.9 

Total 89 100.0 

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 

Findings from table 3 revealed that 55.1% of the respondents own a car while 44.9% of the 
respondents do not own a car. From the table, it can be deduced that a higher percentage 
(55.1%) of the respondents owns a car. With this fact, the experience of car owners in the study 
area on traffic situation are of great importance to this research.  

Table 4: Other Means of Transport Used by Residents and Drivers 

Length of Stay Frequency Percentage (%) 

Passengers  bus 13 28.9 
Motorcycle 13 28.9 
Tricycle 9 20.0 
Others 10 22.2 

Total 45 100.0 

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 

Table 4 presents results on other means of transport used by the residents who doesn’t own a 
car. From the table, it can be deduced that 28.9% of the respondents use passengers bus, 28.9% 
use motorcycle, 20.0% use tricycle while 22.2% of the respondents uses all the above listed. 
Respondents who uses other means of transport aside those listed accounted for 22.2 
respectively.                 

Table 5. Residents and Drivers driving rate 

Driving Rate Frequency Percentage (%) 

Daily 48 96.0 
Weekly 1 2.0 
Monthly 1 2.0 
Total 50 100.0 

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 

The table 5 indicated that 96.0% of the respondents drive on daily basis, 2.0% drives on weekly 
basis while 2.05 drives on monthly basis also. From the table it can be deduced that a higher 
percentage of the respondents drive on daily basis.  
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Table 6: Area Accessibility on Market Days 

Street name  How accessible is your area on market days 

Very 
accessible 

Rarely 
accessible 

Not 
accessible 

Total 

Olaniyi 
Afonja  

F  
% of row   
% of column  

2  
26.6  
33.3  

5  
71.4  
8.6  

0  
0.0  
0.0  

7  
100.0  
7.5  

Orisunbare   F  
% of row   
% of column  

0  
0.0  
0.0  

6  
100.0  
10.3  

0  
0.0  
0.0  

6  
100.0  
6.7  

Sabo  F  
% of row   
% of column  

1  
5.9  
16.7  

6  
35.3  
10.3  

10  
58.8  
38.5  

17  
100.0  
18.9  

Irojo   F  
% of row   
% of column  

0  
0.0  
0.0  

11  
91.7  
19.0  

1  
8.3  
3.8  

12  
100.0  
13.3  

Okesa  F  
% of row  % of 
column  

2  
12.5  
33.3  

11  
91.7  
19.0  

1  
8.3  
3.8  

12  
100.0  
13.3  

Maranatha   F  
% of row   
% of column  

0  
0.0  
0.0  

10  
62.5  
17.2  

6  
37.5  
23.1  

16  
100.0  
17.8  

Ikoti   F  
% of row   
% of column  

0  
0.0  
0.0  

1  
20.0  
1.7  

4  
80.0  
15.0  

5  
100.0  
5.6  

Igbogi   F  
% of row   
% of column  

1  
33.3  
16.7  

2  
66.7  
3.4  

0  
0.0  
0.0  

3  
100.0  
3.3  

Muslim   F  
% of row   
% of column  

0  
0.0  
0.0  

8  
100.0  
13.8  

0  
0.0  
0.0  

8  
100.0  
8.9  

Total   
 
 
  

F  
% of row   
% of column  

6  
6.7  
100.0  

58  
64.4  
100.0  

26  
28.9  
100.0  

90  
100.0  
100.0  

X² =39.260, df=16, p < 0.05=0.000   F =Frequency, % = Percentage 

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 

Table 6 presents the respondents’ opinion on how accessible is their area on market days. It is 
observed that 6.7% of the respondents indicated that the area is very accessible, 64.4% argued its 
rarely accessible while 28.9% of the respondent noted that the area is not accessible on market 
days. The highest proportion of respondents are of the view that the area is rarely accessible on 
market days. This situation actually confirmed that there used to be traffic congestion on market 
days. 
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Table 7: Traders’ response on where they park vehicles 

Vehicle Parking Frequency Percentage (%) 
Car park 3 8.8 
On street 31 91.2 
Total 34 100.0 

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 

Table 7 describes where respondents with car do park whenever they patronize the market. 
From the table, 8.8% of them accounted for the fact that they use the car park, while 91.2% of 
respondents claimed that they park on the street.   

Table 8: Residents and Drivers response on causes of congestion on market days 

Causes of Traffic 
Congestion 

Frequency Percentage 

On street parking 8 8.8 
Ineffectiveness 
of traffic wardens 

1 1.1 

Traders displaying 
goods on road 

28 30.8 

Bad road 17 18.7 
All of the above 37 40.7 
Total 91 100.0 

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 

Table 8 represents respondents’ position on causes of road traffic congestion on market days. 
Accordingly, 8.8% of respondents adduced street parking as the cause, 1.1% said its 
ineffectiveness of traffic warden, 30.8% disclosed its traders displaying goods on the road, 18.7% 
claimed its bad road while 40.7% of the respondents are of the notion that the congestion is 
caused by all the reasons listed above.  

Table 9 Traders’ level of patronage to the study area 

Market name     Level of patronage  

Market days Non market 
days 

Rarely Total 

Sabo market   F  
% of row  
% of column   

34  
53.1  
41.0  

27  
42.2  
48.2  

3  
4.7  
42.9  

64  
100.0  
43.8  

Atakumosa market   F  
% of row  
% of column  

49  
59.8  
59.0  

29  
35.4  
51.8  

4  
4.9  
57.1  

82  
100.0  
56.2  

Total   
 
 
 

F  
% of row  
% of column  

83  
56.8  
100.0  

56  
38.4  
100.0  

7  
4.8  
100.0  

146  
100.0  
100.0  

X² =0.717, df=2, p < 0.05=0.699       F =Frequency, % = Percentage 

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 
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Table 9 discusses the rate at which the respondents (traders) patronize the market. From the 
table, 56.8% of them asserted that they patronize the market on market days, 38.4% stressed that 
they patronize on non-market days while 4.8% of the respondents highlighted the fact that they 
patronize the market rarely. 

Table 10: Traders’ response on availability of park space 

Market name  Availability  of  parking space 

Yes No Total 

Sabo market   F  
% of row  
% of column   

0  
0.0  
0.0  

63  
100.0  
47.0  

63  
100.0  
46.7  

Atakumosa market   F  
% of row  
% of column  

1  
1.4  
100.0  

71  
98.6  
53.0  

72  
100.0  
53.3  

Total   F  
% of row  
% of column  

1  
0.7  
100.0  

134  
99.3  
100.0  

135  
100.0  
100.0  

X² =0.882, df=1, p > 0.05=0.348        F =Frequency, % = Percentage 

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 

Table 10 explains the respondents’ position on availability of parking space in the study area. 
From the table, 0.7% of the respondent responded to availability of park space while  

99.3% responded to no availability of park space in the study area.  

Table 11: Space occupied by Respondents 

Market name  Occupied space 

Stall/ store Open 
space 

On street Total 

Sabo market   F  
% of row  
% of column   

14  
20.6  
28.6  

22  
32.4  
44.0  

32  
47.1  
64.0  

68  
100.0  
45.6  

Atakumosa market   F  
% of row  
%of column  

35  
43.2  
71.4  

28  
34.6  
56.0  

18  
22.2  
36.0  

81  
100.0  
54.4  

Total   F  
% of row  
% of column  

49  
32.9  
100.0  

50  
33.6  
100.0  

50  
33.6  
100.0  

149  
100.0  
100.0  

X² =12.602, df=2, p < 0.05=0.002           F =Frequency, % = Percentage 

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 

 Table 11 shows that 32.9% of the respondents claimed to occupy stall/store, 33.6% occupy 
open space, while 33.6% make use of on street.  It can therefore be deduced from the table that 
the same percentage of respondents (33.6%) occupies open space and on street respectively.  
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Table 12. Respondents’ response on reason behind the occupied space 

Market name  Reason behind choice of occupied space 

More 
patronage 

Convenience Proximity Total 

Sabo market   F  
% of row  
% of column   

41  
60.3  
44.6  

21  
30.9  
50.0  

6  
8.8  
37.5  

68  
100.0  
45.3  

Atakumosa market   F  
% of row  
% of column  

51  
62.2  
55.4  

21  
25.6  
50.0  

10  
12.2  
62.5  

82  
100.0  
54.7  

Total   F  
% of row  
% of column  

92  
61.3  
100.0  

42  
28.0  
100.0  

16  
10.7  
100.0  

150  
100.0  
100.0  

X² =0.789, df=2, p > 0.05=0.675      F =Frequency, % = Percentage 

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 

Table 12 explains the respondents’ reason for the choice of space they occupy in the study area. 
From the table, 61.3% of the respondents indicated their choice of occupied space because it 
enhances more patronage, 28.0% mentioned convenience while 10.7% adduced reasons due to 
proximity.  It can therefore be deduced that a higher percentage of the respondents prefer the 
space they occupy because it enhances more patronage.  

The exposition of condition of available road infrastructure is endeavoured as indicated in Table 
13 as noted by the respondents in a ranked form. Any infrastructure rated above average i.e. 2.5 
is considered to be in good condition. Therefore, the table explains that the following 
infrastructures are in good condition; drainage, pavement, traffic light, road side bridges, 
pedestrian crossing, Krebs, rest area as well as the road side parks.  

Table 13: Condition of available Road Infrastructure 

S/N 
 

Road Infrastructure 
 

Ranking F(NR) 
 

SWV 
 

MWV 
 

RANK 
 

5 4 3 2 1 

1  Drainage   10  152  48  24  2  70  236  3.37  3  

2  Road bridges   1  7  11  0  1  26  73  2.80  6  

3  Pavements   0  13  15  7  1  36  112  3.11  4  

4  Pedestrian crossing   0  7  4  10  1  22  61  2.77  7  

5  Rest area  0  6  3  4  8  21  49  2.33  9  

6  Roadside parks   0  2  3  3  10  18  33  1.83  10  

7  Kerbs   0  4  1  10  2  17  41  2.41  8  

8  Traffic light   1  5  3  6  2  16  48  3.0  5  

9  Traffic sign  2  20  18  6  2  48  158  3.51  1  

10  Street light  2  25  22  3  2  54  184  3.40  2  

         ∑=28.53  

Mean = 28.53/10= 2.852 
Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 
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3.3. Assessment of Traffic Flow and Congestion    

This section discusses the assessment of traffic flow and congestion in the study area. A traffic 
count was conducted in the study areas on two consecutive market days respectively. The results 
are presented in tables 14 and 15 respectively.  

Table 14: Traffic count at Atakumosa market (15th to 29th December 2021) 

Time     Taxi 
cab 

Private 
car 

Passenger 
bus 

Private 
bus 

Truck 
or van 

Tricycle Motorcycle Others 

7-8am  In  42  18  27  9  3  7  13  119  

  Out  15  7  30  7  2  4  21  86  
8-9am  In  25  13  15  5  0  0  45  103  

  Out  5  9  21  0  0  0  24  59  
9-10am  In  35  42  18  3  0  0  55  153  

  Out  18  12  15  0  0  0  43  88  

10-11am  In  20  35  15  0  4  4  35  113  
  Out   5  21  7  0  0  0  21  54  

11-12pm  In   13  22  9  2  0  0  28  74  
  Out   9  10  11  0  0  0  17  47  

12-1pm  In   17  11  7  0  0  0  18  53  
  Out   5  2  0  0  0  0  6  13  

1-2pm  In  9  15  5  0  0  0  22  51  

  Out  3  6  2  0  0  0  15  26  
2-3pm  In  0  12  0  0  0  0  19  31  

  Out  4  14  7  0  0  0  12  37  
3-4pm  In  8  22  0  3  4  1  11  49  

  Out  3  9  4  0  0  0  7  23  

4-5pm  In   15  15  9  0  0  0  17  56  
  Out   3  5  3  2  3  4  2  22  

5-6pm  In   4  19  5  0  0  0  19  47  
  Out   2  9  2  0  1  1  6  21  

Total     250  328  212  31  17  21  456  1325  

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 Average mean = 60.23 

Data in table 14 revealed the Traffic Count at Atakumosa Market on 15th and 29st of December 
2021 (2 weeks). It was observed that there is high vehicular count for motorcycle (456), followed 
by private cars (328) and passengers bus. It can also be recorded that taxi cab also recorded a 
number of (250). The difference between trucks and other dominant traffics like cars, buses, 
motorcycle can be obvious.  The hour of 7-8am (IN) has the highest vehicular count while the 
hour of 5-6pm (out) has the least vehicular count.  It was also deduced from the table that the 
average volumetric analysis in Atakumosa is 60.23.  

Data in table 15 revealed the Traffic Count at Sabo Market on 14th and 21st of December 2021 (2 
weeks). It was observed that there is high vehicular count for motorcycle (672), followed by 
private cars (334) and passengers bus. It can also be recorded that taxi cab also recorded a 
number of (260). The conflict between trucks and other dominant traffics like cars, buses, 
motorcycle can be evitable. The hour of 9-10am (In) 153, has the highest vehicular count while 
the hour of 12-1pm (out) 13, has the least vehicular count.  It was also deduced from the table 
that the average volumetric analysis in Sabo is 61.3. 
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Table 15: Traffic count at Sabo market (14th to 21st December 2021) 

Time  Taxi 
cab 

Private 
car 

Passenger 
bus 

Private 
bus 

Truck 
or van 

Tricycle Motorcycle Total 

7- 8am  In  42  18  27  9  3  7  13  119  

  Out  15  7  30  7  2  4  21  86  

8-9am  In  25  13  15  5  0  0  45  103  

  Out  5  9  21  0  0  0  24  59  

9-10am  In  35  42  18  3  0  0  55  153  

  Out  18  12  15  0  0  0  43  88  

10-11am  In  20  35  15  0  4  4  35  113  

  Out   5  21  7  0  0  0  21  54  

11-12pm  In   13  22  9  2  0  0  28  74  

  Out   9  10  11  0  0  0  17  47  

12-1pm  In   17  11  7  0  0  0  18  53  

  Out   5  2  0  0  0  0  6  13  

1-2pm  In  9  15  5  0  0  0  22  51  

  Out  3  6  2  0  0  0  15  26  

2-3pm  In  0  12  0  0  0  0  19  31  

  Out  4  14  7  0  0  0  12  37  

3-4pm  In  8  22  0  3  4  1  11  49  

  Out  3  9  4  0  0  0  25  41  

4-5pm  In   15  15  9  0  0  0  17  56  

  Out   3  5  3  2  3  4  2  22  

5-6pm  In   4  19  5  0  0  0  19  47  

  Out   2  15  2  0  1  1  6  27  

Total     260  334  212  31  17  21  672  1349  

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021      Average mean = 61.3  

 It can therefore be concluded from the analysis of both markets that; both markets have high 
vehicular count of motorcycle, private cars, and passengers’ bus respectively. The hour with the 
highest vehicular count in both markets is the same but the hour with the least vehicular count in 
both markets differs.   

 

3.4 Effectiveness of Management Techniques for Road Traffic   

Under this sub-section of the study, attempt is made to examine the effectiveness of 
management techniques for road traffic. The effectiveness of the following management 

techniques for road traffic; traffic warden, O‟yes, traffic signs and bumps.  
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Table 16.  Effectiveness of management techniques for road traffic 

S/N Management 
techniques 

Ranking F(NR) SWV MWV Rank 

    3  2  1          

1  Traffic warden    12  72  27  67  111  1.66  4  

2  O’YES   33  136  6  85  175  2.06  2  

3  Traffic signs    18  132  12  84  162  1.92  3  

4  Bumps    21  45  12  78  165  2.12  1  

       ∑=7.76  

Mean = 7.76/4= 1.94  

Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 

The table16 shows the respondents’ opinion on the effectiveness of the available management 
techniques for road traffic in the study area. It can be deduced that Traffic signs and Traffic 
warden are the most effective in the study area as they both rank above average which is 2.5  

 3.5 Compliance of Management Techniques for Road Traffic  

Under this sub-section of the study, attempt is made to examine the compliance to the 
management techniques for road traffic. The compliance to the following management 
techniques for road traffic; traffic warden, O’yes, traffic signs and bumps. Table 17 shows that 
Traffic signs and Traffic wardens are the most complied with management techniques in the 
study area as they both rank above average which is 2.5.  

Table 12.  Compliance of management techniques for road traffic 

S/N Management 
techniques 
compliance 

 Ranking  F(NR) SWV MWV Rank 

    5  4  3  2  1          

1  Traffic warden    10  64  66  4  13  57  161  2.82  4  

2  O’YES   35  140  102  4  3  71  284  4.0  2  

3  Traffic signs    90  144  42  12  1  75  289  3.85  3  

4  Bumps    105  120  45  2  0  67  272  4.06  1  

         ∑=14.73  

Mean = 14.73/4= 3.68  
Source: Author’s Fieldwork, 2021 

4. Conclusion and Policy Issues   

It was observed from the research findings that the percentage of encroachment in Sabo market 
is 43% while that of Atakumosa market is 32%. The average degree of encroachment in the two 
markets is 37.5%. Also, from the volumetric analysis of both markets it can be concluded that 
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both markets have high vehicular count of motorcycle, private cars, and passengers’ bus 
respectively. The hour with the highest vehicular count in both markets is the same but the hour 
with the least vehicular count in both markets differs. From the analysis as well, the condition of 
infrastructure is fair, not too bad but can be improved upon.  Also, the compliance to available 
management techniques is above average but needs also to be more attended to.   

Based on the findings of the study, the following recommendations were made:   

i. Government should provide (recruit) and empower more traffic management wardens to 
improve and ensure diligence in the discharge of their duty.    

ii. Environmental and traffic laws (regulation) need to be reviewed so as to minimizes the 
problems of traffic congestion.   

iii. Encroachment on roads in markets should be discouraged through public awareness, and 
public enlightenment programme. 

iv. There should be provision of additional stalls within the market where traders can display 
their goods  

v. There should be the enforcement rules and sanction on encroachers through market 
associations with collaboration with the government to curb the actions from 
encroachers who has stalls but still prefer to encroach the road for whatsoever reason.     
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ABSTRACT: 

The current emerging trend in Property Use Conversions (PUC), especially from residential use 
to commercial use have devastating consequences on property market transactions and the city 
morphology. The study identifies PUC determinants and examine the trend in property rental 
values in the study area between 2011 and 2020 with the view to determine the effect of PUC on 
property rental values  in the study area. Primary data was collected and used for the study. 
Rental data were collected from tenants, Estate Surveyors and Valuers (ESV) while property use 
conversion data were collected from the Ondo State Ministry of Works, Lands and Housing 
(OSMWLH) and tenants of converted properties. Data were collected through questionnaires 
survey. Three strategic locations in Akure were selected and used for the study. To achieve the 
aim of the study, 300 questionnaires were administered on the respondents with only 250 
questionnaires properly filled and returned for analysis. Both descriptive and inferential statistical 
tool were used for data analysis. The research findings revealed that economic, demographic and 
biophysical factors are the most critical PUC factors, and that PUC have significant influence on 
rental value trend. It recommended proactive policy formulations and aggressive public 
enlightenment as means to curb the menace.   

Keywords: Residential Property, Use Conversions, Akure, Rental Values. 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The rapid rate of urbanization especially in the emerging nations like Nigeria and other countries 
in the sub-Saharan Africa has led to the shaping and reshaping of land uses (Ankeli, et al., 2020; 
Thuo 2013 and Olayinka, 2012). The reshaping of the vital magnitudes of cities economic, 
demographic, sociological and physical structure is said to have indelible contributory effects on 
property use conversions and rental value regimes (Ankeli, et al., 2019; Adegunle, et al., 2016; 
Ayo-Odifiri, et al., 2017). Conversions of use is becoming the new trend and part of urban 
structure as it is gradually extending from the urban areas to the rural areas. Findings of earlier 
studies on use conversions and urban structures as Ankeli et al. (2020a); Ankeli et al. (2019); 
Adegunde et al. (2016); Egbenta (2009) and Fabiyi (2006) have affirmed that the uncontrollable 
urbanization rate in the country, agglomeration of industries and the presences of infrastructural 
facilities in the urban areas has helped in strengthening land use conversions activities as 
property owners/users prefer to put their properties to their highest and best uses.  

According to Falade cited in Ankeli et al. (2020) the structure or formation of Nigeria cities and 
towns appears to be entirely different from the way they used to be in some few decades back as 
a result of population explosion and urbanization or city expansion which is on the increase. 
Nigeria population that was projected in 2006 to reach 167 million by 2011 was 206.1million in 
2020 with about 2.6% average annual growth rate and 52% urban population (National 
Population Commission NPC, 2006 and World Population Index WPI 2019). More so the 
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interplay of the economic forces of demand and supply, infrastructure provision, institutional 
interference, environmental and socio factors have been identified as drivers of urban land use 
conversions in Nigeria cities (Ankeli et al., 2019; Akanbi, et al., 2019; Gbadamosi and Ibrahim, 
2013; Ifeoluwa, 2011 and Ayotaminu, et al., 2010). Ankeli, et al., (2020a) opined that besides the 
distortion of urban morphology, the matchless and unabated urban population explosion in 
Nigeria urban settlements has created problems of different rental regime, city heath, land 
ownership contestation and land use infiltration or conversions. 

The morphology of Akure has transformed over time from the old small quite city to assume its 
current status with the attendant hustling and bustling, land use conversion issues and other 
rental housing problems which other similar medium sized Nigeria urban settlements are 
experiencing. Akure, become state capital/seat of government in 1976 when its administrative 
status changed from being a divisional and provincial headquarter. The change in status 
engender the influx of people to the city with the attendant problems of land use infiltration, 
contestation and rental instability. It therefore become necessary to examine the determinant of 
property use conversion in Akure, the effects of PUC on rental values and the current trend in 
property rental values in the city. The study however, focused attention on the effect of PUC 
factors on the rental values trend of converted properties between 2011 and 2020 in some 
selected neighbourhood of Akure, the capital of Ondo state, Nigeria. 

2.0  Literature Review 

Owoeye (2020) investigated the upshot of sprawl incidence on pattern of land use changes and 
building physiognomies in Akure and its environs. Data were collected through the 
administration of structured questionnaires. Both inferential and descriptive statistical tools were 
used in the analysis of data collected. Findings from the study show regular massive influx of 
people into Akure due to unguided city expansions that have serious sway on land use 
determinant in Akure and its adjoining communities, with substantial influence on building 
arrangement variations and the distribution of urban facilities across the study area. The study 
concluded that, there is the need for proactive efforts of stakeholders in urban management 
through logical engagement of inventive measures over private and public lands. It therefore 
suggested the adoption of regional developmental programs that will checkmate the rate of 
incursion into state. Mtawali (2019) studied the implications of land use change from residential 
use to commercial use on urban planning of the city of Livingstone, in Zambia using simple 
random sampling method for the selections of the respondents for the study. Data were 
collected through the use of questionnaire and the study’s finding revealed that property use 
conversion drivers in the study area are businesses with about 70% rate, accessibility to the 
Central Business District with 16% and rental value increase inducement with 14% while the 
predominant conversion type is the change in use from residential to commercial (72%). The 
study concluded that the action could constitute serious planning problems of infrastructure use 
over stretched thereby increasing Local Authority Administrative cost. The study however 
recommended the inclusion of relevant bodies in the approval of property use conversion 
approval exercise and improvement in development control mechanism to avoid sectorial 
planning. This did not exhaustively treated issues of property use conversion in an all-important 
city as Livingstone City Council as demographic, policies and environmental variables were not 
discussed; hence there is a gap that need to be fill.   

Nkolika et al. (2018) examined the causes and consequences of the changing urban land use and 
neighbourhood quality of Abuja, the Nigeria Federal Capital Territory. Data collected were 
analysed using descriptive statistical tools. The study found that the commonest changing land 
use types were agrarian and residential land use types. That changing land use pattern observed 
are residential, public land use, retail and office properties which involves the renovation or 
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rehabilitations of existing properties; development or redevelopment; modification or the 
alterations of existing use. The study further identified property use conversion drivers to include 
economic and spatial political factors with the consequences of infrastructure overuse, landscape 
distortion and arbitrary land/rental value. It however, recommended the need for the 
achievement of sustainable urban cities through the striking of the needed balance between land 
administrative system and economic development which can be achieve by encouraging and 
adherence to land use control measures by policymakers and the private stakeholders. The study 
like Mtawali (2019) omitted other important land use conversion determiners as urbanization and 
population explosion, institutional and socio-political influences, infrastructure and 
environmental variables. This have created a gap that need to fill in literature. Degualem (2018) 
investigated the impact of urban land use changes on residential property values using Bole Sub 
City as the case study area. Data collected were analyzed using Relative Importance Index (RII), 
regression analysis, and descriptive analysis. The findings revealed significant level of change in 
land use from agrarian land use to other forms of urban land uses as residential, commercial, 
mixed-use and other uses. The RII value further shows that housing demand, road construction 
and transport access, agglomeration of business activities, utility development were some of the 
identified significant attributes for land use change that have impact on residential property 
values in the study area while factors as public service development was found to be the least 
influential determinant. It was also found that land use change has positive effects on residential 
property values and similarly increases its sales and rental value. The study suggested the need for 
efficient scheme that will minimize broker’s negative role in the distortions of value 
determination.  

3.0 MATERIALS AND METHOD 

3.1 Study Area 

Akure is both a Local Government Headquarters and the capital of Ondo State. This two-status 
combined with the springing up of educational institutions, other public and private operational 
offices and its natural serene and friendly business locations have led to the influx of people to 
the city with the resultant consequences of land use infiltrations, land contestations, urban crime 
and other similar unrest (Adeoye 2016 and Ogunleye 2013). However, the unabated land use 
infiltrations in Akure in the last ten years call for serious concern. The city is characterized by the 
confused mixture of purpose-built residential buildings converted to shopping mall/plaza, 
offices, super markets, stores or lock-up shops. 

3.2 Methods of Data Collection and Analysis 

The study adopted quantitative research approach through survey questionnaire with strict 
adherence to the Presidential Task Force Order on Covid-19 to elicit information and fact on the 
determinants and influence of property or land use conversion factors on rental values of 
converted two, three bedrooms and tenement buildings around Oke Ijebu, Oke Aro and Fanibi 
in Akure. A thorough reconnaissance survey of the study locations was done to familiarize the 
researcher and his team on the current occurrences in the areas. During this period, properties 
that exhibits conversion characteristics were enumerated. Three hundred (300) of such property 
types were identified and questionnaires administered on the occupants. Out of the Three 
hundred questionnaires administered, only two hundred and fifty (250) were adequately filled 
and returned for analysis representing 83.33% response rate. Both descriptive and inferential 
statistical tool was use for the analysis.   

To ensure that the research data were obtained from credible sources, the respondents were 
profiled. The study further adopted a perception trilogy model using Likert type scale in the 
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assessment of the respondents’ views on the relevant conversion factors in the study area. To 
achieve this, analysis of the affective response (emotional state of mind) variable which are 
usually subjective, the cognitive response (the moral convictions) which is usually the objective 
variables and the behavioural aspect of the subject were obtained through the perceptions of the 
respondents. This further shows the reliability of the information obtained from the field. More 
so, relevant literatures were reviewed from where several land use conversion factors or 
determinants were identified. Nkolika et al. (2018) land use conversion determinants classification 
was subjected to test using the perceptions of the respondents in the study area to assess their 
applicability. The study adopted five-point Likert scale format to measure the cognitive and 
affective reasoning of the respondents as it allow degree of independent opinion and a more 
friendly way of data analysis on the expectations that the strength of experience is linear. The 
scores range adopted are from strongly agree = 5, Agree = 4, Undecided = 3, Disagree = 2 to 
strongly disagree = 1. The Relative Importance Index (RII) conducted on the respondents’ 
perception assess their cognitive and affective workings. The Relative Importance Index (RII) 
formula used is: 

RII =  =        

Where;  

W = weight given to each statement by the respondents’ ranges from 1 to 5;  n5 = strongly 
agreed; n4 = agreed; n3 = uncertain; n2 = disagreed; n1 = strongly disagreed  A = 
Highest response integer (5) and N = Total number of respondents.      

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The targeted respondents’ profile and the questionnaires administered are presented in Tables 1 
and 2. Out of the thirty (30) active practicing Estate Surveyors and Valuers in the study area,  
twenty (20) Estate Surveyors and Valuers (ESV) were randomly selected as each of the ESV have 
equal opportunity to be selected and used for the study. 60% of the ESV holds Higher National 
Diploma (HND) certificates/ Bachelor’s Degree (BSc/B.Tech) while 40% are holders of Masters 
of Science (M. Sc) / Masters of Technology (M. Tech) Degrees in Estate Management and 
valuation.  75% of the ESV are principal partners who are by law qualify to give advice on rental 
and capital values. This imply that, data on rental values obtained are from the appropriate 
sources; hence have positively contributed to the robustness of research work as reflected in the 
outcome of the final output of the result. 

Table 1: Estate Surveyors and Valuers Profile 

Qualification Frequencies Percentage 

Academic Qualification   
PhD -  
M.Sc/ M. Tech 8 40 
B.Sc/HND 12 60 
Total 20 100 
Professional Qualifications   
Anivs + RSV 20 100 
Anivs - - 
Total 20 100 

Source: Field Survey Data 2021 
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Furthermore, Table 2 shows that only 250 questionnaires out of the 300 questionnaires 
administered were properly filled and returned for analysis, representing 83.33% response rate. 
The breakdown shows that out of the 30 questionnaires administered on ESV, only 20 
questionnaires was filled and returned, out of the 270 questionnaires administered on the tenants 
of converted residential building and the State Ministry of Lands, 230 questionnaires were 
properly filled and returned. Hence, the 250 questionnaires properly filled and returned for 
analysis was therefore considered adequate for a convincing analysis.  

Table 2: Questionnaire Administration 

Location ESV Tenant/ 
OSMW
LH 

Total Percentage 

Akure     
Questionnaire Administered 30 270 300  
Questionnaire Returned 20 230 250 83.33 

Source: Field Survey Data, 2021 

Several factors have been identified from the literatures reviewed (Ankeli, et al., 2020; Nkolika et 
al., 2018; Adegunle, et al., 2016 and Ayotamuno, et al., 2010). These factors were categorized into 
six by Ankeli, et al., (2020) while Nkolika et al., (2018) broadly categorized the factors into four. 
The four categorizations of Nkolika (2018) were tested in Akure and the outcome based on the 
respondents’ perceptions are presented in Table 3.  

Table 3:   Relative Importance Index (RII) for Land Use Conversion Determinant in Akure 

Determinant 5 4 3 2 1 ∑w RII Ranking 

Socio-Demographic Factors 150 90 5 5 0 1,135 0.908 2nd 
Economic Factors 170 60 10 10 0 1,140 0.912 1st 
Spatial Political Factors 80 55 40 25 50 840 0.672 4th 
Biophysical Factors 120 90 0 25 15 1,025 0.82 3rd 

Source: Author, (2019) 

Table 3 tested the cognitive and affective reasonings of the respondents and revealed the 
respondents’ perceptions of PUC determinants in Akure. The determinants presented to the 
respondents are socio-demographic factors which include factors as preference, cultural values, 
social relation and demographic structure; economic factors include investment potential, 
marketability, credit facilities; spatial political factors to include policies, political power and other 
institutional factors while the biophysical factors are locational attributes, neighbourhood 
qualities and other infrastructural facilities. The result of the RII shows that the most critical 
conversion determinant in Akure is economic factor with 0.912 ranking as the first conversion 
determinant, this is closely followed by socio-demographic factors with 0.908. The least critical 
conversion factor is spatial political factors with 0.672 ranking the fourth position. The outcome 
of the RII shows level of institutional/administrative ineffectiveness of the Ondo State Ministry 
of Lands. This is congruent with the submissions of Ankeli et al. (2020) and Adeoye (2016). 

Furthermore, to determine the rental value trend in the study area, the before use conversion and 
after use conversion aggregate average annual rental values for the property types understudy 
were collected and the rental indexes calculated and use for the trend analysis. Figure 1 and 2 
shows the rental trend of before and after use conversions for two-bedroom properties in the 
study area. Though, the predictive trend lines exhibited upward movement with the rent for after 
use in Oke Ijebu and Oke Aro displaying better rental value trend compare to the rent of similar 
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properties at Fanibi. This may not be unconnected with the proximity of these locations to Oba 
Adesida (Oja Oba) and Arakale which are the commercial hub of Akure. This however, 
supported the assertions of Ankeli et al. (2020) and Degualem (2018), that economic and 
demographic factors encourage property use conversions in most cities. 

 

Figure1: Annual Rental Trend for Before Use Conversion (Two Bedroom) 

 

Figure 2: Annual Rental Trend for After Use Conversion (Two Bedroom) 

Figure 3 and 4 shows the trend in the rental values of both before and after use conversions of 
three-bedroom properties in the study area. Both use conversions in the study area revealed 
consistent upward movement with Oke Ijebu after use conversions performing better between 
2011 and 2019 than rentals in the other locations. Though, the before use conversions rental for 
Oke Aro shows an explosive upward trend between 2019 and 2020.  
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Figure3: Annual Rental Trend for Before Use Conversion (Three Bedroom) 

 

Figure 4: Annual Rental Trend for After Use Conversion (Three Bedroom) 

Figure 5 and 6 shows the annual rental trend of tenement properties in the study area. The two 
years forecast revealed continuous upward trend for both use conversions with Oke Ijebu after 
use conversion rental performing better compare to the rent in the other locations. This is 
congruent with Ankeli et al. (2019) and Mtawali, (2019) who opined that after use conversions are 
better investment options.   

 

Figure 5: Annual Rental Trend for Before Use Conversion (Tenement Building) 
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Figure 6: Annual Rental Trend for After Use Conversion (Tenement Building) 

5.0  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The study identified PUC determinants that causes of property use conversions in Akure and its 
influence on property rental vales. The confirmed PUC determinants are economic, 
demographic and biophysical factors are the most critical PUC determinants with significant 
influence on rental value trend. It recommended proactive policy formulations and aggressive 
public enlightenment campaign as means to curb the menace. 
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ABSTRACT 

The measurements of the weather conditions and radio signal strengths were carried out 
simultaneously with the aid of a self-designed low-cost handy weather monitoring system. The 
measuring technique is stationed at the premises of Emmanuel Alayande College of Education 
(EACOED), Oyo through engaging the monitoring system beyond ground level for the 
measurements of the atmospheric temperature within January to December 2020. The received 
signal was measured only on the downlink and the receiver antenna was adjusted until the best 
accessible result of signal strength was captured on the micro SD card storage for consequent 
documentation. It is revealed from the research that signal strength decreased with a slight rise in 
temperature. Hence, the higher the temperature, the lower the signal strength. The correlation 
between the two parameters mathematically is -0.78 in value. The study shows that increase in 
temperature results in the degradation of signal strength, provided other atmospheric variables 
remain constant. The curves of signal strength on temperature and the signal field strength 
propagation profile in EACOED, Oyo Metropolis are shown based on the statistical data 
developed from the study. The efficient link margin and budget of radio transmission can be 
developed with this result for the study area more enthusiastically than applying prevailing link 
margin invented from other regions data evaluation. 

Key Words: Atmospheric temperature, Monitoring systems, Radio Signal, Radio transmission, 
Signal strength, Ultra High Frequency (UHF), Weather variables 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The extreme effects to the extent of total breakdown of communication between the 
transmitters and the receivers can be caused by unforeseen radio wave propagations. This can 
eventually results to complete target missing of the radar (Ukhurebor and Azi, 2018). As revealed 
by the previous researchers, the inconsistencies in the atmospheric weather variables is highly 
responsible for the chronological deviations by UHF radio signals transmission (Alam et al., 
2016). The primary atmospheric weather variables are the major influencers of radio signal 
transmission in the troposphere (Yeeken and Michael, 2011). The rise in altitude within the 
troposphere results to steady degeneration and eventually levels out the temperature gradient. 
The operation of radio propagation within this sphere is significantly affected (Isikwue et al., 
2013).  

Signal path loss is fundamentally articulated as the degradation in strength of a signal as it travails 
through a specific region or medium (Akinwumi et al., 2017). The signal losses are caused by the 
variation of weather conditions (atmospheric temperature, pressure, humidity, wind speed and 
direction) and are requisite factors in the design of any radio communications system 
(Ukhurebor et al., 2018). The free space path losses, absorption losses, diffraction losses, 
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multipath, terrain, buildings, vegetation and the atmosphere are some of the factors that may 
cause path losses during signal path propagation (Agbo et al., 2013, Aremu et al., 2018).  

The results from the previous studies show that temperature has a slight significant negative 
effect on signal strength (Ayantunji et al., 2018). The measure of temperature at different levels of 
earth’s atmosphere is termed as the air temperature and expressed in degree Celsius (oC). This 
study is focused to examine and analyze the atmospheric variables and its implication on UHF 
radio signal at Emmanuel Alayande College of Education (EACOED), Oyo, Oyo State, Nigeria. 

The measurement is carried out at campus of EACOED for a period of one year (January to 
December, 2020) using a self-designed cost effective portable weather monitoring systems. The 
fallouts of the study would be treasured to the management of radio communication systems for 
enhancement and developmental purposes.  

2.0 METHODOLOGY 

A data logger digital field strength meter interfaced to the personal computer is the applied 
measuring tool adopted in this study for the field strength measurement. The measurements of 
the various weather variables was carried out with the aid of a self-designed low-cost handy 
weather monitoring system. The measuring technique is positioned by engaging the monitoring 
system outside ground level for the measurements and micro SD card storage of the air 
temperature at the premises of EACOED, Oyo, Oyo State, Nigeria.  

The acquisition of numerical data of signal strengths and meteorological components in the 
College Administrative Block is the purpose of the research to determine the atmospheric 
variables and its implication on UHF radio signal at EACOED, Oyo. The measurements were 
executed for a period of one year (January to December, 2020). The established signal was 
measured merely on the downlink and the receiver antenna was accustomed in anticipation of 
the unsurpassed accessible result of signal strength was apprehended on the micro SD card 
storage prior recording.  

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The result of the study is evaluated to validate the atmospheric variables and its implication on 
UHF radio signal at Emmanuel Alayande College of Education, Oyo, Oyo State, Southwest, 
Nigeria. The curves of signal strength on temperature and the signal field strength propagation 
profile in EACOED, Oyo are shown in Figures 1 and 2 based on the statistical data developed 
from the study. The received UHF signal strength from the research is inversely proportional to 
temperature due to its rise or fall during propagation. Temperature is perceived at the 
troposphere to degenerate expeditiously with altitude 10 degrees Celsius per kilometer rate. 
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Figure 1: Relationship between Signal Strength (dBμV) and Atmospheric Temperature (0C) in 
EACOED, Oyo 

 

 

Figure 2: Signal Field Strength Propagation Profile in EACOED, Oyo 

The magnitude of how certain factors affect radio communication is a challenge based on this 
study in the UHF range with many weather conditions interrelating with one another due to 
disordered system of weather. The study affirmed that the higher the temperature, the lower the 
signal strength due to its decrease with a slight rise in temperature. The sample data from the 
Figure 1 shows the inverse variation of the signal strength (dBμV) with air temperature at 
constant humidity (78%), uniform atmospheric pressure (975.7.8 hpa) and relative constant wind 
speed (1.03 MpH).  

The research evidently proofed that the UHF signal strength is inversely proportional to the air 
temperature, provided that other weather variables are observed constant (Chima et al., 2018). 
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This study certified that atmospheric temperature variation is vital provided the performance 
degradation induced by frequency shifts and thermal transceiver noise through crystal accuracy is 
anticipated. Variation in environmental conditions over various distances is primarily responsible 
for a change in UHF signal receptions as credibly achieved in this research.  

4.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

The research opined the optimization of UHF radio signal and the atmospheric conditions to 
examine the atmospheric variables and its implication on UHF radio signal at Emmanuel 
Alayande College of Education, Oyo, Oyo State, Nigeria.  The study accomplishes that as the 
temperature increases, the UHF signal strength levels decrease, as long as other weather variables 
remain constant. The efficient link margin and budget of radio transmission can be developed 
with this available result for the study area instead of applying predominant link margin designed 
from other regions data evaluation.  

The research is restricted to the atmospheric variables (temperature) and its implication on UHF 
radio signal at Emmanuel Alayande College of Education, Oyo, Oyo State, Nigeria. Further 
investigations are suggested to reflect on other atmospherical weather conditions in this and 
other regions with adoption of different methods for authentication of this study on radio signal 
propagation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Web Services involves the use of IT infrastructure services by businesses services and it can also 
be referred to as Cloud Computing. Cloud Computing provides a simple way to access servers, 
storage, databases, and a broad set of application services over the Internet. A Cloud services 
platform such as Amazon Web Services owns and maintains the network-connected hardware 
required for these application services while using what you need via a web application. Cloud 
Computing provides a highly reliable, scalable, low-cost infrastructure platform in the Cloud that 
powers hundreds of thousands of businesses in countries around the world. In Cloud 
computing,  IT infrastructure is very important and much of the merits of cloud computing 
depend on IT infrastructure. The Infrastructure facility of Amazon Web Services (AWS) and its 
cloud platform were examined and reviewed in comparison with existing IT Infrastructure in 
Nigeria following an increment in an online business presence in Nigeria and Africa after the 
outcome of the global pandemic. More so, the basic architectural features of AWS cloud 
computing are examined against its functionalities. Therefore, this paper offers an analysis of 
AWS adoption in an online businesses’ representation, focusing especially in Nigeria. However, 
the findings show that cloud computing especially using AWS provides the opportunity to 
replace up-front capital infrastructure expenses with low variable costs that scale with the 
business in which Nigeria and Africa businesses can benefit with little improvement on existing 
infrastructures. Also, findings in this research paper indicate that there may be fastness in result 
delivery of businesses when cloud computing infrastructure is used. With the Cloud, businesses 
no longer need to plan for and procure servers and other IT infrastructure weeks or months in 
advance. Instead, they can instantly spin up hundreds or thousands of servers in minutes and 
deliver results faster. 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

E-Commerce growth is generally poor in developing countries where issues of security and other 
internet infrastructures have been identified as barriers (Japhet et. al. 2011). Before the advent of 
Covid-19, most business modules in Nigeria have always been conducted through bricks and 
mortar means (Physical transactional businesses). This has formed a cultural syndrome either due 
to security, lack of trust, and other barriers that prevented business vendors and citizens to invest 
and adopting online business presence respectively (Alabi and Olayemi, 2019). 

The world is becoming a global village where every opportunity is now seen in terms of 
Information Communication Technology (ICT) (Alabi et al. 2020) . Internet users across the 
world are growing and this has provided the opportunity for global e-commerce. An online 
transaction has been described as a new driver of economic growth, especially for developing 
countries (Japhet et. al. 2011). Authors further clarified that Internet technologies benefits have 
created notions that e-commerce growth may assist developing countries to 
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overcome their economic problems because; it will provide a great opportunity for organizations, 
individuals, and nations at large (Alabi et al. 2020).  

On the other hand, e-business researchers have identified barriers limiting the growth of ICT 
development and e-commerce especially in developing countries (Oluyinka et al. 2013). These 
barriers were further classified into infrastructure, lack of a functioning ICT policy, bad and 
corrupt governance, social and cultural problems, and economic problems. Lack of proper 
adoption of ICT technologies in developing countries has been attributed to these barriers that 
led citizens into a high digital divide and abject poverty (Kshetri, N. 2007).  

 In Nigerian, ICT development is also experiencing problems like other developing countries. 
According to Oluyinka et al.(2013), the high populace of a country is amounting to nothing 
without ICT and another technological empowerment. Unfortunately, the “vision 2020” of 
Nigeria aspiring to be one of the top 20 leaders of the world was not realized because of non-
proper implementation of ICT. Although, digital divide exists in Nigeria and Oluyinka further 
clarified that no nation can attain total development without having a digital economy that is 
widely accepted and reliable e-business management. These will include a secure and reliable e-
payment platform that will be trusted by the citizens of Nigeria. All these are far from being 
achieved. This was the true situation of Nigeria even before Covid-19 issues.  

A study conducted on how the COVID-19 pandemic has been affecting Small and Medium 
Scale Enterprises in Nigeria. The authors’ investigation involved a literature review on how the 
pandemic has affected the entrepreneurs (Oyewale, Adebayo, and Kehinde, 2020). This paper 
proposes one of the methods that can be used not only to alleviate the current situation but also 
to prevent the future occurrence of such effects on Small and Medium Scale Enterprises in 
Nigeria. Government-imposed partial and total lockdowns are increasingly hindering access to 
markets and shops (Gabriel et al. 2020).  

The COVID-19 pandemic has increased online trade in the world. The world economy has 
undergone drastic changes, majorly due to the rapid growth of digitalization and the Covid-19 
pandemic leading to an increased demand for online services. The traditional economic model to 
a digital economy model like cryptocurrency, social media platforms, online shopping, online 
gaming benefited economy of the developed world during the Pandemic period. Contrarily, in 
Nigeria businesses are negatively impacted; as the reality of the Covid-19 pandemic fully unfolds, 
particularly the banking and education have more impacts. They were all closed during the 
lockdown and many of them are still suffering to this moment (Oyewale, Adebayo, and Kehinde, 
2020). 

Many developed countries have embarked on what could help significantly reduce this burden 
strategically. Therefore, many technologies can improve business performance, enhance 
efficiency, and competitive advantage. The internet is the bedrock of the paradigm such that 
other enabling technologies depend on this digital communication infrastructure the present 
internet and IT infrastructure is not presently encouraging.  The evolution of ethernet-based 
networks and wireless networks in digital communication has led to the emergence of IoT 
(Richardson and Ruby, 2007). The implementation of this vision has profound consequences in 
technology, business organization, and markets, and comes with different opportunities and 
benefits which can also be applied to Nigeria if the right approach is taken (Alabi et al 2020). 
Therefore, the main reason why businesses adopt cloud computing includes implementation 
simplification, cost-saving, and seamless. Cloud computing enables the leasing of computing 
resources in real-time, with minimal interaction with the provider (Kallel, Rekik and 
Khemakhem, 2021). 
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In the light of this, Amazon Web Services is examined and reviewed to exploit its benefits to 
elevate the Business online presence in Nigeria. There are numerous benefits that the business 
sector will derive by employing Web Services and Cloud for their operations (Peller, 2020).  In 
2006, Amazon Web Services (AWS) began offering IT infrastructure services to businesses in the 
form of web services—now commonly known as Cloud Computing (Bisong, 2019). Cloud 
Computing provides a simple way to access servers, storage, databases, and a broad set of 
application services over the internet (Peller, 2020). AWS provides a highly reliable, scalable, low-
cost infrastructure platform in the Cloud that powers hundreds of thousands of businesses in 
190 countries around the world (Kallel, Rekik and Khemakhem, 2021 

Amazon Web Services (AWS) are part of cloud architecture developed to meet the present target 
needs for the E-Business online presence to overcome problems of conventional website hosting 
methods (Fisher, Craig, and Bentley, 2007). AWS contains various aspects that assist in carrying 
out different functions. Figure 1 shows cloud computing platform and its different components 

 

 

Figure 1 Cloud Computing Architecture 

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/fc/39/6d/fc396d0ea71e6cfbd2563ba269d12268.jpg 

The rest of this paper contains Methodology, Overview of Amazon Web Services (AWS), data 
gathering, procedure, Findings, Discussion, Conclusion, and Recommendations. 

 

2.0 METHODOLOGY 

An Investigative approach is adopted in the research paper with analytic review for the 
Knowledge production within the field of business encompassing with information technology 
usage. Amazon Web Services (AWS) was investigated in terms of operations, infrastructures, 
Security, Reliability, and Benefits to the online representation of E-Business. This approach is 
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aimed to see how such benefits could be replicated in the business sector of developing 
countries, especially in Nigeria. An effective and well-conducted review as a research method 
creates a firm foundation for advancing knowledge and facilitating theory development. 

The Table 1 shows an extensive review of categories and their functionalities of Amazon Web 
Services. 

Table I: AWS Categories and Functionalities 

S/No AWS Category Functionality 
1 The AWS 

Management 
Console 

the Command Line Interface, or Software Development Kits 
(SDKs) can be used to access the services. 

2 Compute category These are key resources that allow you to carry out 
computational abilities via a series of instructions used by 
applications and systems. These resources cover a range of 
different services and features, these being: EC2 - Amazon 
Elastic Compute Cloud. 

3 AWS Regions  These are separate geographic areas that AWS uses to house its 
infrastructure. These are distributed around the world so that 
customers can choose a region closest to them to host their 
cloud infrastructure there. The closer your region is to you, the 
better so that you can reduce network latency as much as 
possible for your end-users. You want to be near the data 
centers for fast service. 
 

4 Availability 
Zones  

The distinct locations within an AWS Region are engineered to 
be isolated from failures in other Availability Zones. They 
provide inexpensive, low-latency network connectivity to other 
Availability Zones in the same AWS Region. Each region is 
completely independent. Other are functionalities are Lambda, 
Kubernetes, Docker, Light sails, 
 

5 Amazon Lightsail A Lightsail instance is a virtual private server (VPS) that lives in 
the AWS Cloud. Your instances can connect and to other AWS 
resources through both public (Internet) and private (VPC) 
networking. 
Whether you're an existing or new AWS customer, you get 750 
hours of free usage of the 512 MB Lightsail plan for free. You 
also can try Lightsail plans that include a Windows Server 
license for free using the same plan size. 
 

6 elastic block store Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS) is an easy-to-use, high-
performance, block-storage service designed for use with 
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) for both throughput 
and transaction-intensive workloads at any scale. 

7 Amazon VPC Amazon VPC enables you to build a virtual network in the 
AWS cloud - no VPNs, hardware, or physical data centers are 
required. You can define your own network space, and control 
how your network and the Amazon EC2 resources inside your 
network are exposed to the Internet 
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Figure 2 represents Amazon Web Services Basic Architecture showing its components and 
features.  

 

Figure 2 Basic Architecture of Amazon Web Services (AWS) 

https://k21academy.com/amazon-web-services/overview-of-amazon-web-services-concepts/ 

 

3.0 KEY BENEFITS OF COMPUTER CLOUD 

There are many benefits to be derived when a business is present online. 

It provides the opportunity to replace up-front capital infrastructure expenses with low variable 
costs that scale with your business. 

With the Cloud, businesses no longer need to plan for and procure servers and other IT 
infrastructure weeks or months in advance. Instead, they can instantly spin up hundreds or 
thousands of servers in minutes and deliver results faster. Figure 3 indicates the yearly 
progression of Cloud Computing. 

Other remarkable advantages of cloud computing can be listed as saving in electricity 
consumption, not occupying space, working with up-to-date hardware and software, providing 
ease of access from everywhere, being secure against cyber-attacks, and providing a collaborative 
environment (Vijayakumar et al., 2017). 

https://k21academy.com/amazon-web-services/overview-of-amazon-web-services-concepts/
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Figure 3 Cloud Computing Progression in Business Sector 

https://k21academy.com/amazon-web-services/overview-of-amazon-web-services-concepts/ 

 

4.0 FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

Therefore, the following areas of business that were negatively impacted during and after Covid-
19 can be adequately resolved through the use of AWS and other related Computer Cloud 
techniques.  

First and foremost, the deployment of AWS into Nigeria will assist help more businesses to have 
an online presence and this will bring more business prospects. Online business presence leads 
to more business growth. While Nigeria business was negatively affected during and after covid-
19, businesses in other countries like the United State of America (USA) and the United 
Kingdom used the opportunity of businesses online presence through the use of AWS and other 
Cloud Computing techniques) to engage in their online activities which helped them a lot. Apart 
from making more money for their company, they were able to keep their employee from joining 
unemployment lists. Therefore, the same procedure could reduce the rate of unemployment that 
is so alarming in Nigeria during and after the Covid-19 pandemics (Oyewale, Adebayo and 
Kehinde, 2020).  

Also, an introduction of AWS and other CC techniques may assist our educational sector as a 
result of their online representations. Despite the total lockdown in other developed countries 
like the UK, students of various levels of the institution from primary to University finished their 
terms and even started another term while lockdown was in place. Many tools like zoom, google 
classroom, webinar, team view and other teaching apps were deployed including life streaming 
activities. Schools learning modules are completed in an appropriate time, while almost all the 
schools in Nigeria were closed, time was wasted and most brains became dormant during 
lockdown. Non-engagement of Nigerian students and youth during this time also led to a 
security threat as a result of idleness  (Jayakumar et al., 2020). 
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In addition, deploying AWS would have helped Internal Security system during and after 
lockdown. Another area where AWS and deployment would have benefited during the lockdown 
is in the health sector. There were different E-Health programme that occurred during the 
lockdown in developed countries and citizens always got an updated, adequate and reliable 
information regarding the pandemic (Vijayakumar et al., 2017). 

However, the deployment of AWS aftermath covid-19 can still achieve a lot despite the 
lockdown is not in place for now. By doing so, there will be more relief to the effect of covid-19 
on every sector of the economy. Again, even apart from the lockdown and pandemic situation, 
the use of AWS can promote the country’s economy by encouraging more people to work from 
home, and help businesses to have a wider audience.  

 5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION  

Many issues are arising during and after the outbreak of Covid-19 which affected Nigeria's 
business and other sectors. These negative impacts that affected every country of the world are 
being alleviated through different means. The developed countries are performing better in 
reducing these impacts. One of these methods used is the online presence of businesses. 
Deploying cloud computers for an adequate and effective online presence cannot be over-
emphasized. Amazon Web Services (AWS) and its components may help to reduce the problem 
of web hosting for small and big businesses. This will make their online presence to be improved 
and gain a wider view. Business continuation will be unhindered even in a case of a lockdown, 
strike, and civil unrest.  

Business continuity reduces unemployment and this has overall turnout on the economy. If the 
online presence for business can be achieved through the use of the AWS cloud system, the risk 
of traveling lives of citizens on the bad and non-secure roads will reduce as a result of the 
availabilities of the online transaction. Also, other areas like education, entertainment, and 
agriculture industries. Electricity-less consumption devices incorporated cloud devices may be of 
help for epileptic power supplies in a country like Nigeria. 
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ABSTRACT 

Researchers have revealed that lateritic soil is contaminated by anthropogenic activities such as 
mining, fertilizer application and pesticide. The stabilization and Solidification (S/S) method has 
emerged as an efficient technique for the treatment of sites and soil that are contaminated with 
potentially toxic metals. It has been revealed that both active and abandoned mine sites are 
“heavily polluted” with heavy metals such as Cd, Pb, Zn, Cu and Hg. This paper reviewed the 
usage of Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC), Lime, Fly ash and some agricultural waste (Rice 
Husk Ash (RHA), Sugarcane bagasse Ash (SCBA), etc) to remediate heavy metals contaminated 
soil. This review shows that leachability of Pb from crushed block was reduced due to the 
incorporation of Rice Husk Ash into the binder system, Pb concentration was reduced from 3.70 
to 1.06 mg/L (deionized water), 0.66 to 0.08 mg/L (acetic acid) and 3.22 to 1.88 mg/l 
(sulfuric/nitric acid). It also revealed that partial replacement of cement with Sugarcane Bagasse 
Ash (SCBA) in S/S of heavy metal contaminated soil was successful  increased the strength and 
reduced  the leachability when compared to the controlled sample. Results of the previous 
studies revealed that  presence of SiO2 and other chemical compositions made the  bamboo leaf 
ash (BLA) to be pozzolanic material, hence,  use of BLA will be investigated to see if it can be 
used to remediate the effect of heavy metals in lateritic soil. 

Keywords: Stabilization and Solidification, pozzolanic materials, Heavy Metals, Contaminated      
Soil, Lateritic Soil 

1. Introduction 

Soil contaminations especially by heavy metals lead to environmental and human health issues 
that need effective and affordable solutions (Saifu, et al. 2015). The engineering usage of lateritic 
soil  on a daily bases increase across the globe. It is widely used in civil engineering construction 
works particularly in road constructions, foundations embankments, dams etc (Osuji and 
Akinwamide, 2018). As a result of massive urbanization, lateritic soil pollution is remarkably 
increasing over the globe and hence the need for stabilization is needed. Heavy metal pollution is 
listed as the most crucial problem among different soil pollution issues (Syed et al., 2018). 

Contamination of soil alters soil strength characteristics and  leads to an increase in loss of lives 
due to collapse buildings and road failures (Omotosho et al., 2012).  Anthropogenic activities 
such as mining, fertilizer application and pesticide are some of the major sources of heavy metals 
into the top soil, flowing and underground water, and the surrounding air (Ali et al., 2013). Waste 
from the gold mining process such as waste rocks are known to contain Hg, Cd, Pb, Al, and 
other heavy metals (Da Silva et al., 2004). According to various studies, mine sites near farmlands 
increase the rate of chemical accumulation in arable and cash crops' fruits and leaves, and mine 
site soil contamination can cause severe heavy metal contamination of water sources and 
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poisoning of humans and animals if ingested (Bartrem et al., 2014; Lo et al., 2012; Oramah et al., 
2015; Plumlee et al., 2013). 

Solidification and Stabilization is one of the most effective methods of treating heavy metal 
polluted soils over the world. According to Harris, (1994) Soil Stabilization is better defined as 
the alteration or preservation of one or more soil properties to improve the Engineering 
characteristics and performance of a soil. There are three purposes for soil stabilization, which 
include strength improvement, dust control and soil waterproofing (Harris, 1994).  When soil is 
stabilized and solidified it is bound to exhibit elevated strength when compared to untreated 
soils. Stabilized and Solidified soil is advantageous to improve various engineering properties 
such as bearing capacity, shrinking and swelling and permeability of soft, problematic and 
contaminated soils (Zhang et al., 2018). 

Pozzolanic-based stabilization/solidification (S/S) is an effective, yet economical remediation 
technology to immobilize heavy metals in contaminated soils and sludges (Dimitris and 
Xiaoguang 2003).Bamboo leaf is a plant that is commonly found in swampy areas. It has a wide 
range of applications. It is a plant that is readily available in the southwest, so engineering 
applications are numerous. Bamboo leaf ash, which is obtained by burning bamboo leaves at a 
controlled temperature, has been confirmed by some researchers to contain high reactive silica, 
making it suitable for use as a supplementary cementitious material (Villar-Cocia et al., 2011; 
Dwivedi et al., 2006; Arum et al., 2013). An emerging technology that uses various plants such as 
rhizofiltration, phytostabilization, phytoextraction, phytovolatilization and phytodegradation to 
immobilize contaminants in the environment is phytoremediation (Chatterjee et al., 2013; Lee, 
2013; Liu et al., 2018). Unfortunately, some of the plant species extensively studied and adopted 
for phytoremediation are not easily available in most communities, hence the need to investigate 
Bamboo Leaf Ash (BLA) which has been found to be pozzolanic is important. 

2. Stabilization and Solidification 

According to Hunce et al., (2012), Stabilization/Solidification (S/S) was defined to be a method 
or technique that aims in immobilizing contaminants by converting them into a less soluble form 
and encapsulating them with the creation of durable matrix. Also, Lasheen et al. (2013) submitted 
in their research that heavy metal wastes normally need S/S method processes to reduce 
contaminant leaching prior to landfill disposal. Yao et al.(2012) also mentioned in their research 
work that Stabilization/Solidification (S/S) method is commonly used to reduce the mobilization 
of contaminants within a hardened mass (solidification) and chemical conversion of 
contaminants into less soluble form (stabilization). In the same way, Voglar and Lestan (2010) 
stated that the S/S method has emerged as an efficient technique for the treatment of sites that 
are contaminated with potentially toxic metals. Research has revealed that the use of Ordinary 
Portland Cement can be used to S/S lead contaminated soil. Du et al., (2014) in their research 
work revealed the leaching behavior of Pb contaminants by using OPC as a binder. This research 
concluded that at pH 2.0, this strongly acidic condition has resulted in substantial lowered 
leachate pH and significantly increased the amount of Pb leached. Contrary to the condition, 
when OPC was added in S/S sample from 12% to 18%, it resulted in a decreased amount of Pb 
leached. In another study, Li et al., (2014) concluded that Pb concentration has been leached out 
from the solidified specimens using OPC as a binder at 109, 83 and 71 mg respectively with 
cement ratio of 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. 

Malviya and Chaudhary (2006) investigated the use of OPC to remediate Pb, Zn, Cu, Fe, and 
Mn-contaminated soil. Their sample containing OPC at pH ≥ 12 leached less Pb as a result. 
Then it was discovered that alkaline conditions reduced the concentrations of Zn, Cu, Fe, and 
Mn. The findings of the study revealed that the leachability of the heavy metals studied is pH-
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dependent. Voglar and Lestan (2011) found that concentrations of Cd, Pb, Zn, and Ni in soils 
decreased in alkaline conditions after TCLP extraction and reached the regulatory limit for heavy 
metals in soils. 

3. Heavy Metals Contaminated Soil 

According to Chao et al., (2012), heavy metals in the soil refers to some significant heavy metals 
of biological toxicity, including mercury (Hg), cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb), chromium (Cr), and 
arsenic (As), etc. Excess heavy metals in the soil originate from many sources, which include 
atmospheric deposition, sewage irrigation, improper stacking of the industrial solid waste, mining 
activities, the use of pesticides and fertilizers (Zhang et al., 2011), etc. Soil is a basic 
environmental element that constitutes the ecosystem and is an important basic material for the 
survival and development for human beings (Yao et al., 2012). Heavy metal in soil can threaten 
people's health either by accidental soil ingestion, by breathing the contaminated soil dust 
particles or by the ingestion of polluted drinking water or farm product associated with 
contaminated soil (Yin & Shi, 2014). According to Adebayo et al (2017), active and abandoned 
mine sites are “heavily polluted” with   heavy metals such as Cd, Pb, Zn, Cu and Hg (except the 
active mine site), and were “slightly polluted” with Mn and Fe. Experiments analyzing 
contamination in soil shows that the strength characteristics of various types of soils all seem to 
be compromised due to the effects of contamination on soils (Khamehchiyan et al, 2006; Ojuri 
and Omotayo, 2012). 

4. Different Materials Used as Remediation of Contaminated Soil 

4.1 Ordinary Portland Cement 

Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) is the most used binder to immobilize the heavy metals in soils 
as a remediation technology named the Stabilization/ Solidification (S/S) method. The prevailing 
binders for S/S are Portland cement and cement-based cementitious materials. (Syed et al. 2018). 
Malviya and Chaudhary 2006 reported that Cement-based S/S has been widely used for about 50 
years. Cement-based S/S technology is effective in immobilizing heavy metals even without 
additional additives (Napia et. al., 2012). While numerous formulations have been used for the 
stabilization process, the most common practical binder material for S/S is OPC, which can be 
combined with fly-ash, lime, steel blast furnace slag or clay, either to reduce cost or enhance final 
product performance (Moncef and Amjad, 2007).  Researchers that used other binders along 
with their mixtures for S/S treatment confirmed that cement is considered as the most desirable 
material among all the available materials being used for the remediation of contaminated soils 
(Goodarzi and Movahedrad, 2017). 

The mechanical mixing of cement and contaminated soils and immobilizing the heavy metals by 
encapsulation, sorption and precipitation (e.g., metal hydroxides) are the phenomenon that are 
mainly involved in Solidification/Stabilization by cement materials (Syed et al. 2018). When this is 
done diffusive characteristics of heavy metal will be reduced and consequently satisfy 
environmental standards (Riley et al., 2016 and Terashi, 1980). However, in the submission of 
Lee, (2007), it was observed that the strength of the cement-solidified contaminated soils 
decreased with increasing Pb concentration and Stepnanova et al. (1981), supported the argument 
that chlorides of Mn, Ni, Cu, Zn and other heavy metals could react with the silicates and 
aluminates in cement making compounds that prevent its strength development. Liu et al. (2008) 
used the S/S technology to treat contaminated soil in UK and reported that treatment of 
contaminated soil using OPC or ACT (accelerated carbonation technology) caused increase in 
the PI (plasticity index) of the treated soil and made it more stable during long-term weathering. 
Also, a research study from Voglar & Lestan (2010) shows that the application of Ordinary 
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Portland Cement (OPC) in S/S technique decreased the concentration of Cd, Pb, Zn and Ni 
compared to the original soil. 

In recent years, due to the consequence of high energy consumption in manufacturing cement 
and the air pollution caused by the release of high quantities of greenhouse gases during its 
production, the cement industry has been pointed out as one of the major contributors to 
anthropogenic CO2 emissions of about 5% globally (Oh et. al. 2013). In this respect, several 
researches have been directed towards partial or total substitution of Portland cement by 
pozzolanic binders such as lime, fly ash, and natural pozzolan. 

4.2 Lime 

Lime and other high alkalinity materials are widely used to reduce the solubility of heavy metal 
contaminants in water and soil (Mickney et al. 2001). Lime is used to mean calcium hydroxide, 
calcium oxide or calcium carbonate. According to Hassan (2010), the pH of natural soil deposits 
are typically in the range of 5-8. However, when a substantial proportion of lime is added to soil-
fly-ash, the pH of the mixture rises to approximately 12.8, the same pH as that of saturated lime 
water. At this elevated pH level, the solubility of the silica and alumina present in fly-ash and clay 
minerals is greatly increased. This makes them available to react with the calcium in the lime 
and/or fly-ash, to form calcium and alumina silicate hydrates (CAH and CSH), C = CaO, S = 
SiO2, A=Al2O3, and H=H20. It has been claimed by (Mickney et al., 2001) that lime processes in 
general, are not as effective as cement-based systems in reducing leachability of metals. 

Different researchers have used different additives to substitute OPC in remediating heavy 
metals contaminated soil. Jing et al., (2004) studied the effects of Pb leachability in S/S method 
using OPC, lime and fly ash. In the research result, it was gathered that samples that contain 
10% of lime showed a significant reduction of 43 mg/L Pb concentration compared to samples 
containing 10% OPC alone with 699 mg/L Pb concentration at 28 curing days. Boardman et al. 
(1999, 2004) found that for S/S treated Pb contaminated soils using lime binder, Pb 
concentration in leachate decreased with the increasing lime content. 

4.3 Fly ash 

Moon et al. (2006), Anastasiadou et al. (2012), and Xi et al. (2014) discovered that adding fly ash 
to S/S samples increases strength, but they argued that the strength of the sample was primarily 
derived from cement in their research on the use of fly ash as additives to cement in remediating 
heavy metal contaminated soil. However, by partially substituting the cement with fly ash, the 
leachability was significantly reduced. Additionally, concentrations of heavy metals were reduced 
to below the regulatory limit for Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) test 
compared to sample with cement only. Kumpiene et al. (2007) have suggested fly-ashes as 
possible solutions to treat problems related to acid mine drainage and metal solubility, as they 
can neutralize the pH of acidic soils, and render most cationic metals less mobile. Fly-ash also 
increases the surface area available for element adsorption, improve the physical properties of 
soil. Both Qiao et al. (2006) and Cote et al. (l987) found that the incorporation of Pulverized Fuel 
Ash (PFA) in the cement-based S/S system resulted in the lowest leaching of heavy metals. 
According to Dimitris and Xiaoguang (2003), addition of quicklime and fly ash to heavy metals 
contaminated soils effectively reduced heavy metal leachability well below the non-hazardous 
regulatory limits. Also, fly ash addition increases the immobilization pH region for all heavy 
metals tested and significantly improves the stress-strain properties of the treated solids, thus 
allowing their reuse as readily available construction materials. 
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4.4  OPC with Rice Husk Ash (RHA) 

Yin and Shi (2014), used the admixture of OPC with Rice Husk ash (RHA) to remediate the Pb 
contaminated soil. The result of their research shows that leachability of Pb from crushed block 
were reduced due to the incorporation of RHA into the binder system where the Pb 
concentration was reduced from 3.70 to 1.06 mg/L (deionized water), 0.66 to 0.08 mg/L (acetic 
acid) and 3.22 to 1.88 mg/l (sulfuric/nitric acid). Hegazy (2013), studied the adsorption of Pb 
contaminant by the rice husk (RH). This research concluded that in a pH between 6 and 7 and a 
temperature of 25°C, the total amount of metal adsorption by RH was 87.18% greater than it is 
with the fly ash, which was 76.1%. 

In the same conditions of this study, the RH also showed good adsorption for the Cd, which was 
67.9%. Yin et al (2006) in their research work proved that the replacement of OPC with RHA for 
Cement-dried soil (C/Sd) ratio of 1 reduced the leachability of lead from 0.66 to 0.08 mg/L in 
the acetic acid. This result indicated that the usage of ordinary Portland cement (OPC) with rice 
husk ash (RHA) as an overall binder system for the S/S of lead-contaminated soils is more 
favorable in reducing the leachability of lead from the treated samples than a binder system with 
standalone OPC. Also, the research indicated that, even though partial replacement of OPC with 
RHA in the binder system reduced the UCS of solidified samples, it was still high enough to 
exceed the mortar limit of 20 N/mm2, which was more than sufficient to be reused as 
construction materials. 

4.5 Sugarcane Bagasse Ash (SCBA) 

The sugarcane bagasse has been used as an additive in S/S heavy metals contaminated soil 
(Janusa et al. 2000). In there research, concentrations of 10% and 15% of Pb by weight to cement 
loading have been used and cured for 7, 14, and 28 days at 24°C. The results showed that the 
samples containing SCBA typically resulted in TCLP (modified) extract concentrations of 
approximately 0.5 mg/l of lead for all samples. In the other hand, samples containing no bagasse 
extract concentrations of Pb of approximately 5 mg/l and 45 mg/l for 10% and 15% of Pb 
nitrate samples respectively. Thus, the utilizationof SCB as an additive to cement effectively 
improved the S/S of Pb. According to Saifu, et al. (2015), the effectiveness of sugarcane bagasse 
ash (SCBA) as the substitution binder to Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) content in 
Stabilization/Solidification (S/S) method was investigated through the physical and chemical 
characteristics namely the Unconfined Compressive Strength (UCS) and Toxicity Characteristic 
Leaching Procedure (TCLP). The OPC and SCBA varying from 5 % to 20 % were added to 
stabilize and solidify the contaminated soils. Results indicated that all samples containing OPC 
and SCBA satisfy the US EPA strength requirement of 0.35 MPa for S/S sample.  

The TCLP testing shows that sample containing OPC with SCBA has been successful treated 
which produced the leachability below US EPA limit for lead of 5 mg/L. In conclusion, the use 
of SCBA as part of replacement of OPC has been successful in increasing the strength and 
reducing the leachability of heavy metals compared to untreated sample. In another research 
Mohamad and Mohammad (2015) investigated the effect of soil strength and leachability of lead 
in S/S method when sugarcane bagasse (SCB) is added to remedy contaminated soil. Cement 
was added at a proportion of 5%, 10% and 15% in sample weights without SCB while in another 
sample, the cement replaces SCB at a proportion of 2.5%, 5% and 7.5%. All samples were 
allowed to harden and cured at room temperature for 7, 14 and 28 days. 

The effectiveness of the treatment was assessed by conducting physical testing such as 
Unconfined Compression test, Density test and Water Absorption test and leaching tests were 
performed to identify the leachate criteria of lead during treatment. The results of the research 
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indicated that pH and leachability are found to have major influence on metal release, especially 
on samples containing SCB. Also, the concentration of lead in the TCLP and SPLP test after the 
curing period of 28 days were detected to reduce and fall  below the expected leachability limit as 
regulated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA). It was concluded 
that the results obtained from both the physical and leaching tests  showed that soil samples 
:7.5% cement :7.5% SCB are the most effective optimum mix since this proportion succeeded in 
minimizing the leachability of Pb as low as 2.11 mg/L or a total reduction by 99%, and it even 
produced the strength of 1389 kPa within 28 days. According to Mohamad and Mohammad 
(2015), partial replacement of cement with SCBA in the binder system has been successful in 
increasing the strength and reducing the leachability compared to the controlled samples. 

5.0 Conclusion 

This paper reviewed the Stabilization and Solidification Characteristics of additives treated heavy 
metals contaminated soil. The review showed the importance of Lateritic soil in the field of 
construction and also the threat against its sustainability. In this review, it was revealed that 
contamination of soil by heavy metals alters soil strength characteristics and lead to the increase 
in loss of lives due to collapse buildings and road failures. The review also revealed different 
sources of heavy metals in the soil which include: mining activities, application of fertilizers, 
sewage irrigation and improper stacking of the industrial solid waste. It was established that 
stabilization and solidification is a major way to remediate the adverse effect of heavy metals in 
the soil. This  reviewed revealed that incorporation of primary pozzolan such as fly ash and some 
agricultural wastes (RHA and SCBA) with pozzolanic properties can be used as heavy metals’ 
adsorbents and also remediate heavy metals contaminated soils using solidification and 
stabilization method. 
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